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STATE TAXATION OF INTERSTATE COMMERCE
AND WORLDWIDE CORPORATE INCOME

TUESDAY, JUNE 24, 1980

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9 a.m., in room
2221, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Harry F. Byrd, Jr.
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Byrd, Baucus, Dole, Packwood, and Wallop.
- [The press release announcing this hearing and the bills S. 983

land S. 1688 follow:]

(1)
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Press Release *H-31

PRESS RELEASE

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
June 6, 1990 UNITED STATES SENATE

Subcommittee on Taxation and
Debt Management

2227 Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.

FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT
SETS HEARING ON S. 983 AND S. 1688

Senator Harry F. Byrd, Jr., Chairman of the Subconuittee
on Taxation and Debt Management of the Senate Committee on Finance
announced today that the Subcommittee will hold a hearing on
Tuesday, June 24, 1980, on two tax bills.

The hearing will begin at 9:00 A.M. in Room 2221 of the
Dirksen Senate Office Buildin .

S. 983 Introduced by Senator Mathias. This bill
would establish national standards governing
state taxation of interstate commerce and rules
governing state taxation of worldwide corporate
income. It also establishes jurisdiction of
the United States Court of Claims for resolu-
tion of disputes arising under the Act.

S. 1688 Introduced by Senator Mathias. This bill would
limit States and political subdivisions from
applying the combined method of reporting to
determine the worldwide income of businesses
operating within their jurisdictions.

Witnesses who desire to testify at the hearing must submit
a written request, including a mailing address and phone number, to
Michael Stern, Staff Director, Committee on Finance, Room 2227 Dirksen
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C. 20510, by no later than the
close of business on June 18, 1980.

Consolidated Testimony. -- Senator Byrd also stated that the
Committee urges all witnesses who have a common position or w-th the
same general interest to consolidate their testimony and designate a
single spokesman to present their common viewpoint orally to the
Committee. This procedure will enable the Committee to receive a wider
expression of views than it might otherwise obtain. The Chairman urged
very strongly that all witnesses exert a maximum effort, taking into
account the limited advance notice, to consolidate and coordinate their
statements.

Legislative Reorganization Act. -- Senator Byrd stated that
the Legislatlve Reorganization Act of 1946, as amended, requires all
witnesses appearing before the Committees of Congress "to file in
advance written statements of their proposed testimony, and to limit
their oral presentations to brief summaries of their argument."

Witnesses scheduled to testify should comply with the
following rules:

(1) A copy of the statement must be filed by noon the day
before the day the witness is scheduled to testify.

(2) All witnesses must include with their written statement
a summary of the principal points included in the state-
ment.

(3) The written statements must be typed on letter-size
paper (not legal size) and at least 100 copi must
L"i-ibmitted by the close of business the- ay before
the witness is scheduled to testify.
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(4) Witnesses ari not to read their written statements
to the Subcommittee, but are to confine their oral
presentations to a summary of the points included in
the statement.

Written statements. -- Witnesses who are not. scheduled to
make an oral presentation, and others who desire to present their
views to the Subcommittee, are urged to prepare a written statement
for submission and inclusion in the printed record of the hearings.
These written statements should be typewritten, not more than 25
double-spaced pages in length, and mailed with five (5) copies to
Michael Stern, Staff Director, Committee on Finance, Room 2227,
Dirksen Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C. 20510, not later
than July 11, 1980.

__
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98TH CONGRESS
1sT SESSION .983

To regulate and foster commerce among the States by providing a system for the
taxation of interstate commerce.

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

APRIL 23 (legislative day, APRIL 9), 1979

Mr. MATHIAS introduced the following bill; which was read twice and referred to
the Committee on Finance

A BILL
To regulate and foster commerce among the States by providing

a system for the taxation of interstate commerce.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as the "Interstate Taxation Act

4 of 1979".
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1 TITLE I-SALES AND USE TAXES

2 PART A-JUBISDITION AND ADMINISTRATION

3 SEC. 101. UNIFORM JURISDICTIONAL STANDARDS.

4 (a) STATB STANDABD.-NO State shall have power to

5 require g person to collect a sales or use tax with respect to a

6 sale or use of tangbl personal property unless that person-
7 (1) has.. business-location. in- that State, or

8 (2) regularly solicits orders for the sale of tangible

9 personal. property by mean of salesmen, solicitors, or

10 representatives in that State, unless his activity in that

it State consists solely of solicitation by direct mail or

12 advertising y-ie-s- of ji-inted -periodicals, radio, or

13 television, or

14 (3) regularly engages in the delivery of tangible

15 personal property in that State other than by common

16 carrier or United States Postal Service.

17 (b) POLITICAL SUBDIVISION STANDARD.-No political

18 subdivision of a State shall have power to require a person to

191 collect a sales or use tax with respect to a sale or use of

20 tangible personal property unless that person-

21 (1) has a business location in that political subdi-

22 vision, or

23 (2) regularly solicits orders for the sale of tangible

24 personal property by means of salesmen, solicitors, or

25 representatives in that political subdivision, unless his
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1 activity in that political subdivision consists solely of

2 solicitation by direct mail or advertising by means of

3 printed periodicals, radio, or television, or

4 (3) regularly engages in the delivery of tangible

5 personal property in that political subdivision other

6 than by common carrier or United States Postal

7 Service.

8 (c) FREIGHT CHARGES INCIDENT TO INTERSTATE

9 SALES.-Where the freight and other charges for transport-

10 ing tangible personal property to a purchaser incident to an

11 interstate sale are not included in the purchase price but are

12 stated separately by the seller, no State or political subdivi-

13 sion thereof shall have power to include such charges in the

14 measure of a sales or use tax imposed with respect to the

15 sale or use of such property.

16 SEC. 102. REDUCTION OF MULTIPLE TAXATION.

17 (a) DESTINATION IN STATE; COOPERATIVE AGREE-

18 MENTS BETWEEN STATES.-A State may impose a sales

19 tax or require a seller to collect a sales or use tax with re-

20 spect to an interstate sale of tangible personal property only

21 if the destination of the sale is-

22 (1) in that State, or

23 (2) in a State or political subdivision for which the

24 tax is required to be collected by an agreement be-

25 tween the State of destination and the State requiring
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such collection, and the seller has a business location

2 in the State requiring such collection.

3 b) DESTINATION IN POLITICAL SUBDMION.-A po-

4 litical subdivision of a State may impose a sales tax or re-

5 quire a seller to collect a sales or use tax with respect to an

6 interstate sale of tangible personal property only if the desti-

7 nation of the sale is in that political subdivision.

8 (c) LIMITATION.-Notwithstanding section 101 and

9 subsections (a) and (b) of this section, no State or political

10 subdivision thereof shall have power to require an out-of-

11 State seller to collect a sales or use tax with respect to an

12 interstate sale of tangible personal property with a destina-

13 tion in that State if such seller's annual receipts from taxable

14 retail sales of tangible personal property with a destination in

15 that State are less than $20,000, except that this limitation

16 shall not be effective to the extent that such seller has, in

17 fact, collected a separately stated sales or use tax from the

18 purchaser. In determining whether the foregoing limitation

19 applies, an out-of-State seller shall be deemed to have less

20 than $20,000 in annual receipts from taxable retail sales of

21 tangible personal property with a destination in a State if

22 such seller's receipts from such sales during the preceding

23 calendar year did not exceed $20,000.

24 (d) CREDIT FOE PIoR TAxUe.-The amount of any

25 use tax imposed by a State or political subdivision thereof
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1 with respect to tangible personal property shall be reduced

2 by the amount of any sales or use tax previously paid by the

3 taxpayer with respect to the same property on account of

4 liability to another State or political subdivision thereof.

5 (e) REFUNDS.-A person who pays a use tax imposed

6 with respect to tangible personal property shall be entitled to

7 a refund from the State or political subdivision thereof impos-

8 ing the tax, up to the amount of the tax so paid, for any sales

9 or use tax subsequently paid to the seller with respect to the

10 same property on account of prior liability to another State or

11 political subdivision thereof.

12 (f) VEHICLES, BOATS AND MOTOR FUELS.-

13 (1) VEHICLES AND BOAs.-Nothing in subsec-

14 tion (a) or (b) shall affect the power of a State or polit-

15 ical subdivision thereof to impose or require the collec-

16 _ tion of a sales or use tax with respect to motor vehi-

17 cles and boats registered in that State.

18 (2) FuLS.-Nothing in this section shall affect

19 the power of a State or political subdivision thereof to

20 impose or require the collection of a sales or use tax

21 with respect to motor fuels consumed in that State.
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1 SEC. 103. SALES TO REGISTERED BUSINESS PURCHASER;

2 EXEMPT SALES CERTIFIED AS SUCH BY PUR-

3 CHASER.
4 No seller shall be liable for the collection or payment of

5 a sales or use tax with respect to an interstate sale of tangi-

6 ble personal property if the purchaser of such property fur-

7 nishes or has furnished to the seller- .

8 (1) a statement indicating that the purchaser is

9 registered with the jurisdiction imposing the tax to col-

10 lect or pay such tax, or

11- (2) a certificate or other form of evidence indicat-

12 ing the basis for exemption or other reason the seller is

13 not required to collect or pay such tax.

14 Any statement, certificate, or other form of evidence fur-

15 nished for purposes of paragraph (1) or (2) shall be in writing,

16 shall give the name and address of the purchaser and his

17 registration number, if any, and shall be signed by the pur-

18 chaser or his representative. Nothing in this section shall

19 limit the liability of a seller who, at the time of receipt of a

20 statement, certificate, or other form of evidence furnished by

21 a purchaser for purposes of paragraph (1) or (2), has actual

22 knowledge that such document is false or inaccurate.

23 SEC. 104. SALES BY CERTAIN OUT-OF-STATE SELLERS.

24 (a) ELECTION To COLLECT TAX CERTIFIED BY PUB-

25 CHASER.-With respect to any calendar year, an out-of-

26 State seller who has less than $100,000 annually in taxable
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1 sales of tangible personal property with a destination in a

2 State may, in lieu of collecting any sales or use tax which

3 that State or apolitical subdivision thereof may require to be

-4-collected under sections 101 and 102, elect to collect and

5 remit to that State a combined State and local sales or use

6 tax at a rate or in an amount which shall be certified to such

7 seller by the purchaser as being the correct rate or amount

8 applicable to the sale. Any such certification shall be in writ-

9 ing, shall give the name and address of the purchaser and his

10 registration number, if any, and shall be signed by the pur-

11 chaser or his representative. Nothing in this section shall

12 limit the liability of an out-of-State seller who has made an

13 election under this subsection and who, at the time of receipt

14 of a purchaser's certification of the correct rate or amount

15 tax applicable to an interstate sale with a destination in a

16 State to which-such election applies, has actual knowledge

17 that such certification is false or inaccurate.

18 (b) FAILURE OF PURCHASER TO CERTIFY CORRECT

19 IRATE OR AMOUNT OF TAx.-If an election under subsec-

20 tion (a) is in effect with respect to a State, and a purchaser in

21 that State who purchases tangible personal property from the

22 electing out-of-State seller fails or refuses to certify to such

23 seller the correct rate or amount of sales or use tax applica-

24 ble to the sale, such seller shall collect and remit the highest

25 combined State and local sales or use tax which could be
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8
imposed with respect to any interstate sale having a destina-

tion in that State and shall in no way be liable to such pur-

chaser for any excess of the tax so collected over the correct

amount of tax applicable to the sale.

(c) DETEIMMATION OF ANuAu TAxABLE SALES N

A STATE.-For purposes of determining whether an out-of-

State seller is eligible to make an election under subsection

(a) with respect to any calendar year, such seller shall be

deemed to have less than $100,000 annually in taxable sales

of tangible personal property with a destination in a State if

such seller's receipts from such sales during the preceding

calendar year did not exceed $100,000.

(d) ADmMSTRATION.-No State may require an out'

of-Staffeseller who elects under subsection (a) to collect com-

bined State and local sales and use taxes pursuant to pur-

chasers' certifications of the correct rates or amounts of such

taxes to remit the taxes so collected more frequently than

once each calendar quarter. A State may require such a

seller to maintain such records, certifications, and other infor-

mation as may be necessary for the proper administration of

such taxes, but may not require such a seller to classify or

otherwise account for the sales to which such taxes relate

according to geographic areas of that State in any manner

whatsoever, including classification by political subdivision.
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1 (e) STANDARD FORM OF RBTURN.-The Secretary of

2 Commerce of the United States shall prescribe a standard

8 form of return for the combined State and local sales and use

4 taxes collected by an out-of-State seller who ha& made an

5 election under subsection (a), and no State or political subdi-

6 vision thereof may require such seller to file, with respect to

7 such taxes, a form of return other than such standard form.

8 The filing of a certified duplicate copy of such standard form

9 incorporating the information required for all States with re-

10 spect to which such seller has made an election under subsec-

11 tion (a) shall be accepted in lieu of the filing of a separate

12 return for each such State.

13 SEC. 105. ACCOUNTING FOR LOCAL TAXES.

14 No seller shall be required by a State or political subdi-

15 vision thereof to classify interstate sales for sales or use tax

16 accounting purposes according to geographic areas of that

17 State in any manner other than to account for interstate sales

18 with destinations in political subdivisions in which the seller

19 has a business location or regularly makes household

20 deliveries.

21 SEC. 106. SAVINGS PROVISIONS.

22 (a) UsE TAx a.-Nothing in this Act shall prohibit a

23 State or political subdivision thereof from imposing and col-

24 lecting a use tax from a purchaser or user with respect to the

S. 988-2
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1 use in that State or political subdivision of tangible person-

2 al property--

3 (1) acquired in an interstate sale from an out-of-

4 State seller who is not required to collect such a tax

5 with respect to such sale, or

6 (2) acquired outside that State or political subdivi-

7 sion and brought into that State or political subdivision

8 by such purchaser or user.

9 (b) CORRECT TAx NOT COLLECTED.-Nothing in this

10 Act shall prohibit a State or political subdivision thereof from

11 collecting a sales or use tax from a person who purchases

12 tangible personal property in an interstate sale if for any

13 reason, including an incorrect or invalid certification or repre-

14 sentation made by such purchaser with respect to the tax-

15 exempt status of such sale or, in the case of a purchase from

16 an out-of-State seller having made an election under section

17 104(a), with respect to the correct rate or amount of tax

18 applicable to such sale, the seller has not collected the cor-

19 rect amount of sales or use tax from such purchaser. This

20 subsection shall not apply if the seller has collected the cor-

21 rect amount of tax from the purchaser but has failed to remit

22 such tax to the State.

23 (c) CERTAIN ADVANCE PAYMENTS.-Nothing in this

24 Act shall prohibit a State or political subdivision thereof from

25 requiring a purchaser of tangible peri-onal property for resale
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I to make an advance payment of a sales or use tax to the

2 seller of such property, or from requiring such seller to act as

8 agent for such State or political subdivision and in that ca-

4 pacity to collect and remit such advance payment: Provided,

5 That credit for such advance payment is allowed in determin-

6 ing the sales or use tax liability of the purchaser and provided

7 that all the foregoing requirements are imposed pursuant to

8 laws of such State or political subdivision which were in

9 effect on December 31, 1974.

10 SEC. 107. LIABILITY WITH RESPECT TO UNASSESSED TAXES.

11 (a) PERIODS ENDING PROR TO ENACTMENT DATS.-

12 No State or political subdivision thereof shall have the

13 power, after the date of the enactment of this Act, to assess

14 against any person for any period ending on or before such

15 date in or for which that person became liable for the tax

16 involved, a sales or use tax with respect to tangible personal

17 property, unless during such period that person-

18 (1) had a business location in that State, or

19 (2) regularly solicited orders for the sale of tangi-

20 ble personal property by means of employees present

21 in that State, unless his activity in that State consisted

22 solely of solicitation by direct mail or advertising by

23 means of printed periodicals, radio, or television, or
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1 (3) regularly engaged in the delivery of tangible

2 personal property in that State other than by common

3 carrier or United States Postal Service.

4 (b) CERTAIN PRIOR ASSESSMENTS AND COLLEC-

5 TIONS.-The provisions of subsection (a) shall not be con-

6 strued-

7 (1) to invalidate the collection of a tax prior to the

8 time assessment became barred under subsection (a), or

9 (2) to prohibit the collection of a tax at or after

10 the time assessment became barred under subsection

11 (a), if the tax was assessed prior to such time.

12 PART B-DEFINITIONS AND RULES

13 SEC. 151. SALES TAX; SALE; SALES PRICE.

14 A "sales tax" is any tax imposed with respect to, and

15 measured by the sales price of, the sale of tangible personal

16 property or services with respect to such a sale, and which

17 tax is required by State law to be stated separately from the

18 sales price by the seller or is customarily stated separately

19 from the sales price. The term "sale" includes any lease or

20 rental of tangible personal property Tnd the term "sales

21 price" includes receipts from any such lease or rental.

--- 22- SEC 152. USE TAX.

23 A "use tax" is any nonrecurring tax, other than a sales

24 tax, which is imposed on or with respect to the exercise or

25 enjoyment of any right or power over Tangible personal prop-
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1 erty incident to the ownership of that property or the leasing

2 of that property from another, including any consumption,

3 keeping, retention, or other use of tangible personal property.

4 SEC. 153. INTRSTATE SALE.

5 An "interstate sale" means a sale in which the tangible

6 personal property sold is shipped or delivered to the purchas-

7 er in a State from a point outside that State.

8 SEC. 154. STATE.

9 The term "State" wherever used in this Act means the

10 District of Columbia or any of the fifty States of the United

11 States.

12 SEC. 155. DESTINATION.

13 The "destination" of a sale is in the State or political

14 subdivision in which possession of the property is physically

15 transferred to the purchaser, or to which the property is

16 shipped to the purchaser regardless of the free on board point

17 or other conditions of the sale.

18 SEC. 156. OUT-OF-STATE SELLER.

19 An "out-of-State seller" with respect to any State is a

20 seller who does not have a business location in that State.

21 SEC. 167. BUSINESS LOCATION.

22 A person shall be considered to have a "business loca-

23 tion" within a State only if that person-

24 (1) owns or leases real property within that Stato,

25 or
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(2) has one or more employees located in that

State, or

(3) regularly maintains a stock of tangible person-

al property in that State for sale in the ordinary course

of his business.

For purposes of paragraph (3), property which is on consign-

ment in the hands of a consignee and is offered for sale by

such consignee shall not be considered as stock maintained

by the consignor, and property which is in the hands of a

purchaser under a sale or return arrangement shall not be

considered as stock maintained by the seller.

SEC. 158. LOCATION OF PROPERTY.

Property shall be considered to be located in a State if it

is physically present in that State.

SEC. 159. LOCATION OF EMPLOYEE.

(a) GENERAL RuLE.-An employee shall be considered

to be located in a State if-

(1) the service of such employee is localized in

that State, or

(2) the service of such employee is not localized in

any State but some of such service is performed in that

State and such employee's base of operations is in that

State.

(b) LOCALIZATION OF SERvic.-An employee's serv-

ice shall be considered to be localized in a State if-

4
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1 (1) such service is performed entirely within that

2 State, or

8 (2) such service is performed both within and

4 without that State, but the service performed without

5 that State is incidental to the service performed within

6 that State.

7 (c) BASE OF OPEBATIONS.-An employee's base of op-

8 erations is that single place of business, having a permanent

9 location, which is maintained by his employer, and from

10 which he regularly commences his activities and to which he

11 regularly returns in order to perform the functions necessary

12 to the exercise of his trade or profession.

13 (d) CONTINUATION OF MINIMUM JURISDICTIONAL

14 STANDARD.-An employee shall not be considered to be lo-

15 "ated in a State if his business activities within that State on

16 behalf of his employer are limited to any one or more of the

17 following:

18 (1) The solicitation of orders for sales of tangible

19 personal property, which orders are sent outside that

20 State for approval or rejection and (if approved) are

21 filled by shipment or delivery from a point outside the

22 State.

28 (2 The solicitation of orders for sales of or for the

24. benefit of a propective customer of his employer, if

25 orders by such customer to such employer to enable
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1 such customer to fill orders resulting from such solici-

2 tation are orders described in paragraph (1).

3 (3) The installing or repairing of tangible personal

4 property which is the subject of an interstate sale by

5 the employer, if such installation or repair is incidental

6 to the sale.

7 This subsection shall not apply with respect to business ac-

8 tivities carried on by one or more employees within a State if

9 the employer (without regard to those employees) has a busi-

10 ness location in that State.

11 (e) EMPLOYEES OF CONTRACTORS AND EXTRAC-

-12 TORS.-If the employer is engaged in the performance of a

13- contract for the construction of improvements on or to real

14 property in a State or of a contract for the extraction of natu-

15 ral resources located in a State, an employee whose services

16 in-that State are related primarily to the performance of such

17 contract shall be presumed to be located in that State. This

18 subsection shall not apply with respect to services performed

19 in installing or repairing tangible property which is the sub-

20 ject of an interstate sale by the employer, if such installation

21 or repair is incidental to the sale.

22 - (0 EMPLOYBE.-No person shall be considered an em-

23 ployee of an employer unless such person is an employee of

24 such employer for purposes of Federal income tax withhold-

I A
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1 ing under chapter 24 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954,

2 as amended.

3 SEC. 160. HOUSEHOLD DELIVERIES.

4 A seller makes household deliveries in a State or politi-

5 cal subdivision if he delivers goods, otherwise than by

6 common- carrier or United States Postal Service, to the

7 dwelling place of his purchasers located in that State or polit-

8 ical subdivision.

9 SEC. 161. LIMITATION ON APPLICABILITY.

10 Except as otherwise expressly provided in this Act, the

11 definitions and rules set forth in this part shall apply only for

12 purposes of this title.

13 TITLE H-GROSS RECEIPTS TAXES

14 PART A-JuISDITION

15 SEC. 201. UNIFORM JURISDICTIONAL STANDARD.

16 No State or political subdivision thereof shall have

17 power to impose a gross receipts tax with respect to the in-

18 terstate sale of tangible personal property unless the sale is

19 solicited directly through a business office of the seller in the

20 State or political subdivision.

21 SEC. 202. SAVINGS PROVISION.

22 Nothing in this Act shall prohibit a State or political

23 subdivision thereof from imposing and collecting a gross re-

24 ceipts tax on activities occurring entirely within that State or

25 political subdivision, including any tax imposed with respect
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1 to the extraction of oil, coal, minerals, or other natural re-

2 sources located within that State or political subdivision.

3 PART B-DBFINITIONS

4 SEC. 251. GROSS RECEIPTS TAX.

5 For purposes of this title, a "gross receipts tax" is any

6 tax, other than a sales tax, which is imposed on or measured

7 by the gross volume of business (whether in terms of gross

8 receipts or in other terms), which is applicable to commercial

9 or manufacturing business in general, and in the determina-

10 tion of which no deduction is allowed which would constitute

11 the tax a net income tax.

12 SEC. 252. BUSINESS OFFICE.

13 For purposes of this title, a seller shall be considered to

14 have a "business office" in a State or political subdivision

15 only if that seller-

16 (1) owns or leases real property within that State

17 or political subdivision, or

18 (2) regularly maintains a stock of tangible person-

19 at property in that State or political subdivision for sale

20 in the ordinary course of his business.

21 For purposes of paragraph (1), a seller shall not be consid-

22 ered as owning or leasing real property which is owned or

23 leased by that seller's employee, unless that seller pays the

24 costs of owning or leasing such property. For purposes of

25 paragraph (2), property which is on consignment in the hands
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1 of a consignee and is offered for sale by such consignee on his

2 own account shall not be considered as stock maintained by

3 the consignor, and property which is in the hands of a pur-

4 chaser under a sale or return arrangement shall not be con-

5 sidered as stock maintained by the seller.

6 SEC. 253. OTHER DEFINITIONS.

7 For purposes of this title, the terms "sales tax",

8 "State", and "interstate sale" have the same meaning as

9 such terms have for purposes of title I of this Act, and the

10 term "net income tax" has the same meaning as such term

11 has for purposes of title M of this Act.

12 TITLE II-NET INCOME TAXES

13 PABT A-APPORTIONABLB AND ALLOCABLE INCOME

14 SEC. 301. OPTIONAL THREE-FACTOR FORMULA

15 A State or political subdivision thereof may not impose

16 for any taxable year on a corporation taxable in more than

17 one State, other than an excluded corporation, a net income

18 tax measured by an amount of net income in excess of the

19 amount determined by (1) multiplying the corporation's base

20 by an apportionment fraction which is the average of the cor-

21 poration's equally weighted property, payroll and sales fac-

22 tors for that State for the taxable year and (2) adding to the

23 amount determined under clause (1) the amount of income

24 allocable to that State for the taxable year. For this purpose

25 the base to which the apportionment fraction is applied shall
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1 be the corporation's apportionable income as defined in this

2 title for that taxable year. No State shall, by reason of not

3 including dividends or foreign source income in apportionable

4 income, make any offsetting adjustment of an otherwise al-

5 lowable deduction which is unrelated to such excluded divi-

6 dends or foreign source income.

7 SEC. 302. INCOME ALLOCABLE TO A STATE; EXCLUSIONS

8 FROM APPORTIONABLE AND ALLOCABLE

9 INCOME.

10 Dividends received from corporations in which the tax-

11 paying corporation owns less than 50 percent of the voting

12 stock, other than dividends which constitute foreign source

13 income, are income allocable to the State of commercial do-

14 micile of such taxpaying corporation and are not apportiona-

15 ble or allocable to any other State. No dividends received

16 from corporations in which the taxpaying corporation owns

17 50 percent or more of the voting stock and no foreign source

18 income of such taxpaying corporation shall be apportionable

19 or allocable to any State.

20 SEC. 303. COMBINED OR CONSOLIDATED REPORTING.

21 (a) Except as otherwise provided in subsection (b), a

22 State may require, or a corporation may elect, that the tax-

23 able income of the corporation be determined by reference to

24 the combined or consolidated net income and the co-mbined or

25 consolidated apportionment factors of all affiliated corpora-
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I tions in the affiliated group of which the corporation is a

2 member.

8 (b) For purposes of subsection (a), no State may require,

4 and no corporation may elect, that a combination or consoli-

5 dation of an affiliated group include-

6 (1) any excluded corporation, or

7 (2) any corporation, substantially all the income of

8 which is derived from sources without the United

9 States.

10 For purposes of paragraph (2), substantially all the income of

11 a corporation (whether a domestic or a foreign corporation)

12 shall be deemed to be derived from sources without the

13 United States if 80 percent or more of its gross income is

14 derived from sources without the United States in the current

15 taxable year and in each of the 2 preceding taxable years

16 (excluding any period during which such corporation was not

17 in existence).

18 (c) Nothing in this title shall preclude the determination

19 of combined or consolidated income on a basis acceptable to

20 both the State and the taxpaying corporation.

21 PART B-D-DBFMnTIONS AND RULES

22 SEC. 351. NET INCOME TAX.

28 A "net income tax" is a tax which is imposed on or

24 measured by net income.
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1 SEC. 352. EXCLUDED CORPORATION.

2 An "excluded corporation" is any of the following:

3 (1) Any bank, trust company, savings bank, indus-

4 trial bank, land bank, safe deposit company, private

5 banker, small loan association, credit union, coopera-

6 tive bank, small loan company, sales finance company,

7 or investment company, or any type of insurance corn-

8 pany, or any corporation which derives 90 percent or

9 more of its gross income from interest (including

10 discount).

11 (2) Any corporation more than 50 percent of the

12 ordinary gross income of which for the taxable year is

13 derived from regularly carrying on any one or more of

14 the following business activities:

15 (A) the transportation for hire of property or

16 passengers, including the rendering by the trans-

17 porter of services incidental to such transporta-

18 tion;

19 (B) the sale of electrical energy or water; or

20 (C) the furnishing of public telegraph or in-

21 trastate telephone services.

22 SEC. 353. AFFILIATED CORPORATIONS.

23 Two or more corporations are "affiliated" if they are

24 members of the same group comprised of one or more corpo-

25 rate members connected through stock ownership with a
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1 common owner, which may be either corporate or noncorpor-

2 ate, in the following manner:

8 (1) more thain 50 percent of the voting stock of

4 each member other than the common owner is owned

5 directly by one or more of the other members; and

6 (2) more than 50 percent of the voting stock of at

7 least one of the members other- than the common

8 owner is owned directly by the common owner.

9 SEC. 354. APPORTIONABLE INCOME.

10 Except to the extent otherwise provided in section 801

11 or section 302, the "apportionable income" of a corporation

12 means its net income subject to apportionment as determined

13 under the laws of the taxing State.

14 SEC. 355. PROPERTY FACTOR.

15 (a) IN GBN&AL.-A corporation's property factor for

_16 any State is a fraction, the numerator of which is the average

17 value of the corporation's real and tangible personal property

18 owned and used or rented and used during the taxable year

19 and located in that State and the denominator of which is the

20 average value of all the corporation's real and tangible per-

21 sonal property owned and used or rented and used during the

22 taxable year and located everywhere, except that such de-

23 nominator shall not include any property which -he State or

24 the corporation determines to exclude pursuant to section

25 858(c).
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1 (b) STANDARDS FOR VA UINo PROPERTY IN PROPER-

2 rY FACTOB.-

3 (1) OWNED PBOPERTY.-IProperty owned by the

4 corporation shall be valued at its original cost.

5 (2) RENTED PROPERTY.-Property rented to the

6 corporation shall be valued at eight times the net rents

7 payable by the corporation during the taxable year.

8 Net rent is the gross rent payable by the corporation

9 less rent received by the corporation from subrentals.

10. SEC. 356. PAYROLL FACTOR.

11 (a) IN GENERAL.-A corporation's payroll factor for a

12 State is a fraction, the numerator of which is the amount of

13 wages paid or accrued during the taxable year by the corpo-

14 ration to employees located in that State and the denomina-

15 tor of which is the total amount of wages paid or accrued

16 during the taxable year by the corporation to all employees

17 located everywhere, except that such denominator shall not

18 include any wages which the State or the corporation deter-

19 mines to exclude pursuant to section 358(c).

20 (b) DEFINITION OF WAGEs.-The term "wages"

21 means wages as defined for purposes of the Federal Unem-

22 ployment Tax Act in section 3306(b) of the Internal Revenue

.23 Code of 1954, as amended, determined without regard to the

24 limitation of section 3306(bXl) on the amount of wages.

66-690 0 - S0 - 3 (Pt.1)
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1 SEC. 357. SALES FACTOR.

2 (a) IN GENERAL.-A corporation's sales factor for a

3 State is a fraction, the numerator of which is the total sales

4 of the corporation in that State during the taxable year and

5 the denominator of which is the total sales of the corporation

6 everywhere during the taxable year, except that such de.

7 nominator shall not include any sales which the State or the

8 corporation determines to exclude pursuant to section 358(c).

9 (b) SALES INCLUDED.-

10 (1) Sales of tangible personal property are in a

11 State if such property is received in that State by the

12 purchaser. In the case of delivery by common carrier

13 or by other means of transportation, the place at which

14 such property is ultimately received after all transpor-

15 tation has been completed shall be considered as the

16 place at which such property is received by the purt.

17 chaser. Direct delivery in a State, other than for pur-

18 poses of transportation, to a person or firm designated

19 by a purchaser constitutes delivery to the purchaser in

20 that State and direct delivery outside a State to a

21 person or firm designated by a purchaser does not con-

22 stituto delivery to tbe purchaser in that State, regard-

23 less of where title passes or other conditions of sale.

24 (2) Sales, other than sales of tangible property,

25 are in a State if-
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(A) the income-producing activity is per.

formed in that State, or

(B) the income-producing activity is per-

formed both in and outside that State and agreat-

er proportion of the income-produn activity Is

performed in that State than in any other State,

based on costs of performance.

(c) LOCATION OF RETAIN OTmBR SAES.-

(1) Sales of services shall be included in the nu-

merator of the sales factor for the State in which the

service is performed. Sales of services rendered in two

or more states shall, for the purpose of the numerator

of the sales factor, be divided between those States in

proportion to the direct costs of performance incurred

in each such State by the corporation in rendering the

services.

(2) Sales of real property, if the corporation is en-

gaged primarily in the business of selling real property,

are included in the numerator of the sales factor for

the state .in which the property is located.

(8) Sales which consist of receipts from the rental

of tangible personal property shall be included in the

numerator of the sales factor for the State in which the

property is located.
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(d) ALL OTMHER SALESr--All gross receipts from sales,

other than from sales described in subsections (b) and (c),

shall be excluded from both the numerator and the denomina-

tor of the sales factor.

SEC. 358. FOREIGN SOURCE INCOME.

(a) DEFINITION.-The term "foreign source income"

means-

(1) interest other than interest derived from

sources within the United States;

(2) dividends other than dividends derived from

sources within the United States;

(3) rents, royalties, license, and technical fees

from property located or services performed without

the United States or from any interest in such proper-

ty, including rents, royalties, or fees for the use of or

the privilege of using without the United States any

patents, copyrights, secret processes and formulas,

good will, trademarks, trade brands, franchises, and

other like properties; and

(4) gains, profits, or other income from the sale of

intangible or real property located without the United

States.

(b) DETERMINATION OF SOURCE OF INCOME BY REF-

ERENCE TO PROVISIONS OF THE INTERNAL REVENUE

CODE OF 1954.-In determining the source of income for
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1 purposes of this section and section 303(b), the provisions of

2 sections 861, 862, and 863 of the Internal Revenue Code of

3 1954, as amended, shall be applied.

4 (c) ADJUSTMENT OF PROPERTY, PAYROLL, OR SALES

5 FACTOS.-If foreign source income as defined-for purposes

6 of this title is derived from property, wages or sales which

7 are otherwise includable in the denominator of a factor de-

8 scribed in section 355, 356, or 357, either the State or the

9 corporation may determine that the property, wages, or sales

10 from which such foreign source income is derived shall be

11 excluded from such denominator.

12 SEC. 359. DIVIDENDS.

13 The term "dividends" shall have the same meaning as

14 that term has under the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as

15 amended, including any sum treated as a dividend under sec-

16 tion 78 of such Code.

17 SEC. 360. UNITED STATES.

18 The term "United States" wherever used in this Act

19 shall include only the fifty States and the District of

20 Columbia.

21 SEC. 361. LIMITATION ON APPLICABILITY.

22 Except as otherwise expressly provided in this Act, the-

23 definitions and rules set forth in this part shall apply only for.

24 purposes of this title.
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1 TITLE IV-JURISDICTION OF FEDERAL COURTS

2 SEC. 401. JUDICIAL REVIEW.

3 Notwithstanding section 1251(a) of title 28, United

4 States Code, the United States Court of Claims shall have

5 jurisdiction to review de novo any issues relating to a dispute

6 arising under this Actor under the provisions of Public Law

7 86-272, as amended. Within 90 days of the decision of a

8 State administrative body from which the only appeal is to a

9 court, any party to the determination may petition the Court

10 of Claims for a review de novo of any such issues. For pur-

l1 poses of such review, the findings of fact by the State admin-

12 istrative body shall be considered with other evidence of the

13 facts. The judgment of the Court of Claims shall be subject to

14 review by the Supreme Court of the United States as pro-

15 vided in section 1255 of title 28, United States Code, as

16 amended.

17 SEC. 402. EFFECT OF FEDERAL DETERMINATION.

18 Any judicial determination made pursuant to section

19 401 shall be binding for the taxable years involved on any

20 State given notice thereof or appearing as a party thereto,

21 notwithstanding any prior determinations of the courts or ad-

22 ministrative bodies of that State completed after notice to

23 that State. No statute of limitations shall bar the right of a

24 State or a taxpayer to an amount of tax increased or de-

25 creased in accordance with such determination, provided
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1 action to recover such amount is instituted within one year

2 after such determination has become final.

3 SEC. 403. CONFORMING AMENDMENT TO TITLE 28, UTED

4 STATES CODE.

5 Title 28, United States Code, is hereby amended by

6 adding after section 1507 the following new section:

7 "§ 1508. Jurisdiction to review certain disputes involving

8 State taxation of interstate commerce

9 "The Court of Claims shall have jurisidiction to render

10 judgment upon any petition for review under section 401 of

11 the Interstate Taxation Act of 1979."

12 TITLE V-MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

13 SEC. 501. PROHIBITION AGAINST OUT-OF-STATE AUDIT

14 CHARGES.

15 No charge may be imposed by a State or political subdi-

16 vision thereof to cover any part of the cost of conducting

17 outside that State an audit for a tax to which this Act

18 applies.

0
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96TH CONGRESS
1ST SESSION S .1688

To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 19547 to clarify the extent to which a
State, or political subdivision, may tax certain income from sources outside
the United Gtates.

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
AUUST 3 (legislative day, JuNE 21), 1979

Mr. MATMAS (for himself, Mr. HUDDLESTON, and Mr. VALwp) introduced the
following bill; which was read twice and referred to the Committee on
Finance

A BILL
To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to clarify the

extent to which a State, or political subdivision, may tax
certain income from sources outside the United States.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 Lives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That (a) chapter 77 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954

4 (relating to miscellaneous provisions) is amended by adding

5 at the end thereof the following new section:
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1 "SEC. 7518. INCOME OF CORPORATIONS ATTRIBUTABLE TO

2 FOREIGN CORPORATIONS

3 "(a) IN GzNzim.-For purposes of imposing an

4 income tax on any corporation, no State, or political subdivi-

5 sion thereof, may take into account, or include in income sub-

6 ject to such tax, any %mount of income of, or attributable to,

7 any foreign corporation which is a member oi any affiliated

8 group of corporations which includes both such corporations

9 unless such amount is includable in the gross income of such

10 corporation for-purposes of chapter 1 (including any amount

11 includable in gross income under subpart F of part I of

12 subchapter N of chapter 1) for the taxable year in which or

18 with which the taxable period (for purposes of State or local

14 law)ends.

15 "(b) INCoM TAx DEFM"D.-For purposes of this sec-

16 tion, the term, 'income tax' means any tax which is imposed

17 on, according to, or measured by income.

18 "(c) AFFILIATED GBouP DBFIND.--For purposes of

19 subsection (a), the term 'affiliated group' means a common

20 parent corporation and one or more chains of corporations

21 connected through stock ownership with such common parent

22 corporation.

23 "(d) CERTAIN CORPORATIONS TREATED AS FOREIGN

24 COMPOBATIONS.-For the purpose of this section, a domes-

25 tic corporation shall be treated as a foreign corporation if

26 under section 861(aX2XA) a dividend received from such cor.
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1 poration in the taxable year referred to in subsection (a)

2 would not be treated as income from sources within the

8 United States.

4 "(e) CERTAIN DIVIDENDS PAiD OR DEEMED PAID.-

5 "(1) DrIvDNDS EXCLUDED FROM TAX.-If a

6 corporation receives in any taxable year a dividend

7 from a foreign corporation (or is by application of sec-

8 tion 951 treated as having received such a dividend),

9 in imposing an income tax on such corporation no

10 State, or political subdivision thereof, may tax, or oth-

11 erwise take into account-

12 "(A) in the case of a dividend received from

13 a corporation described in subsection (d), the

14 amount of the deduction allowed by section 243

15 or the amount not taken into account in determin-

16 ing the tax liability of an affiliated group of corpo-

17 rations in accordance with section 1502, or

18 "(B) in the case of a dividend to which sub-

19 paragraph (A) does not apply, more than the

20 lesser of-

21 "(i) the amount of the dividend (exclu-

22 sive of any amount determined under section

23 78), or

24 "(ii) the amount by which the dividend

25 plus any amount determined under section
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1 78 exceeds the excluded portion of the divi-

2 dend determined in accordance with para-

3 graph (2).

4 "(2) EXCLUDED PORTION OF A DIVIDBND.-The

5 excluded portion of any dividend shall be determined

6 by multiplying the amount of the dividend (including

7 any amount determined under section 78) by a frac-

8 tion-

9 "(A) the numerator of the fraction shall be

10 the sum of-

11 "(i) the total amount of tax withheld

12 from all such dividends at the source, and

13 "(ii) the total amount of tax which by

14 application of section 902 or section 960 to

15 all such dividends, the domestic corporation

16 is deemed to have paid;

17 "(b) The denominator of the fraction shall be

18 46 percent of all such dividends.

19 For the purposes of this section, only a tax for which a credit

20 against tax would be allowed under section 901 (determined

21 without regard to the limitation in section 904) shall be taken

22 into account.".

23 (b) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendment made by this

24- section shall apply to taxable periods (for purposes of State or

25 local law) beginning after December 31, 1978.
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1 (c) AMENDMENT OF THE TABLE OF SBCTIONS.-The

2 table of sections for chapter 77 of such Code is amended by

8 adding at the end thereof the following new item:

"See. 7518. Income of corporation attribut Ie to foreign corpora-
tion."

0

Senator BYRD. The hour of 9 o'clock having arrived, the commit-
tee will come to order.

The hearings today will focus on two measures, S. 983 and
S. 1688. S. 983 is sponsored by Senator Mathias, and S. 1688 is
sponsored by Senators Mathias, Huddleston, Javits, Morgan,
Nelson, Talmadge, and Wallop.

S. 983 is a general bill dealing with national standards governing
State taxation of interstate commerce and State taxation of world-
wide corporate income.

S. 1688 is a more limited proposal dealing with State taxation of
worldwide income.

Each of these measures should be considered carefully. Business-
es need to be assured that-several States will not tax twice the
same business income. At the same time, States need to be assured
that businesses which operate in more than one State pay each
State their fair share of taxes.

The committee looks forward to the testimony of each of these
witnesses on these measures.

The committee will first hear from the Honorable Donald C.
Lubick, Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for Tax Policy. Wel-
come, Mr. Secretary. We are glad to see you again. --

STATEMENT OF HON. DONALD C. LUBICK, ASSISTANT
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY FOR TAX POLICY

Mr. LUBICK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is good to be here.
If you please, I would like to submit our prepared statement for

the record, and talk very briefly about the two principal issues that
are raised by the legislation before you.

Senator BYRD. That is satisfactory.
Mr. LUBICK. We are here to present the views of the Treasury

Department on the various bills limiting the extent to which States
or localities can take account of foreign source income in imposing
their income taxes.

There are two principal problems that are addressed here. The
first deals with State unitary apportionment taxation systems as
applied to foreign corporations, and the second deals with the State
taxation of dividends received by a domestic corporation from a
foreign corporation as well as rents, royalties, and other foreign
source income.

Treasury has a significant concern with the -first problem be-
cause of its impact on our international tax relations. The second
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problem raises questions of the relationship of the States to the
urdens on interstate and foreign commerce and is of professional

concern to the Treasury only insofar as the rules may give a
preference to foreign over domestic investment. As far as the rela-
tionship between the State governments and the Federal Govern-
ment, that, of course, is not our area of expertise.

Let me talk first a little bit about unitary apportionment systems
which apply to determine the income subject to taxation in a State
from a multijurisdiction operation. Under the unitary system, the
total income is apportioned by a formula, and traditionally three
factors have been used, payroll, tangible property, and sales.

The formula takes the payroll in the State as compared to the
total payroll to get a percentage, the same with sales and the same
with property, in the State and outside the State. These percent-
ages are applied to the total income, to determine the portion
attributable to the State.

Now, traditionally, this apportionment formula has been used for
a single corporation doing business in several States, and it has
worked reasonably well. If all jurisdictions followed the same rule,
obviously, there would be no double taxation. They would arrive at
the same result.

The Supreme Court has said in a number of opinions that in the
absence of congressional regulation, there can be differences among
the formulas, and in one case, the Supreme Court upheld the use of
a single factor for apportionment. So you can have differences, and
within the United States, within the domestic area of taxation, the
factors tend to be more or less similar so that the amount of double
taxation that may be involved is certainly within tolerable bounds.

Now, the question that we are concerned with here goes beyond
the apportionment of income of a single corporation. We are con-
cerned with the problem where the States require combined report-
ing of income of affiliated corporations of a unitary business. In
other words, the State may require the inclusion in the income
base not only of the income of the corporation incorporated within
that State, but of foreign corporations around the world, on the
theory that it is all part of one business.

Now, what makes a business unitary, of course, is a difficult
concept to define, but suffice it to say that some States have held
that merely the function of centralized management in one corpo-
ration is a sufficient tie to bring in all of these other corporations.

Now, the problem addressed by the bill, then, is the inclusion of
income of foreign affiliates who are not directly involved in busi-
ness in the State in the combined report subject to apportionment.
A number of examples have been shown through the application of
the apportionment formula to show that this produces some rather
serious distortions, and allocates- into the State income from for-
eign corporations that one would find it hard to attribute to that
particular State.

I will give a couple of illustrations, and I am sure you will hear
some more.

A second difficulty besides the malfunctioning of the apportion-
ment formula in the international scene is that in the case of
foreign owned multinational corporations, the States require them
to translate into U.S. dollars and U.S. accounting concepts all of
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the transactions and activity of these foreign corporations that may
otherwise have nothing to do with the particular State involved.
That is a very serious burden on the foreign corporations.

Our third problem is that the conventional international practice
for determining what income is attributable to a particular juris-
diction is the arm's-length method, the reference to arm's-length
standards of pricing or other payment to determine the true
income attributable to a particular jurisdiction.

Now, the result has been some very serious burdens on foreign
corporations. We have received many representations from foreign
governments. As you know, this whole matter was the subject of
debate on the Uhited Kingdom-United States treaty a few years
back, where we had previously negotiated a limitation on appor-
tionment in that situation.

The Senate did not accept it in ratifying the treaty, and indeed,
there was much suggestion that the matter ought to be handled
through the legislative route, through both Houses of Congress.

And it appears to us that this is a very substantial problem as
far as our relations with foreign governments are concerned, and
that it would be appropriate for Congress to deal with this prob-
lem . -.. .

A number of illustrations of very serious distortion have been
inserted in the record on various hearings, and in particular the
hearings involving the United Kingdom treaty, and I won't trouble
you to repeat them. But let me give you just one example that was
brought out in that hearing, and that is the French company which
was engaged in the food business in California which, as you know,
is a very low margin business.

As a result of the unitary concept being applied, there was
brought into the combined report a lot of its income from the
pharmaceutical business, a very high margin business. You can see
that if there are differences in wage factors, or with the United
States paying higher wages than is true in many other foreign
countries, you are going to have a distorting effect on the formula.
You are going to generate the attraction of more income to the
States, and that operates rather unfairly.

So, it is our position that we would very -trongl support the
proposal to limit the States in applying the- unitary method of
taxation by an arbitrary formula in the case of foreign owned
corporations.

It is particularly true not only because of the inequity, but also
because of the great difficulties for foreign corporations in translat-
ing foreigncurrency and accounting concepts into U.S. terms and
also because of the aspect of our international relations.

The same principle, as far as inequity, can apply to U.S.-owned
multinationals that are competing with foreign nationals, but we
do not have the latter two aspects, namely, the problem of translat-
ing into U.S. standards, because they have to do that anyway, or
the problem of our international relations.

Nevertheless, we think you ought to take into account the fact
that the U.S.-based corporations do compete on a worldwide basis
with their foreign-based multinationals, and it would not seem
inappropriate to have the same rules applicable in those situations.
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Now, as to the second problem, if I can State it briefly, we are
dealing with the question of how far States can go to tax income
not from business operations in the States, and the prime example
that we are concerned with are dividends received from a foreign

-corporation by a domestic corporation.
The legislation would significantly restrict the extent to which

the States can include that in their income base. -
Now, our prime concern, as I stated initially, is tax neutrality as

between foreign and domestic investment, and we have listed on
pages 6 and 7 of our prepared statement a number of very, very
difficult questions that are involved. The questions of allocation
here are of horrendous complexity, and we think that not enough
thought and consideration has been given to this.

For example, we have the question of whether we should restrict
State taxation at all. Is this the role of the Federal Government?
Can we have different rules which say that a State cannot tax
income that is derived from foreign sources, let's say from the
United Kingdom, whereas a State is allowed to tax income that is
derived from a sister State.

Why should there be a difference between the two? Why should
there be one rule for individuals which is different from the rules
for corporations? Why should there be a different rule as to divi-
dends as opposed to royalties, interest, and the like?

There are simply a host of questions here, Mr. Chairman, and
the question is of such horrendous complexity that we would urge
that action on this particular aspect of the problem be delayed, and
that very serious study by the staff be given as to all of these
problems and all of-the possibilities-the questions are mind bog-
gling-that you move ahead rather expeditiously on the simple
problem, the one that is relatively clear, and deal with the unitary
taxation situation.

I would be glad to answer any questions that you may have.
Senator BYRD. I-take it, then, that Treasury favors part of the

bill and opposes another part. Is that it?
Mr. LUBICK. That is correct, Mr. Chairman. We are in favor of a

limitation on unitary apportionment as applied to foreign-based
multinationals. We suggest that the same rule is probably appro-
priate with respect to restriction on apportionment of income to
U.S.-based multinationals. We don't have the same professional
interest in it in the Treasury, but we do think the principles are
appropriate.

As to the balance of the bill that deals with the question of
dividends and other foreign source income of domestic corpora-
tions, we think that there are so many serious problems here that
we are not prepared to come up at this time with any reasonable
solution. We would get into more difficulties through some of the
simplistic approaches that have been proposed than are appropri-
ate-at this time.

So, we would urge you to defer any action and to study this
question rather thoroughly.

Senator BYRD. Thank you. Just a moment.
[Pause.]
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Senator BYRD. Mr. Lubick, you submitted to the House a written
statement regarding H.R. 5076, which is identical to S. 1688. Would
you submit for the record a copy of that?

Mr. LUBICK. We would be delighted to do that, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BYRD. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Lubick and statement on H.R.

5076 follow:]
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9800 &*e. (NeO.z)'
June 24, 1980

STATE ENT OF THE HONORABLE ONALD C. LUSICK
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF TU TREASURY FOR TAX POLICY

BEFORE THE SEHAT1 IFNANCE SUBCOKNITTE
O9 TA]MTION AND DEBT N(A;NkEKE ON

8. 983 AND S. 1688

Kr. Chairman and members of this distinguished Comittee:

It Is a pleasure to appear before this Committee to
discuss the Treasury Department's views concerning the
Issues raised by S. 983 and S. 1688 regarding state taxation
of foreign source Income. The primary objective of S. 983
transcends the foreign income issuer the bill would
establish national standards governing state taxation of
Interstate comerce. While the issues associated with this
broader objective are very important, they are not, strictly
speaking, Federal tax policy Issues. Accordingly, my'
cements will be confined to the foreign Income issues
cimsed by the two bills. S. 983 and S. 1686 would.clarify
the extent to which a state, or political subdivision, may
take account of certain income from sourcesoutside the
United States in imposingi-its income tax.

Each bill has two distinct pacts, one dealing with state_
unitary apportionment taxation systems as applied to
essentially foreign corporations and the other dealing "ith
state taxation of foreign source income. Regarding the
foreign source income pact, S. 1688 is restricted to
dividends received from a foreign corporation whereas S. 963
also applies to interest, rents, royalties, license and
technical fees, and gains from a foreign source.

Under the unit-acy method of apportionment, as applied in
several states, the income of a corporation doing business
in a state is determined for state income tax purposes by

M-561
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- applying a formula which usually includes the income, pay-
roll, property, and sales of the corporation subject to tax,
ts well as all related corporations which are considered
pot of a unitary business. thus, the income of a corpora-
tion doing business in a state is determined by dividing or
apportioning the total domestic and foreign income for the
controlled corporate group according to the relation between
the corporation's in-state activities and the world-wide
activities of the entire corporate group. Cnitar .
apportionment may be contrasted with the typical formula
apportLonment method used by nearly all the states which
divides or apportions the income of a single corporation in
relation to its business activities in the jurisdictions in
which it operates. A unitary business generally exists
whore there is (1) common ownerships (2) centralized opera-
tion, such as purchasing, advertising, and accounting and
(3) a centralized executive force. No distinction Is made,
in same states, between U.S. and foreign corporations or
between corporate groups controlled by U.S. corporations and
those controlled by foreign corporations. The unitary
apportionment part of 5. 983 and S. 1688 is aimed at the
practice of including foreign corporations in the unitary
apportionment system.

This practice creates three types of problems. First,
it may result in a determination of income for *tate tax
purposes which is substantially different than the income
which would be attributed to the corporation doing business
in the state on an arm's-length or separate accounting
basis. To the extent that the relationship between the
apportionment factors (usually payroll, property, and sales)
and the income to be apportioned differs markedly in foreign
countries from the relationship which-generally applies
within the United States, the measurement of income by this
method can result in serious distortions. In practice, the
unitary apportionment system appears to generate substant-
ially more tax revenue for the states than does the arm's
length or separate accounting method. Second, the practice
may impose a substantial administrative burden on a tax-
payer, involving annual translation of the books of a largenumber of foreign corporations into U.S. accounting concepts
and U.S. currency. Third, the practice has created, and
continues to create, an irritant in the international rela-
tions of the United States. A number of foreign governments
have complained, both officially and informally, that the
unitary system differs from the arm's-length method which is
used by the Federal Government and is.generally accepted in
international practice.
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Although the cestrictions on the unitary appoctionment
method In the two bills differ, the intent is the saemos to
pcohibit application of the unitary method to essentially
foreign Vcorporations. Section 303(b) of a. 983 provides
that L dotecuLan c a €otperation's taxable Income on a
combined o consolidated basis, no state may require and no
Corporation may elect that the combLned affiliated groupLnolqde any corporation deriving substantially all of Its

incoae from sources outside.the United States. A corpora-
tion fulfills the "substantially all test If at least 80
percent of Its gross income If derived from sources outside
the United States over the preceding three-year period.
Although Section 303(b) would apply to either domestic or
foreign corporations, the 80 percent test demonstrates that
It is designed to prohibit application of the unitary method
to corporations wLth basically foreign operations. The
unitary portion of S. 1688, reflected in paragraphs (a)
through (d) of a proposed new section 7518 of the Znternal
Revenue Code, would prohibit any state or political subdivi-
sion, in Imposing tax on any corporation, from taking Into
account In Its unitary apportionment formula the income of
any foreign corporation which is a member of an affiliated
group including the foreign corporation and the corporation
subject to tax, unless the income of Rthe corporation*
(presumably the foreign corporation) Is subject to Federal
income tax.

-Although neither bill distinguishes between corporate
groups under United States control and those under foreign
control, such a distinction may be warranted. Of the three
tpes of problems created by the international application
o the un tary method of apportionment, only the first--the
potential for a distorted measurement of taxable income--
applies fully with respect to U.S. based multinational
groups. U.S. parent corporations ace already required to
submit annual financial statements to the rRS vith res ct
to their overseas subsidiaries. Thus, the administratlye
burdens which the unitary system creates for foreign based
corporate groups are not present to the same degree for a
U.S. controlled group. Similarly, the application of a
unitary system to U.S. controlled corporate groups
represents much less of an international irritant, if in
fact that problem is present at all.

The Treasury Department supports the goals of S. 983 and
S. 1688 with respect to affiliated groups controlled by
foreign persons. We do not oppose the provisions of these
bills insofar as U.S. controlled corporate groups are
concerned.
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There ate, however, several technical problems in para-
graphs (a) through (d) of the proposed section 7518 whioh
should be addressed. We have pointed these problems out in
a written submission to the Chairman of the Souse Committee
on Ways and Means regarding B.R. 5076, which is identical to
8. 1686. We would, of course, be pleased to work with the
staff of this CoemLttee in any further drafting that Is
undertaken.

Bach of these bills would also restrict state taxation
of income received by a corporation from a foreign source.
5. 983 would apply to foreign source income generally, but
S. 1688 is restricted to dividends. Forty-six states,
,including the District of Columbia, levy taxes with respect
to corporate income, these taxes are either denominated as
income taxes or as excise or franchise taxes measured by
income. Onlya few states have special rules for the taxa-
tion of foreign source incoae, that is, income from sources
outside the United States. Zn most states, the treatment of
foreign source income is determined by the general rules
applied by the states for taxing the income of a corporation
which operates across state or national boundaries.

Taxable dividends, interest, rents, royalties, and other
items of income received by a corporation, whether domestic
or foreign source, usually are apportioned by formula if
they are considered business income. Formula apportionment
is a method for dividing the tax base among the states, in
which the share to be assigned to a particular state is
determined by reference to one or note ratios in which
economic values or activities of the taxpayer within the
state are compared with the taxpayer's total activities or
values of the same kind evecvhere. (The unitary method
discussed above is a special 'ease of formula apportionment
in that the formula is applied to the entire affiliated
corporate group, rather than to a single corporation.)
States differ in how they define business income. Some
resuaptlvely consider nearly all income to be business
ncome, Others define business income less broadly by
following the definition of business income in the Uniform
Division of Income for Tax Purposes Act. It is:

... income arising from transactions and activity in
the regular course of the taxpayer's trade or
business (including]... income from tangible and
intangible property if the acquisition, management
and disposition of the property constitute integral
parts of the taxpayer's regular trade or business
operations.
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Under this narrower definition of business income, most
items of nonoperating income vould be considered nonbusiness
Income and would be specifically allocated.

Allocation is the attribution of an income item to a
specific geographic category the particular income is thus
attributed wholly to a given state, or is wholly excluded
from taxation by a given state. Taxable dividends for
*example, that ace considered nonbusiness income, whether
domestic or foreign, are usually specifically allocated to
the state of the taxpayer's comercial domicile. Rental
income from ceal property is usually allocated to the state
of the property'.s situs.

Section 302 of S. 963 provides that foreign source in-
come received by a corporation may be neither apportioned
nor allocated to any state. rn addition to dividends, this
prohibition would apply to interest, rents, royalties.
license and technical fees, and gains from foreign sources.
Thus, this bill contains a broad prohibition on the state
taxation of foreign source income. In contrast, S. 1688 is
addressed only to dividends. 5. 1688 would limit state
taxation of dividends received by corporations from foreign
corporations by requiring that a specified amount of-such
dividends be excluded from the state tax base. States would
be able to tax only the non-excluded portion. The excluded
amount Ira specified for two classes of corporations, (1)
domestic corporations (treated as foreign under the bill)
whose dividend distributions are, pursuant to Code section
861(a) (2) (A), foreign source and (2) all foreign corpora-
tions. The domestic corporations treated as foreign under
the bill are corporations which either have an election in
effect under section 936, or which have less than 20 percent
of their gross income from United States sources.

The excluded portion of the dividend received from these
domestic rporations is equal to the deduction allowed by
section 443 of the Code or the amount excluded in deter-
minier, the tax liability of an affiliated grpup of corpora-
tiors in accordance with section 1502 of the Code. Section
243 permits a U.S. corporation to deduct 85 percent of
dividends received from another U.S. corporation or 100
percent of qualifying dividends received from members of its
affiliated group. Similarly, affiliated corporations, in
accordance with section 1502, are entitled to a 100 percent
dividend deduction. An affiliated group must be connected
through at least 80 percent stock ownership. Thus, S. 1688
would exclude from the states' tax base either 85 percent or
100 percent of dividends received from these corporations.
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With respect to dividends received from foreign corpora-
tions, the portion excluded by 6. 1688 is equal to the
greater of the section 78 0gross-upm or the proportion of
the dividend, including the section 78 gross-up, that the
foreign tax rate bears to the current 46 percent U.S.
corporate tax rate. For purposes of the Federal foreign tax
credit, section 78 of the Code requics that the underlying
foreign oorporate taxes on the earnings out of which foreign
dividend income is paid be included in the gross income of
the corporation receiving the dividend. Zn effect, divid-
ends from a foreign corporation are increased by the amount
of foreign taxes deemed paid by the recipient of the divid-
ends and for which a foreign tax credit is claimed. By
removing this gross-up from the tax bali, the billwould
prohibit states from including in their tax base amounts
expended by foreign subsidiaries for foreign taxes.

This exclusion, however, will frequently be less than
the alternative exclusion in 8. 1688, the proportion of the
total, grossed-up dividend that the foreign tax rate (both
underlying corporate tax and dividend withholding tax) bears
to the current 46 percent C.8. tax ratse. Thus,if total
foreign taxes also ae 46 percent, the excluded portion of
the dividend equals 100 percent, and the entice dividend
would be excluded from the state tax base. If, instead, the
foreign taxes were one-half the current U.S. raue, or 23
percent, one-half the dividend would be excluded from the
state tax base.

The question of how states should treat.foreign source
income for tax purposes deserves far more attention and
consideration than we have given it to date.. Both 8.983 and
8.1688 would restrict state taxation of foreign source
Income. Is this the correct result? If so, why does 8.1686
ap~ll to dividends, but not to interest, rents, royalties,

otherr categories of foreign income? Both bills apply to
Corporations; why ace individuals and other taxpayers
excluded? Because a multistate corporation pays both
Federal and state income taxes on its operating income,
limiting state taxation to U.S. source income may tilt the
tax incentives toward foreign investment and eployment. 13
that appropriate?

Sven if we conclude that states ought in principle to be
able to tax foreign source income, should the Federal
government nonetheless place some limits on that jurisdic-
tion? What happens when two or ore states, because of
conflicting rules of corporate taxation, assert the right to
tax the same income? If states ace taxing on the basis of
domicile, and not just U.S. source, should they have an
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obligation to credit foreign taxes or otherwise eliminate
international double taxation? 8.1688 provides for a
partial (or in some cases a total) exclusion of foreign
source dividends from taxable income for state tax purposes.
But in many cases that formula goes Vell beyond eliminating
double taxation and the formulate underlying cationale is
unclear. Perhaps the states should, like the Federal
government, allow a credit for foreign taxes paid or deemedpaid by the U.S. recipient. That approach would, however,
cequLe coordination of foreign tax credits among the state
and Federal governments, vhich may be complex and create
Other problems.

In short, the issues raised by limitations on state
taxation of foreign source income ace far more complex and
their appropcLate resolution far less certain than the
unitary apportionment issue for foreign corporations.
Because it is critical that we resolve the unitary apsoc-
tionment problem expeditiously, we favor going forward now
with the unitary portion of the bills before us, but holding
the foreign income issues over for further consideration.

o 0 o
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4 DEPARTMENT OF THE Tr ASURY
ii. WASHINGTON. D.C. 0220

SSISTANT SECRETARY

Dear Mr. Chairman:

This is in response to your .request for views of the
Treasury Department on H.R. 5076 (96th Congress), entitled
"A bill to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to
clarify the extent to-which a State, or political
subdivision, may tax certain income from sources outside the
United States."

The bill has two distinct parts, one dealing with state
unitary apportionment taxation systems as applied to foreign
corporations, and the other dealing with state taxation of
dividends received by a corporation from a foreign -
corporation.

Under unitary apportionment systems as applied in
several states, the income of a corporation doing business
in the state is determined for state income tax purposes by
applying a formula taking account of the income, payroll#
property, and sales of the corporation subject to tax and
all related corporations which are considered part of a
unitary business (i.e., whose activities are dependent upon
or contribute to tMo-Business of the corporation whose
income Is being taxed). No distinction is made, in some
states, between U.S. and foreign corporations or between
corporate groups controlled by U.S. corporations and those
controlled by foreign corporations. The first part of the
bill is aimed at some states' practice of including foreign
corporations in the unitary apportionment system.

The practice creates three types of problems: (1) It
can result in a determination of income for state tax
purposes which is substantially different (greater or less)
than the income which would be attributed to the corporation
doing business in the taxing state on an arm's-length or
separate accounting basis. To the extent that the relation-
ship between the three apportionment factors (payroll,
property, and sales) and the income to be apportioned
differs markedly in foreign countries from the relationship
which generally applies within the United States, the
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measurement'of income by this method can result Jr serious
distortions. (2) The method can iIWose a substantial
administrative burden, involving translation of the books of
what may be a substantial number of foreign corporations
into U.S. accounting concepts and U.S. currency. (3) The
practice has created, and continues to create, an irritant
in the international relations of the United States. A
number of foreign governments have complained, both
officially and informally, that the unitary system differs
from the arm's-length method used by the Federal Government
and generally accepted in international practice.

The first part of the bill, reflected in paragraphs (a)
through (d) of a proposed new section 7516 of the Internal
Revenue Code, would prohibit any state or political subdivi-
sion, in imposing tax on any corporation, from taking into
account in its unitary apportionment formulas the income of
any foreign corporation which is a member of an affiliated
group including the foreign corporation and the corporation
subject to tax, unless the income of Othe corporation*
(presumably the foreign corporation) is subject to Federal
Income tax.

Although the bill makes no distinction between corporate
groups under United States control and those under foreign
control, such a distinction may be warranted. Of the three
types of problems created by the international application
of unitary apportionment, only the first--the potentially
distorted measurement of taxable income--applies fully with
respect to U.S. based multinational groups. U.S. parent
corporations are already required to submit financial
statements to the IRS annually with respect to their over-
seas subsidiaries. Thus, the administrative burdens which
the unitary system creates for foreign based corporate
groups are not present to the same degree for a group
controlled from the United States. Similarly, the applica-
tion of a unitary system to U.S. controlled corporate groups
represents much less of an international irritant, if in
fact that problem is present at all.

In addition to the considerations discussed above, the
bill raises some important issues of Federal-state relations
in the tax area and more generally. Although the interna-
tional application of unitary systems causes substantial
difficulties, there is some question whether these problems
should be addressed by Federal legislation or by treaties.
Arguably, it is appropriate for the Federal Government to
limit the taxing authority of the states only when there is
an overriding purpose for doing so.
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On bal-ance, the Treasury Department supports the goals
of paragraph (a) oT the .bill, with respect to affiliated
groups controlled by foreign persons. We do not oppose the
provisions of paragraph (a) of the bill insofar as U.S.
controlled corporate groups axe concerned.

There are s veral technical problems in paragraphs (a)
through (d) of the proposed section 7518 which should be
noted. In paragraph (a), lines 9 and 10 refer to amounts
"includable in the gross income of such corporation.* It is
unclear whether "such corporations refers to the corporation
subject to-state tax or the foreign corporation whose income
can be taken into account only in limited circumstances.
From the context it appears to be the latter, but if the
intention is to preclude the application of unitary appor-
tionment except to the extent that amounts are included for
Federal tax purposes in the income of the corporation
subject to state tax, that intention should be made clearer.

In paragraph (c)-- "affiliated group' is very broadly
defined as a group of corporations "connected through stock
ownership' with a common parent. This definition should be
more sharply drawn to indicate the degree of stock ownership
required in order for a corporation to be a member of an
affiliated group.-- Since, in general, states require a
control relationship for an affiliated corporation to be a
part of a unitary business, a 50 percent ownership test
might be appropriate.

Paragraph (d) provides that corporations described in
section 861(a)(2)(A) are to be treated as foreign corpora-
tions. These are domestic corporations which either have an
election in effect under section 936, or which have less
than 20 percent of their gross income from United States
sources. It is understandable why this rule applies with
respect to paragraph (e), which deals with state taxation of
foreign source dividends. It is not clear why this defini-
tion of a foreign corporation should apply for purposes of
paragraph (a). Paragraph (a), generally speaking, appears
directed at preventing state unitary apportionment systems
from taking account of income not subject to Federal
taxation. The income of corporations described in
paragraph (d) is subject to Federal taxation.

The second part of the bill, paragraph (e) of proposed-
Code section 7518, would restrict state taxation of foreign-
source dividends received by corporations. Forty-six
states, including the District of Columbia, levy corporate
income taxes these are either direct taxes on income or
indirect excise or franchise taxes measured by income. Only
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a few states have special rules for the taxation of foreign
outsidee the United States) source income. In most cases#
the treatment of foreign source dividend income derives from
the general rules for taxing divaiend income.received by a
corporation. Under these rules dividends received by
corporations from foreign sources are generally excluded
from the tax base in about one-third of the states and
generally included in the tax base in about two-thirds of
the states.

Taxable dividends, whether of domestic or foreign
source, usually are apportioned by formula if they are
considered business income. Formula apportionment Is a
method for dividing the tax base among the states, in which
the share to be assigned to a particular state Is determined
by reference to one or more ratios in which economic values
or activities within the state are compared with.the
taxpayer's total activities or values of the same kind
everywhere. States differ in how they define business
income. Some presumptively consider nearly all Income to be
business income. Others define business income less broadly
by following the definition of business income in the
Uniform Division of Income for Tax Purposes Act. It is:

...income arising from transactions and activity in the
regular course of the taxpayer's trade or business and
includes income from tangible and intangible property if
the acquisition, management and disposition of the
property constitute integral parts of the taxpayer's
regular trade or business operations.

Under this narrower definition of business income, most
dividends would be considered nonbusiness income and would
be specifically allocated. Allocation means the attribution
of an income item to a specific geographic source the
particular category of income Is thus attributed wholly
within or wholly without a given state. Taxable dividends
that are considered nonbusiness income, whether domestic or
foreign, are usually specifically allocated to the
taxpayer's co~aercial domicile.

The bill would limit state taxation of dividends
received by corporations from foreign corporations by
requiring that a specified amount of such dividends be
excluded from the state tax base. States would be able to
tax only the nor-excluded portion. The excluded amount is
specified for two classes of corporations (1) domestic
corporations (treated as foreign under the bill) whose
dividend distributions are, pursuant to Code section
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861(a) (2) (A), foreign source and (2) all other foreign
corporations.

The excluded portion of the dividend received from
domestic corporations described in section 861(a)(2)(A) is
equal tothe deduction allowed by section 243 of the Code or
the amount excluded In determining the tax liability of an
affiliated group of corporations in accordance with section
1502 of the Code. Section 243 permits a U.S. corporation to
deduct 85 percent of dividends received from another U.S.
corporation or 100 percent of qualifying dividends received
from members of its affiliated group. Similarly, affiliated
corporations, in accordance with section 1502, are entitled
to a 100 percent dividend deduction. An affiliated group
must be connected through at least 80 percent stock owner-
ship. Thus, the bill would exclude from state tax bases
either 85 perceht or 100 percent of dividends received from
corporations with less than 20 percent U.S. source income.

With respect to dividends received from foreign
corporations, the excluded portion Is equal to the greater
of the section 78 "gross-up* or the proportion of the
dividend, including the section 78 gross-up, that the
foreign tax rate bears to the current 46 percent U.S.
corporate tax rate. For purposes of the Federal foreign tax
credit, section 78 of the Code requires that the underlying
foreign corporate taxes on the earnings out of which foreign
divtidend income Is paid be included in the gross income of .
the corporation receiving the dividend. in effect,
dividends from a foreign corporation are increased by the
amount of foreign taxes deemed paid by the recipient of the
dividends and for which a foreign tax credit is claimed. by
removing this gross-up from the tax base, the bill would
prohibit states from including in their tax base amounts
expended by foreign subsidiaries for foreign taxes. This
exclusion, however, will frequently be less than the
alternative exclusion in the bill, the proportion of the
total, grossed-up dividend that the foreign tax rate (both
underlying corporate and dividend withholding) bears to the
current 46 percent U.S. tax rate. Thus, if total foreign
taxes also are 46 percent,.the excluded portion of the
dividend equals 100 percent, and the entire dividend would
be excluded from the state tax base. If, instead, the
foreign taxes were one-half the current U.S. rate, or 23
percent, one-half the dividend would be excluded from the
state tax base.

The Treasury Department has no objection to requiring
that the section 78 "gross-up" be excluded from the state
tax base. This would merely require a state to allow an

-r
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exclusion or deduction for foreign taxes. Although'many
states already allow this# it seems reasonable to require
all states to recognize foreign taxeD as a legitimate
business deduction.

The treatment of dividends provided by the remaining
provisions of the bill, however, might unintentionally favor
foreign over United States investment. Many, but not all#
states follow the Federal practice of allowing a general
deduction for intercorporate dividends from essentially
domestic corporations. Consequently, the exclusion for
dividends from foreign corporations provided by this bill
might be viewed as placing foreign dividends on. an equal tax
footing with domestic dividends.

But this overlooks the fact that a multistate
corporation pays both Federal and state income taxes on
its operating income. The dividend received deduction is
intended to prevent the taxation of income that already-has
borne tax at both the Federal and state levels. Neither
Federal nor state income tax is paid, however, on the income
of a foreign corporation until it Is repatriated as a
dividend to the domestic parent. To the extent this bill
excludes these dividends from the state tax base, it
eliminates the state level of taxation. Accordingly,
multinational operations would bt taxed more favorably than
multistate o-erations.

The Treasury Department believes that it is undesirable
to create such a tax preference for foreign investment.
While this is Treasury's primary objection td the second
portion of the bill, there are other troubl some aspects.

--It is unclear why individuals and other tax yere have been
excluded. Similarlyr since the bill applies only to
dividends, it would favor corporate taxpayers receiving
dividends over those receiving rent, interest, and royalty
payments. Finally, the bill is geared to the current
maximum U.S. corporate rate of 46 percent, rather than the
maximum rate in effect at any particular time.

The Office of Management and Budget has advised the
Treasury Department that there is no objection from the
standpoint of the Administration's " ogram to the
presentation of this report.

Donald C. LubLck
Assistant Secretary

(Tax Policy)
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Senator BYRD. The Chair now recognizes the senior Senator from
Maryland, Mr. Mathias. Senator Mathias is the chief sponsor of the
legislation being considered today. It was Senator Mathias who,
working with the committee, arranged for the hearing today, and
we are very glad to have you, Senator Mathias. You may proceed
in any way that you would prefer.

STATEMENT OF HON. CHARLES McC. MATHIAS, JR., A U.S.
SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF MARYLAND

Senator MATHIAS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
With the greatest respect for the Senator from Montana, I might

say there is a certain historical interest in the fact that a Senator
from Maryland and a Senator from Virginia are discussing this
subject this morning.

My mind goes back to the decade of the eighties, in this case, not
the 1980's, but the 1780's, when--

Senator BYRD. Way back.
Senator MATHIAS. Well, an important period in American histo-

ry, the 1780's. During the 1780's, commerce was being burdened by
State taxation. Both interstate and international commerce was
being burdened by State taxation, to the extent that it was clear
that the struggling American republic under the Articles of Con-
federation would not survive.

And so a gentleman from Virginia invited a -few representative
Americans to his home on the banks of the Potomac to discuss the
problem, and there, at Mount Vernon, under the leadership of
George Washington, these men, discussing the problems of com-
merce and the struggling American economy, concluded that they
ought to call a more representative national meeting, and so they
did.

They decided to call a meeting which was soon thereafter held in
Annapolis, the capital of Maryland, and there, they pursued fur-
ther these problems of the burdens on the national economy caused
by State taxation, and that in turn led to the call of the Constitu-
tional Convention in 1787.

So, what we are really doing, Mr. Chairman, is dealing here this
morning with one of the most fundamental questions that has been
before this Republic. It is a question so serious that it gave rise to
the call to the Constitutional Convention itself, and it was recog-
nized by George Washington and by the founders of the Republic
as being one of the bedrock questions on which the survival of a
national economy depended.

So, ita is no small problem that we wrestle with here today. I am
therefore extremely grateful to the chairman for having arranged
this meeting, and to the members of the committee for making it
possible. I promised the chairman I would speak very briefly. I
really have already talked longer than I had planned to.

Senator BYRD. Go right ahead. It is very interesting.
Senator MATmAs. I did want to mention just a few of the fea-

tures of S. 983 and S. 1688.
Now, the first thing that should be clear is that neither of these.

bills in any way limit the right of the States to impose whatever
level of taxation they please on business that is conducted within
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their proper jurisdiction. The bills in no way conflict -with the
notion of States rights.

Instead, they would simply make sure that the individual States
apply taxes only to the money earned within that State's bound-
aries. In that way, business will avoid the threat of double tax-
ation, which can be so extremely damaging, and we would elimi-
nate the considerable confusion by bringing the State practice into
conformity with the arm's-length method which is already em-
ployed by the Federal Government.

Now, S. 1688 deals with the unitary method of taxation by world-
wide combination, by clarifying and limiting the individual State's
ability to tax foreign source income of a corporation group which
has one member, one unit located within that State's boundaries.

This would prohibit the practice of some States of taxing the
-foreign source income of a multinational company regardless of
whether or not it has been repatriated contrary to the current
policy of the Federal Government.

In the case of intercorporate dividend payments, a number of
States currently disregard taxes already paid on those earnings
before the time of transfer, and in my bill, I would oblige them to
observe the same tax credit that the Federal Government allows
for any foreign taxes paid on these dividends.

The disincentives to U.S. investment that these State tax meth-
ods pose, apply both to American based and to foreign based multi-
national companies. Domestic corporations suffer, and I think very
serious international trade problems have arisen in the case of
foreign-owned corporations with the U.S. subsidiaries in the States
employing worldwide combination.

Now, S. 983, the Interstate Taxation Act, addresses itself primar-
ily to the domestic interstate commerce situation, and it seeks to
establish certain minimum nationwide standards for the imposition
of State sales and use and income and gross receipts taxes in order
to protect businesses from unfair multiple tax liability in the
States where they operate, very similar problems to those that
were addressed at Mount Vernon at that meeting in the decade of
the 1780's.

In 1964, I was a member of the Willis Committee. That was that
special committee set up in the other body as a result of an
agreement between the then chairman of the Senate Finance Com-
mittee and the then chairman of the House Judiciary Committee to
study State taxation of interstate commerce.

At that time, we found that about 2,300 State and local tax
jurisdictions were in existence. Today, there are more than 8,000
State and local tax jurisdictions. That means the number of tax
rates has quadrupled, the number of tax forms has quadrupled, the
number of tax regulations has quadrupled, the number of head-
aches that taxpayers have has more than quadrupled.

So, today, the inordinate paperwork requirements generated by
this multi-licity are alone a reason to seek some simplification,
and when you add the confusion of often conflicting rules in differ-
ent areas, I think it is time to reaffirm legislatively the Constitu-
tion's injunction that the State shall erect no unreasonable impedi-
ments to interstate commerce. We want to revive that spirit of
Mount Vernon.
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Obviously, one of the big jobs at these hearings is to allay the
fears of the State and local authorities about losing revenues and
compromising their freedom to levy taxes. My good friend, Louie
Goldstein, the Comptroller of Maryland, is constantly preaching to
me on that subject, and so I have it very much in mind myself.

I agree that we have to help the States to see that they have a
mutuality of interest with business. The uniform application of the
guidelines and rules in my bills would ultimately increase the
revenues for State and local governments, since the new incentives
for increased investment would far outweigh the possible loss of
income.

Business, on its part, would know what the liabilities were,
which is a necessary first step toward paying them off.

I have a constituent who has a small business, but the nature of
the business is such that he has to do a good deal of interstate
business, and he is always getting these forms. Every time he sends
out an order to some city or town that happens to have a munici-
pal tax, he gets a form because he has done business there, he has
sold one item of his product there.

I said, "Well, Johnny, what do you do with it?" "Well," he said,
"I have a bottom drawer in my file, and I just throw it in there,
and I hope I will never hear from them again." Well, that bottom
drawer is just full of time bombs, and he doesn't know what his
ultimate tax liability may be if these communities start collecting.

In addition to the certainty which is so valuable to business,
uniform standards are crucial for businesses interested in expand-
ing. They have to know what kinds of new tax liabilities they are
going to acquire.

So, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I would sug-.
gest that we should wait no longer for reform. We can't afford
antagonism between business and State governments. We need
partnership. What we need and what we must have and what these
interstate tax bills will help to bring about is an era of cooperation
between government and business that will give a major boost to.
the American economy which is precisely what those gentlemen of
Maryland and Virginia who met at Mount Vernon in the 1780's
contemplated, and whose original incentives we can push forward.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BYRD. The Senator from Maryland has made a fine

presentation, and I am pleased that the cooperation which existed
between representatives of Maryland and Virginia 200 years ago
continues in 1980 between the representative from Maryland and
the representative from Virginia.

We are very pleased to have you today.
Let me ask you one question, and then I will yield to my col-

leagues.
You heard Secretary Lubick testify that while the Treasury

favors the part of the bill dealing with unitary tax, it opposes the
second part, which deals with the taxation of dividends. Do you
have a comnmfnt on his position?

Senator MAmTiAs. Well, I am not sure that I understand the
basis of it. It seems to me that in fairness, you have to deal with .-
both sides ot that question, and frankly, I am surprised that th.'
Treasury would take that view, because in this day and age,' the

E
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formation of capital is such a necessary thing in the American
economy, as I see it. If we are going to restore productivity in our
economy, we have to make it easier and not harder to form capital.

I would think that Treasury would, in the broad interest of the
American economy, be taking precisely the opposite view. I must
say I am surprised.

My counsel says that as he heard the Secretary's testimony, that
he felt that he had not adopted a view in opposition, but that they
wanted to think more about that, but that is a frequent position
that -administrations take, all administrations, not just this one,
when they want to oppose without opposing.

Senator BYRD. The Chair rather assumed that the Treasury op-
posed that part of the bill, not the total bill.

Senator Mt.HIAS. Well, I think, Mr. Chairman, they should have
embraced it, and said, this is good for the economy. The way you
beat inflation is by improving productivity, and the way you can
'improve productivity is to make the formation of capital easier,
and I think this is one of those steps that would do just that.

Senator BYRD. Thank you, Senator Mathias.
Senator Dole?
Senator DoLE. I have no questions. I appreciate Senator Mathias'

leadership in this area.
I note one of his cosponsors is now in the room. As I understand,

there are a number of Senators who have indicated an interest in
S. 1688 including Senatoi Wallop, Senator Huddleston, and prob-
ably others that I am not aware of, but I am not certain whether
we are going to come to grips with this problem this year, but it is
one that we need to address, and I appreciate very much your
statement.

Senator BYRD. Senator Baucus?
Senator BAUCUS. I, too, want to thank the Senator. I might add,

though, that 200 years ago the State of Montana did not impose a
burden on interstate commerce. _

Senator MATHIAS. The State of Montana could now contribute
toward saving the rest of us from the error into which we havesliped.5Senator BAUCUS. I regret that I skipped certain chapters in the

Federalist Papers. Over the Christmas break last year, I took the
Federalist Papers with me. However, I skipped those sections
having to do with State and Federal taxing power. I am kicking
myself this morning for not reading those sections at the time.

The basic premise, I take it, is that present taxing power unfair-
ly burdens certain corporations and discourages foreign invest-
ment. On the other hand, the States are sure to argue that they
are going to lose revenue.

I am wondering if you have undertaken any studies or have any
examples which will more precisely illustrate this problem?

Senator MATHIAS. The dramatic example at the moment is the
State of California, which has been seeking foreign investment,
trying to get more business, and they are being told by various
industrial and business prospects that they want to stay out of
California because they are afraid of the unitary tax. They are
afraid their worldwide operations will all be brought within the net
of the California tax system.
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The Governor of California has done a 1800 turn as a result Of
the kind of reaction, the impact of this upon jobs in California. You
know, you can use highflown phrases about the economy, but what
it comes down to, it is costing them jobs in California.

I can give you other examples which I will be glad to submit for
the record.

Senator BAUCUS. Why can't California, through the California
Legislature, address that problem?

Senator MATHIAS. Why does not California--
Senator BAUCUS. Yes.
Senator MATHIAS. Well, tH Governor of California has- in fact

submitted a bill to do just that in California. Lloyd's Bank of
California, for example, stated that many businesses have failed to
locate in California because of the danger of the application of the
unitary tax. Others, including the Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank
have considered withdrawing from California cause of it.

And the tax manager of BAT Industries of London said:
BAT believes that the continuance of the present tax system will inhibit new

investments in California in an era of slow growth or recession, in a period of
depression, with little capital available to new projects. What may be seen now as
an acceptable additional operating expense can well become a significant adverse
factor in determining the location of new or extended facilities.

In our own case, we have looked at locating a paper processing plant in California
and decided against doing so, and in fact, located in the State of Pennsylvania,
where the capital cost of the plant is $15 million.

Those are some specific examples.
Senator BAUCUS. You seem to feel that the Federal Government

still should address this problem because the States by themselves
will not sufficiently correct the problems that you mention.

Senator MATHIAS. Well, the Senator from Kansas said that he
questioned whether we would grapple with that this year, and
unfortunately, that has been the record here. There have been a
number of reasons for not grappling with it this year. One idea
was, well, we will let the States form a compact, and in fact, the
States did attempt to form a compact to deal with at least some of
these problems, but not all the States joined, and of course, without
50 State participation, it isn't worth very much.

Now, I am told that some of the States are backsliding, they are
withdrawing from the compact, and as I remarked in my opening
and rambling reference to American history, this is one of those
problems that seems to yield only to the direct and unified action
at the national level, because each State at a given moment in
history has some reason for not doing it, and unless everybody does
it at the same time, you don't get the benefit from the unified
action.

Senator BAUCUS. Thank you, Senator Mathias.
Senator BYRD. Senator Wallop is a cosponsor of this legislation.

Senator Wallop?
Senator WALLOP. Mr. Chairman, I have a paper which I would

like to put in.
[The opening statement of Senator Wallop follows:]

STATEMENT OF SENATOR MALCOLM WALLOP

Mr. Chairman, as a cosponsor of S. 1688 and as a Member of this Subcommitte, I
thank you for scheduling hearings on it. An extensive record has been established
on the subjects covered by this legislation on the Senate floor during the debates
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regarding the United States-United Kingdom Income Tax Treaty, before the Proto-
coto that Treaty, by the Task Force on Foreign Source Income of the House of
Representatives Committee on Ways and Means in 1977, and at a very complete
hearing before the House of Representatives Committee on Ways and Means on
March 31, 1980. It is valuable to have this opportunity to discuss the legislation here
and receive the testimony of those who participate in this hearing.

The Treaty discussions focused considerable attention on the problems caused by
the use of the worldwide combined reporting system as used by a few individual
states. These states assess taxes of corporations doing business in those states so as
to include the worldwide income of affiliated corporations who are not involved in
business there and whose activities are not even related. The article that would
have limited the application of that system by the individual states was removed
from the Treasury in response to the expressed need for a full legislative considera-
tion of the problem by both Houses of Congress, though the Federal Government
agreed in the Treaty with Great Britain not to use the system for Federal taxation
purposes.The Supreme Court of the United States in its decision in the case of Japan Line

v. County of Los Angeles, (441 U.S. 434, 1979) expressed the need to avoid multiple
taxation and to insure that this Nation spoke with one voice in matters of foreign,
rather than interstate commerce. More recently, in Mobil Oil Corporation v. Com-
missioner of Taxes of Vermont (U.S. Supreme Court, No. 78-1201, March 19, 1980),
the Court acknowleged the lack of uniformity between the states as to taxation of
foreign source dividends and said: "Congress in the future may see it fit to enact
legislation requiring a uniform method for state taxation of foreign dividends. To
date, however, it has not done so." Slip Opinion 22-23.

The legislature of the state which has most consistently used the worldwide
combined reporting system, California, has recognized the need to limit the use of
that method by its taxing authorities. AB 525, legislation which would restrain the
California Franchise Tax Board from using that method so as to combine U.S.
corp.orations with the income 6f their foreign parents, has passed the Assembly and
the Senate Committee of Revenue and Taxation. The Governor of California is on
record as supporting limitation of the worldwide combined reporting system.

The International Chamber of Commerce, Chamber of Commerce of the United
States, the American Chamber of Commerce in Great Britain, the Business Round-
table, the National Association of Manufacturers, the Committee of State Taxation
of the Council of State Chambers of Commerce, the European Economic Community,
the government of Great Britain, the Confederation of British Industry, the Dutch
Employers' Federation, the German American Chamber of Commerce and most of
the major corporations in this country and Great Britain which provide employment
for millions of U.S. citizens, have all expressed support for this legislation.

Thus, this Committee has before it . 1688 in a climate of international concern
over the problems caused by the use of the worldwide combined reporting system,
judicial recognition of the need for this country to speak with one voice in such
matters, and widespread domestic and international support for the legislation from
companies and associations which create jobs and investments in this country.

In that latter connection, I noticed with interest an article which appeared in the
May 31, 1980 edition of the Washington Post which revealed that the Federal
Government has several programs which can provide subsidies to foreign corpora-
tions to invest and develop in "depressed areas' of this country.

On the one hand we have such programs to encourage investment in U.S. industy
to create jobs and improve business, and on the other we allow a few individual
states to construct their own tax systems which in fact discourage foreign industrial
investment and employment in the United States. Such examples clearly point out
the need for one voice in the area of international taxation.

While I am confident that those who will testify in these hearings will explain the
technical details of the bill, it is important to keep in mind that S. 1688 would
conform the state rules to the Federal rules within and only within the very narrow
area of: (1) the time at which states tax the foreign source income of foreign
affiliates, (2) the quantity or portion of foreign source dividends which are taxed.

It is also essential to remember that only a few states actually use the worldwide
combined reporting system, and that when the term "foreign source income" is used
it is not referring to income of a corporation doing business-in a state from its
operations overseas, but to income earned overseas by overseas affiliates of that
corporation not doing business in that state, or even in the United States.

Thank you.

Senator WALLOP. Max, a partial answer to your question would
be two specifics. One is, the bill deals only in two extremely narrow
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areas of this unitary concept, and two, that it affects the rest of the
country because of the fact that it is possible to exist, it causes and
creates hesitation on the part of people who might otherwise be
contemplating investing anywhere in America.

We will have to be able to forecast the State's. long enough
economic life for freedom from this kind of taxation in order to
make that commitment, and should it be possible to do this, or to
divert this in any State, that in effect affects the foreign invest-
ment and capital creation all over the whole country.

This is one reason why I think it is justifiable to enact this
legislation. I would hope that we could do something about this bill
this year. I have seen that there is a possibility of passage. The fact
that the chairman has been kind enough to hold hearings would at
least indicate that it is getting serious consideration which I think
is well deserved.

I thank the Senator from Maryland for his statement.
Senator MATHIAS. I thank the Senator.
Mr. Chairman, I have a somewhat more comprehensive state--

ment which I have spared the committee, but I would appreciate
the opportunity to submit that for the record.

Senator BYRD. Yes, it will be published in full in the record,
Senator Mathias.

Senator MATHIAS. Mr. Chairman, I further have some corre-
spondence with the Treasury which the committee might find of
interest in the light of Secretary Lubick's testimony this morning,
and with the permission of the Chair, I will submit that for the
record also.

Senator BYRD. The committee will be glad to have it.
[The material referred to follows:]

SUPPLEMENTARY TESTIMONY OF CHARLES McC. MATHIAS, JR., U.S. SENATOR

Mr. Chairman, my interest in the problems of state taxation of interstate and
foreign commerce reaches back to the time I entered the House of Representatives
in 1961. I have been pursuing legislation in both houses ever since to resolve some
of the major controversies that arise in this complex area I am grateful that the
Senate Finance Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management has accommodat-
ed my request, to initiate hearings on the interstate taxation issues addressed in my
bills S. 983 and S. 1688.

Hearings were--held on March 31 in the House Ways and Means Committee on
H.R. 5076, the identical House companion bill to S. 1688, which deals with the
unitary method of taxation by worldwide combination, currently used in varying
degrees by several states of the Union. Under this method, the states can tax
companies doing business in interstate and foreign commerce on the basis of their
aggregate worldwide income, rather than on that portion of it that is dervived from
activities within the taxing state.

I'd like to make clear at the outset that my bills will in no way limit the right of
the states to impose whatever level of taxation they want on business within their
jurisdictions. They are in no way contrary to the notion of states rights. Instead, my

ills would simply make sure that the individual states tax only the money earned
within that state's boundaries. In that way, business would avoid the threat of
double taxation, and we will eliminate confusion by bringing the state practice into
conformity with the arm's length method used by the federal government.

As you know, the federal government treats the subsidiaries and affiliates within
a corporate group as separate entities for tax purposes; it imposes a tax only if and
when the overseas income is repatriated to the United States. By contrast, some
states extend their tax jurisdiction to foreign source income whether or not it has
been repatriated. Also, in the case of intercorporate dividend payments, they have
disregarded taxes already paid in the home country where the dividend income was
generated, while the federal government allows a credit for any foreign taxes paid
on these earnings before the time of transfer. They do this even for non-American
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ies, and these conflicting policies have led to a great deal of confusion and
hdflings among our foreign trading partners.

In the first place, compliance with the reporting requirements of the states using
a worldwide combined reporting system entails elaborate record-keeping operations.
Many international corporate tax counsels now preside over immense accounting
divisions that do nothing but keep track of the tax requirements of state and local
authorities oceans away. We should not underestimate the resentment felt by these
foreign-based firms at having to assemble and deliver up meticulous operating
records to the American state governments that are not required by the legal
authorities in their own home territory, and that they would not otherwise bother
to keep. My impression is that the objection to this record-keeping imposition by the
states in many cases looms larger in the eyes of our overseas trading partners than
whatever financial loss is suffered from the tax transaction.

Nearly all the governments of the world market adhere to the arm's length
method practiced by the U.S. government for taxing international commerce. The
fact that some of the states use the worldwide combination system and apportion
dividends, combined with the use of different variations of the method by different
state jurisdictions, often leads to double taxation. This hurts domestic corporations
with overseas subsidiaries, and has caused serious international trade problems in
the case of foreign-based corporations with U.S. subsidiaries in the states employing
worldwide combination. Its use by the states invites retaliation against U.S. corpora-
tions with operations abroad, and could prompt other countries, who have so far
refrained, to adopt it. And, plainly, it discourages new foreign investment in the
United States.

The disincentives to U.S. investment that ;'le worldwide unitary tax method poses
apply both to U.S.-based and foreign-based multinational companies. To give some
idea of the dimensions of the problem, I will quote some remarks from the testimo-
ny presented at the hearings of the California General Assembly Committee on
Revenue and Taxation last November on Unitary Apportionment and Worldwide
Combination.

The Chairman of Lloyd's Bank of California stated: "Many businesses have failed
to locate in California because of the danger of the application of the unitary tax.
Others, including the Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank, have considered withdrawing
from California because of it." '

The tax manager of B.A.T. Industries of London said: "... B.A.T. believes that
the continuance of the present tax system will inhibit new investments in California
in an era of s16w growth or recession . . . in a period of depression with little
capital available for new projects, what may be seen now as an acceptable addition-
al operating expense, can well become a significant adverse factor in determining
the location of new or extended facilities. In our own case, we have looked at
locating a paper processing plant in California and decided against doing so and in
fact located in the State of Pennsylvania, where the capital cost of the plant is $15
million." Pennsylvania refrains from using the worldwide combination approach,
and also exempts from state taxation all foreign and domestic dividend payments to
corporations within the state that are included in the federally taxable income.

A representative of the California State Business and Transportation Agency
testified: "We have found in our department that the most troublesome aspect of
California's business tax system is the manner in which the unitary method of
corporate taxation is a plied to multi-nationals. . . . United Kingdom, Japan, other
countries, have decided that as long as California continues to apply the current
unitary method they will not locate new facilities in our state. To give you one
specific and current example, Rolls-Royce recently examined California as a poten-
tial site for a new aircraft engine plant, a plant that would have generated hun-
dreds, perhaps thousands, of jobs but eventually decided not to locate here because
of our unitary method of taxation. And we could give you many more examples.
This adverse aspect of the unitary method not only discourages new job creation in
the state, but is also anti-competitive in that it represents a barrier to entry for new
firms. . . . This reaction to the unitary method is most unfortunate, especially
considering the number of jobs and extended tax base that would result from
business development."

The Sony Corporation of New York declared: "As long as California continues this
international double taxation on a worldwide basis, Sony will maximize its effort to
invest in other states than California to protect ourselves from this most condemned
and unfair tax system."

Finally, a representative of Xerox Corporation described that company's troubled
deliberations in 1973 leading to a reluctant decision against establishing a new
division in California, despite the other business attractions of that location, due to
the overriding stigma of the California unitary tax method: "California was strongly
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advocated by our highly skilled key scientific and technical people who would be
leading our new enterprise; however, our financial staff advised management that a
long-range comparison of facts and consequences indicated that in the late 1970.
costs to the company of California expansion would be approximately $9.5 million
more per year in additional taxes than in a state where the plant was subsequently
located... .. Our financial executives advised that our particular problems with the
California theory of unitary taxation required consideration of tax climate in evalu-
ating proposals to further expand plant, personnel and investment within this state
pointing-out that California extends its jurisdictions even further than the U.S.
International Revenue Service... .. Management then asked the scientific group to
demonstrate how a location in California could result in other economies and
benefits that would offset the California tax detriment. This burden could not be
met and therefore Xerox located its new facilities elsewhere."

I am submitting a wider selection of excerpts from that California hearing as an
appendix to my statement.

This concern over stifled investment opportunities was reflected in the recent
debate over the U.S.-U.K. tax treaty. The treaty was finally ratified by the Senate
last summer, and was passed in the House of Commons in February. As negotiated
between the U.S. Treasury and the British government, the treaty included a clause
that would have prohibited state governments from using a worldwide combined
reporting system in taxing British corporations with American subsidiaries. Under
heavy pressure from some states, the Senate deleted this clause-Article 9(4)--from
the treaty during the summer of 1978 as a condition for ratification. After the
Senate deleted Article 9(4), the treaty went through a prolonged period of uncertain-
ty in Parliament. During this interval, as members of the Finance Committee know,
several British delegations visited Capitol Hill to assess the likelihood of progress on
S. 1688 and H.R. 5076. The news of the scheduling of hearings on this legislation
before the House Ways and Means Committee last spring was received in Parlia-
ment before the final vote on the treaty.

I have con3ulted closely-with the Treasury Department throughout my work on S.
1688. The Treasury generally favors the first parts of the bill which would limit the
use by the states of the worldwide combined reporting system, and it went on record
in support of this measure at the March 31 House hearings where Assistant Secre-
tary Lubick presented testimony. The Treasury has reservations, however, about the
last section of the bill, which concerns the treatment of intercorporate dividends. It
thinks that my dividend proposal would create a tax preference for foreign invest-
ment, while I maintain that S. 1688 would only equalize the situation by obliging
the states to recognize the foreign tax credit that the federal government observes. I
am submitting my correspondence over this issue with the Treasury Department for
the hearing record. Since the hearings in the House, we have been trying to forge
an acceptable compromise on the dividend section of the bill, and have made some
promising advances in this direction. Our progress is described in Mr. Lubick's
testimony for the present hearings in the Finance Committee.

S. 983, the Interstate Taxation Act, has a longer history than the narrower bill I
have been discussing. Its lineage can be traced back to my days in the House when,
in 1964, I served on the House Special Committee on State Taxation of Interstate
Commerce. Since that time I have introduced a series of bills to untangle the
burdensome, often conflicting state laws in this area. S. 983 addresses itself primar-
ily to domestic interstate commerce situations, and seeks to establish certain mini-
mum nationwide standards for the imposition of state sales and use taxes, in order
to protect businesses from unfair multiple tax liability in the states where they
operate.

Although no hearings have been held on S. 983 in the present Congress before
today, I held extensive hearings on its predecessor, S. 2173, during the 9,5th Con-
gress, when the bill was referred to the Judiciary Committee. The hearings were
fruitful, and built a solid record for action this year in the Finance Committee. I
would like to enumerate some of the improvements that were incorporated into S.
983 as a result of the Judiciary Committee hearings.

In the income tax title, changes are primarily technical. Basically, the bill still
provides an optional three-factor formula for apportioning the income of interstate
corporations. This three-factor approach, which considers sales, property and pay-
roll, would divide taxes fairly between the various jurisdictions. While a taxpayer
could use the formula provided in the state law, the three-factor formula and other
provisions of Title III would determine the maximum tax liability that could be
imposed. I should add that this three-factor formula is already used in most of the
states, so it wouldn't revolutionize state tax collection.

I have revised last year's version to accommodate the two most common criticisms
made at the field hearings. One change makes it clear that the taxpayer would not
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have the option of electing worldwide combination while the state would be prohib-
ited from requiring such combination. The other change clears up some confusion in
the treatment of foreign source income in Section 358.

Unlike the income tax title, the sales and use tax title has undergone major
revision in the direction of compromise.

The proposed changes will relieve small business of a lot of paperwork. They
include an innovative "buyer certification plan" which would greatly reduce the
burden on those businesses without a business location within the taxing state. At
the same time, the revision assures, to a large extent, the rights of the states to
collect sales and use tax revenues. Large businesses, which generally have the
resources to comply with existing law, are excluded from the buyer certification
election under two provisions. First, they ordinarily have a business location within
the taxing state and, second, buyer certification is permitted only for those firms
that have less than $100,000 in taxable sales within the taxing state. That jurisdic-
tional trigger is based on the previous-year's sales.

The buyer certification procedure allows a purchaser to certify the rate and
amount of local and state sales or use tax to the buyer. This certification could be
included on the purchase order. Sellers would collect the certified amount and remit
that directly to the state without accounting for destinations within the state. If a
buyer refused to certify, the seller would collect the maximum combined state and
local tax applicable in the state.

The U.S. Secretary of Commerce would be involved in three minor ways: first, the
Secretary would prescribe a standard form; second, a return filed with the Secretary
would suffice as a return filed with any state; and, third, each state would certify to
the Secretary the maximum combined state and local rate within that State.

In addition, persons with taxable sales of less than $20,000 in a state would be
exempt from filing returns except to the extent that they had collected a tax from
the buyer. Again, qualification for this exemption would be based on the previous
year's sales.

Finally, the requirements for exemption certificates on exempt sales have been
tightened up. The provision in the draft bill is essentially identical to the one found
in S. 2080, which I introduced in the 94th Congress. Also, I have deleted the
household goods exemption which was often criticized by State authorities.

On the gross receipts side, I have added the phrase: "Nothing herein shall affect
the power of a state or political subdivision to impose a gross receipts tax on intra-
state activities, including a tax levied on the extraction of oil, coal or minerals."

This addition should put to rest many of the fears expressed by West Virginia and
other gross receipts states.

I think this draft takes a significant step toward uniformity-which business
needs-and full accountability-which the states rightfully demand. To the extent
there is some tax and administrative relief, such relief is focused narrowly on the
small firm trying to extend its sales beyond its home state.

One of our big jobs at these hearings-in the case of both S. 983 and S. 1688-is to
allay the fears of the state and local authorities about losing revenues and compro-
mising their freedom to levy taxes. We must help them to see that they have a
mutuality of interest with business on this matter. There are legitimate concerns on
both sides, and I am pleased that there now appears to be some movement away--
from the extreme positions of only a few years ago and toward a middle ground.
Little by little, we are coming to appreciate that this important issue, with its
weighty implications for the nation's international commercial transactions, should
be resolved by federal legislation.

It seems to me that everyone has something to gain from this legislation.
The uniform application of the guidelines and rules in my bills would ultimately

increase revenues for state and local governments, since the new incentives for
increased investment would far outweigh the possible loss of revenue. Businesses,
for their part, would know what their liabilities were, which is the necessary first
step toward paying them off. In addition, uniform standards are crucial for business-
es interested in expanding or diversifying their operations. And it is only through
such business growth that the state and local governments will be able to increase
their tax bases significantly.

An efficient tax system is to everyone's advantage domestically. Internationally it
is a must.

The United States no longer dominates the world marketplace. We have to
compete with other economies whose effeciency is nearly legend. The examples that
leap to mind, of course, are Germany and Japan.

Our competitors overseas are efficiency-oriented. They put great value on ensur-
ing that commerce flows freely both domestically and internationally. And an
efficient economy includes efficient government andthe efficient collection of taxes.
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A tax system, such as ours, that creates headaches and uncertainties is the enemy
of efficiency.

Business already must weigh a multitude of essentially unpredictable and uncon-
trollable factors-supply, demand, weather, mood, competition. In the face of all this
inevitable uncertainty, it is ridiculous that taxation-something we have the power
to control completely, something that could be simple, straight-forward, and predict-
able-is a mare's nest of complexity, fraught with uncertainty, and in a constant
state of flux.

By tolerating such an irrational system, we cripple our businesses in the world of
foreign trade. And the American consumer pays through the nose for it.

My point is simple-if rational people were to sit down to devise a rational tax
system, they would not devise a system anything like ours. Japan and Germany had
the advantage of starting out with clean slates after the war.

We can't wait any longer for reform. We must act now. For too long, the debate
has been bogged down in the technical language of the experts. We have passively
adopted their terms of reference and conducted the debate on the wrong level. We
must raise the level of the debate and talk frankly about the larger issues-about
jobs, the national interest, and economic survival.

We cannot afford- antagonism between business and state governments. What we
need, what we must have, and what my legislation will help to bring about, is an
era of cooperation between government and business that will give a major boost to
the American economy.

My bills are a first step toward a more efficient and more equitable system of
taxation. I was encouraged by the progress we made in the 95th Congress, and I am
convinced that finally, after so many years, we will be able to bring this project
closer to fruition in the 96th Congress.

OCTOBER 1, 1979.--
Hon. G. WILLIAM MILLER,
Secretary of the Treasury,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. SECRETARY: I am writing to request your comments on two bills I
introduced earlier this year, both of which have an oblique bearing on the United
States-United Kingdom Income Tax Treaty that is now under review in the British
Parliament.

One of the major points of controversy in the course of the Senate's consideration
of this treaty was the worldwide combinatior of corporate income for state tax
purposes, addressed in Article_9(4). As you knoi r, this article would have prohibited
the use of the "unitary" worldwide combined reporting system in determining the
state tax liability of British corporations,-but was removed from the treaty by
reservation. The prohibition on the unitary method had the support of your prede-
cessor, Mr. Blumenthal, who was convinced that the new incentives for increased
investment would outweigh the possible loss of revenue by the states, and would
prove a comparatively minor concession.

In this connection, I have been approached from many quarters and urged to
move forward on my Interstate Taxation Act of 1979, S. 983, which has a provision
similar in intent to the deleted Article 9(4). Specifically, Section (303) of the bill
would forbid states from requiring that a combination or consolidation of an affili-
ated group include, for purposes of determining taxable income, any corporation, 80
percent or more of whose income is derived from sources outside of the United
States. The bill would thus accomplish for our tax interactions with all nations
what our negotiators attempted to achieve in Article 9(4) for the United Kingdom
alone. In the face of the mounting interest in this legislative initiative, I recently
introduced S. 1688, a scaled down version of S. 983, which concentrates entirely on
the foreign commerce aspects of the earlier bill.

I understand from many of my friends in the United Kingdom that Parliament
will ratify the U.S.-U.K. Treaty only if they perceive that we are serious about
making progress on the Interstate Taxation bill, or some version of it. While I have
taken every opportunity to discourage such rigid "linkage" developments, since they
generally precipitate consequences opposite to the ones sought, I am unable to
predict the course of action the-British government, itself under considerable pres-
sure from British industry, will pursue. In view of this lingering uncertainty, I am
most eager to have your assessment of these two proposals. I am enclosing copies of
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the bills and the accompanying floor statements for your examination. Thank you
for any attention you can lend to this matter.

With best wishes, -
Sincerely, CHARLES McC. MATHIAS, Jr.,

U.S. Senator.

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY,

Washington, D.C, November 2, 1979.
Hon. CHARLES McC. MATHIAS, Jr.,
US. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR MATHIAS: This is in reply to your letter of October 1, 1979, to
Secretary Miller enclosing copies of S. 983 and S. 1688 and asking for the Secre-
tary's views on these bills.

We have studied both bills. Most of the provisions of S. 983, other than those also
dealt with in S. 1688, are not within the areas of competence of the Treasury
Department to comment on. We are focusing our attention, therefore, on the two
aspects of S. 1688-limits on the application of unitary apportionment and state
taxation of foreign source dividends.

We have some difficulty, as a matter of tax policy, with the dividend proposals in
S. 1688. The limitations on the right of states to tax dividends from foreign corpora-
tions would tend to favor foreign over domestic investment by U.S. investors. A
multistate corporation pays both state and Federal income tax. State income taxes
are, of course, deductible for Federal tax purposes. To the extent the bill curtails
state taxation of foreign source dividends, multinational operations would be taxed
more favorably than multistate operations. The Treasury Department believes that
it is undesirable to create a tax preference for foreign investment.

We are well aware of the problems caused by the application of state unitary
apportionment systems to foreign based corporate groups. As you know, we strongly
supported the effort to limit such application in the proposed income tax Conven-
tion with the United Kingdom. We are somewhat less certain of the extent to which
these problems are also present in the application of unitary apportionment to U.S.
based corporate groups. We are continuing to study this matter, and we hope to be
able to provide you with a fuller report on our views in due course.

Sincerely,
GENE E. GODLEY.

U.S. SENATE,
COMMIrEE ON THE JUDICIARY,

Washington, D.C., November 29, 1979.
Hon. GENE E. GODLEY,
Assistant Secretary, Department of the Treasury, - -
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. GODLEY: Thank you for your response to my inquiry concerning S. 983
and S. 1688. I look forward to the full report on the Treasury's views that you
mention in your letter.

Frankly, I am much heartened to learn that the Treasury Department plans to
study in depth the complex issues that are raised in my bills. I expect that the
Finance Committee will schedule hearings on the bills early in the next session of
Congress, and we would all weigh heavily the expert views of the Treasury Depart-
ment.

In the interest of focusing the debate, I would like to take this opportunity to
comment briefly on several of the points you raise. For one thing, a number of
states do not apply their corporate income tax to dividends, and most of the states
that do tax such dividends allow the 85-100 percent dividend deduction provided in
Section 243 of the Internal Revenue Code for the federal tax. In addition, some
states, including the major industrial states, do not tax foreign source dividends.
Most of the states that do tax such dividends do so by picking them up in the
federal tax base, but they do not recognize the foreign tax credit. Therefore, the
present state tax system tends to discriminate against foreign investment in a
manner contrary -to tax policy as established by the Congress for federal taxes.
Rather than create a tax preference for foreign investment, as you state in your
letter, S. 1688 would only equalize the situation.

In general, it is my experience that corporations with American parents have the
same kinds of problems with the worldwide combination system of unitary appor-
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tionment as do foreign corporations doing business in this country, whether through,
a U.S. subsidiary or not. The same kind of distortions result from great differences
between countries in, imong other things, wages and profitability. Also, American
companies with foreign operations face the threat of multiple taxation, which the
Supreme Court ruled was repugnant to the Commerce Clause in the Japan Line
case.

I am advised that the support of American business for restrictions on worldwide
combination is generally contingent upon a satisfactory solution of the foreign
dividend problem. This is the case because if the dividend problem is not solved
satisfactorily, the use of worldwide combination becomes the lesser- of two evils,
since this procedure at least eliminates intercorporate dividends.

I am also advised that a federal legislative approach to these problems that
applies only to companies with foreign parents will be vigorously opposed by Ameri-
can business. I think we should bear this in mind as we attempt to address the
problems legislatively.

Clearly these problems require Congressional action if we are to live up to our
responsibility to carry out the mandate of the Commerce Clause. I look forward to
working closely with the Treasury Department in carrying out this responsibility. I
know of your continuing discussions with foreign governments concerning the "for-
eign policy" that a few states continue to pursue, contrary to federal tax policy and
contrary to international standards of taxation, and I applaud your efforts to
harmonize these conflicting policies. Together I think we can fashion a remedy that
will fully respect the legitimate concerns of the states.

Thank you again for your interest.
With best wishes,

Sincerely.
CHARLES McC. MATHIAS, Jr.,

U.S. Senate.

EXCERPTS FROM THE HEARINGS ON UNITARY APPORTIONMENT AND WORLDWIDE COMBI-
NATION, HELD BY THE CALIFORNIA AssEMBLY COMMITTEE ON REVENUE AND TAX-
ATION, Los ANGELES, CALIF., NOVEMBER 13, 1979'

1. ASSEMBLYMAN MORI

Disincentives in the business world to me are very subjective in nature -and
maybe this is why we haven't had any in-depth examination and scientific examina-
tion as to which really is a disincentive. One fact that I'm aware of in two trips to
Japan in the past and Taiwan in the past year, every single business person that I
talked to without exception, large, medium and small, when we discussed the
prospects of investment in California, the matter of the unitary tax was raised. Now
whether its subjective or empirical or whatever, I'm not talking about one or two or
three, I'm talking of dozens of corporate people that I have spoken with, one
element that always arises in unitary tax.

* 6-' And would submit to you, Mr. Miller, that the unitary tax is a significant
disincentive, particularly if in fact the disincentive is on the margin as it may be in
California. With the other things to be considered, even if it were 20th or 30th. on
the list of importance, that marginal decision when a business is on the margin of
making that decision, something 50th on the list may be the key element that
causes that business to locate or not to locate. It doesn't have to be the first
element. It could be many elements and something way down on the list that is a
marginal element. (pp. 24, 26)

2. MR. STAFFORD GRADY, CHAIRMAN, LLOYDS BANK OF CALIFORNIA

Many businesses have failed to locate in California because of the danger of the
application of the unitary tax. Others, including the Hong Koni and Shanghai
Bank, have considered withdrawing from California because of it. This was estab.
lished beyond doubt by two days of hearings before the Franchise Tax Board on
August 22 and 23, 1977. This in turn prevents or lessens opportunities for employ-
ment of California residents and will prevent the state from achieving its rightful
place as a foremost world center for international trade, commerce and banking.
(pp. 39-40)

'Page numbes-are from the hearing transcript.
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3. MR. D. J. HAYWARD, TAX MANAGER, B.A.T. INDUSTRIES, LONDON

Finally, B.A.T. believes that the continuance of the present tax system will inhibit
new investments-in California in an era of slow growth or recession. This state can
be justly proud of its past economic achievement, but, in a period of depression with
little capital available for new projects, what may be seen now as an acceptable
additional operating expense, can well become a significant adverse factor in deter-
mining the location of new or extended facilities. In our own case, we have looked at
locating a paper processing plant in California and decided against doing so and in
fact located in the State of Pennsylvania, where the capital cost of the plant is $15
million. (pp. 53-54)

4. MR. ANTHONY MONEY, FINANCIAL CONTROLLER, FOSECO, INC.

In screening potential investments many factors are considered, but there is no
doubt that the unitary tax is a very negative indicator. Foseco worldwide has a
fairly high profit for employees, but only 2 out of every 1000 of its employees work
in California. The California results have little effect on the worldwide profit and
consequently the amount of franchise tax paid is governed primarily by the size of
the California payroll. This form of payroll tax places us at a disadvantage in
California compared with competitors who are less successful than ourselves world-
wide. In consequence, prospective ventures in California have to offer well above
average returns to overcome the tax disadvantage. Investments are often unprofit-
able in the early years and only later do they hopefully contribute to corporate
earning.

The franchise tax being levied irrespective of profits earned in California, adds to
the financial commitment and risk involved in a new venture. Again, this factor
discourages new investment or the creation of jobs in California.

Member corporations of the group are inhibited from operating, especially those
with outside stockholders. Thus unitary tax has a strongly negative effect on invest-
ments and the creation of new job opportunities in California. (pp. 56-57)

5. MR. CHARD KING, BUSINESS AND TRANSPORTATION AGENCY, STATE OF
CALIFORNIA

With one exception California is generally competitive with almost every other
state when compared on the basis of these factors, but the exception, and- a very
flagrant exception, is in the area of state taxation.

Less than two years ago California's tax burden was exceeded only by Alaska andR-awaii.
* * * We have found in our department that the most troublesome aspect of

California's business tax system is the manner in which the unitary method of
corporate taxation is applied to multi-nationals. This taxing method uses a ratio of
the firm's worldwide and California's sales, payroll and plant value in determining
taxable income in California. It has been our experience that this unitary method
represents a serious constraint in California's ability to attract new industry since it
can result in the firms having to pay state corporate income tax even if the new
plant actually had a net loss. Since it is quite common for a new plant to experience
net loss in the first few years of operation, the unitary method discourages firms
from locating new facilities in California.

* United Kingdom, Japan, other countries, have decided that as long as
California continues to apply the current unitary method they will not locate new
facilities in our state. To give you one specific and current example, Rolls-Royce
recently examined California as a potential site for a new aircraft engine plant, a
plant that would have generated hundreds, perhaps thousands, of jobs but eventual-
ly decided not to locate here because of our unitary method of taxation. And we
could ive you many more examples. This adverse aspect of the unitary method, not
only discourages new job creation in the state but is also anti-competitive in that it
represents a barrier to entry for new firms. Barriers to entry, economists tell us,
tend to produce higher prices and fewer jobs. This reaction to the unitary method is
most unfortunate, especially considering the number of jobs and extended tax base
that would result from business development. (pp. 58, 59, 60)

6. MR. CHRIS WADA, SONY CORPORATION OF NEW YORK

Currently, we are expanding our Dothan plant now in Alabama. We have started
manufacturing magnetic tape in Dothan, Alabama in 1977, and now we have o-er
900 employees with a $50 million investment. We have just announced that we
would add a new business in Japan called the Sony Wilson, where we import Wilson
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products in the market in Japan. We are now Sony Prudential; we will sell life
insurance policies in Japan.

All of these efforts are to minimize our exposure in California, and Sony will and
has to maximize this effort to invest in other states than California to protect our
service from the most condemned and unfair tax system. (p. 92)

7. MR. HENRY OTA, LEGAL ADVISOR, JAPANESE BUSINESS ASSOCIATION OF SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA

The logical lesson this situation teaches any foreign corporation is not to invest in
California because that investment will mean a greater cost than normal, a cost
that would be reflected by the application of the unitary tax.

* * * We believe that the testimony by Mr. Wada of Sony will help clarify any
feelings amongst any of the members of the Committee that once a company comes
to this State that the unitary tax will no longer become an issue with them. We
certainly see and we feel that decisions to go to other states are significantly
influenced by the existence of the unitary tax.

As a result of these feelings, we, as an Association, feel that this State cannot be
complacent because it may lose its opportunity to continue with tremendous finan-
cial growth. Japanese business entities have reacted to the strong urgings of the
Federal Government to invest in manufacturing facilities as a means of correcting
the trade imbalance. This encouragement was emphasized by the Task Force Report
on the United States-Japan trade, which was issued on January 2, 1979 by the
Subcommittee on Trade of the House Committee on Ways and Means.

In regards to investment in this State, and we know that there are reports about
continuing investment by representatives from Japan, we should probably focus on
the type of investment that has been coming. We are not seing the major manufac-
turing operations coming to this State. We know the news reports show that states
like Tennessee are attracting away from California the large television manufactur-
ers. Of course, there are many business factors that have to be taken into account,
but there is little question that the unitary tax issue is raised and considered in
their decision making process. (pp. 96, 97, 98)

8. MR. THOMAS WENGLEIN, XEROX CORPORATION

Tax policies of the State of California discourage Xerox from expanding in the
state. Specifically in 1973, this corporation made a decision not to establish its Office
Systems Division in California due in a major part to what was viewed as an unfair
burden as compared to other states. The facility was subsequently located in an-
other part of the country. Major reasons for the unfair California tax burden are:
One, the worldwide unitary concept with the inclusion of foreign income in a tax
base, and, two, the combination of separate and distinct business operations. Califor-
nia has a lot going for it. The decision not to locate in California was a very difficult
one. - -

California was strongly advocated by our highly skilled key scientific and techni-
cal people who wogld be leading our new enterprise; however, our financial staff
advised management that a long-range comparison of facts and consequences indi-
cated that in the late 1970s costs to the company of California expansion would be
approximately $9.5 million more per year in additional taxes than in a state where
the plant was subsequently located.

California taxes would have been $6 million more than in New York. This
estimate was based upon our long-range projections and cumulative increases in
property, payroll and sales. Our financial executives advised that our particular
problems with the California theory of unitary taxation required consideration of
tax climate in evaluating proposals to further expand plant, personnel and invest-
ment within this state pointing out that California extended its jurisdictions even
further than the U.S. Internal Revenue Service.

That is the increased property, payroll and sales in this state results in a higher
apportionment factor being applied to an income base that includes foreign income.
It was also the company's view that this problem was worsened in our particular
circumstances because of significant minority interests in our foreign operations
and distortions comparing California property and payroll to say United Kingdom
payroll or Mexican property investment. Management then a5lid the scientific
group to demonstrate how a location in California could result in other economies
and benefits that would offset the California tax detriment. This burden could not
be met and therefore Xerox located its new facilities elsewhere. (pp. 102-03)
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9. MR. CHRIS WADA, SONY CORPORATION (SUPPLEMENTARY TESTIMONY)

Our capital investments in Alabama and other areas are helping us. Currently we
are expanding our Dothan Plant in Alabama, where we now have over 900 employ-
ees with $50 million dollar investment in manufacturing magnetic recording tapes
in cassettes. We just announced that we would add $25 million and 600 more people
to meet both domestic and overseas demand for video cassettes. Since we started
this investment in the State other than California, our exposure to California's
unitary tax on a world-wide basis has improved. As long as California continues this
international double taxation on a world-wide basis, Sony will maximize its effort to
invest in other States than California to protect ourselves from this most con--
demned and unfair tax system.

Anyone who comes for advice from our California experience, will learn we suffer
from and fight against this world-wide unitary tax in California. (p. 163)

10. MR. R. L. DELAP, CALIFORNIA COUNCIL FOR INTERNATIONAL TRADE
(SUPPLEMENTARY TESTIMONY)

We know that foreign firms which have considered establishing operations in
California have in many cases been reluctant to do so, in in some cases already have

"ecided not to do so, in large part because of the unitary tax issue. For the same
reason, other foreign firms which did have operations in California have relocated
to other states, and others have threatened to do so. Even California-based corpora-
tions of long standing have diverted activities outside the State solely because of
unitary tax considerations. (p. 181)

11. ALCAN ALUMINUM CORPORATION

Given such a system of taxation, Alcan Aluminum Corporation obviously must
consider the fact that any investment it makes in California may substantially
increasIe its California tax liability far beyond the income shown on-its own properly
kept books and records. That fact is a substantial impediment to any increased
investment in California and, indeed, operates as an incentive to locate operations
elsewhere. In that connection, Alcan Aluminum Corporation recently closed two
major plants in Riverside and Rocklin, California. While California taxes were not
the only factor involved in those decisions-in any business decision there are
always numerous facors involved, and no one factor is determinative-the Califor-
nia tax savings were one of the factors considered. (p. 192)

Senator BYRD. Thank you very much, Senator Mathias.
Senator MATHIAS. I again thank the chairman for this hearing

and for this opportunity, not only for myself but for other interest-
ed parties, in bringing this matter to the attention of the commit-
tee. -

Senator BYRD. It is a very important matter.
At this point, on behalf of Senator Huddleston, I would like to

ask unanimous consent to insert in the record a7-statement by
Senator Huddleston dealing with this legislation, and along with it
a copy of a Telex received by Senator Huddleston from Michael
Grylls, a Member of the House of Commons in London.

Incidentally, Mr. Grylls has been to this country a number of
times in connection with this legislation, and is very much interest-
ed.

Without objection, these will be inserted for- the record.
[The prepared statement of Senator Huddleston and other mate-

rials referred to follow:]
STATEMENt OF SENATOR WALTER D. HUDDLESTON

Mr. Chairman, thank you for holding these hearings. I am pleased to be able to
add my support as a cosponsor of this legislation and to have my statement included
in the record of these hearings.

As that record will reveal, this legislation is important to United States corpora-
tions with foreign affiliates and to corporations from other countries which have
invested in this country, have affiliates here, and employ U.S. citizens. The United
States-United Kingdom Double Taxation Treaty recognizes that and contains the
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pact of the United States and the Untied Kingdom not to utilise the worldwide
combined reporting system method of corporate tax assessment.

However, as you will recall a reservation to the Treaty made that pact applicable
only to the Federal Government, and not to the individual States, so that the
question could be addressed legislatively. Extensive debate on this question has
occurred on the Senate floor in regards to the Treaty, and before the House of
Representatives Committee on Ways and Means at its hearing on March 31, 1980,
regarding the identical counterpart to S. 1688, H.R. 5076.

I had the opportunity to meet Michael Gryls, Member of the House of Commons
last July when he was in Washington to attend the hearing on the Treaty before
the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations. During our conversation Mr. Grylls
made it plain to me that the British consider an ultimate resolution to the problem
posed by the use by certain States of the worldwide combined reporting system
method of tax assessment essential to any relationship regarding double taxation
between the United Kingdom and the United States.

Recently I received a telex from Mr. Gryls which discusses the feelings of Parlia-
ment regarding this problem and the legislation before your Committee. I request
that the text of that telex which is attached be included in the record of these
hearings with my statement.

Again, I am pleased these hearings are being held. From the information provided
the Committee should be able to fully consider the legislation and pass on its merits
expeditiously so that this international tax problem can be solved in the national
interest.

Thank you.
DEAR SENATOR HUDDLESTON: I understand that this bill which you cosponsor

will be the subject of hearings on June 24, 1980, before the Senate Committee
on Finance, Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management Generally. You will
recall from our conversations last year in connection with provisions of the
United States-United Kingdom Double Tax Treaty how important is an ultimate
resolution to the vexing problem of the use of the worldwide combined
reporting system method of corporate tax assessment.

As a Member of the House of Commons since 1970, and as Vice-Chairman of the
Conservative Industry Committee I have been vitally interested in the relationship
of government and industry, both nationally and internationally. Therefore I fol-
lowed the debates in Congress regarding the Treaty very closely, specifically the
treatment therein of the use of the worldwide combined reporting system in assess-
ing the taxation of companies doing business in both our countries, and even
elsewhere. The Treaty's limitation on the use of that method by the States would
have prevented double taxation. Barriers to international investment would have
been removed, and the number of jobs would have been preserved and even in-
creased in both countries. With the original Treaty, which included that limitation
on the States, the United States government seemed to be saying to Great Britain,
"We want your business and your jobs, not just your taxes."

From our discussions, and other visits in Washington, I understand the positions
of those Members of Congress with whom I and other Members of Parliament have
met, that while they were in favor of the limitation, they felt that Federal legisla-
tion was the correct way to accomplish it.

Thus, when the House of Commons considered the Treaty on February 18, 1980,
we did so with a major portion of the Treaty removed but with confidence that the
Congress intended to fully examine the problem caused by a few of the individual
States using the worldwide combined reporting system. Many of our most important
companies with affiliates operating in the United States were placed at great risk as
a result of the Treaty reservation. They were left subject to the vagaries of that
extraordinary and unfair taxation system of worldwide combination even though
they were not actually doing business there.

The positions of the governments of Britain and the United States regarding this
problem is fixed by the Treaty. Your Federal Government has agreed not to utilize
the worldwide combined reporting system in assessing the taxes of British compa-
nies. Of course, we understand that the Federal Government does not use that
method at all, and only utilises the "arms length" method. Yet at present, absent
legislation such as S. 1688 and its House of Representatives counterpart, H.R. 5076,
the individual States are free to apply any method. While we understand the
concept of "states' rights" it does not seem proper that individual States should
speak with different voices on matters on international taxation. Fifty-one different
tax policies from one country are confusing.

We not only believe the worldwide combined-reporting system to be unfair, but
judge it to be counter-productive as well. Without limitation severe impediments to
enlarged industrial investment and subsequent decreases in numbers of jobs will
result. This has been recognized by the Members of the California State Assembly
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and Senate as legislatiQn there, AB 525, to limit the application of the method by
the California Franchise Tax Board has passed the Assembly and been approved by
a Senate committee. Without limitation, British and other companies that are
subjected to the abuses of the system will, at the end of the day, be forced to
withdraw.

I understand that lengthy hearings were held in the House of Representatives
Committee on Ways and Means. We are most hopeful that this hearing and that
will provide the information necessary so that Congress may resolve this issue. As I
stated in the House of Commons debate on February 18, 1980: "It is crucial for
business relations between two countries as close as Britain and the United States
that this matter should be resolved. Otherwise we risk generating friction not only
between our business enterprises but between our countries."

I wish you and your fellow Members of Congress success in your deliberations.
Sincerely yours,

MICHAEL GRYLLS.

Senator BYRD. Next will be a panel consisting of Mr. Ernest S.
Christian, Jr., Committee on State Taxation, State Chambers of
Commerce; Mr. John S. Nolan, British National Committee, Inter-
national Chamber of Commerce; Mrs. Connie Borken-Hagen,
American Chamber of Commerce, United Kingdom; Dr. Lothar
Griessbach, German-American Chamber of Commerce, accompa-
nied by Mr. Jack E. Gabriel; Mr. G. Kenneth Christrup, director of
taxes, Xerox Corp., on behalf of the Rochester Tax Council; Mr.
Neil Munro, Taxation Department, Confederation of British Indus-
tries; and Mr. Michael J. Kennedy, senior vice president, Tax Ex-
ecutives Institute, accompanied by Mr. William L. Lynch, manag-
ing director of the Tax Executives Institute.

Welcome, ladies and gentlemen. You may decide in which order
you would like to go. Mr. Nolan?

STATEMENT OF JOHN S. NOLAN, BRITISH NATIONAL
COMMITTEE, INTERNATIONAL CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

Mr. NOLAN. Thank you, Senator Byrd.
Mr. Chairman and members of this honorable subcommittee, I

appear for the British National Committee of the International
Chamber of Commerce in strong support of S. 1688, and commend
Senator Mathias and Senator Wallop for their courage in sponsor-
ing this extremely important measure.

. 1688 is vitally necessary to protect the foreign commerce of
the United States from unreasonable taxation by a few States in
the United States. The worldwide unitary apportionment method
of taxation used by-these few States such as California, as applied
to foreign-owned corporate enterprise, such as United Kingdom
companies doing business in the United States, creates major bar
riers to United Kingdom investment in the United States and to
international trade between our two countries. Income earned en-
tirely outside the United States by such foreign-owned companies,
often by companies within a United Kingdom corporate group
which do no business in the United States, is, in effect, arbitrarily
allocated by these few States to their own tax base. Unreasonable
and sometimes even impossible administrative burdens are im-
posed on these United Kingdom corporate groups.

Total U.S. direct investment in the United Kingdom at the end
of 1978 was $20.3 billion, the largest U.S. direct investment in any
other country except Canada. United Kingdom direct investment in
the United States was $7.4 billion, representing 18 percent of all
foreign investment in the United States, greater even than Canadi-
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an direct investment in the United States. The actions of California
and a few other States threaten the vitality of these international
trade and investment flows between our two countries, and the
circumstances call for Federal legislation to place some reasonable
limits on the ability of the States to tax the foreign commerce of
the United States such as S. 1688 would do.

S. 1688 would simply limit the right of the States to tax such
income to the extent the Federal Government itself does so, an
entirely rational limit. When the recently executed United States-
United Kingdom Income Tax Treaty was originally negotiated by
the two Governments, it contained an article 9-4 which would have
prevented either Government or their political subdivisions from
taxing income of a parent company or a subsidiary of the other
country or any third country if that parent or subsidiary was not
doing business in the first country. That article, to the extent that
it would apply to the States of the United States, was removed as a
result of Senator Church's reservation, but many congressional
leaders have publicly indicated that the matter of such worldwide
unitary taxation of United Kingdom companies by a few States,
such as California, should be considered by the Congress- in a
legislative context.

The British have reason to expect such consideration. S. 1688 is a
fair and reasoned response to these developments. The case against
the use by the States of the worldwide unitary apportionment
method is clearly strongest with respect to foreign-owned corporate
groups such as United Kingdom companies. The arbitrary alloca-
tion of worldwide income earned largely outside the United States
by United Kingdom corporate groups doing business throughout
the world, by reference to plant, payroll, and sales, tends to grossly
overstate the income which States like California allocate to them-
selves. Wage rates and plant costs in California tend to be much
higher than in other parts of the world. California has stringent-
-pollution control requirements, causing a relatively higher proper-
ty investment per unit of production in that State without an
equivalent increase in profit. Even the sales factor causes major
distortions, overallocating income to California.

The worldwide unitary allocation system overallocates income to
a State like California also because profits do not bear a uniform
relationship to the allocation factors. Profit margins in developing
countries are likely to be much higher in relation to costs, to
reflect greatly increased risks of expropriation, clirrency fluctu-
ations, and other such reasons.

Arbitrary allocation of worldwide profits by reference to plant,
payroll, and sales will allocate part of these high-risk-profits to
California even though they have nothing to do with operations in
that State. California allocates worldwide income even though such
income includes substantial profits in foreign countries which are
blocked and which for this reason alone would not be subject to
U.S. income tax even if the profits were otherwise taxable by the
United States.

California has applied unitary worldwide apportionment to allo-
cate income of a United Kingdom corporate group to California
even when it is clearly demonstrable that actuloperations in
California have resulted in a loss.
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This system is contrary to all accepted international principles of
income taxation. The major industrialized countries, including the
United States, through their international organizations, have ap-
proved the principle that a company should be taxed in a country
only if it has a permanent establishment there and does business
in that country. Such actions by the States also violate the treaties
of friendship and commerce which we have entered into in the
United States with 25 foreign nations. This fairly invites retali-
ation by foreign governments against U.S. companies, with serious
potential burdens on U.S. business overseas.

During the 1960'r, when Congress thoroughly studied this subject
through the Willis subcommittee, it was clearly concluded that
reasonable limitations on the power of the States to tax, such as
those contained in S. 1688, were vitally necessary.

Accordingly, I strongly Urge the subcommittee and the Senate
Finance Committee to report S. 1688 to the Senate. Thank you.

[Mr. Nolan's official foreign registration is in our committee
files.]

Senator BYRD. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF ERNEST S. CHRISTIAN, JR., COMMITTEE ON
STATE TAXATION, STATE CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE

Mr. CHRISTIAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Ernest Christian. I am with the law firm of Patton,

-Boggs & Blow. I am counsel to the Committee on State Taxation of
the Council of State Chambers of Commerce, or COST, as it is
known.

COST supports the more extensive provisions of S. 983, and we
commend Senator Mathias for it, but our oral statement this morn-
ing will be confined to the two provisions of S. 1688 which relate to
State taxation of foreign source income.

The Committee on State Taxation is speaking from the stand-
point of American companies. That is, U.S. parent corporations
with foreign subsidiaries which operate abroad. From the stand-
point of American business, elimination of the worldwide combina-
tion method of State taxation is vital.

That method as applied by California and a few other States is
contrary to State, Federal, and international principles. Worldwide
combination is simply an attempt by a State to extend its tax
jurisdiction worldwide, an attempt to tax foreign subsidiaries which
are not doing business in the State or even in the United States,
and an attempt to tax income which the State absolutely has no
right to tax.

Why should a State impose a penalty tax on a U.S. corporation
merely because that corporation has one or more foreign affiliates
which have nothing to do with that State?

Why, as Mr. Nolan has mentioned, should a State require a U.S.
corporation to pay large amounts of tax to that State when the
corporation has a loss from the business it conducts in that State?
Yet these incongruities can and do result under the worldwide
combination method.

Rather than being Federal interference in State taxation. S. 1688
merely prevents a few States from interfering with the foreign
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commerce of the United States, to the detriment of all citizens of
all States.

From the standpoint of American companies with foreign subsid-
iaries, the second part of S. 1688 which limits State taxation of
foreign source dividends is of equally vital importance. From the
standpoint of many American companies, elimination of worldwide
combination without also imposing a limit on dividend taxation
might be almost a fruitless gesture.

Under basic principles of State taxation, a State is entitled to tax
that portion and only that portion of a corporation's income which
the State's economy has generated. In the case of foreign source
business profits of a foreign corporation and dividends paid from
those profits, no State properly should tax that income, since no
State's economy has generated that income.

Most States adhere to this principle, but a growing number tax
foreign source dividends despite the fact that States should not tax
foreign soured dividends at all, and despite the fact that States
typically do not tax intercorporate domestic dividends.

S. 1688 would merely reduce somewhat the present discriminato-
ry tax against dividends from foreign corporations. Properly, States
should not tax such dividends, but S. 1688 does not go that far.
Instead, it imposes merely a reasonable limitation parallel to the
Federal system.

If, as some States assert, they should be permitted to tax those
dividends, at least the State's rights to tax foreign source dividends
should not be greater than the Federal Government's jurisdiction.

Thus, 1688 would permit States to tax foreign source dividends to
the extent that the Federal Government effectively taxes those
dividends after taking into account the foreign tax credit.

Under S. 1688, the foreign tax credit would be translated into an
exclusion, and just as either 85 percent or 100 percent of domestic
source dividends are excluded from State tax, anywhere from zero
percent to 100 percent of foreign source dividends would be ex-
cluded from State tax, depending on the ratio of foreign tax to the
U.S. corporate tax rate of 46 percent.

For these reasons, Mr. Chairman, the Committee on State Tax-
ation strongly supports both parts of S. 1688.

I thank you.
Senator BYRD. Thank you, Mr. Christian.
The next witness?

STATEMENT OF CONNIE BORKEN-HAGEN, AMERICAN CHAMBER
OF COMMERCE, UNITED KINGDOM

Ms. BORKEN-HAGEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Connie Borken-Hagen. I am an American lawyer

licensed in New Mexico and the District of Columbia, practicing
private international law in London, and retained by the American
Chamber of Commerce, United Kingdom, an independent, non-
profit organization with over 1,000 British and over 800 American
members, and whose primary objective is to encourage trade and
investment between and within the United States and the United
Kingdom.

Its members are greatly concerned about the dampening effect
the unitary tax has had-on British-American commerce. The argu-
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ments against the unitary tax are many, but because the chamber
brings a unique point of view, representing both American and
British companies trading internationally, I shall call your atten-
tion first to its negative international impact and the climate of
distrust that it has created, which has dampened the United King-
dom's enthusiasm for new investment or expansion in America.

At this time of U.S. concern over capital formation, economic
growth, and rising productivity, the United States should be en-
couraging foreign investment to enhance capital formation, create
jobs, and improve the U.S. balance of payments, not discouraging it
as this tax does. Although States can handle the issue individually,
as California is doing at the present time, it does not solve the
problem for the other States or for U.S. policy as a whole.

I must strongly emphasize the climate of distrust that is created
by this tax in Britain. There is a strong tendency among British
companies to wait and see what Congress does. They do not differ-
entiate among our States as clearly as we do here.

The second important point, Mr. Chairman, is that the unitary
tax creates a precedent which is ultimately most harmful to Ameri-
can international interests. If established, American companies
may experience extraterritorial taxation by foreign countries or
their many subdivisions, or American companies may be forced to
provide confidential financial information to foreign nations which
may be contrary to U.S. laws or certainly contrary to sound busi-
ness practice.

One duty of government is to provide protection for its compa-
nies abroad from unreasonable foreign co0wnercial burdens. One
method of protecting a nation's commercial interests is the treaty
process, which is slow, tedious, but trusted worldwide.

If the United States permits its political subdivisions to exceed
international taxing terms, then other nations can equally permit
extensive taxation of American companies' profits and devastating
inquiries into those companies' commercial operations.

Third, there is the potential of retaliation by foreign nations, and
there is a precedent for such retaliation, which can only hurt our
U.S. foreign trade.

Fourth, the tax is a major international commercial irritant. It
has caused considerable bitterness between the United States and
the United Kingdom, America's closest ally on the commercial and
diplomatic levels.

On March 25, when the British and American Governments
finally exchanged instruments on the United States-United King-
dom tax treaty, Her Majesty's Government communicated its
strong disapproval of the unitary tax to the U.S. Government. The
note presented to the U.S. Government says that:

While the British Government recognizes the considerable achievement of the two
governments in reaching a fair and balanced agreement, it would not wish the

nited States Government to interpret ratification as approval of the unitary tax
system.

It concludes that the Government of Great Britain opposes the
unitary tax and will continue to negotiate yearly updates of the
treaty to have its views understood by the United States.

It is U.S. Government prerogative to regulate commerce among
the States and the foreign nations. Because the United States is a
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world leader supporting free trade in the international market,
place, Congress should immediately establish Federal standards by
enacting S. 1688 in its entirety, which would make State tax poli-
cies consistent with U.S. tax and international trade policies.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BYRD. Before calling on the next witness, I might say

that two witnesses this morning have called the States political
subdivisions of the Federal Government. I question the accuracy of
that. My recollection is that the States created the Federal Govern-
ment and ceded certain powers to the Federal Government, and
reserved to themselves what powers they did not cede to the Feder-
al Government.

So, I question the assertion that the States are a political subdivi-
sion of the Federal Government.

Be that as it may, the next witness may proceed.
Senator WALLOP. Mr. Chairman, as a Federalist in the terms of

the Federalist Papers, I agree with you. It is not the same relation-
ship, for example, that a county government has to a State govern-
ment.

Ms. BORKEN-HAGEN. May I say that I was speaking from the
viewpoint of the British companies and the British Government,
how they view our system.

Senator BAUCUS. You would think they would understand, given
the way our country was born. [General laughter.]

Senator BYRD. Thank you.
Senator BAUCUS. Maybe they consider us a subdivision of Great

Britain.
Senator BYRD. The next witness?

STATEMENT OF LOTHAR GRIESSBACH, GERMAN-AMERICAN
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, ACCOMPANIED BY JACK E.
GABRIEL
Mr. GRIESSBACH. Mr. Chairman, Senators, my name is Lothar

Griessbach. The gentleman to my right is Mr. Jack E. Gabriel.
I represent the German-American Chamber of Commerce, which

is a binational organization representing German business inter-
ests in the United States and also American interests in Germany.

I am also authorized to speak for the German Federation of
Industries and the German Federation of Trade & Industry the
umbrella organization for the chambers in Germany. Membership
in this organization is mandatory for virtually every business oper-
ating in the Federal Republic of Germany, and this statement
represents their views.

The arguments are pretty much a matter of public record. But I
would like to submit this written statement for the record, and try
to orally highlight some of the points that have come up in the
hearings we have conducted in Germany and over here.

It has not been said so far I believe, that the financial implica-
tions may even be of minor importance for our companies. It is not
at all certain that the companies, after switching to another State
taxation system, will be taxed at lesser rates and will carry a-lesser
financial burden than under the present system. Of course, some
companies will profit; others may not.
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The main consideration, and I am addressing myself exclusively
to the international implications, not to the taxation of dividends,
the major consideration is that the unitary apportionment methods
as they are applied at the present time are highly arbitrary. They
are almost unpredictable. They present such mechanical difficulties
that most of the companies, when trying to comply are not able to
come up with solutions which would completely conform to those
State rules based on unitary apportionment methods.

The problems are further complicated, of course, by the fluctu-
ation of international currency exchange rates which we have ex-
perienced over the years. Consequently the main argument of
German companies in favor of the bill is that-it would create a
uniformly applicable system of taxation consistent with interna-
tional standards such as the concept of taxing income related to
the permanent establishment.

We understand that even the California Franchise Tax Board
frequently resorts to negotiated settlements or accepts financial
statement income because it cannot cope with the immense me-
chanical difficulties of this system.

We favor Federal legislation on this matter. As you may know,
the convention on the avoidance of double taxation between the
Federal Republic and the United States is up for renegotiation.
Rather than burden the negotiations with this problem, we would
very much like to see a solution on the Federal level or through
the State legislatures, because the dilemma of dealing with the
Federal Government which in some instances has claimed not to
have the necessary authority, will be difficult to overcome.

One of the more serious arguments reaches beyond the realm of
the U.S. taxation system. We have information that countries in
the developing world are very carefully observing what is going on
over here. This taxation system might prove to be contagious, and
in the future also hurt American business.

Foreign investment is severely hampered by the system. Of
course, some companies do have reason to go to California and
other States applying the system because of overriding -interests.
But it is a disincentive, and its abolishment, would attract new
investment to this country.

In conclusion, I would respectfully remind the committee that
the concept of the bill as far as its international implications are
concerned, is supported by the Commission of the European Com-
munities, so you may say that you are dealing here with a uniform
European position.

Of course, I am not authorized to speak for them. I am just
quoting the essential concensus expressed in a submission by the
Commission of the European Communities.

Thank you.
Senator BYRD. Thank you, sir.
The next witness?

STATEMENT OF J. W. GLASMANN, ROCHESTER TAX COUNSEL
Mr. GLASMANN. Mr. Chairman, my name is J. W. Glasmann. I

am appearing in place of Mr. Christrup for the Rochester Tax
Council. I serve as counsel to that organization.

I,
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The Rochester Tax Council is a voluntary organization of compa-
nies having strong ties with the Rochester, N.Y., area. Council
members include companies such as Corning Glass, Eastman
-Kodak, and Xerox.

If I may, I would like to submit Mr. Christrup's prepared state-
ment for the record.

Senator BYRD. It will be received.
Mr. GLASMANN. The council shares the views of the many wit-

nesses the committee will hear today in support of that portion of
S. 1688 which would essentially transfer the worldwide combined

-reporting system of a State such as California into a domestic
unitary system by prohibiting any State from including foreign
source income of a controlled group of corporations in its tax base
until such foreign income is included in the taxable income of the
group for Federal income tax purposes.

The council believes that the formula apportionment of income
of a controlled group of corporations to a State on the basis of the
traditional three-factor formula-property, payroll, and- sales-
works reasonably well when applied to the domestic income and
property, payroll, and sales factors, at least where the operations
and management of the group are functionally integrated.

However, the extension of this concept on a worldwide basis
gives rise to serious distortions in the apportionment formula be-
cause of the wide differences in economic factors such as wages and
prices and the uncertain impact of currency exchange rate fluctu-
ations, exchange controls, and the like.

The net result is that the use of the worldwide combined or
unitary apportionment system often results in an arbitrary and
disproportionately high amount of foreign source income being al-
located to and taxed by those few States which require this method
of reporting.

Perhaps equally important, as pointed out by Senator Mathias,
the worldwide application of the unitary system on a nonuniform
State-by-State basis is and will add enormously to the administra-
tive burdens of taxpayer compliance with overlapping systems of
taxation of the same income.

Since the arm's length separate accounting standard is the
method generally used by the Federal Government and by the
international community of nations in taxing foreign income, the
council believes-that it is reasonable to insist that the States use
the same method where their legitimate interests in revenue collec-
tions are adequately protected bythe vigorous enforcement of the
arm's-length standard by the U. S. Internal Revenue Service.

I must say, Mr. Chairman, in recent years the IRS has become
more and more vigorous in that area.

I would now like to turn to the second part of S. 1688, which
deals with the taxation of foreign source dividends. If combined
worldwide reporting is bad for the reasons which others will tell
you about-Senator Mathias certainly talked in great detail about
it-much worse is the alternate State practice of including foreign
source dividends in the State taxing base with no allowance what-
soever for the foreign taxes paid with respect to such dividends and
without making any adjustment in the denominator of the appor-
tionment formula for the property, payroll, and sales of the foreign
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subsidiary which generated the income being distributed as divi-
dends.

This practice can give rise to double taxation with a vengence. In
a not untypical case where 100 percent of the after tax income of a
foreign subsidiary is distributed as a dividend, it can result in a
State taxing the entire dividend, grossed up by the foreign tax, 100
percent of the pretax earnings, with no allowance for the property,
payroll, or sales of the foreign corporation.

Under the U.S. Internal Revenue Code, this results because of
the interplay of the gross income provisions and section 78 of the
code which deals with the tax gross up.

This result has to be wrong. It has to be wrong, because if the
taxpayer in the type of situation I am talking about used a com-
bined income reporting, there would generally be little, if any, U.S.
tax by the States, so that you have a situation where the dividend
income will be taxed at many times the amount that would be
incurred if the combined method itself were being used.

Mr. Chairman, I will conclude by saying that the Rochester Tax
Council believes that it is essential that the State taxation of
foreign source dividends be resolved in any legislation that address-
es the worldwide combined reporting problem. Legislation restrict-
ing State practices simply to the combined income level will not be
sufficient.

Thank you.
Senator BYRD. Thank you. You are from Rochester, are you?
Mr. GLASMANN. I am a Washington lawyer with the firm of

Ivins, Phillips & Barker. We serve as tax- counsel to the Rochester
Tax Council.

Senator -BYRD. Thank you.
The next witness?

STATEMENT OF NEIL MUNRO, TAXATION DEPARTMENT,
CONFEDERATION OF BRITISH INDUSTRY

Mr. MUNRO. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, my name
is Neil Munro.

I am the head of the taxation department in the Confederation of
British Industry. The CBI directly represents some 14,000 firms in
the United Kingdom and 100,000 more through affiliated organiza-
tions. Our membership is drawn from all sectors of United King-
dom industry and commerce.

,The CBI firmly supports bill S. 1688. Our members have for a
long time been very concerned about the use of unitary taxation
with combined worldwide reporting for these main reasons.

First, it is fundamentally unfair and contrary to internationally
accepted taxation principles. It is not employed by any national
government in the developed world, and it has been rejected by the
OECD, of which the United States is a leading member.

Instead, the CBI favors taxation gn the arm's-length basis by
which a company is taxed in its place of residence as an independ-
ent enterprise dealing at arm's length with its parent company and
other affiliates.

With your permission, Mr. Chairman, I should like to submit
written testimony to the committee which sets out our views in
more detail.

t
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Senator BYRD. It will be received.
Mr. MUNRO. Thank you.
I shall not take up the committee's time by repeating what is

said in that submission, but I should like to emphasize one point.
Any tax system which stipulates that a company's tax should be
based on the apportionment of the worldwide income of a multina-
tional group according to arbitrary and unrealistic formulas, and
without any regard to whether that company actually earned a
profit or a loss, cannot in our view be justified.

Second, unitary tax with combined worldwide reporting imposes
an intolerable administrative burden on companies in complying
with the demands for information from the State tax authorities.

There are two stages to this process. In the first place, companies
have to provide detailed information in order to determine whether
or not the business is unitary. From the experience of our mem-
bers, much of this information is of only marginal relevance to the
inquiry.

Next, having been adjudged unitary, the company has to file a
combined report. For a United Kingdom-owned group, this may
mean rewriting the accounts of every member of the group all over
the world so as to comply with the accounting requirements of the
State in question. Foreign currency amounts have to be converted
to dollars.

This information would not be required in this form for any
other purpose. Sometimes the information is simply not available.
Sometimes it cannot be released without infringing national legis-
lation, for example, the Official Secrets Act in the United King-
dom. Even when it is available, it is a colossal administrative
undertaking to assemble it.

Apologists for this form of taxation have attempted to argue that
these compliance problems, the existence of which they do not-and
cannot deny, are no worse than those occurring in a section 482
investigation. This is an extraordinary assertion which we categori-
cally reject. Even if it were true, which it is not, it ignores the
obvious fact that section 482 investigations only take place when
irregularities are suspected, whereas combined reports have- to be
filed every year.
Mr. Chairman, my written submission exeamines these and other

points in more detail, but I hope I have said enough to demonstrate
the reasons for the grave concern which CBI members feel about
this question. There is no doubt that our members regard the
existence of this form of tax as a serious disincentive to new
investment in those States of America which use it.

In addition to my written statement, I should like to ask for the
U.K. Government note on this question, which was sent on March
25, 1980 to the U.S. administration, to be written into the record.

Senator BYRD. Yes, it will be received for the record.
Mr. MUNRO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BYRD. At this point, I will put in the communication I

received today from Mr. John Anson, Economics Minister of the
British Embassy, bringing out the viewpoint of his Government in
regard to this legislation.

[The material referred to follows:]
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BRITISH EMBASSY,
Washington, D.C., June 2, 1980.

Hon. HARRY F. BYRD, Jr.,
Russell Senate Office Building,
US. Senate, Washington, D.C.

My DEAR SENATOR BYRD: In the context of the hearing of your Taxation Sub-
Committee tomorrow on S. 983 and S. 1688, may I bring to your attention the views
of my Government on the application of unitary taxation to the U.S. subsidiaries of
British companies, set out in a note (copy attached) communicated to the Adminis-
tration on March 25, 1980.

J. ANSON, Minister, Economics.

[Press release issued by the British Embassy Information Department]

U.K./U.S. DOUBLE TAXATION CONVENTION

The ratification by the Exchange of Instruments of the UK/US Double Taxation
Convention took place in Washington on 25 March 1980.

The Convention enters into force on 25 April 1980.
Attached is a note of the details, together with an outline of the views which have

been communicated by Her Majesty's Government to the US Administration at the
time of ratification.

The Double Taxation Convention between the UK and the US, which was signed
in London on 31 December 1975, and the three supplementary Protocols which were
signed in London on 26 August, 1976, 31 March 1977 and 15 March 1979 respectively
were ratified by the Exchange of Instruments in Washington on 25 March 1980.

The Convention, as amended by the Protocols, will enter into force on 25 April
1980.

The following views have been conveyed by Her Majesty's Government to the US
Administration.

It is a matter of regret to Her Majesty's Government that difficulties over one
aspect of the Convention, although it is an important one, should have triided to
obscure the achievement of the two Governments in reaching a fair and balancedagreement.

Among double taxation treaties, that between the British and United States
Governments has a pre-eminent position. The economic and financial links between
the two nations are so strong and the areas covered so diverse that, apart from its
intrinsic importance to the United Kingdom and the United States of America, the
Convention attracts wide interest internationally and is a source of authority in its
field.

Her Majesty's Government is therefore gravely concerned that as a result of the
amendment resulting from the United States Senate reservation on Article 9(4) the
Convention does not comprehensively restrict the application of the unitary basis of
taxation. That Article in its original form would have prevented the United States
Government and the individual States of the United States of America from apply-
ing this basis to United Kingdom corporate groups which have subsidiary companies
in the United States. In its final form the Article applies only for the purposes of
United States federal tax, where the unitary basis is not employed, and does not
cover individual States of the Union. This is not only a set-back for British corpo-
rate investment in the United States. It may also be interpreted as awarding some
approval for the unitary basis of taxation and could have wider repercussions.

.. Her -Majesty's Government is convinced that the unitary basis of taxation with
combined reporting, particularly as applied in the international field, is entirely
unsatisfactory. The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development has
explored, encouraged and developed the "arm's-length" principle for regulating the
taxation of multinational enterprises operating through subsidiary companies or
branches. This principle requires that the subsidiary or branch should be taxed only
by reference to the profits which its own activities generate. Where these activities
involve transactions with related enterprises and these transactions are not on the
basis which~would be made between wholly independent enterprises, the profits are
to be adjusted for tax purposes by reference to the independent enterprise test, i.e.,
the "arm's-length" basis. This intended to achieve a air measure of the profit by
cancelling the effect of any artificial pricing between related enter rises. The"arm's-length" approach has been internationally accepted and is a vital feature of
double taxation conventions throughout the world.

The unitary basis with combined reporting is a quite different approach. It makes
no attempt to examine the profits made by the locally based subsidiary company. It
may look to the total profit of the world-wide operations of the group and claim a
proportion of that total by reference to arbitrarily defined criteria. The problems
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associated with this technique are many and have been well rehearsed. The tax
consequences are unpredictable and arbitrary. The widely varying commercial and
economic climates in different countries produce inequitable results. Under this
system it can lead to a demand for tax by reference to group profits earned from
unconnected activities in other parts of the world where they are already taxed,
even although the local subsidiary is incurring substantial losses. On the unitary
basis there is likely to be unrelieved and unrelievable double taxation. In addition
the compliance costs are unacceptably high.

Apart from these inherent problems associated with the unitary tax basis, its
incompatibility with the internationally accepted "arm's-length" basis would gener-
ate conflicts between the international investing and trading nations and disruption
of international business if the precedent implicit in the Convention were to be
followed by other countries. Unless common rules for determining the allocation of
profits between different taxing jurisdictions are followed internationally it will be
impossible to preserve the essential objective of providing a consistent and coherent
international tax framework for business and investment, for which the United
States and the United Kingdom have striven together with their fellow members of
the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development. It is the view of Her
Majesty's Government that the unitary basis, which is not a practical international
alternative to the "arm's-length" basis, could undo the important and patient inter-
national work that has been achieved in regulating international tax practices, and
that every effort is required to discourage the use of the extension of that basis. It is
to this end that the British and United States Governments have expressly prohibit-
ed its use for the purpose of the respective national tax systems under Article 9(4);
and the issue will be an important aspect of the proposed annual review of the
Convention.

Her Majesty's Government has recognised, in ratifying this Convention with the
approval of the United Kingdom Parliament, and in its acceptance of the United
States Senate reservation against Article 9(4) of the Convention, the difficult issues
raised within the United States in seeking to limit State taxing powers through the
double taxation conventions of the United States. It has also recognized the impor-
tance of the Convention in its many other aspects for the two .Governments and for
the business and investment communities on each side. It must be emphasised
however that the acceptance of the Senate reservation in no way implies approval
of the unitary basis and it is the urgent request of Her Majesty's Government for
the reasons given above that the Government of the United States should use its
best endeavours to eliminate the international application of the unitary basis of
taxation.

Mr. MUNRO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, that concludes my testimony. I would like to

repeat my gratitude for the opportunity to attend this hearing and
to testify.

Senator BYRD. We are glad to have you, Mr. Munro. I might say
that British industry and the House of Commons have excellent
representatives in Sir Graham Page and Mr. Michael Grylls, both
of whom have been to see me several times in regard to this
legislation. The Senator from Virginia is much impressed with
those two individuals.

The next witness?

STATEMENT OF MATTHEW J. KENNEDY, SENIOR VICE PRESI-
DENT, TAX EXECUTIVES INSTITUTE, ACCOMPANIED BY WIL-
LIAM L. LYNCH, MANAGING DIRECTOR f
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. Chairman, I am Matt Kennedy. I appear here

in my capacity as senior vice president of Tax Executives Institute.
I am delighted to have the opportunity to testify on a bill that will
alleviate a serious and unfair inequity in State tax treatment of
corporations.

As I have said, I represent Tax Executives Institute, otherwise
known as TEl, which is an organization whose membership consists
of approximately 3,5010 corporate tax managers and administrators
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representing about 1,100 small and large United States and Cana-
dian corporations.

TEI supports the adoption of S. 1688 and recommends that con-
sideration of S. 983 in these same hearings should not impede the
prompt- adoption of S. 1688. TEI supports S. 1688 to stop the prac-
tice of certain States, most notably California, from a tax overreach
taxing foreign source income under the worldwide combination
method after it has already been subjected to taxation by the host
country, and also from taxing foreign source dividends a second
time.

We are particularly concerned that unless Congress acts -now,
other States will follow these practices to increase their revenue,
however shortsighted such action might be. Indeed, such tax over-
reaching inevitably distorts business decisions and may ultimately
cost the offending State lost revenue rather than gain it increased
revenue.

The worldwide combination method is not precise in apportion-
ing income between the taxing State and the foreign jurisdiction.
As a result, the same income is often taxed twice, once by the
foreign jurisdiction and again by the taxing State. Double taxation
results also when foreign source dividends are taxed again by the
State, although the earnings from which they have been paid have
already been taxed by a foreign jurisdiction.

Double taxation means that a State of the United States is
taxing extraterritorially, and thereby interfering with the Federal
Government's constitutional obligation to speak with one voice in
international affairs. The worldwide -combination method and the
taxation of foreign source dividends have alwo spawned consider-
able litigation, and have increased unnecessarily the costs incurred
by corporations in meeting their State tax obligations.

In the light of all these adverse consequences, it is appropriate
that Congress act now. Both the Supreme Court and the Senate
itself, in deliberating over the United States-United Kingdom tax
treaty, called for corrective action to deal with this problem.

S. 1688 represents an appropriate solution. It incorporates the
Federal standard for taxing the foreign source income of foreign
corporations and certain domestic corporations which either own or
are owned by United States corporations. The Federal standard is
designed to avoid double taxation. Furthermore, the Federal stand-
ard is the one used by the Common Market nations and by the
United States in its tax treaties with those nations.

By imposing a uniform standard of taxation on the Federal Gov-
ernment and the States, the Senate will promote tax equity for
corporations, will eliminate needless litigation, will avoid antago-
nizing other foreign nations, and will discourage possible retali-
ation against the United States, and will also simplify the overall
State tax system there by reducing compliance costs.

On the question of taxing foreign source dividends, S. 1688 pro-
vides a fair solution by excluding under a formula part or all of the
dividend, depending on the extent to which the earnings from
which the dividend was paid were taxed by the foreign jurisdiction.

For the reasons I have tated, we recommend that the committee
approve S. 1688, and ask that S. 983 not impede the prompt adop-
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tion of S. 1688. 1 respectfully request that-my written transcript be
included in the final testimony.

Thank you very much.
Senator BYRD. Thank yoti, Mr. Kennedy. I
You mentioned in your testimony that if this legislation is not

enacted, you fear that other States, I believe was the way you
expressed it, might present a problem to foreign business. Now,
which States now present a problem to foreign business?

Mr. KENNEDY. Of course, California has been the leader, and
since California joined the multistate compact, it has induced a
number of those States in the compact to varying degrees to use
the California formula. I am not prepared to give you an enumera-
tion of the extent to which each of these States has picked up some
pieces of the California scheme, but there are perhaps half a dozen
States that use some or all of the California worldwide combination
scheme.

Senator BYRD. I take it then that most States, of the 50 States,
most of the States do not present a problem in this area. Is that
correct?

Mr. KENNEDY. That is right.
Senator "BYRD. How many States tax foreign source dividends?
Mr. KENNEDY. Only a few. I think perhaps the COST representa-

tive could give a better answer to that.
Mr. CHRISTIAN. If I might, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BYRD. Yes.
Mr. CHRISTIAN. With respect to the first question, the number of

States other than California which apply the worldwide combina-
tion method, the Committee On State Taxation's research indicates
that in varying degrees Alaska, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, North
Dakota, and Oregon, in addition to California, apply the worldwide
combination method in some circumstances. -

As to foreign source dividends, there are about 28 States which
in some degree tax foreign source dividends. Some States do not
tax foreign source dividends from direct investment, that is, a
wholly or substantially owned subsidiary, but do tax dividends
from portfolio investment. Others do-not tax foreign source divi-
dends at all, and still others tax all foreign source dividends. The
number is about 28 States in one degree or the other.

Senator BYRD. Is Virginia among those 28 States?
Mr. CHRISTIAN. I can tell you in just a moment, Mr. Chairman. I

should know that.
[Pause.]
Mr. CHRISTIAN. I don't want to hold up the hearing. If you want

to go on, Mr. Chairman, I will look this up.
Senator BYRD. Yes.
Senator Baucus?
Senator BAUCUS. Yes, I have one very generaL-question. I under-

stand that the California legislature has passed a bill which essen-
tially says that if a foreign corporation is an overseas operation by
50 percent or more, it is not subject to the combination unitary
approach.

I wonder whether the State senate has exempted some busi-
nesses from that bill. Does that bill go in the right direction?
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Would it sufficiently satisfy your concerns-if it did not have those
exemptions-to the degree that you are familiar with that bill?

Mr. KENNEDY. The bill goes in the right direction, but it will take
care of only those foreign earnings that are earned by corporations
which are controlled by foreign companies.

Senator BAUCUS. That is not enough?
Mr. KENNEDY. No, it certainly is not.
Senator BAUCUS. Well, what should States do, apart from some

Federal action?
Mr. KENNEDY. They should follow the rules of S. 1688.
Senator BAUCUS. You don't think that States will sufficiently act

on their own initiative when their excessive tax reach discourages
operations in the State? Will they back off, like California now is
doing?

Mr. KENNEDY. Well, it is like a football team having each
member police himself as to what he should do. You really need a
referee to make sure that everybody is going to follow the same
rules.

Senator BAUCUS. I have no further questions.
Senator BYRD. Thank you, Senator Baucus.
Of course, a foreign corporation, or any-corporation has the right

to choose which State it desires to operate in, does it not?
Mr. NOLAN. Well, that is true, Mr. Chairman, except that -there

are many British companies that have been located in California,
for example, for a long number of years. This development where-
by California extended its unitary apportionment system to foreign
controlled corporate groups, United Kingdom corporate groups,
began in the early seventies, as I recall,' and it came through a
process of evolution. Over the years, during the seventies, it has
become progressively more of a burden on the United Kingdom
companies that are already located in that State.

Prior to that time, the unitary apportionment system went
through a long process of evolution where originally it was applied
to allocate income between the States, that is, wholly within the
United States, income between the States, first by single compa-
nies, and then, as Secretary Lubick indicated, it was extended to
controlled corporate groups, but again, allocating domestic income.
Then it was extended to some extent to foreign income of U.S.
groups, and then it was extended to foreign controlled corporate
groups. /

As I have said, it has been a process of evolution, and it has
caught United Kingdom companies with substantial investments in
California. With their investments already located there, it has
caught them and subjected them to unreasonable burdens of tax-
ation.

Senator BYRD. When did the unreasonable burden of taxation
first start in California?

Mr. NOLAN. Well, for United Kingdom corporate groups, it came
when it became clear that California was going to extend its appor,+
tionment system to worldwide income of foreign-owned corporate
groups that were located, that is, owned and controlled outside of
the United States, and it became clear that California sought to
allocate, as I say, part of the worldwide income of these United
Kingdom cSfporate groups to that State.
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That started some time in the early seventies.
Senator BYRD. Until the early seventies, this was not, then, a

problem?
Mr. NOLAN. That is correct.
Senator BYRD. There was, from your point of view, no need for

this legislation prior to the early seventies?
Mr. NOLAN. Well, there were indications, of course, as far back

as the sixties when the Willis subcommittee was working on this
oblem that the States were moving in that direction, and the
illis subcommittee, as Senator Mathias indicated, devoted itself

to this problem, but I don't think it really became a serious prob-
lem in California, where the burden is the greatest, until, as I say,
the early seventies.

Senator BYRD. Is it a significant problem outside of California? I
realize six other States or five other States are involved, but is it
significant outside of California?

Mr. NOLAN. Well, it is a significant problem in principle, but the
amount of investment by foreign corporations in the other States
which use this method is not nearly as significant as it is in
California. For example, Oregon and Alaska, there is some invest-
ment by foreign companies in those States, but it in no way ap-
proaches the magnitude of that investment in California, which
has sort of become the focal point for this dispute.

Mr. GLASMANN. Mr. Chairman, also, within the last month or
two, we have had two Supreme Court decisions which upheld the
constitutionality, if you will, of the worldwide unitary system, and
also the taxation of foreign source dividends, with the Supreme
Court in effect saying that this is a matter for Congress, it is not a
constitutional question.

So, we now have the likelihood that the States will move into
this area that have not been there before.

Senator BYRD. Yes, I remember in reading that Court decision,
this legislation passed through my mind. I think that could have
an effect.

Mr. GLASMANN. Well it is very interesting. In the case involving
Mobil Oil and the Tax Commissioner of Vermont, there the State
taxed the foreign source dividends without any allowance for the
payr ll, property, and sales that gave rise to the corporate earnings
that were distributed, and the dissenting opinion noted that that
increased the tax burden on Mobil in Vermont tenfold. It could be
a very serious problem.

Mr. NOLAN. In several of these cases, the Supreme Court has
pointed its finger right at the Congress and said that while this is
not a constitutional problem, it is a problem of regulation of for-
eign commerce of the United States which is the province of the
Federal Government under the Constitution. It is, therefore, up to
the Congress to decide what limitations should be imposed' upon
the States' taxation of foreign source income.

Senator BYRD. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statements of the preceding panel follow:]
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SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL POINTS

1. The basic objective of S. 1688 is necessary to

preserve and strengthen international trade and investment

between the United States and its major foreign country trad-

ing partners, particularly the United Kingdom. The unitary

apportionment system of determining the taxable income of a

corporation doing business in a State, which is utilized by

a few States, particularly California, Oregon and Alaska,

seriously threatens the entire foreign commerce of the United

States.

2. The unitary apportionment system is contrary to

well established international standards of taxation and

imposes unreasonable tax and administrative burdens on foreign

owned and controlled groups doing business throughout the

world, including business in the United States through a U.S.

subsidiary. Thus, action by Congress to impose reasonable

limits on the power of the States to tax foreign commerce is

vitally necessary.

3. The result of the unitary apportionment system

is, in most cases, to grossly over-allocate income to States

like California, imposing unreasonable tax burdens on U.K.

-or other foreign corporate groups. Of equal importance, the

California unitary system requires conversion of the world-

wide operations of U.K. or other foreign corporate groups to

dollars, and in accordance with California accounting and tax
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standards, including the provision of extensive financial

information of U.K. or other foreign companies doing no busi-

ness in and having no relationship to California or# indeed,

no relationship to the United States at all. U.K. and other

worldwide foreign corporate groups do not keep their books or

accounts in dollars, nor by U.S. accounting standards. The

administrative burdens imposed by this requirement on U.K. and

other foreign companies are intolerable.

4. Article 9(4) of the new U.S.-U.K. tax treaty

provided that the income apportioned by a State could not

include the income of the U.K. parent or other U.K. or third

country corporation within the U.K. corporate group if the

U.K. parent or such other corporation was not doing business

in the State. The Senate ratified the treaty with a reserva-

tion on Article 9(4). Congressman Ullman supported the

reservation on the ground that such limitations on the power

of States to tax should be by legislation and not by treaty.

In reserving on Article 9(4), the Senate Foreign Relations

Committee urged that Congress give full consideration to

legislation dealing with this issue. The O.K. Government made

it clear that its ratification of the treaty in no way implied

approval of the unitary system, and it urgently requested that

the U.S. Government endeavor to eliminate f.he international

application of the unitary method of apPirtionment.. The U.K.

Government also made it clear that this issue would be an

important aspect of their annual review of the effectiveness

of the treaty.
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5. The failure to implement the basic objective of--

8. 1688 may subject U.S. companies operating abroad to retali-

ation by other countries, in imposing greater tax burdens on

U.S. companies. That burden would, to a large extent, fall on

the United States itself, as increased foreign taxes may result

in decreased U.S. taxes by operation of the foreign tax credit.

6. S. 1688 imposes a reasonable limit on the pover

of States to tax foreign source income arising in the foreign

commerce of the United States. The States would simply be

limited to taxing such income only to the extent the Federal

Government does so.

N.
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STATEMENT OF JOHN S. NOLAN
BEFORE THB SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT

OF THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE, UNITED STATES SENATEr
JUNE 24, 1980, ON S. 1688

This statement is submitted on behalf of The British

National Committee of the International Chamber of Commerce.

The British National Committee represents a broad cross-section

of leading industrial and commercial companies in the United

Kingdom.

I. Basic Position of 4ritish Industry

The British National Committee strongly supports

S. 1688, which is before this Subcommittee for consideration,

and its companion bill, H.R. 5076, which is before the House

Ways and Means Committee. S. 1688 was introduced on August 3,

1979, by Senator Mathias of Maryland (for himself and Senators

Huddleston and Wallop), and H.R. 5076 was introduced on August

2, 1979, by Congressman Conable of New York. Congressional

action in the direction of S. 1688 and H.R. 5076 is particularly

necessary to protect the foreign commerce of the United States

from a burden of unreasonable taxation by only a few States

of the United States. The effect of the unitary apportionment

method of taxation used by these few States on corporate enter-

prises owned and controlled in the United Kingdom is to tax part

of the income of U. K. corporations and their third country sub-

sidiaries even though they do no business in the United States

at all. Unreasonable and in some case impossible administrative

burdens are imposed on these United Kingdom companies and their
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third country subsidiaries. In the long run, this can only do

serious harm to international trade between the United States

and the United Kingdom.

The strongest case for S. 1688, and against the un-

limited application by the States of a unitary apportionment

system to worldwide income, is with respect to foreign-owned

and controlled corporate groups, such as U. K. companies en-

gaged in worldwide business, including business in the U. S.

through a U. S. subsidiary. This case was made in the Hearings

on the new United States - United Kingdom tax treaty in July,

1977, before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. It was

made on behalf of The British National Committee*, as well as

by particular British companies and many others. The funda-

mental objections to the unitary system were fully developed

at that time, and the arguments of California were completely

answered. Those materials should be reviewed in considering

S. 1688.

The total U.S. direct investment in the United

Kingdom at the end of 1978 was $20.3 billion, the largest

U. S. direct investment in any country of the world except

*/ Tax Treaties with the United Kingdom, the Republic of
Korea, and the Republic of the Philippines, Hearings
Before the Committee on Foreign Relations, United States
Senate, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. 184-206 (1977).
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Canada. It represented more than 121 of total foreign di-

rect investment by the U. S. United Kingdom direct invest-

ment in the U. S. was $7.4 billion, representing about 18%

of total foreign investment in the U. S., outranking even

Canada. The unitary apportionment system of taxation used

by a few States is fundamentally destructive of foreign in-

vestment in the U. S., and because of this result, it is

destructive of broader international trade relationships of

the United States with other countries. It intrudes directly

upon the special responsibility of the Federal Government in

the United States to protect the foreign commerce of the

United States from unreasonable burdens of taxation.

S. 1688 is a meaningful response to this problem

and would operate in a way that would not unduly restrict

the States in taxing income of companies doing business with-

in those States. The States simply would be required to limit

the extent to which they take foreign source income into ac-

count to the extent that the Federal Government itself does

so.

II. The Effect of S. 1688

S. 1688 would amend the Internal Revenue Code of

1954 by the addition of new section 7518 (relating to in-

come of corporations attributable to foreign corporations).

Section 7518 would provide that a State may not take into

account for income tax purposes, or include in income sub-

ject to tax, the income of any foreign corporation in any
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year prior to the year in which such income is included

under the Internal Revenue Code. Thus, the foreign source

income of a foreign subsidiary of a U. S. parent corporation

would be taxed only if and to the extent paid to the United

States as a dividend (or deemed paid by application of Sub-

part F of the Internal Revenue Code, relating to controlled

foreign corporations). In the case of a foreign parent cor-

poration of a U. S. subsidiary, the foreign source income of

the foreign parent (and any of its foreign affiliates) would

never be taxed, because under the Internal Revenue Code that

income is not taxed by the Federal Government.

In the case of dividends received by a U. S. parent

corporation from a foreign subsidiary, the bills would also

permit a State to tax no greater portion of that dividend than

the Federal Government effectively taxes. The rationale for

this exclusion of a portion of a foreign source dividend is

the same as the rationale for the foreign tax credit -- the

avoidance of double tax. However, the result is not to re-

quire the States to allow a credit for foreign taxes, which

would tend to wipe out all State tax on foreign source

dividends because the national tax rates in most foreign

countries exceed the rates of tax imposed by the States.

Instead, the result of the exclusion is to permit the States

to tax, at whatever rate they apply to other income, the

same portion of a foreign source dividend which the Federal

Government effectively taxes after taking into account the

foreign tax credit, but no greater amount.

- 4 -
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The purpose of this provision of the bill as to

dividends, according to Senator Mathias when he introduced

S.' 1688 (Cong. Rec. daily ed., S11675), is to bring the taxa-

tion by States in accord with the Federal Government treatment,

as recommended by the Task Force of the House Ways and Means

Committee under the Chairmanship of Congressman Rostenkowski.*

In effect, the bill provides that in taxing dividends from

foreign corporations, the fact that they have paid income

taxes overseas will be taken into account. Consistent with

Federal tax policy, this will generally prevent double taxa-

tion of foreign source income, a result that now must be

accomplished, if at all, by Federal legislation in view of

the Supreme Court's recent decision in Mobil Oil Corp. v.

Commissioner of Taxes, U.S. (No. 78-1201, March 19,

1980). The Supreme Court in that case permitted Vermont to

apportion Mobil's dividend income from both foreign corpo-

rations and domestic corporations even though all or substan-

tially all of the income was earned abroad, and even where

Mobil held only a small minority stock ownership in such cor-

porations. The dissenting opinion observes that the Vermont

approach has been used --

SRecommndations of the Task Force on Foreign Source Income,
committee Print of the Committee on Ways and Means, U. S.
House of Representatives, 95th Cong., let Sees. 30 (March 8,
1977).
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artificially to multiply its (Vermont's)
share of Mobil's 1970 taxable income perhaps
as much as ten-fold.
(Slip opinion, Dissent pp. 12-13).

The Supreme Court majority opinion relies in substantial part

on the failure of Congress to act in this area --

Absent some explicit directive from
Congress, we cannot infer that treat-
ment of foreign income at the federal
level mandates identical treatment by
the States. * * * Congress in the
future may see fit to enact legisla-
tion requiring a uniform method for
state taxation of foreign dividends.
To date, however, it has not done so.
(Slip Opinion, pp. 22-23).

The Supreme Court recognized that the apportionment of foreign

source dividends could result in taxation of the same income

by the foreign countries in which it is earned and by the

States, but the Court considered, as indicated above, that

this is a problem to be resolved by Congress, not the Court.

Enactment of S. 1688 has become particularly vital in light

of this decision.

III. Congressional Action Necessary To
Protect Foreign Commerce of U. S.
A. Proximate Background of S. 1688:

U. S. - U. K. Tax Treaty

The concept proposed by these bills has been in

evolution for many years, as hereinafter described. The

proximate occasion for this hearing, however, is the

adoption of the new income tax convention between the

United States and the United Kingdom, finally executed on

- 6 -
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March 25, 1980. On June 27, 1978, the Senate gave its advice

and consent to ratification of the treaty and two protocols,

subject to Senator Church's reservation, which was later incor-

porated in the Third Protocol of March 15, 1979 (Executive Q,

96th Cong., 1st Sess.). On July 9, 1979, the Senate unani-

mously gave its advice and consent to ratification of the

Third Protocol. On February 18, 1980, the British House of

Commons approved the proposed treaty, as revised by the three

protocols.

The Third Protocol affects Article 9(4) of the pro-

posed treaty as originally signed on December 31, 1975. Arti-

cle 9(4) restricts the use of the worldwide/unitary method of

apportioning income. The Third Protocol makes Article 9(4)

inapplicable to States and local governments, though continu-

ing its application to the Federal Government and to the

Government of the United Kingdom. Under the Third Protocol,

States And local governments of either country are free to

use the unitary method--of apportioning worldwide income of re-

lated corporations in determining the taxable income of an

enterprise doing business within the State or local govern-

ment, but, strangely enough, the national governments, which

currently do not use such a method anyway, are prohibited

from using the method. Thus, for example, any and every State

or local authority of the United States will be permitted

to use a method denied to the Federal Government, thereby

presenting the potentiality of utter chaos in the tax rela-

tions of the United States with any foreign country.

- 7 -
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Article 9(4) of the treaty as originally negotiated

by the two Governments would have limited the methods by

which the United States, the United Kingdom, and their po-

litical subdivisions could tax enterprises of the other

country (or enterprises which are directly or indirectly con-

trolled by enterprises of the other country). The proposed

treaty would have provided that in determining the tax lia-

bility of such an enterprise doing business within their re-

spective jurisdictions, the United States, the United King-

dom, and their political subdivisions could not take into

account the income, deductions, receipts, or outgoings of

a related enterprise of the other country, or of any third

country. This provision was intended to apply to those States

of the- United States (principally California, Oregon, and

Alaska) which, in determining the amount of income of a busi-

ness operating within the State which is to be apportioned

to that State for income tax purposes, require combined re-

porting of'ali related business operations (including business

operations of related foreign corporations whether or not

doing business within the State).

The national governments of the United Kingdom and

the United States do not apportion income between jurisdictions

under this method. Rather, income between related enterprises

is determined on a separate accounting basis, requiring the

application of arm's-length principles. In the case of the

United States, the arm's-length principles are prescribed by

section 482 of the Internal Revenue Code.

- 8 -
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Essentially, the unitary apportionment system is

simply an arbitrary method_,f assigning a portion of world-

wide income of a group of related companies to the State on

a formula basis. In the present international context, it

is used instead of determining the income actually earned

within the State, or instead of determining the total United

States income of the corporate group which may then be appro-

priately apportioned among the States. Under the worldwide

apportionment system, total worldwide income of all related

companies as a group is allocated or apportioned even though

nwany of the companies do no business whatsoever in the United

States. The apportionment is made by a formula, such as one

based on the percentage of sales, property, and payroll in

the State to total sales, property, and payroll of the entire

worldwide corporate group.

The unitary apportionment system is contrary to well-

established international standards of taxation' which require

that income from companies doing no business in a country be

left out of any determination of income to be taxed by that

country, including any such determination by an apportionment

method. These international tax standards require, however,

that all transactions between such companies and any company

or companies in the group doing business in the country

meet the arm's length standard, so that income cannot be

diverted away from the country by intercompany transactions.

The separate accounting, arm's-length section 482 type system

requted of the United States and United Kingdom in the treaty,

- 9 -
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and used by them in their own tax systems, is used by virtually

every other government in the world. The Organization for Eco-

nomic Cooperation and Development (OECD) and other international

trade organizations, after repeated and intensive studies, have

consistently concluded that only the separate accounting, arm's-

length system is fair and reasonable in taxing international

business. They conclude that the unitary apportionment system

applied to w6rldwide income results in unreasonable tax burdens,

multiple taxation of the same income, and heavy and unnecessary

administrative costs.

S. 1688 addresses the problem of the effort by a

few States of the United States to extend their unitary appor-

tionment systems to worldwide income. This effort extends to

including non-U. S. income of foreign parent companies and

non-U. S. income of third country subsidiaries of such foreign

corporate groups doing no business in the U. S., simply because

such foreign corporate groups have a U. S. subsidiary doing

business in those States. As applied to U. K. corporate groups,

this has had particularly unfair and burdensome effects. The

history of the U. S.-U. K. treaty developments demonstrates the

clear and present need for intensive Congressional consideration

of S. 1688.

B. Treaty Developments -- Congressional Commitment

From its inception in 1975, Article 9(4) of the pro-

posed treaty was objected to by the tax officials of a number

of states, particularly California. Article 9(4) was largely

a reaction to California's efforts in the early 1970's to

- 10 -
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extend its unitary business concept (on a retroactive basis

to all prior open years) to include the foreign Parent of

a U. S. subsidiary of a foreign-controlled corporate group

and all meWb-ers of such a foreign corporate group throughout

the world. Previously--the unitary business concept had been

applied only to include U. S. corporations in the group.

In the Hearings before the Senate Foreign Relations

Committee on the treaty in July, 1977, Congressman Ullman,

Chairman of the House Ways and Means Committee, submitted a

letter which included the following:

It is my belief that if the Federal
Government is to place any limitations on
the use of combined reporting by State or
local taxing authorities, the limitations
should be imposed through the regular man-
ner by legislation and not through bilateral
tax treaties. The legislative process would
give both Houses of Congress the opportunity
to hear and consider fully all sides of the
issues involved. Moreover, the issues could
be considered on their own merits, rather
than determined as a quid pro quo for conces-
sions made by a foreign government, which con-
cessions do not benefit the States and local-
ities whose taxing jurisdictions are being
limited by this negotiated package. Finally,
the legislative process would p~rmit5 uniform
rules to be applied to all taxpayers, U. S.
and foreign.

On March 8 of this year, a task force
of the Ways and Means Committee* issued a
report recommending the adoption of legis-
lation in this area. This legislation
would, in most instances, preclude the
States from taking into account through
combined reporting the operations of foreign

*/ Recommendations of the Task Force on Foreign Source
Income, supra.
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affiliates of multinationals, U. S. or
foreign. This recommendation, together
with any recommendation on the subject
which may be made by the Administration,
will be considered by the Ways and Means
Committee later this year when it receives
the Administration's tax reform proposals.

For these reasons, I urge the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee to recommend
to the Senate that its advice and consent
to the ratification of the proposed treaty
be reserved with respect to the limitations
placed on the taxing powers of States and
localities by Article 9(4).

The statement submitted by the Staff of the Joint

Committee on Taxation provided:

Given the problems which exist with
the States' methods of apportionment under
combined reporting and with the Federal
Government's allocation rules, there is
considerable disagreement as to which method
is preferable in various situations. But
the existence of widely differing methods
among the States and between the States
and the Federal Government in itself creates
substantial burdens for taxpayers. In
such a situation it may be appropriate
for the Federal Government to decide that
establishing a single system of income
allocation (or at least minimizing the
variation of methods permitted) for both
the Federal and State governments is appro-
priate.

However, any Federal action involves
balancing the goal of minimizing any inter-
ference with the States' traditional auth-
ority over their own revenue collection
with the desire to alleviate reporting
burdens on taxpayers. Also, the ac-ton
should not produce significant competitive
disadvantages between companies doing bus-
iness within any State or between States
seeking to attract new business. Finally,
any resolution must deal with a number of
technical issues which arise in determining
what apportionment techniques may be appro-
priate in a wide variety of business

- 12 -
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circumstances.- In such a situation it
can be argued that the appropriate avenue
for Federal action is through legislation
rather than through bilateral treaties.

Thus, the treaty, drafted in the usual
manner, does not contain the type of detailed
technical rules which can refine a policy
to meet the variety of situations faced by
corporations and the States in which they
operate and can balance the interests of
the States with the burdens created on
taxpayers. Finally, the provision proposed
here, like any treaty provision, has not
been subjected to the process of public
hearings, comment and debate which can
assist in the formulation of precise and
balanced rules to deal with a complex
problem.

These points tend to argue for a
legislative approach to any action which
the Federal Government may deem appropriate.
The accomplishment of such legislation is
a realistic possibility. Earlier this year
a Task Force of the Ways and Means Committee
recommended to the full Committee that sub-
stantial limits be placed on the States'
authority to require combined reporting
with related foreign corporations. The
full Committee will include the Task
Force's recommendations in its agenda when
it considers tax reform legislation later
in this Congress.

The Committee may thus desire to
recommend to the Senate that the treaty be
ratified with a reservation on this issue.

The Hearings on the Third Protocol were held before

the Committee on Foreign Relations on June 6, 1979. Senator

Charles Mathias personally appeared at these Hearings along

----with the Honorable Michael Grylls, a Member of the Parliament

of Great Brita-in. The Senator presented for the record a
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copy of his proposed Interstate Taxation Act of 1979 (S. 983,

96th Cong.), section 303 of which he stated would accomplish

for all nations what the negotiators attempted to achieve

in Article 9(4) for the United Kingdom alone. Senator Mathias

stated --

I have heard from a number of people in
-the United Kingdom that Parliament will
ratify the United States-United Kingdom
treaty only if there is a perception in
Westminster that we are, in fact, serious
about making progress on the interstate
taxation bill or some version of it.
(Hearings, page 16).

The report of June 15, 1979, of the Senate Foreign Relations

Committee on the Third Protocol provided (S. Ex. Rep. No.

96-5, 6):

-The Committee urges the tax-writing
Committees of the Congress -- the Finance
and the Ways and Means Committees -- to
hold hearings in the very near future
on S. 983 in order to permit all sides of
the issue to have their views known for

-the record. In addition, such legisla-
tion will give the Congress, which has
the responsibility to resolve on the
federal level inconsistent state taxation
policies, the opportunity to take a
position on the merits of the issue.

The Committee also notes both Senator
Mathias' statement before the Committ :e
in support of the Treaty and the Third
Protocol and his view that the British
"Parliament will ratify the U. S.-U. K.
Treaty only if they perceive that we are
serious about making progress on the
Interstate Taxation bill . . ." The Com-
mittee wishes to make clear that it consi-
ders expeditious treatment of the Treaty
by both the U. S. Senate and the U. K.
Parliament to be critical in order to
permit the benefits of the Treaty to flow
to both sides.
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Clearly the Congress has incurred an obligation by these devel-

opments to proceed with intensive consideration of S. 1688 and

the problem of the application by a few States of the unitary

apportionment system to worldwide income of United Kingdom

corporate groups.

C. United Kingdom Position: Congressional Action Vital

After the Third Protocol had been approved by the

Senate, Mr. Peter Rees, the Minister of State, Treasury,

United Kingdom, accompanied by Sir William Pile, Chairman of

the Board of Inland Revenue, visited the United States to im-

press upon American officials the extreme concern of the UK.

-Government and of British companies as to the operation of the

unitary system of taxation used by certain States (Taxes Inter-

national, Oct. 1979, page 5). Mr. Rees had discussions with:

(I) the Secretary of the Treasury, (2) Senator Russell Long

of the Finance Committee, (3) Chairman Ullman, (4) the sponsors

of H. R. 5076 and S. 1688, (5) the leaders of some of the prin-

cipal U. S. corporations, (6) Governor Brown of California,

(7) Assemblyman Mori of California, co-sponsor of AB 525 (the

Water's Edge Bill of California), (8) other members of the

California Legislature and Administration, (9) the chief

officers of the California Franchise Tax Board, (10) leaders

of both British and U. S. companies operating in California,

(11) the Committee on Unitary Taxation, (12) the Multistate

Tax Commission, and (13) the Committee on State Taxation.
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Upon the occasion of the final execution of the

treaty on March 25, 1980, Ambassador Sir Nicholas Henderson,

representing the United Kingdom, delivered a note to the United

States Government. It succinctly sets forth the objections

of the United Kingdom to use by some of the States of unitary

apportionment applied to worldwide income. After emphasizing

the importance of the treaty to international trade between

the U. S. and the U. K., the note states:

3. Her Majesty's Government is therefore gravely
concerned that as a result of the amendment result-
ing from the United States Senate reservation on
Article 9(4) the Convention does not comprehensively
restrict the application of the unitary basis of
taxation. That Article in its original form would
have prevented the United States Government and the
individual States of the United States of America
from applying this basis to United Kingdom corpo-
rate groups which have subsidiary companies in the
United States. In its final form the Article ap-
plies only for the purposes of United States feder-
al tax, where the unitary basis is not employed,
and does not cover individual States of the Union.
This is not only a set-back for British corporate
investment in the United States. It may also be
interpreted as awarding some approval for the
unitary basis of taxation and could have wider
repercussions.

4. Her Majesty's Government is convinced that the
unitary basis of taxation with combined reporting,
particularly as applied in the international field,
is entirely unsatisfactory. The Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development has explored,
encouraged and developed the "arm's-length* princi-
ple for regulating the taxation of multinational
enterprises operating through subsidiary companies
or branches. This principle requires that the sub-
sidiary or branch should be taxed only by reference
to the profits which its own activities generate.
Where these activities involve transactions with
related enterprises and these transactions are not
on the basis which would be made between wholly inde-
pendent enterprises, the profits are to be adjusted
for tax purposes by reference to the independent
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enterprise test ie the "arm's-length" basis. This
is intended to achieve a fair measure of the pro-
fit by cancelling the effect of any artificial
pricin; between related enterprises. The "arm's-
length" approach has been internationally accepted
and is a vital feature of double taxation conven-
tions throughout the world.

5. The unitary basis with combined reporting is
a quite different approach. It makes no attempt
to examine the profits made by the locally based
subsidiary company. It may look to the total pro-
fit of the world-wide operations of the group and
claim a proportion of that total by reference to
arbitrarily defined criteria. The problems asso-
ciated with this technique are many and have been
well rehearsed. The tax consequences are unpre-
dictable and arbitrary. The widely varying com-
mercial and economic climates in different countries
produce inequitable results. Under this system it
can lead to a demand for tax by reference to group
profits earned from unconnected activities in
other parts of the world where they are already
taxed, even although the local subsidiary is incur-
ring substantial losses. On the unitary basis
there is likely to be unrelieved and unrelievable
double taxation. In addition the compliance costs'
are unacceptably high.

6. Apart from these inherent problems associated
with the unitary tax basis, its incompatibility
with the internationally accepted "arm'S-length"
basis would generate conflicts between the inter-
national investing and trading nations and disrup-
tion of international business if the precedent
implicit in the Convention were to be followed by
other countries. Unless common rules for deter-
mining the allocation of profits between different
taxing jurisdictions are followed internationally
it will be impossible to preserve the essential
objective of providing a consistent and coherent
international tax framework for business and invest-
ment, for which the United States and the United
Kingdom have striven together with their fellow
members of the Organisation for economic Co-
operation and Development. It is the view of Her
Majesty's Government that the unitary basis, which
is not a practical international alternative to
the "arm's-length" basis, could und6-the important'
and patient international work that has been achieved
in regulating international tax practices, and that
every effort is required to discourage the use of
the extension of that basis. It is to this end
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tIat the British and United States Governments have
expressly prohibited its use for the purpose of the
respective national tax systems under Article 9(4)1
and the issue will be an important aspect of the
proposed annual review of the Convention.

7. Her Majesty's Government has recognized, in
ratifying this Convention with the approval of the
United Kingdom Parliament, and in its acceptance
of the United States Senate reservation against
Article 9(4) of the Convention, the difficult is-
sues raised within the United States in seeking
to limit State taxing powers through the double
taxation conventions of the United States. It has
also recognized the importance of the Convention
in its many other aspects for the two Governments
and for the business and investment communities on
each side. It must be emphasized however that the
acceptance of the Senate reservation in no way im-
plies approval of the unitary basis and it is the
urgent request of Her Majesty's Government for the
reasons given in-this Note that the Government of
the United States should use its best endeavours
to eliminate the international application of the
unitary basis of taxation.

In view of the importance of international flows of direct in-

vestment and international trade between the United States and

the United Kingdom, Congressional action in the direction of

S. 1688 is vital.

IV. Prior Congressional Action As to Unitary Apportionment

Over the past thirty-five years, California and a

growing contingent of States employing the unitary business

concept to determine their income tax have generally viewed

an affiliated group of corporations connected by more than

50% stock ownership as being the same for purposes of apply-

ing the unitary concept as a single corporate taxpayer with

no affiliates. The State courts have been moderately concerned

with the jurisdictional problems involved in including within
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the measure of the tax the income of corporations which are

not doing business or qualified to do business within the

State. They overcome their concern by rationalizing that

the return required to be filed by the State is a "combined

report*, not a consolidated return. Intercompany transac-

tions are eliminated, however, as in a consolidated return,

so the rationalization is really defective.

The combined report is said to be merely a means of

ascertaining the portion of the unitary income arising from

sources within the State, which, it is said, does not disre-

gard the separate corporate entities. Thus, the total gross

income of the combined group is purportedly not included in

the measure of the tax, and the combined return is said to be

the return only of the corporation doing business within the

State and not of the other corporations whose income is in-

cluded only to measure the taxpayer's income apportionable to

the State. The tax is thus allegedly imposed only upon the

taxpayer's income and not upon the income-of the other members

of the group. This, of course, is an elevation of form over

substance; in reality, the tax is imposed on an allocated

portion of income of all members of the group.

California and other States have continually broad-

ened the concept of "unitary business" in the last thirty

years, with the result that affiliated corporations all over

the United States and the world have become increasingly sub- -

jected to the indirect long-arm bookkeeping requirements and

tax gathering mechanism predicated on the unitary business

concept.
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The late Dr. Laurence N. Woodworth, then Assistant

Secretary of the Treasury, thoroughly analyzed the California

system in the Hearings on the U. S.-U. K. Treaty, as follows:

California tax authorities appear to construe
the definition of a unitary business very broadly,
so that related entities which appear to be in-
dependently engaged in very different kinds-of
activities are aggregated into a unitary business
and must be included in a combined report to he
tax authorities.

The combined report is, in effect, a consoli-
dated return of the controlled group's worldwide
income, although separate returns may be made
for each member of the group. California appor-
tions income to the state on the basis of the pro-
portions which the California assets, sales and
payroll bear to the worldwide assets, sales, and
payroll of all the related companies.* -

In describing its effect in the international context, Dr.

Woodworth stated:

I would note that the arm's-length standard is
the internationally accepted norm for apportion-
ing income between related taxpayers. It is con-
fusing to other countries and disconcerting to
international relations when our states use a
different standard. Furthermore, the use of a
different method by one jurisdiction will often
lead to double taxation. We recognize that the
purpose of the unitary system is not to tax the
income of the foreign corporation included in the
group, but the effect, nevertheless, is often
extra-te-AtS-riia taxationn*

Dr. Woodworth responded to the California arguments that they

would lose revenue with the unanswerable point that --

* Hearings, supra p. 2, at 32-33 (emphasis added).
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If, in fact, there is a substantial revenue loss
when an arm's-length pricing standard replaces
unitary apportionment, this may be an indication
that unitary apportionment, does, in fact, result
in unjustifiable extraterritorial taxation.

It is against this background that prior Congressional

action on State use of the worldwide unitary apportionment

system should be considered.

A. Burdens on Interstate Commerce

In the early 1930's Congress showed some concern

over the States' increasing threat to interstate commerce

when bills were introduced in both the House and the Senate

to eliminate the difficulties in allocating taxes of multi-

state business. None were adopted. Thereafter, Congress

shied away from considering Federal standards for State taxa-

tion, even though various groups within Congress strongly

believed that the issue should be considered and resolved

at the national level. As State interference in the workings

of the national common market intensified, the large majority

of tax policy experts concluded that Congress would ultimately

have to resolve the issue of state taxation of interstate

commerce.

Many experts argued that Congress had a duty to

remove all State impediments to the free flow of commerce

among the States. Others insisted that the States cannot

realistically be expected to agree on the substance and scope

of uniform rules, setting aside local rules for national ones.

Furthermore, it was suggested that Congress was the only
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political body having sufficient authority to dial with the

_ problem in an adequate manner. The principal evil* to be

addressed by Congress in the effort were the great degree

of uncertainty about what the States would be-allowed to tax,

the hjh administrative costs to the taxpayer in complying

with State law, and the inequity created in the aggregate

by undertaxation in some situations and overtaxation in others.

In 1959, the Supreme Court decision in Northwestern

States Portland Cement Co. v. Minnesota, 355 U. S. 911, brought

to a head fears about State taxes overreaching reasonable

limits. The Supreme Court held that a State can constitu-

tionally impose what the Court called a nondiscriminatory,

fairly-apportioned net income tax on a foreign (out-of-state)

corporation engaged exclusively in interstate commerce in

the State. The Court, however, in that case and subsequent

cases- has generally refused to determine whether such a tax

is indeed non-discriminatory and fairly-apportioned. The outcry

from regional and national businesses changed Congressional

inertia into action, and within seven months Congress enacted

Public Law 86-272 (15 U.S.C.A. S381). The new law, called

the Interstate Income Act, restrained the States from imposing

a tax on an out-of-state corporation on income derived within

the State from interstate commerce, if the only business ac-

tivities within the State are -- (1) the solicitation of orders

which are approved or rejected outside the State and filled

by delivery to a common carrier from outside the State, and

(2) sales within the State by independent contractors.
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Title II of Public Law 86-272, as amended, provided

for a study of this entire matter by the Committee on the

Judiciary of the House of Representatives and the Committee

on Finance of the Senate, and for a report, together with

their proposals for legislation, on or before June 30, 1965.

The study authorized by Public Law 86-272 was con-

ducted by a subcommittee of the House Judiciary Committee;

the chairman was Congressman Edwin E. Willis. The report,

entitled State Taxation of Interstate Commerce, was published

in four volumes during 1964 and 1965 as H. Rep. No. 1480,

88th Cong., and H. Rep. No. 565, 89th Cong. Volume 4, beginning

with page 1117, contains the legislative-fecommendations of

the Committee on the Judiciary. On the division of income

among the States, the Committee recommended a formula appor-

tionment composed of property and payroll factors, without

the use of a sales factor. This formula was to be used without

the use of specific allocation or separate accounting. -The

report stated on page 1155 that the "unitary business" rules

provide vague and sometimes unevenly-administered standards

for determining when the income of a multicorporate enterprise

should be treated as a whole.

B. Particular Federal Responsibility For Foreign Commerce

The Willis Subcommittee devoted particular attention

to the attempt of States to tax corporations which operate

outside the United States:

- -23-
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In keeping with the basic structure
of our Federal system, the Committee is
of the view that international tax policy
should be formulated by the Federal
Governmernt and not by individual States.
Therefore, with respect to income earned
by corporations which operate either
wholly or partially outside of the United
States, the Committee recommends that
State apportionment rules be required to
conform to the international pcicies
that have been formulated for Federal
income tax purposes.

Thus, if the immunity of any income
from taxation by the United States re-
sults from its being considered to be
from sources outside the United States,
such income could not be attributed to
any State of the United States. Like-
wise, no State would be allowed to re-
quire that such income be included ,
in the consolidated income of a multi-
corporate enterprise for gpportioriment
purposes. These-prohibitions apply to
corporations incorporated outside of
the United States and are designed to
eliminate inconsistencies which cur-
rently exist between Federal policy and
the practice of a few States.

At the same time, if a corporation is
considered to have income from sources out-
side the United States and that income is
taxable by the United States, such income
could be included in a State's tax base
prior to apportionment and the State would
not be required to include property or pay-
roll located outside the United States in
its apportionment formula. These rules
would apply to corporations incorporated
in the United States and are designed to
make available for apportionment among
the States all of the tax base available
to the United States.

The Committee's recommendations, including the

recommendation to exclude the foreign source income of a

foreign subsidiary, were incorporated in the proposed In-

terstate Taxation Act (H.R. 11798, 89th Cong. (1965)).

. 2-.
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ection 202(2) of the bill prohibited any adjustment by a

State to the Federal taxable income base if --

it would include in the entire taxable
income of a corporation not incorporated
in any State any income which under the
Internal Revenue Code of 1954 is not tax-
able by the United States as a result of
being considered to be from sources without
the United States or as a result of being
otherwise connected or associated with or
attributed to activities or occurrences
without the United States.

Later, during the course of Congressional considera-

tion of bills resulting from the work of the Willis Subcom-

mittee on February 4, 1969, Senator Ribicoff made the follow-

ing statement (115 Cong. Rec. 2597) when he introduced S. 916, --

91st Cong., which embodied H.R. 2158, 90th Cong., with

amendments:

A major objection to the unitary
concept is that the California practice
requires the inclusion in unapportioned
tax base of "foreign source income" which
is earned in countries outside of the
United States and which is not even in-
cluded in the measure of the Federal in-
come tax imposed by the United States.
For example, under the California prac-
tice, a Connecticut corporation -- with
an affiliate in California and other af-
filiates in such countries as Holland,
France, Japan, and so forth -- is re-
quired to include in the measure of the
California tax the income of the foreign
affiliates as well as the income of the
California affiliate and the Connecticut
affiliate. Besides being highly inequit-
able, this practice conflicts directly
with international tax policies of the
Federal Government and, if permitted to
continue, can result in a situation in

- 25 -
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which various States of the United States
are formulating their own international
tax policies without taking into account
the international trade policies of the
Federal Government. (Emphasis added.)

C. House-Senate Split On Congressional Action

H.R. 11798 was rewritten and reintroduced as H.R.

16491, 89th Cong. (1966), which in turn was replaced by H.R.

2158, 90th Cong. (1967). H.R. 2158 passed the House by an

overwhelming margin but was not considered in the Senate.

The bill was again introduced as H.R. 7906, 91st Cong. (1969),

which passed the House but was not considered in the Senate.

It was again introduced as H.R. 1538, 92nd Cong. (1971). Two

other comparable but different bills were S. 317, 92nd Cong.

(1971), introduced by Senators Mathias and Ribicoff, and

S. 1883, 92nd Cong. (1971). None of these were enacted.

When he introduced S. 983, 96th Cong., on April 23,

1979, a date occurring before the Hearings on the Third Proto-

col to the proposed U. S.-U. K. tax treaty, Senator Mathias

called attention to the series of bills on the interstate

problem which he had introduced over the years, including

S. 2080, 94th Cong., and S. 2173, 95th Cong. He noted that

the Senate Finance Committee created a Subcommittee on Inter-

state Taxation in the 93rd Congress (chaired by then Senator

Mondale) and that the House Ways and Means Committee directed

the General Accounting Office in the 95th Congress to study

State and Federal approaches to the taxation of multistate

and multinational corporations (Cong. Rec. daily ed. April 23,

1979, S4464).

- 26 -
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As previously stated (page 5), when the Ways and

Means Task Force on Foreign Source Income consideredthe

matter, they recommended legislation as reflected in H.R.

5076. Surely in light of this history of prior Congressional

action, Congress will act again to impose reasonable standards

on the States to protect the foreign commerce of the United

States.

V. Clear and Present Need To Meet

U. S. International Obligations

While there may be some theoretical justification

for the unitary approach with respect to income earned within

a homogeneous economic system, such as the United States,

the unitary concept begins to lose whatever integrity it has

when foreign income arising in different economic systems is

taken into account. It surely loses its integrity when it

reaches out atd takes into consideration the income of a for-

eign parent of a U.S. subsidiary doing business in a State

when that foreign parent does no business in, and has no con-

nection with, the State. It becomes particularly arbitrary

and unreasonable when it takes into account the income of a

foreLgn-based group from all over the world, including income

of separate corporations which may be only 51% owned, which--

have no connection with the United States, and which may be

operating in totally different economic and social systems

which cannot be compared to operations in the United States

(infra pp. 57-61). The effective result is that the State

-27-
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thereby collects taxes based on foreign income in contraven-

tion of well-established international standards of taxation#

inconsistent even with the manner in which the United States

itself determines income subject to tax.

The States argue, without substance, that thy "are

not in fact taxing the foreign-source income of the related

foreign corporations, but are simply taking that income into

account in order to determine only the tax measured by the

net income derived from, or attributable to, activity within

the State. It is clear, however, that in such a case, the

State has injected its State taxation system into multiple

foreign operations of multinational corporations having no

immediate, direct contact with the State. The substance of

the matter is that it is in fact requiring a consolidated

return and taxing the foreign entities of the group. This

excursion into foreign activities is at variance -- (1) with

the rules adopted by the U.S. Congress in 1928; (2) with

all the many income tax conventions which the United States,

as a matter of international policy, has entered-into since

1932F (3) with all the many treaties of Frieldship and Commerce

which, as a matter of international policy, the United States

has negotiated since 1946, and; (4) with the Model Double

Taxation Convention on Income and Capital of the Organisation

for Economic Co-operation and Development of which, as a matter

of international policy, the United States is a member.

- 28 -
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A. Federal Supremacy As To Foreign Commerce

This method of taxation by a separate State of -he

Union clearly seems to be activity affecting directly the

commerce of the United States with foreign nations. Article

1, section 8, clause 3, of the U. S. Constitution provides

that only the Congress of the United States shall have power

to regulate commerce with foreign nations and among the several

States. If the United States Congress has taken the position

that it alone has the power, through such acts as Public Law

86-262, to provide uniform standards for application of the

unitary business concept to commerce among the several States,

it necessarily follows that it has the power and indeed the

duty to provide standards for the application of the unitary

business concept to commerce between the United States and

foreign countries.

The supremacy of the national power and Federal laws

in the general field of foreign affairs is clear:

That the supremacy of the national
power in the general field of foreign
affairs, including power over immigration,
naturalization and deportation, is made
clear by the Constitution was pointed out
by the authors of The Federalist in 1787,
and has since been given continuous recog-
nition by this Court. When the national
government by treaty or statute has esta- -
blished rules and regulations touching the
rights, privileges, obligations, or burdens
of aliens as such, the treaty or statute
is the supreme law of the land. No state
can add to or take from the force and effect
of such treaty or statute, * * *
(underscoring supplied). Hines v. Davidowitz,
312 U. S. 52 (1941).

66-690 0 - 80 - 9 (Pt.1)
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In Moorman Manufacturing Company v. Bair, 437 U. S.

267 (1978), the Supreme Court held that Iowa's application

of a single factor formula to an Illinois corporation, which

was based on gross sales, was not invalid even though there

was an overlap in taxation by reason of the application by

Illinois of its three-factor formula, which was based on

property, payroll, and sales, to the same corporation. The

Court pointed out:

While the freedom of the states to
formulate the independent policy in this
area may have to yield to an overriding
national interest in uniformity, the
content of any uniform rules to which
they must subscribe should be determined
only after due consideration is given to
the interests of all affected states.
It is clear that the legislative power
granted to Congress by the Commerce
Clause of the Constitution would amply
justify the enactment of legislation
requiring all states to adhere to uniform
rules for the division of income. It is
to that body, and not this court, that
the Constitution has committed such policy
decisions.

In Japan Line, Ltd. v. County of Los Angeles, 60

L. Ed. 2d 336 (April 30, 1979), the Supreme Court held that

political subdivisions of California were prohibited by the

Commerce Clause of the Constitution from imposing a nondis-

criminatory apportioned ad valorem property tax on foreign-

owned cargo containers that were exclusively in international

commerce but temporarily in the State. The tax prevented this

Nation from "speaking with one voice" in regulating foreign

trade and thus was inconsistent with the Federal power to

4,
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regulate commerce with foreign nations. Unfortunately, in

the more recent Mobil Oil Corp. case, the Supreme Court re- -

fused, in effect, to extend the protection against unduly-

burdensome State taxation of foreign source income reflected

in the Japan Line case; the Court squarely places the respon-

sibility for imposing limitations on State taxation of for-

eign source income upon Congress, and the Finance Committee

should shoulder that responsibility.

The following excerpts from the Japan Line decision

are, however, entirely relevant to the matter now before this

Subcommittee:

A state tax on instrumentalities
of foreign commerce may frustrate the
achievement of federal uniformity in
several ways. If the State imposes an
apportioned tax, international disputes
over reconciling apportionment formulae
may arise. If a novel state tax creates
any asymmetry in the international tax
structure, foreign nations disadvantaged
by the levy may retaliate against American-
owned instrumentalities present in their
jurisdictions. Such retaliation of neces-
sity would be directed at American trans-
portation equipment in general, not just
that of the taxing State, so that the
Nation as a whole would suffer. If other
States followed the taxing State's example,
various instrumentalities of commerce
could be subjected to varying degrees of
multiple taxation, a result that would
plainly prevent this Nation from "speaking
with one voice" in regulating foreign
commerce.

* * * * * *

* * * a court must also inquire, first,
whether the tax, notwithstanding appor-
tionment, creates a substantial risk of
international multiple taxation, and,
second, whether the tax prevents the
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Federal Government from *speaking with
one voice when regulating commercial
relations with foreign governments.*
If a state tax contravenes either of
these precepts, it is unconstitutional
under the Commerce Clause.

* * * Appellees' argument, moreover,
defeats, rather than supports, the cause
it aims to promote. For to say that Cali-
fornia has created a problem susceptible
only of congressional -- indeed, only of
international -- solution is to concede
that the taxation of foreign-owned con-
tainers is an area where a uniform federal
rule is essential. California may not tell
this Nation or Japan how to run their for-
eign policies.

B. Potential Retaliation By Foreign
Nations -- Code SS891, 896

The Japan Line case invites attention to potential

foreign retaliation to State taxation of income arising out-

side the United States by various arbitrary methods of ap-

portionment. This retaliation may arise either as a result

of the nature of the income included (completely unrelated

to activities within such state) or to unfair apportionment

formulas.

Potential reverse retaliation by the United States

became a reality in 1934 when the converse of the unitary

business concept in modified form was applied by France

against U. S. corporations in the 1920's. Taking the posi-

tion that a French subsidiary corporation was the emanation

pure and simple of its U.S. (or other non-French) parent

corporation, France was assessing tax on dividends paid P
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such U.S. parent corporation in the proportion that its

assets in France bore to total assets. When efforts were made

to persuade the French to desist, the French. insisted on

negotiating a bilateral income tax convention with reciprocal

concessions, thereby establishing a precedent for negotiations

with other governments. The convention was signed on April

27, 1932 (TS 885, 49 Stat. 3145). It provided that any profits

diverted from the French subsidiary to the American parent

would be included in the taxable profits of the French sub-

sidiary and also treated as a taxable dividend. In the case

of a French branch of a U. S. corporation, any profits that

were diverted to the home office would be subject to French

tax as industrial or commercial profits; in addition, three-

fourths of these profits would be subject to tax by France

as a dividend.

When France delayed in ratifying the convention of

1932, the U. S. Congress adopted section 103 of the Revenue

Act of 1934 (now section 891 of the 1954 Code). It was in

effect a retaliation by the United States against France for

the extraterritorial tax France had been assessing against

U. S. corporations; it demonstrates, however, the type of

measure that is available to foreign countries to use in

retaliation against the United States for its failure to

eliminate or control, as a matter of international tax policy,

assessments of any States using the unitary-business method

against foreign nationals.
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Section 103 of the 1934 Act, which was approved

on May 10, 1934, provided that whenever the President finds

that U. S. citizens or corporations are subjected to dis-

criminatory or extraterritorial taxes by a foreign country,

citizens or corporations of that country are, pursuant to

his proclamation, to be subjected to U. S. taxes at double

the rate ordinarily applicable. The House bill on the 1934

Act was leveled only against foreign discriminatory taxes.

The Senate extended the provision to extraterritorial taxes

and made the following comment in S. Rep. No. 558, 73d Cong.,

1939-1 (Part 1) C.B. 586, 610:

In the first place, the section is
made to apply if the foreign country levies
extraterr-itorial taxes, as well as discrim-
inatory taxes. Thus, a tax on income not
properly within the jurisdiction.of the
foreign country imposing such tax will come
within this classification. In the second
place, the rate of tax is increased from
50 per cent to 100 per cent. It appears
that a 50 per cent increase will be only
an idle threat in some cases, due to the
high taxes imposed by some foreign countries
upon American citizens. However, to prevent
actual confiscation of the foreigner's in-
come, it is provided that this section shall
not operate to increase the rate of tax
imposed by other sections of the bill to an
amount in excess of 80 per cent of the
taxpayer's net income. * * *

This new provision of law was called to the atten-

tion of the French, who were thereby not unexpectedly persuaded

to ratify the 1932 convention on April 8, 1935. Not long after

the United States had prevailed upon France by this convention

to give up its extraterritorial taxes, the Canadians persuaded
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the United States, in Article XII (as modified) of its income

tax convention of March 4, 1942, with the United States (TS 983,

56 Stat. 1399), to give up the alleged extraterritorial taxes

of the United States imposed upon dividends and interest paid

by a Canadian corporation to other than citizens of the United

States. This alleged extraterritorial tax arises by reason

of SS861(a)().(C) and 861(a)(2)(B) of the Internal Revenue

Code and their predecessors. An exemption corresponding to

that agreed to by the United States in such tax convention

with Canada was thereafter agreed to by the United States in

many subsequent tax conventions with other countries.

Thus, the United States has already adopted legis-

lation in retaliation against extraterritorial taxation by

a foreign government. The provisions of S891, and the some-

what similar provisions of S896, may still be used by the United

States against a foreign country, except to the extent their

application would be contrary tp any treaty obligation of

the United States in effect on August 16, 1954, as provided

in S7852(d) of the Internal Revenue Code.

C. Arm',-Length Principle Adopted In Tax Treaties

The fundamental principle adopted in 5482 of the

Internal Revenui Code is that income is to be determined on

a separate accounting or separate enterprise basis governed

by the requirement that all intercompany dealings between

related parties must meet the arm's-length standard. This

arm's-length concept was adopted in the first income tax con-

vention to which the United States was a party, i.e., that
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with France signed April 27, 1932, Article IV, TS 885, 49

Stat. 3145. There was no technical explanation of the Article.

The second income tax convention to adopt the-arm's-lenjth

concept was that with Sweden signed March 23, 1939, Article

III, TS 958, 54 Stat. 1759. The report of the Senate Committee

on Foreign Relations (Ex. Rep. No. 18, 76th Cong., 1st Sess.,

7) on the convention with Sweden stated:

Article III is of material importance,
in that it recognizes the principle
of rectification of accounts as between
a corporation in one of the contracting
states and its related, but not-necessar-
ily its subsidiary, company operating
in the other contracting state. While
a subsidiary company is considered a
separate and distinct entity for the
purposes of the permanent establishment
theory, it is included within the scope
of article III which, like section 45 of
the Revenue Act of 1938, recognizes the
necessity of adjustments as between inter-
locking businesses. From the combined
effects of articles II and III, it is
contemplated that there shall be complete
power of rectification in the field of
business income.

Consistent with this first beginning, in nearly

forty income tax treaties which the United States has since

negotiated, this separate accounting, separate enterprise,

arm's-length principle has been adopted as a keystone, and

a comparable provision is contained in Article 9(1) of the

new income tax convention with the United Kingdom. Thus,

this international stance of the United States as a nation

has been consistently maintained for at least forty-eight

years.
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D. Obligations Under Treaties Of Friendship And Commerce

Since 1946 the United States has entered into about

twenty-five treaties of friendship and commerce with foreign

nations. Each of these treaties contains mutual restrictions

on taxation that are consistent with, and based upon, the

Federal system of income taxation of foreign corporations in

the United States.

Under $882(b) of the Internal Revenue Code, the

general rule is that only the income of a foreign corporation

from sources within the United States is taxed. (In a very

rare case ce):tain limited amounts of income from sources with-

out the United States are included (S864(c)(4)), but only if

the foreign corporation has fixed place of business in the

United States to which such income is attributable). In

limited circumstances the Federal Government imputes income,

as though it were a constructive dividend, of a foreign cor-

poration to its U.S. shareholders, but these are special situ-

ations (sections 551, 951, 1246, 1248) in which the foreign

income is taxed to the U.S. shareholders based on their citi-

zenship or residence in the United States. In none of these

cases does the Federal Government include in income more than

the U. S. shareholder's ratable share of the particular corpo-

ration's income. If the foreign corporation is not engaged

in business in the United States, 5881 of the Internal Revenue

Code imposes a flat tax only upon certain enumerated items

of income from sources within the United States (fixed or

determinable annual or periodical income); if the foreign
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corporation is engaged in business in the United States, the

flat tax is imposed upon the same items of income if they --

are not effectively connected with the business and, in addi-

tion, 5882 of the Code imposes the regular corporate tax upon

the income which is effectively connected with the business.

In no case, however, does the Internal Revenue Code apportion

income on an arbitrary basis.

The first of the post-World War II treaties of friend-

ship and commerce was that with China, signed November 4, 1946

(TIAS 1871, 63 Stat. 1299). Article X(l) provides in effect

that: (1) a Chinese corporation that is engaged in business

within the territory of the United States shall not be subject

to the payment of any internal taxes, fees, or charges other

or higher than those which are, or may be, imposed upon U.S.

corporations; and (2) the taxes, fees, or charges of such

a Chinese corporation shall not be imposed upon or measured

by any-income, property, capital, or other criterion of

measurement in excess of that reasonably allocable to, or

apportionable to, the territories of the United States.

Significantly, in the same month that this treaty was signed,

the Fiscal Committee of the League of Nations issued its re-

port on the League's Model Bilateral Convention for the

Prevention of the Double Taxation of Income and Property.

Article IV of that Model provided that a corpora-

tion of one Government ("State") would not be taxed by the

other Government ("State") unless it was engaged in business

in the other State through a permanent establishment and that,
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if it were so engaged, the other State could tax only that

part of its income which is produced in the other State as

an independent establishment. Article XV of that model

(Article XVI of the London Draft) provided that a taxpayer

with a fiscal domicile in one State could not be subjected

in the other State "in respect of income he derives from that

State" to higher or other taxes than those applicable to the

same income of a taxpayer with his fiscal domicile in the

other State. In the case of a corporation, fiscal domicile

was defined by Article 11(4) of the Protocols to be the State

where the center of management is situated. The Commentary

of the Fiscal Committee on the League's Model (page 31) makes

it unequivocally clear that Article XVI of the London Draft

was intended also to apply to taxes on property, capital,

or investment of wealth.

Thus, in the context of the League's then very current

Model and of the language itself of Article X(l) of the treaty

of friendship with China, the United States agreed not to impose

an income tax upon a Chinese corporation not engaged in busi-

ness in the United States, and to treat any subsidiaries of

such a Chinese corporation doing business in the U.S. as an

independent enterprise.

All of the treaties of friendship and commerce sub-

sequently entered into by the United States contained some

version of the concept adopted in the treaty with China, but

some were more categorical than others. Two deserve special

mention. Article XVI(3) of the treaty with Greece signed
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August 3, 1951 (TIAS 3057, 5 UST 1829) provides that, in the

case of a company of either Party engaged in trade in the

other Party, the other Party shall not impose or apply any

tax, fee, or charge upon any income, capital, or other basis

in excess of that reasonabyallocable or apportionable to

its territories. This provision was the one more commonly

used in the treaties of friendship and commerce. The most

detailed provision is Article IX(4) of the treaty with France

signed November 25, 1959 (TIAS 4625, 11 UST 2398), which pro-

vides that companies of either High Contracting Party engaged

in trade or other gainful pursuit within the territories of

the other shall not be subject, within the territories of

the other High Contrating Party, to any form of taxation

upon capital, income, profits, or any other basis, except by

reason of the property which they possess within those terri-

tories, the income and profits derived from sources therein,

the business in which they are engaged, the transactions which

they accomplish there, or any other bases of taxation directly

related to their activities within those territories. The

concept adopted by all uf the treaties of friendship and

commerce is essentially the same in this context, that is,

separate accounting/shparate enterprise treatment whereby

only the income of the entity or entities within the group

doing business in the country may be taxed by that country,

and even then only on the income attributable to such acti-

vities within the country reasonably allocable or apportion "

able to such activities.
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The purpose of this provision of the treaties of

..... friendship and commerce appears in the memorandum of the

State Department explaining the provision (Art. VII) of the

treaty with Muscat and Oman signed December 20, 1958 (TIAS

4530, 11 UST 1835). That memorandum, contained in Sen. Ex.

Rep. No. I, 86th Cong., 1st Sess., 5, states in part as

follows:

It also provides that companies of
either party shall be taxed by the other
only on income, transactions, or capital
a ca; leor-app0rtionable to tEeir Oper-
tions -in the territories of the latter.
These rules of nondiscrimination reflect
principles embodies in U.S. tax law.
(Emphasis added).

When the proposed friendship and commerce treaties with

Colombia, Israel, Ethiopia, Italy, Denmark, and Greece were

being considered at the Hearing on May 9, 1952, before a

Subcommittee of the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations,

Harold F. Linder, Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for

Economic Affairs, stated---

They do include a guaranty that we
will not be taxed in any country, and no
American corporation will be taxed, beyond
the activities of that corporation with
the country. That is to say, if a large
American corporation has a subsidiary
operating in a foreign country, the only
thing the foreign country can tax is the
business that is conducted within its
territory. * * *

Furthermore, we do have provisions
which will insure that we will not be
taxed, or our corporations will not be
taxed, beyond the tax that is enacted
by that government and affects its own
nationals, and also we have the guaran-
ties with respect to most-favored nation.
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Although California may say, for example, that the

use of the foreign income of related enterprises having no

direct contact with the United States is taken into account

under the unitary business concept solely as the measure for

determining the income from sources within California of the

related corporation engaged in business in California, it

is evident that as a matter of substance, California is there-

by burdening the foreign income with taxation. The use of -

such a concept is completely contrary to the separate account-

ing concept adopted by foreign nations and by the treaties

to which the United States is a party.

E. International Tax Standards Call For

Arm's-Length Separate Accounting

Both the Mexican Draft and the London Draft of the

Model Bilateral Tax Convention on Income and Property of the

League of Nations adopted the separate enterprise, arm's-length

concept in Article IV, as supplemented by Article VI of their

Protocols. The Commentary of the Fiscal Committee of the

League of Nations, dated November, 1946, states on page 18

that the method of determining or allocating the profits

attributable to a permanent establishment of a foreign enter-

prise in a country "is known as the method of separate account-

ing." The intent was expressed "that each establishment or

branch is taxed as if it constituted a distinct independent

enterprise and the profits of the establishment are assesed

independently of the results of the business done elsewhere
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by the enterprise to which it belongs." (Underscoring added).

The Commentary contains approximately five pages of discussion

of the separate accounting concept and related alternative

techniques to be used in appropriate circumstances.

Articles 7 and 9 of the 1977 Model Double Taxation

Convention on Income and Capital of the Organisation for Eco-

nomic Co-operation and Develnpment, as contained in the 1977

report of the OECD Committee on Fiscal Affairs, also provides

for adoption of the separate enterprise, arm's-length concept.

Article 7 deals with the taxation of profits attributable

to a permanent establishment (e.g., a branch) in one of the

States, and Article 9 deals with the determination of the

profits of an enterprise of one of the States related to an

enterprise of the other State. Analysis of the Commentary

on these two articles discloses nothing that would permit

taking into account income of an enterprise other than the

income of the enterprise of one State which has a permanent

establishment in the other State or, where an enterprise of

one State deals with an enterprise of the other State, that

would permit taking into account income of a third enterprise.

The following excerpts from the Commentary on Article

7 are relevant:

Article 7(1) restates the generally accepted
principle of double taxation conventions that
an enterprise of one State shall not be taxed
in the other State unless it carries on busi-
ness in that other State through a permanent
establishment situated therein. It is hardly
necessary to argue here the merits of this
principle. It is perhaps sufficient to say
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that it has come to be accepted in internation-
al fiscal matters that until an enterprise of
one State sets up a permanent establishment
in another State it should not properly be
regarded as participating in the economic
life of that other State to such an extent
that it comes within the jurisdiction of that
other State's taxing rights.

* * * But it is thought that it is prefer-
ablq to adopt the principle contained in the
second sentence of paragraph 1, namely "hat
the test that business profits should ntt be
taxed unless there is a permanent establish-
ment is one that should properly be applied
not to the enterprise itself but to its profits.
To put the matter another way, the principle
laid down in the second sentence of paragraph
1 is based on the view that in taxing the
profits that a foreign enterprise derives
from a particular country, the fiscal author-
ities of that country should look at the
separate sources of profit that the enter-
prise derives from their country and should
apply to each the permanent establishment
test.

* * * In OECD Member countries, there are
a considerable number of companies each of
which-is engaged in a wide diversity of
activities and is carrying on business ex-
tensively in many countries. It may be that
such a company may have set up a permanent
establishment in a second country and may be
transacting a considerable amount of business
through that permanent establishment in one
particular kind of manufacture; that a difw-
ferent part of the same company may be sel-
ling quite different goods or manufactures
in that second country through independent
agents and that the company may have per-
fectly genuine reasons for taking this
course - reasons based, for example, either
on the historical pattern of its business
or on commercial convenience. Is it desir-
able that the fiscal authorities should go
so far as to insist on trying to search out
the profit element of each of the trans-
actions carried on through independent
agents, with a view to aggregating that
profit with the profits of the permanent
establishment? Such an Article might in-
terfere seriously with ordinary commercial
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processes, and so be out of keeping with the
aims of the Convention.

* * * It should perhaps be emphasized
that the directive contained in paragraph 2
is no justification for tax administrations
to construct hypothetical profit figures in
vacuo; it is always necessary to start with
the real facts of the situation as they
appear from the business records of the per-
manent establishment and to adjust as may
be shown to be necessary the profit figures
which those facts produce.

* * * There may, too, be other cases
where the affairs of the permanent establish-
ment are so closely bound up with those of
the head office that it would be impossible
to disentangle them on any strict basis of
branch accounts. Where it has been customary
in such cases to estimate the arm's length
profit of a permanent establishment by refer-
ence to suitable criteria, it may well be
reasonable that that method should continue
to be followed, notwithstanding that the
estimate thus made may not achieve as high
a degree of accurate measurement of the
profit as adequate accounts. Even where
such a course has not been customary, it
may, exceptionally, be necessary for prac-
tical reasons to estimate the arm's length
profits.

The Commentary on Article 9 contains the following:

This Article deals with associated enter-
prises (parent and subsidiary companies and
companies under common control) a~d its
paragraph 1 provides that in such cases the
taxation authorities of a Contracting State
may for the purpose of calculating tax
liabilities re-write the accounts of the
enterprises if as a result of the special
relations between the enterprises the
accounts do not show the true taxable pro-
fits arising in that State. It is evident-
ly appropriate that adjustment should be
sanctioned in such circumstances, and this
paragraph seems to call for very little
comment. It should perhaps be mentioned
that the provisions of this paragraph apply
only if special conditions have been made
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or imposed between the two enterprises.
No re-writing of the accounts of associated
enterprises is authorised if the transac-
tions between such enterprises have taken
place on normal open market commercial
terms (on an arm's length basis).

The Council of the OECD in July, 1979, adopted a

recommendation for uniform, worldwide use by countries of

the separate accounting, arm's-length principle, rather than

any formula apportionment method. This was based on a 100-

page report setting out a number of methods of establishing

"acceptable price levels" for determining intercompany arm's-

length prices, in which it is clear that the United States

Treasury Regulations under S482 were given close attention.

The OECD action reflects the consensus of the Governments

who are members of the OECD, including the United States, that

-separate accounting employing arm's-length standards is the

only appropriate system for taxation of international trans-

actions. See Transfer Pricing and Multinational Enterprises

(OECD, Paris, July 1979).

F. Protection of U.S. Companies Abroad

While the United States can, for the most part,

protect U.S. companies from excessive foreign taxation only

through the treaty process, Federal legislation should pro-

vide a sound foundation for that protection. Once interna-

tional tax policy standards for the Nation as a whole have

been established through the Federal legislative process, the

desired reciprocity can be achieved later through the treaty-

making process or through punitive legislation adopted by
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Congress which will impose sanctions upon any foreign govern-

ment that balks at granting mutuality to U.S. corporations.

The precedent, discussed above, for such an approach is

clearly established through development of the separate ac-

counting, arm's-length concept first adopted by Congress in

the predecessor of S482 in the Revenue Act of 1928 by --

(1) the incorporation of the concept into the income tax con-

vention of 1932 with Frince; (2) the adoption in 1934 of the

punitive statutory provisions of the predecessor of 5891;

(3) the gradual adoption of the principle by other countries

vis-a-vis the United States in the model income tax convention

of the League of Nations; (4) the incorporation of the concept

into the many income tax conventions to which the United

States has become a party since 1932; and (5) the use of the

principle in the 1977 Model Income Tax Convention of the

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, of

which the United States is a member.

This at the very least demonstrates the need to

conform State rules to the Federal rules with respect to the

international tax policy of the Federal Government. The pro-

tection of U.S. industry from unreasonable foreign tax bur-

dens requires a combination of Federal legislation and the

use of the treaty power of the Federal Government. The two

approaches are complementary. Federal legislation is

necessary to establish a reasonable tax system in the

United States for foreign corporate groups. This requires

limiting the use of the unitary business concept by the
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States so as to exclude foreign income of foreign corporations

and their subsidiaries until such income is taxed by the Federal

Government itself. This in turn then fully justifies provision

in a treaty (or punitive legislation) to protect U.S. businesses

from the use of the concept by foreign countries, but such pro-

tection is not justified if the Stateo of the United States

themselves do not conform to international tax standards.

S. 1688 provides an appropriate standard whereby the

United States in its own interests would establish a very rea-

sonable kind of limitation upon the use of the unitary business

method by the various States. If the States continue their

treatment of foreign-owned corporate groups, U.S. companies may

suffer retaliation by other countries (and their political sub-

divisions) in which they do business. The United States itself,

of course, will bear a large part of the burden of such foreign

country actions, because increased foreign taxes may result in

decreased U.S. taxes by reason of the foreign tax credit. In

such a situation it would be virtually impossible as a matter

of principle to invoke the use of S891 of the Code, since the

foreign action would simply be in retaliation for the method

followed by the States.

Of even greater concern, other foreign countries, par-

ticularly developing countries, may adapt the unitary business

concept in particular ways to impose greater tax burdens on U.S.

companies. In one case, a developing country not long ago

attempted to tax airline and shipping companies (but not other

companies) by allocating worldwide income of such companies,
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and all companies related to them, based on the relationship

of passenger and freight revenues. This would have been an

allocation based in major part on one allocation factor, sales;

if plant and payroll had also been given weight, the allocation

would have been less. Furthermore, in practical effect, the

result was to increase the tax burden of only one taxpayer, a

U.S. shipping company which actually had a loss from operations.

Because, however, such U.S. company was a subsidiary of a much

larger group of U.S. controlled companies engaged in many dif-

ferent businesses throughout the world, the result was to allo-

cate a large amount of taxable income to that foreign country.

Thus, the unitary business concept in practical effect would

have reached only one company, a U.S. company, and would have

created income subject to tax even though the shipping opera-

tions of the U.S. group had resulted in a loss.

Fortunately, the result was so extreme that the courts

of the foreign country in question struck down the effort. The

attempt by the foreign government almost succeeded, however, and

there is no assurance the courts of other countries will react

in the same favorable way to U.S. companies. The United States

can protect itself from such extremes by adopting legislation

of the type proposed in S. 1688 and then usinq treaties or $891

of the Code to prevent foreign countries from attempting to im-

pose unreasonable tax burdens in this manner on U.S. companies.

If the unitary business concept spreads to other coun-

tries, U.S. companies may be forced to provide confidential
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financial information and other data, just as the State method

seeks from foreign companies. Consider the impact of an un-

friendly nation insisting upon details as to 6.S. plant costs,

U.S. research and experimental expenses, and other such infor-

mation from a U.S. company with extensive defense production

of secret products, or one engaged in nuclear reactor construc-

tion. The provision of such information may be contrary to an

entire series of U.S. laws, just as the provision of information

to any of the States of the U.S. may violate the laws of various

foreign countries in the world in which a foreign-controlled cor-

porate group may be doing business.

G. Existing Urgency For Federal Action

There is considerable urgency for action by this Com-

mittee on S. 1688 to avoid potential excessive foreign taxation

of U.S. enterprises abroad. Because of the Senate's action on

Article 9(4) in the U.S.-U.K. treaty, foreign governments all

over the world are extremely sensitive to the burdens being im-

posed on their companies by States such as California. States

other than California, Oregon, and Alaska have moved toward

extending their unitary systems to include more and more for-

eign source income, and the Supreme Court's decision in the

Mobil Oil Corp. case could accelerate this trend. -

Federal legislation affecting the application of the

unitary method by the States to corporations engaged in inter-

state commerce has been under consideration at various times

for at least fifteen years, and more than one bill has died
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in the Senate even though passed by an overwhelming majority

in the House. Foreign countries certainly will not patiently

wait out such a protracted process of development before they

turn to potential retaliation, assuming they are not prohib-

ited from retaliation by the treaties of friendship and com-

merce, and the income tax conventions, which they have entered

into with the United States. But if these treaties do in law

already prohibit retaliation by any foreign country, then a

fortiori they prohibit the use of the unitary business method

by any State of the Union against enterprises of such countries.

There is a clear and present need for Congressional

action to meet international obligations of the United States

to prevent unreasonable tax and administrative burdens in

foreign-owned corporate groups with U.S. operations and to

provide a firm foundation for protection of U.S. business

operations abroad against retaliatory foreign taxation.

VI; Fundamental Invalidity Of Unitary

Apportionment Of Worldwide Income

The past operation of the unitary business concept

applied by a State such as California to a U.K. group of cor-

porations demonstrates vividly why S. 1688 or Federal legis-

lation with similar objectives is so necessary. If the

United States is to continue to be a world leader supporting

free trade in the international market, Congress should be

the leader in establishing Federal standards for State
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taxation of foreign source income that achieve a fair and

reasonable system in which-States tax only the income that

has some relationship to activities within those States.

There may be some theoretical merit to the use of

the unitary business method to allocate income realized within

a homogeneous economic structure, such as its application with

respect to all income from U.S. operations. It is not justi-

fied, however, where it allocates differing kinds of foreign

income realized by a foreign-based group of corporations from

all over the world.

As previously stated, beginning in the early 1970's,

California sought (retroactive to all prior open years) to

extend its unitary business concept to include the foreign

parent of a U.S. subsidiary of a foreign-controlled corporate

group and all other foreign corporations in the group through-

out the world. As a result, California sought to allocate

the worldwide income of a foreign-controlled corporate group,

including income of members which did no business in California

and had no connection with California. Oregon and Alaska

followed California's lead in more recent years.

Furthermore, while giving lip service to the concept

that there must be more than mere unity of ownership (50% or

more common ownership within the group), California as a prac-

tical matter all but abandoned the concept that there must be

unity of operation as well. Actions by -the California tax

authorities made this clear; California attempted to apply the

unitary business method to every foreign-controlled corporate
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group, any member of which was doing business in California,

even though other members of the group had no relationship

to California. California, in effect, abandoned whatever ra-

tionale existed for the unitary business method in these cases.

In a speech in June, 1974, the former Counsel of the California

Franchise Tax Board, Frank M. Keesling, who takes a large mea-

sure of credit for instituting in California the apportionment

of income under the unitary business concept, made the follow-

ing statement:

Now that I am older if no wiser, I
question whether there is such a thing as
a non-unitary business. Although I still
believe that it is appropriate to compute
non-business income separately and to allo-
cate it specifically, I am inclined to the
view that all income from commonly-owned
business activities should be combined and
apportioned by a single formula without in-
quiring as to whether such activities are
unitary or separate in nature. Such a
policy is simple to administer and will
promote uniformity.

Dr. Woodworth's analysis (supra, p. 20) recognized that as

applied in California, there are virtually no limits on unitary

apportionment of worldwide income.

This newly-developed practice in California, Oregon,

and Alaska has been met with astonishment and uniform objection

and resentment by foreign-controlled corporate groups with U.S.

business operations. This occurs because the effects of the

California unitary business method are so extreme in overstat-

ing. income of foreign-owned corporate groups allocable to Cali-

fornia, because the California unitary business method imposes
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such unreasonable (even impossible) administrative burdens on

foreign worldwide groups in determining and stating "income"

by California standards, and because it is so contrary to in-

ternational tax principles.

This international concern is reflected in the

resolution adopted by the International Chamber of Commerce

on September 26, 1979, following an analysis of the effects

of the California system:

The ICC views with concern the inevitability that
an increase in cases in which profits taxes are
levied by political sub-divisions unencumbered
by treaty obligations, will result in mounting
double taxation of profits (which tax treaties
set out to avoid). This is particularly so if
the basis of assessment in any such political
sub-division is not entirely consistent with that
of the country itself and extends to operations
carried on outside the country. This problem
has manifested itself in an acute form in connec-
tion with the attempts of the State of California
to impose the "global" or "unitary" form of as-
sessment based on income of companies involved in
international operations outside the U. S.

The dangers of double taxation and the adminis-
trative problems arising from the taxation policy
of California, and other political sub-divisions,
have undoubtedly deterred would-be investors from
making investments which would otherwise have
been undertaken. This approach, if it should
spread, could easily become a most important
threat to international trade since international
operations would inevitably be confronted with
a real danger of multiple taxation of the same
profits and unacceptable administrative burdens.
The dangers were also recognized by the Council
of the OECD in rejecting the so-called "global"
method in its recent report on Transfer Pricing
(Transfer Pricing and Multinational Enterprises
(OECD, Paris, July 1979) pp. 14-15).

The ICC reconfirms its view that, as a general
rule, tax should be based on a fair measure of
income as computed by reference to the amount
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which could be expected to arise between in-
-- depenadent parties dealing at arm's length. This

rule has universal application. The ICC there-
fore recommends that, in all cases where-the
taxation policies of political sub-dLvisions
extend to non-domestic operations, all possible
measures should be taken to ensure that the
terms of an agreement or treaty dealing with
taxation on income should bind all authorities
having J=Lsdiction within the boundaries of
each contracting State. This recommendation is
in accordance with the OECD model taxation Con-
vention 1977 (Art. 2) and a considerable number
of international friendship, trade and shipping
treaties. (Doc. No. 180/195 Or. Rev., Inter-
national Chamber of Commerce, Paris, 1979-10-01).

There are two fundamental reasons why the uni-

tary business method should not be applied with respect to

income of a U.K. parent or affiliated companies in third

countries where such parent or'affiliated companies are not

doing business in the United States. First, such a foreign-

owned and foreign-based corporate group is likely to have

operations all over the world, in both developed and develop-

ing countries. Most or all of the United Kingdom groups with

U.S. subsidiaries doing business in California fall into this

class. The United Kingdom historically has depended upon

world trade, and U.K.-businesses traditionally reach into

every corner of the world as an outgrowth of the former size

of the British Empire itself.

This means that a unitary business method based on

income from all such operations will necessarily allocate or

apportion income based on payroll amounts, property costs, and

sales which cannot fairly be compared. The result is to al-

locate a higher portion of total income to the location where
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these amounts are highest, relatively speaking, unless income

bers the same relationship to costs throughout the world ir-

respective of the amount of such costs. As compared to the

United States, profit margins vary widely throughout the

world and bear no such uniform relationship to costs.

A. The Formula Apportionment Factors Are Invalid

The California system creates major distortions

which tend to result in over-allocations of income to that

State. California wages per hour are generally much higher

than elsewhere in the world,* and even after allowance fot

capital intensity and productivity, the payroll factor tends

to over-allocate income to California. California has refused

to reduce the extent of this distortion by applying the pay-

roll factor in terms of hours rather than dollar wages. Cal-

ifornia uses only payroll dollars in the payroll factor, ex-

cluding pension and other fringe benefit costs. These other

labor costs are often higher in foreign countries with more

extensive social programs than-the United States; exclusion

of these costs often over-allocates income to California.

*1 Comparative per hour wage rates in dollars in 1979 were as
follows in the countries indicated:

U.S. $9.09 Japan $5.58
U.K. 5.46 Brazil 1.80
France 8.17 Indonesia** .65

** Data provided by United States Department of Labor, Bureau
of Productivity and Technology. Amount for Indonesia is
estimated.
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Property costs are also substantially higher in

California than elsewhere in the world, with the same distor-

tive effect because of the application of the property factor.

California also has stringent pollution control requirements,

causing a relatively higher property investment per unit of

production in that State without an equivalent increase in

profits; in fact, such nonproductive property costs may re-

duce actual California profits. Again, the property factor

thereby tends to over-allocate worldwide income to California.

Even the sales factor causes major distortions

when income arising outside a homogeneous economic system is

allocated. For example, B.A.T. Industries, a U.K. corporate

group with extensive worldwide operations, has a U.S. sub-

sidiary, Brown and Williamson Tobacco Company. The heavy U.S.

Federal and State tobacco excise taxes are reflected in U.S.

sales, without any proportionate increase in profit margins,

causing an over-allocation of worldwide income to California

pursuant to the sales factor.

California has ignored demonstrable differences

in the relationship of profits to sales, also tending in some

cases to over-allocate income to California. For example,

Rickett & Colman Limited, a U.K.-controlled group, had diverse

business activities all over the world. Its U.S. activities

were limited almost entirely to its food and wine operations,

which represented 44.4 percent of total group sales but only

30.3% of operating profits. The group's household and

toiletry operations, which extended to the United States only
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to a very insignificant degree, represent only 35.11 of group

sales but contributed 49.1% to the group's operating profit.

Obviously, an allocation of group profit to California based

on sales allocates far too large a share of group income to

California. This point was made by Rickett & Colman Limited

to the California authorities, but they rejected it.

B. Profits Do Not Bear A Uniform Relationship To Factors

California has allocated worldwide profits with-

out adjustment for other demonstrable differences. For exam-

ple, profits in developing countries may be much higher in re-

lation to costs in order to reflect'greatly increased risks of

expropriation, currency exchange limitations, or other such

factors. The result may be to allocate part of this risk profit,

which is really a contingency reserve, to California. California

allocates worldwide income even when such income includes sub-

stantial profits in foreign countries which are blocked and

which for this reason would not be subject to U.S. Federal tax

in the case of a U.S. taxpayer until they become unblocked.

California has even applied its unitary business method to al-

locate income to California when it is demonstrable beyond rea-

sonable question that actual operations in California have re-

sulted in a loss. Even where a combined return for an entire

corporate group shows a net loss for a group, California has

required payment of a minimum tax on corporations by each

corporation in the group that is incorporated, or qualified

to do business, in California.
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It is no answer that-these or other considerations

may in particular cases work in reverse to under-allocate in-

come to California. The real point is that the extension of

the unitary business method to allocate income which includes

income arising outside a homogeneous economic system, such as

the United States, almost certainly introduces major distor-

tions. These distortions would not arise under the alternative

application of the separate accounting, arm's-length standard

of $482 as it is rigidly enforced by the Internal Revenue

Service. It is also true, however, as suggested above, that

California's conventions in applying its unitary business

concept have tended to over-allocate income to California.

The California system applied to worldwide in-

come has also produced gross distortions because it allocates

before-tax income, not after-tax income. Taxes imposed on

income by governments throughout the world do not bear any

uniform relationship to income and sometimes tend to be higher

than in the United States. In any event, the California sys-

tem has allocated to California a portion of worldwide be-

fore-tax net income (determined under California law) of a U.K.

corporate group which has been subject to varying tax burdens

in the many foreign countries where it has been earned. The

result is almost certainly to produce a distortion in the

amount fairly allocable to California. In other words, the

result is that the California system may impose more tax as

a percentage of after-tax income (the amount available to pay

California tax) than the percentage which its nominal rate
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bears to actual after-tax U.S income of the group. The Cal-

ifornia system may thereby allocate to California that part

of the income of the group that is required to pay taxes at

higher rates than in the United States. In a sense, the

California tax becomes a tax on a tax, or at least an income

tax on income that has already been fully taxed and is re-

quired to pay the tax already imposed. Furthermore, the

California system does not allow any credit against its tax

for taxes paid to another State or to a foreign country, the

presumption being that there is no double taxation of the in-

come allocated to California. This is the plainest kind of

extraterritorial taxation -- an unfairness that would be ad-

dressed by provisions of S. 1688.

C. Intolerable Administrative Burdens For

Foreign Worldwide Corporate Group

There is a second major reason why it is reasonable

to limit California's unitary business method in the case of

a U.S. subsidiary of a U.K. corporation so that California

may take into account only foreign income of the company doing

business in California and its subsidiaries, and not income of

other affiliated corporations within the U.K. corporate group

which are not doing business in California. It is an unreason-

able burden, if not an impossible burden, for a U.K. group not

controlled by U.S. persons to provide the financial information

to California that is required to make such a unitary computa-

tion. A U.K.-owned and U.K.-based worldwide group does not

keep its books, or determine income, payroll, plant costs, and
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sales, in dollars, or by California accounting standards. The

required conversion of financial figures to dollars at scores

of different- exchange rates, with sharp fluctuations, devalua-

tions, and other changes, would be an operational nightmare

for a foreign-based group with extensive international opera-

tions. It would also be a nightmare to convert the diversi-

fied accounting standards used by such a group into the ac-

counting standards applied by California. California itself

does not follow U.S. federal income tax accounting and other

concepts in some respects. The cost of compliance with the

California requirements in the case of a U.K. worldwide group

might conceivably be far in excess of the California tax itself.

It is also patently clear that an attempt to enforce these

requirements is an extraterritorial extension of California

law to foreign areas in which California has no jurisdiction.

For example, one foreign-controlled corporate

group with extensive and diverse world-wide operations had

roughly 3,000 separate taihb1f entities. The group estimated

that full compliance with the California unitary business

method could require adinistkative costs of $100,000 per year

or more, as compared to real net income from California opera-

tions of $2,000,000 per year. The California unitary business

method, however, allocates as much as $6,000,000 of net income

per year to California. The California nominal corporate tax

rate was 9%. Under these conditions, the combined effect

of the unitary business method and the cost of compliance

therewith raised the effective California tax rate to 32t

rather than 9%.
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Further, financial information may reflect confi-

dential data, trade secrets, or important information that

cannot be made available to governmental units having no con-

nection with the companies involved. in the case of foreign

affiliates not wholly-owned, it may be illegal under the laws

of their country of incorporation to provide such information

to third parties, such as California. This burden is clearly

recognized in the report of the Task Force on Foreign Source

Income of the House Ways and Means Committee.*

The recordkeeping necessary to facilitate full com-

pliance with the California unitary business method would

obviously place intolerable burdens upon a group of affiliated

foreign corporations, particularly where there are diversities

of language, currencies, foreign exchange, accounting methods,

and accounting periods. Furthermore, there is the problem of

compelling compliance with California rules and standards in

order to show that all groups in like circumstances are treated

on an equitable basis. The Journal of Commerce for June 8,

1977, contains a report of an interview with Tom Quinn, special

assistant to Governor Brown of California. In this interview

Mr. Quinn stated that the unitary tax lais is"difficult to

enforce and that it could invoke sending State auditors "all

over the worldR. Under such circumstances, can it be denied

that the application and enforcement abroad of California law

/ Supra, p. 5.,
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is an extraterritorial extension of State law into the juris-

diction of a foreign government? A chaotic international sit-

uation could arise if the unitary business method applied by

California (or sundry variations thereof) were to be adopted

by all of the fifty States.

D. The Fifty-Percent Related Ownership

Test Is Unreasonable

Finally, the California unitary business method im-

poses unreasonable burdens because it is applied wherever there

is movie than 50% intercompany control within the group without

adjustment for the minority ownership. Assuming a constant 51%

intercompany <.ntrolr California law requires an allocation of

the entire net income on a combined basis, notwithstanding

the highly significant minority interest, which will insure

arm's-length pricing and make formula apportionment of world-

wide income entirely unnecessary. The California law makes no

provisions for an allocation of a ratable share, as do such

provisions as SS551, 951, 1246, and 1248 of the Internal Revenue

Code of 1954.

This extension of the unitary apportionment concept

may obviously imposW unreasonable tax burdens on minority share-

holders. It may. create enormous legal difficulties in satis-

fying California's information requirements, possibly violating

the laws of foreign countries. The objections of other govern-

ments to these burdens are well-founded and provide added

reason for Congressional action to establish reasonable limits

on State taxation of international business.
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VII Technical Comments on S. 1688

Technical analysis of S751B, as proposed to be added

to the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 by S. 1688, suggests

the following comments. Proposed S7518(e)(1) refers to a cor-

poration which "is by application of section 951 treated as

having received such a dividend." Actually, 5951 does not by

its terms treat a dividend as having been received. The more --

precise language is contained in S960(a)(1) of the Code, which

refers to the inclusion under S951(a) in the gross income of

a domestic corporation of any amount attributable to earnings

and profits of a foreign corporation. Perhaps, 57518(e)

could define the amount "treated as having [been] received"

in terms of S960(a)(1).

Proposed 57518(e), at the end, provides that there

shall be taken into account a tax for which a credit against

tax would be allowed under S901. Technically, this provision

does not pick up the s-called taxes "in lieu of" income taxes

because S903 does not expressly provide that it applies for

purposes of 5960.

At the Hearings on July 19, 1977, on the proposed

U.K. convention, the point was made by the Staff of the Joint

Committee on Taxation that the proposed treaty did not contain

in Article 9(4) the type of detailed technical rules needed

to refine the placing of restrictions on taxation by the

States. It was also stated that the proposed article had

not been subjected to the process of public hearings, comment,

and debate needed to assist in the formulation of precise

and balanced rules to deal with this complex problem.
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Obviously, the bill before this Comittee is some-

what broad in its scope, thereby enunciating as did the pro-

posed treaty, the principle of international tax policy re-

quired to be followed by the States. On the other hand, the

bill would simply adopt the existing, complete system in the

Internal Revenue Code with respect to taxation of foreign

source income. The States would be limited only in that they

could tax such foreign source income only to the extent the

Federal Government does so. This makes largely unnecessary

any detailed rules in this bill; the appropriate provisions

of the Internal Revenue Code, already painstakingly worked

out by this Committee over a long period of years, would

simply, in effect, be incorporated by reference. Public

comment is always available in the rule-making process as

provided by Congress at 5 U.S.C. 5553(b), (section 4 of the

Administrative Procedure Act of 1946, 60 Stat. 238).

Of course, adoption of regulations through the rule-

making procedure will be necessary under any legislation re-

sulting from action by this Committee on S. 1688. Ideally,

legislative regulations, such as those adopted under such

other basic statutory provisions as S482 (allocation of income

and deductions among taxpayers) or S1502 (consolidated returns),

authorized by Congress would be appropriate in this context.

VIII. Possible Legislative Action in California

At present there is pending in the California

Senate a bill which has already passed the California Assembly.

Assembly Bill 525 would change California law to provide that
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in determining the income subject to tax of a bank, corporation,

or other entity, there shall not be taken into account the in-

come and apportionment factors of any other bank, corporation,

or other entity, if such bank, corporation or other entity

is -- (1) created or organized under the laws of a foreign

country (2) not owned and controlled by a U.S. corporation

or residents of the United States; and (3) has more than 50

percent of its operations outside of the United States, its

political subdivisions, territories, or possessions, or the

Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. Corporations engaged in the

energy business, the steel business, or a business concerning

agricultural land in California are excepted from the protec-

tion that would be provided by this bill.

This change in approach, if adopted, would certain-

ly be a step in the right direction by California. It does

not go far enough, however, simply because it is not completely

in accord with the taxation of foreign corporations by the

Federal Government which has been setting, and has the right

under the U.S. Constitution to establish, the international

taxing policy of this Government vis-a-vis any foreign govern-

ment.

Even if this bill were to be adopted in California,

this Committee should nonetheless proceed with all deliberate

speed to accomplish the objective to be achieved by S. 1688.

There are forty-nine other States involved, in addition to

California, that should be following precisely the manner
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of taxing foreign corporations established by the Federal

Government for this Nation, as a matter of international tax

policy. -

IX. Conclusion

In the last analysis, as recognized in the Ways and

Means Task Force report of March 8, 1977, there is little need

for a State to include income of a foreign parent or its affi-

liates in the unitary business computation where such parent

or affiliates are not doing business in the State:

The need for applying the unitary method
may not be as great when taking into account
foreign source income than when taking into
account income from a number of States. The
number of transactions in any State linked
to foreign operations is ordinarily substan-
tiwlly fewer than the number of transactions
linked to different States. Moreover, since
taxpayers are in any event required to allocate
income between U.S. and foreign sources for
Federal income tax purposes, the State could
adopt the Federal rules for apportioning in-
come from foreign transactions between domestic
and foreign sources.*

The principle in S. 1688 is entirely consistent

with international standards of tai-tion and with the power

of the Federal Government to restrict taxation, including

taxation by its political subdivisions, in the interests of

fostering international trade and investment between the United

States and foreign countries. The United Kingdom is the country

with which the United States has had the greatest volume of

trade and exchange of investment over the course of history,

and that relationship should be preserved and strengthened

by adoption of the principles of S. 1688.

* Recommendations of the Task Force on Foreign Source
Income, supra at p. 5.
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THE COMMITTEE ON STATE TAXATION
COUNCIL OF STATE CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE

-BEFORE THE
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION
AND DEBT MANAGEMENT

IN SUPPORT OF S. 1688 AND S. 983

JUNE 24,1980

Summary Of Statement

1. The Committee on State Taxation strongly supports
both parts of S. 1688. From the standpoint of
American companies, the limitation on state taxa-
tion of foreign source dividends is at least as
important as the elimination of :)e worldwide
combination method of state taxation.

2. The worldwide combination method of taxation as
applied by California and a few other states i's
inconsistent with the basic principles of state,
Federal and international taxation. S. 1688 is
not Federal interference with the proper interests
of the states. Rather, S. 1688 would merely preclude
a few states from interfering with the foreign com-
merce of the United States to the detriment of the
citizens of all states.

3. A limitation on state taxation of foreign source
dividends is not a radical new departure which --
takes away the right of a state to tax income which
is properly attributable to it. Under basic prin-
ciples of state taxation, states have no right to
tax foreign source income at all, and generally do
not. But a growing number of states are undertaking
to tax foreign source dividends more heavily than
they tax domestic source dividends. If states are
permitted to tax foreign source dividends, their
tax jurisdiction should not be greater than the
Federal government's. Thus, S. 1688 permits states
to tax foreign source dividends only to the extent
the Federal government taxes foreign source dividends.
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Thank you Mr. Chairman. I am Ernest S. Christian, Jr.,

of the law firm of Patton, Boggs & Blow. I am counsel to the

Committee on State Taxation of the Council of State Chambers

of Commerce. I am accompanied by Mr. James F. Devitt, who is the

Chairman of the Committee on State Taxation. The Committee on

State Taxation, or OCOSTO as it is known, consists of more than

150 U. S. companies with income from multi-state and inte-national

sources. COST has for over a decade been actively involved in

the analysis of all aspects of state taxes and their impacts on

domestic and international business transactions.-COST hasI
contributed importantly to the study and greater understanding

..... 5Ethe subject of state taxation of foreign-source income.
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The Committee on State Taxation fully supports S. 983,

Senator Mathias' interstate taxation bill. It is recognized,

however, that it is late in this Congress for adequate consider-

ation of the income, sales, use, and gross receipts tax provi-

sions of S. 983 although such consideration is needed. In the

foreign source income area, which also is addressed by S. 1688,

S. 983 calls for a more comprehensive restriction on state

taxing authority than does S. 1688. Although we believe that

the S. 983 provisions on foreign source income are correct, S.

1688 represents a reasonable compromise-which should receive

immediate attention.

Introductory Statement of COST'S

Position In Support Of S. 1688

COST strongly supports S. 1688. It is necessary to pro-

vide Federal guidelines for state taxation of foreign source

income where the taxes of some states radically depart from the

accepted principles of state, Federal and international taxation,

and where those aberrational state taxes interfere with the

foreign relations and commerce of the United States.

Other witnesses representing foreign parent corporations

with subsidiaries in the U. S. will discuss the importance of

S. 1688 in protecting those foreign parent corporations from

extraterritorial taxation under the worldwide combination method

of state taxation. COST completely agrees with that. It should

be obvious that no state should be permitted to tax the foreign

source income of a foreign-owned corporation which the U. S. has
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absolutely no jurisdiction to tax and, quite properly, does not

attempt to tax.

But COST would emphasize that S; 1688 is of even greater

importance to American businesses -- U. S. companies with foreign

subsidiaries which operate solely outside the U. S. Also, both

parts of S. 1688 are important to American companies. There are

two major problems. The first relates to the time at which for-

eign source income is taxed by those few states which apply the

worldwide combination method of state taxation. Contrary to both

state and Federal tax principles, under the worldwide combination

method the foreign source income of the foreign subsidiary is

taxed to the U. S. parent corporation even though the U. S. par-

ent corporation has not received, and may never receive, any oL

the income. The second problem relates to the amount of foreign

source income which is taxed by those 28 or so other states which

tax the foreign source dividends when received by the U. S. par-

ent corporation. Contrary to both state and Federal tax princi-

ples, when a dividend is received from a foreign subsidiary, the

dividend may be taxed by any number of states even though this

foreign source income has already been taxed abroad and even

though states properly should not tax foreign source income at

all.

These taxes are imposed on dividends despite the fact that

the foreign subsidiary corporation, which earned the income, has

operated solely outside the United States, has derived all its

income from sources outside the U. S., and has absolutely no
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relationship with the state which taxes the income. From the

standpoint of American companies, the part of S. 1688 which

limits state taxation of foreign source dividends is just as

important as the part of S. 1688 which precludes the worldwide

combination method of state taxation. The two parts of S. 1688

are interdependent. It would, from an American company's point

of view, be less than a satisfactory solution if the Congress

merely precluded the worldwide combination method and did not

also limit state taxation of foreign source dividends as provided

in S. 1688.

In order to deal with the problem of the worldwide combi-

nation method, S. 1688 would first provide that a state may not

tax the foreign source income of a foreign corporation prior to

the time that income is taxed by the Federal government. In the

case of a foreign subsidiary of a U. S. parent corporationY1 ,

the income of the foreign subsidiary could not be taxed by the

state until paid out as a dividend to the 9-. S. parent or until

deemed paid as a dividend under the rules in subpart F of the

Internal Revenue Code which prevent deferral of tax by the use

of so-called tax havens. Prior to the time of a dividend, the

state would have the protection of the Federal rules for alloca-

tion of income and deductions between related taxpayers and

Y In the case of foreign source income of a foreign parent
corporation, that income would never be taxed by the
state because the Federal government lacks jurisdiction
to tax it.
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would be able to tax any income of the foreign subsidiary which

was under section 482 of the Code reallocated to the U. S.

parent for Federal income tax purposes.

Having first dealt with the time at which a state can tax

the foreign source income of a foreign subsidiary, S. 1688 would

next deal with the amount of that income which the state may tax

when a dividend is received by the U. S. parent corporation.

Under basic principles of state taxation, whereby income is taxed

only by the state whose economy generated the income, an outright

exclusion of foreign source dividends from state taxation would

be justified. S. 1688 does not go that far. Under S. 1688

states would be permitted to tax, at whatever rate they choose,

the same portion of foreign source dividends received from a

foreign subsidiary that the Federal government effectively taxes.

Because of the basic principle that the same income should not be

taxed twice, both here and abroad, the Federal government allows

a credit for foreign taxes and therefore effectively taxes for-

eign source dividends only to the extent the U. S. corporate tax

rate of 46 percent exceeds the foreign tax rate. Thus, for

example, if the foreign tax rate was 23 percent and the U. S. tax

rate is 46 percent, the U. S. effectively taxes 50 percent of a

dividend received by a U. S. corporation from a foreign affil-

iate. In this example, the states would be permitted to tax 50

percent of the dividend actually received plus 50 percent of the

so-called Federal "gross-up" which is the amount of the foreign

source income which was used to pay the foreign tax.
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These two Federal guidelines for state taxation of foreign

source income are of great importance as matters of national

policy. State taxes are increasing far beyond the point where

they can be ignored as only a minor component of the overall

tax burden. More and more states are undertaking to apportion

and tax foreign source dividends income which have already been

taxed abroad- Many states impose discriminatorily large amounts

of tax on foreign source dividends compared to their treatment

of domestic dividends. Still other states have gone to the

extreme of the worldwide combination method of taxation. The

recent decision by the Supreme Court in Mobil Oil Corporation

v. Vermont, and the obvious improbability of a sufficiently

definite judicial solution, emphasizes the need for Federal

statutory guidelines.

Neither of the two Federal statutory guidelines in S. 1688

is a radical new departure which takes away the right of a state

to tax income attributable to that state. Instead, S. 1688 merely

restrains certain aberrational state taxes which are inconsistent

with the existing principles of state taxation and merely limits

the right of states to tax foreign source income which states,

-properly, should not tax at all.

In addition, while the matter is significant, the revenue

impact of S. 1688 on the states is not large. Exaggerated reve-

nue losses asserted by some states are easily refuted. On the

other hand, if the revenue loss to any state is-large, that is

merely evidence that the state is presently taxing large amounts
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of income which -it properly is not entitled to tax. In this

respect, the former chief of staff of the Joint Committee on

Taxation observed in testimony before the Senate Foreign Rela-

tions Committee, as follows:

"If, in fact, there is a substantial revenue
loss when an arm's length standard replaces
unitary apportionment, this may be an indica-
tion that unitary apportionment does, in fact,
result in unjustifiable extraterritorial
taxation."

Basic Outline Of Federal And State Tax

Systems As They Relate To S. 1688

At the Federal level, with only a minor exception not here

relevant, the foreign source income of a foreign subsidiary cor-

poration is not taxed until such time as that income is repatri-

ated by payment of a dividend to the U. S. parent corporation.

Even then, the Federal government taxes that foreign source

income only to the extent the income has not at its source been

taxed at a rate at least equal to 46 percent. This avoidance of

double tax is accomplished by the application of the Federal

foreign tax credit. The Federal government also generally does

not tax intercorporate dividends. If a dividend is received by

one corporation from a domestic subsidiary either 85 percent or

100 percent of the dividend is excluded from the recipient-

corporation's income for Federal tax purposes. Dividends from-

foreign subsidiaries are not excluded from Federal taxable income,

but substantially the same result is achieved by allowing a credit

for foreign taxes already paid by the foreign subsidiary.
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In general, state taxes follow a similar pattern. With

the exception of those states which attempt, to apply the world-

wide combination method, states do not attempt to tax the busi-

ness profit of foreign subsidiaries which are not doing business

in the U. S. and, therefore, not doing business in the state.

Again, with the aberrational exceptions to which S. 1688 is

directed, the entire structure of the state tax system, as

developed from Supreme Court decisions interpreting the due pro-

cess, equal protection and commerce clauses of the Constitution,

is based on the "source" principle of taxation. Each state is

entitled to tax that portion, and only that portion, of a-corpor-

ation's income which the economy of that state has generated.

Where domestic source income is involved, it is clear that at

least one state's economy has generated the income and that at

least one state is entitled to tax the income. More than likely,

the income is attributable to more than one-state, in which case

the income is apportioned among these states according to their

relative contributions. The apportionment is normally accom-

plished by some version of a three-factor apportionment formula

as follows:

Tangible Property, Payroll
And Sales Within The State Total Anount
Total Of Above Within And Business Income -Apportioned
Without The State Tb The State

To illustrate, assume that Corporation X derives $100 of income

from its business which encompasses both State A and State B (but
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no other); and that sixty percent (60%) of the property, payroll

and sales of that business is in State A and the balance is in

State B. The total income of $100 from the business, conducted

partly within each state, will be divided between the two states

as follows:

- State A will tax $60 of the $100 which is in

proportion to the percentage of property,

payroll and sales located in Sta-te A.

- State 8 wil-I apply the same formula and tax

$40 of the $100 which is in proportion to the

percentage of property, payroll and sales

located in State B.

Thus, while the income is apportioned in part to State A

and in part to State B, no amount of the income is apportioned

to and taxed by any other state because no other state's economy

generated any part of the income. That means that where income

is from foreign sources, and all of Corporation X's property,

payroll and sales factors are located outside the U. S., none of

Corporation X's business profits are apportioned to and taxed by

any state. Similarly, dividends from corporations operating

solely outside the United States should not be apportioned and

taxed by any state because no state's economy has generated the

business profits represented by the dividend. Exclusion of

foreign source dividends from state taxation eliminates the

necessity for states to allow a credit for foreign taxes. Such

an exclusion also results in parallel treatment of domestic

66-690 0 - 80 - 12 (Pt.1)
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source and foreign source dividends, since states typically do

not, tax intercorporate dividends received from a domestic

corpo-ration.

Given this basic pattern of Federal and state taxation,

S. 1688 is directed toward correcting two aberrational departures

from the basic pattern which have been undertaken by some states.

The worldwide combination method departs from the basic pattern

in that not only does it tax foreign source business profits

which the states should not tax, it also taxes that income prior

to the time it becomes subject to taxation by the United States

or any state. In addition, a growing number of other states are

undertaking to apportion and tax foreign source dividends received

from a foreign affiliated corporation even though they do not

tax dividends from domestic affiliated corporations and even

though they recognize that they properly cannot tax the under-

lying foreign source business profits of either a foreign cor-

poration or a foreign branch operation.

Aberration Presented By The Unitary Or
Worldwide Combination Method As Applied
By California And A Few Other States

The worldwide combination method used by California and a

few other states is a radicalized version of the basic three-

factor apportionment formula. As already discussed, California

2/ Other states which-apply the worldwide combination
method, with varying degrees of consistency, are Alaska,
Colorado, Idaho, Montana, North Dakota, and Oregon.
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is entitled to tax a corporation which is doing business in the

state. In a case where that corporation is doing business in

several other states, as well as in California, the income which

can be taxed in California is supposed to be that portion of the

corporation's total business income which is attributable to doing

business in California.-

However, under the worldwide combination method, California,

for example, combines into a single formula all the property,

payroll and sales of the corporation which it has jurisdiction

to tax plus all property, payroll and sales of all that corpora-

tion's worldwide foreign affiliate corporations which are not

doing business in California (or even the U. S.) and which

California does not have jurisdiction to tax. The worldwide

income of all these corporations is then multiplied by a fraction

with a California numerator and worldwide denominator. California

then requires the corporation doing business in California to

pay tax on the resulting percentag' of the worldwide income most,

if not all, of which may be the income of foreign corporations

which never had any contact with California at all.

The first obvious irrational result of the worldwide com-

bination method is that-California has taxed income which it

has in no way contributed to producing.

The second irrational result is that California has effec-

tively taxed foreign corporations which it has no jurisdiction

to tax. Some state tax administrators may assert that it is

A I
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the in-state corporation which is being taxed, but that is

patently incorrect as demonstrated by the succeeding paragraph.

The third irrational result is that California has in many

cases under the worldwide combination method apportioned to itself

and taxed an amount of income which exceeds the entire income

from all sources of the in-state corporation over which it has

tax jurisdiction and purports to be taxing. There are, in fact,

examples of an in-state corporation which in the year experienced

a substantial loss but which was at the same time required to pay

large amounts of tax to California on income derived by affiliated

foreign corporations which operated solely outside the United

States and which neither the U. S. nor California had jurisdic-

tion to tax.

The fourth irrational result is that California has

imposed a discriminatorily high penalty rate of tax on the

in-state corporation (if one accepts for the sake of argument

that it is the in-state corporation which is being taxed). Why

should it be the case that a corporation which does business in

California and earns $100 must pay tax at an effective rate two

or three times greater than the effective race of tax paid by

another corporation which conducts the identical business in

California and also earns $100, but happens not to be related by

stock ownership to some foreign corporation.

A further problem with the worldwide combination method,

particularly as applied to foreign parent corporations, is the

enormous accounting and administrative burden of attempting to
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comply with a tax imposed on a combined worldwide basis. Since

these corporations are not taxable in the U. S., they have no

reason to maintain books and records on a U. S. basis or on a

basis which permits a three factor (property, payroll and sales)

formula to be applied. Often the information about a foreign

affiliate simply is not available to the in-state corporation

which Calif6i-fiia purports to be taxing. In other cases# as in

the case of foreign banks, for example, disclosure of certain

critical information may be precluded by law.

It should also be recognized that in the case of a U. S.

parent corporation which must pay tax on the earnings of its

foreign subsidiary, these earnings may later be paid out as

dividends and be taxed again. While California would not tax

the same income again# the state of commercial domicile of the

U. S. parent corporation may allocate to itself and tax the

entire dividend and other nondomiciliary states may apportion

and tax parts of the dividend income.

Some state tax administrators may assert that the world-

wide combination method is no different from the basic three .

factor UDITPA formula applied domestically by other states and

that because the worldwide factors are included in the denominator

of the fraction, worldwide combination does not over-apportion

income to the state. That assertion is, however, not correct.

Worldwide combination nearly always apportions more income to the

state than would be the result of applying the regular formula.

That is because, as a result of lower foreign wage rates and
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othei similar differences, the fonLgn factors generally are a

lesser percentage of foreign incomec4ompared to U. S. factors

as a p rcentage of U. S.Aincome. In fact, worldwide.combination

has i -some 'instances been applied unevenly and is4most, typically

applie ty 8iates where it will yield a higher tax -to the state';

-These same state tax administrators may also assert that

worldwide combination is a necessary substitute at the state

level for section 482 of d he ,Ifternal Revenue Cod in order to.

, prevent affiliated companies, through pricing adjustments and

similar techniques in intercompany transactionsi ;fro.artifi-

cially shifting income out of the instate company and into the

foreign affiliate. Again, .this assertion does not support appli-,

cation of the worldwide combination method. Section 482 is a

highly refined tool for preventing such shifts of-Income and

there is no indication that section 482 4s-iniffective.. 11 the
section 482 information and adjustments are available to the

states. Indeed# most states which do not apply worldwide combi-

nation work off the Federal income base in applying their appor-

tionment formula. In addition, application of the worldwide

combination method is not confined to those .instances where

there might be a real possibility of misallocation of income and

deductions or to-those cases where there are large amounts of

intercompany transactions.

Rather than being Federal interference with.legitimate..

state tax collections, S. 1688 is in fact- designed to prevent a
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few states from interfering in national and international matters

to the detriment of all citizens. By unilaterally adopting the

worldwide combination method as applied to foreign source

income, a few states have in effect:

(1) undertaken to overrule Federal policy by taxing

income which the niLkional government correctly

considers to be outside its jurisdiction tax

taxi and

(2) undertaken to deal with the conduct of the

foreign commerce, trade and tax policies of

the United States, which are the exclusive

province of the Federal government and which

- when disrupted by the actions of one or two

states can adversely affect the citizens of

all other states.

In addition, these few states have undertaken to gain an advan-

tage over other states by taxing foreign source income. many

states recognize that they properly should not tax foreign

source income and do not undertake to do so. Other states do

undertake to tax foreign source income, but only when that

income is repatriated by payment of a dividend to the U. S.

parent corporatio p. Much of the foreign source income which

California and a few other states tax prior to the time it is

repatriated may never be repatriated (either because the income.

may never be permitted by the forqign country to be repatriated

to the U. S. by the payment of a dividend or because the income

I
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once earned by the foreign corporation moy later be wiped out by

losses). The other states may, therefore, never have the oppor-

tunity to tax that income.

Even from the standpoint of the few states which apply

the worldwide combination method, the effect is adverse. The

actual effect of the worldwide-combination method is often to

impose a penalty tax rate, higher than the normal rate, on com-

panies w th significant international operations. This penalty

rate discourages investment In the state and adversely affects

the economy of the state and of the entire country. The Governor

of California and the General Assembly of that state have recog-

nized this. In California, Assembly Bill 525, which has already

-been approved in the lower House of the legislature; would pre-

-blude the worldwide combination method insofar as applied to most

foreign parent corporations. A.B. 525 does not, however, pre-

clude the application of the worldwide combination method to

U. S. parent corporations with foreign subsidiariese'a.major

defect.

--For all these reasons, plus the basic inequities'-it creates,

when applied to particular taxpayers, the worldwide combination

method has been thoroughly condemned by almost every gVoup which

has considered it in detail. In additlom to"the numerdus

respected U. S. business otgani:itionSiind c6ipanties testifying

today, the wvoldvid* combination meth6d has been rejected by the

International Chamber of Commerce, by a study committee of the

/
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United Nations and by a unanimous vote of all nine members of

the European Economic Community.

The Report of the Ways and Means Committee's 1975 Task

Force On Foreign Source Income thoroughly considered the world-

wide combination method and recommended Pederal legiolption to

preclude its application in the case of all foreign affiliatesi

both foreign subsidiaries of U. 8. parent corporations and

foreign parent corporations. S. 1688, as drafted, follows

exactly the pattern of the Task Force's decision, which recom-

mended that states be precluded from taxing the income of

foreign affiliates prior to the time that income is. taxable by

the Federal government.

A number of years ago the Treasury Department recogn.ixed

the adverse implications of the worldwide combination method and

agreed to what was called Article, 9(4) in the tax, treaty with

the United Kingdom which would have precluded states from apply-

ing the worldwide combination method to a U. K. parent corpora-

tion and its other affLliates that derive their income from

sources outside the United States. While Article 9(4), because

it was a treaty provision, did not deal with the reverse situa-

tion where the foreign subsidiary of a U. K. parent corporation

is taxed under the worldwide combination method, implicit in

Article 9(4) was a recognition that the reverse situation might

be dealt with by legislation in order not to leave U. S. com-

panies with foreign subsidiaries worse off than foreign-owned

competitors.

(
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The great importance attached to Article 9(4) by the

United Kingdom and the potential difficulties fot the U. 8. which'

arose when Article 9(4) failed to gain the two-thirds vote in

the Senate requiod for ratification, is a good example of the
-- serious internatoha1-implications arising from- he unilateral

actions of a few *states In applying the world~ide 'coibination

method. Fortunately, the U. K. did go ahead ad !ratify the.

treaty with Article '9(4) omitted, but that ratification yas."

delayed and the whole treaty, which contained 'majoi b nef its to

the U. S. was endangered. This interference in the foreign
commerce of the U. S. arose directly from the unilateral action

of California and a few other states. The effects of such

interference are stll being 'felt-.

Aberrational Result Presented By. State

Taxation Of Foreih'Soutt DiviA-nds-

S., 1688 W$ bd correct one of the glaring 'incongruities in

state taxation: the fact that states generally tax :foreign

source dividends more heavily than they tax domestic source divL-

dends despite the fact that states properly should not tax for-

eign source dividends at all. The'limitation contained in

S. 1688 with respecat to foreign source dividends is fully justi-

fied in its'own right, bute that limitation is also a corollary

to the other provision in. 5. 1668 which preolud~i states from

applying the worldwide combination method tO foreign source

income. From the standpoint of many Aaerican companiess with for-

sign subsidiaries, the relief granted by precluding the worldwide
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combination method would be more than offset if states were still

permitted, in fact encouraged, to-tax greater amounts of foreign

source dividends and to do so without taking into account foreign

payroll, property and sales factors. Much of the rationale

behind precluding the worldwide combination method rests o-n the

principle that states should not tax foreign source income. That,

principle is equally applicable to foreign source income in the

form of a dividend from a corporation whose income is from

foreign sources.

By limiting state taxation of foreign source dividends,

S. 1688 does not result in preferential treatment of foreign

source investment or income. Instead, S. 1688 merely limits the

present discrimination against foreign source dividends.

The present burden of dividend taxation at the state level

falls almost entirely on foreign source dividends because those

states which tax dividends typically start with the Federal

income base off Form 1120, which includes only minor portions of

domestic intercorporate dividends, but includes all foreign

intercorporate dividends. Under section 243, 85 percent of divi-

dends received from a domestic corporation is excluded from

income and under the consolidated return provisions dividends

from domestic affiliated corporations are totally excluded from

income. These exclusions avoid taxing the same income twice at

the corporate level. Intercorporate dividends from foreign

sources are not excluded from income (under either section 243

or' the consolidated return provisions) because double taxation
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of those dividends is avoided by means of the foreign tax

credit.

This two part rule which distinguishes between domestic

and foreign source dividends works well at the Federal levels

but it produces a totally illogical result when the states become

Involved. The states parallel the Federal rule of including for-

eign source dividends in the income base, but then do not follow

the second part of the Federal rule (allowance of some type of

credit for foreign taxes) which is the sole basis for foreign

source dividends being included in the Federal income base in

the first place.

While the dividends received deduction is the mechanism

that the Internal Revenue-Code utilizes in avoiding corporate

double taxation on domestic dividend; the foreign tax credit

is the device that is utilized in avoiding corporate double

taxation on foreign dividends. However, si ce the foreign tax-

credit, as its name implies, is a credit rather than an exolu--

sion, states which utilize Federal taxable income as the starting

point fully include dividends from foreign corporations without

allowing credit for-foreign taxes paid, while they, in most

cases, exclude, dividends frown domestic corporations, whether

thdy are engaged in business in the United States or abroad.

The result is a discrimination against foreign source dividends

from foreign corporations.

The dividends received deduction-under section 243 con--

tains no requirement that the earnings of a domestic affiliate,
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out of which the dividend is paid, have been taxed at a 46

percent rate. The dividend may have been paid out of earnings

that represent tax-exempt interest, capital gains, or accelerated

depreciation and thus# the earnings of the payor corporation may

not have been taxed at all or were taxed at a ,preferential rate.

Further, a number of states do not h*Qe income taxes or impose

them at relatively low rates, so in many cases there has been.

little or no state income tax imposed on the earnings out of

which a domestic source dividend is paid.
/,

On the other hand, the majority of dividends paid by for-

eign corporations were paid by corporations organized in a

developed country. In 1974, gross dividends of $6..5 billion

were paid by foreign corporations. The amount paid out of cor-

porations organized in developed countries was $4.1 billion.

Substantial foreign income taxes were paid on this. income, both

when .the income was earned by the payor-,corporation and when

the dividends were distributed. These taxes were imposed at the

national level, sometimes for the benefit of local governments

in other cases taxes were impose# by the local governments for

their own benefit. Thus, dividends paid by foreign corporations

have borne a tax in many instances equal to, if not greater than,

the tax that would have been borne on those earnings at the

national and local level if the earnings had been derived in the

United Statqs. Exempting from state tax dividendr-paid by for-

sign corporations would not produce a preferential lower tax on
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those dividends.. On the other han4, full state taxation Of'divi-'

dends paid by foreign corporations constitutes a discriminatory

disincentive against investment, outside the United-Stat~s.

S. 1688 attempts to eliminate partially this discrimina-

tion by restating a*64pplying the for ign tax credit beiefitla~s

an exclusion. The benefit of a 46 percent'foreign tax. credit

is, for example, the same as a 100 percent exclusion, andsthe, ,'

benefit, for example, of a 23 p*renh foreign tax credit is thd ....

same as a 50 percent exclusion. Threfote, the bill resultsuin

more equal, taxation of dividends,' regardless of the places 64

incorporation (4mestic or forejWh) of the payor.

The potential discriminatory taxation of dividends paid

by a foreign corp ration may be illustrated by three examPleS

using the foliowing basic factual pattern. Assume thtt'a Vi..

corporation conducts "two business bprations, one in State s'and',"

one, adjacent to S',itn .proVinodrP in Canada and that'both" ope*a-*",:J1

tons form a unitary business. "-Aso assume that each business

derived net income of $100 f6r a combinKd taxable income of -200-"

and that both S and P have 10 percent corporate income"-tax rates-.
--- The Federal corporate tate in "the United 'Stittes and in' Canada" ii-.

46 percent.- In Canada, thereis al8'a, -1S rent withholding

tax and 15 percent branch resilttnce tax. Whii'e the United

States allows a deduction for state income ta**s, CaWada, on'the

other hand, grants'& rebate of 10 percentage .points. Asume S

utilizes an appor-ionment formula-in determining toXable income' '-

that is based upon property, sales and payroll.

I..

• ° , , , '' '

':":: "" "' "" ' " ": ' " " '" "- ' .? " ' ,
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(1) If both operations are conducted in the same corpor-

ation, the amount of income subject to state income tax will be

the corporation's worldwide taxable income for Federal income

tax purposes multiplied by the apportionment percentage. If one

assumes that the economies in S and P are similar, then the cost

of the manufacturing facilities, the payroll costs, and the sales

price of the manufactured articles in S and P would be similar.

Therefore, the formula would result in approximately $100 of

income being apportioned to S and $100 to P. The Canadian tax

burden would be $46 ($36 to the Federal government and $10 to

P). There would also be an additional tax of $8.10 (15 percent

of $54) upon remittance to the U. S. The U. S. tax burden would

be $51-;40 ($10 of tax to S plus $41.40 to the Federal government).

Thus, there would be $2.70 more tax imposed upon the $100 of

profits apportioned to P than on the $100 of profits apportioned

to 8, resulting in a total tax of $54.10 paid in Canada.

(2) If the operation in P is conducted by a wholly-owned

domestic subsidiary which does no business in S, the amount of

income subject to S's income tax will be the parent corporation's

taxable income for Federal tax purposes. All this income would

be apportioned to S because all of the parent corporation's

property# sales and payroll would be attributable to S. The

dividends paid by this domestic subsidiary would not be subject

to S's taxr either by reason of the dividends received deduction

or the elimination of dividends under the, consolidated return'I
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provisions. Thus, the tax burden to S and the overall U. S. tax

burden would remain the same as in the first factual situation.

(3) If the operation in P is conducted by a wholly-owned

Canadian subsidiary that does no business in S, the amount of

income subject to S's income tax will be the parent corporation's

taxable income for Federal tax purposes or4$ 0..- However, if

the subsidiary paid a dividend of its entire earnifngs, a Canadian

withholding tax of 15 percent of the distribution of $54# or

$8.10, would be imposed, resulting in a total tax paid to Canada

of $54.10. Without a dividend limitation such as contained in

S.1688, S could tax this dividend. In this case, the net remit-

tance of $45.90 could be subject to a further tax of 10 percent

or $4.59, for a total tax of $58.69 on $100 of profits earned in

Canada.

While in all three examples the total tax on the $100 of

profits attributable to P is greater than the tax on the $100 of

profits attributable to S, the largest amount of additional tax

is paid in example (3). Thus, the dividends paid by the foreign

corporation already bear a higher tax than other business

profits. The limitation in S. 1688 on the state's right to tax"

these dividends would substantially eliminate any discrimination-

without providing any incentive for foreign investment. Under

the bill, the tax burdens are substantially similar whether the

Canadian operations were conducted (1)-thrlugha domestic branch!

in Canada, (2) through a separate domestic corporation with a

branch in Canada, or (3) through a Canadian subsidiary. The

)j
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result is not to provide an incentive to invest abroad, but to

prevent dividends from a Canadian corporation from being discrim-

inated against.

The mechanism by which S. 1688 would achieve this result

is a reasonable and restrained approach which basically makes the

state system parallel to the Federal system. The basic Federal

rule i, that foreign source income is first taxable by the for-

eign jurisdictTo-n of its source. The basic principle of state

taxation is also that income is to be taxed at its source, i.e.,

by the state whose economy generated the income. Foreign source

income does not, however, have its source in any state and no

state should tax it. But the Federal government goes farther

and taxes on the basis of "citizenship" to the extent the foreign

source income has not at its source borne a tax at least equal

to 46 percent. States which tax foreign source dividends may

argue that they, too, should be permitted to tax foreigh--soqrcb

dividends on the basis of some type of "citizenship" concept.

Obviously, state taxation of foreign source dividends cannot be

justified under the source principle and, as discussed above, it

is believed that Federal legislation which totally excluded

foreign source dividends from state taxation would be justified.

But if states are to be permitted to exercise some type

of citizenship jurisdiction in order to tax foreign source divi-

dends, clearly that state jurisdiction should not be greater than

66-690 0 - s0 - 13 (Pt.1)
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the Federal government's, having in mind that the Federal govern-

ment taxes foreign source dividends only to the extent that the

income has not borne a 46 percent tax abroad.

.Thus, S. 1688 would provide a system for state taxation

of foreign source dividends which is essentially parallel to the

Federal system: (i) states would not tax foreign source divi-

dends fully taxed abroad which the Federal government does not

tax; and (ii) states would tax income which is not fully taxed

abroad, but only to the extent the Federal government effectively

taxes such income. Because national rates of tax in foreign

countries generally are higher than state tax rates, even though

the foreign rates may be less than the Federal rate, S. 1688

does not provide that states should allow a credit for foreign

taxes. Instead, S. 1688 translates the Federal foreign tax credit

into an exclusion of income in order, consistent with the basic

theories described above, to permit the states to tax the same

portion of income which the Federal govftnment effectively

taxes. (E.g., if the foreign rate of tax is 23 percent, the

Federal government effectively taxes only 50 percent of the

foreign income 46% x 50% of foreign income a 23% of 100% of

foreign income).

Example

1. Amount of dividend actually received ..... $115.

2. Grossed-up dividend to reflect 23
percent foreign tax rate .............. .$150.

3. Foreign taxes 4aid (23t x $150) . . . . .. . $ 35.
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4. Grossed-up dividend x 46 percent ....... $ 70.

5. Item 3 divided by Item 4 ... ........... .. 50 percent

6. T-xcluded portion of dividend
($150 x .50) ...... ................. .. $75.0

The result of the exclusion is to permit the states to

tax, at whatever rate they apply to other income, only that por-

tion of a foreign source I dividend which the Federal government

effectively taxes after taking into account the foreign tax

credit.

One might ask, "Why should the states take into account

taxes paid to foreign national governments and foreign local

jurisdictions when states do not allow a credit or deduction for

Federal taxes? After all, the Federal government would tax the

income if the foreign governments did not tax it."

The Federal government does, however, allow a deduction

for state taxes, so that while the nominal rate of Federal cor-

porate tax is 46 percent, that tax is effectively reduced by 46

percent of the state tax. Consequently, the revenue from the

nominal 46 percent Federal tax is in part collected by the states

and in part collected by the Federal government.

By requiring states to take into account foreign taxes,

instead of these taxes being taken into account-only by the

Federal government, S. 1688 can be viewed merely as an adjust-

- ment in the division of tax revenues with the states which results

from the allowance of a deduction for state taxes against Federal

taxable income. Without that deduction, one could be certain
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that the rate of state taxes would have to be reduced across the

board, which reduction in rates would affect state tax revenues-,

far more than would S. 1688.

Conclusion

For all these reasons, the Committee on State Taxation

strongly supports S. 1688 and urges its enactment. COST again

would emphasize that from the standpoint of American companies,

both parts of S. 1688 are important -- the limitation On dividend

taxation as well as the elimination of the worldwide combination

method.
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Street, London WlY 2EB. Since the American Chamber of
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being filed with the Department of Justice, and copies of
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for public inspection at the Department of Justice.
Registration does not indicate approval of this material by
the United States government.
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SUMMARY

Taxes should be a neutral factor in the flow of goods and
services between nations. State taxes should not intaere with
dr operate contrary to the trade policy of the United Statesr a
policy which encourages free trade and competition as well as
creation of capital, jobs and the economic stability of the
country.

The combined reporting unitary tax is an arbitrary method used
by some state&,to assign a portion of the income of a group of
companies to the taxing state on a formula basis. At issue is
the states' jurisdiction to -tax corporate income and the
allocation of such income among the states.

The arguments against the unitary tax are:

A. The unitary tax has "irrational results because of,
varying world conditions.

*Faulty economic assumptions result in over-allocation

of income to the states.

*It is unfair and capricious when it is applied to

world commerce.

*It subjects income to substantial distortion.

B. The administrative costs and burdens of compliance are
high.

C. The unitary tax has a negative international impact.

*It subjects foreign source income to substantial risk

of international multiple taxation.

*It is contrary to established principles of
international taxation and contrary to the federal
arm's length method.
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*It creates- a precedent harmful to American-
international interests.

*There is the potential of retaliation by foreign

nations.

*Demands for information may violate international

treaties or local laws.

*It is an international commercial irritant.

*It is violative of the treaties of friendship,

commerce and navigation and the tax conventions of
other countries.

D. It breaches U.S. government prerogative to regulate
commerce among the states and with foreign nations.

Congressional legislation is the only remedy. Treaties and
litigation have failed to end the unitary tax, and state by
state efforts are tedious and incomplete. Although Congress
does not lack authority to make uniform taxing rules for the
states, it has not done so to date. Because the United States
is world leader supporting free trade in the international
marketplace, Congress should immediately establish Federal
standards by enacting S.1688 which would make state tax policy
consistent with U.S. tax and international trade policy.

- END -
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MNr. Lhaaa. My name is Connie Borken-lagen. I an an American
lawyer practing private international law in London, and I an
retained as Special Projects Coordinator for the American
Chamber of Commerce in the United Kingdom. I an grateful for
the opportunity to present this statement to the Senate Finance
Committee's Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management in
support of 8.1688 a bill dealing with the extent to which a
state or political subdivision may tax certain income from
sources outside the United States.

The American Chamber of Commerce (United Kingdom) is an
independent non-profit organisation with over 1,000 British and
more than 800 American members. Its primary objective is to
encourage trade and investment both between and within the
United States and the United Kingdom. The Special Projects
Committee was formed to focus the Chamber's longstanding
opposition to the unitary tax, and the very grave concern felt
by the members. about the dampening effect the unitary tax has
had on British-American commerce. The members of the Chamber
are pleased that this Subcommittee has given time to the-
question of the unitary tax as part of the larger question of
America's role in international trade and her international
commercial interdependence.

i.Tax Policy Questions

Taxes should be a neutral factor in the flow of goods and
services between nations. As a matter of policy, taxation
should be simple, straightforward and predictable. An
efficient tax system enhances competition worldwide, helps to
ensure that commerce flows freely, facilitates planning for
expansion or diversification, and keeps costs down. Business
and government alike benefit from such a system in terms of
international trade capability and economic survival.
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Taxation is based on jurisdiction. A government must have
jurisdiction to tax income and the rule accepted worldwide is
that income may be taxed if it arises from and bears a
reasonable relationship to activities performed within and
protected by a particular governmental unit. The rule used in
international tax law is that the profits of an enterprise
should be those which would result if the various parts were
dealing with each other at arm's length. It is the policy
followed by the Federal government and is an essential element
of the international trade policy of the United States.

Under the US Constitution states are permitted considerable
latitude in establishing their own tax systems. The basic
premise is that a state should tax only its proportion of
income, which means a state must have jurisdiction to tax, and
if it taxes beyond its jurisdiction such action amounts to
extraterritorial taxation, prohibited by the Constitution.
While states enjoy great* taxing latitude within - their
jurisdictions, the Constitution grants the Federal government
exclusive authority to regulate commerce with foreign nations
(Article I, Section 8, Clause 3). States taxes should not,
therefore, interfere, with or operate contrary to the trade
policy of the United States, a policy which encourages free.
trade and competition as well as creation of capital, jobs, and
the economic stability of the country.

Certain state taxes differ radically from U.S. tax policy and
conflict with it. They create a climate of distrust that has
dampened United Kingdom enthusiasm for investment in America.
At this time of U.S. concern over capital formation, economic
growth and rising productivity, the U.S. should be encouraging
foreign investment to enhance capital formation, create jobs
and improve the U.S. balance of payments. The U.S. government
must stop states' extraterritorial taxation and usurpation of
Federal authority. Whether or not the United States continues
to allow a lower level of government to tax international trade
independent of the U.S. policy will have a considerable effect
on its future foreign trade.
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The Combined Reporting-Unitaxy-Tax xceedsa.'Statils
Jurisdiotion-to:Tax-and-Disrupts-.8-Voreign.Relations

The combined reporting unitary tax is an arbitrary method used
by some states of the United States to assign a portion of the
income of a group of related companies to the taxing state on a

formula basis. States have adopted a variety of differing
approaches to the unitary method of taxation. A few take into
account the operations of foreign affiliates of the corporation

doing business in a state to the extent that the affiliate and
the U.S. corporation are engaged in a single *unitary"

business. In this way the unitary tax has the effect of taxing
income earned abroad before it is remitted to the United

States. Unlike the Federal government, states do not allow a
tax credit for foreign taxes thus states taxing foreign source
income which has already been taxed abroad are penalizing a
company for operating internationally.

When a foreign affiliate of a U.S. corporation earns income

abroad, the foreign country in which the income was earned

properly insists on taxing this income. Since the United

States also taxes that income, double taxation would take all
or most of the income earned abroad unless a credit were

allowed. Because taxes are payments to government for services
provided by governments, the country where the income is earned

has the primary right to tax that income. To avoid double

taxation, the home country, the USAf allows an offset or credit

against the tax which would otherwise be due on income that is
earned outside the United States. The effect is that U.S. firms
are subject to the higher of either the U.S. or the foreign tax

rate. If the foreign tax rate is higher, then it is paid and
nothing is owed the U.S. Treasury. If the U.S. rate is higher,

the U.S. Treasury is owed the difference between the foreign
and the U.S. rate of 46%. In this way double taxation is

avoided and the higher rate must be paid, thus removing taxes

as an incentive for either foreign or domestic investment.
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It is obvious there is a great need to provide Federal

guidelines for state taxation of foreign source income,

particularly where the state systems depart from accepted
principles of international taxation. As a practical political
matter, it is necessary to show that state tax authorities have

a mutuality of interest with business that new incentives for
increased investment would outweigh possible loss of revenues
that business growth would increase the tax base.

It is also necessary to show that the leading practitioner of
the unitary tax, Callfornia, has withdrawn from its position;
thus a limited bill was- introduced in the California
Legislature which would exempt foreign earned income of most
companies with foreign parents from the combined worldwide
reporting unitary assessment. The purpose is twofold: first,
it secures immediate relief for foreign parent companies and
second, it illustrates to Congress that California's advocacy
of the unitary tax has softened.

IIWhat-Is-the-Unitary-'Tax-in-Theor-.and-in-Practice?

The-Unitary-Tax-is-an-Aberrationr-a-Radical-Departure
Fron-Most-Other-States'-Systems,-from-the-Federal-Systenm
and-from-the-Internationally-Established and-Recognised

Arm's -Length System-of- Taxation

The theory of the unitary tax is that various subsidiaries and
affiliated corporations of a multinational really form part of
a single enterprise; thus a state determines the net income of
the entire operation, then taxes a percentage of that total
income based on the ratio of business activities within the

state to the business activities of the entire organisation.

At issue is the state's jurisdiction to tax a corporation-'s
income and rules for apportioning and allocating corporate

income among the states in which a corporation does business.
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In assessing the worldwide combination method most states that
use it limit their. assessment to U.S. corporations within a
group. Operations of non-U.S. corporations are not taken into

account. That means apportionment is only in the U.S.A. a
homogenous economy. California, Oregon, and few other states
include operations of-foreign affiliates in the combined report

where those operations are considered dependent on or are

deemed to contribute to the activities of the U.S. affiliate
within the- taxing state. California requires that corporate

groups include all foreign income of all affiliates all the

time. Other, states require inclusion of foreign income of
foreign affiliates only occasionally.

The Alternative to-the Unitary-Tax-System-is the

Arm'sLength-System-of Taxing-Corperate-Profits

The Federal government taxes on the basis of citizenship and
residence. That is, foreign corporations are taxed on income

earned in the United States while United States corporations
are taxed on worldwide income. All income received by a U.S.
corporation from foreign or domestic sources is taxed to the
U.S. corporation when received or deemed received. It is not
taxed as the foreign subsidiary earns that income outside the

United States, nor is foreign source income combined with U.S.
income of the U.S. parent to tax the combined amount.

In most states non-business income is allocated to the state
where the corporation has its commercial domicile, and business

income is apportioned among the states in proportion to their
respective economic contribution to that income.

Under the Federal method, income and costs are allocated

between related companies using the criterion of what the costs

arid prices would be between the parties if they were

independent parties dealing at arm's length (Section 482 IRC).
The arm's, length standard is the internationally accepted

standard practiced by the #ederal government and most states.

Regulations prevent transfer pricing and demand a fair
allocation of taxable profit.
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The arm's length or separate accounting method has been the

fundamental concept of U.S. tax accounting systems for 48
years. It is recognised by all countries involved in foreign
trade and it is the basis for U.S. bilateral treaties. it

avoids the determination of unitary and all its vaguery; it

keeps record-keeping and reporting within reasonable bounds

and it eliminates the possibility of extraterritorial or double

taxation.

II, The-Effect-of-the-Unitary-Tax

The arguments against the unitary tax are the same whether

discussing the concept on the state, Federal or international
level.

A. The-Unitary Tax Has- -Irrational Results because--of -Varying
World Conditions.

1. Faulty economic assumptions- -result -i-n over-allocation of
income-to the-states. Some of those assumptions areas

* A~ll members of a group operate in a homogenous market

where wages, sales price, profit margins and costs of
business property are the same.

There are no differences in economic, political and

social conditions worldwide.

The same amount of income is earned from every dollar

spent on wages received from sales or invested in
tangible property.

Accurate profit figures cannot be determined under the

arm's length pricing of inter-company transactions.

These assumptions are faulty because:
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A U.S. wages are high. Foreign wages, however, include
substantial fringe benefits which are not considered
by California, but which nevertheless increase costs
of production.

Property costs are particularly high in California

because of pollution controls and many other factors. K

Sales or gross receipts factors ignore different

profit margins because of local economic and political
conditions. There is a risk of nationalization and
expropriation as well as stringent government
regulations which impose tight controls on
corporations doing business abroad. There are
indigenisation programmes, limitations on employee
dismissals, plant relocations, importation of
machinery and materials costs, export and finished
goods costs, currency. exchange limitations and
economic and political hazards.

Thus, gross profit margins must yield higher and quicker
returns on investment in certain countries. California
ignores the vast differences in world economic conditions
and deems the same dollar of sales would yield the same
dollar of profit.

2. Whereas the unitary tax might be appropriate- when it is
applied to a homogenous economic structure, such as the
states of the United States, it becomes unfair- and
capricious when it is applied to world commerce which is.
based on different economic conditions and philosophies.
In developed and developing countries, blocked, restricted
or open currencies, the risk of doing business varies, and
profit margins vary to reflect that risk. There can be no
uniform worldwide relationship between profits, payroll,
assets and revenue. Britain, particularly, is dependent on
foreign trade, and British business is highly represented
in developing countries.
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The result, since the unitary tax is based on worldwide

performance, is unfair and unequal taxation for British

companies in particular, but for all companies, California

unfairly taxes income which it has not contributed in

producing.

3. Worldwide reporting for unitary tax purposes subjects

income to substantial distortion because_ of significant

international differences in the apportionment formula

factors of sales, payroll, property values and so forth.

Unless income bears the same relationship to costs

throughout the world, the unitary tax will over-allocate.

income where payroll, property costs and sales are the

highest.

4. California allocates before-tax income not after tax

income. There is no tax credit for foreign taxes paid.

5. Under. the worldwide .combination, it is possible to tax the

worldwide profits of a company- when that company's

subsidiary in a specific taxing state is eperating- at *a

loss. Start-up time is the most vulnerable for a company,

but because a company which is successful on a worldwide

scale can produce fictitious profits taxable to the

California subsidiary multinationals will be reluctant to

make new investments or invest in companies operating at a
loss in California or any other state taxing an arbitrary

proportion of worldwide earnings.

6. Radical fluctuations in currency exchange rates can result
in phantom or paper earnings or losses. Since 1971 foreign

currency values have floated freely and erratically against

the dollar. Exchange fluctuations affect profit but

phantom or "paper" earnings or losses, because they relate

to increases or decreases in dollar equivalents and have-no

relationship to commercial realities, do not relate to real

profit or loss in the California subsidiary., If other

currencies-are devalued against the dollar "income" can be

illusory while tax is based on the exchange gains.
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7. Exchange restrictions may make profits meaningless in real
terms. A company may have profits in a country which

restricts or bans transfer of those profits outside the

country where they were earned. For instance, Ghana,

Zambia, Uganda, and others prohibit repatriation of

profits. For California assessment purposes, even

completely blocked currencies must be. included in worldwide
income at the official exchange rates, yet that income- is
nearly useless to a company operating internationally.

8. -Minority shareholders are not protected under the unitary
tax. Regulations other than tax protect minority
shareholders under the arm's length theory, but the unitary
method assesses an allocation of profits even though
shareholders may have a minority share in only one member
of a group of companies. Other governments, often in the
developing world, have minority shareholdings. by law. If
the formula is applied to all profits where there is .50% or
more common---ownership, then minority shareholders are
called upon to pay taxes on a fictitious allocation of the
profits of a group in which their interest is confined to a
minority interest in one of the members.

B. The Costs and-Burdens of Compliance with the Worldwide
Combination Assessment Method are-Absurdly Hlih.

1. There are substantial accounting difficulties in meeting
the reporting requirements. Accounting standards differ.
American companies, for example, use the historical cost
basis, while British companies generally use the

replacement cost basis. Because of these differences there
is considerable expense in providing the necessary
information in the form California authorities require. A

company often must recast the accounts of a whole group of
companies to comply.

/
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2. The unitary tax is complicated and costly to comply with.
It requires figures, some of which, if given, might reveal
confidential data about domestic operations of foreign
companies.. It requires complicated accounting for currency
fluctuations and asks for too much information in a form
which complies with the taxing state's requirements but not
necessarily any other requirements. It requires inordinate
and undue record keeping. Those extra costs of compliance
can only be passed on to end users or consumers as
increased prices.

The administrative- bu-rdt on companies is in two stages:
first a company must provide considerable information to
determine whether or not it is unitary, and second, if it
is found to be unitary, it must complete a combined report
in an accounting form suitable to California standards.

3. The high -cost -f. compliance could even surpass the taxes
involved, and does in at least one notable case, that of
BAT Industries. Converting accounts to California
accounting standards and rules is highly costly.
Converting currencies to U.S. Dollars is costly.

C. The- Unitary Tax -Has an Extremely Negative International
Impact.

1. The unitary tax subjects foreign source income to
substantial rik- • of- -international - - multiple-- - taxation.,
Foreign income which the worldwide combination formula
purports to reach is taxed in the country where it arises.
Whereas the U.S. Supreme Court can strike down state laws
which result in multiple taxation among the states, or
Congress can impose uniformity among the states, there is
no agency, body, legislature or court with the power to
ensure uniformity in apportionment on an international
level. Only a series of bilateral agreements can restrict
double taxation, and these are difficult to achieve. Many
bilateral treaties are, in fact, being breached by the -
California taxing authorities noy.

66-690 0 - 00 - 14 (P1t.1)
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Finally, while the Federal government grants primary taxing
jurisdiction to the country where the income arises by
granting a tax credit for foreign taxes paid, and by taxing
only unblocked currencies and after-tax profits, states tax
before tax profits wherever they arise, and grant no tax
credit.

2. -The unitary tax is contrary -to -established, principles of
international- taxt-ion- and contrary_ to the -federa-l -arm's
length-method, Section 482 IRC. The arm's length standard
is the accepted norm, and the use of any other method is
confusing to other countries and disconcerting to
international relations.

3. The unitary tax creates a precedent ultimately harmful to
American- international interests. If the precedent is
established, American companies may experience extra
territorial taxation by foreign countries or their many
subdivisions, or American companies may be forced to'
provide confidential financial information to foreign
nations which may be contrary to U.S. laws, or certainly
contrary to sound business practice.

dne duty of government is to provide protection for its
companies abroad from unreasonable foreign commercial
burdens. One method of protecting a nation's commercial
interest is the treaty process, a slow process of
negotiating a series of agreements to impose worldwide
taxing standards on the national government and its
subdivisions. If the United States permits its political
subdivisions to exceed international- taxing terms, then
other nations can equally permit extensive taxation of
American company profits and devastating inquiries into
those companies' commercial operations.
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4. There is the potential of retaliation by foreign nations
and there in U.S. precedent for such retaliation. in 1932,
Congress enacted what is now Section 891 of the Internal
Revenue Code as a form of retaliation against France for
the extraterritorial tax France had been assessing against
U.S. corporations. That law says that If a country
subjects U.S. citizens or corporations resident there to
extraterritorial taxation, the citizens, or corporations of
the taxing country may be subject to double the U.S. tax
rates ordinarily applicable. Bilateral treaties were
ultimately signed but the precedent for retaliatory
measures has been set by the U.S. and the U.S. is therefore
vulnerable to retaliation against extraterritorial taxation
by the Federal government or its subdivisions.

5. Some countries restrict transmittal of financial and
operating information; thus, demands for information- may
violate either a treaty or local laws or both. Certain
data required by the Franchise Tax Board in California
might, if supplied as demanded, breach the U.K. Official
Secrets Act.

6. The unitary tax constitutes an international commercial
irritant of major proportions. Many foreign governments
have complained, informally as well as officially, to the
United States about its states' taxation standards. The
unitary tax has been officially criticised by the British
Government, by the Dutch Government and by all nine members
of the E.E.C.

The highest levels of Government in the United Kingdom have
condemned the unitary tax. In September 1979, Peter Rees
at the Treasury, and Sir William Pile, then Chairman of the
Board of Inland Revenue, along with several members of
Parliament visited business and political leaders in
Washington and California to voice the concern of the
British Government over the unitary tax system.
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Repeat visits by Members of Parliament were made in January

1980, and in the February 18 debate proceeding approval of
the U.S/U.K. Double Tax Treaty, assurances made by House
Ways and Means Committee Chairman Al Ullman to hold
hearings were made part of the record in the House of
Common. Thus, the ultimate legislative authority in

Britain recorded its displeasure over the unitary tax and
publicly detailed its efforts to remove its
extraterritorial reach.

On 25th Karcho, when the British and American Governments
exchanged instruments on the Treaty, SM Government
communicated its strong disapproval of the unitary tax to
the U.S. Government. The note says that while the British
Goverjnent recognises the considerable achievement of the
two Governments in reaching a fair and balanced agreement,
it would not wish the U.S. Government to interpret
ratification as approval of the unitary tax system. It
reads as follows:

Oit is a matter of regret to Her Majesty's Government that
difficulties over one aspect of the Convention, although it

is an important one, should have tended to obscure the
achievement of the two Governments in reaching a fair and
balanced agreement.

"Among double taxation treaties, that between the British
and United States Governments has a pre-eminent position.
The economic and financial links between the two nations
are so strong and the areas covered so diverse that, apart
from its intrinsic importance to the United Kingdom and the
United States of America, the Convention attracts wide
interest internationally and is a source of authority in
its field.
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wHer Majesty's Government is therefore gravely concerned
that as a result of the amendment resulting from the United
States Senate reservation on Article 9 (4) the Convention
does not comprehensively restrict the application of the
unitary basis of taxation. That Article in its original
form would have prevented the United States Government and
the individual States of the United States of America from
applying this basis to United Kingdom corporate groups
which have subsidiary companies in the United States. In
its final form the Article applies only for the purposes of
United States federal tax, where the unitary basis is not
employed, and does not cover individual States of the
Union. This is not only a set-back for British corporate
investment in the United States. It may also be
interpreted as awarding some approval for the unitary basis
of taxation and could have wider repercussions.

"Her Majesty's Government is convinced that the unitary
basis of taxation with combined reporting, particularly as
applied in the international field, is entirely
unsatisfactory....

*It is the view of Her 4MaJesty's Government that the
unitary basis, which is not a practical international
alternative to the warm's-length" basis, could undo th%
important and patient international, work that has been
achieved in regulating international tax practices, and
that every effort is required to discourage the use of the
extension of that basis. It is to this end that the
British and United States Governments have expressly
prohibited its use for the purpose of the respective
national tax systems under Article 9(4) r and the issue will
be an important aspect of the proposed annual review of the
Convention.
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"Her Kajesty~s Government has recognized, in ratifying this
Convention with the approval of the -United Kingdom
Parliament# and its acceptance of the United States Senate
reservation against Article 9(4) of the Convention# the
difficult issues raised within the United States in seeking
to limit State taxing powers through the double taxation
conventions of the United States. It'has also recognised
the- important of the Convention in its zany other aspects
for the two Governments and for the business and investment
communities on each side. It -must be -emphasised however
that the acceptance of the Senate reservation by the
British Government in. no .waX implies- approval, of the
unitary basis and it is the urgent request of Her Majesty's
Government for the reasons given above that the Government
of -the United States should use its best endeavour .to
eliminate the international- application of. the- unitary
basis of taxation"(emphasis added).

A similar statement has been signed by all nine members of
the European Economic Community and passed to the U.S.
government by the government of Italy.

The French and Dutch Governments have objected, too, and
several major international organizations have officially
stated their displeasure including:

The International Chamber of Commerce, DoC. No.180/195

or Rev., Paris, 1979 - 10-01.

The United Nations Guidelines for Tax Treaties between

Developed and Developing Countries.

Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development,

Model Double Taxation Convention on Income and Capital.
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7. The unitary tax is violative of the treaties of friendship,
commerce and navigation and the double tax conventions of

other countries. In practicing the unitary tax, California

is in conflict with the terms of friendship trade and
shipping treaties which encourage trade and investment

-between America and various other countries. For instance,
the Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation of 1956
between the United States and the Netherlands requires that
all political subdivisions meet general standards of
reasonableness and nondiscrimination in their tax statutes.

Under the treaties of friendship in general, taxation
should be based only on property which companies possess or
income derived from sources within the taxing territory.
In addition, business engaged in or transactions
accomplished which are directly related to activities
within those territories may be taxed. That is, a state
can only tax the income of the entity doing business
there. A state has no jurisdiction to tax beyond the
activities carried on within a particular political
subdivision.

The Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development,
in a resolution adopted in July 1979, specifies that the
arm's length concept should be adopted by all nations of
the wocld. (Model Double Taxation Convention on Income and
Capital, and Transfer Pricing and Multinational
Enterprises, Report of OEcD Committee on' Fiscal Affairs,
July 1979). The United States is a member of the OECDr and
it is a party to about 25 treaties of friendship and
commerce with other nations. Each treaty specifies mutual
goodwill and mutual restrictions on tax that ace consistent
with the arm's length standard.

D. It Breaches U.S. Government Prerogative To Regulate
Commerce Among the States and With Foreign Nations
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States have a Constitutional right to tax under %he,
Commerce Clause and this right has been upheld in _the
Courts as long as states do not interfere with the
Federal prerogative of establishing international trade
policy. The unitary tax can be seen as state interference
in national and international matters to the possible
detriment of all citizens. It overrules Federal tax policy
by taxing income which the Federal government considers to
be outside its jurisdiction. It undertakes to conduct
foreign commerce, trade and tax policies of the United
States which are the- exclusive province of the U.S.

government. Such actions by the states can adversely
affect the citizens of all other states if foreign
governments chQose to retaliate.

The Federal government has a duty to regulate commerce
among the states. The unitary tax gives one state an
advantage over its Gister states by taxing foreign source
income which other states may never have the opportunity to
tax. States may be afraid that corporations will transfer
profits outside their state. States may, however, receive
reports of Federal adjustments and Federal policing under
Section 482 and others to -ee exactly what corporate
profits are. They can then use those taports to compute
the tax duty. Most countries have a higher tax rate than
the U.S. 460 corporate rate therefore, at the Federal
level the incentive to shift is not there, and at the state
level with about 10% corporate.tax rate, it is ludicrous to
try to transfer profits out of state. Thus, while a fair
tax can be assured without the unitary tax, the tax itself
discourages capital investment and therefore reduces the
number of *new jobs and consequent increase in tax revenue
for a state. It is said to have created a climate of
uncertainty and a reluctance to invest, at least for now,
for many British companies.

The United States is world leader supporting free trade in
the international marketplace therefore, Congress should
establish Federal standards for a stable state tax policy
which would not discourage inward investment.
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IV-Conaressional Legislation is.the only Remedy- Treaties
and Litigation Havo failed to End the Unitary Taxt -and

State by State Efforts Are Tedious and Inconmlete

Arnica's trading partners have demanded Congressional
legislation and the U.S. Supreme Court has urged Congress to
settle the matter of states taxing under the combined reporting
unitary scheme. Even California appears ready to retreat from
its position on worldwide reporting for foreign parent
companies.

Attacks on the Unitary Tax through International Agreements

The unitary tax question cannot be considered without
discussion of the US/UIK Tax Treaty which came into effect April
24 1980. A renegotiation of the antiquated 1945 treaty became
necessary'when Britain changed its corporate tax structure and
because the old treaty made no provision for Britain's North
Sea activities, for container transport, for dual-resident
companies and so forth.

The American Chamber of Commerce (UK) topk an active part in
the negotiations as early as 1975. The American members were
affected by the new imputation system of corporate taxation in
the United Kingdom. Under the British system, a corporation
pays_ corporation tax on all profits, whether distributed or
retained by the company. They do not deduct income tax from
payments of dividends, but when dividends are paid, the company
must make an advance payment of corporation tax (ACT) at a rate
representing a percentage of the actual net dividend paid to
the shareholder. Advance payments are set off against the
company's corporation tax liability.
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The recipient of the dividend - corporate or individual -
receives a tax credit equal to the amount of the advance
.payment. That is, the shareholder is regarded 'as having
received income equal to the sun of the dividend, and the
credit can be used as an offset against income tax on the
dividend. Of course, American shareholders, not being within
the British tax net, do not have such an offset available to
them.

After hard negotiations a completely revised convention was
signed on behalf of both governments on December 31, 1975. Its
provisions change the treatment of North Sea operations,
shipping, real estate, insurance, dual-resident companies,
entertainers, US residents married to UK domiciliaries and
recipients of alimony. It affects the choice of business
vehicle for carrying on business in the US or UK and it affects
direct or portfolio investments in either country. It is a
modern, comprehensive treaty and it will set a precedent for
other tax treaties.

Both governments benefit from the Treatyj yet there was a delay
of more than four years after it was advanced by both
governments before it was approved. The stumbling block was the
unitary tax.

The immediate effect of Article 9(4) was delay in ratification
of the Treaty, and an exchange of notes on the highest
diplomatic level. A longer -erm result is the delay in
negotiation of the Dutch and German Treaties, currently
pending. The most detrimental effects of the unilateral
actions of California and others however, are to discourage
inward investment in the United States, to invite retaliation
and to set a precedent for use of the unitary tax by other
jurisdictions around the world.

Although Congress Does Not Lack Authority to Make Uniform
Taxing Rules for the States, It Has Not Done so to date Despite
Repeated Efforts.
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In 1977 the House Ways and Keans Committee in the U.S. Congress
established a Task Force on Foreign Source Income, chaired by
Congressman Daniel Rostenkowski. The Task Force recommended
that the states be precluded from taxing Xincome of foreign
affiliates prior to the time that income is taxable by the
Federal government. It referred both to foreign parent
companies and foreign subsidiaries of U.S. corporations.,

5. 1608 was introduced to comply with the Task Force
recommendations. It logically combines foreign and U.S.
corporations, the unitary problem and the foreign source
dividend problem. The legislation would limit the power of the
states to tax the income of foreign affiliates of corporations
through the worldwide combined reporting system. It also would
limit state taxation of foreign source dividends, but permit
state taxation of dividends from foreign affiliates to the
extent those dividends ate effectively -taxed by the Federal
government.

Over the past twenty years there has been concerted action to
enact Federal legislation. Twice, bills have passed the House
only to die in the Senate. Those bills would have imposed some
uniformity and some international standards for foreign
commerce.

All three branches of the Federal government have recognised
th. need to impose limitations on the use of the worldwide
combined reporting system; the Executive branch through the
Department of Treasury in its treaty negotiations and the
Internal Revenue Service through its regulations; the Judicial
Branch through the decisioAs of the Supreme Court of-the United
States and the House of Representatives and the Senate of the
Legislative branch through the Task Force and various bills.

The Federal government has a duty to regulate commerce among
the states. The United States is world leader supporting free
trade in the international marketplace; therefore Congress
should establish Federal standards for a stable state tax
policy consistent with U.S. tax and international trade policy.

As spokesperson for nearly 2,000 British and American
international companies, -urge-you -boenact S.1688 immediately
to create a climate more conducive to British trade with and
investment in the United States of America.

Thank you for giving me this opportunity to testify.
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Lothar Griessbach
Managing Director
German American Chamber of Commerce

accompanied by

Mr. Jack E. Gabriel, partner
Touche Ross and Company of San Francisco, California

SUMMARY

German industry and its subsidiaries in the U.S. oppose

unitary taxation on the international level for the

following reasons:

1. The method internationally customary is the concept
of *permanent establishment"4 The unitary concept is
arbitrary and impractical because of unsurmountable
technical obstacles.

2. Unitary taxation leads to double taxation in
contradiction to the respective international conventions.

3. The international cooperation between governments on
taxation and the application of sec. 482 Internal Revenue
Code ascertains state revenues. Consequently there is no
need for the unitary concept.

4. The possible international adoption of this method
wuld constitute a major threat to international investment
and trade.

5. Unitary taxation tends to offset losses through profits
of affiliated companies overseas andtherefore,represents
a major disincentive for new foreign investment.
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GERMAN AMERICAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE,...@.fo P.,,,, o

New York, NY San Frnsco, CA Houto', iX
Oilcqo, IL Los AMla, CA Washkngton, 0C

The Honorable On Fa rrgut Square South
Senator Harry F. Byrd Wahingtn, D.C 20006
Chairman T.: (0 ) 347-0247
Sub-Committee on Taxation
and Debit Msanagement

U.S. Senate 24 June 1980

Mr. Chairman:

My name is Lothar Griessbach. With me is Mr. Jack

E. Gabriel, Partner in the Tax Department of Touche Ross

and Company of San Francisco, California. Mr. Gabriel has

extensive experience with unitary taxation in California

and is available for answering questions.

I welcome this opportunity to present the views of

the German American Chamber of Commerce, Inc. (GACC). The

GACC is a bi-national, non-profit organization supporting

U.S. business interests in West Germany as well as German

interests in the U.S. It is the official German trade pro-

motion agency.

We are closely connected with the German Federation of

Trade and Industry (Deutecher Industrie- und Handelstag)

which, in-turn, incorporates virtually all companies in

Germany because of the fact that membership in this organi-

zation is mandatory. We furthermore represent the Federal

Organization of German Industries (Bundesverband der Deutsohen

Industries) which is the umbrella organization of all associa-

TeW: RCA 246
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tions of manufacturers in Germany.

Both these organizations and the GACC have conducted

extensive hearings in Germany and in the United States.

We concluded that we should lend our support to the concept

of the Bill S 1688 (A Bill to Regulate and Foster Commerce

among the States by Providing a System for Taxation of Inter-

state Commerce). Although several subsidiaries of German

companies conduct interstate business within the U.S. bound-

aries and are affected in their operations, we shall limit

our comments to the international implications.

It is our contention that unitary apportionment methods

are unnecessarily burdensome, arbitrary, lead to double

taxation, are hostile to foreign investment in this country,

represent a negative example for other countries, particularly

those of the developing world, and thus are in conflict

with declared economic policy goals of the U.S. Government.

I shall elaborate on each of the above points:

1. We do not object, in principle, to taxation by

States of business activities within state boundaries

insofar as a fair method of assessment is applied

resulting in reasonable rates of taxation. Internationally

recognized methods of assessment in this regard have been

developed over the years using the concept of taxation of

the Npermanent establishment". According to this principle,

only income connected with the permanent establishment

is taxed.
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It is sound business practice to organize

accounting procedures in accordance with these

taxation principles._For reasons of true cost

allocation and profit analysis, it is in the best

interest of multi-national companies to-account for

transactions at the location where they occur.

To the contrary, the data required for the

various unitary taxation formulae are not in line

with the reality of business conduct. Due to different

accounting methods prescribed by law, outside the

areas of application of unitary taxation methods,

the data required under the unitary taxation system

are not readily available but have to be prepared

especially for this purpose. The cost of preparing

t ese data solely for presentation to states abroad

is substantial

To compute usable figures almost inevitably

amounts to fabrication. Moreover, turnover, payroll,

real estate , and other assets used in the apportion-

ment formulae have a different impact on caranies' operations

in Germany; turnover, for instance, yields less

income than in the United States; the payroll carries

substantially higher social costs; and assets are

valued and assessed for tax purposes in a different

manner than in the United States. The situation is

further complicated by the fluctuation of international
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exchange rates.

We have been informed that the California Franchise

Board e.g. frequently resorts to negotiated settlements

or finds itself compelled to accept financial statement

income because it cannot cope with the immease mechanical

difficulties.

2. Unitary apportionment methods lead to double taxation

in violation of the principles and the economic purpose

of the respective international treaties on the avoidance

of double taxation.

A similar treatment of U.S. companies in-germany

would find strong opposition by both Governments and

our organization as well. It is quite inconceivable,

e.g., to have "North Rhine Westphalia" or "Baden-

Wuerttemberg" use worldwide acitivites of U.S.-owned

companies in Germany, such as Ford, General Motors, IBM,

Exxon, Esso and others, for purposes of assessing German

state taxes.

3. There is agreement among governments, in particular

the U.S. government and the Government of the Federal

Republic of Germany, that the presently established

methods of taxing multi-national companies under the

concept of permanent establishment are adequate and

fair, leaving aside minor adjustments currently under

negotiation. Companies in both countries are subject
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to extensive reporting requirements and audits by

public accountants and state fiscal authorities.

Cooperation between state agencies on an international

level is close.

As has been pointed out frequently there is no

need for unitary methods because Section 482 of the

Internal Revenue Code allows the tax authorities to make

adjustments to intercompany pricing.

While the "Convention between the Federal Republic

of Germany and the United States of America for the

Avoidance of Double Taxation with respect to Taxes on

Income' deals with state and local taxes in Germany,

respective taxes on the U.S. side have not been dealt

with. Rather than complicate the pending renegotiation

of this Convention we would welcome a U.S. national

solution to this problem.

4. We would like to bring to the attention of this Committee

and the U.S. Government authorities that developing

countries attentively observe the application of unitary

taxation methods in this country. The temptation is

there to adopt methods of taxation that are easy to apply

and yield high revenues, such as unitary taxation.

The continuation and possible international adoption

of this method may, in the future, seriously affect

overseas operations of U.S. companies.

66-690 0 - 80 - 1s (Pt.1)
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5. The extra-territorial exercise of tax jurisdiction

is a matter of serious concern for German companies

contemplating investment in the U.S. Where applied,

unitary apportionment methods represent a major

disincentive to foreign investment ,that is to supply

the U.S. market by utilizing U.S. resources, in particular

U.S. labor.

This is particularly true for initial investments

which are likely to accumulate losses over a period of

time. These losses under the unitary process may be

set off for taxation purposes by profits of the

affiliated company overseas.

Consequently, the abolishment, as proposed by

the Bill, would be helpful in attracting additional

foreign investment.

In conclusion, I would like to recall that the concept of

the Bill is supported by the Commission of the European

Communities.

Respectfully yours,

Dr. Lothar G essbach
Managing Director
German American Chamber of

Commerce, Inc.
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SUMMARY OF POSITION
UN.

THE ROCHESTER TAX COUNCIL
ON S. 1688 HEARINGS

BEFORE THE SENATE FINANCE CONMITTEE

1. The Council strongly supports the early enact-
ment of S. 1688.

2. Apportionment of income of related corporations
on a unitary basis may work reasonably well when applied to
domestic income, but serious distortions arise when this con-
cept is applied on a worldwide basis.

3. Even more unfair is the alternate state practice
of including foreign source dividends in the state tax base
without giving any account to foreign taxes paid in respect to
such dividends, and without making any adjustment in the denomi-
ator of the apportionment formula for the property, payroll and
sales of the foreign corporation which paid the dividend. This
latter defect can result in over-taxation by the states of for-
eign dividend income by as much as tenfold.

4. The U. S. Treasury Department's position that the
foreign dividend provisions of the bill may create a tax prefer-
ence for foreign investment is erroneous.

s5. If the Finance Committee wants to address the
Treasury's concern in this area, it can easily do so by amending
the bill to increase the denominator of the fraction used to
determine the excluded portion of a foreign dividend to take
account of the combined level of both Federal and state taxes
applicable to such-dividend before offset by foreign tax credits.
See proposed S7518(e)(2)(b).

- --'7&
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STATEMENT OF
0. KENNETH CHRISTRUP

DIRECTOR OF TAXES, XEROX CORPORATION
ON BEHALF OF

THE ROCHESTER TAX COUNCIL
BEFORE THE

SENATE CONOITTEE ON FINANCE
ON S. 1688

JUNE 24t 1980

Mr. Chairman, my name is G. Kenneth Christcup and I

am Director of Taxes of Xerox Corporation. I am appearing be-

fore you to-day on behalf of the Rochester Tax Council, a Volun-

tary organization of companies having strong affiliations with

the Rochester, New York, area. The Council members are:

Bausch & Lomb, Inc.
Champion Products
Corning Glass Works
Eastman Kodak Company
.The R. T. French Company
Gannett Co., Inc.
Garlock, Inc.
Gleason Works
Schlegel Corporation'
Security New York State Corporation
Sybron Corporation
Xerox Corporation

Most of these companies have extensive operations

and investments outside of the United States, as well as in
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states that apply unitary tax concepts or subject foreign divir

dends to state tax. Consequently, the extent to which the in-

come of and dividends from related foreign corporations may be

subject to state income tax is particularly relevant and important

to then.

The Council members have long disputed the legality

and equity of the California-type worldwide unitary method of

taxationp both in the courts and by encouraging corrective

legislation. The general principle of apportionment on a uni-

"tary basis seems to work reasonably well when applied to domes-

tic income. However, the wide disparities in primary economic

factors, such as wage and pricing levels, between those exist-

ing in the United States and in many foreign countries cause

serious distortions in the apportionment formula when it is ap-

plied on a worldwide basis. This-is particularly the case

where profits abroad are influenced heavily by fluctuations in

foreign currency exchange rates. What often results is a die-

proportionate amount of foreign income being allocated to the

states. For example, significantly lower wages in a foreign

country may permit a much better profit margin abroad than is

possible in the United States. Under such circumstances, the

higher wage factor in the U. S. will draw a much greater share

of the net income into the state than it produces.

Even more unfair than the application of the unitary

method to the payroll, property, sales and net income of a for-

eign subsidiary is the alternate state practice of including
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whatsoever for foreign taxes paid with respect to such dividends,

and without making any adjustment in the denominator of the ap-

portionment formula for the property, payroll and sales of the

foreign subsidiary which is related to this-income.

For all these reasons, the Rochester Tax Council strong-

ly supports S. 1688. This bill will substantially stop the world-

wide unitary system at the water's edge by prohibiting any state

from including foreign source income in its tax base unless such

amount is includible in the income of the corporation for pur-

poses of Federal income taxation. Thus, S. 1688 will transform

the worldwide unitary sy-stem into a domestic unitary system which

operates within the established norm of concurrent Federal and

state taxation of income. S. 1688 would also provide reason-

able rules for the imposition of state income tax on'dividends

received from related foreign corporations.

It is vitally Xmportant that S. 1688 be enacted as

quickly as possible in light of the Supreme Court's two recent

decisions in Mobil Oil Corporation v. Commissioner of Taxes of

Vermont, No. 78-1201 (March 19, 1980), and Exxon Corporation v.

Wisconsin Department of Revenue, No. 79-509 (June 10, 1980).

Mobil Oil, for example, removes any uncertainty that "foreign

source" dividends may be includible by the states in determin-

ing the apportionable income of a resident corporation. The

Court also gave its tacit approval on constitutional grounds
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to state taxation of income which even the Federal Government

does not tax, opening the door to allow states utilliing the.

worldwide unitary system to tax foreign source income which Is

not Subpart F income, and to tax foreign source dividends with-

out reducing then by the amount of foreign taxes attributable

to such dividends.

As we understand ite the U. S. Treasury Department

is not opposed to those provisions of S. 1688 which would limit

the application of the unitary business concept to affiliated

domestic corporations# On the other hand# the Treasury appears

to object to the proposed limit placed on the state taxation

of foreign dividends, which would permit the states to tax only

that portion of the dividend that is effectively subject to

Federal income tax. The Treasury's position here is that the

bill may create a tax preference for foreign investment because

domestic investment is subject to both Federal and state income

tax, whereas foreign investment will be able to avoid this

second level of tax.

However# the Treasury has overlooked a fundamental

principle of tax policy in reaching its conclusion that foreign

investment might be unfairly benefitted by enactment of S. 1688.

While it is true that the domestic operating income of multi-

state corporations is subject to state taxation, theoretically

the burden of this tax is attributable to the benefits and privi-

leges of engaging in business in the taxing state. Furthermore,
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am Treasury has noted, the multistate corporation is allowed

a 100 percent dividend received deduction when this income is

subsequently distributed in the form of an intercorporate divi-

dend. -

These same principles support the exclusion of foreign

source dividends from the state tax base. Since the operating

income is earned outside of the United States, no state can claim

to have conferred a benefit-upon such foreign corporation which

would warrant the imposition of its state tax. The fact that

the foreign jurisdiction may only subject income earned within

its borders to one level of taxation should not alter this re-

"suit. The availability of the 100 percent dividend received

deduction is not dependent upon a showing that a particular rate

of taxation has been imposed by the distributing corporation's

domestic state of residence. Whether a state levies a 1 percent,

4 percent, or 10 percent rate of income tax, the multistate cor-

-poration will still be entitled to the entire dividend received

deduction. Accordingly, if one wants to treat foreign invest-

ment consistently within this framework, the foreign jurisdiction

should be viewed as a state which has chosen to impose a very

low rate of tax. In fact, many foreign countries have political

subdivisions corresponding to our states which impose significant

taxes upon the operations of their resident corporations, so

that concern that foreign investment receives a tax preference

is unfounded.
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In addition to the foregoing, it should be kept in"

mind that those states including foreign dividends in the base

for apportionment generally fail to include the foreign property,

payroll and sales factors overseas that gave rise to the income

in their apportionment fractions. Unless the property, payroll,

and sales values associated with the production of income by

the payor corporation are included in the denominator of the

apportionment formula, the inclusion of earnings attributable

to that corporation in the apportionable tax base will cause

the state income to be greatly overstated. For example, in

his dissent from the Supreme Court's decision last March in

Mobil Oil v. Vermont, Justice Stevens noted that by including

Mobil's foreign source dividends in its apportionment base

without including the foreign sales, payroll, and property

values in the apportionment fraction, Vermont increased its

share of Mobil's taxable income tenfold.

If your Committee is not persuaded by the preceding

argum nts, and it feels that the present version of S. 1688

might somehow create a tax preference for foreign invest-

ment, then the Committee should address Treasury's concern by

amending the dividend provision of S. 1688 rather than by drop-

ping this part of the bill altogether. For example, the denomi-

nator of the fraction used to determine the excluded portion

of a dividend could easily be adjusted to reflect the fact that
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accomplished by adjusting the 46 percent factor in section

(e)(2)(B) to reflect the amount of state income tax paid by a

domestic corporation and to take account of the Federal tax de-

duction attributable to sueh state tax. Thusr assuming a 10

percent rate of state taxation, a domestic corporation would

pay an effective state and Federal tax rate of 51.4 percent,

computed as follows 10 percent state tax rate, plus 41.4 per-

cent Federal tax rate (16 percent of 90 percent). Therefore,

in this example, the denominator under section (e)(2)(B) of the

Act would be 51.4 percent of the dividend.

The speedy enactment of S. 1688 will achieve two im-

portant objectives in the area of foreign relations: First,

it will help assure that the United States speaks with one

voice in the area of commercial relations with foreign coun-

tries. Second, it will substantially reduce the risk of inter-

national multiple taxation by requiring the states to use the

same "arm's-length' separate accounting standard in taxing for-

eign income as is used by the Federal Government and by the in-

ternational communLty of nations. In addition# the legislation

will substantially reduce the administrative burdens of tax-

payer compliance by eliminating over-lapping methods of taxing

the same Income, and the accompanying demands on statutory in-

terpretation and foreign balance sheet and P&L statement trans-

lation into U. S. currency.



The pr6ble" of worldwide unitary taxation Is too press-

Ing to leav ;to piecemeal and uncertain resolution in our st~tei'

legislatures. An early solution muit be reached before other

parts of the world adopt the unitary tax concept in retaliation

against the Imposition of the unitary tax by our states. The

Council shares the concern of the Confederation of British In-

dustries that the unitary concept may spread to developing coun-

tries, where there are no treaty networks, or to the developed

countries that have taxing jurisdictions below the Federal level.

The enactment of S. 1688 will substantially reduce

the risk of international multiple taxation. Presently, states

may impose a tax upon an allocable portion of the entire pre-

tax foreign source income of a foreign affiliate without provid-

ing any credit for taxes already paid to the foreign country.

Furthermore, with respect to foreign source dividends, states

are free to tax the entire amount of the distribution, including

the amount of the foreign tax "gross-up" which is treated as a

dividend received under section 78 of the Internal Revenue Code.

They are not required, however, to take into account the amount

of foreign taxes withheld or deemed paid with respect to such

dividends. Moreover, the Mobil case suggests that they may

also be free to ignore payroll, property and sales of the for-

eign subsidiary whose earnings provide the source of the diviw

dends taxed by the state.
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Despite the opposition of many of the state tax com-

missions, S. 1688, if enacted, will actually provide substantial

economic benefits to the very states which presently utilize

the worldwide unitary system. One of the present results of uni-

tary taxation is that it discourages business investment and

expansion in these-states. For example, one of our members was

highly desirous of locating a substantial new manufacturing fa-

cility in California on the basis of California's high technology

environment. However, because of the additional unitary tax

resulting from the increased investment in that state, financial

management overruled the scientific employees and located the

facility in another state. It is indeed unfortunate that the

tax climate outweighed the other business advantages,that might

have been provided in Calfiornia. In another example of the

arbitrary and unfair nature of the unitary tax,-6ne of the mem-

bers acquired a loss company located and operating exclusively

in California. The loss company's operations were totally dis-

similar and substantially smaller than the highly profitable

mainstream business of our member. However, as a result of the

parent making loansi and providing other resources to the loss

company, California contended that the businesses were unitary.

The immediate consequence was that the property, payroll and

revenue of the smaller operation exclusively in the state re-

sulted in the apportionment to California of 50 percent more

of the profits of the mainstream business of our mulinational

member. However, the short-term benefit of additional income

tax revenues collected by Calfiornia must be balanced by the

fact that in the future this corporation will carefully con-

sider other locations before deciding to increase the size of

its business investment in California.

The Council strongly urges the adoption of S. 1688.
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SUMMARY OF TH STATWMff ON BEHALF OF THE CONFEDERATION OF
BRITI=K IND Y BEFORE THE FINANCE COMM _4T"EE (SUB-COSOIITTEE
ON TAXATION AM DEBT M MT7 U.S. SENATE IN SUPPORTO
3.1688 - TUESDAY, 24 UNE, 1980

My name is Neil C Munro and I am the Head of the Taxation
Department, Confederation of British Industry, 21 Tothill Street,
London SW1. The Confederation of British Industry (CBI) directly
represents some 14,000 businesses in the United Kingdom and some
100,000 businesses indirectly through affiliated trade and
employer organisations. Our members are drawn from all sectors
of British business.

The CBI has for a long time been very concerned about the
problem of unitary taxation with combined world-wide reporting
as it is applied by certain American States, in particular
California, Oregon and Alaska. Our members therefore whole-
heartedly support the objectives of S.1688.

The main reasons for our concern are as follows:

1. The unitary taxation basis is fundamentally unfair
and contrary to internationally accepted taxation
principles, as followed by all developed countries in
the world and endorsed by the Organisation of Economic
Co-operation and Development. The CBI wholeheartedly
supports taxation on the basis of 'separate accounting'
otherwise known as the 'arms-length' basis.

2. The application of unitary taxation may, in many
cases, give rise to multiple taxation of the same profits.

3. The information demanded by State tax authorities,
firstly, to determine whether or not a business is
'unitary' and, secondly, to assess tax on the unitary
basis imposes an intolerable administrative burden on
companies. In general such information is not required
for any other purpose; often it is simply not available.

4. The use of the unitary taxation basis creates a
highly undesirable precedent which may be followed else-
where in the world.

The members of the CBI have made it clear that the existence of
unitary taxation constitutes a very powerful disincentive to
new investment in any States which apply it. Some of our members
indeed have said they will not invest further in the USA while
the threat exists. Unitary taxation therefore threatens the
historic trading links which exist between the United Kingdom
and the USA. S.1688 would remove this threat and the CBI there-
fore commends it to the Committee.
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STATI(ZT ON DUflW? OF TIM CQNF NATION OF BRITISH INDUSTRY

MR ANANIETI) U.. SENATZ IN SPoRT or s.1605 -
TUiZSI)AYY24 JUN3N 1980

My-name is Neil C Munro and I am the Head of the Taxation
Department* Confederation of British Industry (CBI). I am
grateful -for the opportunity to attend this hearing of the
Comittee, and to submit this testimony in support of S.1688
on behalf of the CBI. The CBI directly represents over
14,000 corporate organizations in Great Britain, and a further
100,000 through affiliated trade and employer organisation.
Our members are drawn from all sectors of British business and
they range ftom the largest multinational companies to the
smallest concerns.

For the reasons given later in this statement, the CBI fully
supports the objectives of S.1688. If enacted, this bill
would have the effect that UK-owned companies which operate
in the USA could be assured that their tax liability in their
State of residence would be calculated by reference only to
their activities in that State - in other words, by separate
accounting or according to what is often described as the
'arms-length' basis of taxation. This bill is necessary
because some States, notably California, Alaska and Oregon,
have repudiated this principle of taxation, for reasons which
in our view are mistaken, and instead seek to assess tax on a
'unitary' basis, involving a combined report of the world-wide
activities and transactions of a multinational group of
companies.

There are four main reasons why CBI members are worried about
unitary taxation.

1. They believe the principle is unfair. CBI firmly
believes in taxation on the 'arms-length' principle.
A foreign company operating in any given country or
territorial sub-division should be taxed there as an
independent enterprise dealing at arms length with its
parent company or other affiliates. This is the principle
of taxation which has been followed by all developed
countries in the world, and which has always been adopted
in their model double taxation conventions by the
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD), of which the USA is a leading member. This
principle has been further approved by the recent report
published last year of the OECD Comnittee on Fiscal Affairs
on 'Transfer Pricing and Multinational Enterprises', an
extract of which is attached as an annex to this statement.
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The system of unitary taxation with combined world-wide
reporting as practised by the State of California and
other States does not follow these principles. Under
this system, there need be no attempt to determine the
profits actually earned by the local subsidiary of a
multinational group of companies. .Instead, a formula
is used to attribute some of the total profits of the
group to the operation in the State, generally by refe-
rence to the value of fixed assets, turnover and payroll
in the State compared-with the same values, world-wide,
for the whole group.

The unitary basis works on the premise that.a group of
companies is a single unit and, on this basis, it is
unreal to try to compute the profits of one operation
of that group in isolation. The unitary system has its
origins in the attempt to ensure a fairer allocation of
tax revenue between various American States where a
particular business - for example, a railroad company -
had operations in several States. Whatever the impact of
the unitary basis domestically, it has serious disadvan-
tages in the international sphere.

We believe there can be no possible justification for
extending the unitary principle to foreign-based multi-
national companies. The three factors - fixed assets,
turnover and payroll - are likely to vary widely in
different parts of the world, and it is wrong to assume
that profits are produced equally from property and
wages in different continents and in different economies.

The application of these factors in this way will not
necessarily produce a tax liability which can be equated
with the profits actually earned locally. This will
apply particularly to start-up businesses: their heavy
initial investment will result in low profits or even
losses in the early years although, for the same reason,
a computation on the unitary basis will produce what
appears to be a substantial profit.

2. In many cases, it will lead to double taxation.
Where a company has been unable to earn wHat would amount
to a taxable profit computed on the arms-length basis,
it may not be possible for the tax charged under the
unitary basis to benefit from double taxation relief in
another country. The company will therefore suffer
arbitrary unrelieved taxation. A company which suffers
unitary tax on some of its operations could well pay
tax world-wide on a figure which is greater than its
local profits, and this is clearly an inequitable result.

3. It imposes a considerable administrative burden on
companies. There are two stages in the process. Firstly,
a company has to provide a considerable amount of detailed
information in order to determine whether or not the
business is unitary. From the experience of many UK
companies much of the information required seems of
marginal relevance to the enquiry.
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Secondly, having been adjudged unitary, the company has
to deal with the problem of completing a combined report.
This could be particularly onerous for foreign-based
groups, who may have to rewrite the accounts of all their
member companies (wherever they may be) in order to comply
with the requirements of the State tax authorities. In
the case of large multinational group, this could involve
rewriting the accounts of up to a hundred different compa-
nies, or even more. The administrative cost of providing
such information, which would not be needed in this form
for any other purpose, would clearly be considerable. On
some occasions, moreoever, it may not be possible to
produce all the information required, in which case the
company concerned may be faced with an arbitrary tax
assessment, a charge to interest and heavy penalties for
non-compliance.

4. It creates an undesirable precedent. CBI members,
whether or not they have investment in States operating
the unitary basis in this way or, indeed, any other US
State, are seriously concerned that other countries and
other American States may be encouraged to imitate the
example of California and the few other States which seek
to apply this method of taxation. If the practice of
unitary taxation with combined world-wide reporting were
to become widespread, the implications for international
business - including US business - would be very serious.

Conclusion

For all these reasons, CBI members are very concerned about the
system of unitary taxation with combined world-wide reporting
as practised by certain American States. Without exception,
they have indicated that the existence of unitary taxation is a
very powerful disincentive to new investment in any State which
applies it. Indeed, some have made it clear that they would be
unwilling to contemplate any new investment in such States as
long as the threat of a unitary tax liability exists; even_
though such investment would be desirable for commercial reasons.
We understand that their view is shared by businesses in other
countries. It is clear that, to the extent that this is so,
this result will be very harmful both to the companies themselves
and to the States themselves.

The USA is one of the oldest-established trading partners of the
United Kingdom. Even now, the United Kingdom is the second largest
foreign direct investor in the USA. In our view, however, this
position is jeopardised by the existence of unitary tax. S.1688
would remove this threat and would therefore go far towards main-
taining and reinforcing the international trading links between
our two countries. The Confederation of British Industry therefore
commends bill 8.1688 to the Committee.

Economic Directorate

Confederation of British Industry.

16-June 1980.

66-690 0 - 80 - 16 (Pt.1)
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The so-called g8lob -methods

14. Proposals for radical reformulations of the approach to intru.
group transfer pricing which would move away from the arm's length
approach towards so-called global or direct methods of profit alloca-
don-or towards fixing transfer prices by reference to predetermined
formulae for allocating profits between affiliates, are not endorsed In
this report. The use of such alternatives to the arm's length principle
Is incompatible in fact with Articles 7 and 9 of the OECD Model Dou-
ble Taxation Convention. Such methods would necessarily be arbi-
trary, tending to disregard market conditions as well as the particular _
circumstances of the individual enterprises and tending to ignore the
management's own allocation of resources, thus producing an alloca.
tion of profits which may bear no sound relationship to the economic
facts and inherently running the risk of allocating profits to an entity
which s in truth making losses (or possibly the contrary). A number
of such methods are sometimes advocated, allocating profits in some
cases In proportion to the respective costs of the associated enterpri-
ses, sometimes in proportion to their respective turnovers or to their
respective labour forces, or by some formula taking account of several
such criteria. They are all however to some degree arbitrary. For
example, it does not follow that profit is uniformly related to cost at
all stages in an integrated production and marketing process. Indeed
the problem of allocating costs could well be no easier than in using
the cost plus method to arrive at an arm's lengSth price. Nor does it fol-
low that labour costs are the same for the same labour in different
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countries, or that profits are necessarily related to any simple combi-
nation of such factors. To allocate profits by such methods in a way
which reduced the arbitrariness or the results to a negligible degree
would necesitate a complex analysis of the difrcrent-functions of the
various associated enterprises and a sophisticated weighing up of the
different risks and profit opportunities in the various different stages
of manufacturing, transportation, marketing and so on. Nor would
the Information necessary for such an assessment be readily available
or, in many cases, available at all. The need would be for full informa-
tion about the total activities of the whole MNE. While the widest
range of such Information may be available to the tax authorities in
the country of the parent company ii-a group even those tax authori-
ties will be limited to some extent In the information which they can
compile. The tax authorities of the country in which a subsidiary is
situated will on the other hand be in no position to acqjire even this
amount of information without imposing on the MNE itself a possibly
intolerable administrative burden, or a similar burden on the tax
authorities of the parent company's country if they seek to get the
Information by way of exchange of information provisions under
double taxation agreements. Nor can it be generally assumed that the
tax authorities of the country-of the subsidiary should in any case be
entitled to quite such a wide range of information about the group's
worldwide activities. In practice moreover_ the Information may
simply not be available to those authorities. Even if the information
were available, however, the varied activities of any MNE and the
varied circumstances and situations in which they are carried on must
make It impracticable for the tax authorities of the country in which
one subsidl q I3 situated to judge in any satisfactory manner the profi-
tability of any of the other parts of the group situated elsewhere.
Moreover, problems would still arise in the comparison of figures
produced In different countries by different accounting methods and
different legal requirements. Another major disadvantage of any
attempt to use such global methods of profit allocation as an alterna-
tie to the arm's length principle is that their unco-ordinated use by
the tax authorities of several countries would Involve the danger that,
overall, the MN2E affected would suffer double taxation of Its profits.
This Is not to say, however, that In seeking to arrive at the arm's
length price in arange of transactions, some regard to the total profits
of the relevant NINE may not be helpful, as a check on the assessment
of the urm's length price or in specific bilateral situations where other
methods give rise to serious difficulties and the two countries concer-
ned are able to adopt a common approach and the necessary Informa-
don can be made available.
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Outline of Statement by Matthew J. Kennedy
Senior Vice President of Tax Executives Institute, Inc.

On S. 1688 and S. 983 Before
The Finance Subcommittee on
Taxation and Debt Management

Reasons for Adopting S. 1688 -

I. Incorporates rules similar to Federal rules of taxation to
avoid double taxation by states

II. Prevents states from taxing extraterritorially, permits Federal
government to speak with one voice in foreign commerce and pre-
vents foreign retaliation against United States taxpayers

III. Eliminates costly litigation

IV. Will have little impact on taxing system and revenue of most
states. Even those states who are affected may not suffer a
revenue loss.

V. S. 1688 could have been broader by prohibiting the combination
method entirel. and by prohibiting -ntire"l the taxation of
foreign source dividends but it does not do this

VI. S. 1688 is a response to the Supreme Court's assertion that Con-
gress should provide guidance in this area

VII. Use of Federal model avoids complexity of worldwide combination
method (i.e. currency translation problems)

VIII. Approach of using Federal model (arm's length standard) better
administratively and in other respects than worldwide combination
method

A. Arm's length method more precise and hence more equitable

B. State revenue agents are able to use adjustments made by
Federal agents

C. Arm's length standard is self enforcing if minority share-
holders involved

D. Worldwide combination method .difficult to administer because
the "unitary" business concept is vague

E. Uniform standard at Federal and state level reduces taxpayer
compliance costs
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IX. S. 1688 should be adopted now

A. GAO study of effectiveness of arm's length standard should
not delay adoption

1. Problem of double taxation of foreign source income is
urgent

2. Arm's length standard used by all nations significantly
involved in international trade

3. Adoption now will prevent other states and other coun-
tries from using worldwide combination method

B. S.983 is broader than S. 1688 and deals with other aspects of
state taxation. S. 983 should not impede adoption of S. 1688
which addresses a narrower and more urgent problem
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Statement of Matthew J. Kennedy
Senior Vice President, Tax Executives Institute, Inc.

On S.1688 and S.983 Before
The Finance Subcommittee on
Taxation & Debt Management

June 24, 1980

For the record, I am Matthew J. Kennedy, Senior Vice President of the
Tax Executives Institute, Inc. (T.E.I.)

T.E.I is an organization with approximately 3,500 individual members
representing 1,100 various size corporations from small to large in the
United States and Canada. Membership in T.E.I. consists of persons
employed by corporations and other businesses who are charged with the
administration of the tax affairs of their employers in an executive,
adminsitrative or managerial capacity.

T.E.I. is concerned that a few states, most notably California, are using
a method of taxation that taxes income realized from foreign sources.
T.E.I. is also concerned about the likelihood that other states will follow
California. The approach taken by these states is to either apply the
worldwide combination method or to include dividend income from foreign
sources in the income tax base. These arbitrary methods of taxation depart
from accepted principles of Federal and international taxation and inter-
fere with the foreign coerce of the United States.

T.E.I. favors enacting S.1688 into law and we take no position on S.983
at this time except we think it most important that it not impede
adoption of S.1688.

1. With respect to corporate taxpayers, S.1688 generally would conform
to Federal rules the reporting of foreign income for state income purposes.
The tax laws of the United States through the application of the Internal
Revenue Code and various tax treaties with foreign nations provide relief
against the double taxation of foreign income. S.1688 would provide
similar relief with regard to state income taxation. The bill incorporates
the recommendations of Representative Rostenkowski's 1977 House Ways and
Means Comuittee Task Force.

2. State taxation of foreign income caused distortion and inequities.
The States which seek to tax such income are taxing the same income a
second time, because the income has been subject to tax by the country
which is the source of the income. Moreover, the states are taxing
extraterritorially when they combine income of companies earning some or
all of that income abroad. A most significant consequence is that this
taxation interferes with the Federal Government's proper role under the
U.S. Constitution to speak with "one voice" in the conduct of commercial
relations with foreign governments. This method of taxation, also,
could lead to retaliation by-foreign governments and their political
subdivisions against United States taxpayers.
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3. S. 1688 would avoid or curtail a flood of costly litigati6ln, Many
taxpayers whose assessments have included foreign income have challenged
state actions at administrative and judicial levels.

4. This bill will have little effect on the taxing systems and re-
venues of the great majority of states. Until recently few states have
attempted to tax foreign income. The states which apply the worldwide
combination method in varying degrees are California, Colorado, Idaho,
Montana, North Dakota and Oregon. But as previously noted taxpayers
have appealed many of these assessments before administrative boards and
in litigation before the courts. Also most states do not tax dividends
from foreign sources. This is accomplished either by application of
statutes which exclude foreign dividends from taxable income, or by
application of their laws governing allocation of dividend income.

The bill may also have little effect on revenues in those states using
the worldwide combination method because it is not necessarily the case
that the worldwide combination method produces more revenue than other
methods like the one in S. 1688. For example, if profit margins are
higher in California than abroad, then California will have less revenues
under this method than under S. 1688. Furthermore, states like Califor-
nia do not have any accurate estimates of the amount of revenue currently
being lost from the worldwide combination method. They only have es-
timates of additional revenue they are claiming in tax assessments and
which would be lost if S. 1688 were adopted. The net effect of combining
the additional revenue being sought with the revenue being lost is the
only way to determine how S. 1688 will affect the few states using this
method.

5. S. 1688 could have banned combinations totally but it did not do so.
As a concession to the relatively few states that have adopted the
combination theory, the bill would not prohibit a combination of af-
filiates operating iitthe U. S. Also, in consideration of those few
states which seek to tax dividends the bill refrains frorp flatly for-
bidding the taxation of foreign income. Instead, the states will be
permitted to tax that portion of a foreftn source dividend which is
effectively taxed by the Federal government under the Internal Revenue
Code. The purpose for a partial exclusion is the avoidance of double
tax which can amount to confiscatory taxation.

6. The U. S. Supreme Court has called upon Congress epeatedly, most
recerttly in Mobil v. Vermont, to provide appropriate guidelines in this
area. Furthermore, when the Senate rejected Art. 9 (4) of the U.K.
Treaty to the extent it applied to state taxation one of the considera-
tions was that this issue should be dealt with by both houses of the
Congress.

7. In the case of dividends from foreign sources, the Supreme Court
recognized in Hobil vs. Vermont that Vermont could tax a portion of the
dividends received by Mobil from its subsidiaries operating abroad. The
Institute believes that the decision was economically unsound, but in
any event the Court--did not decide whether double taxation existed
between a foreign government and a state. It is that issue that is
addressed by S. 1688.
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8. We understand Assistant Secretary Gene E. Godley of the Department
of the Treasury has stated in his November 2, 1979.letter to Senator
Mathias that S.1688 would create a tax preference for foreign investment
over domestic investment. This is not correct. Actually, the present
state tax system tends to discriminate against foreign investment in a
manner contrary to tax policy as established by Congress for Faderal taxes,
and S.1688 only equalizes the situation. In Senator Mathias' November 29,
1979 response to Mr. Godley he accurately points out that these states
that do tax dividends do so by picking them up in the Federal tax base, but
they do not allow the foreign tax credit which.in the Federal tax system
eliminates what would otherwise be double taxation. In any event, we
understand that Treasury has considered altering the formula determing the
amount of dividend subject to tax to avoid any perception that S.1688 would
favor foreign investment.

9. The complexities of the worldwide combination scheme of taxation are
demonstrated by the attached proposed California "Guideline for the
Preparation of Combined Reports whtch include Foreign Country Operations"
and comments on that guideline which are appended to it. The complexities
of the Guideline show how wrong it is in the first place to stretch the
unitary concept so f r -to raauLre currency fransIA 
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especially true in the case of groups having a substantial part of their
operations outside of the United States, and doing business predominantly
in other currencies, sometimes using languages other than English, and
using foreign accounting concepts in computing income.

10. S.1688 prohibits a state from taxing the foreign source income of a
foreign corporation if that income is not taxed by the Federal government.
The requirement in Section 482 of the Internal Revenue Code that members
of an affiliated group must deal at arm's length prevents one corporation
from shifting income to a foreign affiliate to be taxed at lower rates.
By incorporating the Code requirements, S.1688 adopts the arm's length
standard to prevent a shifting of income from the United States to an
affiliate abroad to avoid state taxation as well as federal taxation. Thus,
S.1688 substitutes the arm's length standard in Code Secticn 482 for the
worldwide combination method in assuring an equitable apportionment of
income to the United States and abroad. The arm's length method apportions
on the basis of what an unrelated party would pay or charge another
unrelated party. In contrast, the worldwide combination method apportions
through a formula using various factors, such as payroll, property and. ales.

In testifying on the identical House version of S.1688 (H.R.5076) California
indicated that the arm's length standard was more difficult to administer
than the worldwide combination method.

A. At the outset, we believe that all efforts should be made to
use an arm's length standard for apportioning income because
it is more equitable. The arm's length standard is more
precise than the worldwide combination method and by being
more precise it is more equitable. Consequently, no taxpayer
should be on any other basis that could produce a non-arm's
length apportionment (i.e. the worldwide combination method.)
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B. Contrary to California's testimony, the arm's length standard
is no more difficult to, and is probably simpler, to adminis-
ter than the worldwide combination for the following reasons:

(1) Adjustments under Code Section 482 made by Federal revenue
agents are available to the states and are utilized by
the states in making adjustments to taxable income. It
would be difficult to envision a more practical solution
to administering a provision than the solution of having
two levels of government applying the same standard.-
California has an identical version of Code Section 482
in its own law (#24725).

(2) The arm's length test is self enforcing and hence much
easier to enforce than worldwide combination method when
minority stockholders are involved. For example, assume
foreign corporation A owns 80% of domestic corporation B.
The other 20% of domestic corporation B's stock is held
by the public. None of corporation A's shares are held
by the public. Because of the minority public interest,
when B sells goods to A the price will be arm's length.
If it were not, the public stockholders of B would have a
legal cause of action against A for draining profits from
B. The price will also be arm's length for another
reason. Any tax savings that might result from shifting
income by a non arm's length charge would not benefit the
minority shareholders since corporation A would get the
full benefit.

(3) Although the worldwide combination method may seem simpler
because it user a formula, other aspects of the method
are more difficult to administer than the arm's length
method. For example, before the worldwide combination
method is applied to an income base, it is necessary to
determine whether the income of an affiliated company
like A in the preceding example should be included in the
base because it is part of the same "unitary" business as
corporation B in the same example. If this requirement
is taken seriously by the sLates, and often it has not
been this determination can be more difficult than
determining whether a sale between the two affiliates
like A and B is made at an arm's length price.

Another example of the complexity of the worldwide combin-
ation method is found in the Guideline attached. It will
be noted that there are numerous pages of requirements in
preparing a worldwide combination. There are many cases
that have required in excess of five years to make all
the adjustments called for by that Guideline. --

C. On the compliance side, use of the arm's length standard at
both the federal and state level will reduce compliance costs
significantly. Without the uniform standard provided by
S. 1688, corporate taxpayers will have to continue to prepare
data and support statements, as they do now, for two entirely
different systems of apportioning income between the United
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States and abroad.

D. California in its statement against the bill argued that
S.1688 should not be adopted until a General Accounting Office
Study is completed on the efficacy of the arm's length stan-
dard of apportioning income. Therefore, California contended,
Congress should not force on the states a standard that ,'ay
not produce a proper apportionment of income. However, ,E
believe that S.1688 should be adopted now because the double
taxation of foreign corporate profits is a more urgent problem.

Furthermore, this problem could become even more serious if
additional states decide to use the worldwide combination
method. We believe that when the GAO's study is complete,
Congress may then reconsider what the standard should be.
Until that time it is not unreasonable to adopt a standard
which is used by all the Common Rarket countries and the
United States in apportioning income from international
transactions and which after detailed study by several in-
ternational organizations has been found to be the most
equitable.

11. Parts of S.983 deal with taxes other than state Income taxes.
Consideration of those provisions should not be allowed to interfere
with the adoption of S.1688. Even if Title III of S.983 which relates
to state income taxes were considered separately from the rest of S.983
our conclusion would be the same. Title III deals not only with double
taxation of the foreign source income of foreign corporations but double
taxation of the income of domestic corporations operating only in the
United States. Because S.1688 addresses a narrower, and we believe a
more urgent, problem it should be adopted now.

The Institute therefore urges the subcommittee to approve S.1688 and to
recommend its passage by the Senate Finance Committee.
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TAX EXECUTIVES INSTITUTE
COMENTS ON GUIDELINE FOR THE PREPARATION

OF COMBINED REPORTS WHICH INCLUDE
FOREIGN -COUNTRY OPERATIONS

There are numerous administrative burdens that would be imposed by
the Guideline. Two will be concentrated upon in these comments: namely the
burdens having to do with currency translations and ,with book to tax adjust-
ments.

I.

WORLDWIDE COMBINATIONS STRAIN THE UNITARY CONCEPT. THE COMPLEXITIES
OF THE GUIDELINE INSOFAR AS CURRENCY TRANSLATIONS ARE CONCERNED DEMONSTPATE
WILY THE UNITARY CONCEPT SHOULD BE CONFINED TO THE L.S. TO AVOID THOSE
COMPLEXITIES. (See generally Part I (2 & 3) and IIB (1(b)) of the Guideline.)

The complexities of the Guideline show how wrong it is in the first --
place to stretch the unitary concept so far as to require such currency trans-
lations. This is especially true in the case of groups having a substantial
part of their operations outside the United States, and doing business
predominantly in other currencies, sometimes using languages other than English,
and using foreign accounting concepts in computing income.

There are enormous problems associated with the translation of
currency values from one unit to another, where "floating" values are used.
If the rules in the Guideline are adhered to, books must follow one set of
rules, and combined returns would have to be prepared according to another set
of rules. Newest accounting rules recognize some currency gains or losses the
same as the tax rules under this Guideline. But other treatments would differ.
It would then be necessary to sort out which book treatments are to be followed,
and which are not. Worst of all, it would be necessary to compute correlative
adjustments that would follow adjustments to book treatments. The complexities
would be enormous.

The rule in the Guideline requiring currency translation gains and
losses to be recognized only where there is a closed transaction is an enviable
goal. But it departs from generally accepted accounting principles, that is,
from latest financial accounting rules. So it would require information and
records, and would require the calculation of correlative adjustments, to be
able to comply. All too frequently, there would not be enough information
available to follow the requirements.

These complexities would drive at the very heart of and may all
alone destroy the unitary concept, if applied to foreign and U. S. business
together.

Take a simple situation where two affiliat-s, one U.S. and the
second British, are subjected to a Worldwide Combination. Both make the same
level of profits on the same level of investments, payroll and sales, as to
year I when the-pound is worth $2. The next year nothing changes (that is,
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the British affiliate earns the same number of pounds) except that the pound --
if worth $1.80 in year 2. The U.S. companies' income in dollars remains the
same. Certainly California tax should not change, but it will, when currnecy
translations are accounted for according to the Guideline.

A system of taxation built on such translations, especially where
currencies are not stable as has been the case in recent years, is doomed to
fail on that ground alone. A tax system that depends on these complexities,
that are not provided for in the governing statute, should be adopted only
as a last resort, if at all.

Not only arc income accounts affected, but so also are each of the
three apportionment factors.

To follow the Guideline it is necessary to convert the elements of
the property factor to the currency of the parent. It is therefore necessary
to convert California property to a foreign currency in the case of a foreign
parent group, or to convert everywhere property to dollars, in the case of a
U.S. parent group. That is an enormously complex job. It is the original
cost of owned property that must be computed. To make those computations
it is necessary to go back years and years into the taxpayer's books and records,
and then to convert the original costs at the rates applicable each year,
appropriately condidering retirements if the necessary information is ava.lable.

The payroll and receipts fractions use current conversion rates, but
even then there arises the question as to which translation rate should be used
among many that might apply during a year. In the first Guideline issued some
time ago, taxpayers were required to use year-end conversion rates, subject to
exceptions where there are substantial fluctuations in rates. In the second
Guideline recently proposed, certain average rates are required to be used.
Simply from the variance in rules proposed, one could get the idea that there
is no precisely correct answer to an extremely important mathematical question.
If that is so, one further wonders whether the system that depends upon those
conversions is soundly conceived. We submit that it is not.

II.

THE NECESSITIES AND DIFFICULTIES OF MAKING BOOK TO TAX ADJUSTMENTS
FOR FOREIGN AFFILIATES ALSO PROVIDE GOOD REASON FOR NOT STRETCHING THE
UNITARY CONCEPT TO A WORLDWIDE BASIS. (See generally Part II of the Guideline.)

The methods used by Franchise Tax Board auditors to determine-income are
not consistent with the requirements in Part II of the Guideline. In many
cases, this information simply is not available in the detail that would be
required to conform to the Guideline, or otherwise to compute statutory taxable
income on a worldwide basis.

Auditors ordinarily begin with whatever published financial reports
may be obtained, and they then adjust income statements--plus or minus--for
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book to tax adjustments can either be estimated or extrapolated from whatever
information is available. Taxpayers have had great difficulties in adjusting
book income and book deductions to a tax basis. In some cases, Franchise Tax
Board auditors have granted adjustments that Sacramento review staff have dis-
allowed prior to issuance of Notices of Proposed Assessments.

In short, the.difficulties of converting foreign book income to a
U. S. tax basis for groups doing substantial business outside of the U. S., in
other currencies, are such that the calculations of income and factors ought
to be confined to the U. S.

The requirements in IIA, #1 are not being following by Franchise Tax
Board auditors. In some cases, taxpayers cannot obtain profit and loss state-
ments for foreign affiliates (sometimes hundreds of companies). It would be
prohibitively costly to do so. In those cases tax is computed according to
book Annual Report income, which then may or may not be further adjusted.

Often taxpayers have no way of knowing whether foreign profit and
loss statements conform or do not conform to the accounting principles generally
accepted in the United States. Absent U. S. regulation by such as the Securities
and Exchange Commission (in case the stock is publicly traded in the U. S.),
the accounting will be done in foreign currencies for foreign affiliates by
foreign accountants according to foreign accounting principles, and sometimes
in foreign languages. The U. S. taxpayer will have no control over the accounting
no practical way of knowing wherein the U. S. and foreign principles vary, and
no practical way of knowing which and how many and what amounts of adjustments
would have to be made to conform the foreign accounting to U. S. standards.

Some taxpayers would find it practically impossible and prohibitively
costly to attempt to redo foreign accounting to conform to California tax law
accounting. There would be some needed book to tax adjustments that would
never be detected, and some that would be detected but which could not be
computed without installing a U. S. book and tax reporting system for each
foreign affiliate, at a prohibitive cost. Especially for large groups, this
simply will never be done on a statutory basis. Any attempt to do these
adjustments would be estimates, "guesstimates" and extrapolations, at best,
and would be impossible to verify. Absent a full U. S. tax report system
being installed, any resemblance of adjustments to correct adjustments would
be accidental at best.

In summary, the proposed rules state that tax is to be computed
according to California tax law, in general. To do that it would be necessary
to accumulate information specifically for that purpose. To do that properly,
it would be necessary to duplicate foreign book and tax reporting systems,
according to California standards. This would be especially objectionable
where such information is not otherwise needed for U. S. income tax purposes.
California should not be able to tell a foreign corporation how to keep its
books.
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CALIFORNIA FRANCHISE TAX BOARD

Proposed Guideline for the Preparation of Combined
Reports Which Include Foreign Country Operations

I. Introduction

When any part of a unitary business has a nexus in
California, the income and apportionment factors of
the entire unitary business must be included in the
combined report filed with California which is utilized
to determine the income properly attributable to
California sources. This requirement applies equally
to businesses with operations solely within the United
States, United States businesses with operations in
foreign countries, and businesses based in foreign
countries with operations within the United States.
It applies whether the business operations are carried
on by a single corporation or by multiple corporations.

Prior to 1970, the relative valiies of the currenc'-s
of the major industrial countries were the snbj'ct
,of international agreement and were, for the most part,
stable. Beginning in 1970, currencie-s were aiiotc:te to
"float," which has resulted in significant changes in
their relative values. These changes have given rise
to questions concerning the preparation of ccrbined
reports which include operations carried on in more
than one country.

In choosincr a translation method for the preparation
of a combined report, the department has of necessity
operated under constraints imposed by unitary theory
and the requirement that taxpayers, identical but foe
the country of origin, be treated in a similar manner.
These constraints and the efficient administration of
the tax law have led the department to adopt the method
commonly known as the profit and loss method for the
preparation of combined reports.

II. Determination of Income

A. The income of a unitary business with operations in
foreign countries will be computed in the following
manner:

IMl 1046 4 IVT?$)



-l. A profit and loss statement will be prepared
for each foreign branch or corporation in the
currency in which the books of account of the
branch or corporation are regularly maintained.

2. Adjustments will be made to the profit and loss
statement to conform it to the accounting
principles generally accepted in the United
States for the preparation of such statements
except as modified by this guideline.

3. Adjustments will be made to the profit and loss
statement tc conform it to the tax accounting
standards required under the California Revenue
and Taxation Code.

4. The profit and loss statement of each branch or
corporation, whether U.S. or foreign, will be
translated into the currency in which the parent
company maintains its books and records in accor-
dance with paragraph II.C.

5. Business and nonbusiness income as determined
under California law will be identified and
segregated.

6. Nonbusiness income will be allocated to a juris-
diction on the basis of the rules provided for
in the Uniform Division of Income for Tax Purposes
Act as adopted by California. (S 25123, et seq.,
California Revenue and Taxation Code.)

7. Business income will be included in the combined
report prepared for the unitary business and
will be apportioned on the basis of the appropri-
ate formula for the business.

8. Income from California sources will be expressed
in dollars in accordance with paragraph II.C.
and the taxes computed accordingly.

B. For purposes of paragraphs II.A.2. and II.A.3. the
following rules shall apply:

1. Accounting adjustments to be made to conform
profit and loss statements to those utilized
in the United States-

(a) Include but are not limited to the following:

(i) Clear reflection of income. Any
accounting practice designed for
purposes other than the clear

Fr 1044 112-711
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reflection on a current basis of
income and expense for the taxable
year shall not be given effect.
For example, an adjustment will be
required where an allocation is made
to an arbitrary reserve out of current
income.

(ii) Physical assets, depreciation, etc.
All physical assets, including in-
_ventory when reflected at cost, shall
be taken into account at historical
cost computed either for individual
assets or groups of similar assets.
The historical cost of such an asset
shall not reflect any appreciation
or depreciation in its value or in
the relative value of the currency
in which its cost was incurred.
Depreciation, depletion, and anorti-
zation allowances shall be based on
the historical cost of the underlying
asset, and no-effect shall be given
to any such allowane determined on
the basis of a factor other than
historical cost.

(iii) Valuation of assets and liabilities.
Any accounting practice which results
1n the systematic undervaluation of
assets or overvaluation of liabilities
shall not be given effect, even though
expressly permitted or required under
foreign law, except to the extent
allowable under paragraph II.E.2.
of this section. For example, an
adjustment will be required where
inventory is written down below market
value.

(iv) Income equalization. Income and
expense shall be taken into account
without regard to equalization over
more than one accounting period; and
any equalization reserve or similar
provision affecting income or expense
shall not be given effect, even though
expressly permitted or required under
foreign law.

-3-
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(b) Currency gains or losses on closed trans-
actions are includible, but no adjustments
shall be made, nor otherwise reflected, for
unrealized gains or losses resulting from
the restatement or re-valuation of assets
or liabilities to reflect changes or fluctu-
ations in currency values. A closed trans-
action is one where any foreign exchange
position taken by a corporation has been
terminated by exchanging the foreign currency'
for the currency in which the individual
corporation maintains its book and records
and normally conducts its business affairs.

2. The tax accounting adjustments to be made shall
include, but are not limited to, the following:

(a) Accounting methods. The method of accounting
shall reflect the provisions of Section 24651
of the California Revenue and Taxation Code
and the regulations thereunder.

(b) Inventories. Inventories shall be taken
into account in accordance with the pro-
visions of Section.24701 through 24706 of
the California Revenue and Taxation Code
and the regulations thereunder.

(c) Depreciation, depletion, and amortization.
- Depreciation, depletion, and amortization

.axe to be computed in accordance with rules
applicable to California taxpayers.

(d) Elections.

(i) Elections of all California reporting
entities shall be made in accordance
with applicable provisions of California
law or regulations.

(ii) Elections for entities which are not
subject to taxation by California
but are required to be included in
the combined report for the unitary
business shall be made by agreement
of all entities required to report
to California in accordance with
applicable provisions of California
law or regulation.

-4-
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3. No adjustment shall be required under paragraphs
II.0.1. and II.B.2. unless it is material. Whether
an adjustment is material depends on the facts
and circumstances of the particular case, in-
cluding the amount of the adjustment, its size
relative to-the general level of the corporation's
total assets and annual profit or loss, the
consistency with which the practice has been
applied, and whether the item to which the adjust-
ment relates is of a recurring or merely a non-
recurring nature.

C. For purposes of determining income, necessary trans-
lations will be made at the following exchange rates:

1. Depreciation, depletion, or amortization shall
be translated at the appropriate exchange rate
for the translation period in which the historical
cost of the underlying asset was incurred.

2. All other items shall be translated at the simple
average exchange rate for the translation period
unless there is a substantial fluctuation as
described in paragraph IV.P. within the period,
in which case a simple average of the month-end
rates or weighted average may be utilized.

III. Computation of Factors

In computing the formula factors, the following rules
shall apply:

A. Property Factor

1. Fixed assets will be valued at original cost as
defined in Reg. 25130(a) and translated at the
exchange rate as of the date of acquisition.

2. Rented property, dapitalized at eiqht times its
annual rental rate, will be translated at the
simple average of the beginning and end of year
exchange rate.

3. Inventories will be valued at original cost and
will be translated at the exchange rate as of
the date of acquisition.

4. For purposes of calculating the property factor
of financial corporations, financial assets are
translated at the year-end rate and are defined

-5-
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as assets reflecting a fixed amount of currency,
such as cash on hand, bank deposits, and loans
and accounts receivable. Securities hold or
reasonably expected to be held for less than six
months shall be translated at year-end rates.
If a security is held, or reasonably Pxpected
to be held, for more than six months, it will
be translated at the appropriate exchange rate
for the translation period in which the historical
cost of the asset is determined.

5. In computing the property factor, translation
should normally be made into the parent company's
currency in order to properly determine the
percentage factor to be used.

B. Payroll and Receipts Factors

1. Translation is to be made at the simple average
of the beginning and end of year exchange rates
unless there is a substantial fluctuation, as
described in paragraph IV.B.

2. Where the value of the foreign currency does
fluctuate substantially, as described in paragraph
IV.B., the exchange rate appropriate to that
period shall be either (a) a simple average of
the month-end rates, or (b) a weighted average
taking into account the volume of transactions
(reflected by the amount being translated) for
the calendar months ending with or within that
period.

3. In computing the payroll and receipts factors,
translation should normally be made into the
parent company's currency in order to properly
determine the percentage factor to be used.

IV. Exchange Rates

A. For purposes of preparing combined repDrts, exchange
rates may be derived from any source which is demon-
strated to the satisfaction of the Department to
reflect actual transactions conducted in a free
market and involving representative amounts. In
the absence of such demonstration, the exchange
rates taken into account in computation of the
earnings and profits of the foreign corporation
are determined by reference to the free market rate
set forth in the pertinent monthly issue of
International Financial Statistics or successor
publications of the Irfternational Monetary Fund
or such other source as the Department may designate.
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B. In general, the extent of fluctuation is substantial
if the closing rate for any calendar month ending
within the period varies by more than -0 percent
from the closing rate for any preceding calendar
month ending within the period.

V. Application of Guideline

In computing any of the income and factors required for
a combined report, due regard will be given to the effort
and expense required to obtain the necessary information;
and in appropriate cases the Department, in its discretion,
may accept reasonable approximations. Variations from
the rules set forth above, particularly with respect to
foreign-based corporations, may be allowed by the Franchise
Tax Board in exceptional circumstances if applied on a
consistent basis and where such variations do not result
in a material difference in the reporting of income over
time.

Senator BYRD. The next panel is a panel of four, Mr. Charles W.
Wheeler, U.S. Chamber of Commerce; Mr. Thomas McHugh, chair-
man, taxation committee, National Association of Manufacturers;
Mr. William C. McCamant, vice chairman, National Association of
Wholesalers-Distributors, accompanied by Mr. George W. Keeley,
Esquire; and Mr. George D. Webster, general counsel, American
Apparel Manufacturers Association, accompanied by G. Stewart
Boswell, director, Government Relations, AAMA.

Welcome, gentlemen. You may proceed in whatever order you
wish.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES W. WHEELER, U.S. CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE

Mr. WHEELER. Mr. Chairman, my name is Charles Wheeler. I am
the senior tax attorney at the Tax Policy Center for the U.S.
Chamber of Commerce.

On behalf of our more than 98,600 members, I welcome this
opportunity to support legislation that would provide uniform rules
for State taxation of interstate commerce and that would prevent
the continued use by certain States of the worldwide combined
reporting system.

For a business, particularly a small business, operating in sever-
al States, the problems of tax compliance can approach the impos-
sible. Not only do the tax laws differ from State to State, but in
some cases from locality to locality.

For years, the U.S. Chamber has advocated action by the Con-
gress to establish uniform jurisdictional standards for the imposi-
tion of taxes by the States upon interstate business, to promote
uniformity in the division of income among the States, and to
promote uniformity in the definition of common terms used by the
States for the collection of sales and use taxes.

The adoption of S. 983 would provide much of this badly needed
uniformity. The States would be assured that business was paying
its full share of the tax burden, and their enforcement costs would
be reduced.

Business, particularly small business, would be relieved of the
threat of double taxation and of a great-paperwork burden.
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I would like to turn now, however, to the problem of State
taxation of income from foreign subsidiaries and affiliates of corpo-
rations operating within a State. The majority of States recognize
that the earnings of those foreign corporations bear no relationship
to the business activities carried on within their borders. A few
States, however, have subjected these foreign earnings to tax by
adopting the worldwide cor , .ined reporting system.

Worldwide combined reporting, as you have heard, rests on the
theory that various subsidiary and affiliated corporations of a mul-
tinational business really form part of a single enterprise. This
allows the State to determine the net income of the entire oper-
ation, and then to tax a percentage of that total income based on
the ratio the business activities within the State bear to the busi-
ness activities of the entire organization.

While this theory may work reasonably well for apportioning
domestic income among the various States, it does not operate well
on a worldwide basis. Other witnesses have already provided exam-
ples of this problem.

State taxing authorities claim that the use of worldwide com-
bined reporting is far simpler than the use of arm's-length account-
ing standards in trying to determine the income earned by a busi-
ness enterprise within a State. While there are difficulties in
making arm's-length adjustments, again, as other witnesses have
pointed out, the problems of using worldwide combined reporting is
even greater.

Under our constitutional system, it is the Federal Government
and not the States that establishes foreign policy, and this includes
the regulation of international trade. The United States has recog-
nized that taxation can be an important factor in hindering or
promoting international trade and has endeavored to make it a
neutral one through the prevention of double taxation. The double
taxation that often results from the use of worldwide combined
reporting, however, runs directly contrary to those efforts.

The continued acceptance of worldwide combined reporting by
the United States also may encourage other countries to adopt it.
This represents an even greater threat to U.S. efforts to make
taxes a neutral factor in international trade. Currently, the use of
arm's-length accounting is the accepted international standard. It
allows outstanding differences between two nations claiming the
right to tax the same income of a given multinational to be settled
through the use of tax treaties. -

If worldwide combined reporting was adopted by either nation, it
would be impossible to settle those differences through bilateral
treaties, but would require agreement among all nations in which
the multinational operated, an extremely unlikely event.

Presently, those States that use worldwide combined reporting do
not include the dividends received from subsidiary corporations in
determining the income subject to tax. If worldwide combined re-
porting is prohibited, it is likely that those States will attempt to
include the dividends received from overseas corporations in the
tax base.

These dividends should not be subject to tax -at the State level
since the income from the overseas subsidiary was not earned by
activities within the taxing State. As a practical matter, however,
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many countries of the world impose taxes at rates lower than those
imposed by the United States. S. 1688 recognizes this fact by allow-
ing States to tax the same portion of dividends that is taxable at
the Federal level.

In conclusion, the need for the Federal Government to impose
some degree of uniformity on the methods States use to tax inter-
state commerce is clear, as we point out in our written testimony.
The adoption of S. 983 merely would provide the uniformity and
ensure that a business, again, especially a small business, operating
in interstate commerce could not be subject to multiple taxation
and overly burdensome compliance costs.

The international double taxation that results from the contin-
ued use of worldwide combined reporting by certain States threat-
ens the ability of the United States to adopt a single international
trade policy. The adoption of either S. 983 or S. 1688 would prevent
the continued use of worldwide combined reporting and ensure
that the United States has a coherent international trade policy.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We have submitted a lengthier State-
ment for the record.

Senator BYRD. Thank you. It will be received.
The next witness.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS J. McHUGH, VICE PRESIDENT, TAXES,
KRAFT, INC.

Mr. MCHUGH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Thomas J. McHugh. I am vice president of taxes of

Kraft, Inc. I am testifying today on behalf of the National Associ-
ation of Manufacturers, in my capacity as chairman of NAM's
Taxation Committee.

Mr. Chairman, I will summarize our position this morning, and
submit a more detailed statement for the record.

The bills before us are S. 983 and S. 1688. The former is a
comprehensive approach to State taxation of income from inter-
state commerce, while the latter is more narrowly focused on the
taxation of income from foreign sources.

The NAM supports S. 983 as a reasonable step toward the solu-
tion of the large number of difficult problems associated with State
sales and use, income, and gross receipts taxes.

We also support S. 1688 as a compromise approach. The lack of
uniformity among-the States and between the States and the Fed-
eral Government presents a significant obstacle to the free flow of
commerce and competition across State lines. The lack of compre-
hensive reform of State and local taxation has resulted in an
avalanche of unnecessary paperwork for businesses of all sizes. It
has harmed the competitive posture of U.S. firms in the world
market, and has set the stage for the fractionalization of the
United States through interstate trade barriers and burdens.

Both S. 983 and 5. 1688 would tend to lessen the trend toward
trade protectionism now growing among the States. -

Recognizing the importance of sales tax revenues, S. 983 sets
forth a new plan for sales and use tax compliance. This plan has
the potential to increase revenues to the States as a result of
greater sales tax compliance rather than decrease receipts due to
the erection of jurisdictional barriers.
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The problem posed by the sales and use tax collection obligation
is less substantive than administrative. Sales taxes are added to
-he price of goods and the tax burden is borne by the purchasers.
Generally, sellers are not reluctant to collect and remit a sales or
use tax provided the procedure is readily understandable and ad-
ministratively workable. Unfortunately, the reality of sales tax
compliance and administration falls far short of this ideal.

Most prior drafts of interstate tax legislation have addressed this
problem by limiting the power of the States to impose an obligation
to collect the sales or use tax. S. 983 takes a much more moderate
approach. Under this bill, out of State sellers would remain obligat-
ed to collect and remit sales and use taxes. However, these sellers
could elect to have the purchaser certify the amount of tax applica-
ble to the transaction. That amount could then be remitted to the
State via a standard form prescribed by the U.S. Department of
Commerce.

A major problem facing both States and taxpayers is the proper
division of income for those taxpayers which operate in more-than
one jurisdiction. Historically, the method used to accomplish this
division has been the separate accounting method.

In order to apportion the income of a single multistate corpora-
tion among various State tax jurisdictions, nearly all States have
adopted an apportionment formula approach in lieu of the separate
accounting technique. For this system of formulary apportionment
to work, all taxing authorities must agree on a uniform formula.
However, the States have been unable to do so.

The apportionment formula is applied not only to the income of
the specific corporation operating within a State, but the formula
is also applied to the income of related corporations where those
related corporations are considered part of a unitary group. -

S. 983 recognizes the unitary concept and sets forth a uniform
definition of what entities can be combined. Again, uniformity is
crucial so that States may not use combination based on whether
the revenue is raised.

A major question before this subcommittee is the extent to which
a State or political subdivision may tax income from sources out-
side the United States. For purposes of worldwide combination, the
question becomes not whether the State may tax the income of a
local company earned abroad, but whether the State can calculate
its tax based on the currently earned and unrepatriated income of
foreign corporations.

We believe the Federal method should prevail in all U.S. foreign
tax matters. As a compromise proposal, we support S. 1688 as a
legislative resolution of the foreign dividend issue. The legislation
would prohibit worldwide combination and would impose a Federal
type limit on the extent of State taxation of foreign source
dividends.

The Federal Government has established a well-defined and well-
understood method for taxing U.S. corporations with foreign sub-
sidiaries and foreign corporations with U.S. subsidiaries. To the
extent that States are permitted to tax income from foreign
sources, they should be permitted to tax that income only at the
time and to the extent that the. Federal Government taxes the
income.
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In conclusion, the time for Federal legislation.in the area of
State and local taxation is long overdue. The present set of com-
plex and often conflicting rules concerning State and local taxation
of interstate commerce is a major obstacle to the proper function-
ing of our economy.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BYRD. Thank you, sir.
The next witness?

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM C. McCAMANT, VICE CHAIRMAN OF
THE BOARD, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF WHOLESALERS-DIS.
TRIBUTORS, ACCOMPANIED BYGEORGE W. KEELEY
Mr. MCCAMANT. Mr. Chairman, my name is William C. McCa-

mant. I am vice chairman of the board of the National Association
of Wholesalers-Distributors. We appreciate the opportunity to pre-
sent to the subcommittee the views of our members.

We support enactment of S. 983, the Interstate Taxation bill.
I would appreciate the inclusion of my written statement into

the hearing record.
Senator BYRD. Without objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. MCCAMANT. Our industry, the wholesale industry is com-

posed of markets which do not recognize State lines. They cross
many State lines. Senator Mathias mentioned some of the history
of the legislation. I would like to mention some of the more recent
history. There was a joint law passed by Congress, I believe, in
1961, that said that either the House Judiciaity Committee or the
Senate Finance Committee should study this area of State taxation
of interstate commerce.

So, these hearings are really an endorsement of the whole Con-
gress in a sense, and the chairman of the Finance Committee at
that time indicated the Judiciary Committee should proceed with
hearings, and with the study. A law was passed twice on the House
side, and no action has ever been taken on this side.

As a result of that, the States did establish an Interstate Tax
Commission in 1967. They have been working on it for many, many
years, and no solution has ever come about. We feel that there is
only one solution, and of course, the solution can only come from
Congress, and that is what the courts liave held.

We just feel that the Federal Government has to establish, like
Mason and Dixon did years ago, a boundary line between States on
business transactions. We believe that S. 983 is a reasonable start,
and we support the concept of it, and that really concludes my
statement, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Keeley, who accompanies me, would like to make a few
comments.

Senator BYRD.- Let me ask you this. You mentioned specifically
983. What about 1688, which is a more limited bill?

Mr. MCCAMANT. NQw, we are concerned with wholesaler-distribu-
tors, and our people are working only in domestic commerce, and
so the other bill is not of concern to us. We neither support it nor

°Penatr BYRD. You need S. 983?

Mr. MCCAMANT. We need S. 983.
Senator BYRD. And S. 1688 is not helpful to you?
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Mr. MCCAMANT. That is correct.
Senator BYRD. Mr. Keeley?
Mr. KEELEY. Mr. Chairman, my name is George Keeley. I am a

member of the law firm of Halfpenny, Hahn, & Roche, Chicago, Ill.
I am accompanying Mr. McCamant here today, and I appreciate
the opportunity to appear before you and discuss the serious
burden now imposed on interstate sellers by the patchwork scheme
of State and local sales and use taxes.

With the permission of the Chair, I would like to submit for
inclusion in the record the prepare-i statements of the Automotive
Service Industry Association, and also a statement prepared by Mr.
William F. Harlton of the Detroit Veterinary Supply Company, and
finally, a statement on behalf of the Direct Mail Marketing Associ-
ation.

Senator BYRD. Each of those statements will be received.
[The material referred to follows:]
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STATEMENT OF GEORGE W. KEELEY
BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT
GENERALLY OF THE

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

My name is George W. Keeley. I am a member of the law

firm of Halfpenny, Hahn & Roche, 111 West Washington Street,

Chicago, Illinois. I appreciate the opportunity to appear

before you today and to present a statement on behalf of the

Automotive Service Industry Association ("ASIA").

ASIA is the automotive world's largest and most comprehen- --

sive organization, with its membership encompassing more than

8,500 independent automotive wholesalers, warehouse distributors,

heavy-duty parts and equipment distributors, automotive electric

service distributors, manufacturer representatives, manufacturers

and remanufacturers of automotive replacement parts, tools,

equipment, chemicals, paint, refinishing materials, supplies

and accessories.

The fundamental function performed by the automotive ser-

vice industry is to provide the automotive parts, supplies,

tools and equipment to service and repair the Nation's 125

million registered vehicles and off-road equipment which travel

over 200 billion miles annually. The companies performing this

function are for the most part the small and medium-sized busi-

nesses that make up the economic backbone of our Nation's free

1
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enterprise system.

In addition our firm represents a number of small busi-

ness firms who have been impacted by the serious uncertainty

and confusion in the area of interstate taxation and who have

contacted us about this problem.

My discussion today is limited to the sales and use tax,

and the burden imposed on interstate sellers by the patchwork

scheme of complex state and local tax laws. Forty-five states

and the District of Columbia require out-of-state sellers to

collect use taxes on sales made in the state, with many tests

for determining liability of the out-of-state seller to collect

such taxes. Local taxes, imposed by political subdivisions,

must also be added to this number of tax jurisdictions which

also impose varying rates and tests for collection liability.

Sixteen years ago a House Judiciary Subcommitee Report on

state taxation of interstate commerce concluded that the system

was in poor condition, and immediate help was needed:

"This, then, is an assessment of the State...tax
system and its effect on interstate commerce in
the United States...It is the picture of a
system which works badly for both business and
the States. It is the picture of a system in

*Special Subcommittee on State Taxation of Interstate
Commerce of the House Committee on the Judiciary, State
Taxation of Interstate Commerce, H.R. Rep. No. 1480, 88th
Cong., 2nd Sess. 598 (1964) hereinafter Willis Committee
Report].

2 --
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which the States are reaching farther and far-
ther to impose smaller and smaller liabilities
on more and more companies. It is the picture
of a system which calls upon tax administrators
to enforce the unenforceable, and the taxpayer
to comply with the uncompliable."*

Since the Willis Committee Report was issued the situation

has rapidly grown worse. In 1964, sales arid use taxes were levied

by approximately 2,300 state and local units. This figure has

now more than doubled to 6,250 and the number is steadily growing,

creating a system of taxation which choked the free flow of

commerce among the states. Also, state authorities have extended

their "reach" to attempt imposition of tax liabilities on inter-

state sellers with only a slight occasional presence in the

state.

Small Interstate Busines-ses

Particularly Impacted

The typical interstate company is not a corporate giant

with automated sales and accounting systems, a large staff of

accountants and lawyers and sophisticated computer-data pro-

cessing equipment. In fact, the majority of firms engaged in

interstate commerce have less than $1.0 million annual sales

and employ fewer than twenty full-time employees.

The serious problems small businesses are facing today

in this area of sales and use tax on interstate sales is well

documented. The Senate Judiciary Committee chaired by Senator

Mathias, held extensive hearings in four cities on S.2173, an

3
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interstate taxation bill introduced by the Senator in 1977.

Dozens of businesses and other witnesses testified as to the

critical need for simplicity, uniformity and fairness in inter-

state taxation.

The testimony of several witnesses concerned about sales

and use taxation is digested below, and provides a flavor of

real difficulties interstate sellers now encounter on a daily

basis.

Geo. W. Park Seed Co.,
Greenwood, South Carolina
Mr. William John Park
President

Mr. Park te3tified on behalf of this small business, es-
tablished in 1868, which sells lower and vegetable seeds to

- America's gardeners strictly by mail from its sole business
location in Greenwood. Nevertheless, Mr. Park had received
in the past few years numerous requests from other states
trying to collect sales and use tax for merchandise shipped
by mail or parcel service into those states.

The average sale in 1976 was $13.00 with approximately
700,000 transactions, and it would be impossible for the firm to
collect and remit various state and local sales taxes around the
country. Mr. Park stated: "It is unrealistic to make tax
collectors for all political subdivisions out of any firm,
especially small firms like Park Seed Company that has only one
base of operations."

Cowell Company
Champaign, Illinois
Mr. Richard R. Tryon
President

Mr. Tryon testified on behalf of the Cowell Company, a firm
established in 1927 and selling a wide variety of business forms
and printed products for use by physicians in every state of the
Union. The average order is $30.00 with over 350,000 orders per
year filled by approximately 200 employees from their Illinois
business location. Orders are shipped directly to the purchasing

4
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physician. Mr. Tryon is a past president of a national computer
association and knowledgeable about computers. With respect to
national sellers, he states "I can confidently say, no business,
whatever the size, can build a computer based system that can
accurately cope with the problems of trying to determine the
application of sales tax laws in 7,500 distinct districts to
the product mix of our company."

The present aggressive efforts by states to assert juris-
diction over out-of-state sellers has caused the firm to care-
fully consider having its employees attend conventions out of
Illinois for fear this "presence" may subject the firm to sales
tax liability in the convention state. Without Federal legis-
lation, this bad situation will become even worse.

Jackson & Perkins Company
Medford, Oregon
Mr. David Stump
President

Mr. Stump testified on behalf of Jackson & Perkins Company,
the nation's largest mail order nursery selling nationally by
mail and parcel service from business locations in California
and New York (which alone has 60 political subdivisions with
varying tax rates). His firm has invested the capital necessary
to computerize the sales and use tax collection for sales made
in these two states, the costs of which otherwise would be
tremendously high. In a recent fiscal year, the firm collected
$238,623 in California and New York state and local taxes. In
order to collect, report, and pay those taxes, Mr. Stump reported
that it cost over $40,000 -- almost 17 percent of the tax
collected -- and this is with the assistance of an automated sales
tax system.

Who pays these costs? Mr. Stump's response: "Like any other
cost of doing business, these are passed on to the consumer in
the form of higher prices.., and higher prices are inflationary."

Paramount International Coin Corp.
Englewood, Ohio
Mr. William C. Becker
Controller

Mr. Becker testified on behalf of Paramount International
Coin Corp., an interstate seller of collector's coins and newly-
issued currency soic and delivered through the mails. He noted
that the current system of state sales and use tax Laws is en-
crusted with complexity and ambiguity, with rates varying from

5
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2 to 8 percent. One state, for example, has 88 counties, 47
counties having a 4 percent rate; 40 a 4.5 percent rate; and
one a 5.5 percent rate. Many sales tax assessments from other
states are without legal foundation, but nevertheless are paid
simply because the costs of litigation in a strange forum
exceed the benefit.

Attendance by Paramount at numismatic seminars and associ-
ation meetings is vital to the business' success. However,
certain states are now taking the position that attendance of
such meetings gives that the power to tax Paramount's sales
into that state. This has discouraged such attendance. Because
states have lowered their threshold tests for nexus to such an
extent, the interstate businessman crosses state lines at his
peril. Federal legislation is needed to alleviate this over-
reading.

Uncompliable State
Sales and Use Tax Laws

Under what circumstances is an interstate seller liable

for tax collection for sales made to another state? Unfortun-

ately, in the majority of states neither statute nor regulation

furnishes a business with a sufficiently precise answer to this

fair question. As a result, interstate sellers and the attorneys

advising them are often unable to determine the seller's use

tax liability.

The U.S. Supreme Court ruled in the National Geographic

Society v. California State Board of Equalization , 430 U.S.

551, that the "slightest presence" in a state was not sufficient

for the state constitutionally to require an interstate seller

to collect use tax. The Court ruled that a much more substan-

tial presence than the expression "slightest presence" connotes

is required.

Nevertheless, we still see states today attempting to enforce

6
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sales and use tax collection liability on out-of-state sellers

based upon a mere temporary transition in that state by an

employee or agent of the company. The net effect of inconsistent

and oftentimes confusing decisions by state courts is to force

an out-of-state seller, with only "minimal" contacts in a state

to engage in costly litigation in an unfamiliar forum on the

-erits and constitutionality of a particular assessment.

Again the Willis Ccmmittee Report critically but accurately

described this issue:

"In determining tax liability, the threshold question
for every business which crosses State lines is that
of jurisdiction. Is the company required to file a
return in the State? The jurisdictional provisions
of most State tax laws do very little to help the
somewhat reluctant bride across the threshold.
Phrases such as "doing business" and "deriving income"
are cnstrued by various administrators to produce
different results where the company has anything less
than a factory, administrative office, or warehouse
in the State."*

The states have failed to bring about any degree of uniform-

ity or certainty to sales and use tax law. Various State pro-

visions impose tax collection liabilitiy on out-of-state sellers

wh-ere either in-state delivery or local media advertising is

done, or a combination of both activities. Where additional

7
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activities within a State are engaged in, such as pick-up of

merchandise, the out-of-state seller could move closer to the

nexus required for use tax collection liability.

The law as it stands today is a series of sometimes con-

flicting U.S. Supreme Court decisions relating to specific

matters of interstate taxation and a series of laws, intra-state

in nature, developed by the various States. The inconsistency and

complexity of-these various laws places the interstate seller in

a serious quandry. Deubts as to coverage by various States and

local governments as to the same transaction exist without any

definitive answers and the interstate seller must operate at his

own peril.

State and local taxing authorities, eager to obtain greater

and greater revenue, are aggressively pursuing interstate sellers

in the sales and use tax area. These out-of-state sellers are

safe targets for these collection efforts: They are not for the

most part sophisticated businesses able to bear the cost of

litigating an assessment in a distant state court; nor are-they

as non-residents of the taxing state able to vote or "be heard"

politically on the taxation issue.

This is clearly evident in the experience of Mr. William F.

Harlton, Jr. of Detroit Veterinary Supply Co. with the State of

New York. His company had no place of business or sales persons

traveling in the State, but did make one mail order sale to a

New York veterinarian. As a result of this sale, the State

taxing authority arbitrarily issued a sales tax assessment in

8
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the incredible sum of $1,223,460.00. In this case a small

businessman was harassed for over four months with this out-

rageous, unfounded tax assessment before it was finally with-

drawn. Mr. Harlton's entire statement will be submitted for

inclusion in the record.

Another example is provided in the recent case of In The

Matter of Aldens, Inc. v. Tully, et al, decided by the New York

Court of Appeals on March 25, 1980, dealing with an interstate

seller's liability for local use taxes. Aldens, through a

separate wholly-owned subsidiary, maintained four telephone

offices in New York City and three counties used to receive

orders and secondarily to solicit orders by telephone. All

orders were forwarded to Illinois for acceptance and merchan-

dise was shipped to the New York customer. Aldens dutifully

collected and remitted State use tax on New York sales, and

also local use tax on sales into the four political subdivi-

sions where it maintained offices.

Aldens did not, however, collect local use tax for sales

made into the other 74 political subdivisions where no offices

were located, their only contact with these localities being

by mail or common carrier.* The Sales Tax Bureau of The State

Department of Taxation and Finance assessed Aldens $93,902.06

for local use taxes due on sales to customers in these other

localities.

*In addition to the New York State use tax of 4 percent,
New York City imposes a 4 percent use tax and 46 counties
and 32 cities impose a use-tax with rates varying from
1 percent to 3 percent.

9
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The Court of Appeals ruled in favor of the taxing author-

ities, holding that the Constitution did not prevent imposition

of a local use tax on an interstate seller having no connection

or "nexus* with the local political subdivision, other than

contacts by mail or common carrier. The opinion distinguished

away prior decisions of the U.S. Supreme Court -- which require

a nexus between the taxpayer and the taxing authority -- because

they involved state, not local, use taxes.

This illustrates the serious need for definite jurisdic-

tional standards to limit the power of a State or a political

subdivision to require an out-of-state seller to collect a sales

or use tax on sales in that State. To prevent future abuses,

the power to tax should be limited to sellers with a "business

location" in the taxing State or in the political subdivision,

or to sellers who make household deliveries in the taxing State or

political subdivision other than by U.S. Mail or common carrier.

A seller has a business location in the State when he owns

Or leases real property within the State, or has one or more

employees located in the State, or regularly maintains a stock

of tangible personal property in that State for sale in the

ordinary course of business.

These are the same jurisdictional standards advanced in

prior legislation, including the two bills passed previously by

the House of Representatives.* These standards protect the out-

* H.R. 2158, introduced in the 90th Congress, passed
The House on a vote of 284 to 189. Then in the 91st
Congress H.R. 7906 was again passed by The House
by a four to one margin.

10
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of-state business selling in interstate commerce but also pro-

tect the i-nterest of the States and political subdivisions in

collecting the taxes to which they are entitled.

Conclusion

A national uniform code in interstate taxation is the only

viable avenue to reach the certainty and fairness required by

interstate businesses in determining their tax collection liabil-

ity. Congress has given the States nearly two decades to- work

out a solution among themselves to problems of sales and use

taxation on interstate sales. The Multistate Tax Commission,

organized in 1967 to make Federal legislation in this area un-

necessary, has failed miserably. We believe it is impossible to

obtain a compact among the 50 states, or even to obtain some

uniformity without Federal legislation.

The time has come when the burden on interstate commerce

and interstate businesses has reached such proportions that

Congressional action is all that will prevent a severe restric-

tion on that commerce. Unless some certainty is restored, the

economic implications for the economy of the entire nation may

be unfortunate. We strongly recommend timely action on this

important subject.

June 24, 1980
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STATEMENT BY WILLIAM F. HARLTON, JR.
ON BEHALF OF THE DETROIT VETERINARY SUPPLY CO.

BEFORE THE SENATE AND FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT GENERALLY

My name is William F. Harlton, Jr., Vice President of the

Detroit Veterinary Supply Co., having our sole business loca-

tion in Detroit, Michigan. I appreciate the opportunity to

appear before the Subcommittee today and relate some of the pro-

blems our business has experienced in the sales and use tax area

on interstate sales of our products.

The Detroit Veterinary Supply Co. was founded by my father's

uncle in 1904 and-has been in business continually since then. I

have been in the business since 1937 and owned it from 1954 until

January 1, 1978, when I sold it to my son. I still am active in

the business and am a Vice President of the company.

Our business sold veterinary drugs and supplies to veteri-

narians all over the United States, including Hawaii, Alaska and

Puerto Rico. In fact, we have made sales to all parts of the

world. Now we are concentrating primarily in Michigan and Ohio,

although we still receive a few orders from all over the

country.

Ours is a small company. Our volume of sales is apprxi-

mately $800,000 a year and the average sale is somewhere between

I
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$50 - $100. Some years ago, 40 percent of our sales were made

to customers outside the State of Michigan. Now, out-of-state

sales are down to around 15 to 20 percent. We provide employment

to 14 people who assist us in servicing our customers. Our only

business location is in the State of Michigan.

At one time, we sent out catalogs to veterinarians regu-

larly; however, since 1973 prices have been very unstable and we,

as wholesalers of veterinary drugs, have received numerous price

increases from our manufacturers. These constant changes made'

it difficult to keep catalogs current and of course the cost of

printing and the cost of mailing have also skyrocketed.

Every once-in-a-while, we get letters from local and state

taxing authorities saying we owe taxes. I guess they audited the

local veterinarians and found some of our products or bills, so

they write asking why we are not paying sales and use taxes.

Normally, we ignore thea'6fters and they forget it because sales

are small.

However, several years ago the New York State Department

of Taxation and Finance accused us of doing business in the State

of New York and demanded we take out a sales tax license. As

far as we can determine, they made this decision on the basis of

one sale in the State of New.-York. I might add that we have no

place of business in the State of New York, nor do we have sales

persons traveling in New York soliciting sales in that- state.

2
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When we did not respond, the Department of Taxation and

Finance notified us that we owed the State of New York back taxes

to the incredible sum of $1,223,460. The exchange of corres-

pondence between our company, Detroit Veterinary Supply Co., and

the Department of Taxation and Finance of the State of New York

is attached to this statement.

You will note they arbitrarily assessed $17,000 seven times

for periods ending in 1973 and 1974. Further, they-assessed us

$20,000 for nine more periods which ended in 1974, 1975 and 1976,

for a total of $708,00"0. To this they added $515,460 as penalties

and interest for a total of $1,223,460.

I am convinced that this type of correspondence with our

company was a form of blackmail to scare us into taking out a

New York sales tax license. You will note in our letter of May

19 to the State of New York we stated "Currently we do not

anticipate any future sales into New York. Under the circum-

stances, we believe a saleh tax license will be unnecessary."

Your attention is called to their response dated June 14 in which

they stated they were withdrawing the demand that our firm

register with the state and cancelling the assessment. In other

words, the State taxing authority has been successful in halting

interstate commerce.

This a frightful confrontation. As a small businessman,

I was subjected to an unfounded, arbitrary sales tax assessment

by the State of New York for $1.2 million for over four months,

not knowing whether this assessment would wipe out the business

my family has built for over 70 years. It is my belief that

3
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there should not be walls built around the states, and that

business should be free to engage in interstate commerce without

such threats. Perhaps this Subcommittee may wish to inquire of

the Department of Taxation and Finance of the State of New York

and, any other States, why they adopt such tactics.

The laws are constantly changing. At first, it would

appear it would be a simple thing to collect sales taxes from

around the country. We found it increasingly complicated for

there were so many changes and more and more different exemp-

tions. Even-if we had copies of all the laws in the United

States, we wouldn't be able to know what would be proper to

collect or not to collect from our customers, and customers can

be very touchy about the amount of tax.

An example is Ohio, where there are two levels -- some

counties tax 4% and some tax 4 1/2% and the list constantly

changes.

In Indiana, we have a different problem. The law says:

OThe following is non-taxable in Indiana:

All sales to veterinarians of drugs of a prescription

type are exempt when such items are to be directly

consumed in professional use."

This would seem to be simple, but it is very, very difficult

to apply and determine. You have to take your customer's word.

This is the type of thing you run into. An out-of-state business

can't possibly know all the exemptions and local interpretations.

4
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Filling out forms for Michigan takes a lot of man hours.

If we had to do this same job for the few dollars of sales all

over the country, it would take untold hours of work and it would

cost so much we would have to turn down orders to avoid the book-

keeping costs. Even if we had a computer, the computer time

would be costly. And for example, if you are late filing and

paying in Michigan, there is a 25% penalty.

We note that the bill under consideration would address

many--f the severe sales and use tax problem areas which now

confront daily the interstate seller. We believe Congressional

action to clarify this is long overdue. It is not in the best

interests of the general public, the business community or even

the States to interfere with, restrain or restrict commerce

among the States. Only the Congress can establish uniform rules

so that the States will know the limit of their taxing jurisdic-

tion and we businessmen will be able to comply with the law, as

we all wish to do.

Again, I appreciate the opportunity to express these views.

Think you.

June 24, 1980

5

I
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-. DEPAR' ENT OF TA}(TION AND - JANCE SALEs ,uOU -

FRA04COS X. MALONEY* 3-'-'-- STATE CAMPUS

STATE TAX COMMISSION ALBANY, .Y. 12227YOUR REPLY O

DEC 31976 Hr. It. Iakes
Audit & Review Uni,
Tel. (518) 457-2414:

Detroit Veterinary Supply
1798 Wabash
Detroit, Hichigan

Centlemen:

It 11a come to our attention fhat your firm iu ncolling taxable.
items (vetertuary supplies) in tim State u Hew York vithout collecting
applicable sales taxes.

VIe Tax Law regarding sales to veterinarians was changed June 1,
1967. Now, any taxable Items you sell to veterinarianR are to be
considered retail sales, for tax purposes, and you must collect the
tax. In other words, everything you sell to a veterinarian in New
York State is taxable.

Accordingly, we request that you complete the enclosed regis-
tration forns, and return them, within ten (10) days, In the envelope
provided.

Very truly yours,

Robert S. Rightamyer
Chief, Audit & Review Unit

Enc: Iteglistrntion YKit

I
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DEPART "NT OF TAXATION AND F" "4NCE
"NANCiS X. WALONKI

STATE CAMPUS IMAcv04

ALBANY, N.Y. 12227
TAT TAX COMMISSION ADDRESS YOUR IMPLY 1O

HJAN 14 1977 Mr. R. Hawkes
Audit and Review- Unit
-el. (518) 457-2445

Detroit Veterinary Supply
1798 Wabash
Detroit, Hichigan

On December 3, 1976 we requested that you register with
the VNew York State Sales Tax Bureau. As of this dote, we have
not received your reply.

Failure to reply within thirty days will result In the
issuance of an estimated assessment for tax, penalty and
Interest it accordance with Section 1138 of Article 28, the
Sales and Use Tax Law,

Your reply should be addressed to the Audit and Review Unit
of the Sales Tax Bureau, State Campus, Albany, NY 12227.

Veyrlyor ,7•

Robert S. Rightoyer

Chief, Audit and Review Unit

RH:aa
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STATE OF tiEVY YORKDFARTIAENT OF TAXATION AND FINANCE

SALES TAX BUREAU
STATE CAMPUS

Albany, Now York 12226

NOTICE OF DETERMINATIOI AND DEMAt;D
FOR PAYMENT OF SALES AND USE TAXES DUE

Dat roit Votorlnury Supply
1798 Wabash
Datroit, Hichigan

Nolico Numbr
90,725,618

Dote of Notice
3177

Identification. Number

Mae pIymeat promptly at yoo State District TaxOffi(e. TCB-Albanry-Z

Vale recmilttace payable to Nw York State Seles
T*A DMreav.

Picase show notice number on face or cbck or
money o dr.

Return one copy of Ws notce with yow payment.

NOTE, Thi. determination shel be finel voles. en
=ppllcollon foi a hearlng Is flied %wit the Stee Tom

Soe4mlslon within 90 days fre the dele o this
notice or 4mles the Tee CassI n shel redeter.
mine. the ton.

::, tax slolod bIlow is lor te poriodo cndod: 8/31/65 -1113U/76

:;P5nalo-1 '0Ai~ vnliVU- 17ADUAor. 170-V Ai-fAQUOJ lAmut Now Due

PF.fl1OD EIDED . TAX
2/28/73 $17,000.00
5/31/73 17,000.00
0/31/73 17,000.00

11/30/73 17,000.00
2/28/74 - - 17,000.00
5131/74 17,000.00
8/31/74 17,000.00

11130/74 20,000.00
2/28/73 20,000.00
5/31/75 20,000.00
8131/75 20,000.00

11/30/75 20,000.00
2/29/76 20,000.00
5/31/76 20,000.00
8/31/76" 20,000.00

11/30/76 20 000.00
$708,000.00

P&I
$ 8,840.00

8,330.00
7,820.00

10,880.00
10,370.00
9,860.00
9,350.00

10,400.00
9.600.00
9,200.00
8,000.00
6,800.00
5,600.00
4.400.00
3,200.00
2,000.00

$550.00

-TOTAL
$25,840.00
25,330.00
24,820.00
27,880.00
27,370.00
26,860.00
26,350.00
30,400.00
29,800.00
29,200.00
28,000.00
26,800.00
25,600.00
24,400.00
23,200.00
224000.00

$1,,60.0

TOTAL TAX, PIfLTY AND MITEREST DUE

Ta:in a Juriodiacton: (0002) $1,223,460.00

1 ot': In ordor to expedite the crediting of your pnyuwt, please use the
caclosed cavelope to forward your reply to the Tax Compliance Bureau, State
Capts, Albany, ew York 12227.

L2~r
(6-690 021

- I -

$1,223,460.00

• t

. .. . 'i
:Th, c- .: iho. oboo i, a baloil. on your aout. Pronprpcymcn il avoid o tl;otleesI .o

... . ; • - ", ° . -. . . " ... . 9

" 4't I M-II.E.M
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ATTACHMENT 10 $S'-570 OR ST,.71"

90.725 ,618

TC-Albany-Z

3N/77

Detroit Veterinwry Supply
1798 Wabash
Catroit, ILtchigan

For Period* eAded: 8131/65 - 11/30/76

E.pi nationi.• Pursuant to Section
Cratoroiam the amout of tax due vi
or insufficient informtion is gi,
in.or-cation, the following taxes

FZIUOD MTDED
U/31/65

1U133/65
2/28/66
5/31/66
8/31/66

11130166
2/28/67
S/31/67
8/31/67

11/30/67
2/29/68
5/31/68
8/31/68
1/30/68

"2/28169
5/31/69
8/31169

11/30169
2120170
5/31/70
0/31/70
1/30/70
2/28/71
5/31171
8/31/71

11/30/71
* 2/29/72

5/31/72
C/31/72
-1/33/72.

TAX
$12,000.00
12,000.00
12,000.00
12,000.00
12,000.00
12,000.00
12,000.00
12,030.00
12,000.00
12,000.00
12,000.00
12,000.00
12,000.00
14,000.00
14,000.00
14,000.00
14,000.00
14,000.00
14,000.00
14,000.00
14,000.00
14,000.00
14,000.00
14,000.00
14,000.00
17,000.00
17,000.00
17,000.00
17,000.00
17,000.00

1138
ien a

of the Tax Law, the Tax Cohesion may
return Is not filed or when Incorrect
Since you foiled to supply requested

are determined to be due.

P& I
$17,040.00

16,680.00
16,320.00
15.960.00
15,600.00
15,240.00
14, C80.00
14,520.00
14,160.00
13,800.00
13,440.00
13,080.00
12,720.00
14,420.00
14,000.00
13,580.00
13,160.00
12,740.00
12,320.00
11.900.00
11,4W0.00
11, OGO.00
10,640.00
10,220.00
9,800.00

11,390.00
10,8GO.00
10,370.00
9,860.00
9,350.00

TOTAL
$29,040.00
28,660.00
28, 320.00
27,960.00
27,600.00
27,240.00
26,880.00
26,520.00
26,160.00
25,800.00
25,440.00
25,080.00
24,720.00
28,420.00
28,000.00
27,580.00
27,160.00
26,740.00
26,320.00
25,900.00
25.480.00
25,060.00
24,640.00
24,220.00
23,800.00
28,390.00
27,880.00
27,370.00
26,860.00

i, 350.00

f
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PO Box 577

MARCH 16, 1977
NEW YORW STATE
TAX COMPLIANCE BUREAU
STATE CAMPUS
ALBANY, NEN YORK 12227

DEAR SIRS:

-IN RE flOTICE NUMBER 90,725,618 IN SUM OF $ 1,223,160.00

SINCE WE ARE A SMALL COMPANY M:0T DOING 13USINES.! Fs 1 E YORK

STATE, YOUR REQUEST FOR $ 1,223,460.00 CA14F AS A SIJRPRISF.

'VIE THINK YOU HAVE THE !IRONG C..'PANY. AT ANY RATE, WE DENY

0OTH LIABILITY AND ABILITY TO PAY.

YOURS,

4.FPARLTOJ JR.

66-690 0 - 80 - 9 CPt.-)
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STATE OF NEW YORK
DEPART "NT OF TAXATION AND F "#NCE A.LS TAX ,,JR.A

fRANCIS X MALONEY

STATE CAMPUS *a, cr

STATE TAX COMMISSION ALBANY, N.Y. 12227 Y Lv TO

Detroit Veterinary Supply Co.
1798 Wabash Avenue
Detroit, kil 48232

Attention We P. Ilarltoni, Jr.

Gentlemen:

We have found, during audits of veterinarians located in the State of
New York, that your firm is selling veterinary supplies witnout col-
lecting applicable State and local sales taxes.

As these sales are taxable in New York State, we requested on two
occasions, that you register with this ,durcau and begin collecting;
this tax.

Our letters were not answered - therefore, we issued an estimated
assessment for tax, penalty anid interest in accordance with section
1138 of our Tax Law. (Our Notice No. 9U,72>,61s).

If our information is incorrect, please advise. Otherwise, we will
expect to receive your application for registration within thirty
days. We will hold collection action on Notice No. 90,725,616 in
abeyance pending your reply

Robert E. iavkes
Central Sales Tax Section
Telephone (518) 457-2445

MAY 15 1977
RIIl:vlb
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D....o Iv oyaf." ny OUPPLY C0.'.

"" 179a Wabash Avenuo, Detroit, Mich. q623i

Ji',3) 1oI-oo5 - POBOX577 MAY 19, 1977

". 'l| ROBERT E HAWKES
CENTRAL SALES TAX SECTION
'STATE OF NEWl YORK
DEPT OF TAXATION AND FINANCE
STATE CAMPUS.

• ALBANY, NY 12227

IN'ANSWER TO YOU4 F,, E j, SEE COPY ATTACHED; AND TO YOUR
NOTICE NUMBER U,/2bI8, SEE COPY ATTACHED.

-YOU STATE ViE HAVE NEVER AN 5IERED YOUR LETTER, PLEASE SEE
.. COPY OF OUR LETTER MARCH lb, 1977 WHEREIN WE POINTED OUT

TO YOU YOUR REQUEST FOR

$ 1,223 460.00

" '""VAS"'ASOLUTELY RIDCULOUS.

,ViHATEVER SALES WE lAY HAVE HADE Ill THE PAST INTO TJE STATE
OF HEl YORK IIERE PURELY ON AN OCCASIONAL BASIS, ONCE OR
TWICE A YEA). THESE WERE STRICTLY INTERSTATE
COI*IERGE SALES SINCE VIE HAVE NO ESTABLISIOIENT IN NEW YORK#
NOR DO VIE HAVE ANY SALESPEOPLE IN NEW YORK, NOR, ARE
W'..:VIE FLAILING ADVERTISING INTO NEW YORK,

CURRENTLY WE DO NOT ANTICIPATE ANY FUTURE SALES INTO NEW

' UNDER THE CIRCUMSTANCES, WE BELIEVE A SALES TAX LICENSE
". WOULD BE.UNNECESSARY.

S" YOURS,

, ...-., ....,..... ...... ' ' '' " " • .- * tWF, ARLTON ,JR,. ..
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jTATE TAX COMMISSION

STATE OF NEW YORK .
DEPART, %ENT OF TAXATION AND F,,4ANCE

STATE CAMPUS
ALBANY, N.Y. 12227

-C$ TAX DURIAU

FRANCIS X. IdAL4u0V

AOORESS VOUR REPLY TO

Dotroit Veterinary Supply Co.
1798 Wabash Avenue
iatroit, HI 48232

Attention Hr. W. F. Harlton, Jr.

Centlezen:

Thank you for your lettur of 1;; y 19, 1977.

Dosed on the explanations furnished, we are withdrawing our demand that

your .firm register with this Bureau. Accordingly, assessment 090,725,618

has been cancelled.

/ / / ,[ ...

Robert E. llawkes
Central Sales Tax SecLion
Telephone (518) 457-2445

JUN 14 1977
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SENATE FINACE COW'IITTEE

SUBCOMP.!TTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT

STATEMENT BY: THE DIRECT MAIL MARKETING ASSOCIATION ON:

S 983

INTERSTATE TAXATION ACT

JULY 24, 1980
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Mr. Chairman,

The Direct Mail Marketing Association is a trade association consisting •

of more than 2,000 companies and 3,500 individuals involved in every form of

direct response marketing.

This Committee undoubtedly knows and will likely be told repeatedly during

these hearings that the House has twice passed, 6y an overwhelming majority

legislation similar to S. 983 insofar as it affects those of us in the direct

mail order business. For more than a decade the Senate has, unfortuntely not

seen fit to follow the steps taken by the House. We are hopeful these hearings

lead to a concurrance with the House's endorsement and we are grateful that our

Association of Direct Mail Marketers has been invited to present its case.

II. Case for Uniformity

The number of firms engaged in some form of interstate commerce in this

country is close to 200,000 and the majority of these firms have less than one

million dollars of annual sales. Approximately half these companies employ fewer

than 20 persons on a full time basis.

The typical interstate business is not a corporate giant with a large tax

department and refined electronic data processing equipment nor does the typical

company have access to the staff of accountants and lawyers necessary to decipher

the various tax code intricacies.

Yet, small multistate mail order businesses must contend with the bookkeeping

and paper work costs of a myraid of sales and use taxes in 45 states and the

District of Columbia as well as literally thousands of municipal and local tax

jurisdictions. -
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The laws of the various political subdivisions are confusing and burdensome.

(a) Sales tax returns may have to be filed annually, quarterly and monthly;

some are filed 15 days before the end of the period; some 15 days after. Some

returns require prepayment, others do not.

(b) The rates vary considerably and are subject to change.

(c) All states do not tax all products uniformily. Exemptions vary and often

involved obtaining exemption certificates.

(d) Tax audits are an obvious burden to a small firm.

The costs are varied and considerable.

(a) A staff of attorneys and tax experts with back-up services (libraries,

etc.) are needed to process existing laws and keep abreast of new laws and

amendments.

(b) Computer costs - hardware and software. Each change in a law requires a

separate program.

(c) Filing costs, i.e. time, personnel, licenses, fees, etc.

d) Customer service costs.

(e) Losses Incurred by customer underpayment.

The above costs constitute a substantial burden on interstate commerce as mail-

order flmrs are reluctant to enter adjoining State because of tax consequences.

It should be stressed that once in a State the requirements are absolute, no

matter the number of sizes, the size of the manufacturing operations or the

amount of property owned.

As related above, the House has recognized the urgency of this problem and

previously passed legislation similar to S. 983. In its decisions affecting

interstate commerce the Supreme Court has attempted to establish some rational

basis for a constitutional taxing nexus.
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In National Nellas Hess, Inc. v. Department of Revenue, the Court

warned that the many variations in rates of tax, allowable exemptions, and in

administrative and record-keeping requirments could entangle an interstate

business in a virtual welter of complicated obligations to local jurisdictions

with no legitimate interest or right to impose upon the business a share of

the cost of local government.

In National Geographic Society, v. California Board of Equalization, the

U.S. Supreme Court rejected the position of the California Supreme Court that

only the "slightest presence" in a state was sufficient constitutional nexus.

The U.S. Supreme Court required a much more substantial presence to establish

the legitimacy of a claim for tax collection liability.

Finally, in Moorman Manufactoring Co. v. Blair, it is apparent that both

the majority opinion of Mr. Justice Stevens and the minority opinion of Mr.

Justice Blackman are inviting Congressional action in this area.
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III. A Possible Solution

A good tax system has as its keystone the principa; of certainty.

We beleive the uniform system for the taxation of interstate commerce

would, at least, permit filings to be based on a single set of rules.

The proposed definitions and standards of S. 983 will aid in bringing

about this uniformity. We would like to amplify and comment upon certain

sections of this bill.

First, a most important feature of S. 983 with respect to interstate

sales and use taxes is Title I setting forth uniform Jurisdictional

standards. The bill provides that no state or political subdivision

shall have power to require a seller to collect a sales or use tax with

respect to an interstate sale unless the preson has a business location

in the state or regularly makes household deliveries in that state.

This most significant and highly appropriate provision establishes

solid guidelines of states and interstate mailers todeteminewhen and

where a particular transaction is subject to tax.

We submit there remains a point of clariflation needed here.

The state should not be able to combine separate and distinct activities

of corporate entities under common ownership. Taxing only the affiliate

or parent coproration which is actually present and doing business in

the state w11 encourage interstateoperators to become more involved

without fear of complications of tax matters of out of state affiliates

engaged in diverse operations.

We further submit Section 102 (c)'s $20,000 limitation is not

adequate due to inflation and for the fact that it fails to distinguish

between the market potential of states of varied size. Any standard
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limitation presents problems and we'd like to suggest a sliding scale

based upon population. This would allow flexibility in establishing a

uniform limitation corresponding to equal population characteristics

in a particular state.

Second, we strongly endorse the concepts of Title II as it seeks

to insure that there is a reasonable nexus between a taxing Jurisdiction:

and a business outside the jurisdiction sought to be taxed. Under Title

1I of S. 983, a company must have a business office in the State in

order to be taxed under the State's gross receipts tax.

Third, one of the most perplexing and frustrating areas of state

taxation is the allocation and apportionment of income among the various

states for purposes of determining a multistate corporation's proper

income tax liability to the respective states. We believe Title III

addresses this problem but does not go far enough.

We submit the Title III could be improved if it were to include

provisions similar to Section 201 in Title II to the effect that a

company must have a business office in the taxing state in order to be

taxed on its net income. While it is true that Title III includes a

property factor in its optional three-factor formula, there appears no

requirement that the taxpayer actually own or lease property in the State.

In our view, the nexus requirement for a net income tax should be the

same as that for a gross receipts tax.

We also wish to specifically and strongly endorse the concept

of "equally weighed" property, payroll and sales factors.
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Fourth,'Section 302 eliminates from the tax base dividends paid

by subsidiaries. The subsidiaries pay their own taxes and there is no

reason for their earnings to be taxed twice.

Fifth, Section 303 permits apportionable income, at the option

of either the State or the taxpayer, to be determined by reference to

the combined or consolidated income of all subsidiaries of an affiliated

group of which the taxpayer is a member.

We submit the restrictions in Section 303 on consolidated returns

are inadequate. A state should never be permitted to force consolidation.

We further submit that affiliated corporations should be defined

as follows:

"Two or more corporations are affiliated if they are members

of the same group comprised of one or more corporate members

connected through a unity of stock ownership, operation and use

and in effect are a unitary business."

For purposes of the above, the unitary (or "whole company")

business would possess the following elements - unity of ownership,

unity of operation by centralized purchasing, management, advertising and

accounting, and unity of use in the centralized executive force and general

system of operation.

Sixth, we strongly endorse Title IV of S. 983 which would provide

for uniform judicial interpretation and would relieve taxpayers of the

burdens of litigation in a multiplicity of jurisdictions. The single

Federal Court would develop an expertise in the interpretation of laws

relating to the taxation of interstate commerce not possible under our
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system oflitigating such matters and would assure a uniform application

of law, thus providing the certainty required by interstate business in

determining tax collection liability.

IV. Summary

Throughout the hearings on both S. 2173 and S. 983, critics of the

overall thrust of this legislation have attacked it as providing immunity

from regulations or taxes in return for benefits received. In effect,

mail order houses would operate from "privileged sanctuaries."

We believe this argument is deficient when subjected to the realities

of interstate commerce today. It is simple to say if local retailers can

determine, collect and remit sales taxes, why can't direct mail marketers?

A local retailer needs to know only one sales tax law. All sales,

not exempt, are subject to the same condition. But a direct mail marketer

operating nationally Is asked to be the tax collector for thousands of

taxing bodies.

The cost and accuracy burden upon the interstate direct mail

marketer is wholly disproportionate to the local retailer as are the

benefits if any or the lack of same received. The direct mail marketer

solicits its orders by mail and the goods are delivered by the U.S.

Postal Service or United Parcel Service. Neither our customers nor

our firms impose any burden or costs on foreign states in which we sell

by mail. We also receive no benefit from the services of the foreign state.

Being taxed where we impose no cost and receive no benefit is wholly
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inequitable.

Nevertheless, as taxinjLentities become increasingly hungry for

revenue, their discrimination argument will increase. An out-of-state

firm has no constituency In a state and so their argument cannot be

answered through the local poTittal process but only through the national

forum - Congress.

A significant idea embodied In our concept of federalism is Article

1, Section 9 which states "No state shall, without the consent of Congress,

lay any Imposts or Duties on imports or exports. . .'-,.The framers were

well aware of the limitations and restraints of free trade caused in

Europe by the multitude of borders, tarriffs, tolls and taxes between

the nations. They sought to embody the idea in the Constitution that our

States should not create trade barriers between themselves. S. 983

will endorse such constitutional mandate and we urge the Senate to

give utmost priority to passage of this vital legislation.

Thank you for your kind consideration of our position;
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Mr. KEELEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Some years ago, in 1964, the Willis Committee report concluded

that the State system of taxation was one that worked b' Aly for
both business and the States. It was characterized as a system in
which the States are reaching farther and farther to impose small-
er and sinaller liabilities on more and more companies. It was also
depicted as a system which calls upon tax administrators to enforce
the unenforceable, and the taxpayer to comply with the uncomplia-
ble.

Sixteen years have passed since that Willis report came out, and
the situation is as bad as it was then, and perhaps much worse.
Senator Mathias had testified earlier on the proliferation of taxing
units, mainly political subdivisions, which are counties and cities
and police jurisdictions and not States.

This system has created a very complex situation which hits
particularly hard small interstate businesses. We have in our writ-
ten testimony included and summarized many of the problems that
these small businesses are facing today, and I won't burden you or
the record with a repetition, but I would like to point out the
encounter which Mr. HarIton of the Detroit Veterinary Supply Co.
had with the State of New York recently.

His company had no place of business or salesperson traveling in
that State, but he did make one mail order sale into New York. As
a result of that single isolated sale, he was assessed $1.2 million for
past use tax obligations, and he was subjected to this unfounded
tax assessment for over 4 months before it was finally withdrawn
by the State of New York.

This is detailed in his written statement, which we have submit-
ted for the record.

In conclusion, we would just request the subcommittee to act
quickly on the very serious problem in the sales and use tax area
which interstate businesses, especially small businesses, are now
facing. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Senator BYRD. Thank you, Mr. Keeley.
How much was the mail order sale that caused a million in

taxes?
Mr. MCCAVIANT. I think I can answer that. I think his total

business was around $500,000 a year, and he received an assessment
first of around $16, and he didn't answer it, and then pretty soon
they decided to go back for 10 years, and they raised it, and pretty
soon he was faced with an assessment of over $1 million, which, of
course, if it had gone through the courts of New York, could have
been served, I believe, through the courts in the State of Michigan.
I don't believe the State of Michigan courts would have looked into
the merits of the case.

One of the things that people say is, "death and taxes are cer-
tain, but the tax is not certain," and that is what Senator Mathias
mentioned. They are sitting on a time bomb. They really don't
know what their taxes are, and some day they can go back for a
period of 10, 12, or 15 years, and that is what the State of New
York did.

Senator BYRD. What happened to that $1 million--
Mr. KEELEY. The proposed assessment was finally withdrawn by

the taxing authority in New York, after some lengthy correspond-
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ence which went back and forth from the company and the taxing
officials, but it is interesting, in one of the letters that is attached
to Mr. Harlton's statement from the taxing authorities in New
York, the statement was made that they had a right to tax any
sale that was made into the State of New York.

Of course, this is not constitutionally correct, but then Mr. Harl-
ton was no constitutional lawyer. He did resist. Finally, after 4
months, the assessment was canceled.

Senator BYRD. If it is unconstitutional, you don't need a law.
Mr. KEELEY. Well, we submit that if there was a law on the

books, Federal legislation which would clearly delineate the juris-
dictional reach of a taxing authority, that perhaps the State taxing
authorities would not go to the extreme and the lengths that they
did in the case of the Detroit Veterinary Supply Co.

Senator BYRD. Thank you.
Mr. Webster?

STATEMENT OF GEORGE D. WEBSTER, GENERAL COUNSEL,
AMERICAN APPAREL MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION, AC-
COMPANIED BY G. STEWART BOSWELL, DIRECTOR, GOVERN-
MENT RELATIONS, AAMA
Mr. WEBSTEI. Mr. Chairman, my name is George D. Webster. I

am an attorney in Washington, D.C. I am accompanied by Mr.
Stewart Boswell, director of government relations for the American
Apparel Manufacturers Association. I am here today on behalf of
that association and one of its member companies, the Haggar Co.
of Dallas, Tex., to urge passage of S. 983.

I have two statements, Mr. Chairman, that I would like to
submit for the record, and I will make a short summary statement.

Senator BYRD. Without objection, so ordered.
Mr. WEBSTER. At present, there are few restrictions on the rights

of States to tax interstate businesses. One Supreme Court decision
allows the State to impose a gross receipts tax on businesses that
employ only one person in the State, and that person need not
even solicit orders or have an office outside his home.

States also are given great leeway in assessing net corporate
income taxes.

The apparel companies consider the current state of-affairs with
regard to State taxation of interstate commerce to be chaotic,
inequitable, and generally unsatisfactory. The lack of a consistent
standard among the States as to which businesses can be taxed
precludes effective long-range business planning.

The- heavy amount of paperwork required by the States inter-
feres with industry efforts to keep prices at low levels. The lack of
a meaningful nexus requirement between the level of a firm's
activity in a State and the State's right to tax that firm allows a
State to impose taxes even when business activity within the State
is at a bare minimum.

The Haggar Co. and the American Apparel Manufacturers Asso-
ciation believe that S. 983 will correct the abuses that I have
described. It provides one definite standard for determining what
level of contact a business must have within a State before a use
tax or gross receipts tax can be levied.
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Two, it prevents a State from taxing a business that has only
minimal contact with that State- Third, it reduces the amount of
paperwork to be done by firms, and it eases the administrative
burden on interstate businesses. Finally, it removes the worst fea-
ture of the net income tax, the right of States to tax the foreign
income of a company.

The optional three-factor formula in the bill is straightforward
and easily interpreted. It will protect companies against excessive,
irregular, and indiscriminate State taxation of corporation income.

In conclusion, we support S. 983 cnd urge this committee to act
favorably on it.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BYRD. Thank you, Mr. Webster.
Senator Packwood?
Senator PACKWOOD. No questions, Mr. Chairman. I am sorry, I

have been in a Commerce markup. We just finished.
Senator BYRD. Thank you, gentlemen.
[The prepared statements of the preceding panel follow:]
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STATEMENT
on

STATE TAXATION OF INTERSTATE COMMERCE
AND WORLDWIDE INCOME

before the
SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT GENERALLY

of the
SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

for the
CHAMBER OF COhMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES

by
Charles W. Wheeler

June 24, 1980

My name is Charles W. Wheeler. I am the Senior Tax Attorney at the

Tax Policy Center of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States, on whose

behalf I am appearing today. The U.S. Chamber is the world's largest

business federation, comprised of more than 94,600 businesses, 2,700 chambers

of commerce in the United States and abroad, and 1,300 trade and professional

associations. On behalf of our more than 98,600 members, we welcome this

opportunity to support legislation such as S. 983 that would provide uniform

rules for state taxation of Interstate commerce and S. 1688 and S. 983 that

would prevent the continued use by certain states of the worldwide combined

reporting system.

SUMMARY

For a business, large or small, operating in several states

and their many political subdivisions, the problems of tax compliance can

approach the impossible. Not only do the tax laws differ from state to state,

but in some cases, from locality to locality. Vague provisions in the applicable

laws, uncertain interpretations, unwritten local practices, and other obstacles

can make a business's tax compliance problems a nightmare. For years the

U.S. Chamber has advocated action by the Congress, under the Interstate

Commerce Clause of the Federal Constitution, that would establish uni-
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form jurisdictional standards for the imposition of taxes by the states

upon interstate business, promote uniformity in the division among the states

of interstate business income and in the tax base for income tax purposes, and

promote uniformity in definitions of common terms and common standards used

by the states in the imposition of the obligation on interstate sellers to

collect sales and use taxes.

The adoption of S. 983 would provide much of this badly needed uni-

formity. The states would be assured that business was paying its fair share

of the tax burden and their enforcement costs could be reduced. Business would

be relieved of the threat of double taxation and of a great paperwork

burden. It is for these reasons that the U.S. Chamber generally suppor-ts

S. 983.

The problem of state taxation of income from foreign subsidiaries

and affiliates of corporations operating within a state must be given special

consideration. The majority of states recognize that the earnings of

those foreign corporations bear no relationship to the business activities carried

on within their borders. A few states, however, have subjected these foreign

earnings to tax by adopting the worldwide combined reporting system.

While combined reporting can fairly apportion income earned within the U.S.

to the various states, its extension to worldwide income often results in

international double taxation.

United States international trade policy has long been opposed to

international double taxation in the belief that taxes should be a neutral

factor in the flow of goods and services between nations. Allowing any state

to subject income earned abroad and bearing no relationship to activities

within the state to tax not only violates this policy but threatens the

ability of the United States to establish such a policy.
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Both S. 983 and S. 1688 would prevent the possibility of international

double taxation. S. 983 would prohibit the states from taxing any foreign

source income and S. 1688 would prevent the states from taxing any income

that is not already subject to U.S. tax. Each would ensure that the

international trade policies of the United States are determined at the

federal level. The continued use of the worldwide combined reporting system

by the states must be stopped. The U.S. Chamber thus supports both S. 983

and S. 1688.

STATE-TAXATION OF INTERSTATE COMMERCE

Advances in communication and transportation in this country have

brought us to a point where a huge segment of American business is operating in

interstate commerce. Most large and medium sized businesses find that their

commercial activities necessarily extended across state lines. Many retail

establishments find that customers are requesting deliveries of merchandise

to other states. Even small manufacturers are doing business in large

numbers of states. As a business extends its operation into other states,

liability for taxes in those states follows. But the rules under which

interstate b~-sinesses are subject to the taxes of the various states are

voluminous and often vaguc. Many of the rules must be extracted from

often confusing court decisions rather than from statutory law or regulations.

Frequently it is the small businessman that is hardest hit. Desiring

to expand commercial activities into other states, it often finds the

greatest obstacle to be tax compliance. The business must know the tax laws

of each jurisdiction in which its products or service are sold. Not only do

states have income, gross receipts, and sales taxes, but so do local jurisdictions.

Often the business must file income tax returns and remit sales taxes not

only in several states, but in many local jurisdictions as well.
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This problem is not new. The most comprehensive study of state

taxation was begun in 1961 by the Sflecial Congressional Subcommittee on

State Taxation of Interstate Commerce of the Committee on the Judiciary

of the House of Representatives. The Subcommittee held extensive hearings

in 1961 and 1962 and presented its final report in 1965. The Subcommittee's

study had this comment on how it found the system of state taxation of

interstate commerce to be operating:

It has been found that the present system of State
taxation as it affects interstate commerce works badly for
both business and the States. It has also been found that
the major problems encountered are not those of any one of
the taxes studied but rather are common to all of them.
This is not surprising in that all of these problems reflect
the pervasive conflict between the approach to the taxation
of interstate companies as it appears in State and local
law, and the practical difficulties of realistic compliance

-expectations and effective enforcement. Increasingly the
States, reinforced by judicial sanction, have broadened the
spread of tax obligations of multistate sellers. As the
principle of taxation by the State of the market has been
accepted, the law has prescribed substantially nationwide
responsibility for more and more companies. The expanding
spread of tax obligations has not, however, been accompanied
by the development of an approach by the States which would
allow these companies to take a national view of their tax
obligations. The result is a pattern of State and local
taxation which cannot be made to operate efficiently and
equitably when applied to those companies whose activities
bring them into contact with many States.

House Report No. 952, Vol. 4,
p. 1127, 89th Cong., let Ses-
sion (1965).

s. 983

The adoption of federal legislation such as that contained in

S. 983 would be a major step toward solving the problems found by the

Special Congressional Subcommittee. Title I of the bill sets out

jurisdictional standards for imposing sales and use taxes. A business
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will be subject to such taxes only if it has a business location, regularly

solicits orders by means other than direct mail, radio, or television, or

regularly makes deliveries by means ocher than the U.S. mail or common

carrier in the state or locality imposing the tax. A company is considered

to have a business location in each state where it owns or leases real

property, has one or more employees, or regularly keeps tangible personal

property for sale to customers in the ordinary course of business. The

possibility of multiple taxation would be prevented by limiting a state's

authority to tax to sales with a destination in that state.

Companies with less than $20,000 in annual sales and no business

location in a state would not be required to collect any sales or use tax

from customers in that state. Companies with less than $100,000 in

annual sales and no business location in a state would be able to participate

in a buyer certification plan. Under such a plan, the seller would only

be liable to collect the amount of sales or use taxes certified by the

purchaser. If the seller had actual knowledge that the tax rate or amount

certified by the purchaser were false, the seller would be liable for

the correct amount. If the purchaser failed or refused to certify the

amount or rate of tax, the seller would collect a tax at the highest

combined sales or use tax rate applicable to that state.

Other provisions would settle more narrow issues. A seller would

not be required to classify sales geographically. The right of a state

to impose sales or use taxes on the sale of motor fuels or the registration

of motor vehicles and boats would not be restricted. Separately stated

freight charges could not be included in that tax base. A state could

impose a use tax on tangible property used in the state. The

seller would be relieved of liability for the noncollection of a sales

or use tax if the buyer has furnished proof of exemption.
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Title II of S. 983 would limit the power of a state or local government

to impose a gross receipts tax. Such a tax could be imposed on inter-

state sales of tangible personal property only if the sale were directly solicited

through a business office of the seller in the jurisdiction imposing the tax.

A seller would be considered to have a business office in a state or local

political subdivision only if it owned or leased real property in the

area or maintained within the jurisdiction a stock of tangible personal

property for sale in its ordinary business activities.

Title III of S. 983 places a ceiling on the amount of income from a

corporation's interstate business that a state or local government can tax.

This ceiling is determined through the use of the three factor apportionment

formula set forth in the bill. Nothing in the bill requires a state or local

government to use this formula. It merely prevents a state or local government

from imposing its tax on more income than would be apportioned to that state

or locality under the formula.

The three factors used in the formula are property, payroll, and sales.

The property factor is determined by dividing the average value of the

corporation's real and tangible personal property used in the state by the

average value of such property located everywhere. The payroll factor is

determined by dividing the wages paid by a corporation to employees in a

state by the total wages paid everywhere. The sales factor is determined

by dividing the total sales within a state by the total corporation-sales.

A sale of tangible, personal property is considered to be made in the state

where actual delivery takes place. A sale of realty occurs where the

real state is located. Sales of services are where the services are performed.

If services are performed in more than two states, then the sale is divided

between them.
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The dividend income from a company in which the taxpaying corporation

owns less than 50 percent of the voting stock is allocated to the corporation's

state of comercial domicile. The dividend income from a company in which

the taxpaying corporation owns 50 percent or more of the voting stock is

neither apportioned nor allocated.

Either the state or the taxpaying corporation may elect to have

the corporation's U.S. source taxable income determined on a combined basis.

Corporations are considered affiliated, and thus subject to combination

if more than 50 percent of the voting stock of each corporation in the

group, other than the common parent, is owned directly by one or more of

the other members and the common parent owns more than 50 percent of at

least oue of the corporations.

Title IV of S. 983 would give the U.S. Court of Claims jurisdiction

over disputes arising under the bill. This would help to ensure that the

uniform treatment of both the states and business provided by the bill would

remain uniform. Title V of the bill would prohibit states from imposing

charges for conducting out-of-state audits.

The adoption of the uniform standards contained in S. 983

should reduce substantially the conflicts between state taxing authorities

and the business community. For example, an interstate mail order company

would know precisely when it is and when it is not liable for the collection

of sales and use taxes. Its paperwork burden would be reduced by not having

to classify sales geographically. A manufacturing concern would no longer

have to worry that the income from a sale would be taxed twice, once by the

state from where the item is shipped and again by the state where the item

is delivered.

State taxing authorities also would benefit from the uniformity
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provided in IS. 983. The eliinatiQn of much of the conflict between the

state authorities and business should reduce compliance costs. It also

should increase compliance, since businesses will understand more clearly

what their tax liability is, and to whom it is owed. For these reasons, the

Chamber supports the adoption of uniform standards for state sales and use,

income, and gross receipts taxes.

WORLDWIDE COMBINED REPORTING SYSTEM

The issue of how a state may determine the amount of taxable

income of a business efaged in international operations merits special

attention. The basic principle under which a state is allowed to tax the

interstate activities of a multistate business was set forth by the U.S.

Supreme Court in Northwest States Portland Cement Co. v. Minnesota, 358

U.S. 450 (1959). In that case the issue was whether Minnesota could tax

-the income of an Iowa corporation from business activities carried on in

Minnesota. The court stated that such income "may be subjected to state

taxation provided the lev* is not discriminatory and is properly apportioned

to local activities within the taxing State forming sufficient nexus to

support the same." The use by certain states of the worldwide combined

reporting system (hereafter called WCRS) violates this principle by subjecting

to tax income from international operations that has no relationship to the

taxing state.

WCRS is the method used by a few states to determine the amount of

income of a multinational enterprise subject to tax within those states.

WCRS rests on the theory that the various subsidiary and affiliated

corporations of a multinational business really form part of a single

enterprise. This allows a state to determine the net income of the entire
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- operation and then to tax a percentage of that total income based on the

ratio the business activities within the state bear to the business activities

of the entire organization. This generally is done by comparing the value

of property, payroll, and sales within a state to the total value of these

items vorldwide.

Worldwide Combined Reporting

Produces International Double Taxation

The theory of WCRS assumes that the business earns the same rate

of return for every dollar of property, payroll, and sales. While this

assumption may work reasonably well for apportioning domestic income among

the various states, it does not operate well on a worldwide basis. The

difference in pay between U.S. workers and foreign workers can be far greater

than any differences found within the United States, yet the productivity

of the foreign worker may equal or exceed his domestic counterpart. The

profits that must be earned to justify building a new plant in a foreign country

may be far higher if a danger of expropriation exists. When the return on

investments in overseas operations, based on property, payroll, and sales,

is higher than that being earned from those factors in the taxing state,

the use of WCRS will apportion more income to the taxing state than is

actually earned. When the return from investments in the taxing state is

higher, WCRS will apportion less income to the taxing state. Other witnesses

will undoubtedly provide many illustrations of these problems.

A second concern with the use of WCRS is the lack of a precise

definition on how the combined income should be apportioned. The states

that-7 ie combined reporting for domestic source income have come up with

a variety of definitions. One state uses a single factor, sales, to
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determine the ratio of instate activities to out-of-state activities.

Others use the three factors discussed above, property, payroll, and sales,

but give added weight to the sales factor. Even the definition of what

should be included within the factors varies. Some states include all

sales where delivery occurs within their borders while others include

all sales that are shipped from within their borders.

The various means used to apportion the combined income within the

U.S. can lead to double taxation. There are two considerations in the U.S.,

however, that help to prevent this from occurring on a large scale. The first

is the ability and oft-stated willingness of the U.S. Supreme Court to strike

down a state law that actually results in double taxation. The second is the

ability of Congress to prevent double taxation by enacting uniform rules

under which the states could tax interstate coerce.

On the international level there is no agency or body with the power

to ensure uniformity in apportionment. Developing countries that adopted

WCRS could place added weight on the sales factor and define it to include

deliveries within their borders. Industrial nations could define sales to

mean the shipment of goods. The double taxation that would inevitably result

could not be controlled except by a series of agreements among all taxing

nations which would be extremely difficult to achieve.

Worldwide Combined Reporting

Does Not Simplify Auditing

Many state taxing authorities have stated that the use of WCRS is

far simpler than the use of an arm's length accounting standard such-as that

contained in section 482 of the Internal Revenue Code in trying to determine

the income earned by a business enterprise within a state. While there are
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difficulties in making arm's lengtf adjustments at the international level,

the problems of using WCRS are even greater.

The use of WCRS first requires a determination of which subsidiaries

and affiliates of the business enterprise are part of a single unitary business.

This determination is highly subjective and can be subject to numerous

challenges. Because no two businesses operate in exactly the same manner, the

development of objective standards is unlikely to result even with extensive

litigation. The use of arm's length accounting on the other hand, does not

require the determination of a unitary business.

The use of WCRS requires the combination of the profit statements of

all of the various subsidiaries and affiliated corporations of the business

enterprise that have been found to be part of a single business. This must be

done in accordance with the accounting rules of the taxing state. Each of

the subsidiaries and affiliates, however, keeps books and records in accordance

with the laws of the nation in which it operates. Unless the taxing state is

willing to accept the records furnished by the business enterprise, it must

audit both the original books and records of all of the various subsidiaries

and affiliates and the procedures used to conform those records to the taxing

state's accounting rules. In contrast, the use of the arm's length method

for international transactions only requires the taxing state to examine

transactions between the companies in the U.S. and abroad.

The bookkeeping problems of a multinational business also would be

simplified by the use of an arm's length accounting standard. The process

of adjusting business records from one accounting system to another is

difficult. It is complicated further when one nation requires records not

necessary under laws of the other. An example would be requiring records

on the cost basis of depreciable equipment when the other country allows
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mediate expensing. The use of WCRS by more states would compound the

difficulties faced by a business in conforming its books and records.

Foreign countries also may prohibit a business from turning over its books

and records under certain circumstances.

Worldwide Combined Reporting Prevents

Adoption Of A Uniform International Trade Policy

Under our constitutional system, it is the federal government and

not the states that establishes foreign policy. The regulation of international

trade is an important element of that foreign policy. Chaos would result if

each of the 50 states was able to establish, for example, its own tarriff

barriers and export regulations. The increasing use of WCRS by the states

is likely to produce similar problems.

The U.S. policy Zoward international trade has been to promote the

free flow of goods and services across international boundaries. The U.S.

has recognized that taxation can be an important factor in hindering or

promoting international trade and has endeavored to make it a neutral factor.

One of the most important aspects of that endeavor has been the prevention

of double taxation through tax treaties and the foreign tax credit. The

double taxation that often results from the use of WCRS, however, runs

directly contrary to those efforts.

The continued acceptance of WCRS by the U.S. also may encourage other

countries to adopt it. This would be an even greater threat to U.S. efforts

to-make taxes a neutral factor in international trade. Currently, the use

of arm's length accounting is the accepted international standard for

determining whether income is earned in one nation or another. This

standard also allows outstanding differences to be settled between the nations
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claiming a right to tax the income of a given multinational company through

the use of tax treaties. If WCRS were used by either nation, it would be

impossible-to settle those differences through bilateral treaties, but would

require agreement among all nations in which the multinational operated, an

extremely unlikely event.

Worldwide Combined Reporting Should be Prohibited

The continued use of WCRS by the states represents a clear threat

to the ability of the United States to speak with one voice in the development

of international trade policy. The international double taxation that results

from WCRS can be demonstrated. Its use by more states would compound the

problem. In addition, the spread of WCRS to other states would further

complicate the already difficult accounting procedures it requires.

S. 983 would prevent the use of WCRS by preventing the states from

taxing any foreign source income. S. 1688 would prohibit the use of WCRS

but would allow the states to tax foreign source income that was taxable

at the federal level. The adoption of either S. 983 or S. 1688 would stop

the threat of international double taxation and ensure that the United States

has a coherent international trade policy.

State Taxation Of Foreign Source Dividends

Presently, those states that use WCRS do not include the dividends

received from subsidiary corporations in determining the income subject to

tax. If WCRS is prohibited, it is likely that those states will attempt to

include the dividends received from overseas corporations in the tax base.

As a conceptual matter, these dividends should not be subject to tax at the

state level. The income from the overseas subsidiary was not earned by

activities within the taxing state, and to prevent international double taxation

should not be subjected to its taxation.
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This conclusion is not affected by the recent decision of the

U.S. Supreme Court in Mobil Oil Corporation v. Vermont. U.S..-.-.-

(1980). The court took great care to point out that Mobil had not asked the

court to decide whether the burden on international commerce from taxing

dividends from overseas subsidiaries should prevent any state from taxing

foreign source dividends. It stated, "Mobil suggests that dividends from

foreign sources must be allocated to the State of commercial domicile,

even if dividends from subsidiaries and affiliates operating domestically

are not. By accepting the power of the State of commercial domicile to

tax foreign source dividend income, appellant schews the broad proposition

that foreign source dividends are immune from state taxation." And, again,

that"By admitting the power of the State of commercial domicile to tax

foreign source dividends in full, Mobil necessarily forgoes (sic.) any

contention that local duplication of foreign taxes is proscribed."

S. 983 recognizes that foreign source dividends are not earned in

any state anul prohibits any state taxation of such income.

As a practical matter, however, many countries of the world impose

taxes at rates lower than those imposed by the United States. S. 1688

recognizes this fact by allowing the states to tax the same portion of the

dividend that is taxable at the federal level. This ensures that the

earnings of the overseas subsidiary do not escape tax but will prevent

international double taxation.
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CONCLUSION

The need for the Federal government to impose some degree of

uniformity on the methods states use to tax interstate commerce is clear.

The inequitable and inefficient pattern of state taxation found by the

Special Congressional Subcoumiittee in 1965 has not been lessened.

The adoption of federal-standards, however, should not be seen

as a limit on the taxing authority of the state. Each state would still

be able to set its own tax rates and to determine whether it should

raise revenue by sales taxes, income taxes, severance taxes, or gross

receipts taxes. The adoption of S. 983 merely would ensure that a

business operating in interstate commerce wculd not be subject to multiple

taxation and overly burdensome compliance costs.

Moreover, the continued use of worldwide combined reporting by

certain states threatens the ability of the United States to adopt a

single international trade policy. The extension to all states of the

single arm's length accounting standard used by the federal government

would ease greatly the administrative burdens on both the states and

multinational businesses. The adoption of either S. 983 or H.R. 5076

would prevent the continued use of WCRS, would ensure that the UFiledd

States has a coherent international trade policy, and would simplify the

accounting and auditing procedures of the states.
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Summary of Principal Points

Testimony of Thomas J. McHugh

On Behalf Of

The National Association of Manufacturer's

"State Taxation of Income from Interstate Commerce"

Sales and Use Taxes

e The present system of state and local sales and use tax
collection is essentially unworkable. Hundreds of thousands of
small and medium sized businesses continue to run the risk of
unknown sales and use tax liabilities in states where they own no
property, have no employees, or make no regular deliveries.

S 5. 983 provides a simplified sales and use tax
compliance system which protects the small and medium sized seller
while safeguarding the state sales tax revenue base.

Income Taxes

* Currently, most states use a formula to apportion the
income of the multijurisdictional taxpayer. However, variations
in the make-up of the formula expose taxpayers to the risk of
multiple taxation of income as states attempt to export their tax
burden to out-of-state firms. S. 983 establishes a uniform
formula for the division of income.

* The use of the "worldwide combination" system of
defining income distorts the proper apportionment of income and
imposes administrative difficulties of the highest order.

* As a general rule, we believe that states should not tax
income from foreign sources. The link between activities within a
state and foreign source income is tenuous at best. And, the
entry of states into international tax matters can have
unfavorable effects on both international commerce and federal
foreign policy.

e As a compromise to the question of state taxation of
income from foreign sources, we would support S. 1688 which
permits states to tax foreign dividends at the time and to the
extent that the federal government taxes those dividends.
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THOMAS J. MCHUGH

ON BEHALF OF THE

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MANUFACTURERS

BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT

U.S. SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

June 24, 1980

*State Taxation of Income from Interstate Commerce*

My name is Thomas J. McHugh and I am the Vice President-Taxes of

Kraft, Inc. I am testifying today on behalf of the National Association of

Manufacturers in my capacity as Chairman of NAM's Taxation Committee.

The bills which are the subject of this hearing are S. 983 and

S. 1688. The former is a comprehensive approach to state taxation of

income from interstate commerce while the latter is more narrowly focused

on the taxation of income from foreign sources. The NAM supports S. 983 as

a reasonable step toward the solution of the large number of difficult

problems associated with state sales and use, income, and gross receipts

taxes. Even though S. 983 covers state taxation of income from foreign

sources as well as income from domestic sources, the particular problems of

worldwide combination and the taxation of dividends from foreign sources

may justify specialized treatment. Consequently, we also support S. 1688

as a compromise approach.
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The lack of unLformLty among the states and between the states

and the federal government presents a significant obstacle to the -free flow

of commerce and competition across state lines. The lack of comprehensive

reform of state and local taxation has resulted in an avalanche of

unnecessary paperwork for businesses of all sizes, has harmed the

competitive posture of U.S. firms in the world market, and has set the

stage for the fractionalization of the United States through interstate

trade barriers and burdens. Both S. 983 and S. 1688 would tend to lessen

the trend toward trade protectionism now growing among the states.

In my testimony today, I will briefly address the innovative

sales and use tax provisions in S. 983 and then move on to the income tax

provisions of both S. 983 and S. 1688.

Sales and Use Taxes

While most of the debate on state taxation of interstate commerce

has focused on the complex and intriguing issues related to income taxes,

it is important to realize that the states receive more than five times as

much revenue from sales taxes than from corporate profits taxes.

Recognizing the importance of sales tax revenues, S. 983 sets forth a new

plan for sales and use tax compliance. This plan has the potential to

increase revenues to the states as a result of greater sales tax

compliance, rather than decrease receipts due to the erection of

jurisdictional barriers.

The problem posed by the sales and use tax collection obligation

is less substantive than administrative. Sales taxes are added to the

price of goods and the tax burden is borne by purchasers. Generally,

sellers are not reluctant to collect and remit a sales or -se tax
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provided the proceduce is readily understandable and administratively

workable.

Unfortunately, the reality of sales tax compliance and

administration fall far short of this ideal. Each state may have its own

sales tax rate, its own definition of taxable and non-taxable sales, its

own tax form and filing system. While it may be theoretically possible for

a seller to keep track of the statutes and regulations of the fifty states

and the District of Columbia, the addition of every city, county, transit

district, school district, and other jurisdiction which may impose a tax on

sales makes the present system practically unworkable.

Most prior drafts of interstate tax legislation have addressed

this problem by limiting the states' power to impose an obligation to

collect a sales or use tax. For example, the Special Subcommittee on State

Taxation of Interstate Commerce of the House Judiciary Committee (the

"Willis Committee") in its landmark 1964 report recommended that a state be

precluded from requiring a seller to collect a sales or use tax unless the

seller owned or leased realty in the state, had an employee in the state or

made household deliveries in the state. Interstate tax legislation which

has twice passed the House of Representatives imposed similar

jurisdictional standards. Nonetheless, S. 983 takes a much more moderate

approach. Under the bill, "out-of-state" sellers would remain obligated to

collect and remit sales and use taxes. However, these sellers could elect

to have the purchaser certify the amount of tax applicable to the

transaction. That amount could then be remitted to the state via a

standard form prescribed by the U.S. Department of Commerce.
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This *buyer certification" election would be available only to

those who had less than $100,.000 in taxable sales in the state and who did

not otherwise have a business location within the state. Since larger

businesses tend to have business locations within their major market

states, this election would be generally restricted to the small businesses

now unable to cope with the complexities of interstate sales and use tax

laws. For the smallest sellers, i.e., those with less than $20,000 in

- taxable sales in a state, the collection obligation would be relieved

entirely. A further explanation of the major provisions of title I of S.

983 is attached.

Income Taxes

A major problem facing both states and taxpayers is the proper

division of income for those taxpayers which operate in more than one

jurisdiction. Historically, the method used to accomplish this division

has been the separate accounting method. Under separate accounting the

various units or subsidiaries of a taxpayer are examined individually so as

to determine the particular income and expenses of each. To the extent

that products or services are transferred between related entities at other

than fair market value prices, the division of profit is redetermined as if

the parties were dealing witn one another at arms-length.

Essentially all national governments use the separate accounting

method for tax purposes. In the U.S. system, the basic adjustments

required for the separate accounting system are found in sections 482

(relating to adjustments among related taxpayers) and 861 (relating to the

proper sourcing of income) of the Internal Revenue Code.
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In order to apportion the income of a single multi-state

corporation among various state tax jurisdictions, nearly all states have

adopted an apportionment formula approach in lieu of the separate

accounting technique. Customarily, a three-factor formula of payroll,

property, and sales is used to determine the amount of total net income

attributable to a stite. This formula approach divides the total income of

the corporation by apportioning income according to the ratio of payroll,

property, and sales within the taxing state to the taxpayer's total

payroll, property, and sales. For example, if one-quarter of the factors

are within a particular state, one-quarter of the total income of the

enterprise is apportioned to that state for tax purposes.

I-. order for this system of formulary apportionment to work, all

taxing authorities must agree on a uniform formula. However, the states

have been unable to agree on a formula. For example, some state use one

or two factor formulas. And, of those states that do use three factor

formulas, the factors are not uniformlly measured, nor do all the formulas

have equally weighted factors. In fact, some states have altered existing

formulas which tend to increase receipts at the expense of out-of-state

businesses.

S. 983 would prevent the states from continuing these attempts to

erect mini-trade barriers and export their tax burden. The legislation

sets forth a uniform equally weighted three factor formula as a ceiling to

formulary apportionment. The need for such a system is highlighted by the

recent U.S. Supreme Court decisions in the Mobil v. Vermont and Exxon v.

Wisconsin cases. In each of these cases, the Court has moved further into

the realm of encouraging formulary apportionment. As more income is
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subject to division by formula, the mote important it is tohave uniformity

in apportionment formulas.

Unitary Accounting

A few states have expanded the formula apportionment method by

adopting the so-called "unitary method" of accounting. Under this method,

the apportionment formula is applied not only to the income of the specific

corporation operating within the state, but the formula is also applied to

the income of related corporations where those related corporations are

part of a "unitary" group. Related corporations may include parent,

subsidiary, or brother-sister corporations. A unitary group may be present

if the related corporations are dependent upon or contribute to the

business of the corporation within the taxing state. If a unitary group is

found, the entities may be combined, i.e., their incomes and expenses may

be aggregated for tax purposes after eliminating transactions between the

group's memt :rs. Historically, the mere existence of common ownership or

control of a related corporation has not been enough to establish the

required unitary relationship. There must be a single stream of business

which links the related corporations together. In fact, under the unitary

concept the income and expenses of a single corporation which carries on

more than one distinct line of business cannot be aggregated. The distinct

lines of business are to be treated as independent businesses and reported

separately for tax purposes.

S. 983 recognizes the unitary concept and sets forth a uniform

definition of what entities can be combined. Again, uniformity is crucial

so that states may not use combination based on whether revenue is raised.

In recent years, a handful of states, principally California and Oregon,
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have extended the unitary method to the worldwide operations of in-state

taxpayers and their related corporations. Under worldwide combination, the

worldwide income of a unitary group of companies is added together, i.e.,

combined. That cQmbined income is then apportioned to a state via the

state's apportionment formula. Since worldwide operations are involved,

the unitary group will usually include foreign as well as U.S.

corporations.

Income from Foreign Sources

I. Scope of State and Federal Taxing Power

- A major question before this I ubcommittee is the extent to which

a state or political subdivision may tax income from sources outside the

United States. Fundamental to this inquiry is an understanding of the

basic differences between the power of the federal government to tax the

worldwide income of its citizens and the much more narrowly drawn power of

the states.

Unlike a number of industrialized nations, the United States has

deemed it appropriate to tax the worldwide income of its citizens. In

order to avoid international multiple taxation of foreign source income,

the Internal Revenue Code gives a dollar for dollar credit for those

foreign income taxes paid in the country where that income is earned.

Generally, the income of foreign subsidiaries of American companies is not

taxed by the United States until that income is repatriated, i.e., paid to

the U.S. parent via a dividend or otherwise. When repatriated, the-foreign

income tax paid by the foreign subsidiary may qualify for the Section 902

"deemed paid" foreign tax credit, again to avoid international multiple

taxation.
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On the other hand, the states do not have the power to tax the

worldwide income of their citizens or persons doing busiaess within their

borders. Rather, there must be some definite link between a state and the

income sought to be taxed. In looking at this required link," the U.S.

--Supreme Court has posed the question of whether the state has given

anything for which it can ask a tax in return. States, while permitted to

tax income from foreign sources, are not permitted to tax true foreign

source income. As put by Justice Stevens in his dissenting opinion in the

recent Mobil v. Vermont case, OIt is fundamental that a State has no power

to impose a tax on income earned outside of the State.0 Nevertheless, some

states do tax dividends paid from foreign sources on the theory that the

dividend was learned" through activities within the state. In any event,

for the purpose of worldwide combination, the question is not whether the

state may tax the income of a local company earned abroad, but whether the

state can calculate its tax based on the currently earned and unrepatriated

income of foreign corporations.

II. Worldwide Combination And Distortion Of Income

(A) Apportionment factors tend to shift income to the taxing state.

The basic assumption of any formulary apportionment mechanism is

that a certain amount of payroll, property, and sales will yield an equal

amount of income wherever those factors are located. A good case can be

made for this proposition inside the United States where the cost of labor,

the cost of property, and the dollar value of a sale will not vary greatly

from one state to another. However, this basic assumption is inherently

incorrect if foreign operations are included as part of the unitary group.
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Although not uniformly the case, wage rates tend to be higher

in the U.S. than those rates paid abroad. The wage rate directly affects

the payroll factor of the apportionment formula. Similarly, property

values, which make up the property factor, tend to be higher here than

outside the U.S. Whenever either of these results occur, there is a

corresponding distortion in the allocation of the current income of the

worldwide operation. Income is shifted from the place it was earned to the

state using the apportionment formula.

This distortion might be better illustrated in the following

example. Consider two unrelated manufacturers, one in California and one

in Mexico. They both make cheese and both had separately calculated income

of $100 last year. The California firm paid $500 in wages, held property

wonth $500, and had sales of $1000. The Mexican firm paid $200 in wages,

held property worth $200 and had sales of $700. Assume for a moment that

the California firm bought the Mexican firm and the firms were found to

form a unitary group subject to worldwide combination. Instead of $100 of

income apportioned to each country, twice as much income would be

apportioned to California as would be apportioned to Mexico. This result

flows directly from the distortion inherent in the payroll, property, and

sales factors. In a similar vein, consider the situation of a unitary

business which by any traditional accounting standard shows a loss for all

operations in California and every other state. However, if the worldwide

affiliates of the U.S. firm show a larger income than the U.S. loss, then

the business would, in effect, pay state income tax on its loss operation

in California.
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(B) Worldwide combination fails to adjust for risk and other factors

associated with investing abroad.

In previous examples, the very mathematics of the system will

distort the allocation of income. However, there is another and more

subtle distorting phenomenon. Keeping in mind that the basis of worldwide

combination is that the same allocation of payroll, property, and sales

will yield an equal amount of income wherever situated, the system is

necessarily deficient because it fails to include a mechanism to adjust for

risk and other factors associated with investing abroad. Common sense

dictateb that a company might demand a higher rate of return on its

investment in countries such as Iran, Lebanon, or Nicaragua. And, only a

few years ago each of these countries were considered stable and

commercially attractive nations. In light of the everpresent threat of

political instability, not to mention the bias against foreign investment

resulting from the denial of the investment tax credit and accelerated

depreciation, U.S. investment in the less developed world will by its

nature require a higher rate of return on the same dollar of payroll,

property, and sales.

(C) Worldwide combination results in extraterritorial taxation and

international double taxation.

The worldwide combination approach is not an accurate measure of

income, nor is it an acceptable substitute for the arms-length standard

found in federal law. The crux of the matter was put succinctly by the

late Laurence N. Woodworth in his testimony before the Senate Foreign

Relations Committee on the U.S.-U.K. Tax Treaty where he stated:
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Moreover, the unitary apportionment system as a means for
determining the state taxation base of a multinational corporation is
highly imperfect and a poor substitute for the arm's-length standard.
Implicit in the unitary system is the assumption that profit rates in
different units of a corporate family engaged in different activities and
in different locations, are always the same. This is clearly not the case.
And when it is not the case, the unitary system will misallocate income.
Whenever profit rates are higher in foreign affiliates than in domestic
activities, the unitary system allocates too much income to the domestic
member or members of the group. The result is tantamount to taxation by a
state government of the foreign income of a foreign corporation. (emphasis
added)

The defenders of worldwide combination argue that the method is

only a device whereby an accurate measure of the income generated from

activities within the state caf-be gleaned. Worldwide combination's

detractors claim that the distortionary effects of the system result in the

states' anticipatory taxation of foreign source income. Relevant to this

question is the following from George Carlson's article, "State Taxation of

Corporate Income from Foreign Sources" from the Treasury's Essays In

International Taxation: 1976:

"Assuming that the unitary system is a device to measure income
and not a device to-tax foreign income, prohibition of the unitary system
should involve little or no revenue change. However, California tax
authorities have suggested that State tax revenues would decline by $125
million without the unitary system. The basis of this estimate is
unknown."

The matter is put somewhat less delicately in a footnote which
states:

"According to California tax authorities, the worldwide
application of the unitary system produces about $125 million in state tax
revenue. The basis of this estimate is unknown, and the estimate itself
appears to conflict with the California claim that the purpose of the
unitary system is to measure California income, and not to tax foreign
source income as defined for Federal tax purposes."

There is, of course, something amiss in this result. Again, from

Laurence Woodworth's testimony before the Senate Foreign Relations

Committee on the U.S.-U.K. Tax Treaty:
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'If, in fact, there is a substantial revenue loss when an arms-
length standard replaces unitary apportionment, this may be an indication
that unitary apportionment does, in fact, result in unjustifiable extra-
territorial taxation.*

111. Worldwide Combination And Complexity

A seductive but illusory characteristic of worldwide combination

is its apparent simplicity. Under the system there is no need for the

sometimes complex adjustments needed for the sourcing of income (as in

section 861 of the Internal Revenue Code) or the adjustment of income or

expense (as in section 482). All that need be done is tally up worldwide

income, payroll, property, and sales and the complicated matter is quickly

put to rest.

Unfortunately, the matter is not that simple.

(A) Problems in determining the unitary group

The first hurdle that must be met is the question of whether the

operations in, for example, California are part of a unitary business. The

answer to this question must be derived from an enormous number of facts

from all aspects of the operations of the related group. Since each member

of a related group may have more than one distinct line of business, and

consequently may be unitary only in part with the related group members,

the~number and type of combinations rise astronomically with the addition

of new candidates for combination.

Complicating the problems of combination is the lack of a clear

and understandable objective standard for a unitary group. In the final

analysis, the determination of the existence and extent of a unitary group

will be based on either the subjective opinion of an auditor or the

decision of a court made years after the transactions at issue. The
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presence or absence of a unitary business can be the closest of questions,

but can have tax and administrative consequences of an enormous magnitude.

While these matters can pose problems across state lines, the extension of

the unitary concept across international borders is unjustified. The

addition of foreign members to a unitary group only adds new layers of

complexity in the areas of language, currency translation, tax practice,

and methods of doing business. All of these considerations make the

problem of determining the existence of a worldwide unitary group

essentially unmanageable.

(B) Problems in determining taxable income

The next set of problems created by the expansion of the unitary

concept to worldwide operations are those associated with the measurement

of the income base to which the apportionment formula is applied. Two

principal problem areas are currency translation and tax practice.

Perhaps the more obvious source of difficulties in the

measurement of income comes from currency translation. We are now in an

era of generally free-floating foreign exchange rates. However, the income

and expenses of each member of a unitary group must at some point be

translated into U.S. dollars for the purposes of worldwide combination. It

is not clear when or how the foreign exchange rate must be calculated. Is

it done at the time of each income and expense transaction in question? At

the end of the year? At tne end of the accounting period? Is it an

average of rates over a year? A weighted average? What sources are

acceptable for this information?

Beyond these problems, there are transactions between members of

a unitary group that may result in illusory gain or losses which would not
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"wash out" in the combination calculation because of differences in local

accounting techniques. Losses could become gains and vice versa. Further,

widely fluctuating currency exchange rates may dramatically alter the real

income of accrual basis taxpayers and can change ventures profitable on

paper into serious losses.

The second major problem in the measurement of income comes from

the differences in accounting and tax practice from one country to another.

For example, in order to-reach net income all tax systems allow a taxpayer

to deduct from income an amount representing a capital consumption or

capital recovery allowance of some kind, but there the similarity ends.

Some nations expense capital items, some use useful life depreciation,

others use complex adjustments and accelerated techniques. Each yields a

different net income.

Corporations subject to worldwide combination in California are

required to resolve these differences in net income by filing a return

which recalculates income in accordance with the provision of California

law. However, when the State of California issues a proposed deficiency of

tax, the Franchise Tax Board does not attempt to determine income in

accordance with California standards, but rather income is estimated under

the financial accounting standards that prevail in the relevant foreign

jurisdiction. This is like the Internal Revenue Service issuing a proposed

deficiency on the basis of a company's annual report instead of its

properly filed and computed corporate tax return.

The reason why California does not recompute income under

California standards when issuing a proposed deficiency of tax is that the

task would be virtually impossible. To reach the California concept of
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income, all the property in use in the entire unitary group wq:ld have to

be identified, including that property already written off according to the

host country's accounting practices. Original cost would have to be

reconstructed, a useful life assigned, salvage value determined,

eligibility for accelerated methods examined, etc.

C) Problems with obtaining required information

As noted, in order to reach the net income of the unitary group,

the entire group's income and expenses must be examined under the relevant

state's standards. However, significant portions of the information may

not be available to the U.S. taxpayer. While there are a number of reasons

why this might be true, the clearest illustration of the problem is found

in connection with a U.K. law which prohibits a U.K. taxpayer from

releasing tax information relating to expenses incurred on U.K. defense

work. One can easily see the plight of a U.S. aerospace company which

needs precise income and expense information from its U.K. subsidiary. If

that U.K. company does defense work, the information may be unavailable to

the U.S. firm.

Worldwide Combination Precludes Uniformity

Throughout the foregoing discussion, I have continued to allude

to the increased administrative costs imposed by worldwide combination.

Although the seperate accounting system is not perfect and not without

complexity, it is the accepted accounting standard for international

operations. As a result, books, records, and most tax returns will

continue to be under separate accounting standards no matter what the

states do.
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The fact that states may require other accounting methods from

multinational companies is disturbing. No company relishes the prospect of

setting up what amounts to a new tax accounting and tax planning operation

for each state that no imposes worldwide combination, or might impose it

in the future.

Foreign Source Dividends

We believe that the federal method should prevail in all

U.S.-foreign tax matters. The injection of parochial state issues in

international dealings between the U.S. and foreign governments should be

avoided. The federal method of taxation (including the concepts of

separate accounting, udeferralm and the foreign tax credit) has been

designed to further the economic policies of the U.S. A key element of

those policies is the free flow of capital and technology throughout the

world. Unfortunately, the expansion of the unitary theory into

international operations can only have a chilling effect on that free flow. _

S. 983 and S. 1688 differ in the way that they solve the problems

associated with worldwide combination. S. 983 prohibits the states from

including foreign source income in the tax base. S. 1688 on the other

hand, prohibits the use of worldwide combination and imposes a federal-type

ceiling on the state taxation of foreign source dividends. The-bill does

not, however, exempt foreign source dividends from tax.

Of the two methods, we feel that S. 983 achieves the proper

result. The relationship between activity within a state and income from

foreign sources is tenuous at best. In light of the overriding federal

interest in removing artificial barriers to international trade and

investment, the states ought to be prohibited from taxing income from
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foreign sources. Of course, states should not be precluded from making

section 482-type adjustments so that returns properly reflect income which

may have been misstated due to less than arms-length transactions.

However, the wholesale taxation of foreign source dividends is not an

acceptable substitute for section 482-type adjustments.

As a compromise proposal, however, we would support S.1688 as a

legislative resolution of the foreign dividend issue. The legislation

would prohibit worldwide combination, but would impose a federal-type limit

on the extent of state taxation of foreign source dividends.

The dividend portion of S. 1688 is particularly important in

light of the recent U.S. Supreme Court case of Mobil v. Vermont. That case

may tend to encourage states to make wider use of their power to tax

foreign source dividends. However, not decided by the Court in Mobil is

the appropriate formula for the apportionment of these dividends. At a

minimum, a likely requirement will be the inclusion of the foreign payroll,

property, and sales factors which gave rise to the dividend income.

Clearly, that portion of the foreign income attributable to the foreign

factors should be exempt from state tax. However, in order to achieve this

result, the system would be forced to inject all the administrative and

compliance problems of worldwide combination into the taxation of

dividends. Consequently, a problem that had been limited to California

and a few other states would then be-expanded nationwide.

S. 1688 achieves a middle ground. Notably, it does not affect

the taxation of foreign rents, royalties, technical fees, etc. Further, it

gives the states two bites at the foreign income apple. First, it allows

the continued use of section 482-type adjustments so that the total income
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is properly stated at the time the income is earned (all that should be

necessary). And second, the legislation allows through its exclusion

fraction state taxation of that portion of the dividend that the federal

government effectively taxes after the allowance of the foreign tax credit.

The federal government has established a well defined and well

understood method for taxing U.S. corporations with foreign subsidiaries

and foreign corporations with U.S. subsidiaries. To the extent that states

are permitted to tax income from foreign sources, they should be permitted

to tax that income only at the time and-to the extent the federal

government taxes the income.

Under S. 1688, states would be prohibited from using worldwide

combination. Further, they would be allowed to tax income from foreign

sources consistent with the due process clause of the U.S. Constitution.

The bill allows states to fully tax income from foreign sources when and to

the extent that the U.S. taxes that income.

Since the foreign income subject to tax does not receive a

foreAgn tax credit from the states for state tax purposes, foreign

dividends might be the target of discriminatory or excessive taxation.

S. 1688 prevents that result and applies a federal standard to income

derived from foreign commerce, clearly an appropriate goal.

Conclus ion

The time for federal legislation in the area of state and local

taxation is long overdue. The present set of complex and often conflicting

rules concerning state and local taxation of interstate commerce is a major

obstacle to the proper functioning of our economy.
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Compliance is burdensome for all firms, but nearly impossible for

those businesses wishing to expand beyond their home state into interstate

and International commerce. The lack of uniform rules is enticing many

taxing jurisdictions to erect minL-trade barriers by shifting the tax

burden to out-of-state firms. Setting uniform guidelines for taxing

interstate commerce would reduce the risks and contusion of present law

without violating the states' rights to tax activities within their

borders.
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S.983 TITLE I Sales & Use Taxes; Explanation of Major Provisions

S101 Uniform Jurisdictional Standards

This section codifies existing constitutional limitations on the

taxing power of the states. Under the provision, States would have

the power to impose a sales or use tax (or the obligation to collect

such tax) only after a sufficient connection or nexus between the

state and the taxpayer was demonstrated. If a taxpayer has a business

location in the state (see S157), regularly solicits orders in the

state, or regularly engages in household deliveries in the state, the

taxpayer would be subject to the state's taxing power. Under 5101(b),

the same Jurisdictional standard would be applicable to political

subdivisions of a state.

Fair and uniform treatment of freight charges on interstate sales

would result from 5101(c) by excluding from the sales tax calculation

any separately stated freight charge.

S102 Reduction of Multiple Taxation

Since states differ in their definition of where an interstate

sale takes place, a uniform rule would be established by this section

to reduce the risk of multiple taxation of the same transaction.

Under the section, a sales or use tax could be imposed only on sales

with a destination in the state. The term Rdestination" is defined in

5155 and conforms to that found in the Uniform Division of Income for

Tax Purposes Act. Political subdivisions would be subjected to a

similar standard.
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In certain instances# however# a state other than the destination

may impose the tax or duty of collection. Cooperative agreements

among states for the collection of tax would be expressly approved

under 5101(b), provided the taxpayer has a business location in the

taxing state. For example, New Jersey and New York might agree that

each would impose a collection obligation on their domiciliary sellers

for sales with a destination in the other.

Small businesses would benefit from 5102(c), designed to relieve

the undue administrative burden of collection and compliance with

respect to small returns. Sellers without a business location in the

state and less than $20,000 per year in annual sales in the State

would be exempt from the duties of collection. Under such

circumstances, elimination of the administrative burden of collection

and compliance far outweigh any de minimus revenue loss to the States.

Nothing in 5102(c) would prevent a state from collecting the tax from

the in-state purchaser and nothing in the section would relieve the

seller from the obligation to remit any tax actually collected.

5103 Sales to Registered Business Purchaser; Exempt Sales

Under this section, a seller would be relieved of tax liability

if the buyer certifies that the sale or the seller is exempt from tax.

The seller's liability is not relieved, however, if at the time of

receipt of the written evidence, the seller has actual knowledge that

the evidence is false or inaccurate.

5104 Sales by Certain Out-of-State Sellers

Under S104 a procedure would be established whereby out-of-state

sellers (see S156) with less than $100,000 of taxable sales in a state
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could elect to have the buyer certify the rate or amount of tax

applicable to the transaction. The certification must be signed by

the buyer and must set M-th the buyer's name, address, and tax

registration number, if any.

Nothing in the section would limit a seller's liability if at the

time of receipt the seller has actual knowledge that the buyer's

certification is false or inaccurate.

The failure of a buyer to certify the rate would be handled under

5104(b). In such instances, the seller would collect and remit the

maximum combined State and local taxes applicable in the state.

The Secretary of Commerce would be directed by 5104(e) to

prescribe a standard form of return for sellers electing the buyer

certification procedure. If the standard form incorporates all

information required for all states, the seller could file a certified

- -cop, of the standard form in lieu of separate return for each state.

5105 Accounting for Local Taxes

While the 51 taxing jurisdictions of the states and the District

of Columbia provide a complexity and difficulty for all interstate

taxpayers, the thousands of local taxing jurisdictions present an even

more vexing problem. Under S105, sellers need not classify sales

according to subdivision of a state except with respect to those

subdivisions in which the seller has a business location or regularly

makes household deliveries.

.5106 Savings Provisions

This section preserves the rights of the states to proceed

against purchasers for taxes due, except in instances where the seller

has collected but failed to remit the tax.

S107 Liability with Respect to Unassessed Taxes

For periods ending on or before the enactment of the bill, no

assessments could be made for sales or use taxes if during that period

the seller did not maintain a business location, solicit orders

through employees, or regular engage in deliveries in the state.
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STATEMENT BY WILLIAM C. MC CAMANT
ON BEHALF OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF

WHOLESALER-DISTRIBUTORS BEFORE THE
SENATE AND FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION

AND DEBT MANAGEMENT GENERALLY

My name is William C. McCamant. I am the Vice Chairman

of the Board of the National Association of Wholesaler-

Distributors, 1725 K Street, N. W., Washington, D. C. I

appreciate having the opportunity to appear before the Sub-

committee on Taxation and Debt Management Generally of the

Senate Finance Committee today in behalf of the members of

the National Association of Wholesaler-Distributors, and offer

testimony as to the immediate need for Federal legislation

to govern State sales and use tax on interstate sales.

The Wholesale Distribution Industry

Merchant wholesaler-distributors perform an essential

economic function. They make goods and commodities of every

description available at the place of need, at the time of

need. Wholesaler-distributors purchase goods from producers,

inventory these goods, break bulk, sell, deliver, and extend

credit to retailers and industrial, commercial, institutional,

governmental and contractor business users.

Wholesaler-distributors are essential to the efficient

satisfaction of consumer and business needs. Further, by the

market coverage which they offer suppliers and the support

which they provide to their customers, wholesaler-distributors

preserve and enhance competition, the critical safeguard of
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our economic system. According to an NAW survey, the typical

wholesaler-distributor established the market connection between

133 manufacturers and 533 business customers. Many of these

manufacturers are themselves small businessmen who must rely

on wholesaler-distributors to establish, maintain, and nuture

markets for their products. The majority of customers are

small businessmen, also, who look to the merchant wholesaler-

distributor to provide merchandise availability, credit, and

other critical services.

The wholesale distribution industry, in contrast to the

manufacturing sector of the economy, continues to be dominated

by small-to-medium sized, closely held, family-owned businesses.

Of the 215,000 merchant wholesaler-distributor corporations

filing tax returns in 1973, 98.7% had assets of less than $10

million. These smaller firms accounted for about 65% of the

industry's sales volume.-

The recent Census of Wholesale Tzade, which was conducted

by the Bureau of the Census in 1973 for the year 1972, reported

that approximately 75 percent of the wholesaler-distributor

business establishments had annual sales of less than one million

dollars and that about 85 percent had sales of less than two

million dollars. In over three-quarters of the establishments,

the average employment was probably between six and ten people

in less than 15 percent of the establishments were there likely

to be more than 25 employees.

By contrast, in the manufacturing sector approximately
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2% of the firms, controlled about 88% of the assets and

accounted for approximatelye 80% of sales.

Industry sales totaled approximately $883 billion in 1979

and ave expected to reach $998 billion in 1980, according to

Commerce Department estimates.

NAW

The National Association of Wholesaler-Distributors ("NAW")

is a federation of 115 national wholesaler-distributor associa-

tions, which have an aggregate membership of approxmately 43,000

wholesaler-distributors, with 125,000 places of business. -The

members of our constituent associations are responsible for 60%

of the $998 billion of merchandise which will flow through

wholesale channels this year. They employ a comparable percen-

tabe, or 2.5 million, of the 4 million Americans who work in

wholesale trade. Although the individual firms which our

organization represents are small-to-medium size businesses

individually, their collective economic importance is most sig-

nificant. A full listing of the national associations affi-

liated with NAW is contained in Appendix I.

Impact Of Sales And Use Tax On Interstate Sales

The approximately 200 major wholesale market centers of this

nation do not respect state and local subdivision boundaries.

Hardly a single one is wholly contained within the boundaries

of one state - - much less within local subdivision boundaries -

- - and most markets cover several states. The multiplicity
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of sales and use taxes now being levied on interstate business

transactions by the States and by thousands of cities, counties,

school districts, police jurisdictions and other local taxing

jurisdictions has wrought utter havoc and chaos in the small

business organizations trying to engage in interstate commerce.

In 1964, sales and use taxes were levied by approximately 2,300

State and local units. This figure has now more than doubled

to 6,250 and the number is steadily growing, creating a system

of taxation which chokes the free flow of commerce among the

States.

Sales and use taxes imposed by State and local governments

have been the subject of very extensive Congressional hearings

going as far back as 1962. Hundreds of witnesses representing

the business community, revenue authorities of the various

states, tax and legal scholars, presented extensive information.

In addition, the general problem of the extension of State

legal jurisdiction to impose tax and the authority and responsi-

bility of the Federal government to define the State authority

were thoroughly reviewed.

In the 90th Congress the House passed H.R. 2158 by a vote

of 284 to 189. H.R. 2158 set forth what we believe to be fair

and effective jurisdictional standards regarding the authority

of a State to collect sales and use tax from an out-of-state

seller on sales in the State. Then in the 91st Congress a simi-

lar bill, H.R. 7906, was again passed by the House of Represen-

tatives by an overwhelming margin of four to one.
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In the 93rd Congress the Senate Finance Committee created

a Subcommittee on Interstate Taxation to hold hearings on this

serious problem and to take the necessary action. Unfortunately

the press of other business prevented the Finance Committee from

taking action as a result of the hearings held by Senator Mondale.

In 1977, Senator Mathias introduced S.2173 in the 95th

Congress, a bill which generally followed the provisions of the

previous House-passed bills. Extensive hearings were held on

the bill by Senator Mathias in Biloxi, Mississippi; Charleston,

South Carolina; Columbus, Ohio; and San Francisco, California,

with dozens of businesses and other witnesses testifying as to

the critical need for simplicity, uniformity and fairness in

the area of interstate taxation, and to restore efficiency which

has been the hallmark of our American economy.

Now the Subcommittee has before it for consideration S.983,

The Interstate Taxation Act of 1979, sponsored by Senator

Mathias. NAW is pleased to once again offer testimony on the

severe problem small businesses - - our constituency - - are

having in the area of salesand use tax on interstate sales.

We are not concerned about taxes p se. What we are con-

cerned with here is the definition of a State; with how far a

State can reach beyond its borders in order to require a non-

resident business to take a certain action, which in this case

pertains to the collection of sales and use taxes. We are

not asking this Subcommittee or Congress to review the tax laws

of 50 States; rather we are asking Congress to settle a boundary
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dispute - -where should the interstate line be drawn in a

business transaction?

There is a need for Congress to serve as Mason and Dixon

served many years ago to settle the geographic boundary between

Maryland and Pennsylvania. There is a need for a similar deter-

mination of the boundary between two States on business trans-

actions with regard to the imposition of a sales or use tax.

Somewhere in the business transaction the authority of one

State ends and the authority of another State begins. Maryland.-

and Pennsylvania cannot without great local confusion and unfair-

ness over-lap their boundaries on business transactions without

impeding the flow of commerce between the States, creating many

problems for those who wish to comply with the laws governing

commercial transactions. This is true not only for sales and use

taxes, but also for income and gross receipt taxes.

Federal Action Required On The
Problem Of Interstate Taxation

The question we must all face here today is: "What federally

mandated solution will be best for the States and the business

community?m It is obvious from the results of the State efforts

of the--past decade that they cannot and will not come to a solu-

tion - - neither a compact nor a uniform tax act. This is no-

where more evident than in the disappointing experience of the

Multistate Tax Commission, organized in 1967 for the admitted

purpose of making Federal interstate taxation legislation un-

necessary. Only a handful of States are now members, mostly
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States west of the Missippi River. Four States that belonged

to the Commission - - Indiana, Illinois, Florida and Wyoming

- - have withdrawn. Moreover, the Commission has been pre-

occupied with corporate income tax matters. No voluntary ef-

fort among the States will solve the severe problem now facing

smaller business enterprises which do not have the financial

resources to defend themselves in the shadowy area of tax lia-

bility on interstate taxation.

We wholesaler-distributors have felt for years that the

legislation, as twice passed by the House, is an equitable solu-

tion for the sales and use tax area. We do not believe that its

enactment would result in any loss of revenue to the States and

subdivisions. In an effort to be cooperative and try to reach

a fair solution, we have conferred with many State tax admini-

strators, economists and others interested in a solution.

The business community was not then and is not now in favor

of any federal legislation that will bring about the loss of

millions of dollars of revenues to the States and their sub-

divisions. After all, we are all citizens o.. the States and

local communities that must have the revenues to give us the

essential services that we all require.

Dr. Benjamin Franklin wrote; "Our Constitution is in ac-

tual operation; everything appears to promise that it will

last; but in this world nothing is certain but death and taxes."
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Businesses are not so certain as to their-obligations and duties

on interstate tax transactions as Dr. Franklin believed. There

is a large gray area that sound tax principles would indicate

needs to be resolved. Certainty is a requisite to effective

tax law: certainty as to jurisdiction; certainty as to what the-

tax is; certainty as to who must comply; and with these, some

reasonable methods and procedures for the revenue authority to

collect the tax effectively.

It is estimated that compliance with State sales and use

tax by out-of-state sellers is as low as 10 percent. It is the

utter lack of certainty and the tremendous complexity of State

law thAt has created this situation. Uniform and fair juris-

dictional standards and simplified procedures enacted at the

Federal level would create the certainty and remove the un-

necessary complexity which breeds such low compliance. Accord-

ingly, we are not petitioning you to provide tax exemption to

a broad group of present taxpayers in the sales and use tax area.

NAW's members typically sell 50 percent of this total

volume to retailers for resale. The other 50 percent is sold

to industrial, commercial, service and contractor buyers who

may either resell the product or use it ih the performance of

their trade or business. Only the in-state buyer really knows

what is to be done with the goods. In all cases where a resale

exemption number is furnished to an out-of-state vendor, the mere

existence of the number in his files should be sufficient

evidence of compliance, and the tax collector should be required

8
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to look to the in-state buyer for the tax due, if any.

We note that S.983 goes a long way toward achieving this

result in Section 103, which precludes sales or use tax lia-

bility being imposed on an out-of-state seller who obtains a

written certificate that the sale is for resale or otherwise

exempt from sales and use taxation, absent actual knowledge at

the time of receipt that the certificate is false or inaccurate.

We note also that S.983 has many of the provisions required

to deal with the complex problem of sales and use tax in

interstate sales transactions. It is our belief, however, that

the most critical provision is one that sets forth clear, concise

and uniform jurisdictional standards to limit the power of a

State or its political subdivision to require an out-of-state

seller to collect a sales or use tax on sales in that State.

This power to tax should be limited to sellers with a business-

location* in the State (or political subdivision), or sellers

making household deliveries in the State (or political subdivi-

sion), other than by U.S. Mail or common carrier. These are the

same standards advanced in the prior legislation, including the

two bills passed by the House of Representatives in the past.

These standards protect business selling in interstate commerce

*A person has a business location within the State if
the person owns or leases real property within that
State, or has one or more employees located in that
State, or regularly maintained a stock of tangible
personal property in that State for sale in the ordi-
nary course of business.
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but also protect the interest of the States in collecting the

taxes to which they are entitled.

Conclusion

NAW believes Congress has given the States more'*han an

adequate amount of time to work out a solution among themselves

to the problem of sales and use taxation on interstate sales.

It is also our considered opinion that it is impossible to obtain

a compact among the 50 States in this area, or even to obtain any

degree of uniformity without Federal legislation. Further

reliance on a State-level solution would be misplaced. We agree

totally with Senator Hathias who issued a warning when intro-

ducing the Interstate Taxation Act of 1979;

"we cannot wait any longer for reform. We

must act now. For too long, the debate

has been bogged down in the technical lan-

guage of experts. We have passively

adopted their terms of reference and con-

ducted the debate at the wrong level. We

must raise the level of debate and talk

frankly about the larger issues - -about

jobs, the national interest and economic

survival." (Cong.Rec., Vol. 125, No. 47,

April 23, 1979)

Now is the time to act.

June 24, 1980

66-690 0 - 80 - 23 (Pt.1)
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APPENDIX I

National WI'olsaler-Distributor Organizations

Affrdiated with the National Association of Wholesaler-Distributors

Air.conditioning & Refrigeration Wholesalers
American Dental Trade Association
American Jewelry Distributors Association
American Machine Tool Distributors" Association
American Supply Association
American Surgical Trade Association
American Traffic Services Association
American Veterinary Distributors Association
Appliance Parts Distributors Association, Inc.
Associated Equipment Distributors
Association of Footwear Distributors
Association of Steel Distributors
Automotive Service Industry Association
Aviation Distributors & Manufacturers Association

Bearing Specialists Association
Beauty & Barber Supply Institute, Inc.
Bicycle Wholesale Distributors Association, Inc.
Biscuit & Cracker Distributors Association

Ceramic Tile Distributors Association
Ceramics Distributors of America
Cooperative Food Distributors of America
Copper & Bras Servicenter Association
Council for Periodical Distributors Association
Council of Wholesale-Distributors

American Institute of Kitchen Dealers

Distributors Council, Inc.
Door & Hardware Institute
Drug Wholesalers Association

Electrical-Electronics Materials Distributors Asas.
Explosive Distributors Association, Inc.

Farm Equipment Wholesalers Association
Fireplace Institute
Flat Glass Marketing Association
Fluid Power Distributors Association. Inc.
Food Industries Suppliers Association
Foodservice Equipment Distributors Association
Foodservice Organization of Distributors

General Merchandise Distributors Council

Hobby Industry Association

The Irrigation Association

Laundry & Cleaners AUied Trades Association

Machinery Dealers National Association
Mass Merchandising Distributors Association
Material Handling Equipment Distribution Association
Monument Builders of North America - Wholesale Div.
Music Distributors Association

National-American Wholesale Grocers' Association
National Appliance Parts Suppliers Association
National Association of Aluminum Distributors
National Association of Brick Distributors
National Association of Chemical Distributors
National Association of Container Distributors
National Association of Decorative Fabric Distributors
National Association of Electrical Distributors
National Association of Fire Equipment Distributors

National Association of Floor Covering Distributors
National Association of Marine Services, Inc.
National Association of Meat Purveyors
National Association of Plastics Distributors
National Association of Recording Merchandisers. Inc.
National Association of Service Merchandising
National Association of Sporting Goods Wholesalers
National Association of Textile & Appael Wholesalers
National Association of Tobacco Distributors
National Association of Writing Instrument Distributors
National Beer Wholesalers Association
National Building Material Distributors Association
National Business Forms Association
National Candy Wholesalers Association
National Ceramic Association, Inc.
National Commercial Refrigeration Sales Association
National Electronic Distributors Association
National Fastener Distributors Association
National Food Distributors Association
National Frozen Food Association
National Independent Bank Equipment SuppllersAwn.
National Industrial Belting Association
National Industrial Glove Distributors Association
National Lawn & Garden Distributors Association
National Locksmiths' Suppliers Association
National Marine Distributors Association
National Notion Wholesaler Distributor Assn., Inc.
National Paint Distributors, Inc.
National Paper Trade Association, Inc.
National Sash & Door Jobbers Association
National School Supply & Equipment Association
National Solid Waste Management Association
National & Southern Industrial Distributors Associations
National Swimming Pool institute
National Truck Equipment Association
National Welding Supply Association
National Wheel & Rim Association
National Wholesale Druggists' Association
National Wholesale Furniture Association
National Wholesale Hardware Association
Northamerican Heating & Airconditioning Wholesalers
North American Wholesale Lumber Association, Inc.

Optical Laboratories Association

Pet Industry Distributors Association
Plastercraft Association
Power Transmission Distributors Association. Inc.

Safety Equipment Distributors Association, Inc.
Scaffold Industry Association
Shoe Service Institute of America
Specialty Tools & Fasteners Distributors Association
Steel Service Center Institute

Toy Wholesalers' Association of America

United Pesticide Formulators & Distributors Association

Wallcovering Wholesalers Association
Warehouse Distributors Association for

Leisure & Mobile Products
Watch Materials & Jewelry Distributors Association
Wholesale Florists & Florist Suppliers of America
Wholesale Stationers' Association
Wine & Spirits Wholesalers of America. Inc.
Woodworking Machinery Distributors Association

F.D.j
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SU W1ARY OF MR. WEBSTER'S TESTIMONY

BEFORE THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

JUNE 24, 1980

Mr. Chairman, my name is George D. Webster,

and I am an attorney in Washington, D.C. with the law firm

of Webster and Chamberlain. I am accompanied by G. Stewart

Boswell, Director of Government Relations for AAMA, and

Michael Rigas, also a lawyer with Webster and Chamberlain.

I am here today on behalf of AAMA and the Haggar Company of

Dallas, Texas, to urge passage of S. 983, the Interstate

Taxation Act of 1979. I hope that my remarks will assist

you in your efforts to'gain Senate approval of this important

piece of legislation.

At present, there are few restrictions on the

/ rights of states to tax interstate businesses. One Supreme

Court decision allows a state to impose a gross receipts tax

on businesses that employ only one person in the state, and

that person need not even solicit orders or have an office

outside his home. Another decision permits a state to require

businesses to collect use taxes even though all orders are

solicited through independent sales contract people.

States also are given great leeway in assessing

net corporate income taxes. Although Public Law 86-272 exempts
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businesses whose sales representatives confine their

activities to solicitation of orders, states have been

steadily narrowing the scope of activity which is considered

"soliciting orders" for taxation purpose. Moreover, states

are permitted to use combined reporting in order to tax

worldwide income of a company, even though such income

bears no relationship to the amount of business activity

within a state or the amount of services being provided to

the company by the state.

The apparel industry considers the current state

of affairs with regard to state taxation of interstate

commerce to be chaotic, inequitable, and generally unsatisfac-

tory. The lack of a consistent standard among the states as

to which businesses can be taxed precludes effective long-

range business planning. Theheavy amount of paperwork

required by the states interferes with industry efforts to

keep prices at relatively low levels. The lack of a meaning-

ful nexus requirement between the level of a firm's activity

in a state and the state's right to tax that firm allows a

state to impose taxes even when business activity within

.the state is at a bare minimum.

Haggar Company and AAMA believe that S. 983 will

correct the abuses described above. It provides definite

standards for determining what level of contact a business

must havt with a state before a use tax or gross receipts

tax can be levied. It prevents a state from taxing a business
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that has only minimal contact with the state, It reduces

the amount of paperwork to be done by firms and it eases the

administrative burden on interstate businesses. Finally,.

it removes the worst feature of the net income tax, the

right of states to tax the foreign income of a company.

The optional three-factor formula in the bill is straight-

forward and easily interpreted; it will protect companies

against excessive, irregular and indiscriminate state

taxation of corporation income.

In conclusion, we support S. 983 and urge this

committee to act favorably on it. Without such legislation,

the American apparel maker will be hardpressed to compete

in today's marketplace.

I will be happy to answer any questions you may

have ...
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STATEMENT OF GEORGE D. WEBSTER

TO THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

ON S. 983,

THE INTERSTATE TAXATION ACT OF 1979

WASHINGTON, D. C.

JUNE 24, 1980

Mr. Chairman, my name is George D. Webster,

and I am an attorney in Washington, D. C. representing the

American Apparel Manufact'rers Association. I am

accompanied by Mr. G. Stewart Boswell, Director of Govern-

ment Relations for the Association.

I am here today on behalf of AAMA and a member

company, the Haggar Compahy of Dallas, Texas, to urge the

passage of S. 983, the Interstate Taxation Act of 1979.

Haggar Company is a privately-owned company

principally engaged in_the manufacture of men and women's

apparel. AAMA is a national trade association which

represents manufacturers of more than 60% of the wearing

apparel made in the United States. AAMA has over 400

members, which range in size from the large publicly-held

corporation to the very small family-owned business. The

apparel industry is among the most competitive sectors of the

economy, and it delivers high quality clothes for relatively

low cost.



Legislation to regulate state taxation of

interstate commerce is long overdue. I hope that my

remarks today will assist you in your efforts to gain

Senate approval of this important-piece of legislation.

I will begin by giving you an idea of how businesses

in the apparel industry sell their products. Typically, an

apparel firm will employ a number of sales representatives,

and will assign these representatives territories in which

to solicit orders from retail customers. These sales

representatives are generally paid on a commission basis.

and their assigned territories often include several states.

Even a very small company may sell its garments in 20 or 30

states through the efforts of its sales representatives.

Almost without exception, the sales representatives

of apparel manufacturers confine their activity to the solicitation

of orders which are sent to the home office for approval or

rejection. Thus, as a general rule, sales representatives do

not approve orders themselves, do not maintain an inventory of

garments, and do not handle shipments of garments after orders

are approved.

At present, there are few restrictions on the rights

of states to tax interstate businesses. In the absence of

federal legislation on the subject, the Supreme Court has..

steadily expanded the concept of what constitutes a sufficient

nexus between an out-of-state vendor and the taxing state to

allow the state to impose use ta-as and gross receipts taxes.

In Standard-Pressed Steel Company v. Department of

Revenue, the Court permitted the State of Washington to collect
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a gross receipt tax from a business that employed only one

person in the state--a person who did not solicit orders and

whose only office was in his home. Ser-ipto v.-Carson held that

a state could impose an obligation to collect use taxes even

though all orders had been solicited through independent sales

contract people.

States also have great leeway in assessing net

corporate income taxes. Under Public Law 86-272, a manufacturer

is not subject to a state's net income tax if his sales repre-

sentative confines his activity to solicitation of orders.

Unfortunately, in recent years, states have been narrowing the

scope of activity which is considered "soliciting orders" and, there-

fore, protected from tax. Moreover, in Norman Manufacturing Company

v. Blair, the Supreme Court upheld a method of apportioning income

that uses combined reporting in order to tax world-wide income of

a company. Such income bears no relationship to the amount of

business activity of a company within a state or the amount of

services being provided to the company by the state.

The current state of affairs demands reform. It

imposes unfair burdens on apparel firms in several ways.

First, there is no uniformity among the states as to

what level of business activity warrants taxation. Each state

sets its own standards for determining which businesses can be

taxed. This lack of uniformity precludes effective planning and

incrPases the costs of conducting interstate business. The

apparel industry wants to know with certainty what its tax

liability will be in each state.

& Second, the present system requires an inordinate
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amount of paperwork. Firms in the apparel industry cannot be

expected to keep their prL-es at relatively low levels when

theX have to satisfy the different paper requirements of a

variety of states.

Third, there is presently too little in the way of a

nexus requirement between the level of a firm's activity in

a state and the state's right to tax that firm. Too many

apparel companies are taxed even though they have minimal

contacts with the state involved. For example, the Haggar

Company does not own or maintain any offices, inventory or

other property outside of Texas, but it nevertheless has been

taxed on its sales outside of Texas. In fact, West Virginia

went so far as to assess the company five years back gross

receipt taxes computed on-an amount equal to about six times

the company's actual sales volume in the state, even though

Haggar's West Virginia staff consisted of only two resident

salesmen who solicited orders that were approved and filled

in Dallas. Examples such as this point out the need for quick

legislative action.

Haggar Company and AAMA believe that S. 983 will

correct most of the abuses described above. It provides

definite standards for determining what level of contact a

business must have with a state before use taxes or gross

receipt taxes can be levied. These standards are not so

minimal as to let the states do whatever they want. The

definitions of "business location", "location of employee",

and "business office", in particular, insure that a company
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will not be taxed unless genuinely conducting business in a

state. Other provisions relieve the tax burden on interstate

businesses by exempting separate freight charges from the

use tax and by reducing the degree of multiple taxation.

The bill will also reduce the amount of paperwork

required by states and ease the administrative burden on

interstate businesses. Section 104, for instance, allows an

out-of-state seller with less than $100,000 annually in taxa-

ble sales to acquire a certification from the purchaser as to

the correct rate or amount applicable to the sale; it also

provides for a standard form of return. Likewise, the exemp-

tions of Sections 102c and 105 will help lessen the apparel

industry's administrative load.

Title 3 of S. 983 removes the worst feature of the

net income tax, the right of states to tax the foreign income

of a company. Moreover, the optional three-factor formula

incorporated in the bill is straightforward and easily inter-

preted and will protect companies against excessive, irregular

and indiscriminate state taxation.

S. 983 will not unduly restrict state 'taxing activ-

ities. It leaves to the states full authority to iLpose a use

tax on the sale of vehicles, boats and motor fuels and, in

Sections 106 and 202, it sets forth state taxing prerogatives

not to be affected by the rest of the bill.

In conclusion, we support S. 983 and urge this

committee to act favorably on it. Without such legislation, the
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apparel maker will be hard pressed to compete in today's

marketplace. In addition to the taxes themselves, the task

of preparing and filing tax returns in 20 or 30 states can

be very costly, and may simply be too much for the small

manufacturer. We therefore urge your Committee to approve

this legislation, and hope that the Senate and House will

enact it into law.

I will be happy to answer any questions you may have.
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Statement of

J, M. Haggar, Founder

The Haggar Company

Dallas, Texas

Mr. Haggar is unable to appear, but asked that the following state-

ment on his behalf be included in the record of hearing on S. 983.

"We are paying state taxes in the state of Washington and the state

of West Virginia, which we previously had refused to pay because we

thought they were unconstitutional. However, they tied up our accounts

receivable and forced us to pay these taxes, which we are still doing.

In checking with a lot of our competitors that have the same merchandise

and the same kind of business, we were told that they do not pay these

taxes. When we asked the states about this, they replied, 'they will pay

the taxes when we catch them.' In my opinion, this is not the American

way because it reflects inequities and unfairness.

"We do not mind assuming this financial responsibility as long as

the taxes are charged to all businesses in the same equitable fashion.

The chaotic way these taxes are assessed, it not only is unfair, but

precludes effective long-range business planning.

"In my opinion, you and your committee should support bill S. 983

because it would appear that it is designed to correct a situation which

gobs against America's concept of fairness for all citizens and all _

businesses."
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Senator BYRD. Next will be a panel of five, Mr. Arthur C.
Roemer, president, National Association of Tax Administrators,
and deputy commissioner of the Minnesota Department of Reve-
nue; Mr. Benjamin F. Miller of the California Franchise Tax Board;
Mr. Theodore W. deLooze, chief tax counsel, Oregon Department of
Revenue; Mr. Eugene F. Corrigan, executive director, Multi-State
Tax Commission; Mr. Jonathan Rowe, associate director, Citizens
for Tax Justice.

Gentlemen, you may proceed, and determine among yourselves
who will go first.

STATEMENT OF ARTHUR C. ROEMER, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF TAX ADMINISTRATORS, AND DEPUTY COM-
MISSIONER OF THE MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE
Mr. ROEMER. Mr. Chairman, my name is Arthur C. Roemer. I am

president of the National Association of Tax Administrators.
I have submitted a prepared- statement which, with the chair-

man's permission, I would like to have incorporated into the
record.

Senator BYRD. Without objection.
Mr. ROEMER. The executive committee of the National Associ-

ation of Tax Administrators, an organization of the State revenue
departments of the 50 State governments and the District of Co-
lumbia, respectfully requests the Subcommittee on Taxation, and
Debt Management of the Senate Finance Committee to take no
action on S. 983 and S. 1688. -

The NATA executive committee, as it always has, stands ready
to assist Congress in developing solutions to problems in interstate
taxation. Its objections to S 983 and S. 1688 may be summarized as
follows.

One, the bills would restrict State taxing authority, interfere
with the long-standing division of Federal and State taxing power,
establish a precedent for further adverse action against the States,
and reduce State revenue. -

Two, the bills would inflict these -losses on the States without
compensating them by correcting existing Federal restrictions on
State taxation of interstate transactions which result in discrimina-
tion against local business and in the loss of revenue to State and
local governments.

Three, the bills disregard the substantial uniformity the States
have achieved in their income and sales taxation of interstate
transactions. They would impose new restrictions on the States in
areas of taxation where uniform provisions are prevalent, and
where the courts have stated that multistate and multinational
taxpayers have judicial protection against discriminatory treat-
ment.

Most notably, the States have achieved uniformity or near uni-
formity in the following areas: Corporation income tax base; stand-
ard apportionment formula; credit for sales or use tax paid to
another State; State collection of local sales taxes; exemption and
resale certificates; discrimination against interstate transactions;
charges for expense for out-of-State audits; and extended filing
period. f
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Statistics concerning this uniformity are contained on pages 3
and 4 of the prepared statement.

Four, in their provisions relating to foreign source income, the
bills would bar the use of the unitary method in taxing foreign
source income, a method employed by some States. States point to
the fact that the unitary method has long been upheld by the
courts, and is regarded as a reasonable basis for apportioning cor-
porate income.

In place of the unitary method, the bills would require the States
to adopt the arm's-length method which has been subject to wide-
spread criticism and would result in major compliance and audit-*
ing problems.

S. 983 and S. 1688 would impose important limitations on the
States' ability to tax foreign source dividends. The NATA executive
committee supports the position of the U.S. Treasury opposing the
provisions of S. 1688 relating to State taxation of foreign source
dividends.

Five, passage of the bills at this time, when a General Account-
ing Office study of State income taxation of multijurisdictional
business authorized by Congress is in process, would negate the
value that that study is intended to have.

Six, the bills conflict in a number of areas with the NATA policy
statement on the taxation of interstate business, a set of principles
adopted by the States in 1979. The principles in the NATA policy
statement are designed to balance State and taxpayer concerns in
the taxation of interstate and multinational income.

They reflect the willingness and desire of the State tax adminis-
trators to cooperate with Congress in solving State and taxpayer
problems in interstate taxation in a form that would provide equity
for both local and multistate taxpayers and permit the effective
and equitable administration of State taxes.

In approving the NATA policy position, the State tax depart-
ments comprising NATA's membership stressed that it reflected
compromises by all States, and is an integrated consensus of the
States, and that if the statement were fragmented or balanced, it
could no longer be represented as a collective position of the States.

In conclusion, for the reasons stated above, the executive com-
mittee of the National Association of Tax Administrators urges
Congresss to take no action on S. 983 and S. 1688, and it reiterates
its willingness and desire to discuss the issues involved with Con-
gress.

Senator BYRD. At this point, the committee would like to-depart
from the regular order and recognize the Senator from Idaho, Mr.
Church, who has other obligations.

Senator Church, the committee is very glad to have you. Would
you prefer to make your statement now or would you prefer to
wait until after the vote?

Senator CHURCH. The vote is on, isn't it? Perhaps we had better
vote together and come back. My statement would run longer, I
think, than the time available before the vote.

Senator BYRD. If it is agreeable to Senator Packwood, the com-
mittee will stand in recess, and the three of us can vote, and we
will come right back,

Senator CHURCH. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman
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Whereupon, a brief recess was taken.]
nator BYRD. The committee will come to order.

The Senator from Idaho, Mr. Church, is recognized.
Senator CHURCH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BYRD. We are very glad to have you, Senator Church.

STATEMENT OF HON. FRANK CHURCH, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF IDAHO

Senator CHURCH. I appreciate the opportunity to testify before
the subcommittee on S. 1688 and S. 983. These two bills mandate
sweeping changes in the formulas used by States to assess multina-
tional corporate income tax liability. As someone who has long
been concerned with the preservation of States' rights in fashion-
ing their own tax rules, I am here today to express my firm
opposition to the proposed legislation.

At a time when the Federal Government should be limiting its
intrusion into the legitimate jurisdiction of the states, S. 983 and
S. 1688 would accomplish the exact opposite. The States would-be
prohibited from using the unitary taxation method, and would also
be restricted in taxing the dividends that a corporation receives
from its foreign affiliates.

The effect of such legislation cannot be understated. It would
usurp the traditional prerogatives of the States. It would enable
multinational corporations, particularly the international oil com-
panies, to evade tax payments of hundreds of millions of dollars. It
would discriminate against small business, and against all Ameri-
can companies which choose to invest at home instead of abroad.

It would deprive the States of much-needed revenue approximat-
ing hundreds of millions of dollars. It might very well accelerate
the purchase of American farmland by foreign investors. In short,
at a time when our Nation is experiencing serious recessions, some
might say bordering on depression, it makes absolutely no sense to
punish the American farmer, consumer, and taxpayer for the bene-
fit of the multinational corporations, which are the only ones who
stand to reap additional profits under this legislation.

Federal Government should not be stripping away one of the
fundamental powers still left to the States, that of State taxation.

In 1978, Mr. Chairman, I led the successful battle against the
inclusion of article 9-4 in the United States-United Kingdom Tax
Treaty, an article which attempted by treaty, as this bill now.
attempts to do by U.S. law, to deny the States their legitimate
right to tax.

Two arguments were advocated by supporters of that article.
One, that the States would not lose any revenue by dropping the
unitary method, and two, that the inclusion of article 9-4 was
necessary in order to secure ratification of the treaty by the
British.

The evidence raised during that debate and the ratification of
the treat without article 9-4 by the British established a solid
case for leaving State taxation to the States. At that time, tax
authorities from over 25 States expressed their belief that any
restriction imposed on the unitary method would seriously impair
their ability to assess and collect the appropriate amount of corpo-
rate tax liability.

//
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The evidence against these same restrictions on States' rights as
they now appear in S. 983 and S. 1688 has been mounting ever
since.

In March, the Supreme Court ruled against the Mobil Oil Corp.
and upheld the right of Vermont to include in its tax base Mobil's
dividend income from foreign affiliates and subsidiaries. The Court
clearly rejected Mobil's argument that its subsidiaries and affiliates
were somehow unrelated to the sale of petroleum products in
Vermont.

Harriet King, commissioner of the Veirnont Department of
Taxes, has noted that:

* * * had Mobil been able to exclude its dividend income from Vermont's appor-
tionable tax base, it would have paid only $25 in Vermont taxes for 2 of the 3 years
at issue, notwithstanding sales in the State for those 2 years totaling more than $18
million and Federal taxable income totaling approximately $528 million.

On June 10, the Supreme Court upheld the right of a State to
base its corporate income tax using the very same unitary method
that these bills now attempt to take away. In this suit, the Exxon
Corp. contended that it should only be taxed on its marketing
operations in Wisconsin, not on its refining, exploration, or produc-
tion operations. Although it had huge profits, Exxon maintained
that it owed nothing in taxes to Wisconsin for the 4 years from
1965 through 1968.

In fact, Exxon filed Wisconsin income tax returns showing losses
for each year.

This case demonstrates how the oil companies manipulate their
profits to avoid income tax liabilities. The -legislation before this
committee is premised on the ability to segregate profits-the very
arguments that were deemed without merit by the Supreme Court.
But no doubt the oil companies and other multinationals will con-
tinue to press for these bills.

In California alone, the revenue lost by passage of these bills
would total over $485 million, of which the oil companies would be
exempted- from paying half that sum. In Idaho, the effect of these
bills would be tantamount to cutting as much as $16 million, or 40
percent from the corporate taxes collected by the State. Half of
that $16 million would be pocketed by the oil companies.

It is unfair, Mr. Chairman, to contemplate new tax loopholes for
the oil companies when their profits have never been higher. A
recent Wall Street Journal survey shows that 19 oil companies
posted a 93-percent gain in profits for the first quarter of 1980 over
1979. Its survey of 543 major corporations, including the oil compa-
nies, showed a 17-percent increase, the average for the 543, in the
first quarter of 1980 profits. But without inclusion of the oil giants,
the earnings from all the other corporations would have registered
a 1.7-percent decline from the year before.

As a result of oil decontrol, the oil companies stand to gain
additional profits totaling hundreds of millions of dollars during
the coming decade. Do the American people want these companies
to be granted further tax loopholes?

In a State like mine, Mr. Chairman, I might point out that the
loss of revenue will have to be made up by taxing small companies
and property holders and the individual citizen, and they are al-
ready very heavily taxed.
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--Furthermore, we ought not to be exporting jobs and capital
abroad when rising unemployment makes imperative that need for
more investment in the United States. Yet the practical effect of
the proposed legislation will be to grant new tax incentives that
will only encourage the flight of U.S. corporate investment abroad.

These bills would impose a tax rate ceiling of 46 percent on a
U.S. corporation's foreign subsidiaries; and once these corporations
could demonstrate that the aggregate foreign taxes paid were equal
to 46 percent, then the States would be prohibited from taxing the
dividends these subsidiaries sent back to the U.S. corporation. Yet
U.S. subsidiaries of American corporations would still be required
to pay State and local taxes on their dividends on top of the-U.S.
Federal rate of 46 percent.

Thus, American companies would be encouraged to set up subsid-
iaries abroad or in foreign tax havens where the dividends will be
immune from State taxation. I see no reason that an American
corporation with only domestic operations should be forced to pay
effectively a higher tax rate than ones with foreign operations. It
legitimatizes discrimination, and it accelerates a dangerous trend
that has already begun.

According to recently released Commerce Department projec-
tions, investment abroad by American companies will increase 26
percent this year, while investment in the United States will grow
by only 11 percent, less than half as much.

The corporate income tax is one of the few ways with which oil
consuming States like Idaho are able to recoup their fair share of
the massive profits being drained out of their economies. Any cut
in the corporate income taxing authority of the States can only be
made by increasing the already heavy burden of income and prop-
erty taxes on ordinary citizens, as I have already pointed out.

At a time of ravishing inflation, the enactment of any legislation
that would cause a rise in taxes for the average citizen for the
benefit of big business is simply unacceptable. The restrictions
proposed in S. 983 and S. 1688 will render it almost impossible for
State tax authorities to assess corporate tax liability in a fair and
flexible way toimeet changing conditions.

Under the rigid straitjacket imposed by these bills, corporations
would be able to transfer their income in sales from one State into
another for the sole purpose of minimizing tax liabilities.

The last point I would like to raise this morning concerns the
effect of this legislation on the American farmer. I come from a
State where the specter of foreign takeover of U.S. farmland is
taken very seriously. This legislation would compound the serious
loophole that already exists-the avoidance of capital gains tax on
real estate sold by foreign investors. To the credit of Congress, Mr.
Chairman, your committee has just approved legislation that would
close this loophole.

It is my opinion, however, that S. 1688 and S. 983 would effec-
tively neutralize that corrective legislation. As Rubin L. Johnson,
director of legislative services of the National Farmers Union,
noted in testimony before the House Ways and Means Committee
on March 30, 1980, H.R. 5072, which is identical with S. 1688, poses
a serious threat to American farmers, because it would subsidize
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foreign investment in U.S. farmland by sheltering the profits of
foreign investors from effective State taxation.

I readily concede that the unitary method is not perfect, but this
is the one proven method for controlling the ability of a corpora-
tion to switch income earned from one State or country to another
which has lower tax rates or no income tixes at all.

All companies, including the oil companies and multinational
corporations, should be asked only to pay their fair share of taxes.
I do not think, however, we should legislate a scheme that enables
them to-pay less than their fair share.

Above all else, the issue before the committee is whether the
Federal Government should be telling the States how to run their
business. If we strip away the tax authority of the States, then we
will make a mockery of the Federal-State system.

Over 200 years ago, our ancestors protested taxation without
representation. We cannot allow the multinational companies
through the Federal Government to restrict State taxation, for that
would be representation without taxation, a concept inherently
unfair to every ordinary American citizen.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. That concludes my statement.
Senator BYRD. Thank you, Senator Church.
At this point, T will insert in the record a letter from the Depart-

ment of Rvenue and Taxation of the State of Idaho, such letter
being signed by Jenkin L. Palmer, chairman, Idaho State Tax
Commission.

[The material referred to follows:]
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE AND TAXATION,

STATE TAX COMMISSION,
Boise, Idaho, June 17, 1980.

Hon. HARRY F. BYRD, Jr.,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Taxation,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C

CHAIRMAN BYRD AND MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMITrEE ON TAXATION: The Idaho
State Tax Commission wishes to state for the record that it is seriously opposed to
the passage of S. 1688 and S. 983, bills prohibiting the states' use of the unitary
method in determining the taxable income of multinational corporations and also
limiting the ability of a state to tax foreign source dividends received by a domestic
corporation. The Idaho State Tax Commission opposes these bills for the following
reasons:

The State of Idaho derives a substantial portion of its corporate income tax
revenues from multinational corporations having business activities within the
State of Idaho. If these multinational corporations are allowed to shelter significant
portions of their unitary business income from taxation by the states, the State of
Idaho as well as the other states will suffer a drastic reduction in corporate income
tax revenues. This would in turn put smaller-in-state businesses at a competitive
disadvantage by increasing their relative tax burden.

Allowing unitary multinational corporate businesses to shift foreign expenses and
domestic income between corporations, and then preventing the inclusion,of the
income supposedly "earned" by the foreign corporations in the combined income of
the corporate group would obviawsly allow these multinational businesses to shelter
large amounts of income from Atate as well as federal taxation. Section 48fbf the
United States Internal Revenue Code was theoretically designed to allow the Inter-
nal Revenue auditors to adjust income and expenses between foreign and domestic
related corporations, but Internal Revenue personnel have flatly conceded that the
Section 482 adjustments are not a workable method of enforcing arms-length trans-
actions. Furthermore, the broad focus of the federal government is different from
that of each taxing state with respect to prohibiting less than arms-length transac-
tions between any two domestic and foreign corporations within a multinational
group.

In the case of a multinational group whose parent corporation is in a foreign
country and which has a subsidiary corporation with operations in Idaho, if the
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state were prevented from requiring the multinational from filing a world wide
combination return, the subsidiary operating in Idaho, in cooperation with its
parent, could show a loss in Idaho and thereby completely shelter its income from
taxation by this state.

The Supreme Court of the United States has uph71d the constitutionality of the
world wide combined report, and in a decision just handed down, has rejected Mobil
Oil Corporation's challenge to the constitutionality of the State of Vermont's tax-
ation of dividends paid to a domestic corporation by a foreign subsidiary. In addi-
tion, the United States Senate recently removed Article 9(4) from the United States.
United Kingdom Tax Treaty which would have attempted the same prohibition of
the states' use of the unitary method in determining the taxable income from
multinational corporations. The Briti3h House of Commons has ratified the U.S.-
U.K. Treaty allowing the states' use of the unitary method.

For these reasons, the Idaho State Tax Commission strongly objects to the passage
of S. 1688 and S. 983, and stresses the importance of the continuation of the states'
use of the unitary method in determining taxable income of multinational corpera-
tions and the ability to tax foreign source dividends received by a domestic corpora-
tion.

Sincerely yours,
JENKIN L. PALMER, Chairman.

Senator BYRD. Thank you, Senator Church.
Senator CHURCH. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BYRD. If the previous panel would come to the table. We

are sorry for the delay. The Senate had three votes that it was
necessary for the members of the committee to make.

Mr. Roemer has concluded his testimony. The next witness, I
assume, will be Benjamin F. Miller, California Franchise Tax
Board.

STATEMENT OF BENJAMIN F. MILLER, CALIFORNIA
FRANCHISE TAX BOARD

Mr. MILLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
For the record, the franchise tax board has already submitted a

written statement, and at this time, at the request of Kenneth
Cory, the comptroller of the State of California and chairman of
the franchise tax board, I would also like to submit his statement,
if I may have this admitted into the record.

Senator BYRD. Without objection, both will be received and
printed.

Mr. MILLER. Thank you.
I would estimate that we have had about 3 hours of testimony

today, Senator, and much if not all of it the franchise tax board
disagrees with. I think one of the more cogent statements that has
been made during this hearing was the question you yourself
asked, sir. That is, "if what the States are doing is unconstitution-
al, then why is there any need for a law?" I think the answer is,
there is no need.

Many of the problems which representatives of the corporate
business world have brought up have been problems of a constitu-
tional nature, either that the method used by the States is burden-
some, it unfairly burdens interstate commerce or foreign com-
merce, it acts as a disincentive to investment, or it discriminates
against those types of commerce. If that is the case, then the
unitary method is in fact unconstitutional and there is no need for
a law.

But in point of fact, the courts have never had any problem with
that question. Time after time, the unitary method has been sus-
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tained by the courts. It has been sustained with respect to foreign
operations and domestic operations.

One of the earlier witnesses was asked when the unitary method
first became a detriment to foreign operations. I don't believe that
it is. But I think we can go all the way back to 1924 to see when it
was first applied. The U.S. Supreme Court in the Bass Ratcliff case
upheld the use of a formula method with respect to a foreign-based
corporation which was doing business in the United States. That
corporation had reported no income to the State of New York, even
though it earned an income on a worldwide basis. The Supreme
Court held that the State could in fact use a formula method to
fairly determine the amount of income which should be attributed
to New York.

As recently as March, the U.S. Supreme Court in the case of
Mobil Oil v. Vermont also sustained the use of the unitary method
with respect to the taxation of dividends earned from operations in
foreign countries.

One of the things that must be looked at in this area is what tax
burdens would multinational corporations in fact pay if these bills
passed. The answer is given by the Vermont case, the Mobil Oil
case. If either bill 1688 or 983 were in place, the amount of tax
which Mobil Oil would have paid to the State of Vermont for 2 of
the years would have been $25, the minimum tax. It reported no
income to the State of Vermont. Assuming the unitary method was
applied by all States in Mobil's manner, Mobil would report no
income to any State and would pay no tax to any State. To my
mind, that is unconscionable. I do not understand how any major
oil company can legitimately say that it earned no income and
should pay no tax in any of the States in this country.

Mobil and the situation in Vermont is not unique. The same kind
of situation occurred with Exxon in the State of Wiscon-7in. Again,
the U.S. Supreme Court upheld the use of the unitary method in
that case, and held that the oil companies do have to pay some tax
to the States.

Again, the same situation was involved in a South Carolina case
involving Exxon. The South Carolina Supreme Court sustained the
tax in that case. It is my understanding the U.S. Supreme Court
has also recently dismissed that case, citing the Wisconsin case.

This is a problem which is not unique to the oil industry. It has
come up in a number of other areas. The U.S. Supreme Court
recently considered the case of ASARCO v. the State of Idaho,
Senator Church's State. Again, by the method which ASARCO
chose to report to Idaho, they reported no income to that State, and
would have paid no tax. Idaho used the unitary method, included
dividends, and was able to assert a tax.

The fact that these corporate taxpayers can under the arm's-
length standard report no income to the State jurisdictions sug-
gests to me there is something fundamentally wrong with the
arm's-length standard. It is just not proper for these corporations
to pay no taxes to the States in which they are doing business.

One of the arguments which has been made by many of the
representatives of business is that the unitary method is a disin-
centive to investments within an individual State. California's ex-
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perience belies that, in spite of the testimony which has been
offered.

Many people have said California is having trouble attracting
foreign investment. Over the last 5 or 10 years, California has been
the No. 1 State in attracting foreign investment, in almost every
single quarter in every year. We do not have trouble attracting
foreign investment. The statements of those who argue otherwise
are inaccurate. The e mpirical evidence shows that it is just not the
case.

In spite of the testimony that has been given today, there are
certain corporate taxpayers whichdo favor the use of worldwide
unitary method. California's own experience in the development of
the unitary method was aided by several oil companies which
wanted to take advantage of the unitary method. They sued Cali-
fornia to require the use of the unitary method and sued success-
fully. This was back in the mid-1960's. Currently there is now
pending a case before the Illinois Supreme Court involving Cater-
pillar Tractor. Approximately 9 or 10 corporations have filed an
amicus brief in that case supporting the use of the worldwide
unitary method by the State of Illinois. Among those corporations
is the Continental Bank of Illinois.

Also, I think the committee should be aware of the fact that the
General Accounting Office, at the request of the House Ways and
Means Committee, is currently conducting a study of the unitary
method, and also the arm's-length standard. We believe that it
would be extTemely precipitous for your committee to act on either
of these bills pending the outcome of these studies, and we think
these studies must be looked at together. You should not discard
the unitary method without having an evaluation of the arm's-
length method, and an answer to the question of whether or not it
in fact provides an effective means to deal with the tax avoidance
problems which the States encounter.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BYRD. Thank you, Mr. Miller.
It has been mentioned, I think, that legislation has been intro-

duced in California to change the existing tax formula in regard to
foreign corporations.

Mr. MILLER. Yes, sir. There is currently a bill pending before the
California Legislature which would restrict the use of the unitary
method with respect to foreign owned or controlled businesses. This
bill would provide that a foreign -corporation which is owned or
controlled by foreign interests would- not be includable in a com-
bined report.

That bill has passed the State assembly. It is currently before the
State senate. The franchise tax board does not think it is a good
bill. The principal argument that is being advanced in support of it
is the disincentive argument. We believe the arguments that the
unitary method is a disincentive to investment do not hold water.
The franchise tak board is on the record in opposition to that
particular bill.

Our principal fear with respect to the bill is that it would be
extended beyond the foreign parent situation under the arguments
which have been made here today. That is, you cannot just give a
benefit to the foreign-controlled operations. You must give a simi-
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lar benefit to the U.S.-based operations. The franchise tax board
and the Governor of California are opposed to that concept.

There is no indication that the California Legislature would take
action as far reaching as that involved in either S. 1688 or S. 983.
Of course, we do not yet know the outcome of the bill that is
currently pending as to whether it will pass or not, but I am fairly
certain that there is no chance, at this point in time, anyway, to
extend the scope of those bills to those contemplated by S. 1688 and
S. 983.

Senator BYRD. Did the Governor and the tax board oppose the
legislation when it was in the House?

Mr. MILLER. The franchise tax board did, yes, sir. The Governor
supported the legislation at that time.

Senator BYRD. The Governor supported it?
Mr. MILUR. That's right, sir, with respect to foreign multination-

als. At the time it was before our assembly, it also included a
provision which-would not give the benefits of the bill to energy
companies or oil companies. That bill has now been amended so
that the benefits of the bill are extended to oil companies, and it is
not clear what the Governor's position would be at this time. We
know that he was opposed to that amendment. Now, whether that
will change his position with respect to the whole bill, we do notknow.Senator BYRD It is now in the State senate?

Mr. MILLER. Yes, sir.
Senator BYRD. Thank you.
May we have the next witness?

STATEMENT OF JONATHAN ROWE, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR,
CITIZENS FOR TAX JUSTICE

Mr. RowE. Yes, Senator.
My name is Jonathan Rowe, and I am the associate director for

an organization called Citizens for Tax Justice.
We are something of-n anomaly here. We are neither corporate

taxpayers nor State tax officials. I guess you might say we are the
rest of us. We consist in part of organized labor, which is concerned
with jobs and investment in the United States, and also small
taxpayers.

At the beginning of the hearing, there was some invocation of
the Constitutional Convention and the Founding Fathers. I would
just like to read what Alexander Hamilton had to say about this
issue, since it is before us.

This is from the Federalist Papers, No. 32. Alexander Hamilton
there wrote:

The individual states should possess an inde dent and uncontrollable authority
to raise their own revenues for the supply of their own wants... (and they should)
retain that authority in the most absolute and unqualified sense. .. (A)n attem t
on the part of the national government to abridge them in the exercise of it would
be a violent assumption of power, unwarranted by any article or clause of its
Constitution.

If we are going to dress this legislation in the clothing of the
Founding Fathers, then it is important to take account of what the
Founding Fathers had to say on this issue. There is a practical side
to that observation also.
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This is not just an antiquarian exercise in outmoded principles.
What we have heard today primarily is that one State, California,
has been engaging in taxing policies that some multinational cor-
porations don't like, and we heard testimony that in one case a
particular- company moved to, I think it was the State of Pennsyl-
vania instead of California. This raises a very legitimate question:
Is it the role of the Federal Government to decide in which State a
particular company ought to locate?

Does it really hurt the State of Virginia, the State of Ohio, the
State of Pennsylvania, if a company decides to locate in one of
those States rather than in the State of California?

We hear that, well, the fact that California does it poses the
threat that maybe the other States will do it. But if you read the
business magazines, the Wall Street Journal, Forbes, Business
Week, and the like, you discover that the reason that we are being
flooded-with capital from abroad is that the political climate here
is considered to be so stable compared to other countries in the
world where investment might be made.

So, I think that that argument is really not very persuasive.
Now, we have also heard a lot of testimony today to the effect

that the States are reaching out their greedy hands and taxing a
lot of income that is foreign income. The SEC reports of the State
income taxes that are paid by major oil companies shed some light
on this. I should point out that in 1977 the average taxpayer in the
United States, who was making $16,000, was paying State income
taxes of about 1.8 percent.

Now, here are the State income taxes that are being paid by
some of the major oil companies. Continental, 0.3 percent; Stand-
ard of-Indiana, 0.6 percent; Exxon, 0.7 percent; Mobil, 1.5 percent.

Our question is, Mr. Chairman, and I will conclude here, is that
if there is all this over-taxation, if the States are reaching out with
their greedy hands and taxing all this income that they have no
right to tax, then why are the companies who are complaining
actually paying such low tax rates? We think this issue requires a
lot more study, a lot more investigation, and that the committee
ought not to proceed just on the basis of allegations of a few
corporate taxpayers.

Thank you.
Senator BYRD. Thank you, Mr. Rowe.
You quoted Alexander Hamilton, and mentioned unwarranted

assumption of power by the Federal Government. Unfortunately,
the people of this country have been subjected to unwarranted
assumption of power by the Federal Government for the last 30 to
40 years. I wish that the country had adhered more in the past to
the writings of Hamilton.

The next witness, please.

STATEMENT OF THEODORE W. DE LOOZE, CHIEF TAX
COUNSEL, TAX DIVISION, OREGON DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
Mr. DE LooZE. Mr. Chairman, my name is Ted de Looze. I am

chief counsel of the Tax Division of the Oregon Department of
Justice.

Senator BYRD. If I could interrupt you just a moment, I know
Senator Packwood wanted to be here when you testified, M r. de

/
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Looze. He has another commitment, and because of that interrup-
tion, those three Senate rollcall votes, he had planned to be here
and wanted to be here, but because of that interruption, it threw
his schedule off. Otherwise, he would be here.

Mr. DE L)OZE. Do you want me to continue?
Senator BYRD. Yes.
Mr. DE LOOZE. All right, sir.
Oregon is here in opposition to these two bills. It is hard to make

an accurate estimate of the tax loss that might be incurred by
Oregon, but we to the best of our abilities have estimated between
$25 million and $30 million a year.

I appeared before the Ways and Means Committee and submitted
a statement on H.R. 5076, and I have submitted statements today
on both these bills. I mailed out 100 copies a week ago, Mr. Chair-
man. They haven't arrived, apparently. So I gave the reporter
copies, and I would ask that they be included in the record.

Senator BYRD. Without objection, they will be so included.
Mr. DE bOOZE. I am not going to repeat what has been said, but I

am glad that some of the things have been said, and I think one of
the most impprtant things was said by you this morning, and that
is that we are not political subdivisions of the United States, and
as Mr. Rowe pointed out, somebody thought 200 years ago that we
were given some kind of autonomous tax authority.

So, what we have is a balancing of authority between the State
and the Federal governments, and it seems to me that what has to
be taken into consideration by members of this committee is what
the effect is as to States and their State revenues, and certainly the
State taxing authority, and we ask you to do that today in consid-
ering these arguments.

Certainly, there is nothing better established than the principle
that corporations can arrange the location of their income with a
great deal of elasticity and using generally accepted accounting
principles. They can use such devices as where they locate their
inventory, what the pricing is, where the title passes, and a whole
lot of other devices which help them determine where they can put
their income to the best tax advantage.

What Mr. Miller said about the early case, the Bass-Ratcliff case,
in the 1920's, it was the first indication that the States were
waking up to the realization that this could occur. What has been
said here already by one of your witnesses is that the process is an
evolution. -

Now, some 34 States use the unitary method to some degree, and
I am sure that even Virginia, in determining the net income of a
corporation, will take a look at that corporation and see if it, is
acting as one economic unit. Now, the natural extension of that
concept has to take place when a corporation begins to change its
methods of operation and operate through subsidiaries as well as
the parent, and then you see the income can be attributed to those
subsidiaries under whatever circumstances and whatever Way the
corporation deems most advisable taxwise.

So, it is this idea of extending the unitary operation to treat that
situation the same as though there were one parent or one corpora-
tion that has required the States to extend the unitary concept not
only domestically but overseas.
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The Mobil Oil Co. case; here was a case where we had 400
subsidiaries. The Exxon case was a case where the company was
operating as one corporation with divisions, and they were puttiiig
the income in certain parts of the corporation.

So, the principle is the same, and that is what the States are
trying to get at. They are using the unitary method to say, here is
an operation that is unitary. It is earning income. All the parts are
integrated. They are dependent on each other. So what is the
income of that unitary or economic unit? Then they apply an
apportionment formula, and it is important to note that that ap-
portionment formula represents only the activities in a particular
State, and it apportions away from that State income attributable
to activities outside the State.

So, as far as the States are concerned, this is not double taxation.
This-is a determination of where the income should be properly
taxed.

Now, there has been a lot of talk about double taxation, and of
course, you have to know what these people are saying. If the
United States can tax a corporation and a State can tax a corpora-
tion, is that double taxation? Does that automatically make it bad?
If the United States can tax an individual and the State can tax an
individual, is that double taxation?

They are using double taxation in that sense. We are not talking
about that. We are talking about the right of two sovereignties to
tax income attributable to a particular activity, and that is why we
believe that the unitary method should not be knocked out.

Now, S. 983, for example, goes far beyond the arguments made
here today, and it would preclude the States, for example, from
combining corporations that otherwise are doing nothing overseas,
telephone companies, utilities, and so forth. So, we believe that the
bill is not supportable by the States.

Senator BYRD. Thank you, Mr. de Looze.
Mr. Corrigan?

STATEMENT OF EUGENE F. CORRIGAN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
MULTISTATE TAX COMMISSION

Mr. CORRIGAN. Yes, sir.
My name is Eugene Corrigan. I am the executive director of the

Multistate-Tax Commission.
Mr. Chairman, I have here a letter from the United Auto Work-

ers which was addressed to our chairman, and I have been request-
ed to submit that for the record if I may.

Senator BYRD. Without objection.
Mr. CORRIGAN. I would request also, Mr. Chairman, that I be

allowed to submit a formal statement and an accompanying docu-
ment subsequently, and I would like to speak more informally at
this time.

Senator BYRD. It will be received, and you may proceed.
[The material referred to, to be submitted, follows:]
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Mr. Alan N. Charnes
Chairman
multistate Tax Commission
Suite 130
1790 Thirtieth Street
Boulder, Colorado 80301

Dear Mr. Charnes:

Throughout its history, our Union has been committed
to tax policies, at the federal, state, and local levels, that
are fair to ordinary taxpayers and that contribute to a strong
economy.

We believe that H.R. 5076 and S. 1648, which would
prohibit the states from using the "unitary apportionment method"
and from taxing dividends from foreign subsidiaries of multi-
national corporations, do not meet these standards.

By sheltering billions of dollars of corporate profits
from taxation by the states, these bills would cut state revenues
at a time when the approaching recession and federal budget cuts
are putting a strain on the state's capacities to provide public
services.

We are particularly concerned that, by giving a major
tax subsidy for foreign investment, these bills will cost Americans,
including members of our union, jobs.

Since we see no justification for federal action to
shelter the profits of multinationals from fair state taxation,
we join with your commission in opposing H.R. 5076 and S. 1688.

_Si cerel ,

towardd G. Paster
Legislative Director

HGP:cd
opeiu-494
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EUGENE F CORRIGAN. E, uive D.rec|to

July 7, 1980

Honorable Robert Byrd
Chairman
Senate Finance Subcommittee

on Taxation and Debt Management
2227 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC

Dear Senator Byrd:

Thank you very much for your courtesy and consideration
during the June 24th hearing on S.983 and S.1688.

In accordance with the permission which you granted to me at
the-hearing, I herewith submit our formal statements and
enclosures plus a copy of a letter which was addressed to
our Chairman, Alan Charnes, by Howard G. Paster, Legislative
Director of the U.A.W. We will very much appreciate your
including these materials in the official record of the
hearing.

To summarize our position briefly:

1. There has been no proper delineation of any
problem which could possibly justify the enactment of either
of the bills in question.

2. The bills Vould create tax advantages for large
businesses over small ones.

3. The real problem is that large multinational
businesses are already, in all too many instances, paying
far less than their fair share of corporate net income taxes
to the various states. The facts which were publicized in
the recent U.S. Supreme Court cases involving Mobil Oil Co.
and Exxon amply demonstrate the validity of this statement.

Headquarters Office New York Regional Office Chicago Regional Office
1790. 301h Street 25 W 43rd Street. Suite 204 30 W Wetlingtou. Suite 1000
Boulder. Colorado 80301 New York, NY 10038 oicago llb s 50802
Teleplhone 1303) 44?-9645 Telephone (212) 575-1820 Telephone (3121263-3232
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4. The Congress should obtain factual data before it
considers any action whatsoever in this field. That data
should consist of full state and federal income tax data and
returns plus support by documents from a representative
group of multinational corporate businesses. We could be of
some assistance in suggesting representative corporations.

5. The Congress should then analyze all of that
information carefully to determine the extent of actual
overtaxation or undertaxation in each case. We could supply
auditors to assist in the performance of this analytical
service. It is significant that all complaints by
multinationals about multiple taxation by states is always
framed in terms of potential, rather than actual, multiple
taxation. On the other hand, audits on behalf of the states
reveal a consistent pattern of undertaxation of such large
corporate businesses.

6. Business testimony at the hearing maintained that
the use of the unitary business is detrimental to a state
using it. Of course, the answer is that, if a state which
uses the principle considers the principle to be detrimental
to its business climate, it can always cease to use the
principle. The pendancy of AS 525 in California is an
example of that. Meanwhile, if the testimony is to be
believed, other states have an advantage by not using the
principle...and business representatives are always
maintaining that states should retain the right to create
tax "incentives' for business.

7. The fact is that the use of the unitary business
principle is increasing among the states because they are
finding its use necessary as a means of coping with
corporate taxmanship.

8. Congress has just enacted the windfall profits tax
at the expense of the oil companies for the benefit of the
federal government; it is hardly proper now for Congress to
give the oil companies and their cohorts a huge tax break at
the expense of the states and of smaller competition. If
Congress wants to give those companies a tax break, it
should do so at the expense of the federal government, not
of the states.

9. By and large, the states are closer now than ever
before to reaching agreement as to the type of federal
legislation which could prove acceptable to them. In
general, they oppose bad federal legislation such as is
typified by these bills; but they well may be coming to
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a position of support for legislation which would resolve
interstate tax problems. We ask the Congress to be patient
on that score.

10. Meanwhile, we submit that bad federal legislation
is that which would, in the guise of responding to tax
problems, create tax breaks for huge corporate businesses
and which would have the effect of converting the states
into mere political subdivisions of the federal government.
S.983 and S.1668 would truly have that effect.

Thank you again for affording us this opportunity to express
ourselves on these issues. "

Sincerely yours,

Eugene F. Corrigan
Executive Director

EFC/cf
enc.
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VII. SOME SUGGESTIONS AS TO HOW A UNITARY METHOD CAN BETTER
PROVIDE AN INTERNATIONAL ALLOCATION SYSTEM
A.- Why a Unitary-Based Method Is Better

Part VI developed the second part of. the thesis pre-

sented in this paper., Am's length transactional analysis--

its theory aside--attempts .the ,impossible. strivess to'

achieve'an accu.rate" result. .In practice, arm' sengi re

suits ar"e only w-ithin broad ranges or zones of reasonableness 7

and often produce distorted allocations. Once these two as- "

pects are recognized, the question of how best to allocate

the income of a multinational between interested taxing juris-s

dictions reduces to a comparison of the two methods--arm's'

length and unitary--and what each achieves in practice. A

perfectly accurate result is impossible, When the two systems

are compared in that light, the thesis presented is that the

unitary method of allocation is superior. ' It makes a rational'

measurement of earning capacity and it produces a definite

and predictable result.

Part III criticized the U.S. regulations under § 482 in

particular, and the manner in which the IRS polices them. In

Part IV, it was suggested that the arm's length system will

never operate satisfactorily, in terms of the crLteria adopted

for evaluation, even if the proposed modifications were all

adopted.

The single most significant point to emerge from Parts

III through V is that the arm's length mechanism is recognized
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to be inadequate to protect theo tax base".O Whife" thi' various

difficulties with the mechanism, detailed in Part IU, are

important, especially in terms of adinistrative ju'sce, thei

m t significant conclusion i... that a ms Length anAl's ..
" fails to achieve the basic goal ofensurintg that ine0m, is:i-'

taxed to its real or true earner, and that expenbed are 46--i

.. ducted bj the actUal beneficiary of them,

* fundamental principle fOr horizontal 'tax eltyba'.'

the overriding criteria for evaluation throughout.

In many ways, the duPont"case represents a watershed for-.:"-.

the present § 482 regulations.. The facts involve a carefull,,.
.. .. . . . , .. . . . ,-- t . . . <-i . . . . . .

orchestrated attept to abusarm' s length pricing and expensm,.y,

allocations, If the regulations were going to work effec-;

tively, surely this was the case which would demonstrate it*? .. '
The analysis of the case is disturbing. The IRS had great

difficulty in making a re-allocation; in the end the Covern-

ment abandoned defense of the method adopted by the IRS audit'.

agent. While this paper argues that the re-allocation was

legally invalid for this reason, the Coammissioner was sustained"

by the Court of Claims only after introducing very detailed

and complex evidence. The case took over 14 years to reach

a result; by one estimateeach side's costs were over $1 mil-

lion.2  Given such provocative facts, one is entitled to look".f'A. :o*.

for something which is-more responsive, certain and quick.

--The best the Commissioner could achieve was a quite broad

I
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range of results. It is suggested that there is too much

revenue at issue to allow such uncertainty in a case which

should easily have yielded to a definite and simple deter-

mination without protracted negotiation and litigation.3

Taxpayers are going to attempt to exploit the flexibility in-

herent in the orange of result" approach. "Reasonableness"

or flexibility is unnecessary .to the basic tax policy-reflected

by § 482; on the contrary, the dispute and abuse potential is

so great, and the revenue at issue so large, that a concrete

predictable result is considered to be &n essential corollary

to taxing income to its real earner.

The arm's length result is deficient. Even for taxpayers

in compliance with the various rules, the United States has

felt compelled to adopt additional mechanisms to protect

further its tax base. Subpart F is specifically aimed at tax"

havens, and rests on the ti-ue earner policy. The arm's

length standard actually reinforces the abuse potential of

U.S. controlled tax haven subsidiaries. 4 Perhaps of more im-

portance, because it involves a more subtle issue, is the con-

troversial source/deduction allocation system, as it applies

to domestically allowed deductions. 5 Given the basic premise

of this system (that foreign countries are not bearing the

true costs of the income which they tax but which is produced

by U.S. corporations carrying on business in foreign jurisdic-

tions), this thesis supports the U.S. Treasury's policy, as a

66-690 0 - 80 - 25 (Pt.1)
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logical and necessary extension of the real earner principle;

foreign taxpayers benefitting from domestically incurred ex-

penses should bear the full costs of producing their income.6

The U.S. source/deduction system (the U.S. Model Treaty's

Art. 7(3) aside) stops short of an allocation to .the foreign

taxpayer for practical reasons. It does limit the vulnera-

bility of the U.S. tax base by restricting the foreign tax

credit level; it goes as far as possible to achieve an effec-

tive unilateral solution.

These aspects all point to the weed for a comprehensive

allocation mechanism which avoids the dispute potential and

which produces an internationally certain, predictable result.

In this concluding Part, the unitary method is considered in

three alternative forms, as the best solution. The first

form is the unilateral adoption of the method by the U.S.

This is impractical, although theoretically it is possible.

The second alternative considers a multilateral system. A

number of countries would have to accept the need for change, )

and then act in concert to implement it. A variation of this

may be a series of bilateral agreements, but that course

would not be nearly as effective. Finally, if the U.S. is

unable to persuade its trading partners to change, the U.S.

should act unilaterally, and adopt a limited unitary method

aimed specifically at tax havens. Any U.S. business operating

through a subsidiary in a designated tax haven would be subject
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to an allocation by formula and would be unable to rely on

§ 482. Subpart F would then be'eliminated.

B. Unilateral Adoption of a Broadly Based Unitary System

In theory# it is possible for the U.S. to proceed un-

laterally with a unitary method of international application

to U.S. based multinationals. The Congress is legislatively

competent to change the international tax system.used by the

U.S.; Subpart F is an example of a radical change' being made.

A unilateral move may even be desirable. If the U.S.

Treasury were convinced of the need for change, but other

jurisdictions were not, principle suggests that unilateral

moves would be appropriate.

A unilateral solution would have-a tremendous disruptive

effect, both for taxpayers operating from and to the U.S. and

for othercountries. Every U.S. tax treaty now in forcewould have to be abrogated: here would be no need to change

the permanent establishment concept, but there would be no

commonly agreed standard on which jurisdictional conflicts,

otherwise resulting in double taxation, could be resolved.

At least with the present system, the arm's length concept is

well-recognized and provides a basis for negotiation, even
N) 7

-)if it has no standard content.7

The present tax treaty structure does not prevent double

taxation. A unitary system will often produce a result widely

different from an arm's length analysis; the results could

.1-
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not be reconciled on common ground. It would be possible for

two countries simply to agree to "split the difference", or

something similar, but the increased double tax potential is

clear. 1: -

In any event, it is hardly conceivable that the U.S.

would unilaterally abandon an entire tax treaty network, and

body of wisdom, when its Treasury has been at the forefront

in encouraging other countries to accept the structure. The

international influence of the U.S. in the tax treaty area

is unparalleled. That influence is partly a result of economic

dominance by American multinationals and interests; more im-

portant, it seems to be the result of a widely respected

international tax policy which has been carefully developed

over many years. Professor Surrey's work in the area of in-

ternational tax law and jurisdictional relations is pre-

eminent; its results will not be abandoned by the United

States acting alone.

Ce A Multilateral Solution.

(1) The Multistate Tax Compact

The best precedent on which to consider a multilateral

solution is the states' membership of the Multistate Tax Com-

pact. 8  There are three aspects. The first is the Compact it-

self (which is an inter-state "treaty"), which settles the

basic rules for a common unitary system. It also establishes

a centralized administrative agency with rule-making and
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enforcement functions. The third aspect is an arbitration

system. While the Compact provided for arbitration of juris-

dictional disputes, the states have never accepted it.-

There are real problems with the Multistate Tax Compact.

and they have to be seen in historical and constitutional per-

spective. Following an intense Congressi6nal inqui'ry, and.,

the introduction of federal legislation to regulate state
taxation, the states were forced to produce a uniform state

tax system before the Federal Governent pre-empted them. 10

The Multistate Tax Compact resulted, and the federal legisla-

tion was not passed. The Compact provided for an administra-

tive commission, with extensive rule-making and audit powers.

The Compact adopted the UDITPA as its uniform rule system.

The Commission has issued a series of interpretative regula-

tions which detail various aspects of UDITPA's rules. 1l For

constitutional reasons, each member state is free to choose

for itself the force of these rules and to alter its tax system.

Membership of the Compact has no binding effect. This-severely

limits uniformity and it reduces considerably the effective-

ness of the Compact.

(2) A Multilateral Treaty with Binding-Effect

For international purposes, there would be no constitu-

tional difficulty with adopting a binding treaty, which would

be essential for an effective system. If a country were free

to choose whether it would accept a unitary approach,
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supervised by an international agency, in any given case, the

goal of uniformity would be lost and conflict potential would

be resurrected immediately. The treaty embodying the unitary

concept would have to be binding to be effective.. Countries

could not feel free to define their own standards and systems -

to suit themselves; uniformity is an essential if the goal a.'

set here are to' be met. 'A disputed application of the agreed'-.

system raises a different issue discussed subsequently in the'--

context of arbitration.

The major achievement of the Multistate Tax Compact is

the adoption of the UDITPA. The international treaty would'-

have to adopt an agreed allocation system. As with UDITFA

itself, the international system would prescribe which tax-

payers were subject to its jurisdiction, and prescribe in de-

tail the allocation formula and the rules which would apply.12

Specifically, the rules for the system would define "unity",

detail the circumstances for combined reporting, develop the

administrative aspects of the formula itself, the business/non

business income distinction and so on, in the same way as
13 1

the Multistate Tax Commission has. Second, the system

would have to provide for a broad administrative framework

for enforcement and auditing. The Multistate Tax Commission

audits multistate taxpayers as the agent for a member state.1 4

Internationally, it may be desirable to reverse this process,

as discussed below.
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(3) The Enforcement Process: Analogy to Existing
Tax Treaties-

The enforcement process in present bilateral tax treaties

is being developed by the treaty parties arranging to audit -

jointly the operations of a single taxpayer. For example,

suppose the U.S, wishes to audit the business of a U.S. based

taxpayer which does substantial business in Canada. Under

the U.S.-Canadian tax treaty, the U.S. can seek information

from Canada under the information-exchange article. In addi-

tion, the U.S. and Canada can proceed to audit the entire

-international business jointly.15

The joint audit program is still tentative.. For example,

t~ audit plan and personnel are not "internationalized";

each country acts separately, and then exchanges the results.16

In this way, each country is really acting as agent for the

other, and both have a vested interest in the integrity of

their own audits.

A multilateral treaty, of the type envisaged here, could

be enforced quite effectively using this same mechanism. In

a number of instances, it will only be necessary to involve

two countries. There is little point in using an elaborate

administrative structure to do what is effectively and properly

done bilaterally. In other cases, especially those involving

the very big multinationals, the issues are much more complex.

For example, the Ford Motor Company operates through subsidi-

aries in many countries and areas such as Canada, Europe,
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Australia and South America. To determine the proper alloca-

tdon of income among a large number of interested jurisdic-

tions, by a unitary method, a central agency would be prac-

tically essential.

To continue the example, the Ford Motor Company is now

subject to a large number of different tax liabilities inter-

nationally. Such a multinational enterprise, with arm's

length issues, cannot appeal to a central body; bilateral tax,

treaties do not permit a multilateral solution. The U.N.

Experts did consider a multilateral treaty, but not in any

detail.17 For a unitary system, the allocation of income

could be achieved on a bilateral level; the difficulties arise

when such allocations have to be made in a-series, where each

jurisdiction has different interests to promote. The over-

lapping and conflicting claims would become so numerous that

a central authority would be needed to make an international

unitary system work effectively.

For audit purposes, it would still be possible for the

central agency to use the capacities of an individual member's

tax administration. For multinationals operating in several

countries, the essential for an audit would be a centrally

coordinated and targeted approach. Much of framework necessary

is already in place in existing tax treaty arrangements for

joint audits. It would be a short step for countries to ac-

cept a central body to coordinate audit strategies.
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(4) The Need for Arbitration of Disputes

A politically difficult issue concerning an international

agency concerns its powers to settle disputes as between tax-

payers and members, and between the members themselves. Sup-

pose, for example, that a corporation operates in, three coun-

tries and is partially subject to the'unitary system., N " ,

Country A considers that the corporation is, in fact, unitary

and it requests the agency to make the necessary determination*

Countries B and C both cooperate, and after an investigation,

the agency considers that Country A is wrong, but that the

corporation is unitary between B and C's jurisdiction, as pre-'

viously determined. Nevertheless, Country A remains convinced,

and wishes to assess its share of allocable income under the

international unitary system. This hypothetical raises a

number of delicate issues. -

First, as discussed above, there is nothing in theory

to stop a country from adopting a unitary system unilaterally. 18

Thus, in the example, Country A would be able to proceed

against the corporation, using any tax theory it considered

appropriate and was competent to enforce. However, if Country

A decided to proceed, the uniformity purpose of the multi-

lateral agreement and its agency would be compromised. Should

the issue be arbitrated to achieve a settlement?

The Multistate Tax Compact provided for an arbitra-

tion system. The Compact provided for a widely representative
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arbitration panel to act when taxpayers were dissatisfied

with the Commission's administrative determination. The arbi-

tration was to be binding on the affected states. This Article

of the Compact has never been accepted.1
9

There can be little doubt from a strictly legal view-

point, that an arbitration system -would greatly assist the,

promotion of uniformity. It would resolve many of the dif-

ficult administrative issues and ensure that double or multiple*

taxation claims were ordered in priority to prevent actual

multiple taxation. The real issue is not the desirability of

arbitration legally, and for taxpayers, but the political

implications for each of the jurisdictions submitting to it.

Submission of a- problem concerning the right to tax in a

certain way to an independent, outside, body is a partial

relinquishment of sovereignty. How desirable is it, for example,

for the U.S. to submit an issue of taxatIon concerning General

Motors or Exxon--both American owned enterprises--to an

authority independent of the U.S. for resolution? It may be

that some kind of world tax court is appropriate20 ; for

present purposes, it is unnecessary to go so far. It would

be sufficient for an arbitration to take place, which would

be non-binding.

The present tax treaties provide for settlement of juris-

dictional disputes through competent authority negotiations.

This system works very well, but it is not binding. 21 A
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country is now free to reject completely the position of

another taxing judisdiction, and to let the consequences of

double taxation fall where they may. This can happen. 2 2 An

arbitration of an issue will produce a reasoned result. In

the writer's view, a country would be slow to reject an arbi- .

trated result, and assert its own position, when the conse-

quences of it doing so are clear; Uniform taxation would be-,,-,-

lost. However, it is unlikely that a country would be willing

to surrender the rikht to tax as it chooses, even if the prac-

tice is to do so. It seems likely that non-binding arbitra-

tion would be as far as a country would be willing to go; it

would be workable but not perfect.

(5) A Common Tax Base

At least three commentators have suggested that without

a common tax base, an international allocation system could

not be embodied in a multilateral agreement. The inference

is that a common tax base would be impossible to achieve,

thus dooming a multilateral system. 23 The writer suggests

that this is not so; domestic policies can be simply accom-

modated by a multilateral system, as shown by the following

example. A common tax base is necessary and achievable.

Suppose. that Parent Corporation, an American multinational,

operates in France, West Germany and the United Kingdom.

While the United Kingdom permits a 100% capital write-off
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for new equipment and the U.S. allows generous accelerated

depreciation, suppose France and West Germany allow only a

set depreciation percentage. How can such differences be

accommodated? To complicate matters, the U.S. has an invest-

ment credit for-new capital equipment, restricted only to U.S.

taxpayers. How could that policy be maintained in the face.

of an international system? The answer to these questions is...

quite simple.

The common denominator is that each country has an income

tax. Each acknowledges that net income, at least in theory,

cannot be assessed without allowance for capital depreciation.

The difference betweenthem is that some countries offer

larger rates than others, and, in the example, the U.S. and

U.K. offer tax preferences to the taxpayers investing locally.

Those policies can all be accommodated if the international

allocation system adopts a common depreciation rate, to assess

net income subject to allocation. Once the allocation is

made, each country is free to tax the allocated share it

receives as it sees fit. If Britain wishes to allow a 100.

capital write-off, it would bear the tax base loss itself,

because that write-off would be made against its allocated

share. The U.S. investment credit would apply to the amount

allocated to the U.S. The individual rates of taxation are

rendered equally irrelevant to the allocation process.

Developing a common tax base would not be very difficult;
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it would involve defining an income tax system with commonly

accepted standards for deductions, taxable income, and so

forth. But, once it is appreciated that each country can

treat the income allocated to it as it wishes for its own tax

purposes, the difficulties are not nearly as great. A mslt -. :

lateral agreement needs only to define net income for allocA"! -

don purooses; each country can define its own net taxable -)7-

income as it cho oses..

There is already wide consensus between existing corporate

income tax systems. 2 4  Countries are unlikely to argue about.-

profits from sales of trading stock as being taxable events, -.

and could simply settle on a common rule for acciual of income.

The deductibility of expenses for wages and salaries, purchase

of .raw materials, maintenance costs and so forth are straight-

forward matters. A common cost-of-goods sold measure would-

not be hard to detail, largely because it ;ould only measure-

net allocable income, and not net taxable income.

(6) A Political Decision to Proceed

The major problem in terms of a multilateral solution-.

is that there is no consensus on the need for change; the

political will to make certain that a multilateral treaty is

developed and adopted is non-existent. Once that consensus

is achieved, the second step is the development of an intri-

cately detailed allocation system, and the necessary adminis-

trative features of it.
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The dominant concern of any given jurisdiction is the

maintenance of its revenue base; it is considered naive to

argue that countries ought to abandon their own tax policies

to achieve pure tax neutrality. The unitary system can easily

accommodate domestic tax policies. For that reason, the detail

of a formulary system is not as important for countries (so

long as it reasonably reflects an individual taxpayer's ac-

tivities idt a given jurisdiction) as is the need to see the

reasons for change.

If the U.S. were to move in the direction of a multi-

lateral solution, its trading partners would be impressed.

The U.S. influence in international tax r olicy development

is profound and dates to President Kennedy's 1961 program.

The impetus for the present structure came from the Presi-

dent's tax program; impetus can be given with a new system.

An important aspect to gaining a consensus is explaining the

tremendous benefits to be obtained from an international solu-

tion. The U.S. has as much to gain as any country in this

regard.

(7) Effects of an International Solution

The effects of a multilateral treaty, embodying a unitary

method, can be seen in two parts. The U.S. perspective is

considered first. The interests of other countries, particu-

larly developing nations, is discussed next, especially in

terms of present tax treaties.
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(a) Present U.S. Tax-Structures and Policies

The Internal Revenue Code has five different concepts to

effect U.S. international tax policy. A unitary system.would

leave the foreign tax credit in place, and substitute one new
r 

W

concept for the four replaced,- ..

Thepresent structure consists first; of source'rules25

These define jurisdiction to tax by settl ingthe U.S.- tax

base. Tax treaties refine source concepts' further. Second,

§ 482 seeks to ensure that sources are not manipulated. Sec-

tion 482-is then reinforced by the provisions in the source/

deduction allocation system 26 and by Subpart F. 27 All three.

operate on the physical location of earning processes. These

four systems, so closely inter-related, would be replaced with

'one which would have the same purpose, but which would achieve

it in a much simpler and more effective manner. The remaining

policy--taxation of repatriated foreign source income subject

to the foreign tax credit 28-- would remain unaffected.

Apart from the simplification, and the practical elimina-

tion of the abuses associated with tax havens, the U.S. would

achieve what it is now most concerned with. The dominant

concern of the U.S. Treasury is now the burden of deductions

taken against the U.S. tax base but which produce income in

dther countries.29  Because the unitary system avoids com-

pletely the need to make allocations of deductions--the method

allocates net income only--the friction generated by the U.S.
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policies under § 482 and source deduction rules is eliminated.

The scope for double taxation and negotiated settlements be-

tween jurisdictions would be- greatly reduced.

The converse is equally true for U.S. trading partners.

Countries such as Canada do not need to be concerned with'

verifying the basis of U.S. inspired expense allocations under,.

a~uulitary system. Rightly or wrongly, these countries now

feel that the U.S is over-promoting its concern with ex-
penses. Net income allocations avoid the issue, but accom-

modate the concerns of both parties.

(b) Tax Treaty Policy: Developing Countries

As noted in Part III C, many developing countries are

unwilling to accept the present structure of tax treaties.

This lack of acceptance inspired the UN Group of Experts to

recommend, substantial changes; as the seven reports show,

there will be considerable debate as to the precise form of

these changes. It is difficult to predict how much impact

the UN work will have. As Professor Surrey notes:
31

The reports of the UN Group . . . provide
a full informative background for treaty
negotiators . . . landJ . . . demonstrate
considerable agreement on many issues.
When such agreement has not been reached,
the reasons for and the extent of the dis-
agreement are fully described. ..

At least one commentator has dismissed the work as being un-

helpful to developing countries, concluding that
32
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0 . . (Tlax treaties do not appear to be
able to solve the problems of developing
countries with respect to transfer pricing.
Disputes that will inevitably arise could
perhaps be settled through the aid of...
binding arbitration. But the necessity
of resorting to such measures as a result of
the inferior position of developing coun-
tries is inconsistent with the assumptions
underlying the bilateral approach. For
developing countries, the case for a multi-
lateral solution is strong.

As the saue commentator goes on to observe, a multilateral

solution would require the kind of institutional framework

discussed earlier, which would greatly aid the position of

developing countries. 3 3

A unitary-based formula ought to have considerable theo-'

retical attractions to developing countries. The issues of

income classification, withholding rates on royalty, interest

and fees income, and the location of income for sources are

all settled by a formulary allocation. There considerable

dispute potential between developed and developing countries

as to the relative weighting of a formula. Without doubt,

a system which allocates capital heavily will be resisted by

developing countries; developed countries will insist on a

formula which adequately recognizes the capital base. These

difficulties are real;34 the alternative is for developing

countries not to enter tax treaties which unfortunately is the

present state of affairs. It hurts them and it must inhibit

the growth of trade. The present structure of .ax treaties

is now unacceptable to developing countries, and the arm's

66-690 0 - 80 - 26 (Pt.1)
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length standard is so deficient and'difficult to administer

that they should be slow to adopt it. For the same reasons

that the states of the U.S. have turned to the unitary system,

developing countries ouht to consider it as an alternative.

" D. Replacement of Subpart F

In the absence of a ultilateral solution, for the U.S.

the replacement.of Subpart F is recommended for three reasons.

First, Subpart F can be avoided with sophisticated tax plan-

ning techniques and specifically structured arrangements to

sidestep its "base company" classifications. Second, it was

submitted in Part V, in some :cases, Subpart F reaches too"far *-

and in a way which inevitably leads to clashes with other

countries sharing the same concern with tax haven operations.

The third is that, while severely restricting the effective-

ness of tax havens, and solving the tax-free transfer of

assets issues under § 367,35 a unitary method would also pro!-

vide valuable experience and impetus on which other nations

could judge the method. In short, it could operate as a
9'

"testing ground" for a multilateral solution..

The proposal here is as far-reaching as the quasi-formula

amendment considered for § 482 in 1962.36 The House of

Representatives proposed that the quasi-formila be used where

an "arm's length price" could not be established. 37 The
"arm's length price" was defined to mean a comparable uncon-

trolled price, with or without adjustments. 38 It is doubtful

that a parent company could ever establish a CUP price where
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it was selling to a captive base company; for this reason,

and to prevent arm's length pricing from reinforcing a base

company's utility through back-to-back financing, 39 the. pro-

posal here is a "bright line" rule. Tax havens would need to

be .designated, either by name, or by measurement of effective

tax rates with a stated triggering percentage.40

Any corporation trading in the U.S., which buys or sells

products 'or' services through a tax haven subsidiary, would

be subjected to formulary apportionment on the basis of a

combined report. This would measure the real earnings of the

base company, and respect that earning capacity. The proposed

amendment to § 482 would have allowed the Commissioner to

ignore a foreign entity: 4 1

•* . whose assets, personnel, and office
and other facilities which are not attributable
to the United States are grossly inadequate

,for its activities outside the United
States.

The unitary method would have practically the same effect for

such entities, although that may not be the case in all cir-

cumstances, depending on the degree of activity of the sub-

sidiary which would not be eliminated by a combined report.

Such a system will not meet many of the goals considered

to be important in this thesis. It would not prevent double

taxation, nor would it address the problems of the arm's length

method where tax havens are not involved. Finally, it fails

to address the U.S. concern, considered legitimate here,
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concerning the undue erosion of its tax base by deductions.

International tax harmony on allocations of income requires

more than a unilateral solution dealing with tax havens.

E. Conclusion

The international adoption of a multilateral system em-_

bodying the unitary method to ,replace the present a;' s lent-.

standard will take years. The most important steps. for, -

developed nations--especially the U.S., Canada, Europe and

Japan--to recognize the unitary concept',s theoretical superi-

ority and the possibilities it has to produce true interna-

tioa tax harmony, for both developed and developing nations.

From that point, the development of the system becomes pos-

sible. Until such a consensus'is developed, the U.S. must

contemplate a unilateral solution to its difficulties with

tax havens. A unitary system to replace SubpartiF.Would

greatly assist...
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PART VII. FOOThOTES

* IduPont do Nemours & Co. v.U.S . 608 F.2d 445 (Ct. C1,
1979) ert. denied 445 U.S. _ (TUB)50
S 2Kadert International Allocations of Income p. 27. The

suit was tiled in 19bb and finally resolved in 1980.
3 The evidence was clear and unambiguous that duPont did,..

not even attempt to estimate arm's length prices; see the
Court of Claims opinion supra fin. 1, esp. pp. 447-448 and'
accompanying footnotes 4 through 7.,

4 See Part"V ante."
5Reg. § 1.861-8.
6These policy aspects are detailed in Parts II C and

III A(7) and (8).
7 See Part III C ante. """ .
8Calif. Rev. & Tax Code § 38001.
9 Discussed" infra at Part VII C(2).
10After the Supreme Court's decision in Northwestern "

States Portland Cement Co. v. Minnesota, 358 UoS 450 k159),
the Congress set up the speciaTrommitee on State Taxation,
referred to as here, by the reports, as the Willis Comm. H
Report 1480 on State Taxtion. These reports resulted in
-tm. 11•9 %the Willis Bill, 89th Congo 1st Sess.) which
prompted formation of the Compact. For an historical over-
view of the Compact's development, see U.S. Steel Cor2 et
al. v. Multistate Tax Comu., 434 U.S. 432 1978. '

See Part VI C ante.

1 2The treaty would have to settle the commonly applicable
allocation formu a; unlike the Multistate Tax Compact, coun-
tries would not be free unilaterally to depart from the common
standard for allocation purposes. This is the major problem
of the Compact because it destroys uniformity and encourages
overlapping tax claims. -

l 3The international agency would have to develop detailed
regulatory positions, of general application, to resolve doubts..
and promote uniformity.
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1 4 See Art. VIII of the Compact; Calif. Rev. & Tax Code
38001.

1 5See the Joint audit program announced June 17, 1977;
II 1839. For the US-UK arrangement, see IR 1965 of March 2,
1978. These bulletins are reprinted in Gifford & Streng's
International Tax Planning (2d ed., 1979) pp. 219-223.

1 6Both programs, supra fn. 15, make this point explicitly;
see, for example, Art. IV, sec. 4 of the U.S.-Canada agreement.

17See Chapters VII-IX of UN Reort 7on Tx Treti pp.; X
57-62. As Professor Surrey note in Surreys UN Ixert"
T Guidelin pp. 62-63, the UGroup wasco t
todeveL no b era1 solutions. A multilateral 'solution"',-
was "too ab tious" and "premature"; UN Report 7 on Tax
jgqntieg p. 63.

1 8 Part VIi B ante.
Se the analysis in Note, State Taxation of Interstate

Businesses and the Multistate Tax Copact, 11 Columb'-J. Law
& Social Problems 231, 254-280 (1975). For a discussion of
arbitration in the context of international arm's length
disputes, see LaMont: -The 482 Mesas p. 431.

20see generally Kra gen Avoidance of International Double.
Taxaton Asin Under Section 482 Reallocations, 60 Calif..
L. Rev. 1493, 1516 (1972) as to why- the U.S , for example,
would be reluctant to accept a world tax body. See also

Hadere, International Pricings Allocation Guidelines and
Relief From Double Taxation, 10 Texas Int'l L.J. 108p 134-5
(1975) and Linde: Realation of Transfer Pricing pp. 100-102.

2 1Supra fn. 19.
22.P., there is no obligation in Art. 25 of the U.S.

or O.E.C.D. Models to reach an agreement; it is conceivable"
that the treaty parties cannot agree although the authorities
do not acknowledge that this has happened; see Part III C
where the competent authority mechanism is reviewed.

23Park Fiscal Jurisdictional And Accruals Basis Taxa-
tion.. ., 78 Columb. L. Rev. 1609, 1652 (1978) whose view
is rejected in Part V F ante, see also Lindet Re lation.
of Transfer Pricin pp. 102-123 and the I"WtcIsm or HoLan
6tCaLlorias current practice in Dexter/Nolen Art.
9(4) of the US-UK Tax Treaty p. 408, discussed In Part VL c
ante. see also UN Report -on Tax Treaties pp. 22-23..
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24 See Part II B(2) ante,-
2 5IRC § 861-4, 881-2.
26 Reg. 1.861-8.
27 See Part V ante.
28 IRC 1 901-4.
29 See President Carter's 1978 Tax Program, discussed in.

Part V D ante. '

0Robertson, The Use of Tax Evasion and Tax Avoidance
by Hultinational Companies: A Canadian View, 25 Can. Tax J.513 (1977)0

31Surrey: U.N. Experts' Tax TreatY Guidelines p. 65.
3 kindet RelAtion of Transfer Pricing p. 93.

S 33Lindet Regulation of Transfer Pricing pp 100-102.
" 4Linde: Regulation of Transfer Pricina p. 120; some

suggested solutions are discussed in Part VI C. -

* 35See the discussion of Part V D(l)(b) ante.
36 See. 6 of the Revenue Act of 1962; H.R. 10650, 87th

Cong. 2d Seas., discussed in Part IV B ante.
37Proposed Sec. 6(b)(1) and (4), supra fn. 36.
38supra fn. 37.
39 See the discussion in Part V for a discussion of the

cases involving these techniques. I

0Designation is the preferred method of Japan; see
Brockman, Japan: Taxation of Undistributed Profits of "Desig-
hated Tax Haven Subsidiaries" 79-3 Tax Management Inter-
national Journal 3 (March 1979). Assessment of "effective
rates" is tie system preferred by West Germany's Foreign Tax
Law, discussed in Part V E ante. -

4 1Proposed Sec.. 6(b) supra fn. 36.
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STATEMENT OF

WILLIAM D. DEXTER

GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE
MULTISTATE TAX COMMISSION
IN THE HEARING BEFORE THE

FINANCE COMMITTEE OF THE UNITED STATES SENATE,
JUNE 24, 1980, ON S.983

I. INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT

The Multistate Tax Commission, composed of nineteen

regular member states and twelve associate member states,

unequivocally opposes S. 983. This bill unjustifiably and

artificially limits the employment of the unitary concept

for state income tax purposes and violates basic principles

involved in the apportionment of net income. In addition,

it unjustifiably exempts from state and local income taxes

large blocks of income from intangible properties either

outright or by assigning such income to "foreign sources' or

the commercial domicile where this income is not subject to

taxation. It also artificially restricts the jurisdiction

of the states and their political subdivisions to impose

gross receipts taxes and to require the collection of sales

and use taxes on "interstate sales".

In substance, the bill iA designed to overrule numerous

decisions of the Supreme Court of the United States by

granting to multistate-multinational taxpayers the

immunities and preferences denied them by those dpcision-.
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Contrary to the proponents of the bill, the bill does

not provide any uniformity and it does not ease compliance

burdens. It simply superimposes on the existing state and

local tax system various exemptions and restrictions. It

thereby compounds, rather than simplifies, existing non-

uniformity and current compliance burdens. It does not

represent a compromise of the position of the states and the

business community over the content of any federal

legislation. It is not a joint work product of the states

and the business community. It is simply a business

sponsored bill. It is thus highly misleading to

characterize the bill as a compromise bill as the result of

hearings on S. 2173, Senator Mathias' earlier bill.

Any such bill would destroy the tax and fiscal

integrity of the states and their political subdivisions by

the granting of unwarranted tax preferences to large

multinational corporations, whose size and complexity permit

them to successfully play the "corporate shell game" on a

worldwide scale and to otherwise arrange their affairs to

escape their fair share of state and local sales and uses

taxes, gross receipts taxes and net income taxes. The end

results of the bill are (1) the loss of or denial of access

to substantial tax revenues by the states and their

political subdivisions, and (2) tax discrimination against

local business and in favor of multistite-multinational

businesses. The bill is thus detrimental to the legitimate

interests of the states, their political subdivisions
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and that great portion of the business community (including

all local businesses) which is not in a position to take

advantage of its restrictive features.

The Multistate Tax Commission and its member states are

unequivocally opposed to the bill.

In support of the foregoing, we will now turn to an

overview of the general structure of the bill, a detailed

analysis of its provisions and specific comments on various

provisions in the bill.

II. GENERAL FEATURES OF THE BILL

Title I deals with sales and use taxes. Title I

contains jurisdictional restrictions, base restrictions, and

restrictions on the liability of sellers for state and local

sales and use taxes. Title II imposes a high threshhold

jurisdictional restriction on dtates and their political

subdivisions for gross receipts tax purposes. Title III

contains various base, apportionment and "combined"

reporting restrictions which must be complied with by the

states and their political subdivisions in imposing their

net income taxes on multistate-multinational corporations.

Title VI confers de novo jurisdiction on the United States

Court of Claims over any issues relating to a dispute

arising under the bill or under Public Law 86-272. Title V

prohibits out-of-state audit charges and limits liability of

any person for unassessed taxes.
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III. TITLE I - SALES AND USE TAXES

A. Sales and Use Tax Jurisdictional Restrictions.

Section 101 prohibits a state or political subdivision

thereof from requiring any person to collect a-sales or use

tax with respect to a sale of tangible personal property

unless the person has a business location in the state or

the political subdivision, or regularly engages in

deliveries in the state or political subdivision other than

by common carrier or-the United States postal service or

regularly solicits orders for the sale of tangible personal

property by means of salesmen, solicitors or representatives

in the state or political subdivision. "Business location"

is defined in Section 157.

As there indicated, a person is considered to have a

"business location" within a state only if that person (1)

owns or leases real property within the state; (2) has one

or more employees located in the state; or (3) regularly

maintains a stock of tangible personal property in the state

for sale in the ordinary course of business. Property on

consignment or property in the hands of a purchaser under a

sale or return arrangement is not "a stock of tangible

personal property".

Under Section 159, an employee is considered to be

located in a state only if (1) his service is localized in

the state; or (2) if his service is not localized in any

state, some of his services are performed in the state
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and his base of operations is in the state. Furthermore* an

employee's service is not localized in the state unless his

service is performed entirely within the state or the

service performed without the state is only incidental to

his service performed within the state, An employee's base

of operations is *a single place of business with a

permanent location which is maintained by the employer and

from which the employee regularly commences his activities

,and to which he regularly returns in order to perform the

functions necessary to the exercise of his trade or

profess ior."

Section 159(d) entitled, "Continuation of minimal

Jurisdictional Standard" applies the restrictions of 86-272

(concerned solely with net income taxes) to sales and use

taxes. Section 159(d) is not a continuation of minimal

Jurisdictional standards for sales and use taxes. It

provides that an employee is not located in the state if his

only business activities within the state on behalf of his

employer are: (1) the solicitation of orders for the sale

of tangible personal property which are sent outside the

state for approval or rejection and if approved, are filled

by shipment or delivery from a point outside the state; or

(2) the solicitation of orders for sales of or for the

benefit of a prospective customer of his employer if such

cutomers's orders are accepted and filled from sources

within the state. Further, Section 159(d) excludes

employees that install or repair personal property
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in the state incidental to an interstate sale.

Section 159(e) provides that employees of contractors

and extractors, whose services in the state are related

primarily to the performance of the contract, are presumed

to be located in the state. Section 159(e), however, does

not apply to services performed in installing or repairing

tangible property which are incidental to an interstate

sale. Section 159(f) defines an employee as a person

subject to withholding for federal income 'tax purposes.

Section 101(c), as an additional jurisdictional

restriction, exempts transportation charges with respect to

interstate sales if separately stated by the seller. In

many instances, freight charges are a substantial portion of

the total consideration paid for tangible personal property.

This exemption places local sellers at a disadvantage since

freight charges for interstate shipment are a part of their

costs prior to any sale. It would appear that the simpler,

more equitable, rule, would be to require that all freight

or transportation charges be included in the use tax base.

This would place interstate sales on an equal footing with

intrastate sales and eliminate any uncertainty and

discrimination.

All of these jurisdictional restrictions would

undeTrmine the ability of the states tand their political

subdivisions to enforce their sales and use tax laws. Title

I contains unwarranted restrictions on the ability of the
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states and their political subdivisions to impose and

collect sales or use taxes. A person could conduct sales

activities in the state through independent agents without

any limitation whatsoever. No out-of-state seller would be

liable for the collection of any sales or use taxes for a

state or its political subdivisions if the employees

operated out of their homes. Puthermore, they could conduct

unlimited activities within the confines of one state

operating out of their homes so long as the sales are

accepted out of state and the goods are shipped from sources

out of state. It is difficult to conceive how the

jurisdictional restrictions of Title I are responsive to the

legitimate sales and use tax collection responsibilities of

the states and the compliance needs of the business

community. Standing alone, and particularly when considered

in light of other restrictions contained in Title I, these

jurisdictional restrictions are wholly unacceptable to the

Multistate Tax Commission and its member states.

B. Title I - Other Sales and Use Tax Jurisdictional

Restrictions. Section 102 purports to be restricted to the

subject matter of "Reduction of Multiple Taxation".

However, Section 102(a) contains an additional

jurisdictional restriction. Sales and use tax liability is

limited to where the destination of an interstate sale of

tangible personal property is in the state or in a state or

political subdivision for which the tax is required to be
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collected. "Destination" is defined in Section 155 of the

bill as the state where the property is shipped or

transferred to the purchaser. Presumably, then, if the

property is transferred to a designee of the purchaser no

state or political subdivision would have jurisdiction to

tax the sale. Also, Section 102(a) would apparently exempt

rentals from any sales or use tax liability. If Section

102(a) and (b) are intended to simply reduce multiple

taxation, they should be reworded to prevent any state other

than the destination state or political subdivision from

imposing any sales or use tax liability if the destination

state or political subdivision has jurisdiction to do so.

Futhermore, the destination should include shipments

directly to a designee of the purchaser and include the use

of rental property in the state.

Section 102(c) provides a credit for prior taxes

previously Paid by the taxpayer with respect to tangible

personal property on account of liability to another state

or political subdivision thereof. Since sales and use tax

liability is imposed in respect to the transactions

involving tangible personal property, the credit provided

for in 102(c) should be applicable only with respect to the

same transaction regarding the same tangible personal

proerty. It is not multiple taxation within the purview of

sale and use -tax laws to impose sales and use tax liability
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in respect to two or more transactions involving the

transfer of the same tangible personal porperty.

Section 102(d) providing for credit for prior taxes and

Section 102(e) providing for refunds are subject to the same

defect-as Section 102(c). Both relate to tangible personal

property rather than to transactions. Nor is it clear how

Sections 102(d) and (e) interrelate.

C. Title I - Liability of Sellers for Collection or

Payment of Sales or Use Tax on Sales to Business Buyers.

Section 102 exempts any out-of-state seller from liability

for the collection or payment of a sales or use tax with

respect to an interstate sale of tangible personal property

if the purchaser is registered to collect or pay a sales or

use tax or furnishes the seller with a certificate or

written form of evidence indicting -the basis for exemption

or the reason the seller is not required to pay or collect

the tax. Section 103 should contain a good faith provision.

Section 106 pertains to local sales and use taxes. It

relieves any seller from classifying interstate sales

according to destination by political subdivision. In light

of the high threshold for jurisdiction in Title I, this

provision is unduly restrictive. The states, to our

knowledge, do not disagree with the general intent and

purpose of such a provision under a reasonable

jurisdictional standard.
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IV. TITLE II - GROSS RECEIPTS TAX

Title II provides that "no state or political

subdivision thereof shall have power to impose a gross

receipts tax with respect to the interstate sale of

tangible personal property "unless the sale is solicited

directly through a business office of the seller in the

state or political subdivision." "Interstate sale" is

defined by reference to Title I as a sale in which the

tangible personal property sold is shipped or delivered to

the purchaser in the state from a point outside the state.

"Business office" is in a state or political subdivision

only if the taxpayer (1) owns or leases real property within

the state or political subdivision; or (2) regularly

maintains a stock of tangible personal property in the state

or political subdivision for sale in the ordinary course of

business. A stock of tangible personal property does not

include property on consignment and property in the hands of

a purchaser under a sale or return arrangement. If the

definition of "a business office" as defined in Section 252

is substituted for the phrase, "a business office" in

Section 201, the substance of the jurisdictional restriction

is as follows: "No state or political subdivision thereof

shall have power to impose a gross receipts tax with respect

to the interstate sale of tangible personal property unless

the sale is solicited directly through owned or leased real

property within the state or political subdivision or

regularly maintained stock of tangible personal property

66-690 0 - 80 - 27 (Pt.1) _
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in the state or political subdivision for sale in the

ordinary course of business of the seller in the state or

political subdivision." This does not make'sense. Sales

are not solicited through the ownership or leasing of real

property or through the maintenance of a stock of tangible

personal property in the state or political subdivision.

Notwithstanding this incongruous language, the

jurisdictional restriction applicable to gross receipts

taxes apparently was intended to immunize from gross

receipts taxes all gross receipts which were not solicited

by salesmen, agents, or other employees of the taxpayer from

inventories or from a business office owned or leased by the

taxpayer in the state. As a practical matter, this would

exempt all interstate sales from gross receipts taxes. It

is hard to imagine any broader.restriction on a state's

power to impose gross receipts taxes on interstate sales.

It represents such a flagrant restriction on state taxing

powers that it deserves little additional comment. It is

obviously intended to overrule General Motors Corp. v.

Washington, 377 U.S. 436 (1964) and Standard Pressed Steel

v. Department of Revenue, 419 U.S. 560 (1975).

V. Title III - NET INCOME TAXES

Title III does not contain any jurisdictional

restrictions on the power of a state or its political

subdivisions to impose a net income tax. The jurisdictional

restrictions of Public Law 86-272 are left intact. Title

III, however, does contain significant and far-reaching
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restrictions on the taxing powers of the states and their

political subdivisions. These restrictions are interrelated

and result in exempting a substantial portion of the income

of-multistate-multinational businesses from state and local

income taxes. After analyzing the provisions of Title III

of the bill, we will consider their interrelationship and

analyze the effects of such provisions.

A.. Analysis of Title III of the Bill - The

Restrictions On State and Local Powers to Impose Income

Taxes On Multistate-Multinational Corporations

1. Section 301 Restrictions. Under Section 301,

a state or political subdivision thereof may not impose on a

corporation taxable in more than one state, other than an

excluded corporation, a net income tax measured by an amount

of net income in excess of the .amount determined by (a)

multiplying the corporation's base by an apportionment

fraction which is the average of the corporation's equally

weighted property, payroll and sales factors as defined in

Section 355, 356, and 357, plus (b) the amount of income

allocable to the state. The base to which the apportionment

fraction is applied is the corporation's apportionable

income as defined in Section 354 of the bill. Furthermore,

no state shall, by reason of not including dividends or

foreign source income in apportionable income, make any

offsetting adjustment of an otherwise allowable deduction

which is unrelated to the excluded dividends or foreign
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source income. The significance of these limitations can be

understood only in reference to other sections of the bill.

2. Section 302 Restrictions. Section 302 exempts

so-called "foreign source* income (including dividends) and

dividends received from corporations in which the taxpayer

owns 50% or more of the voting stock. It provides for the

allocation to the commercial domicile of any dividends which

are not exempt. Dividends are defined in Section 359 of the

bill as dividends under the Internal Revenue Code of 1954,

as amended, including any sum treated as a dividend under

Section 78 of the code. "Foreign source" income is defined

in Section 358(a) as (1) interest other than interest

derived from sources within the United States; (2) dividends

other than dividends derivedfrom sources within the United

States; (3) rents, royalties, license and technical fees

from property located or services performed without the

United States or from any interest in such property,

including rents, royalties or fees for the use of or the

privilege of using without the United States any patents,

copyrights, secret processes and formulas, good will,

trademarks, trade brands, franchises and other like

properties; and (4) gains, profits or other income from the

sale of intangible or real property located without the

United States. Section 358(b) further provides that "in

determining the source of income for purposes of this

Section and Section 303(b), the provisions of Sections 861,
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862, and 863 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 shall be

applied." Since source" is used only in connection with

interest and dividends, these provisions are references for

only these items.

Section 302 thus exempts from income taxation all

income from intangible properties which consists of

dividends from corporations in which the taxpayer owns 50%

or more of the voting stock or of dividends attributable to

"foreign sources" under Sections 861, 862, and 863 of the

Internal Revenue Code of 1954. It also exempts interest

other than interest derived from sources within the United

States as determined under those sections of the Internal

Revenue Code. Furthermore, it exempts other income from

intangible properties defined in Section 358(a)(3) and

income from the sale of intangible or real property located

without the United States. Other than exemption of

dividends from 50% owned affiliated corporations, Section

302 follows a pattern of specific allocation of various

items of income in a manner which is contrary to

apportionment principles.

3. Section 303 Restrictions on Combined or

Consolidated Reporting. Section 303 contains limitations on

combined or consolidated reporting. Subsection (a) of

Section 303 provides that, except as otherwise provided in

subsection (b),.any state may require or a corx ration may

elect that the taxable income of the corporation be

determined by reference to the combined or consolidated
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net income and the combined or consolidated apportionment

factors of all affiliated corporations in the affiliated

group of which the corporation is a member. Subsection (b)

of Section 303 provides that a state may not require that a

combination or consolidation of an affiliated group include

any excluded corporation or any corporations substantially

all of the income of which is derived from sources without

the United States. If 80% or more of a corporation's gross

income is derived from sources without the United States (as

defined in Section 358(b) in the current taxable year and in

each of the two preceding taxable years (excluding any

period during which such corporation was not inexistence),

substantially all of its income is deemed to be derived from

sources without the United States.

Section 352 defines an excluded corporation as

generally any financial institution, including a sales

finance company, or any corporation which derives 90% or

more of its gross income from interest (including

discounts). An excluded corporation also includes any

corporation that derives more than 50% of the ordinary

gross income from transportation or public utility

businesses. Affiliated corporations are defined in Section

353 as corporation which are connected through stock

ownership with a common owner (corporate or non-corporate)

through ownership of more than 50% of the voting stock

Section 302(c) further provides that "nothing in
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this title shall preclude the determination of combined or

consolidated income on a basis acceptable to both the stote

and the taxpayer." The bill would thus exclude from a

'combined report': D.I.S.C. corporations, captive financial

subsidiaries and domestic subsidiaries which can be included

in a consolidated return for federal income tax purposes.

4. Sections 354, 355, 356 and 357 Restrictions

The Apportionment Formula Limitations. The apportionment

formula, which prescribes the limits which cannot be

exceeded by the states and their political subdivisions in

attributing apportionable income, employs the equally

weighted factors of property, payroll and sales. The

denominators of the factors include -the everywhere tangible

property, payroll and sales of a corporation except as

modified by the ambiguous language of Section 358(c)

pertaining to excluded 'foreign source" income. The

numerators are limited to property, payroll and destination

sales attributable to the taxing states. The sales factor

does not eliminate from the denominator sales to

jurisdictions in which the corporation is not taxable, nor -

does it come under the so-called "throw out" rule which

would attribute these sales to the state or origin by the so-

called 'throwback" rule as does UDITPA, khe Uniform Division

of Income for Tax Purposes Act, which has been adopted by a

majority of the income tax states. Thus, such sales would

create pockets of income, which would not be taxable by any
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method, i.e. "nowhere income". Inasmuch as the

apportionment formula does not provide for full

accountability of apportionable income and does not provide

for the apportionment of all the unitary income of a unitary

trade or business, it is patently defective.

B. Analysis of the Operative Effect of the

Restrictions on the States an-a Their Political Subdivisions'

Power to Impose Net Income Taxes on Multistate-Multinational

Businesses. We incorporate here by reference our statement

in regard to S. 1688 as a response to the exemption of

dividend income and the limitations on "combined reporting'

by Title III of S. 983. In addition thereto, we offer the

following comments on Title III of S. 983. This title's

provisions can be realistically viewed only as a blatant

attempt by large complex domestic multinational corporations

to exempt large blocks of their total net income from any

state and local taxes on or measured by net income. In some

cases all of a corporations substantial net income would be

immunized. The corporation can hope to succeed in this

attempt only by disguising the full impact of these

provisions when tested against their ability to shift their

profits throughout the world by ever increasing and complex

'corporate shell games" and the use of tax havens in regard

thereto.
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The overall effect of the restrictions contained in

Section 301, when coupled with the restrictions contained in

other sections of Title III, is to exempt from taxation

practically all of the income from stocks and from other

intangible properties of large domestic multistate-

multinational corporations which conduct their worldwide

business activities through a host of subsidiary and

affiliated corporations. It exempts from state and local

taxation large blocks of income includable in taxable income

for federal income tax purposes. Its apportionment

restrictions prevent the states from taxing much other

income. Furthermore, the bill prevents the states and their

political subdivisions from viewing a multistate-

multinational corporation and its affiliates as a single

economic unit for tax purposes even though they conduct

their worldwide activities as a single economic uni-t. We

will here consider these exemptions separately.

1. Dividend Exemption. The exemption of

dividends received from 50% owned corporations, the

exemption of "foreign source" dividends and the attribution

of all taxable dividends to the commercial domicile are not

justified. There is no reason why the dividend income of a

selected group of large multistate-multinational

corporations should be exempt while the dividends of all

other persons and businesses remain subject to tax. The
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dividend exemption contained in Section 302 is premised on

the false assumption that the ownership of stock in

affiliated corporations is attributable to the underlying

business activity of the affiliated corporations and not to

the stock ownership of the parent corporation. If this were

true, there would be no such thing as the taxation of

dividends apart from the profits of the dividendpayor

corporations.

The exemption of dividends is inconsistent with the

limitations in S. 983 on the power of the states and their

political subdivisions to "combine" the income of the parent

and the foreign and excluded affiliates from which the

dividends are received. The exemption of dividends from

affiliates which other dividends are taxed can be justified

only on the basis that the parent and affiliates are treated

as an economic unit that is operating a unitary trade or

business. Ur.der these circumstances, the-income and the

apportionment factors of such affiliated corporations and

the parent corporations should be "combined". This is the

only logical way of "sourcing" the income of such affiliated

groups. But this bill would prohibit the application of the

unitary business concept to the foreign and excluded

corporations. This should not be allowed to happen.
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-In no event should multistate-multinational

corporations be allowed to rely on the separate entities of

their affiliated corporations to prevent the ascertainment

of their true income and the proper apportionment of that

income by a combined or consolidated report which at the

same time being allowed to rely on their relationships with

those affiliates as a basis for exempting dividend income

received from the affiliates. Nor is there any reason to /

attribute taxable dividends to the commercial domicile under

circumstances wherein stock acquisitions and the receiving

of stock dividends are integrated with the overall business

activities of the taxpayer corporation. In fact, in light

of the Supreme Court decision in Mobil v. comn. of Vermont,

No. 78-1201, dec'd March 19, 1980, it is doubtful whether

the commercial domicile could constitutionally tax in full

the dividend income of a unitary business.

2. "Foreign Source" Ipcome Exemption. In

addition to exempting dividend income from domestic

affiliated corporations and attributing taxable dividends

from United States *sources" to the commercial domicile,

Sections 301 and 302 exempt from taxable income any "foreign

source" income. Section 358 (b) defines "foreign source"

income as income attributable to foreign sources under

Sections 861, 862, and 863 of the Internal Revenue Code of

1954, as amended. Neither the classification of income as

"foreign source income" under the provisions of Sections

861, 862 and 863 of the Internal Revenue Code nor the
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Treasury Department's implementation of those provisions has

anything to do with the determination of taxable income of

United States domestic corporations and their worldwide

owned and controlled affiliated corporations. Standing

alone, apart from other provisions of the Internal Revenue

Code, they have limited application. They are significant

only for tax credit purposes for domestic United States

corporations. It is not reasonable or logical to rely on

these provisions to exempt income of United States domestic

corporations from either state, federal or local taxes.

Income classified as "foreign source" under Sections 861,

862 and 863 is not exempt from federal income tax under the

Internal Revenue Code. The income defined in Section 358 of

the bill as foreign source income is part of the federal

taxable income of United States domestic corporations.

Furthermore, the sourcing rules set forth in Sections 861,

862 and 863, to the extent relevant for federal income tax

purposes, are policed by many other provisions of the

Internal Revenue Code which can materially alter the

"sourcing" of income under Section 861, 862 and 863. The

Subpart P provisions are one example of this.
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Federal income attribution rules for federal income

taxes are simply not relevant for state and local income tax

purposes. While the income defined in Section 358 may be

labeled "foreign source* income for Internal Revenue

purposes, such labeling is dependent entirely upon the

attribution rules to be followed to determine what

constitutes foreign source income. The Treasury Department

uses specific allocation to determine foreign source income.

That approach is inconsistent with the apportionment

provisions of Title III and with the apportionment method

utilized by all the states. In utilizing the apportionment

method, the states "source" business income on the business

income on the basis of the corporation's activities as

represented by the location of its property, payroll and

sales. This bill is totally defective in attempting to

superimpose on state income attribution rules those rules

set forth in Sections 861, 862 and 863 of the Internal

Revenue Code. A multistate-multinational corporation is not

entitled to the cumulative benefits of both attribution

systems particularly when these benefits are couples with

dividend exemptions and restrictions against "combined

reporting".

The difference between state .apportionment rules and

federal allocation rules can be illustrated by a comparison
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between Regulation 1.861-7 of the United States Treasury

Department and the apportionment provisions of the bill.

Under the regulation, gains, profits and income derived from

the purchase and sale of personal property are treated as

being derived entirely from the country in which the

property is sold. Thus, if a corporation purchases property

in the United States and sells it in Germany the income from

the sale would be attributable to Germany. However, these

same receipts would be attributable to Germany for

apportionment purposes in accordance with the sales factor

contained in Section 357 of the bill. The same is true of

any property or payroll attributable to Germany under

Sections 355 and 356 of the bill. Thus, the bill ignores

the fact that the apportionment formula contained in

Sections 355, 356 and 357 of the bill, unlike the specific

allocation provisions of Sections 861, 862 and 863 of the

Internal Revenue Code, is premised on the proposition that

corporate income is derived from sources where the

corporation carries on its income-producing activities, as

represented by the formula factors.

3. "Combined Reporting" Restrictions. There is

no reason why the states and their political subdivisions

should not be able to require a consolidated or combined

report for all members of an affiliated group which are

conducting an integrated unitary business as a single
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economic unit. The exclusions of any members of an

affiliated group from the combined or consolidated report

requirements, as provided for in Sectipn 393 of the bill,

constitute artifical restrictions on the unitary concept.

These restrictions are predicated on the false assumption

that the states can make arms-length pricing adjustments and

other "policing" adjustments between corporations carrying

on a unitary business as permitted by various provisions of

the Internal Revenue Code. They are also based on "foreign

source" allocation concepts which are alien to the

apportionment method of sourcing income which is universally

utilized by all the states. Why should a wholly owned sales

subsidiary of a United States parent corporation be excluded

from a combination report simply because 80% or more ot its

income is attributable overseas because title to the

property was transferred overseas? No is there any basis

for excluding corporations such as captive financial

corporations of retailing parents from the combined or

consolidated reporting requirements.

VI. TITLE IV - JURISDICTION OF FEDERAL COURTS.

Section 401 gives the Court of Claims jurisdiction to

review de novo any issues relating to a dispute arising

under the bill or under Public Law 86-272 as amended.
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Section 402 makes a Court of Claims determination binding

for the taxable years involved on any state which has been

given notice or appeared as a party, notwithstanding any

prior determinations of the courts or administrative bodies

of that state completed after notice to that state. It

further provides that no statute of limitations shall bar

the right of a state or a corporation to an amount of tax

increase or decrease in accordance with the determination of

the Court of Claims, provided action is begun within one

year after the determination has become final. It is highly

questionable whether the states should give jurisdiction

over their tax matters to the Court of Claims rather than

their own courts. Even if such'a centralization of

litigation jurisdiction were to be-established, however,

certainly it should be a specialized tax unit, the branch of

which should be staf-e and local tax experts.

VII. TITLE V - MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS.

Section 501 prohibits out-of-state audit charges.

Section 502 pertains to liability with respect to unassessed

taxes. Its provisions are self explanatory. They are

unduly restrictive in prohibiting the states and their

political subdivisions from assessing net income taxes,

gross receipts taxes or sales and use taxes for a period

prior to the effective date of the bill. Because of the

substantial change in the jurisdictional rules pertaining to
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sales and use taxes and gross receipts taxes and other

substantial changes pertaining to the assessment of gross

receipts, income taxes and sales and use taxes, this section

is unjustified and arbitrariy restrictive.

VIII. GENERAL COMMENTS ON S. 983.

As this analysis indicates, S. 983 contains many

arbitrary, highly restrictive provisions for the imposition

of the various taxes to which it would apply. It creates

vast areas of tax exemptions, immunities and preferential

treatment for multistate-multinational corporations. It

would prevent the states and their political subdivisions

from requiring multistate-multinational corporations to pay

their fair share of state incoMe taxes. The bill does not

simplify state tax administration or relieve multistate-

multinational corporations from undue compliance burdens.

It simply superimposes, without rhyme or reason, arbitrary

restrictions on existing state and local taxing powers. The

bill should be totally rejected by this committee.
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STATEMENT OF WILLIAM D. DEXTER
GENERAL COUNSEL OF

THE MULTISTATE TAX COMMISSION
FOR THE MULTISTATE TAX COMMISSION

IN THE HEARINGS BEFORE
THE FINANCE COMMITTEE

OF THE UNITED STATES SENATE
JUNE 24, 1980

ON S. 1688

I. INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT

The Multistate Tax Commission, composed of

nineteen regular member states and twelve associate

member states, unequivocally opposes S. 1688. This

bill unjustifiably and artifically limits the

employment of the unitary concept for state income tax

purposes. In addition, it unjustifiably exempts from

state and local income taxation substantially all of

the "dividend" income of large multistate-multinational

corporations. The bill permits the corporate shell

game to control for state and local income tax

purposes, so long as the profits of multinational

corporations are shifted to or are attributable to

overseas operations and returned in the form of

dividends, multinational corporations will enjoy a tax-

free ride for state and local income tax purposes. Any

such bill would destroy the tax and fiscal integrity of

the states and their political subdivisions.
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In the case of Mobil Oil Corp. vs. Commissioner of

Taxes, (Supreme Court of the United States Docket No.

78-1201, dec. March 19, 1980) restrictions on the

unitary concept and exemptions of dividends, as

provided for in S.1688, would have exempted Mobil Oil

Corporation from any state and local income taxes

whatsoever for the years of 1971 and 1972 and would

have exposed Mobil to only minimal state and local

income taxes for the year 1970. However, the Supreme

Court found that, by appropriate application of the

unitary concept, the inclusion of Mobil's "foreign

source" dividends in apportionable income for Vermont

income tax purposes did not amount to the taxation of

the "foreign source" income of Mobil.

For state and local ihcome tax immunity and

preference purposes, the dual restrictions of S. 1688

go hand in hand. For example, parent domestic

corporation A forms domestic subsidiary B. to sell A's

products in a foreign market. Under S. 1688, if the

title to the property which is the subject of these

overseas sales is transferred outside the United

States, the gross income of B could not be taken into

account in determining the amounts of state and local

income taxes imposed on A. Furthermore, the profits of
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B returned to A in the form of dividends could not be

taxed to A. This would leave corporation A free to

funnel its profits to its sales subsidiary, B, and

insulate those profits from any significant state and

local income taxes, subject only to the states' and

their political subdivisions' ability to apply the

"arm's" length" test or other equally elusive

standards. Even these standards would be inapplicable

if B were merely a DISC shell to the extent.that the

IRC arbitrarily allows profits to be attributable

solely to the DISC which then issues or is considered

to have issued dividends.

An actual example is the corporate shell game

played by amajor domestic oil--corporation. This

corporation translated internal domestic sales into

international sales of its foreign affiliated

corporations. It accomplished this result by a paper

transfer of its domestic crude oil to its foreign

subsidiaries in the course of the movement of the crude

oil in its tankers on the high seas from its domestic

production fields to its domestic refineries in the

United States. Yet another actual example is the

multiple intercorporate transfers of wheat by a large

multinational grain company. Through a series of sales

to -its foreign subsidiaries, this company was able to

attribute its domestic profits from eventual overseas

sales to "foreign sources."
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Additional examples of why S. 1688 restrictions on the

unitary concept are unacceptable to the states are two

pertaining to the utilization of 'tax haven* countries by

multinational corporations to attribute their profit to so-

called *foreign sources" and thus place them beyond the

reach of the states for apportionment purposes. The cases

are: Dittler Brothers, Inc. v. C.I.R., Tax Court Docket No.

5438-78T, 72 TC , No. 77, filed August 27, 1979 (CCH

Tax Court Reports, Dec. 36,266); and U.S. Steel Corp. v.

CoMr., U.S. Court of Appeal, 2nd Circuit No. 79-4092, decided

3/12/1980.

Dittler Brothers, developed a secret patent in the

United States and using that patent and its own

manufacturing know-how, the company produced heavy income,

but it attributed that income to a subsidiary operating in

tax haven country. The IRS was unsuccessful in attacking

their subterfuge. U.S. Steel likewise was able to insulate

from taxation large amount of income from its integrated

steel operations by attributing to a tax haven the income

from its shipping operations. In U.S. Steel and Dittler

there can be little question that the taxpayers, by the

"corporate shell game were able to shift profits to

"foreign sources" which in a true economic sense were

derived primarily from their domestic operations. However,
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in both instances, corporate form rather than business and

economic reality were given controlling significance. The

recent "Offshore Tax Havensm hearings before the

Subcommittee on Oversight of the Committee of Ways and Means

of the House of Representatives# 96th Congr., 1st Sess.,

Serial 96-26, April 24, 25, 1979, provide some interesting

insight into tax haven matters.

The corporate shell game cannot be accepted by the

states as being of controlling significance for state income

tax purposes. But S. 1688p would impose it upon them. It

would do so by restricting the application of the unitary

concept and by exempting claimed *foreign" profits when

those profits are eventually received by United States

corporate taxpayers in the form ok dividends.

The states cannot equitably and efficiently impose

their income taxes on all segments of the business community

if the corporate form of multinational businesses and the

artificial control of inter-corporate dealings among

affiliated corporations are determinative for state and

local income tax purposes. In our judgmentj it should make

no difference in what form the profits of multinational

corporations are received by the parent or whether the

parent chooses to conduct its worldwide business operations

under a single corporate umbrella or under a group of

corporate umbrellas.
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S. 1688 deals with three distinct subject matters which

require distinct and separate consideration by this

committee. They are:

(1) Restrictions on the application of the unitary

concept as applied to foreign parents conducting operations

in the United States through subsidiary corporations;

(2) Restrictions on the application of the unitary

concept as applied to domestic parents conducting business

in foreign countries through subsidiary corporations;

(3) The exemption of "dividends."

The arguments advanced for not applying the unitary

concept to the domestic subsidiaries of a foreign parent are

generally irrelevant in deciding whether the unitary concept

should be applied to the foreign subsidiaries of a domestic

parent. Foreign governments and their domestic corporations

are not concerned with how the United States deals with its

own domestic corporations. Furthermore, there is a vast

difference between determining what part of a foreign

parent's total income should be attributable to United

States "sources" and what part 4f a domestic parent's

worldwide income should be attributable to United States

sources. Thus, to treat (1) and (2) above as the opposite

sides of the same coin is highly misleading. There is a

vast difference between attributing the body (the foreign

parent corporation) of an octopus to one of its tentacles (a

subsidiary in the U.S.) and attributing one of its tentacles

(a subsidiary in a foreign country) to its body (the U.S.

parent). Foreign governments determine how to tax the

profits of their corporate parents, which are foreign

parents from the U.S. perspective; but their decisions

should not determine how we determine the tax liability of

U.S. corporations.
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II. ANALYSIS OF THE SPECIFIC PROVISIONS OF S. 1688

S. 1688 would add a new section (S7518) to the

miscellaneous provisions of-the Internal Revenue Code

(I.R.C.) of 1954, as amended. Subsection (a) deals with the-

issue of "combined reporting." Subsection (e) deals with

the subject matter of exemption of dividend income. While

the-subsection (a) restrictions are interrelated with the

subsection (e) dividend exemptions, we will deul with them

separately for purposes of analysis.

A. Subsection (a) restrictions on state and local
taxing powers

The section prevents requiring that a corporation

subject to state and local income taxes file a combined

report which takes into account activities of Nforeign

corporations* as defined in the bill. Subsection (a) would

prevent the states and their political subdivisions from

taking into account, in determining income tax liability of

any corporation, the gross income of "foreign corporations"

as defined in the bill unless it is includable in the gross

income of the taxpayer corporations under Chapter I of the

I.R.C. Thus, if a state income tax law would include the

income of such a "foreign corporation,' in the gross income

of any corporation for state income tax purposes, that state

law would be invalidated by paragraph (a) unless the gross

income constituted includable gross income of the

corporation under Chapter I of the I.R.C.,
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If the provisions of subsection (a) coupled with

subsection (d) are designed to prevent any foreign

corporation and any domestic corporation deriving more than

eighty percent of its income from Oforeign sources' under

the Internal Revenue Service's income source attribution

rules from being *combined' with any corporation for

purposes of state and local income taxes, it is questionable

whether they achieve this result.-

Subsection (a), in employing the phrase "includable in

gross income of such corporation for purposes of Chapter 1'

would apparently require the states to examine all of the

provisions in Chapter 1 of the I.R.C. to determine the gross

income of any corporation which has dealings with foreign

corporations as defined in the bill. Ostensibly, then, the

state would-be empowered to employ the provisions of S482 of

the I.R.C., which, as administered by the Internal Revenue

Service, employ both the *arm's length' standard and

elements of the unitary business standard [See Note,

*multinational Corporations and Income Allocation under S482

of the Internal Revenue Code," 89 Har. L. Rev. 1202 (1976)3

to determine what is includable in the "gross income" of a

corporate taxpayer in its dealings with its "foreign

corporations.' However, a Ncombined report" does not adjust

the *gross income" of affiliated corporations included in a

combined report. Rather, it combines the net income c the
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members of the affiliated group included in the combined

report (eliminating intercorporate transactions) and

apportions income according to the combined apportionment

factors of the members of the affiliated group included in

the combined report. Therefore, how the restrictions on

"gross income" contained in subsection (a) of S. 1688 affect

the validity of a "combined report", particularly when

coupled with the provisions of 5482 of the I.R.C. and other

attribution provisions contained in Chapter 1 of the I.R.C.,

is unclear.

We also note that subsection (a) coupled with

subsection (d) requires a corporation to be treated as a

foreign corporation even though under state attribution

rules the entire income of the corporation is attributable

to domestic sources and activities. This follows from the

difference between federal source concepts and state source

concepts for income attribution purposes. For example, the

sales of a DISC corporation would be attributable to United

States sources under the provisions of the Uniform Division

of Income for Tax Purposes Act (UDITPA) if sales were made

to a foreign country in which the DISC corporation is not

taxable. However, under federal attribution rules if title

to the products sold by the DISC is transferred outside the

United States, one hundred percent of the DISC income would

be attributable to "foreign sources." This is just one

example of the lack of any congruence between federal

"separate accounting" and source principles as compared to

the apportionment of unitary income followed by the states.
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Furthermore, subparagraph (b) defines an income tax for

purposes of the bill as any tax on or measured by income.

This apparently would embrace gross receipts taxes as well

as franchise taxes measured by gross receipts or gross

income. It might well also embrace general sales and use

taxes, many of which could be construed to be imposed on,

according to, or measured by income. If S. 1688 is intended

to be limited to net income taxes, the definition of income

tax in subsection (b) is defective.

It should also be noted that subsection (a) does not

impose any restrictions on any corporation. Thus, any

corporation can employ unitary concepts, including "combined

reporting," for state and local income tax purposes, even

though the states would be restricted in that respect.

It also should be noted that subsection (a)

restrictions apply to corporations which may be entitled to

file a consolidated report for federal income tax purposes.

Clearly, the consolidated return provisions of the Internal

Revenue Code embrace domestic corporations defined as

"foreign corporations" in subsection (d) of S. 16e8.

In sum, it is difficult to know exactly what would be

accomplished by the enactment of subsections (a) through (d)

of S. 1688. To our knowledge, there is nothing contained in

Chapter 1 of the I.R.C. which would preclude the use of

combined reporting or the unitary concept in determining the

tax liability of a group of corporations even though there

is included in such a group so-called "foreign corporations'

as defined in the proposed bill. S482 of the Internal

Revenue Code, specifically provides as follows:
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"In case of two or more organizations, trades, or
business (whether or not incorporated, whether or not
organized in the United States) and whether or not
affiliated (owned or controlled directly or indirectly
by the same interest) the Secretary may distribute,
apportion, or allocate gross income, deductions,
credits, or allowances between or among such
organizations, trades, or businesses, if he determines
that such distribution, apportionment, or allocation is
necessary in order to prevent evasion of taxes or
clearly reflect the income of any such organizations,
trades, or businesses.'

This language would appear to embrace the "combined

reporting' unitary concept. As noted in the Harvard Law

Review referred to earliee, 0* * * The most recent

Congressional action regarding 5482 indicates that Congress

considered use of the unitary entity theory more appropriate

for S482 allocations between U.S. businesses and their

foreign affiliates.* (89 Har. L. Rev. 1211)

B. Subsection (e), restrictions on the power of the
states and their political subdivisions to tax
dividend income

Subsection (e) of S. 1688 exempts dividends from any

state or local income taxes which are deductible pursuant to

S243 of the I.R.C., and those dividends eliminated in a

consolidated report under I.R.C. S1502. By reference to

S951 of the I.R.C. in subsection (e) there is also excluded

Subpart F. income. These dividend exemptions pertain to

domestic corporations.

In addition, under subsection (e), dividend income from

foreign corporations is exempt from state and local taxation

to the extent that foreign withholding taxes on the dividend

income and deemed paid taxes equal or exceed forty-six
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percent of the dividend income, that amount of dividend

income from foreign corporations would be subject to tax.

This dividend exemption in subsection (e) is not limited to

the actual taxes paid to foreign governments by the taxable

corporation on its dividend income. Neither is it limited

to the actual amount of foreign tax credit in fact allowed

any corporate taxpayer for federal income tax purposes. The

dividend exemption is applicable even if the taxpayer does

not elect the foreign tax credit. The dividend exemption is

also permitted even though the tax credit is not allowed

because of the limitations contained in section 904 of the

I.R.C., which are highly significant. As we read the

Internal Revenue Code, if corporation A received

$1,000,000.00 in dividend income from foreign affiliated

-corporations and suffered a $1,000,000.00 loss as a result

of other foreign operations, the corporation would be

entitled to no foreign tax credit since the credit is

computed against the aggregate of its "foreign source"

income which is included in federal taxable income. Thus,

subsection (e) is simply directed to hypothetical and

abstract considerations not tied to the actual federal

income tax credit in fact allowed corporations in regard to

dividends received from foreign corporations. There is no

congruence between subsection (e) for the credited taxes
N

\ provided for therein and any actual tax credit a corporation

is entitled to for federal income tax purposes. It is thus

highly misleading for proponents of S. 1688 to assert that

subsection (e) parallels any policy of the federal

gove.rnment-in eliminating any alleged double taxation of so-

called "foreign source" income received by a domestic

corporation as dividends.
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III. COMENTARY ON S. 1688

A. The limitations of subsection (a) of S. 1688

For purposes of our commentary, we assume that

subsection (a) is designed to prevent any foreign

corporation or domestic corporation that derives less than

twenty percent of its gross income from sources within the

United States under federal income tax source rules from

being included in a combined report of any corporation. For

example, if any corporation formed a subsidiary corporation

such as a DISC, for its overseas sales and if title on the

sale of its products was transferred outside this country,

the parent and the sales subsidiary could not be combined

for state income tax purposes even though both are domestic

corporations. Subsection (a) is a restriction on the states

and their political subdivisions; but not on corporation;

any corporation remains free to use worldwide combined

reporting by application of the unitary concept to determine

its liability for income taxes to any state or any political

subdivision thereof.

The important question for this committee is Why should

Congress prevent the states from using the unitary method in

determining income attributable to instate sources and

activities of a corporation that conduct a unitary trade or

business with its affiliated corporations? The Task Force

on Foreign Source Income of this committee in its

Recommendations (95th Congress, 1st session, March 8, 1977)
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considered the question of state taxation of so-called

"foreign source" income. In comment on "limitations on-the

unitary method of apportionment" the Task Force noted that:

"For Federal income tax purposes, an apportionment
formula is not used to divide income and costs between
the United States and foreign countries. Instead,
income and costs are allocated between related
companies using the criterion of what the costs and
prices would be between these parties if they were
independent parties dealing at arm's length (Sec. 482).
On the other hand, in computing what portion of the
income of a single company is from foreign sources, an
allocation of income and deductions approach is used
(Sec. 861). This approach already produces significant
problems when applied at the Federal level and would be
virtually impossible to administer at the State level
as applied to interstate transactions. Thus, there is
no significant disagreement that the states must use
some type of apportionment formula (as distinguished
from making an allocation of income and deductions by
separate accounting), since there would be no practical
way of determining what income of a company is earned
within a State as opposed to being earned within other
States (or in foreign countiess.

"The rationale presented for using the unitary method
to combine the business activities of related
corporations which contribute to the business
activities of a corporation within a taxing State is
that the operations form an integrated business, and
whether the business is conducted through a number of
separate corporations or through one single corporation
should not affect tax liability.

"It is disputed whether those States applying the
unitary method of taxing corporate business income
under an apportionment formula do, in fact, tax the
income related foreign corporation. * * *"
(Recommendations of the Tax Task Force, pp. 27-28)

However, the task force recommended,

"* * * that the States be precluded from taking into
account, under the unitary method, or any other method,
the income of foreign affiliates of corporations doing-
business within the State until such time as that
income is subject to Federal income tax."
(Recommendations of the Tax Task Force, p. 30)
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The Task Force recommendations did not include domestic

corporations which are included in subsection (a) of S. 1688-

by reference to the definition of foreign corporations

contained in subsection (d). The Task Force on foreign

source income advanced no reason for denying the unitary

principle to the States as pertains to foreign affiliates of

domestic corjRorations. The Task Force did indicate that

there were accounting problems connected with a foreign

parent conducting operations in the United States through a.

subsidiary corporation. The Task Force really did not

address itself to the underlying question of whether or not

the unitary method was more appropriate and more workable

for state income tax purposes than separate accounting (the

arm's length standard).

If Congress is to require the states to use "separate

accounting" rather than the unitary method, it should

address itself to the relative merits of the two methods for

state income tax purposes. In doing so, it should clearly

differentiate "combined reporting" for a domestic parent

from "combined reporting" for the subsidiary of a foreign

parent, As far as the states are concerned, "separate

accounting" is just as unworkable for them at the

international level as it is at the interstate level.
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The merits of the "arm's length" or "separate

accounting* methods as compared to the unitary method, in

the context of Article 9(4) of the United States - United

Kingdom tax treaty (reserved from that treaty by the

Senate), were the subject of a debate set forth in Articles

in a special report of "Tax Notes" Vol. VI, issue 16, dated

April 17, 1978. Inasmuch as we believe that these Articles

fairly set forth the arguments on both sides of this issue

in the context of state income taxes, these Articles are

appended to and made a part of this statement. In addition,

there is appended hereto and made a part of this statement

the doctoral thesis of Geoffrey Harley, prepared by him for

his doctorate degree in Law from the University of Michigan

Law School, Ann Arbor, Michigan. This thesis contains an

exhaustive analysis of the relative merits of the Section

482 arm's length method and the unitary method for the

attribution of income. It is undoubtedly the most

comprehensive analysis of this subject matter available to

date.

As we understand the argument of the proponents of

"separate accounting," they are primarily conc-rned with two

issues. The first issue is the distortion which they claim

results from applying a single apportionment formula to the

worldwide income and worldwide business acLivities of a

group of commonly owned and controlled affiliated

corporations. Secondly, they are concerned with the

66-690 0 - 80 - 29 (Ft.1)
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administrative and compliance burdens posed by this

application of the unitary concept. In advancing their

first argument, they fail to realize that any distortion in

the apportionment factors exists to-exactly the same degree

and extent whether the worldwide operations of a business

are conducted in a single or in a multiple corporate form.

In advancing the second argument, the proponents of the

arm's length standard fail to note that application of the

arm's length standard is much more complex and difficult

than is the application of the unitary concept. Even the

U.S. Treasury with its vast resources cannot make the arm's

length method work. This follows from the fact that it is

simply not possible to ascertain which profits of an

integrated unitary business are attributable to its

inseparable parts. The "arm's length" standard involves

guesswork based upon hypothetical "but for" facts. That is

why the IRS constantly resorts to unitary concepts in making

5482 adjustments. As noted by the Supreme Court of the

United States in Underwood Typewriter Company v.

Chamberlain, 245 U.S. 113 (1920), "it is impossible to

segregate the profits attributable to each operative level

of an integrated unitary business." Furthermore, the courts

have never held that accounting should control tax

liabilities (Thor Power Tool Company v. Commissioner,

U.S. 99 Sup. Ct. 773 (1979); Butler Brothers v.

McColgan, 315 U.S. 501 (1942); Mobil v. Comm'r of Taxes of

Vermont, Sup. Ct. No. 78-1201, dec'd March 19, 1980).
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Even if we assume that the arm's length standard is

workable at the Federal level, that provides no reason for

assuming that it is workable at the State level. Most of

the state income tax statutes have provisions which permit

arm's length adjustments. However, the states have not

relied on those provisions because of the difficult

administrative and compliance problems involved. It is one

thing for the federal government to employ a certain

standard in reference to its high rate income tax in order

to determine the total taxable worldwide income of domestic

corporations. It is quite another thing for the states to

apply the same standard in reference to their low rate taxes

which can reach only a small segment of that income and

which are deductible for federal-income tax purposes.

Inasmuch as state income taxes are in addition to and stand

apart from any federal income taxes and since as the states

are confined by narrow jurisdictional tax limit time, there

is no known reason why a federal standard should be applied

to state income taxes. This is particularly true in regard

to domestic U.S. corporations and their domestic affiliate...

Certainly, the examples and arguments pertaining to

"combined reporting" of a domestic subsidiary of a foreign

parent should not be used indiscriminately to preclude

combination of a domestic parent with its foreign

subsidiaries. Yet, S. 1688 would prevent the states from
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applying the unitary concept to domestic corporations which

are entitled to file a consolidated federal income tax

return. Any Congressional consideration of mandating the

arm's length standard for state income tax purposes should

clearly distinguish between foreign parent corporations

doing business in the United States through subsidiary

corporations, domestic parent corporations doing business

outside the United States through foreign subsidiary

corporations, and domestic parent corporations doing

business attributable to overseas sources by IRS attribution

rules through domestic subsidiary corporations. While there

is no valid reason for the "arm's length" standard to be

mandated by Congress for any of these affiliated groups for

state income tax purposes, its application to each group

merits separate consideration. Policy considerations for

one group may not be applicable to the other groups.

For example, What justification exists for prohibiting

the states from combining a domestic DISC corporation with

its domestic parent when they are conducting an integrated

unitary business? Yet, subsection (a) would prevent such a

combined report."

Nor is there any merit to the argument of double

international taxation of the income of foreign

corporations. Within our federal system there is always

double taxation of the income of corporations. It is taxed

at the federal level, and Also, at the state level and even
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at the political subdivision level. In the view of the

proponents of S. 1688, this alone presumably constitutes

impermissable double taxation. Any such double taxation

argument is based on the idea that the states subject to

taxation the identical income which is subject to tax at the

federal level. This of course is not true. Net income for

state tax purposes is different from net income for federal

income tax purposes. The tax bases are not the same. The

attribution rules are not the same. Since the states are

not taxing the same net income as is taxed at the federal

level, since the state taxing systems are in addition to the

federal system, and since the two systems employ different

income "source" and attribution rules, what possible

justification is there for requiring the same methods to be

used by the federal government and the state governments in

applying division of income rules?

In sum, no legitimate overriding federal policy which

is embraced in the restrictions contained in subsection (a)

of S. 1688. It embraces not only foreign corporations,

butdomestic corporations as well to the extent that federal

sources rules (which are entirely different than those of

the states) attribute more than eighty percent of the income

of a domestic corporation to "foreign sources." Any such

restriction on state taxing powers simply lets large

multinational corporations play the "corporate shell game"
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without restriction. It permits their "separate accounting"

to control for state income tax purposes. However,

"separate accounting" has been repeatedly rejected by the

Supreme Court. Butler Bros. v. McColgan, supra, Mobil Oil

Corp. v. Commissioner of Taxes, supra. Above all, "separate

accounting" should not be mandated by Congress for the

states unless it finds three things: first, that "separate

accounting" is superior to the unitary concept for state

income tax purposes; second, that there is some compelling

federal policy reason why Congress should dictate the method

or methods used by the states in attributing the income of

multistate-multinational corporations to instate activities

and sources; and third, that the IRS cannot apply unitary

principles under provisions of the I.R.C. Since there is no

valid reason why "separate accounting" should be preferred

over the "combined reporting" unitary method; since there

are no overriding federal policy considerations which

dictate that state income tax law should conform to federal

income tax law for income attribution purposes; and since

there is no reason why the I.R.C. as presently written does

not allow "combined reporting;" the subsection (a)

restrictions of S. 1688 lack merit.

While arguments in favor of such restriction may be

advanced in reference to "international double taxation,"

the fact of the matter is that state income taxation has not

been demonstrated to reach total federal taxable income.
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Also, state income taxes are always in addition to federal

income taxes. Therefore, any claim of double taxation falls

on barren ground.

B. Section (e) restrictions of S. 1688

As heretofore indicated, subsection (e) of S. 1688 is

tantamount to the complete exemption of dividend income of

multistate-multinational corporations even though the

dividends exempted by its provisions are a part and parcel

of federal taxable income for federal income tax purposes.

The complete exclusion of dividends which are

deductible under S243 of the Internal Revenue Code as

"special deductions" and dividends eliminated from a

consolidated group in accordance with S1502 of the Internal

Revenue Code are geared, under -the Internal Revenue Code, to

very different circumstances than those pertaining to state

taxation of dividend income. First, if corporations file a

combined report or a consolidated report for state income

tax purposes, these dividends would automatically be

eliminated from any state income tax base. Second, the

justification for the dividend deductions provided by S243

is not germane to state tax purposes except where a

particular state taxes the underlying profits of a

subsidiary or affiliated corporation and in turn taxes the

dividends from those already taxed profits as part of the

income of the payee corporation. This follows from the fact

that the special dividend deduction allowed by S243 of the

Internal Revenue Code is premised upon the proposition that
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the federal government has already subjected to tax the

earnings and profits of the dividend payor corporations.

This is not true in regard to any state income taxes except

to the extent that the earnings and profits of the payor

corporation have been in fact subject to tax by the taxing

state. If the uhderlying rationale of S243 were to be

applied appropriately to state income tax laws, the only

dividends which would be excluded from taxation to the payee

corporation would be those dividends which came from profits

of the payor corporation which had been taxed previously by

the taxing statb. Under this rationale, if a parent

corporation did business in California, and if its

subsidiary corporation conducted forty percent of its

business in California, and if, therefore, only forty

percent of the subsidiary's income were apportioned to

California, only sixty percent of the dividend income of the

parent should be included in apportionable income by

California. This is precisely how California law operates.

On the other hand, if a parent corporation in

California had a subsidiary corporation that does business

entirely outside the state of California, California should

include all of the dividends in its tax base subject to

allocation and apportionment. This is what California does.
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Thus, the California rule follows precisely the federal rule

contained in S243 modified to conform to the limited

jurisdiction of the State of California. , California, in

requiring a combined report, would also eliminate the

interaffiliate dividends from income for purposes of this

report. Again, California law would then coincide with the

federal law as pertains to the elimination of intercorporate

dividends by federal consolidated reporting. In sum, even

if state law had to conform precisely to the philosophy and

policy of the federal government in regard to domestic

dividends, we submit that the subsection (e) exemption of

domestic dividends, would be totally unjustified.

In addition to exempting domestic dividends, subsection

(e) exempts dividends received by any corporation from

foreign corporations in the ratio in which the numerator is

the amount of withholding taxeg paid on the dividends plus

taxes deemed to be paid on the underlying profits of the

foreign corporations from which the dividends are paid and

in which the denominator is 46% of the dividends so paid.

Presumably, this proportionate dividend exclusion is

intended to eliminate and exempt from state taxation the

dividend income which in substance has not been subject to

federal income tax by operation of the federal tax credit

provisions contained in SS901-904 of the I.R.C.
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La~ing aside for the moment the fact that federal tax

credits have nothing to do with state income taxation, it is

to be noted that the dividends excluded by subparagraph

(e)(l)-(B) and (2) of S. 1688 are not those dividends which

in fact escape taxation by the federal government because of

bax credits allowed by SS901-904 of the I.R.C. The credit

on which the dividend exemption of subsection (e)(1)(b) is

based is determined without regard to the limitations

contained in SS901-904, particularlyS904. This means that

dividends are excluded even though they are in fact taxed by

the federal government without any offsetting credit. As

noted earlier, if a domestic corporation received

$1,000,000.00 of dividend income from its Canadian

subsidiary, and if by operation of other provisions of the

Internal Revenue Code, it had "foreign source income" losses

of $1,000,000.00, no tax credit would be allowed against the

dividend income for federal income tax purposes (SS904, 862,

and 863). However, since subsection (e) of S. 1688 is not

geared to actual tax credits, the $1,000,000.00 of the

dividend income in this example would be exempt from state

income taxation under subsection (e)(1)(B) in the ratio that

the foreign and deemed paid taxes bear to $46,000.

Furthermore, since subparagraph (e)(2) refers to

hypothetical circumstances, the dividend exemption there set

forth would be available even though the foreign taxes were

taken as a deduction by the domestic corporation and even

L
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though no credit'were applicable on even a theoretical

basis. Assuming arguendo that the dividend exclusion

contained in subparagraph (e)(1)(B) and (2) of S. 1688 was

limited to the real world of federal tax credits, this

dividend exemption from state income taxation would still be

unjustified.

Under the federal tax laws, the entire net income of a

domestic corporation, whether received from_foreign or

domestic "sources," is subject to federal income tax. For

that reason, as a matter of policy, in order to avoid

duplicate taxation at the national level of earnings

attributable to sources outside the United States under the

I.R.C. as administered by Treasury, the federal government

allows a foreign tax credit (if elected in lieu of a

deduction) for foreign taxes paid directly by domestic

corporations (IRC S901). For similar reasons, the Federal

government allows a United States corporate taxpayer

receiving dividends from a foreign corporation in which it

holds a ten percent or greater stock interest an "indirect"

or "deemed paid" credit for a proportionate share of foreign

income taxes paid on the underlying earnings of a foreign

subsidiary out of which the dividends are paid (IRC S902).

In particular, foreign tax credits may not exceed the amount

of the Federal income tax imposed on the corporation's

"foreign source" income as determined under SS862 and 863 of

the Internal Revenue Code.
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Such provisions are relevant to avoid duplicate

taxation of the entire worldwide income of a domestic

corporation at the national level. They are irrelevant to

an apportioned state net income tax which by definition

reaches only earnings fairly attributable to a corporation's

activities within the borders of the taxing state. These

provisions were not intended to preclude, and have never

been interpreted as precluding, a properly apportioned net

income tax at the state level.

Furthermore, the provisions of the Internal Revenue

Code dealing with the classification of income from sources

within or without the United States cover not only dividends

but virtually all forms of income, including interest,

rents, royalties, compensation for services, and sales

income. (See IRC SS861-863) If there is any validity in

the argument, in justification of subsection (e)(1)(B) and

(2),that the federal policies underlying the foreign tax

credit require that "foreign source" dividends receive

special state tax treatment, then it is difficult to see why

special ruleswould not also be dictated for all other

income treated as "foreign source" for Federal income tax

purposes. As noted by the Supreme Court of the United

States in its recent decision of Mobil Oil Corp. v.

Commissioner of Taxes, supra, in rejecting Mobil's "foreign

source dividend income" argument:
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"The same contention could be advanced about any income
arguably earned from foreign commerce. If appellant's
argument were accepted, state taxing commissions would
face substantial difficulties in attempting to
determine what income does or does not have a foreign
source." (Slip op., p. 21)

Thus there is no merit for the singling out of dividend

income in subparagraph (e) of S. 1688 for exempt treatment.

Again# we turn to the Supreme Court of the United States

decision in Mobil, wherein the court stated:

*So long as dividends from the subsidiaries and
affiliates reflect profits derived from functioning
integrated enterprises, those dividends are income to
the parent earned in a unitary business. * * *

Superficially, intercorporate division might appear to
be a more attractive basis for limiting
apportionability. But the form of business
organization may have nothing to do with the underlying
unity or diversity of business enterprise. Had
appellant chosen to operate its foreign subsidiaries in
separate divisions of a legally as well as a
functionally integrated enterprise, there is little
doubt that the income derived from those divisions
would meet due process requirements for
apportionability. * * * Transforming the same income
into dividends from legally separate entities works no
change in the underlying economic realities of a
unitary business, and accordingly it ought not to
affect the apportionability of income the parent
receives." (Mobil Slip op., pp. 14-15)

As in subsection (a) of S. 1688, subsection (e)

attempts to superimpose on existing state attribution rules

those followed by the federal government. The fact is,

however, that the states utilize very different attribution

rules based upon very different constitutional and

jurisdictional limitations. Federal income source rules
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which characterize some income of domestic corporations as

being derived from "foreign sources" are not the same and

cannot be correlated with or compared with state source

rules. The federal government employs basically Oseparate

accounting" while the states follow the practice of

apportionment of the unitary income of a unitary business of

a multistate-multinational corporation. This unitary

concept is sought to be fractured not only by subsection (a)

of S. 1688, but also by subsection (e). If subsection (e)

were enacted into law it would in effect completely overrule

Mobil Oil Corp. v. Commissioner of Taxes, supra, and require

the dividend income there involved to be attributable to

overseas "sources" by "separate accounting." The court in

Mobil for due process and commerce clause purposes refused

to "source" the dividend income from Mobil's foreign

subsidiaries and affiliates to "sources" unrelated to

Mobil's activities in Vermont since this dividend income was

derived from and used by Mobil as part of its unitary

worldwide trade or business operations. Again, in Mobil,

the court noted:

"Nor does federal tax policy lend additional weight to
appellant's argument. Federal statutes and treaties
that Mobil cites * * * concern problems of multiple
taxation at the international level and simply are not
germane to the issue of multiple state taxation that
appellant has framed. Concurrent federal and state
taxation of income, of course, is a well-established
norm." (Mobil Slip op., p. 22)
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IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

S. 1688 is badly drafted and ill-advised proposed

federal legislation. It represents an unprecedented and

unwarranted effort by multistate-multinational corporations

to insulate their net income from any effective state and

local taxation. S. 1688 would accomplish this result by

outright exemption of dividend income by theoretical analogy

to the federal treatment of dividend income for federal

income tax purposes and by coupling such exemptions to

Congressional restrictions on the ability of the states to

apply their own reasonable apportionment standards for the

division of income.

The Multistate Tax Commission and its member states

have a vital interest in ensuring that all businesses which

carry on activities within their jurisdictions and which

benefit from their governmental services and functions bear

a fair share of the public cost of these activities. This

is not just a question of revenues which are vital to the

states. It is a question of tax justice, as well.

In regard to corporate privilege taxes tax justice can

be accomplished only by the reasonable apportionment of the

income of a unitary trade or business carried on in part in

the taxing state. It cannot be accomplished by reliance on

the elusive, everchanging corporate structure and "separate

accounting" of multistate-multinational businesses.
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There is no federal policy or valid reason of which we

are aware which requires that a net income tax base for

federal income tax purposes be controlling for state and

local income tax purposes. Nor, is there any reason why

federal income tax attribution rules, which generally

embrace "separate accounting" principles, should be mandated

by Congress for state income tax purposes; especially in

view of the universally recognized fact that the states lack

the administrative capability of policing the "separate

accounting" of multistate-multinational corporations

adequately. Such administrative considerations constitute

in part the reason why the states have universally adopted

the apportionment principle rather than that of separate

accounting. This principle, which requires full

apportionment of the unitary icome of a unitary trade or

business, is the only feasible one for state and local use

in resolving income attribution problems. In our judgment

it is also superior in both method and result to that of

"separate accounting." In any situation wherein application

of the unitary principles produce unreasonable results, the

corporate taxpayer is entitled to relief under every state

law. Therefore, examples of distortions by the employment

of the unitary principle are totally irrelevant. Nor can

the distortions applicable to foreign parent corporations be

logically carried over to domestic parent corporations.
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The fact that the federal government, pursuant to its

unlimited jurisdiction over the entire net income of

domestic corporations and their controlled affiliated

corporations, chooses to grant limited tax credits and

chooses to employ "separate accounting" to differentiate

between domestic source and foreign source income has no

relevancy for state and local income tax purposes. The

state tax system has always existed independent of and in

addition to the federal income tax system. No taxes on or

measured by net income (federal or foreign) have ever been

credited against the low rate state income taxes.

The reasoning relied upon by the Supreme Court of the

United States in Mobil, supra, in upholding the unitary

method for "sourcing" income for state income tax purposes

and in requiring the apportionment of Mobil's so-called

"foreign source" dividend income, requires the rejection of

S. 1688 by this Committee.

Even if one were to assume that S. 1688 is limited to

exempting dividends which are exempted by the I.R.C. or

which are subject to federal tax credits under the I.R.C.,

and even if one assumes that S. 1688 is limited to requiring

federal income source rules to be used in determining what

constitutes "foreign source income" for state and local tax

purposes, there still is no valid reason why these

exemptions and limitations should be applied to state and

local taxes on or measured by net income.

Wherefore, it is respectfully submitted that this

Committee should not approve S. 1688.

66-690 0 - 80 - 30 (Pt.1)
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ARTICLE 9(4) OF THE

UNITED KINGDOM TAX TREATY

SHOULD BE RESERVED

by William D. Dexter

Article 9(4) of the United States-United Kingdom tax
treaty, which has been favorably reported by the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee, poses Issues which
require far more attention than they have yet received.

One of the most difficult problems in the administra-
tion of state Income taxes Is that of determining how
much of the net Income of a multistate corporation is
reasonably attributable to a particular state. This
problem Is compounded by the fact that most large
corporate businesses operate through numerous
subsidiary and affiliated corporations.

There are two basic methods for attributing corporate
income among states. One method hrscommonly referred
to as "separate accounting."' The other method Is called
"formula apportionment."'

"'Separate accounting" treats as a separate business that
Poion Ot the aivities of the multistate business conducted in
a partcula state.

APporonment treat the actWvtis of the multistaile-
multinatIonal business both within and without th state as a
unt It divides this unitary income by means of a formula. The
formula generlly consists of equally weighted tangible
property. payroll and rates sectors. Thus. it Corporation A
makes 50% of its sales in State B and has 10% of its properties
ad 30% Of Its peyrol In State S. 30% of the unitary income of
Corporation A would be subject to tax by State B.

TAX NOTES, April 17, 1970

William D. Dexter Is General Counsel of the
Mulftette Tax Commlssion.

In this article he calls upon the Senate to kill
Article 9(4) of the proposed United Stales-United
Kindom Tax Treaty, which would restrict the right
to use the unitary method of taxing business
Income of UK corporations. Under the unitary
method, states can lax their portion of a
multinational firms overall, worldwide profit,
determined as a unit. The portion of the firm's
overall profit that Is allocable to the taxing state Is
determined by a formula, normally a thre-factor
formula that fakes into account the firm s property,
payroll and sales within the faxing state.

Not allowing the states to use the unitary method
would force them to rely on a separate accounting
for in-state operations. which, in turn. must depend
on the atm's length method of pricing. According
to Dexter. there Is often no evidence of what an
"arm's length price" for a product or service may
be. either because there is no market, or because
the product or service Is unique. States do not have
the resources necessary to audit multinational
corporslions under the separate accounting
method, says Dexter. and they should not be
forced to adopt an'Income allocation method that.
Is beyond their apabilities.

Separate accounting can be used rtfectively only
where the Income producing activity of a bualness within
a particular state can be clearly separated from the
Income producIng activities outside the state. Where a
taxpayer conducts interconnected or "unitary" business
activities bolh within and without the taxing state.
separate accounting Is Inappropriate and produces
fictitious and even whimsical results. Such unitary
income shIdul( be subjected to apportionment in such
cases.
Legal Development

The formula approach Is now used by a majority of the
states and often by the Internal Revenue Service. it
evolved out of court decisions reaching beck over 100
years. It was first applied by the U.S. Supreme Court in
determining the property tax liability of Interstate
utilities.' These early utility property tax cases
recognized the unitary nature of an interstate utility
system and held that it was'appropriate to use an
apportionment formula to determine what porbon of the
value of that system was attributable to a particular slate.
The Court rejected the Interstate utilities' efforts to Hmit
property taxation to the value of the properties located in
the taxing state, and treated as a ingle unit the group of
corporations which constituted the integrated utility
system.

This so-called "unit rule" was first applied by the
Supreme Court to state corporate income taxes in
Underwood Typewriter Co. v. Chamberlain.$ in thefcase,
the Court noted:

"The profits of the corporation were large earned
by a series of transactions -beginning with the
manufacturing in Connecticut and ending with
sales in other states. In this it was typical of a
large part of the manufacturing business conducted
in the state. The legislature, in attempting to put
upon this business its faii'share of the burden of
taxation, was faced with the impossibility of altocat- .
ing specifically the profits earned by the processes
conducted within its borders." (254 U.1 120)
In Butler Broe v. Mcolgan. 315 U.S. 501 (1942) the

taxpayer sought to use separate accounting to establish

$See, e.g., State Railroad Tax Cases 92 U.S. SYS (1075) and
Adams Express Co v. Ohio Stare Aud.tor. 165 U.S. 194 (1696).
rehearing 166 U.S. 185 (1897).

'See Cleveland. of at.. R. R. Co. v. Bairkus. 154 U.S. 439 (1893);
In light of Commonwealth Sou'hern Ri iway Co. 193 Ky.474.273
S. W. 11(1921). Southern Railway Co. v. Commonwealth. 204 Ky.
388.264 S. W. 840 (1924); SouwPern Rt Iway Co. v. Kentucky. 274
U S. 76 (1927).

'254"U.S. 113 (1920).
*See also, Bass, RItclLL& Gretton Y. Stare Tax Commission.

266 U.S. 271 (1924): Butler 8.,os v. MCofgsn. 315 U.S. 501
(1042).
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losses in California whereas an apportionment formula
assigned income to that state. The U.S. Supreme Court
rejected the taxpayer's argument that separate
accounting refuted a reasonable apportionment formula.applied to the Income of a unitary business.'
The Un ty Method May Decrease Taxes

The unitary business method does not always Increase
a corporate business' tax liability. To the contrary, It Is
not unusual for a corporate taxpayer to pay less to
particular states under the unitary method. This results
from the ability to spread their profits among the
different parts of their unitary business. For example, if
one corporation operating In two states shows a loss
while three others operating In other states show a gain.
the losses can be offset against the gains to reduce total
taxable income if the five corporations constitute a
unitary business. For this reason many corporations
voluntarily report their income on a unitary basis, even to
states which do not use the unitary method as a general
policy. California adopted the unitary business method
largely because companies were demanding that the
state allow them to use IL

It Is questionable whether affiliated corpora-
ions ever deal at "arm's length" with each

other.

What Is a Unitary Business?
What constitutes a unitary business? The cases

generally hold that the taxpayer Is conducting a unitary
business If the business Is owned and controlled by ths
same Interests and If the component parts of the
business are essentially interrelated and interde-
pendent.* No case holds that the corporate form In which
that business Is carried on is controlling in determining
whether that business is unitary. The unitary concept Is
just as applicable to a unitary business conducted by a
group of related corporations as to a unitary business
conducted by one corporation.-This Is true if all the
related corporations are domestic: it Is also true even If
some of them are 'foreign."

Frank M. Kesling. sometimes called the father of the
unitary method. remains a leading proponent of it and a
renowned expert on It. He writes:

'See also. tderwood Tpvevrler Co. v. Chamberlain, &Wa
Edlson-Ca~lornk Srores v. McColgan. 30 Cal. 2d 472. 183 A.2d
16 (1947):John Deem Pow Co v. FranchIse Tar Board. 38 Cal.2d
214. 238 P2d US9 (1951): and Western Auto Supply Co. v.
Conimisslonr. TaxalIon. 245 Minn. 346.71 N.W. 2d 797 (1955).'Uasxwe v. Ken-Colfey AWg. Co.. 294 N.C. 365, 168 S.E. 397,
ofrd without opinion 291 U.S. 642 (1933): Butlr Bros. v.
Ak.Wan, rAw W . Dikey Clay Mfg. Co. v. Dickenson, 289

W2d 5= (Tnn. 1956), Western Auto Supply Co. v.
Commissioner of Taxation, supra: Fleig v. Oklahoma Tax
Comm/son. 157 F.2d 88 (1946); Edison-Calilornls Stores v.
UcCo-gan, a sr Appeal of F. W. Wooworf Co, Cal. Sate
Boerd of Equalization. July 31.1972, C.C.H. Cal. Tax Fap.. pra.
204408; Chase Brass Copper Co.. inc. v. Franchise Tar
Board. 10Ca1.3d 496,87 Cal. Rep. 239 (1970); uonoltuu OW Corp.
v. Fwchis Tarx Board, 34 Cal. Rep. 552.38 P.2d 440 1963);
Zale-Salem, inc. v. Tax Commission. 237 Or. 261. 391 P.2d 601
(1964); Butler Bos. v. AkCogan,. 17 Cah2d 664. 111 P.2d 334
(1942).

"Simply stated, the purpose of the combined report
Is to Insure that the income of a business conducted
partly within and partly without the taxing state
shafl be determined and apportioned In the same
manner regardless of whether the business is con-
ducted by one corporation or by two or more athl-
lated corporations. In cases where the business is
conducted by one corporation, the Income is com-
puted as a unit ard apportioned by means of an
appropriate formula, usually the three-factor
formula of property, payroll and sales...
"When the combined report Is employed, exactly
the same procedure Is followed, and the same
results obtained. In cases where the business Is
conducted by more than one corporation. The In-
come is still computed as a unit Just as it would be
If the business had been conducted by one corpora-
tion only." (42 Journal of Taxation, 106. February
1975).
The question frequently arises whether the income
of corporations foreign to the U.S. should be in-
cluded in the combined report. The answer Is an
emptlic 'yes'. The apporionment should be made
by attributing to each stats a portion of the income
from the entire business regardless of whether the
business Is conducted between two or more states
in the U.S or between one or more of such states
end one or more foreign countries. This can be
accomplished only by combining the Incomes of all
the corporations engaged in the conduct of the
business. It is Immaterial whether such corpora-
tions are organized under the laws of one of the
states of the U.S. or under the laws of a foreign
country." (42 Journal of Taxation 109)
Take. for example. a multinational corporation which

operates in Canada and Idaho-through two subsidiary
corporations. Tr Canadian subsidiary processes pulp
for the manufacture of paper by the U.S. subsidiary. The
pulp Is transported from the Canadian subsidiary to the
U.S. subsidiary by a pipeline crossing International
boundaries. It is impossible to separate the profits of the
two subsidiaries because the income of the two Is inter-
twined in a series of transactions between them,
beginning In Canada ,nd ending In Idaho. Restrictions
on the use of the unitary approach would permit this
corporate businesses to use separate accounting to
attribute (or fail to attribute) their Income among the
states according to their whim.

Where a taxpayer conducts Interconnected or
"unlteryw business activities both within and
without the taxing state, separate accounting Is
Inappropriate, producing fictitlous and even
whimsical results.

Judiciary Committee's Views
After an extensive review of the problems of slate

business, the Report of the Special Subcommltt on
State Taxation of Interstate Commerce of the Committee
on the Judiciary of the House of Representatives made
the following observation and recommendation:

TAX NOTES, Aprl 17, 1978
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NOten corporations which are controlled directly or
Indirectly by the same interests are so mutually
"dependem on each other for their success that the
books of an indivldual corporation cannot accu
rately reflect the corporation's contribution to the
profitability of the entire multicorporale enterprise.
In short, separate accounting among affiliated cor-
poations is often as Inapprriate and as trouble-
some as Is piratee accounting among the
branches of a single corporate entity. As a result,
some states have formulated "unitary busine"
rules designed to treat the Income of affiliated cor-
porations In the same manner as though earned by
a single business.
".,. In order to clarify this troublesome area and
to provide standards which are both easy to apply
and equitable in their effect, the Committee recom-
mends that State tax administrators be allowed to
require consolItion in any case where two or
mrne corporations ar affiliated by common ties of
more than 50% of stock ownership and at least one of
the affiliates has treaty oran employee in the State."
(H. fap. No. 952 (1965) of pages 1154-1155)
Despite the -demonstrated need for the unitary

business method. Article 9(4) of the proposed United
States-United Kingdom Tax Treaty would force the
states to use 'separate accounting" to determine the
state income tax lability of a domestic aubaidiary of a
United Kingdom parent.* The U.S. Treasury has
conceded that. even though Article 9(4) would apply
only to U.K. based multinationals, the exemption would
soon be extended to multinationals based elsewhere as
well. Indeed. It Is not unreasonable to expect similar
treatment for domestic parents In the nesr future.

The Unfty Method Verss Separale Accounting
Article 9(4) raises, among other issues, a basic

question as to which of the two standards, the separate
accounting or the unitary method. Is more appropriate
for thq sates. Let us compare them.

Both standards reognize that the common ownership
and control of an affiliated group of corporations enables
management to distribute the profits among those
corporations el its whim when those corporations have
dealings with each other. Any maldistribution of such
profits can have significant income tax consequences.
Therefore. tax admilntratlors must have the authority to
determine the true net income of any member of the
affiliated group regardless of the accounting practices of
corporate management.

The separate accounting standard assumes different
Income tax consequences If a unitary business Is
operated through one corporation rather than through
several affiliated corporations. The unitary business
standard holds that the results should be Identical, I.e.,
that substance should prevail over form.

Thus. if a parent corporation manufactures a product,
markets It through a sales subsidiary, and finances the
sal through another subsidiary, the tax consequences
'are the same under the unitary business standard as If

Thes statement assumes thai Article of the Trealy does not
prevent the stals from making fhe arm's length adjustments
petmitte by Article g(1). The Treaty is not clear on this point If
the states were not permitted to make such adjustments, they
Would be bouid under the Treaty to accept at face value the
"separate accounting" of the multinationals covered by its
ProvWsn. except wher the Internal Revnue Servce had mad
adjustments under Ar le 9(t).
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the manufacturing, sales and financing activities were
carried on by separate divisions of the same oorporratiin

By contrast, under the sparete accounting stand.
the tax result would depend upon the corporate form.
There would be a separate accounting of the
manufacturing profit. the sales profit and the financing
profit If these same activities were carried on through
divisions of the sme corporation. they would be treated
as unitary for tax purposes under the separate
accounting standard. In other words, under this
standard, form prevails over substance.

Often there i simply no evidence of what en
arm's length price for [a] product or ervlce
would have been, either because there Is no
market, or because the product or service Io
unique.

Corporate management decides whether a business Is
conducted through one corporation or through many
corporations. Thus. a tax reporting method based on the
corporate form Is vulnerable to the tax avoidance
strategies of management. This is as true on the
International level as it is on the interstate level. Since the
"separate corporations of a multistte-mulLiationail
business may be little more than accounting devices, it is
apparent that corporate form should not control tax

.,consequences. _

Practical Reissons for Adopting the Unitary Method
So much for theory. There are practical reasons why

the unitary business method must be available to the
slates. The basic reason is that the separate counting
method simply does not work in very many cases. Under
this method tax administrators must examine all the
transactions between related corporjtions to determine
whether or not the price has been manipulated. When
such manipulation can be proven to have ocurred (a
difficult task), the tax administrator must adjust the price
to that which would have occurred between two
unrelated corporations had they dealt "at arm's length."

Often there Is simply no evidence of what an arm's
length price for the product or service would have been.
either because there Is no market. or because the
product or service is unique. For example, i Is '-
impossible to separate manufacturLng profit from sales
profit where a parent manufacturing corporation sells a
unique product through ItS controlled subsidiary sales
corporation.

If the arm's length standard does not work In this
slmplie example. Its application to the Innumerable
transactions between large multinational corporations
and their affiliated corporations Is even more difficult.
Such corporations operate through literally hundreds of
affiliates. Their Intercorporate transactions involve
hundreds of products and services, including copyrights.
patents, royalties, component parts of finished products.
overhead expenses, nd so forth.

Problems In Applying the Arm's Length Standad
Consider the difficulty of applying the arm's length

standard to determine the following:

40!-
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1. The "arm's length" price of a unique component
pat designed and manufactured by a subsidiary for
assembly In its parent company's finished product.

2. The proration. among affiliated corporations, of
centralized overhead or administrative charges such as
those for executive management, legal services.
accounting, or computer services. etc.

3. The value of copyrights. patents, royalties, trade
names, trademarksi, and the like utilized by various
ctpOrations of an affiliated group.

4. The proration of volume purchase discounts or
volume Isles at ao-called "dumping" prices.

&. The proration of research and development
expenditures and centralized advertising -expenses.

Even the U.S. Treasury. with its superior resources.
cannot make the arm's length method work In many such
cases. A 1973 Internal Revenue Service report revealed
that the method failed In 40% of the cases studied. At
such times, the IRS often resorts to the unitary method. it
uses formula apportionment in at least two Instances: In
apportioning research and development costs between
foreign and domestic affiliates (Section 861 adjustments)
and in apportioning Income between a parent
corporation and a DISC.

Indeed. In President Kennedy's 1962 lax reform
package the Treasury advocated a form of the unitary
method as a general federal policy. More recently, the
Treasury has used the Inadequacies of the arm's length
method to justify President Carter's proposal to eliminate
the deferral of "foreign" income for federal tax purposes

In &art, the U.S. Treasury itself has recognized in
word and deed both the inadequacy of the arm's length
method and Treasury's own need to use formula
apportionment in at least some cases.

If the U.S. Treasury has difficulty with the arm's length
method, the states have more. A recent Treasury study
concedes that this method "would strain the administra-"
tive capability of many states." These states cannot
afford, nor do they wish to have. the vast numbers'of
auditors and economists needed to comb through all the
transactions of large multinational corporations.

A 1973 Internal Revenue Service report
revealed that the farm's length] method failed
In 40 percent of the cases studied. At such
Umes, the IRS often resorts to the unitary
method.

The Unitary Method Is Simpler
The unitary business standard is simple by compari-

son with arms length pricing. Tax off idals do not have to
examine Individual corporate transactions, nor do they
have to second-guess pricing decisions. Using the
unitary business method, these officials face only the
task of determining what members of the group of
aflilated corporations are engaged In a unitary business.
Determining the Income of this uoiltary business, and
determining the factors by which income is apportioned
among the states Iod nations in which it operates pose
no difficut factual questions.

Some multinational businesses contend that the
unitary business standard is complex and that the arm's
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length sindard is not. As has been shown, quite the
opposite is true. It is obviously much simpler to
determine whether or not a United Kingcom parent and
Its United States subsidiary are conducting a unitary
business than It is to analyze all the dealir;s between the
United Kingdom parent and the United States subsidiary
to determine whether these dealings have been "at arm's
length." Indeed. it is questionable whether such affiliated
carporetions ever deal at -arm's length" %ith each other.

By Article 9(4) of the U.S.-U.K. Treaty. the
multinational corporations seek to hae their state
Income tax liability determined Solely on the basis of
corporate management accounting practices. The states
vigorously oppose that ploy.

Multinational corporations also claim that the unitary
business method results in the taxation of "foreign
source" Income. This claim merely begs the question. It
assumes that the separate accounting practices of the
multinationals accurately reflect -how much of other
Income was gained in the U.S But that is the very
question to be resolved.'
Foreign Income Not Taxed

If the unitary business standard actually enabled the
slates to tax foreign income, the Courts would have
struck It down fong ago. Judicial precedent clearly
requires that the states tax only that corporate Income
that Is reasonably related to the taxpayers activities
within the taxing state. Furthermore the Uniform
Division of Income for Tax Purposes Act and comp&able
provisions In other state laws require the tax
administrator to adjust any apportionmne" formula, if its
application to a taxpayer does not reflect that Income
which Is reasonably attributable to the state. The courts
have uniformly held that the unitary method meets these
standards of reasonableness.

The multinationals have been unable to convince the
courts that the apportionment of unity Income Is
unreasonable even when it results in the assignment of
income in excess of the amount of income which they
woull assign to the states by "separate accounting." In
Bass. Rafcliffe d Grotlon v. Slate Tax Cor'ission, supre.
the U.S. Supreme Court rejected the notion that separate
accounting property indicated a British corporation's
taxable Income for New York State. The court upheld a
formulary apportionment result which differed substan-
tlally from that produced by "separate accounting."
States Need the Unitary Method

It is Ironic that, at a time when the states are only
beginning to comprehend and to capitalza upon these
advantages. and when Treasury itself benefits from
them. Treasury seeks to throw them away. Tj.e
procedure by which it has sought to do so is even more
surprising: deliberations from which t-.& states were
excluded and In which a treaty was negotiated with a
foreign government.

The states deserve more respect. They need the
unitary business method. They demand that Article 9O4)
of the proposed Treaty be killed.

*For example, in Bass, ROOMh & Gretlon. Ltd, v. Sftae Tax
Commission. 260 U.S. 271 (1924). the Suprie'i Coun upheld
apportionment of Income of a highly profitable btusnes to New
York as a result of sales and sales activity in New York. At the
same time, as I.dicated in that decision, the wompnyaltributed
no net income to the United States for federal Income tax
purposes. Did New York tax "foreign source" i'come or did the
United States Treasury Department fail to tax income which
arose in truth from United Slates operations?

'4 TAX NOTES. Aprl 17, 1978
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SPECIALAXEPR

Article 9(4) of the U.S.-U.K. Tax Treaty cannot be
evaluated, as Mr. Dexter has done. on the basis of
abstract tax theory applied to a hypothetical U.S.
corporation operating In many states of the U.S. through
various subsidIares, or even a U.S. corporation with a
Canadian subsidiary. Article 9(4) Is In the proposed U.S.-
U.K truly because California Is grossly over-taxing U.S.
subsidiaries of United Kingdom corporations owned and
controlled by U.K. residents. This was clearly
demonstrated by representatives of many British
companies at the public hearings of the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee.*

'Tam Treaties with the Unhed Kgdom the Repubhc of Korea.
and the Republic Of the Pt~hpnear Hearings before the Senate

-- CouMlee or, Foreign Relations. 95th Cong.. lst So"s. 16-4.
06, 212. 251. 209 (July 19-20. 1977) (hereinafter referred to a

HTArinM#).
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THE U.K. TAX TREATY SHOULD
BE RATIFIED WITHOUT

RESERVATION

by John S. Nolan

How Over-Taxing Occurs
This over-taxing occurs because when the California

unitary concept Is extended to worldwide operations of
forelgn-owned corporate groups, most of the operations
of which are outside the United States, the rmult Is often
to seriously overstate the income allocated to California.
Furthermore, this extension to forelgn-controlled
corporate groups Imposes unreasonable (even Imposs-
bWe) administrative burdens on these foreign groups int
determining woridide income by California standards.
In converting all of their woddwide Income statements
and balance sheets to dollars. in furnishing the records
California seeks to obtain, and in otherwise meeting
California's demands.
Unitary Approach Is New

Contrary to the impression crpted by Mr. Dexter. this
extension by California of the unitary approach to
woddwide operations of a foreign parent company is a
relatively new and entirely unique development. It was
not until the 1970Ys that California attempted to allocate
to California part of the Income of such a foreign parent
and all of its subsidiaries throughout the world merely
because the group had a U.S. subsidiary operating In
California-.The worldwide group Income so allocated
Included the Income of the parent and its third country
subsidiaries even though they did no business In and had
no connection with Ctlifornia. whether or not such
companies In the group individually had any transac-
tions with the U.S. subsidiary.'

This development is contrary to well-established
international tax principles and customs. It has been met
with astonishment and uniform objection aind resent-
ment by companies with worldwide operations which are
based in countries which are our traditional trading
partners. These countries include the United Kingdom
West Germany. Japan, France. the Netherlands. and
Canada.

The Issue presented by Article 9(4) Is the treatment by
California of companies such as these (in this parlktiar
case, companies owned and controlled by residents of
the United Kingdom). The Issue is not the treatment of
U.S, multinationals by California or any other slate of
the U.S. Article 9(4) does not affect the right of our states

Mr. Diextar makes much of the requirement that the busiess
must be "unktary" for the method to be apphed. Any study of
the Crlifornia practice will demonstrate that this Is no longer a
real condition foe use of the method by that State. Idled. Frank
Ke lng. who Mr. Dexter describes as the "ather Of the unitary
method. says ta there probably is no such thing s non-
t ntary business and the worldwide income should be sOc4led

forlua without read to any such 0cdtn.erig.18
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John S. Nolen is a partner In the Washington law
fim of ier and Chevalier. He served as Deputy
Asistant Secretary of the Treasury for Tax Policy
from 1961 through 1972.

In this article Mr. Nolan supports the reciprocal
imNeSIona on state taxing authority which are
contained In Articl .9(4) of the U.S.-U.K. Tax
Treaty, which is now ewafting Senate action, He
atreases that questions relating to that article
cannot be answerdin the abstract, as If some new
and unreasonable imitation were being Imposed
on the &totes He also points out that the proposed
restrictions on the use of the unitary method by the
states are needed to prevent states such as
CalIfornia from using that method to Impose
excess" tax burdens.

The fundamental problem with the unitary
method, Nolan points out. Is that it fails to take Into
account the wide differences in the economic
circumtances faced by the various segments of
mdutinatlonal frms Thus, while the unitary method
might work within a homogeneous economic
structure such as the U.S., ift produces seious
ditalortions when applied on a worldwide scale.

Mr. Nolan concludes with a defense of the
soerate accounting method and the arms- length
standard for transfer pricing, as means of
elocating the income of mulftinatlona corpora-
tilon. He finds that th se methods have worked
well a the federal level, and he urges their adoption
at thi state level.
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to tax based on worldwide operations of U.S.
corporations or even foreign corporations controlled by
U.S. persons.

The U.K. has responded In the appropriate way by
seeking treaty protection. This Is what treaties are for
under the U.S. Constitution: they clearly may limit the
way the Federal Government or the states tax residents
of the other country. There is solid precedent for Article
9(4) in prior U.S. tax treaties, which also operate to
restrIc the taxing power of either treaty country, or Its
political subdivisions, with respect to -residents "or
compoanles of the other country.4 Incidentally. It is
Important to recognize that Article 9(4) would Impose
reciprocal restrictions, providing Important protection to
U.S.-owned corporate groups from unfair taxation by the
other country or Its political subdivisions.

Article 9(4) Is In the proposed U.S.-U.K. treaty
because California Is grossly over-taxing U.S.
subsidiaries of U.K. corporations owned and
controlled by U.K. residents.

Only California. Oregon, and Alaska have extended
the unitary concept to apply to foreign-owned and
controlled corporate groups.' None of our other states
will be affected by this treaty or any subsequent treaties
that might contain a provision similar to Article 9(4).
The Objections to the Unitary System

The fundamental objection to extending the unitary
system to foreign-owned worldwide groups arises
because formula apportionment of worldwide income
based on relative property, plant, and payroll In money
terms tends to over-allocate income to the United States
and Its political subdivislofts by reason of economic, tax.
and other factors In today's world.

The unitary system may work reasonably well In
allocating Income within a homogeneous economic
structure, such as the United States. but it fails to do so
when it applies to diverse foreign Income which arises
principally outside of any such single structure. In the
case of foreIgn-owned corporate groups, the United
States operations normally represent only a minor part of
their total worldwide operations. This I especially true of
U.K. corporations; U.K. businesses traditionally reach
into every corner of the world by rVason of U.K.
dependence on world trade.
Competing Inomlparable Produces Misalocation

The unitary method applied to worldwide operations.
when such operations are not largely confined to the
U.S., allocates income based on payroll amounts,
property costs. and sales which cannot fairly be
compared. A higher portion of total Income Is allocated

Hearings. 27, 34-35. 1", 192-193.
'Hle-arings. 21-23, 194-te6. The U.S. treaty with France o1

November 26, 1959. descrbed at page 196 in the Hearings. is
particularly relevant; It appears already to restrict Calilornia
from applying the unitary mthod to worldwide Income *1
French corporations. See s&4o Scandnanvan Airlines System v.
Los Angela. 82 Cal. 2d II. 3653 P. 2d 25 (1961).

4teanngs. 17,32-33. "
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to the locatio'i where these factors are the highest In
relation to Income. The allocation would be appropriate
in these circumstances only if income bore the same
relationship to costs throughout the world. Irrespective
of the amount of such costs. This is clearly not the fact.
As compared to the U.S., profit margins vary widely
throughout the world and bear no such uniform
relationship to costs.'

Consider the payroll allocation factor. United States
(and especially California) wages per hour are generally
much higher than elsewhere in the world, and even after
allowance for captial Intensity and productivity, the
payroll factor tends to over-allocate Income to
California. California has refused to reduce the extent of
this distortion by applying the payroll factor in ferms of
hours rather than dollar wages.

Piaperty costs are also substantially higher In the
United States (and. again, especially In California) than
elsewhere In the world, with the same dislortive effect
because of the application of the property factor.
California also has stringent pollution control require-
ments, causing a relatively higher property investment
per unit of production in that state without an equivalent
increase in profits; In fact. such non-productive property
costs may reduce actual California profits. This causes
the property factor to over-allocate income to California.

Even the sales factor causes major distortions when
income arising outside a homogeneous economic
system Is allocated. For example, one U.K. corporate
group, with extensive worldwide operations, has a U.S.
subsidiary engaged In sale of tobacco products in the
United States. The heavy U.S. federal and state tobacco
excise taxes are reflected In U.S. sales, without any
proportionate Increase in profit margins, causing an
over-allocation of worldwide income to California
pursuant to the sales factor.

California even applies its unitary method to allocate
Income to California when it is demonstrable beyond
reasonable question that actual operations in California
have resulted In a loss.'

U.S. (and especially California) wages per
hour are generally much higher then else.
where In the world . .. The payroll lector
[therefore] tends to over-allocate Income to
California.

Demonstrable differences in the relationship of profits
to sales have also been Ignored. thereby tending to over-
allocate Income to California. For example, one U.K.-
controlled group has diverse business ac ivitles all over
the world. Its U.S. activities are limited almost entirely to
its food and wine operations, which represent 44.4% of
total group sales but only 30.3% of operating profits. The
group's household and toiletry operations, which extend

'Se. for example. Hearings. 206-211. 291-295, 295-302.
demonstrating beyond question that higher profit margins
abroad o foreign banks result In allocation of foreign source
Income to California

'-iHarings, 296-302.
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to Ve United States only os very insignificent degree.
?epresent only 3.1% of group sa but contribute 49.1 %
to the groups operating profit. Obviously. an allocation
ci group profit to Calornia based on sales will allocate
tar too larg a share of group Income to Caliornia.°
A4omsf Neede

Worldwide profits cannot be allocated without
adjustment for other demonstrable differences. For
exam. proft In developing countries may be much
higher In relation to coPas to reflect greedy Increased
risks of expmprition currency exchange Umitatone, or
cew such factor. The rmuAl may be to all c te part of
this sprVoi whic IS really a contingency meerv, to
Caliorni. Worldwide inome may be aNocoed by
California even when such Income includes substantial
profts in foreign countries which e blocked and which
lor t rea on would notbesjec to federal tax In the,
cas of a U.S. taxpayer n they become unblocked.

it Is no answer, as Mr. Dexter s ugges that thee or
other conderaions might In particular caews wcAI In
MrMe to undew-elocat Income to Caliorna. The real
point is tht the extension of the unitary once to
locate income - whih IncxdM Income adeft
outside a homogeneous economic system such as the
United States - almost coranly Introduce major
diortone. Thee distortions would not in under the
alternatIve ap Icaton of the arm's length standard as it
Is rigidly enforced by the Internel Revenue Service.

Ale "n fere.Tax loss"
The unitary system applied to worldwide income also

produces gross distortions because it allocate bofore-
tax Income. Taxes Imposed on i by government
throughout the world do not' boar any uniform
relationship to ncom (and more Importantly. to the
location of property.'peyrol. and aoe). n many

important ares of worldwide business activIly, taes are
higher than In the U.S. The mult Is almost certain to
produce a distortion in the amount arly allocable to
Ca 1ornia. Ina ese.theCsllfomlataxbeoomesataxon
a tax, or at est an Income tax income Vet already
been fut lexd ad Is require to pay Vie x alredy
kmposed.

The unitary method slows no cedi for tamx paid
another state or a foreIgn country, the presumpution
being there Is no double taxation of Income allocald to
the stato. In actual effct. the result Is the plaineat kind of
extraterritorial taxation - an unfalrnes that should not
be per eitt lo exist for any taxp ye.

There Isa second majo remon why In the case of a
forelgn-oontrollied orporatlon doing bualnesd In
Caliornia, or a U.S subsidiary of such a foreign-
Controlled group,. the unitary method should at mO take
Into acc oun ooly foreign income of th ompay doingt-
business In California, and he soubeldiatee, and not
Income of ohe affiliaed corporations not doing
businsse In CalIfornait NIs an unreasonable burdem If
not an Impossible bwder. W s foreign, roup not
controlled by U.S per iacn to provide ON firancial
Idnformtion to the sMal th reqired to make egch a'-~ar computation.

A U.K..owie and U.K.bead woetd~wlde group does
not keep its books. or determine Income. Payroll, plant
cos and sae, In dollars, at by U.S. a
stadards. The required oonvrsion of n fgr

$0 1e, t4e1-1ee 2Ws 11.
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Ic dollars at scores of different exchange rites. with
sharp fluctustlons. dsvsluatlons. and other change. is
.an operational nightmare for a forlgn-baaed group with
extensive International operations.

After conversion to dollars it Isnext necessary t mauke
adjustments for differences between financial and
taxable Income. California does not evn folow U.S.
federal l Income tx accounting and other conoepta In
some respects. The co of complyl dance with t%
Calforna rqurment In he cae o a U.K. worldwide
group Is estimated by some 1o be far in exss of the
California tax itself. .

The unitary system applied to worldwide
Income also produces gross distorllone
because It allocefe before-tox Income.

California his also sought In some cases to force
disclosure of secret fliancl Information. California has
sought Information AS to the operations Of the foreign
parent and third country subsidiaries that go beyond al
reasonable bounds.#
Ways and Means Task Force Evaluations

Objections to extending the unitary concept to
docate worldwide Income have been thoroughly
evalaled by others. A House Ways and Means Task
Force concluded that the states should be precuded -

f • • from taking Into ac.ountl under tO unitary
method or any other method the Income of forein
affiliates of corporations doing business within the
Statsn until such lime as that income Is subject to
fodene Income tax."
Afte exhaustive heark;s and study. o Wthel0

Suboonvnl" had earlier reached tesne conclusion,
and Senator Ribicoff and Mathias have sought on
seal occasions to cure the obviom inequitlss of the
a of state unitary computatiosM In
foreign source Income as a base of t oxatilo

-oponeo Acounig
Mr. Dexter 8leges that separate ccoun b

unworkable and that a 1973 Internal Roveu Service
study concludes th section 482 I not effective In maMy
case. This simply Is not so. At most. Article 9(4) will
require only that trimactlons between the U.S.'-

susdayand its U.K paren or U.K or thirdconr
susdaisbe monitored under section 2yp

standard. The Intwr*n Revenue Service already do"
Sthis monitoring and lurnlhes Ml th results to the states.

This consideration was an Important reason why
Governor Rockoller of Wet VirgWa, aflor otenslve
review and furtw evausauon. recent caM his
position to support the treaty. He also os tat
Woo Vkirinia would gain rather then lose revwme by
niraon of the treaty and that It would bring neeo
equity In the tUx tretmen of UAL corporation

is 155 99.200, 2124219,.0Ma.
lqcondalions of t0hes Force en Foreign Sowirps

icme, House Ways A -- -ea ofmm te9 Oncome.. 14t
ONs (Marh IL 1?).

"Ose Hearing MCI-=h01
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conducting business abroad (by reason of the reciprocal
restrictions on the other treaty country and its political
subdivisions)."

Mr. Dexter's references to the 1973 IRS study of
section 482 are mysterious; no citation appears In Mr.
Dexter's article and It Is not discussed In Callfornias
Critique of Arm's Length Concept in the Hearings on this
treaty. pp. 119-130 (which Is not cOnvincing). The
hearings do contain at page 308 a memorandum from
Commissioner Kurtz affirming that the arm's length
standard of section 482 prevents mispricing; Com-
missioner Kurtz states that the Service does not use, or
contemplate using, a unitary system "as the results
would not reflect a reasonable arm's length standard or
acceptable accounting standards and practices" and that
the Service feel that it Is adequately combating abuse
through te use of the arms length standard. At the very
least. this would seem to d1sedit the 1973 study.
Arm's Lwth Transelr Pilnh

The arm's length standard has long provided a
common basis for understanding between the different
foreign governments with which the United States has
tax treaties. It appears as the basic principle for
monitoring intercompany relationships for purposes of
Income taxation by each of the contracting nations in
each of Its thirty-sevn bilateral Income tax treaties now
presently in force.

The extensive IRS regulations under section 482
designed to Insure fair allocation of Income of related
members *1 a corporate group hae worked succes-
fully, and the Internal Revenue Service vigorously
applies the arm's length standard. My own experience of
thirty years of federal tax practice. including three with
the Treasury Department qualifies me to state that
section 482 is indeed workable and effective In
monitoring International Intercompany transactions to
insure fair results.

Substantially every U.S. company with substantial
foreign operations is audited by the Revenue Service. As.
previously stated, the results of this monitoring are fully
aveilible to the states under the federal system whereby
states otMe United States may compare Income reported
to them with Income reported to the federal government
and obtain the complete details of the Internal Rvue
Service adjustments.

The coal of compliance with the Californm
requirements In the cae of a U.K. worldwide
group Is estimated by some to be far In excess
of the CaliforM tax Itself.

Furthermore. the unitary business method Is contrary
to weI-established International tax principles. An all-
embracing principle of the arm's length standard. instead
of the unitary business method, was embodied in the
model Income tax convention of the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD).

"Leter from Hoorabe John D. Rockefeller. IV. Governor.
Stake of West Vironta. to Sen John J. Sperkmanr. Chairman.
Senate Foreign Relations Committee. dated Mrch .1978.
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which consists of the principal trading nations of the
world. The OECO model treaty specifically applies this
rule to subsidiary leves of government. The 1974
Gu deUnes for Tax Treaties Between Oweoped end
Developing Countries, prepared under the auspices of
the United Nations, adopts the same principle.

The unitary business method Is conlirry to we-
establlshed International tax principle&

The weight of world authority Is country to Mr..
Dextes asslons.
Treaty Should Not Be Jeopardised

Mr. Dexter Ignores the fact that if the Senate reserves
on Article 9(4). the Treaty must be renegotiated, aI
tremendous potential loss to the U.S.. to the states
themselves, and to millions ol U.S. Investors holding.
shares in U.S. companies doing business In the United
Kingdom. This Is well summarized in Assistant Secretary
Lubick's recent letter to Governor Shapp:

One of the major benefits of the convention Is Its
provision for refunds from the United Kingdom
Treasury to U.S. direct and portfolio Investors. * "*
These provision are retroactive to 1973 for portfolio
Investors and to 1975 for direct investors. lf the
convention is ratified this year, cumulative refunds
of approximately $375 million will be paid to U.S.
Investors. Annual refunds subsequently will total
about $85 million.
These refunds eliminate the discrimination against

* U.S. investors which Is Inherent In Imputatlon-type
integration systems-whet refunds are not provided.
We view the dividend provisions in the convention
as a significant breakthrough in our efforts to mesh
the United States tax system with such Integrated
systems. We hope that the United Kingdom con-
venition will constitute a precedent in our negotIla-
tions with Germany. Canada. France. and other
countries..
Assistant Secretary Lubck then makes the following
critical point:
The U.K. Parliament has already approved the:.
convention. if the Senate reserves on Article 9(4) the
entire convention must be sent back to the British
Parliament for reconsideration. Since the unitary
tax provison was a material element in the overall
package which the Parliament approved. a reserva-
tion Is likely to lead to a very careful British re-
examination of the new balance of benefits In the.
convention.
If It determines 10 reapprove the convention. Parlia-
ment might make reservations of Its own which
could be costly to U.S. taxpayerM the Treasury. and
the states. and which would, inevitably, further
delay Implementation of the convention. For
example, If Parliament were to reserve on-the eftec-
tive date provisions aW insist on prospective effec-
tive dates, this action would cost the U.S. between
$300 and $400 million." .

"eLter from Honorable Donald . Lublck. Assistant
Secretay (Tax Poicy). United States Treasury Department. to
Honorable Milton Shapp. Gwerno. Ste of P*nnsylvna.
daed Febrwary 25. 196.
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Several matters require emphasis. 'The states
themselves will gain much from the Treaty. the U.K.
refunds will be treated " dividends, and most state
include foreign dividend Inoome In their tax base. The
benefit kvhod is e refund of U.K. taxes to U,8. parent
companies an to U.. portfolio investors In U.K.
companies. not U.S. laxes. This will reduce h foreign -
tax credit and ereby substaially kcoe tax
liabIlitles of I.L8S. companies to the U.S. Some of the
benefit will pe realized by the U.S. companies and their
shareholders. ThI Trasty is &'Critical precedent for
obtaining similar oonoelone by othw major foreign
governments where we have lage direct and portfolio
InvestmentsW

Treaty Shoid Not Se Evaluaed In Abstract Terns
This Treaty Is far too Important to the United Slates to

be evaluated In abstract terms, as if. some new and
umssonable limitation were being Imposed on the
states. The weight of world 'lax authority, and long-
established International fix pdndpes and customs.
support Article 0(4). The unitary method as applied to
worldwide Income of forign-owned corporate groups is
unfair. Impossibly burdensome. and unsound In
principle and In practice. Foreign governments uniformly
Object to i and WIN continue to insist on treaty
protection.

Governor Brown of California came to understand al
too well that foreign capital will no longer be Invested In

"See Hearings, . IWI.

The unitary method cs applied to woddwlde
Income of foreign-owned corporate group$ Is
unfair, Impossibly burdensome, and unsound
In prInciple end In practice.

California. and thai existing foreign capital Investments
there are being withdrawn, because of this extension of
the unitary method. He. together with Senators Cranston
and Hayakawa. support the Treaty." The California
legislature is presently considering bills to liUmi the use
c the unitary method to exclude considertion of non-
U.& Income In the allocation.

The Treaty would provide reciprocal protection to U.S.
companies as well and would insure that each
government. and It political subivlsons. would do no
more than adhere to established Internationat tax
principles and customs In dealing with international
transactions

The Treaty should be ratified by the U.S. Senate
without reservation as to Article 0(4).

Ttelegam from Honorable Edmund 0. Brown. Jr,. Governor,
Stale of Calfornia. and Senator Alan Cranston. to enat1r John
J. Saprkmam. Chairman. Senate Foreign Reletions Com4nite.
dated Septenb 2?. 1377. HaIngs. 7142.
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BRAZILIAN TAX CREDIT
The Introduction to th letter to thq editor On p 351

of the April A 1978 issue of Tax Notes should cvntln f
following rfrJn.. The authors Messr. Guftenlg.
end Neuheom, of Surrey. Karaslk and Morse, Suite 120O
1156 16th Street, NW, Washington. D.C. 20005 are
registered with the Department of Justicea foreign
eogent of Banco do Bratzl, 650 5th Ave., New York New

York 10036. an Inatrumentqtify of the Brazilian
Governent. A copy of this RPAgstration Statemnt Is
vilable for Inspetion at he Department of Justice and

copies of this lette have been fIled with tire Departmnent
of Justice. Registralon under the Forein Agento
U.gistration Act does not Indiate approval by the
U.S."rntonf of the contents of this material.

NEWS BRIEFS
REPORT TO P1MORr COMMITTE111 O1 FT 7 BUDGET.
Included In this report are recommendations on the
fiscal year 1979 budget, a summary of budget authority
and outlys ad examinations o revenues andcustoms
receipts, the budget deficit, the public debt limit and tax
expenditures. Report o the Wft% end Means Committee
to the House Budget Committee, March 15, 1978. Doe
78.3006

ESTIMATES OF PUAL TAX EXEi TU1REs. This eport
contains tax expenditure data. grouped by functional
category, Intended to show the cost. to the federal
government. in terms of revenue foregone, of tax
provisions that have been enacted as Incentives for the
private se"ot of the economy. Prepared for the Ways
and Means Comniltee and Finance Committee by the
Joint Tax Committee. March 14. 197& c c 78-2000

TAX NOTES, April17, 178

ROTH DEFENDS HIS PROPOSED TAX CUT. Citing a recent
Harris poll survey In which 0& whopping 70 percent of the
respondents fel taxes In this country are unreason-
able," Sen. Bill Roth, R-ei.. claims that =Amedcane
badly need a real tax cut." Roth defends the

tralghtforward. across-teboard tax cut caled for In
the Roth-Kemp bior as s tax cut that "will go a long way
to restoring economic growth, Increasing Individual
incomes, creating Jobs and restoring Incentives to our
economy." DOe 78-2M
., AND KEMP JO1N8 IN THE DEFENSE Rep. Jack Kemp. R-
N.Y.. claims that the problem In America today "is that
Incentive is being taxed away." Accordingly. Kemp
depends the Roth-Kemp bill as a proposal that wilt
substantially cut Individual and business tax rates,
thereby creating "atn Immediate growth of economic
output, employment and investment." Doc -I0
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TAX

Just as John & Nolan. the author of the
preceding special report, had an opportunity to
conulder and respond to 1Ulam D. Dexter
opening article In INS debate, so too Tax Not"
gave Mr. Dexter an opportunity to respond to Mr.
Nolanla vlews. The following artice Is the result.

In answering Mr. Nolan's arguments for Inclusion of
Article 9(4) In the U.S.-U.K. tax treaty. It Is Important to
note what he does nof deny. what he Ignores, and wtat he
assumes In the course of his argument.

First he does not deny that the 'arms-length" standard
is based on the "form" rather than the "substance' of
International business-oWations. This means that with
the arms-length method. International businesses can
avoid Income taxes by manipulating the corporate forms
through which they conduct their buslnes- Le.through
corporate "shell ganes.", They can operate abroad
through branches or alternatively, through affiliated
corporations, depending on which arrangement
produces the lowest tax

Second. Mr. Nolan does not deny that the states lack the
capability to prevent this avoidance unles they can
employ the unitary concept and thereby treat
International businesses the same for sute Income tax
purposes Irrespective of the corporate "form". To the
extent "'armsf.lenth' adjustiments can prevent tax
avoidance by use of " ecorporatform'. Mr. Nolan dos
not deny the conclusion of the 1976 Treesury Aeport that
the '1rm's-length" sandrd would strain the adnnle-
trative capabilities of many stte.'

Third. he dome not deny tha there are administrative
an judloI Ialeguan which prevent any state from
taxing *foreign Income,. Le..any Income that Is not
reasonably related to sources nd activities within the
state.

Foufth he does ot deny Ithat Ithe uniar concept was
property upheld by the United Stt Supeme Court In
10242 and many times *ine as a far and reonable

'AS noted by JerOme Ft. Nrtein nwh Unitay Business
Principle end Mdorporse EntprtseAn Eion othe

IWr Conroversi. 2 The Tao Ezsho.July 11?% Ho. 4. at
pp 17-318; . te organization of a business enterpri for

wilrar purpose., by mewns f subsidarie. as ditirgusheod
from blanhes. ougm not to ant. Its tate income tax

9006~ Ratm a Orem& on . Star Tax Omble S
-)AL in1 (1524.,,413 om ..

A CLOSING RESPONSE TO

MR. NOLAN'S VIEWS

by William D. Dexter

method to cope with the arbitrary assignment co
International Income by separate accounting."'

Fifth, Mr. Nolan doe not seem to deny the conceptLW-
validity of the unitary method. At the very most. he alieges
IsolWalted abuses nd a need for refinement of Ohe
apportionment formula In particular zaas.*

Baaed on the foregoing, It appears that Mr. Nolan l.as
conceded the general superiority of the unitary conceo,;
over the Isepate accounting" or "arm5-longt-
standard In assigning Income of unltary business to
states for state Income tax purposes. However. i'e
purports to carve out a 'limited" Article 9(4) exception 'o"
purely international businesses conducted throi.oga
affiliates of a foreign parent.

The arm'a-length standard Would train the
admInistratve capabllltles of many states.

*A Mcke Ambitious Purpose.
But Mr. Nolan and the multinational corporations we

a actually more ambitious, and Mr. Nolan' himself has
admitted a laer strategy. In a letter dated November 27.
1977 to Dr. Chats Walker. the noted corporate tax
lobby Mr. Nolan wrote. Thus. the problem [I.e., sa:e
taxation of multistate winot ) probably wll be

'As noted by Mr. Heersisin, Supra. note I at p. 315:
'Over the Vws. sperae acountng has o•me t :r

nxreased criticim, In theory as wIS a beaue oft
opatcblyand eXcesiv Costs.I (COWinA""er K Co

-Apportloment and Aftiaton Forfmfld end Folof Used t,,
slates In Levying Taxes easd on or Measued tr
Man*ufactbmlbutl" end Edmzsv.b a cc
*Aml ReeachReort prepared SorConVrcllrshl Foundation (1WS
and 'Stte Taxion of interstate Commece," Rport ct :-*
speclI Subcommittee of the Judiciary Committe -wuis
Subcommittee'). M8t Congress 2nd Sesin P Rep. No. UW._
Vol. 1. pp. 163-167 (1054).

'In fecogntrIon of tis problem . Seobo1 15 of the Ui'.T'-r
Division of inXme fr Tax purposes Act (UIrTPA. U,-..'o"
Laws Annotated. Vol. ft. p. 448) selciyprowoes tr
afsutaent citheapportionmen W ormtulacontained Int*o-

*.. 00 thiornm does not--o 'filrpreen th extent of r
tsxpeys a~~et In he1 taxing state. UnderUDIYTPA.%,-vcr.
Im been adopted by C&botLa. the taxpeyr is endtk: = -.-
ti eiher on petion or by uniaerI adInlItmve &- .
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ofe Catorne practice through tax treaIe. R may then
A -CA110 pssea to ahimaboad sAWW olulkwLs

In ohw worft Article 9(4) is much more than Mr. Nolan
rer~eents It to be In his alcs Indeed. both state and

d eg lmtor wil be hard pul to deny U.S based
corporations what Article 9(4) and ha Inevitable poeny
would Give to their oveMas oOmpoSW.' Fuhwmore.
the rearictjon of tho unitary concept So the domestic
orporations of an gawae Unitary group WOWl

undermine the Intgrdty of the unita aWoAch.

Artcle 9(4) would hang over the heeds of si
the sOt th precedent of fthe ederl
government using the treeyprooes to dcfto
POW"ce to t.em.

For thes reasons, aN of the states - nt~tjugthetiVe&.
tha Mr Nolan mentions - would be affected by Aticle
O(4). Moreover, al #w states would Io the optioM both
of turning to the unitary method In te future, or. more
importsty. of usin this mthod M a a back-up In te
many ceam In wh o am'slenglth method simply WiN
not work (40%h of the cases, acoodng to the Treasurs
own study).4

Most Important, Article9(4) wouM hang over the heeds
of all ft states the precedent of the federal government
uo tho tregy process to dictate polclee to them. This
precede-nt could only work to the d ad ntage of the
stn In the future.Thus thepurported arrscop end
Witd purpose of Article 9(4) advanced by Mr. Nolan
doe not auare with reality. In real. Article 0(4) -
Tro n hods concealing a broad attack on th unitary
concept to wh the states hei turned, ao rding to a
noted scholar. -out of show necessity."'
aO aid oo To% Milus Be Se Trwy
* Mr.NO or"#m n e.* posrd Hyater(4).H"
This Issue is whether the treaty process Is an acceptable
mesod w o . deM government to use to dictatetothe
state tax poles which detly intd on thei
Constons powers This Is rucla fisue. becausethe
states are com1FVPete exclude from treaty negotiaton.'
Trhei rIghtsand powers maybebamgalned swy wylh

feal s asthy were in th'UK. T

Is a fWagn vWoaton of simple fairness, let alone the*
tradiion andvaluesof the fder sysem .

1W. Noanaso noe the fact that 'arms-lenglth
adjustment' are simp, refnement of An attempt to

an itegetems~nulnalbusiness. By so doing. he
begs Uhe quoesti o wheW y pert accon
In such a ep id not in. itel ,*r. ,y arbitrary. The.

4" swum 11o. and urge Conre ls to I 1 "such
inme twstaes incme ax purpose or0,al oa

such~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~o **oet s cmecildmcl'a h U.& paeto.

Tvn ur^ rebd ft In my arias, 6 questioned by I&.
Nole. 4 as fto Wfd SWss Trmisy. 'Summe y

of ci me bm atl Qsw bsvobvo Ssaft 4.2 of In

n'&a, Nows 1. Ok W&

TAX NOMES Aput 1?, UM

Supreme Court of the United States In butler &v& v.
MeJl-.an. 315 U.. 501 (1942). held ta -separate
ac~o u~ hno InWrnt accuracy or special valdity
Sof the Income of a unitary business.

Mrl~cl alo Ignors the suibstantial weight of both
sc W Judicial author question the&Oqacy
of the arms-enth standard. One of manty recent
examples lean extensive comprison of te unitary and
"arm'i-legth"meods In th Hae ard Uw evew which
concluded as follows

WhN *e duniary Owwy . e not fr" kom diifloully.
Ithaauffki eneoretftcaappeal OWha M tdassseous
oonsldraWo as a formal~ afternative to current IL.
fewoal armu-bWO~t) PrtIMUe.'

In addition Mr. Nolan Ignors the protrcted ftgaon
that the complicated arms-length method Invites. An
example Is a recent cme In which both the Trmury
Department end DuPont hae expended ten yea and
over $1 million apiece in costs to Itiga rm,'ngth"
adjustments. The project of such protracted gasion
forces tax oficlls into nallng genousettlement
offers. Mutlnational corporti know this. sad find it a
coeni situation, bu the sta do not.

Furthermore. Mr. Nolan Ignreas the fact that the
Treasury Department has justified the Pre ldenft current
proposal to terminate deferral of the 'foreign Inome of
U. corporations largely on the basis of the w knesses
of the " "rma-length method trouh wh the ex!ing
deera nsla have boon enforced. This ies Inonisent
with the Traarys endorsement of the arms-length
method In the conext of the U.K. TrNy.

Mr. Nolan also Ignrs the ftd that the iformaton
requrd of taxpayers under the "armn gh method Is
fargreatW than tha required under the unt ewmehod. In
further Justictn = o the Prsldents pr osa to
eliminate deferral, the Tresury Department Itself
dlsmissestheafe complian e problem of the unitry
method, such as currency Conversion nd the like. as
'sormountablCOW

Mr. Noln gores how many mullinst"na taxpayers
have openly acknowledged their unitary nature and hve
endorsed the unltary method of taxatio The Exxon
Corpetion has recently argued In favor of the unitary
concept In Alaska . We beleveAlask's pros unity)
inome tax low as It I appled to the o and gas industry in
Alasa Exxon told the states voters In a published
advertisement 'Is equitable and provides uniformity.'
Exxon went on to warn tht "a departure from this
uniformity c u result In overappn taxation by t
states Furthermr~e. Exxon has stated Ins lette to the
ate Senato Phllip Hatt that '"The Petroleum business Is

unitary In nature.'
Mulinationa corporstions have regularly taken stte

tax ofals to court to compel them to accept tx reports
computed on a unitary bai. Caiornia was virtually
fod to adopt saunitary method as general policy.
because so ny corporal Insisted on fllg their tax
return on tha basis. .
Many Legal PiobleeI.t e-

Finally. Wr Nolan Wgors h many lealprblm
poed by Atlcle 9(4) of the U.K. Treaty. ForexxspOnthe
sates could be 'whipsawed" by multinational tskayem

rummUag"na Corporatos and income Alieslon Under
aecon 4W ofthe Owtml Revmnue CoW,' el NWead Law

*M. P. MS . :

I
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While Article 9(4) would prohibit the states from applying
the unitary business method, the multinational taxpayers
could il ue this method, when it would work to their
advantage. in addition, U.S.-based multinationals may be
able to claim th" benefits of Article 9(4) under the equal
protection standards In the federal and state
oasttutins,
Furthermore, the wording of Article 9(1) when

construed In conjunction with Article 9(2) and (3) may
preclude the states from using even the 'arm's-length"
adjustments (either ane or by piggybackin on IRS
adjustments) which are purportedly evalable to the
Treasury Department under Article 1)(1). The reason is
that Articles 9(2) and (3) apply only to the 'contracting
states."I.e. to the U.S. government nd Great Brtain. and
do not-refer to political subdMlons. I.e. the fifty states.

Most Important. Article 9(1) restricts the Treasury
Department's own authority to make the adjustments
permitted by Sectlon 482 of the.intrnal Revenue Code,
Seoctlo 482 'mads In matolal pa rt

in any can of two more organftsffone. frades or
businesses ... owned or cont oled dkiety or indirectly
by the ame Intrests, the secretary may distribute.
apport on orslocstgross Incore, deduction credits or
agorances between or among such organWtons,
trades, or bus/ne"e, fft h deteri ns that such
distribution apporlonment, or allocaton is necessary to
reflect te Income of any of such organzatlons, trades or
buslaossos.

On the other hand. Article 9(1) of fe U.K. treaty reds:
Wherethe enterprise Wo Contracting State ls relatdlo

soother enterprise -nd condition are made or Imposed
between the two enterp ss In their commercial or
financla relations which differ from those which would
have been made between inmpendnt entevtIhe. then
any Income, deduction, receipts, or outgoing which
would. but r those conditions have been tribut*d to
on@ of me enterpvise but by reason of those condifon
hav not been so attributed, may be taken/inetocount In
comiting the profits or losses of that ento"s and.
taxed accor . •

The Treasury Department, under Section 482 uses
not only the "arm's-length" test, but aso the unitary
concemt.or aome elements of the uniary oo apt to
djust e income of rolled enterprises." HowIlve. the
lanuage of Al.e 9(1) apparently w l enn #
Treasury Deurmer from ueing the uniary
theory at a and would sulously Impak Its ability to use
eve the arm's-loogth standard Article 9(1) would=mow rr -unrealistic and virtually

unoforssieconitinswhic the Treasury Deport-
ment must meet beor t oould make any urm'-length
adjustments.....

Article 9 wold also, permit multinational txpyers
covered by the treaty to control he asWnment of their
proft ex e when the Treasury Depatmet can proe
that the dealings would have b en different If
Independent Npie we roved. This isa"ut oC
test, as opposed to the current arms-lengh" teat.

Morn, while Article O() o t depend uo
a fnn ta condion b the two.

'SbA Note a p, 1s, The arti, noe Stat
the weooftharbIntalnado iaapsein

a s sdn s bee asempra *a &Wa problemsw
meet ~ ~ = 660 clal edne yM apilAl requent #oedc of

reveue agents an coot on ad oo fOurA met
re ebasedneon tMe sOyotooeroef*lIon W on the
wy nr y theor..
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enterprises are different then they would hav been
between In<ependent enterprises, there are nostandards
for determninng when this Is so. As a consquence even
If the states can rid piggybmk on federal Article 9(1)
adjustments, as Mr. Nolan contends: they are i"aly to
find themselves on a long. slow ride to nowhere, with the
mutInationals ca the shots by means of their
bookkeeping and accounting decisions.4

In any event, the language of Article 9() Is impy not
the same as the language of Section 482 The~ore, the
courts will probably Interpret them different. For this

'reason, Mr. Nolan's argufMentpertanlng tolTreasury
Department's successful and vigorous enforcement of
Section 482 Is left dangling In mid air.
The Underlying Questlom Howv to Allocate icm

Mr. Nolan erroneously assumes that the couts permit
the states to apply the unitary metodd to non~lnthuy
businesses In a manner which seoroy overswa Ute
income attrIbutablie to the taxing state. To the contrary.
the Supreme Court of the United States has consistently
Interpreted the due process and Interstate commerce
clauses of the federal Constitutionto Nmt s tats taxing
power tW Income derived from sources within tham state."

A state cannot reach beyond its borders to tax
anything. This includes Cdiforn)L The under
question, which Mr. Nolan begs, is "What is the best
method for distinguishing the foreign income, which
states cannot tax. from income which legtimltely Is
whin their power to tax?"

From the states vieWpoin, supported by numerous
Supreme Court decisions. the most reonable or
equitable approach Is the unitary method. The only
reason the multinationals are taking their "epsrate
accounting" approach to the U.S. Senate flooras pen of
th treaty-makin process. bypassih both e Senate
Finance Committee and the entir Houge of Repre-
sentbatves. is that they have not been able to convince
the Courts, the Congress. and he state
the correctness of their views. By tying their long-sought
restriction on the untary method to a lr treaty
package. where It is lke a rider to an important
appropriations bill. they are hopeful tha opponents will
be pressured to accept-It

The Information required of fexpeyee-under
the arms4ength" method Is far greeter than
that required under the unftaoy method.

While this my be goo political altrategy. (dpedig
on ones definition of "goo,). It i not od l
making. Th proposed restriction on statedng powers
should be considered by the whole Congroe n i

'One OWe conclude StM since te language of Pflhe $(I).

ealon 482. tee was a sinifat reon for the leguege
change Neither Mr. Nolan nor the Treasuy Depatment he
o"re anyszplsnellon for tide. One ce nlydgusseat wet was

vonswfmn Poan Cemen 0o. v. lnvsot, S6 Ut
general Slolo Corp w. WAshfrr,,m UA 4u

TAX NOlS, ApeS '17, UN.
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meris, free from the treaty py, in lht of Its
.0rcednetl ald lon rnMe l*a. The Tresvury
DOprm end ¢amiona onrporstio should not
be allowed to, thwart te normal political pmoess and run
roughsho over the Mates.
Does11 thUitary meow ulsallesaf le ssme?

As as cond askumptIon, Mr. Nolan recipes the by-now
famil argumen that the unRwy method OwdulocMW"
Income to the U.S. Ouestions of allocation (or
m sallocatIon) oris under any metod of alloati
muitlnational corporation Incme (te. of splIttng Income
up, mon taxing jurisdictions).

Mlt met onaf corpmtialons have reguledy
take sotb tax oftl to cour to compel
them to acept tax twrmm computed on the
aitefy heal.

TO eliminate fth unitary MetOd is not toeolalotthe
allocation problemA Is merely to transfer ON problem to
a more complicated aena. Pews, questoarse under
the unitary m od then under the erm's-lnt method.
Mr. Nola says noth wih d t point, In

tc, multinatonal orpora hive contated as
arbitrary the an'we apportlonaet Of the In l.
Reue Servie at leest as vigorously as they have
onted untry aportonmen by the ams. The,

D~~n case, mnioe above, Is "al one example of
the magnWtude of arm's~leth methiod dspUtes.TO Arr ow *0. nuto mW.Toarme that Ih unitay meho "misaocetpe
Income smrely to jUg the qu "tlon. -compared towtia?' The vey alinet Of mlalclo essm that
an attempt to Allocate th lsome of an IkntW
multinational orportCo such s BSrth Petroleum,
among Its numerow sub"ss throughout t globe,
an be anfhV Wwtray. Appordn-n of unry

Income by at well-balaniced formuaM Is lest aritrary than
the corporate "shell game" separat ccounting.
0te-native that Mr. Nolan propose In Wdefes of
Article (4)."

Furthermore, In arguing mgsallocaton by the unrAry
metodk Mr. NCtan g~es Shor e~tt a veryImotn*xa -tht the untuwy metod often works to the

i ug4. T pont Is Important for tw
reasons. Firmt. It shows that otes w~ use*h unitary.
method do so for uniform and qI tax odmilstra-
1ion, end not toaokhl wort taxpayers. And mort
Impoat, thi point deqnonetrstes. that Mr. Nolan'

wepgge t"i about the I portionet banore

'Mr. Nols. arres, for esample, th Ve payrol end
Income Inthe U.S. becs wage rtes and property

or"a Nm oI M bolamber I &and OatWe ft IM bSne

parIo, n aveet ore AO~ -a ~sti
Fhi 1smmla twam m soew bow" iae pilo

eransmu es subsdwles OW d ta OstY 00ISnam
elena. S-sm -- alie hm rne slAa reOrtnf we or go.
bms by IMF rge4W 0mtm isd Amnsn sapeonsa
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values ae higher here than they awe abroed. Yet,
according to Commerce Depatfmt fure. A fi 2%
of U.S. forsn-lnvestment is In Canade. wete wage
rates re hiphor than they we In the U.S. A substantial.
amount of the remaining U.S. f rign Investment Is In
countries In which wage rtes a comparable to or
hgr than those In the U.S. It Is well known, moreover.
that property vaues In many other parts of the world ae
cons id bly higher than Ot awe he
The We of Corporate Tax Haes.

In assuming misallocation of Income by the unitary
method, Mr. Nolan has neglected to mention that many
multinational taxpayers ry to locle as muh of their
Income as possible to such IntrtonW tax haven so
SIngepore and Hong Kong. The unit meod w t ls
auch offorte efficlenty and with much lees bureaucracy
than Is requIred under the am*,'-Inth m e This
effctvees Is a major reonm multinational taxpayers.
are so opposed to the uNtary method.

VWtuay Al of Mr. Nolan's misacatIon argumeteare
simply rhash of the old refrn that an apportionment
formula wrvn at an unreisonable and Invalid result N It
amsign me Income to a taxing Jurlsdiction than the
taxpayer woul allocate by soerate accounting. The
courts have ""~alofty recte th" contention.'6

Mr. Nolan also seem to assume " the arm's-length
standard prevents misprlln. He basso this assumption
on his own experience sad on a memo from IRS
Commissioner Kuu "affirming that the m'length
standard of section 482 prevent misprming'

Even i the States can ride plggyback on
W .. ... adjustment, they ore likely to find

"It .etvw on a long, stow ri to nowhe...

What Mr. Kurz means by mlrspftng" snd what Mr.
Nolan conaldere to be workl"e and effect Iis left
unexlained When mullnatona Corporations promote
a tax enforcement system as vigorously as they espouse
the wmslnth method, tax admnIstralors sd polcy
makers we advised to examne that method caeul.

SsangeNolo o vlw Of the am's-
length method Is refuted by the" sxp6.drfc of
government atornes who hav tried to lit t-
lengt prichn cases, as well as by corporate offIcIete,
leglsclars, said oven the Treasury Itsalf In Its current
pee aow to ongren regadwn tat denme for
ctrl forsi corporations. In thS prntad m",
Ti asusynotes that:

Teilafgdoel rawNreduce Me hwkoenebuhrs
in PreseN Jaw for U.& taxpayers 10 avoid (L& tax by

forign a*NNW$ for too^ a •v~7 home* oftle ovshWa.4
Exxon In response toa lI from eistSonator

HK refused a detailed breakdown - L* a s
'SI &door AvL. A1006100%5&~5 s a. o m SUO*cour

OM 0aua opposo Inoaelle smaded wte 1o14s
t ,en a p On by "erele oo " .~A off#~i' I as 01ofim Plow~ml W $12-M
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accounting - for the earnings of its various dlviln It
did so on the ground that:

Further breakdowns require many allocations and
aUanqlliona which could lead to erronous conpal-
eons or doa between various companies and hence
erroneous ConcJuelool"

The unreliability of the arm's4ength standard has also
been diecussed by Professor Jerome A. Hellerstsln In an
article In the National Tax Journal. He ponts out that the
unitary method was dvopd because:

... There Is r viable way of separateyaccounting for
the profits of a busine where Interdependent operating
functions tw produce the profit of the ont epre Noe
called on in more tan one state.m

And Zotan U. Meaty.ata reen U.SC tax Insti ,t
has noted the diffIculties faced by both tax practitionrs
and revenue agents alike when they try to Implement the
orn's length method.

... The bo fallacy of the doctrine of the exclusive
applikaton of the arm-ength standard Is that It Is not
tru tMat evidence of the arm',-length prices can be
obtaied in every cae. Inded. probably In the mafrity
of te cae. there A no evidence of ruly comparable.
ricnarangemet Ionvlng unrelated parties."
T InabilIty to apply th arms-length standard has

resulted. according to the Harvard Law Review. In the

... I ere is evIdence that the spring tes, most on&*ad by rovu sp e9nt to make abct (armllr
length 4 0 "uTment.I In routine Intrnational
intercompeny salo audie Is the Improivled fourth

method unitary method). iWWdee. one commentator he
stated that NIs the ruts, not the exception, for agents In
efe to view commonlycontrolled bu ssm more as
unitary than as separate entift#ls

When Mr. Nolan argues that the arm's-length standard
is he worldvde norm. he neglects to mention the efforts
of co04 t lobbyists to make this method the world
standard. I hope that both the state and the federal
government eel their tax enforcement ilms higher than
the International norm. which Is not very hig.

Mr. Nolan' real fear, pointed out In his November 27.
1977 letter to Dr. Walker, c€td earlier. Is that other
nations wilt alsc adopt the unitary method. Authorities
abroad are beginin to acknowledge Its superiority.
Brian Aungles an ocuntantwith the London Branch of
Peet, Marwick ma Mltcho. wrote in a roent article that
the uniay method has onside able -e V usi-

flatlon and may represent the wave of the future.""
The Reloeebmid Report

Mr. Nolan cits the eo-clled Roslaeowsld Report a
authority for the oeeknesses of the uNiary method. He
neglect t to mention tM this report was bsed on the
unsubsantlated ollegatns of particular multinational
taxpayrs The Commitloo undertook no lodeperndnt
stdy of e rt of the arm's-length and unitary
SYstem- In actual practice. The Committe dId not
examine the tax returns of the witness to verify their
aloiegs.

*LAWr doted Jutumy S. 10M Appanide to liWenga
Olasrtl =011m" Tx Jo 467.1110(lOs)

* "3511. Law eter To ft e 731. 745 (1P.); CL. N
NYU Anstitute on Federal Tarlon 403. 013. 016417;
6oewslopostol In lefrcosny wldn ciUnder fscian 4W.
ftome Armiabw tI e o hnaslled Taio 10 (July IL5
1SMg. '-a

Furthermore, Mr. Nolan omits a key passage In that
report which concluded:

. . .Thero Is no significant disagreement that the
states must use some typo of apportionment formula (as
distingulshod from making an allocaWon of Income and
deductions by separate accounting, since there would
be no practical way of determining what Income of a
company Is earned within a state as opposed to being
earned within other states [or In forin countries.)"

Will th Treaty Produce Substantial Semeilts?
Mr. Nolan argues that the states should not oppose

Article 9(4). because of the substantial benefits
multinational taxpayers will get underother provisions of
the treaty. This was. as Indicated above. precisely the
multinationals' strategy - to attempt to Insure passage
of Article 9(4) by holding other treaty provisions hostage
to It. Thus strategy browbeats the states Into supporting
something against their Interests - both In Itself and as
precedent - and paints members of the Senate who
oppose Article 9(4) Into the same corner. This sort of
cunnning Is an unacceptable way for resolving disputes
within the federal system.

Mr. Nolan argues that multinational taxpayers stand to
gain large sums under Article 10 of the treaty. But the
British Government calls the U.S. Treasury's estimates of
these benefits greatly Inflated. In any event, these
payments are supposed to bensfit the states because
dividends coming across the Atlantic will result In
additional tax revenues. However. Mr. Nolan neglects to
mention that foreign dividends sre exempt from taxation
in at least 19 states, Including New YorVPennrylvanla.
Connecticut, Delaware, and New Jersey. where many
multnatIonal taxpayers are headquartered.

Conclusion
In conclusion. Mr. Nolan has not established that the

United States Senate should now embark on an
unprecedented mission and use the treaty process to
curtail the reasonable and legitimate taxing powers of
the state. Furthermore. Mr. Nolan has utterly failed to
establish that the unitary method Is In any way Inferior to

e arm's-length method o that the mL's*lenglW
standard Is a viable tsxing method for the states.

His claim that the orm's-length method Is working well
on the federal level and that the states theretore should
trust their fate to the Internal Revenue Se ce le faulty In
two respect. First, the Treasury Deperteirsme efforts to
restrict stats taxing powers by unilateral action through
the U.K. Treaty hardly convinces the sts4 that the
Tresury Depatment has their Interests at hart1.
Second. the arm'e-lenth standard simply Is Inadequate.
To hide this Inadequbay behind other trety provisions
or to justify It on the basis of alleged worldwide practice
does not salvage the position of Mr. Nolan and Oew
Treasury Deparlmet. In the Interests of economical and
effective govemmenL as vl as fair play. Article 9(4)
should be reserved from thb U.S-U.K. Tax Treaty.

M" Harvardf Law Review 1203. 1222 (176.

"Tag P9anaig ktwaOnat June I97. p. tO.
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Mr. CORMGAN. Th.nk you.
-Senator Mathias indicated that the Multistate Tax Commission

is a small organization and decreasing in membership, and I would
like to dispute that. We have 19 full member States and 12 asso-
ciates, and I think that the extent of the opposition which the

- Multistate Tax Commission has experienced at the hands of many
of the corporate representatives here today is some indication of
the importance of our work. We maintain that we are making
substantial progress toward improvements in uniformity, perhaps
not enough, but certainly substantial progress.

I think it is important to note here that all the comments con-
cerning double taxation have always made reference to potential,
never to actual, double taxation, ahd the Supreme Court has had
occasion to comment on that in recent cases, including the Mgor-
mon case.

I think it is also interesting that so many corporate representi-
tives have been willing to come up here and to testify in favor of
something which is going to reduce their taxes. I suppose we could
all testify against ourselves being taxed.

The statement was made that Mobil's tax in Vermont had been
raised 10 times as a result of the Supreme Court case. Actually, it
was more than 40 times, which to me is shocking in itself. The
entire tax paid by Mobil over a 3-year period in Vermont was
$1,800. That just is shocking in comparison'to the overall profits
made by these companies.

In some quarters, I am afraid that these bills that we are discuss-
ing are considered to be oil company relief acts. It seems to be
strange in the year when the windfall profits tax has been enacted.
That was' for the benefit of the Federal Government=These bills
would be at the expense of the States, a rather strange counter-

Re Multistate Tax Commission was formed to keep the Federal
Government from getting into the State's bailiwick, from enacting
restrictive legislation. I perceive a change in the position of our
member States to the extent that most of them do not necessarily
oppose all Federal legislation, but they oppose bad Federal legisla-
tion such as is proposed here. I think that, if a good bill were
proposed, many of the States might support it. Such a bill would

-- have to attack the problems of nonuniformity by proposing some
uniformity, some cure.

What we have here are allegations-of problems, for which the
cure allegedly is to give relief from what is, in many cases, myth-
ical taxation of these big corporations. That doesn't seem proper to
Us.

Senator Mathias has spoken about the writers of the Constitu-
tion being concerned about the burden on commerce. This bill
would not relieve a burden on interstate commerce. What it does,
really, is to create an advantage for interstate, international com-
merce over intrastate commerce. That is just exactly the opposite
of what the writers of the Constitution were concerned about.
" They were concerned that intrastate commerce not be favored
over interstate. These bills reverse that situation. You have heard
talk of foreign income today, but foreign income is a matter of
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definition. If you can run income earned here through a foreign tax
haven and bring it back as exempt dividends, is it foreign income?

This is the sort of thing we have to cope with, and it is a
dangerous situation. You have also heard assertions that the Mobil
and Exxon situations, where they are paying virtually no tax to
these States, were unusual. I submit to you, Senator Byrd, that
that is not the case. They are common cases, all too common. The
States have great amounts of money at stake here, and that we
should be concerned about it.

The Supreme Court has said that you cannot determine by sepa-
rate accounting the amount of income earned in a particular State.
You must use apportionment.

John Rowe- in some of his writings has referred to a baseball
pitcher-I think he was talking about Ron Guidry at the time-and
questioning whether you could attribute his prowess to his arm, to
a leg, or to his head. The major corporations and conglomerates are
similar in nature.

The Supreme Court has said that the unitary business concept is
the lynchpin of apportionability. They said, you have to use appor-
tionment to arrive at some reasonable estimate of the amount of
money earned in a State, and that the unitary concept is the
lynchpin of it. We submit that it should not be threatened or
destroyed through such legislation as you have here.

Finally, Ms. Borken-Hagen earlier referred to the States as polit-
ical subdivisions of the Federal Government. I don't want to be-
labor the issue, but I-do submit that if this legislation does pass,
then great steps will have been taken toward converting the States
into just that, political subdivisions of the Federal Government.

Thank you, &Bator.
Senator BYRD. Thank you, Mr. Corrigan.
Thank you, gentlemen.
[The prepared statements of the preceding panel follow:]

66-B90 0 - s0 - 31 (Pt.1)
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STATEMENT SUBMITTED TO THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND
DEBT MANAGEMENT OF THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE BY THE
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF

TAX ADMINISTRATORS
FOR A HEARING ON S. 983 AND S. 1688 HELD-ON JUNE 24, 1980

The Bxecutive Committee of the National Association of Tax
Administrators, an organization-of the state revenue departments of the
50 state governments and the District of Columbia, respectfully requests
the Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management of the Senate Finance
Committee to take no action on S. 983 and S. 1688.

S. 983 deals with state sales and use taxes, gross receipts taxes,
and corporation income taxes on both domestic and foreign source income.
S. 1688 deals with foreign source income only. Both bills would limit
state taxation without recognition of the uniformity in tax law achieved
by the states, the judicial protection provided multistate and multi-
national taxpayers under existing federal and state law, and without
consideration of the need to expand state taxing jurisdiction in certain
sales and income tax areas in order to protect local business against
discrimination and state and local governments against the loss of much
needed revenue.

The NATA Executive Committee, as it always has, stands ready to
assist Congress in developing solutions to problems in interstate
taxation. Its objections to S. 983 and S. 1688 may be sunmarized as
follows:

(1) The bills would restrict state taxing "uthority, interfere with
the long-standing division of federal and state taxing powers, establish
a precedent for further adverse action against the states, and reduce
state revenue.

(21 The bills would inflict these losses on the states without
compensating them by correcting existing federal restrictions on
state taxation of interstate transactions which result in dis-
crimination against local business an. in..the loks.of revenue to
state and local governments.

(3) The bills disregard the substantial uniformity the states have
achieved in their income and sales taxation of interstate transactions.
They would impose new restrictions on the states in areas of taxation
where uniform provisions are prevalent and where the courts have stated
that multistate and multinational taxpayers have judicial protection
against discriminatory treatment.

(4) In their provisions relating to foreign source income, the

I
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bills would require the states to adopt a separate accounting procedure,
the arm's length method, which has been subject to widespread criticism
and could result in major compliance and auditing problems.

(5) Passage of the bills at this time, when a General Accounting
Office study of state income taxation of multijurisdictional business
authorized by Congress, is in process, would negate the value that such
a study is intended to have.

(6) The bills conflict in a number of areas with the NATA Policy
Statement on the Taxation of interistate Business, a set of principles
adopted by the states in 1979. The principles in the NATA Policy
Statement are designed to balance state and taxpayer concerns in the
taxation of interstate and multinational income. They reflect the
willingness and desire of the state tax administrators to cooperate with
Congress in solving state and taxpayer problems in interstate taxation
in a form. which would provide equity for both local and multistate
taxpayers and permit the effective and equitable administration of
state taxes.

I
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Uniformity in State Taxation of Interstate Business

) The states have taken important legislative and administrative
-action to promote tax uniformity and simplify tax compliance, with
) impressive results. A review of these achievements is relevant to

an understanding of why state tax administrators oppose the restric-
tive provisions of S. 983 and S. 1688. Some major aspects of the
states' tax simplification efforts are as follows:

Corporation Income Tax Base: Thirty-feur of the 45 states
im.posing corporation income tax laws have adopted the federal tax
law as the starting point for determining taxable income for state
tax purposes, by-specific reference to the Internal Revenue Code.
Most of the remaining states have adopted provisions which corre-
spond to federal law so closely that, in practical effect, they
equate the starting point laws. This means that, in a substantial
measure, any difficulties which confront a corporation in reporting
state income tax actually occurs in the preparation of the federal
rather than the state tax return.

Standard Aaportionmnt Formula: Twenty-eight states and the
District of Columbia have adopted verbatim, or with some modification,
the Uniform Division of Income for Tax Purposes Act promulgated by the
National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws. Host of
the remaining states have apportionment formulas which correspond
closely to the UDITPA formula, and all but three states imposing cor-
poration income taxes use a three-factor formula.

Credit for Sales-or Use Tax Paid to Another State: Of the 45
states and the District of Columbia imposing sales and use taxes, all
but one allow a credit for a sales or use tax paid another state.
Only two states have any limitations in this regard. In each of the
42 states and the District of Columbia, the credit is given for sales
taxes paid to all states without restriction.

State Collection of Local Sales Taxes: Of the 26 states in which
local governments impose sales taxes, in all but six, local sales
taxes are collected entirely by the state government. In 20 states,
an out-of-state business files only a single combined return with the
state government covering both state and local sales and use taxes.
In two of the refining six states, the majority of local sales taxes
axe paid to the state.

Exemption and Resale Certificates3 Each sales and use tax state,
by statute or regulation, provides that a vendor who receives and
accepts a resale certificate in good faith shall be relieved of
responsibility for sales tax on such a transaction unless it is
obvious that the property involved is not being acquired for resale.
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Discrinmnation Against Interstate Tranactio. aiscrimination
of this type has been completely eliminated. There are no known

) instances of states which discriminate against interstate business by
treating differently, for sales tax purposes, transportation charges

) on intrastate and interstate sales.
Charges for Eapnse for Out-of-State Audits: Based on available

information, there is no state which now charges taxpayer corporations
for the expense of an out-of-state audit. The few states which at
one time required the taxpayer to reimburse-the state for the cost of
sending an auditor to the taxpyer's out-of-state location to make a -
sales or use tax or corpo-.ation income tax audit have repealed this
requireaent.

Extended Filing Period: In all but a few states, interstate
vendors whose sales within a state are minimal may be granted permission
to file returns at less frequent intervals than the basic monthly or
quarterly requirement.

In view of the near universality of the above provisions, the
NATA Executive Committee views legislation such as S. 983 as unnecessary
because the remedies sought by interstate taxpayers for greater simplic-
ity in compliance are predominantly already in state tax statutes.

Judicial Protection for Multistate and Hultinational Taxpayers

Testimony presented in support of the income tax provisions of
S. 983 and S. 1688 has often disregarded the substantial uniformity
in state corporation income tax laws. Instead, it has been asserted
that multistate and multinational corporations are subject to double
taxation because of diversity in state income tax l'aws. In actual
fact, uniformity is widespread, and multijuriadictional business, like
other taxpayers, has recourse to the courts in protesting an assessment
on the grounds of excessi-,e taxation.

S. 1688, the bill relating to foreign source income only, has been
pr~posjLd on the basis that such legislation was needed to protect
multinational business from double taxation by the states. The U. S.
-Supreme Court, in Mobil Oil Corp. v. Commissioner of Taxes of Vermon',
445 U.S. (1990), speclficaily rejected this argument. The court
stated as follows:

...appellant's argument underestimates the power
of this Court to correct excessive taxation on
the field where appellant has chosen to pitch
.its battle. A discriminatory effect on foreign
commerce as a result of multiple state taxation
is just as detectable and corrigible as a similar
effect on commerce among the States. Accordingly,
we see no reason why the standard for identifying
impermissible discrimination should differ in the
two instance.
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Restricting State Taxing Powers

The states are deeply concerned over any federal action which
would curtail their taxing authority. They have two principal concerns
in this regard, which may be summarized as follows:

(1) Most state budgets are tightly balanced, especially
at the present time because of the impact of recession on
tax collections, voter-directed tax reduction, and the
loss of federal revenue sharing funds. Even the loss of
a small amount of revenue can create fiscal difficulties
for the states. Necessarily, the states view with
apprehension any federal action which, in itself or as
a precedent, could serve to diminish state revenues.

(2) In the past fifteen years, the states have been confronted
by proposals which would limit their taxing authority, impair
taxpayer equity, and adversely affect their ability to
administer their taxes. The states have had to address them-
selves to congressional bills which would create loopholes
in state income tax law and would seriously affect sales and
use tax enforcement by restricting their authority to impose
use tax collection requirements on out-of-state vendors.
Congress has recognized the states' position on these issues and
has taken no action on the proposals.

Some of the more prominent restrictions on state taxing authority
in S. 983 and S. 1688, in combination or individually, are the following:

--prohibiting the use of the unitary method in taxing foreign

source income,

--limiting the states' ability to tax foreign source dividends,

--excluding "throwback" or "throwout" provisions in corporation
income tax laws, now relied upon by the states to prevent the
assignment of income to nontaxing jurisdictions,

--establishing a jurisdictional standard for the imposition of
state and local sales and use taxes that is more restrictive
than the prevailing standard,

--imposing certain sales and use tax require-ments which would
jeopardize effective sales and use tax administrations,

.--restricting the states' ability to impose gross receipts taxes
through a narrow jurisdictional standard, and

--requiring that state and local tax determinations be reviewed
.by the federal courts.
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These restrictions may be explained as follows: I
Unitary Method: S. 983 and S. 1688 would curtail state taxing

authority by barring the use of the unitary method in taxing foreign
source income, a method employed by s6ii states. States point to
the fact that the unitary method has long been upheld by the courts
and is regarded as a reasonable means for apportioning corporate
income. Concern has been expressed that a bill such as S. 1688, even
though limited to foreign source income, if passed, would establish
a strong precedent for the restriction of state taxing authority in
other areas, at the expense of state administrative effectiveness
and state tax equity.

S. 983 and S. 1688, by barring the use of the unitary method,
would compel the use of the arm's length method, a separate accounting
procedure, by any state-which finds it necessary to adjust transactions
among international affiliates to determine the state tax base. States
which have been confronted with the problem of arm's length method
express grave doubts as to whether this method can be effective.

This view is not confined to state tax administrators. An
extensive note in the Harvard Law Review, April 1976, detailed the
problems involved in applying the arm's length method and concluded
that serious consideration should be given to the use of the unitary
entity theory as a formalized alternative to current practice.

The difficulties inherent in the use of the arm's length method
are also noted in the Committee on Ways and Means, U.S. House of
Representatives Recommendations of the Task Force on Foreign Source
Income (March 8, 1977). In discussing the arm's length method
provided by federal law, this report states as follows:

This approach already produces significant problems when
applied at the Federal level and would be virtually impos-
sible to administer at the State level as applied to inter-
state transactions. Thus, there is no significant disagree-
ment that the States must use some type of apportionment
formula (as distinguished from making an allocation of in-
come and deductions by separate accounting), since there
would be no practical way of determining what income of a
company is earned within a State as opposed to being earned
within other States (or in foreign countries).

Treatment of Dividends: S. 983 and S. 1688 would impose important
limitations on the states' ability to tax foreign source dividends.
The NATA Executive Committee supports the position of the U.S. Treasury
opposing the provisions of S. 1688 relating to state taxation of
*foreign source dividends. The provisions of S. 983 on the taxation of
foreign source dividends, in their effect, correspond to those in
S. 1688.
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The bills' limitation on dividend taxation would result in a
widespread revenue loss for the states and would discriminate against
corporations investing in the United States and favor those investing
inf-oreign countries.

Forty-four states impose corporation net income taxes. Of these
states, two-thirds tax dividends received from foreign corporations.
Each of these states would lose much-needed revenue as a result of
the limitations in S. 1688.

The restrictions imposed by S. 1688 on state taxing power would
result in a full exemption of dividends received from some foreign
corporations and a partial exemption of dividends received from
other foreign corporations. In contrast, state taxes would be paid
in full by corporations receiving dividends from domestic corporations.

In addition, the formula in the bill for determining the dividend
exclusion has serious technical flaws which would serve to diminish
the amount of foreign source dividends a state could tax.

Excluding "Throwback" and "Throwout" Provisions: The exclusion
of a "throwback" or "thr0wout" provision from the sales factor to which
a state would be required-to adhere under Sec. 357 of S. 983 is a
departure from the Uniform Division of Income for Tax Purposes Act
and is widely regarded by state tax administrators as a means for
allowing prOperly-apportionable corporate income to escape taxation.

-With respect to sales destined for a state which is deprived of
jurisdiction to impose an income tax on a seller by P.L. 86-272,.the
"throwback" rule would assign the sale to the state of origin; a
"throwout" provision would eliminate the sale from both the numerator
and denominator of the sales fraction. Either approach would assure
full accountability of sales, a concept long supported by tax admin-
istrators and one which has had growing acceptance by business taxpayers.

Sales and Use Tax Jurisdictional Standard: In its sales and use
tax provisions, S. 983 is an improvement over interstate taxation acts
proposed in recent years in that it codifies the U.S. Supreme Court's
decisions in the General TradingA/ and Scripto / cases, which uphold thp
states' authority to require the collection of use tax by out-of-state
vendors represented in the taxing state by salesmen and solicitors.
Interstate taxation bills introduced in 1977 and earlier years would
have repealed the General Trading and Scripto rules, giving out-of-state
vendors a substantial and unfair competitive advantage over local
merchants and causing a serious loss in state and local sal-s and use
tax revenues.

In its present form, however, S. 983 still imposes restrictions
on the jurisdiction of state and local governments to impose sales
and use taxes. With respect to local governments, an example of a

1/ General Tradin2 Co. v. State Tax Commission, 322 U.S. 335,
64 S. Ct. 6029_Scripto, Inc. v. Carson, 362 U.S. 207, 80 S. Ct. 619
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restriction which would adversely affect sales tax equity and revenues
is the provision prohibiting a political subdivision from requiring
the collection of sales or use taxes by a person not present in the
jurisdiction either through a business location, or salesmen or
solicitors, or who does not deliver goods into the political subdivision
except by common carrier or by the U.S. Postal Service. Under this
provision, a mail order seller present in the state with a business
location and making a large volume of sales throughout the state can
make such sales free of local tax except in those localities in which
it has a business location. The restriction would give such a mail
order seller a distinct competitive advantage over local merchants who
would be required to collect local sales taxes on their sales.

Sales and Use Tax Requirements: S. 983'contains various sales
and use tax requirements which may adversely affect state and local
revenues and local business, or which constitute a restriction of
questionable purpose in view of the uniformity or near-uniformity of
state practices in this regard.

Freight Charges Incident to Interstate Sales: Based on available
information, there is no known instance of a state discriminating
against interstate sales with respect to the inclusion of freight
charges in the sales tax base. In a substantial number of states,
the effect of Section 101(c) in S. 983 would be to discriminate
against intrastate sales, since freight charges on the purchase and
delivery of goods within the state would continue to be subject to
tax while freight charges on interstate sales would be exempt.

Sales to Registered Business Purchasers: The use of registration
number procedures provided in Section 103 of S. 983 as a substitute
for vendor collection would mean that state revenue departments would
have to collect sales or use tax from a large number of buyers, instead
of a relatively small number of vendors as is provided under current
state law. The requirement would open new avenues of tax evasion
because the states' ability to audit each registrant is necessarily
limited. Similarly, it would be of questionable value to the
purchaser who, it would appear, would find it simpler to pay the tax
to the vendor at the time of purchase.

Exemption Certificates: As has beeninoted previously in this
statement, each state relieves a vendor who received a resale
certificate in good faith from the responsibility of collecting sales
tax on this transaction. Many states are concerned that the language
of Section 103 in S. 983 would weaken the "good faith" requirement and
would be an invitation to misuse the exemption certificate for tax
evasion purposes.

N
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Certification of Tax by Purchaser: State tax administrators
have expressed concern over the administrative difficulties which may
arise from the election provided in Section 104 of S. 983. Section
104 authorizes certain sellers, in lieu of collecting a state or local
sales or use tax, to collect a combined state and local sales or use
tax at a rate certified by the purchaser as the correct rate. In the
absence of a combined uniform rate, the state tax administrators are
concerned that, instead of simplified administration, this provision
could result in large scale supplemental billings or refunds to
purchasers, and that the need to follow up the certified rate could
complicate both administration and compliance.

Gross Receipts Taxes Uniform Jurisdictional Standard: While only
a few states impose gross receipts taxes, they would strongly oppose
a federal statutory provision, such as Section 201 of S. 983, which
would establish a jurisdictional standard based on a business office
in the taxing state or political subdivision and would have the effect
of negating the Standard Pressed 1tel/ rule. It may be noted that
the U.S. Supreme Court handed down a unanimous decAsion in the
Standard Pressed Steel case, upholding the state's right to tax based
on the presence of an employee, but not a business office, stressing
the protection and benefits received by the taxpayer through its
ability to do business in the state. The effect of Section 201 would
be to permit out-of-state businesses to enjoy such benefits free of
tax while local businesses were subjected to tax.

Jurisdiction of Federal Courts: State revenue departments object
to provisions in Title IVof S. 983 which would place in the federal
courts issues involving state and local tax determinations.

Losses to the States Without Compensation

The U.S. Supreme Court, in National Bellas Hess, Inc. v.
Department of Revenue, 386 U.S. 753, 87 S. Ct. 1389, ruled that a
state could not require an out-of-state mail order company to collect
use taxes on sales to the state's residents when its only activity
in. the state was the solicitation of sales by mailed catalogues and
delivery by mail and common carrier. This ruling, in practical
effect, enabled out-of-state mail order companies to sell their goods
in a taxing state free-of-tax. Thus it gave such companies a
competitive advantage over local merchants and deprived the state of
taxes on such sales.

In addition, the states' lack of jurisdiction over out-of-state
vendors permits such vendors to exploit markets in states other than

i/ Standard Pressed Steel Co. v. Department of Revenue, 419 U.S.
-. 560, 95 S. Ct. 706.
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that in which they are located through use of advertising media and
to make a substantial volume of sales in those states with no require-
ment that they collect taxes on such sales.

Through federal legislation, the states' jurisdiction to require
out-of-state sellers to collect sales or use taxes on sales into a
taxing state could be expanded so as to protect local merchants from
tax-free competition and prevent the loss of state and local revenue
which now occurs. State tax administrators, in considering S. 983
and S. 1688, have found it highly inequitable to seek solutions to
multijurisdictional business tax problems while disregarding the
states' need for more taxing authority in order to protect local
business and make their tax systems operate more effectively and
equitably.

The NATA Policy Statement on Interstate Taxation

NATA, at its 1979 Annual Meeting, adopted a Policy Statement on
the Taxation of Interstate Business, a statement, as noted, designed
to balance taxpayer and state tax agency concerns in the taxation of
interstate and multinational income. The statement has as a principal
purpose the mandating of a method for determining an income ceiling
for the taxation of income by any state. The statement is recognized
as a significant effort by states to identify a common set of rules
for the taxation of interstate-income. It was drafted by NATA in the
event that Congress should determine that federal legislation in this
area was necessary.

In approving the statement, the state tax departments comprising
NATA's membership stressed that it reflects compromises by all states
and is an integrated consensus of the states and that, if the state-
ment were fragmented or unbalanced, it c6uld no longer be represented
as the collective position of the states.

The NATA Executive Committee wishes to point out that, in
developing a set of principles for interstate income taxation, the
following principle was adopted with respect to sales and use taxes:

A. No federal legislation affecting state corporate income
taxation should be considered without inclusion of
provisions which improve and clarify state sales and use
tax jurisdiction.

B. If Congress desires to address this area, it should be
directed to:

1. Codification of existing jurisdictional standards as
reflected in court decisions such as General Trading
and Scri and
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2.• Providing power to the states to tax out-of-state
vendors which otherwise escape state and local sales
and use taxes, thus protecting small local businesses
from tax free competition. If it is found necessary
to provide for geographic accounting, then it should
be on the basis of one rate per state, applicable to
out-of-state vendors not included in the jurisdiction
of 1., above.

In conclusion, for the reasons stated above, the Executive
Committee of the National Association of Tax Administrators urges
Congress to take no action on S, 983 and S. 1688 and it reiterates
its willingness and desire to discuss the issues involved with Congress.
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF TAX ADMINISTRATORS

Executive Comittee

Position raper*

on the

INTERSTATE TAXATION OF BUSINESS

The Executive ComLittee of -the -National Association of '.Tax -Administrators
ts opposed to federal restrictions on the states' taxing authority. However,
i the Congress concludes that legislation on the interstate taxation of
business should be enacted, state tax administrators urge it to adopt and
follow the principle. set forth below:

I. Income Taxes

A. General Requirements

1. Legislation should mandate a method for. determining an
*income ceiling for.state taxes on or measured by income,
bat should not preclude any state from utilizing any
method for determining the income attributable to it so
long as the ceiling is not exceeded.

2. Any legislation should include a phase-in period to allow
the states to adjust existing state laws-if necessary.
The recoimsended period is six years to accerodate states
with biennial legislatures and to allow the governors of
the states sufficient time to develop a coordinated program
to implement necessary changes.

3. Legislation should be limited to those particular indus-
tries where the standard three-factor formula is generally
conceded to. properly apportion income, including, but not
limited to, mining, manufacturing, retail and wholesale
trading.

4. Because of the unique character of the business of oil
and gas extraction, it should not be subject to a ceiling
limitation where a state finds that a particular method
of accounting is necessa y. to properly reflect the activi-
ties of the business within its boundaries.

* Adopted by the Executive Committee at a special meeting held on March 19,
1979, in Chicago, Illinois.'
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5 Legislation should limit only the measure of taxation of
k the described businesses and should in no way limit the

states' ability to tax corporations in other businesses.

6. Legislation should- apply only to income taxes or taxes
measured by income and should not apply to severance,
gross receipts, capital, or other similar taxes.

7. The states should retain authority to determine the income
of an .individual corporation pursuant to a combined report
or consolidated return which could include corporations
and activities not otherwise affected by the act.

8. There should be no limitation on a state's ability to
utilize the worldwide income and activities of a business
In determining the income taxable in a given state.

9. Any legislation should be prospective in nature only.

10. The legislation should be formulated to ensure :full account-
ability by corporate taxpayers and should not result in the
allocation or apportionment of income to jurisdictions or
geographic areas where the business is not taxable.

11. Nexus or taxability should be determined on the basis of
U.S. standards, both constitutional and statutory, regardless
of whether the activities are carried on within or without
the U.S.

12. Any future proposed legislation should be subjected to
ftill hearings before the a.Luse Committee on Ways and Means
and the Senate Finance Committee.

13. Any legislation which is enacted should be self-executing
and should not require any additional state agency for
administration beyond existing state tax departments, nor
should any existing or now federal agency be assigned any
administrative authority now vesting in any state tax
department.

14. Any appeal procedure provided for shall be through existing
state administrative or judicial appeal systems.

B. For Purposes of Determining the Ceiling Limitation the Following
Rules Should Apply:

1. Income

a. The states should not be restricted in determining
their ovn income base.
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b. Characterization of ncome, such as business or non-
business, should be determined under the laws of the
individual states.

c. Business income should be apportioned by an equally
weighted three-factor formula consisting of property,
payroll, and sales which give rise to business income.

d. Nonbusiness income should be allocated, in the case of
real and tangible property, to the location of such
property and, in the case of intangible property, to
the business situs of the property or the owners
commercial domicile.

2. Property Factor

a. Property should be valued for factor purposes at original
cost.

b. Rented property should be capitalized and included in
the property factor.

c. Only property which is used or available for use In the
business should be included in the factor.

/f

d. Intangible property should not be included in the factor.

e. Movable property should be allocated to the states on
the basis of time or mileage, or such other factors as
is determined by the individual states.

f. Property which is in transit should be assigned to its
destination.

g. Intangible drilling costs are to be included in the
property factor at a state's option regardless of
whether such costs are capitalized or epensed.

h. Property values should be determined on the basis of a
beginning/ending year average unless a state determines
that an alternative basis should be used to properly
reflect values.

3. Payroll Factor

a. Compensation should include wages, salaries, commissions,
and any other form of remuneration paid or payable to
employees for personal services.

b. Payroll should be assigned to a state based upon where
the services are performed or where the employee's
activities are controlled.
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4. Sales Factor

a. Sales should be assigned on the basis of destination,
except U.S. Government sale, to NASA or the Department
of Defense which should be assigned to the jurisdic-
tion from which the product is shipped.

b. The sales factor should be limited to those receipts
which arise from the taxpayer's business activities.
Receipts derived from intangibles, even though consti-
tuting business income, will normally be excluded from
the sales factor, as will receipts from the occasional
sale of assets.

II. Sales and Use Taxes

A. No federal legislation affecting state corporate income taxation
should be considered without inclusion of provisions which improve
and clarify state sales and use tax jurisdiction.

B. If Congress desires to address this area, it should be directed to:

1. Codification of existing jurisdictional standards as
reflected in court decisions such as General Trading
and Scripto; and

2. Providing power to the states to tax out-of-state vendors
which otherwise escape state and local siles and use taxes,
thus protecting small local businesses-from tax free
competition. If it is found necessary to provide for
geographic accounting, then it should be on the basis
of one rate per state, applicable to out-of-state vendors
not included in the jurisdiction of 1., above.

C. Any federal legislation dealing with sales and use tax should
not restrict the states' right to determine the measure of the
sales tax or the nature of transactions to be taxed. For example,
legislation should not concern itself with whether or not tzaans-
portation charges should be included in the measure of tax, nor
should it dictate whether sales to certain entities are taxable.
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Summary of Franchise Tax Board

Position Paper on S. 983 and S. 1688

The Franchise Tax Board of the State of California, along with
all 23 other states which testified, the Multistate Tax
Commission and the National Association of Tax Administrators,
was opposed to S. 2173, which was introduced in the 95th
Congress by Senator Mathias. Title III of S. 983 with two
amendments is identical to Title III of S. 2173. The Franchise
Tax Board's opposition continues.

S. 1688, while less comprehensive in approach than S. 983, is-
subject td the same fundamental defects and is opposed by the
Franchise Tax Board.

Both bills would cause significant reductions in state
revenues, the benefits of which would inure principally to
multinational business. Estimates of this loss total at least
three-fourths of a billion dollars for just six states. The
states would have to recover the lost revenue someplace.
This added burden would necessarily be shouldered by small
businesses and individuals.

Both S. 983 and S. 1688 are based upon defective and ill-advised
tax policies. The defects in the approach taken by S. 983 were
detailed in the Franchise Tax Board's testimony on S. 2173.
Three major defects, however, require further commentary.

S. 983 and S. 1688 exclude from the states' tax base
so-called "foreign source" income. The states do not tax
foreign source income and in fact are prohibited from taxing
any income which is not attributable to activities or sources
within their individual boundaries.

The federal government is not limited to taxing income from
particular geographic sources as the states are. Consequently,
federal experience in making geographic source determinations
is more limited than the experience of the states. The method
the states have developed, the unitary method, has proved effec-
tive and has withstood the test of judicial review, adminis-
trative practicality and time. It should not be abandoned
in favor of the arm's-length standard used by the federal
government which has been the subject of widespread criticism.
A Congressional Task Force on Foreign Source Income, the
Harvard Law Review, the Journal of Taxation, the Harvard Business
Review and the Treasury itself, among many others, have
criticized the arm's-length standard and have recognized the
impracticality of using it for state purposes.

The treatment of dividend income by S. 983 and S. 1688 is based
upon the faulty premise that its geographic source is
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'dtermined on th6 basis of thd payor's activities. As recently
a% March of this year, the United States Supreme Court rejected
this portion and held that the treatment of such income Is
governed by the recipient's activities.

S. 983 does not require full accountability. The apportionment
formula proposed in the bill establishes tax havens for corpora-
tions, allowing them to apportion income to jurisdictions which
are prohibited by federal statutes or constitutional constraints
from taxIng such income. Why should a tax preference be created
for incoft adsigned to tax havens?

The General Accounting Office is currently studying the issues
involved in state corporate income taxation. The GAO should be
requested to obtain corporate ta aLeturns and determine whether

--therm are instances of multiple taw burdens as claimed by
business. Furthermore, any abandonment or restriction on the
states' use of the unitary method should only be considered
after the GAO has completed its study and report on the
effectiViess or defectiveness of thb arm's-length standard.
A proven z"thod should not bE replaced by an unproven and
unadminitterable method.

The Franchise Tax Board of the State of California is opposed
to S. 983 and S. 1688 and recommends that third committee
reject both bills. -
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California State
Franchise Tax Board

State Taxation of Interstate Business
96th Congress

Senate Bills 983 and 1688

Position Paper

Hearing Before the
Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management

of the Committee on Finance
United States Senate

The'Franchise Tax Board of the"State of California is charged
with the duty of administering the Bank and Corporation Tax
Law of Caltfornia. This law asserts both a Franchise Tax which
is measured by income and a Corporate Income Tax. Since the
Board's only area of concern is the area of so-called net
income taxes our remarks are restricted to Title III of Senate
Bill 983 and Senate Bill 1688.

During the Ninety-Fifth Congress, the Senate Judiciary
-- Committee held a series of hearings on Senate Bill 2173 which

addressed the question of state taxation of interstate
commerce. This bill was comprehensive in nature, addressing
sales and use taxes, gross receipts taxes, and capital stock
taxes as well as net income taxes. The hearings began in
December of 1977 in Biloxi, Mississippi, and concluded in
December of 1978 in San Francisco, California. A printed
record of over 950 pages resulted from these hearings.

During these hearings, representatives of at least-23 states
and both the Multistate Tax Commission and National Association
of Tax Administrators express their opposition to that bill.
Not a single state testified in favor of it.l

In spite of this opposition, expressed without exception by
both the states and their representative groups, Title III of
S. 2173 has been carried forward in the current bill, S. 983,
with only two substantive modifications.2/ These modifications,
which are not insignificant, eliminated a one-sided election
as to consolidation or combination and prevented the inclusion
in the apportionment formula of factor elements related to
income specifically excluded from the apportionable base.
These modifications, however, deal solely with. the redress of
what were blatant inequities favoring the business community
they do not deal with the fundamental defects in the approach -

taken by Title III. Therefore, in spite of the changes, the
Franchise Tax Board remains opposed to S. 983, and we
believe all other states remained opposed to it.

S. 1688 deals with a single narrow issue in the field of state
income taxation i.e., what income and entities are to be
included in the apportionable base? This issue is also covered
in S. 983. We are also opposed to S. 1688 and believe that
all of the states likewise join us in opposing this bill.
Neither S. 1688 nor its House of Representatives' companion,
H.R. 5076, meet any of the requirements for federal legislation

-- which were established by the states and set forth in a
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position" paper unanimously endorsedd by the National
Xissooiation of Tax Administrdtors in June of 1979 (Attachment°
1). It shOuld also be noted that S. 1688 reinstates the one-
way eleoqton which the authors eliminated from S. 983 after
the states objected._ It limits the states' taxing powers,
but gives the states absolutely nothing irk return.

What.S. 983 does do is take from state treasuries and give
to multinational corporations. While not all states have
prepared estimates of the revenue impact of Title III of
S. 983, the magnitude of the big business benefit/state
tax loss can be ascertained by a review of the testimony
Offered ofA the predecessor bill S. 2173. The state of Indiana
estimated a-revenue loss of $40 million on the throwback issue
alone,4. Minnesota estimated a loss of $56 million for Title IIIIII,5_/-Utah--$15 million./ California--$481 million. (Aittachient
2.) The state of West Virginia.estimated a loss 0' $110
rtllion on the gross receipts tax Z/ and pointed out that
it collects the higher of the alternative of the gross receipts
or income tax. Clearly, no portion of the $110 million will
be recovered through the income tax, suggesting a significant
loss through Title III. The state .of Alaska, during the hear-
ings held by the Senate Foreign Relations Committee on the

_ United States-United Kingdom Tax Treaty, projected a loss
of $50 million for the oil industry alone for an' exemption
similar but more limited than thMt proposed by S. 983.!/
Based on these six states alone, the revenue loss to the

. states just in the income tax portion of the bill approaches
three-quarters of a billion dollars. _Mhat would the total
lbss be for all states asserting an inome tax? Even though
it is a much loss complex bill, S. 1688 will create similarlosses.

14eA more damaging than the dollar losses involve, however,
are the ill-advised tax policies which these bills represent.
These bills would establish a tax preference for multinational
corporations and would result ih the further shifting of tax
burdens to local businesses and individuals. The only tax-
payers which would receive a benefit under these bills are
tlose which conduct business activities, whether conducted
bN a single corporation or through affiliates, in foreign
countries.

I copJunction with its appearance before the Senate
Cic.nittee-on the Judiciary on December 20, 1978 in San
Francisco, the California Franchise Tax Board submitted a
position paper which set forth the numerous defects of
Title IXI and provided specific exauitles of the large-scale
state tax avoidance whi would be effectively sanctioned
by. enactment of S. 983T. _ Little purpose would be served
by'resubmitting this position paper it its entirety uinice
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it is readily available in the printed record of the
proceedings. The examples and objections set forth in
that paper, however, retain their vitality and are almost
without exception as valid under Title III of the current
bill as they were under its predecessor.

There are, however, three fundamental defects in Title III,
which--must be discussed again. These three defects are:
(1) the exclusion of so-called "foreign source income" from
the apportionable base; (2) the treatment of dividend income;
and (3) the lack of full accountability. The first two items
are also incorporated in G. 1688. Each of these three
defects was either specifically mentioned or alluded to by
each of the states which testified against S. 2173. Yet
the objections of the states are in no way reflected in
S. 983's treatment of these items.

Title III, of S. 983 eliminates so-called "foreign source
income" from apportionable income in two separate places.
First, the last clause of Section 302 provides "no foreign
source income of such taxpaying corporation shall be
apportionable or allocable to any state" and second, Section
303(b)(2) prohibits the inclusion in a combination or con-
solidation of "any corporation substantially all the income
of which is derived from sources without the United States."
Source determinations are made under the Internal Revenue
Code. S. 1688 prohibits the states from including in a
combined report any amount of income attributable to any
foreign corporation unless the income qualifies as Subpart
F income, i.e., income which is deemed to be properly
attributable to the United States.

The justification offered for these provisions is premised
upon the faulty assumption that the states are taxing income
earned outside their borders and outside the borders of the
United States. The proponents of S. 1688 and Title III of
S. 983 are attributing powers to the states which they do
not have. The states, in assessing taxes on or measured by
income of a nondomiciliary corporation, are limited to income
from sources within their boundaries pursuant to the due
process clause of the Constitution.lO/ This is true whether
we are talking about a single corporation with activities in
two states or a multicorporate business with activities in
fifty states and one hundred countries. The principle involved
is identical. A state may only tax that income which is
attributable to activities conducted within its boundaries.

The federal government, however, is not so constrained. It
may tax all the Income of domestic corporations. The states
are directly and primarily concerned with the determination
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6f ad gdographio source of income while in the federal
ysten the determination of the geographic source of income
It only'of peripheral concern. The states have, by necessity,
wrestled with the question of the geographic, source of income
for well over 60 years. Appro~ahes have been developed
through-trial and error and have been tested in the crucibles
of time, administration, compliance and judicial review. -The
system which has evolved is commonly referred to as theunitaryy method" and is based on the precepts of formula
apportiohi and combined or conwlidated reporting., The
approach to geographic source determination set forth in the
Internal Revenue Code, howevexk has not been subjected to
close oiew because the resolution of this problem is hot
of central importance to the fuoationing of the federal
system. Yet, Title III would abandon the well-tested methods
used by the states in favor of the basically untested
federal method.

The unitary method has been accepted by all states in its
ost rudimentary form, formula apportionment,- and is now

employed byost states in its full form, iAcludig combined
reporting.A. At the time of the United States-United
Kingdom Treaty debates, it was claimed that only California,
Alaska, and Oregon were applying the unitary method to its
fullest etent. There are now at least sit other states
which have judicial decisions upholding th6 inclusion of
What the proposed bill treats as foreign sourceO income
in" the state apportionment base (Matana, Idaho, New Jersey,
Vermont, Illinois, and Maryland),L_ t re, several
corporations have given their full support to use 6f the
wot1ldwide cembied report (ttachment 3).

The courts have AeVer rejected the unitary cofcept. As
recently as March 19, 1980, the V. S. Supreme Court again
supported the unitary concept as applied to worldwideactivities in MobilOil Corp. v. Voeront,!/ and on June 10,
1980, the Court approved W18consin's use of the unitary
method in BXo.on v. Wisconsin.

he reasif the sAtate*s found it necesSary' to devdlop the
unitary ftbod is the alternative, th arm's-length method,
does-nOt work. State tax acbniisttators have 16M tecognied
%his fact In March of 1977 a Task Fore* appointed by the
Rouse Codittee on Ways and Means, commenting on separate
accounting, stated:

This approach alroafd Otoduoes significant
problems. When applied at the Fedeial level
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and would be virtually i~msible to
administer at the State level as applied to
interstate transactions. Thus, there is no
significant disagreement that the States
must use some type of apportionment formula
(as distinguished from making an allocation
of income and deductions by separate account-
ing), since there would be no practical way
of determining what income of a company is -

earned within a State as opposed to being
earned within other States (or in foreign
countries).14/ (Emphasis added.)

Even Treasury has finally recognized the deficiency in
separate accounting, particular at the international level.
It stated in supporting one of the elements of the President's
1978 Tax Program:

The arm's-length standard is a necessary and
valuable tax measure, but'it is sometimes
difficult to administer multinational
Zirms often invest abroad because no well-
established market exists for the goods
and services which are transferred in inter-
affiliate transactions. In this situation,
. S. taxpayers sometimes seek to reduce U. S.

taxes by channeling income to low-tax sub-
sidiaries and deductions to the controlling
U. S. company. Although many multinational
companies follow perfectly acceptable transfer
pricing practices, the experience of the
Internal Revenue Service has been that some
do not, and the resultant loss of U. S. tax
revenues can be substantial.

Of course, extensive Regulations setting
forth procedures for determining arm's-
length transfer prices were published in
1968, and have limited the range of dis-
cretion previously available to taxpayers.
But no one familiar with international tax
planning believes that these Regulations
have taken the tax incentive out of transfer-
pricing. The 1968 Regulations reduce, but
by no means eliminated, the flexibility
which companies have in setting inter-
affiliate prices.l/ (Emphasis added.)
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the full text of Treaesurys analysis, Vhioh covers beth
Aparate accounting and the fal:aA of eluding .- oall.4"foreign' souroe incan from UXn046%.on, is set forth in
Attachment 4 and includes mab of the arguiants the states
have set forth in support Of h uiqitaxy method.

As an, illustration of the 4eficiencies of the arab-length
standard "we would like to- again set forth a single classic
example, ,For years, United States-based drug manufacturers
have conducted research and development operations in the
United Sttes out have manufactured the drugs which are sole
in the United States in Pueto Rico. On the books of these
companies, the profits were realized on the manufacturing
process in Puerto Rico and, thererfore, were not subject to
United State# tax. None of thg research and development oosts
were changed to manufacturing &rgs, so United States profits
were miniscule. Additional liabilities in the amount of
$22,000,000 have been asserted against Eli Lilly for the years

-1971-73. 0. D. Searle has already settled similar adjustments
with the Internal Revenue Service, paying additional taxes of
$16 million. The Puerto RicAn tax haven has' existed since 1939,
and wil continue at least %til 19ff5. Currently, there are 500
coipanlt earning close to $1 billion a year in tax-free profits
in Puerto Rico. ./ Similar liabilities undoubtedly exist for.
earlier years and for other taxpayers which were not assessed.

.All indications point to protracted litigation over these
liabilities or settlement of the asserted deficiencies for
nominal amounts. The unitary method as applied by the states
solves this problem quickly and cleanly.

A note in the UMrd Law Review in April of 1976 concluded

The use of the arm's length standard of' the
current section 482 regulations has been
accompanied by serious problems most clearly
evidenced by the surprisingly (sic) frequent
reliance of revenue agents and courts on ad hod
fourth method approaches, based not on the theory
of the regulation, but on the unitary entity
theory. While the unitary entity theory itself
in not free from difficulty, it has sufficient
theoretical appeal that it deserves serious
consideration as a- ormalized aternative to
current practice . _!
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The reason the arm's-length standard must fail was set forth
in a recent study of Section 482 which was reported in the
Journal of Taxations

Section 482 is based on the premise that
a subsidiary is legally and economically
separate from its parent corporation.
In contrast, only 41% of the participants
state their organizations actually operate
in this manner. Although composed of
numerous legally separate entities, 49%
of the participants reveal that their
companies make most intercompany-pricing
decisions as though the organization is one
economic unit. This basic difference in
philosophy between the IRS and multinational
corporations is central to the Section 482
controversy. Without this fundamental
difference, many tax problems involving
intercompany .transfer pricing would
disappear.L_/

Tax administrators are not the only ones who question the validity
of results obtained in a separate accounting analysis. In the fall
of 1973 the Harvard Business Review carried an article entitled
'The Bent Measuring Stick for Foreign Subsidiaries." While the
article was addressed principally to the problems of management
evaluation, it nonetheless makes a case for the use of the unitary
method. According to the authors, costs or benefits which are
difficult to value include the following items, among others:--

[MJanagements establish and operate their
overseas ventures as strategic systems.
(p. 81)
(A] subsidiary that purchases many components
from other units in the system might make a
greater contribution, but report a lower profit,
than a subsidiary that does not purchase many
components within the system. (p. 86)

[A] parent's guarantee of a loan for a subsidiary.
There is likely to be a substantial difference,
between the cost of the guarantee to the parent
and the worth of it to the subsidiary. (p. 81)

(A] safety inventory intended to serve several
foreign operations in addition to the U.S.
operations.' The cost of this extra safety
stock is less for the foreign subsidiaries than
if each were required to hold its own. (p. 81)
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(A] company introduces all its new products
in the United States. Only those products
that succeed and are deemed likely to succeed
also in Europe and then introduced there.
The company makes no attempt to capture the
cost of such screening in the United States
by adjusting upward the technical fees charged
by the parent to European operations. Yet
records show, and it is widely believed in the
company, that European operations are more
profitable than U.S. operations. (p. 84)

In most cases, the incremental costs to a
parent of providing services for a subsidiary
usually are quite low; but the value to a
subsidiary can be substantial. Since a free
market seldom exists for such services, it is
difficult to determine actual value, and this
fact complicates any attempt to measure
profits. (p. 84)

Then there are the intangible items, such as
the strategic considerations discussed earlier,
whose worth or cost is even more elusive to
date they have universally been omitted from
the initial formal calculations. For example,
no manager of a major oil company would want
to risk being left out of a potentially giant
oil field that one of his company's rivals is
exploring, even if the calculations of expected
costs and returns might show a loss when dis-
counted cash flow procedures are used. The
risk of a rival finding a huge, low-cost oil
field, and thereby gaining a superior long-run
competitive position, is too big for the
manager to take. (p. 81)

Presumably, management could determine the true
economic benefits of the subsidiary by com-
paring the entire corporate system with and
without the subsidiary in question. But such
an exercise would be hopelessly complex if done
on a regular basis for a number of subsidiaries.
(p. 85)

(Tbo do so accurately, these statements must be
adjusted to take into account the extent to
which the subsidiary influences the profits
of the other units in the system. Yet any
enterprise attempting to make such adjustments
encounters acute complexities. (p. 83) W
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In bhort, the problems involved in separate accounting are
virtually insolvable for corporate management itself and
are far beyond the capabilities of the audit staffs of the
states.

The proposed treatment of dividend income by Title III of
S. 983 and by S. 1688 would serve no apparent purpose other
than as a shield for the business community. Dividends are
basically divided into three classes by Section 302 of S. 983.
These classes are: (1) dividends from less than 50 percent
owned companies paid out of income earned in the United States;
(2) dividends from less than 50 percent owned companies paid
out of income earned out of the United States; and (3) divi-
dends from corporations in which the recipient owns 50 percent
or more of the voting stock. Dividends in class 1 are
allocated to the commercial domicile of the recipient. Divi-
dends in classes 2 and 3 are not taxable by an state. S. 1688
establishes a complicated formula for excluding what is
apparently considered to be so-called "foreign source" income.

The United States Supreme Court in Mobil, supra, considered the
treatment of dividends paid by corporations operating in foreign
lands. The court stated that:

(TIhe argument that the source [foreign]
of the income precludes its taxability runs
contrary to precedent . . . . The court has
applied the same rationale to businesses
both here and abroad.f-(

The court went on to:

reject the suggestion that anything is to be
gained by characterizing receipt of dividends
as a separate 'taxable event' . . . . 'tags'
of this kind 'are not instruments of adjudi-
cation but statements of result,' and that
they add little to analysis.

IT]he form of business organization miay have
nothing to do with the underlying unity or
diversity of business enterprise. Had
appellant chosen to operate its foreign
subsidiaries as separate divisions of a legally
as well as functionally integrated enterprise,
there is little doubt that the income derived
from those divisions would meet due process
requirements for apportionability
Transforming the same income into dividends
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from legally separated entities works no
change in the underlying economic realities
of a unitary business, and accordingly it
ought not to affect the apportlypability
of income the parent receives.-

All dividends should be either specifically allocable to a single
state, in most cases the state of commercial domicile, or
included in apportionable income and, therefore, subject to -

taxation by all states. The only exception to this should occur
when the dividends are paid out of income which has been included
in the aportonable base. Apparently, this is the thrust of
Title III With respect to the dividends which we have classified
as class 3 dividends. However,. Title III establishes numerous
situations where a more than 50 percent owned corporation is
not includible in a combined report or consolidated return.
In these situations, there is no longer any valid rationale to
exempt such dividends from state taxation. The fact that
dividends are paid out of so-called "foreign source* income
provides no basis for a tax exemption. Such income is just as
much a result of the recipient's business activities as are
its operating-results. Both should be taXable by the state.

The question of whether dividends should be specifically
allocated to a single state or apportionable among several
states should not turn upon the percentage of stock owned but
rather, as the court pointed out in Mobil, 'supra, upon the relation-
ship of the stock ownership to the u-ness activities of the
owner. Furthermore, the establishment of an allocation per
se rule is fundamentally unsound since it will result in the
establishment of artificial commercial domiciles in those
states which choose not to tax dividends.

Finally, Title III is sadly defective in that it does not
provide for full accountability. That is, it provides for a
free lunch for certain taxpayers. As has been said before,
"there is no such thing as a free lunch." If large corporations
do not pay their fair share of thb tax burden, then small
business and the individual must pick up the tab.

At the hearings which were held in San Francisco in 1978, certain
members of the business and tax community professed unfamiliarity
with and uncertainty as to the meaning of the concept of "full
accountability."_2/ To label their position as disingenuous is
surely an understatement. But in order to ensure there is no
misunderstanding, let it be clear that by "full accountability"
we mean that all income should be either allocable or apportioni
able to some 3iuisdiction which under the laws of this country
has a sufficient nexus to assert a tax. There is no requirement.
that a tax, in fact, be asserted, but merely that the power to
assert one exists.
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The most obvious example, but not the only one, where Title III
of S. 983 provides for less than full accountability is in its
failure to provide for a throwback rule in the sales factor.1_3
Opponents of the throwback rule argue that its application puts
an added burden on small businesses and is unimportant to big
business. First, the throwback rule does not increase the
compliance burden of small businesses. The rule is very simple.
If a taxpayer is not taxable in a state where it has sales
(Public Law 86-272 for example) the sale is thrown back to the
home state.2- No greater compliance cost is involved. Either
the sale goe3 to the state where it is made or it goes to the
home state. Second, an examination of the litigants in cases
involving the throwback rulesuggests that it is mainly big
business who is concerned. (GeneralTelephone & Electronics,
Illinois; Covington" Fabriis, South Carolina; Hoffman Ia-Roche,
CaliforniaT Adolph Coors, Colorado.)2_ /

Elimination of both the throwbacc.concept and full accountability
will not benefit small businesses. To the contrary, the shield
which they would offer to big business would only increase the
burden of small businesses and individuals who must shoulder
not only their fair share of the burden of government but also
the fair share of multistate and multinational business which
this bill would allow them to avoid.

As has been the case since restrictive federal legislation was
first proposed, the states are convinced that despite what you
will be told today, the major problem with respect to state
income taxation of interstate and international corporations
is not overreaching, but underreporting by such taxpayers.
The concept of "full-accountability" addresses this problem.
Before accepting any of the assertions which will be made, we
urge the Committee, as we have for many years, to subpoena the
returns of a representative group of taxpayers and determi e
if, in fact, overreaching or underreporting is the norm.2/

The means for such an inquiry are currently available. The
General Accounting Office, at the request of the Committee on
Ways and Means of the HouFe of Representatives, is conducting
studies of state tax procedures, including the unitary method and
the arm's-length standard used by the Internal Revenue Service.
It is the understanding of the Franchise Tax Board that this
study was undertaken because questions have arisen as to the
effectiveness of the arm's-length approach and what we perceive
is the superiority of the unitary method. In conjunction with
the study of state tax methods, the General Accounting Office
should determine whether there is in fact any validity in
corporate claims of multiple state tax burdens. Action by this
Committee or by Congress on either S. 983 or S. 1688 prior to
the completion of these studies by the General Accounting Office
would be precipitious.

In conclusion, the income tax provisions of S. 983 and S. 1688
would administer a serious blow to state revenues and would
eviserate the efforts of state tax administrators to ensure
that all taxpayers are treated fairly and equitably and that all
pay their fair share of the cost of the benefits they receive
from state governments.

Both bills should be rejected by the committee.
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ATTACHMNT I

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF TAX ADMINISTRATORS

Executive Comittee

Position Paper*

on the

INTERSTATE TAXATION OF BUSINESS

The Executive Committee of the National Association of Tax Administrators
is opposed to federal restrictions on the states' taxing authority. However,
if the Congress concludes that legislation on the interstate taxation of
business should be enacted, state tax administrators urge it to adopt and
follow the principles set forth below:

I. Income Taxes

A. General Requirements

1. Legislation should mandate a method for determining an
income ceiling for state taxes on or measured by income,
but should not preclude any state from utilizing any
method for determining the income attributable to it so
long as the ceiling is not exceeded.

2. Any legislation should include a phase-in period to allow
the states to adjust existing state laws if necessary.
The reconuended period is six years to accouodate states
with biennial legislatures and to allow the governors of
the states sufficient time to develop a coordinated program
to implement necessary changes.

3. Legislation should be limited to those particular indus-
tries where the standard three-factor formula is generally
conceded to properly apportion income, including, but not
limited to, mining, manufacturing, retail and wholesale
trading.

4; Because of the unique character of the business of oil
and gas extraction, it should not be subject to a ceiling
limitation where a state finds that a particular method
of accounting is necessary to properly reflect the activi-
ties of the business within its boundaries.

* Adopted by the Executive Conittee at a special meeting held on March 19,
1979, in Chicago, Illinois.
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5. Legislation should limit only the measure of taxation of
the described businesses and should in no way limit the
states' ability to tax corporations in other businesses.

6. Legislation should apply only to income taxes or taxes
measured by income and 'should not apply to severance,
gross receipts, capital, or other similar taxes.

7. The states should retain authority to detersine the income
of an individual corporation pursuant to a combined report
or consolidated return which could include corporation
and activities not otherwise affected by the act.

8. There should be no limitation on a state's ability to
utilize the worldwide income and acetvities of a business
in determining the income taxable in a given state.

9. Any legislation should be prospective in nature only.

10. The legislation should be formuated to ensure full account-
ability by corporate taxpayers and should not result in the
allocation or apportionment of income to jurisdictions or
geographic areas where the business is not taxable.

11. Nexus or taxability should be determined on the basis of
U.S. standards, both constitutional and statutory, regardless
of whether the activities are carried on within or without
the U.S.

12. Any future proposed legislation should be subjected to
full hearings before the House Committee on Ways and Means
and the Senate rinance Committee.

13. Any legislation which is enacted should be self-executing
and should not require any additional state agency for
administration beyond existing state tax departments, nor
should any existing or now federal agency be assigned any
administrative authority now vesting in any state tax
department.

14. Any appeal procedure provided for shall be through existing
state administrative or judicial appeal systems.

B. For Purposes of Determining the .Ceiling Limitation the Following
Rules Should Apply:

i. income

a. The states should not be restricted in determining
their own income base.
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b. Characterization of incomei.such as business or non-__
business, should be determined under the laws of the
individual states.

c. Business income should be apportioned by an equally
weighted three-factor formula consisting of property,
payroll, and sales which give rise to business income.

d. Nonbusiness income should be allocated, in the case of
real and tangible property, to the location of such
property and, in the case of intangible property, to
the business situs of the property or the owner's
comercial domicile.

2. Property Factor

a. Property should be valued for factor purposes at original
cost.

b. Rented property should be capitalized and included in
the property factor.

c. Only property which is used or available for use in the
business should be included in the factor.

d. Intangible property should not be included in the factor.

e. Movable property should be allocated to the states on
the basis of time or mileage, or such other factors as
is determined by the individual states.

f. Property which is in transit should be assigned to its
destination.

g. Intangible drilling costs are to be included in the
property factor at a state's option regardless of
whether such costs are capitalized oxj-xpesed.

h. Property values should be determined on the basis of a
beginning/ending year average unless a state determines
that an alternative basis should be used to properly
reflect values.

3. Payroll Factor

a. Compensation should include wages, salaries, comissions,
and any other form of remuneration paid or payable to
employees for personal services.

b. Payroll should be assigned to a state based upon where
the services are performed or where the employee's
activities are controlled.
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ATTACHMNT 2

Revenue Impact of S. 2173

and

Selected Statistics as to the Incidence

of the California Bank and Corporation Tax Law

kesearch and Statistics his exaoined the results of a special study by

Corporation Audit of multinational corporations doing business in California.
The objective was to recompute the State corporation income tax if S. 2173
had been law. *Frequently data that is needed to reconpute net income under

a different set of conditions is not determinable from the tax return. Audit

used only tax returns for which there were completed audits which was the

primary source for developing the estimatea tax benefit from S. 2173.

Oil and Gas Corporations

Five oil companies were included in the sample and 21 separate audit years

were individually analyzed for the estimated tax change. The audit years

affected were 1970 through 1975. The total tax change for these 21 years

was nearly $73 million and the average annual benefit ranged from $600 thousand

to over $10 million. The average annual benefit for these five oil corporations

totaled $21.7 million and is representative for the 1972 income year.

These five corporations report 30.5 percent of the California net income

reported by multinational oil and gas corporations doing business in California.

Oil and gas profits have increased very dramatically in recent years. The

most recent year for which data are available is 1977. The 1977 California

net income of multinational oil and gas corporations was 3.75 tiroes as great

as it was in 1972.

Based on the above, if S. 2173 had been effective in 1972, we estimete that
multinational oil and gas corporations would have had $71 million less in
California tax liabilities. Because of the dramatic growth in profits of

such corporations, their 1977 tax liabilities would have been $265 million

less.

Other Corporations

Twelve other corporations were included in the sample and 45 separate audits

were available for analysis. The audit years affected were 1970 - 1975 And,
as an average, are representative of the 1972 income year. The total tax

change for these 45 separate years totaled $11.8 million, and the average

effect for all 12 corporations for a single income year (1972) was $4.1 million.

These 12 general corporations represent 3.6 percent of all State net income

reported by non-oil and gas corporations who are doing business in California
and are affected by S. 2173.

If S. 2173 had been in effect for 1972, the estimated total tax savings by.

these affected non-oil and gas corporations would have been nearly $115 million.

The 1977 income year profits for this group of corporations were less than

double (1.96) the 1972 profits. This is far less dramatic growth than for
the oil and gas industry but still projects to a $220 million loss of revenue
to California for 1977.
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Suary

If S. 2173 had been in effect for the 1977 income year, then California
would have had an estimated $485 million less In bank Ad corporation income
taxes assessed. The detail behind this estimate is tabulated inthe table
below:

1972
Saupled
Mndulstryo

$21.7
4.1

Lug.

Income Year
Sanble Total

(riuions)

3.25 $ 70.5
27.80 114.0

e184.5

Growth
Factor to

'1977
Estimated:1977 Eftect

(millions)
375Z $265

1951 220

Note that'the estimated $485 million effect for 1977 represents nearly
30 percent of the 1977 income year self-assessed tax base of $1,661 mi.l.:on.

•Oil and Gas
Other

Totals
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ROLE OF AMICI CURIAE

Amici Curia* -ar corporations which typify, commercial
enterprises in a number of different sectors of the business
community in the State of linois. Collectively, they engage in
a broad spectrum of business activities including commercial
banking, glass and plastic products manufacturing, oil refining,
retailing, operating* and franchising restaurants, chemical prod-
ucts manufacturing, and electronic home entertainment products
manufacturing. Although the business activities of these corpo-
rations are diverse, Amici Curiae share a common interest in
this case: they believe that the combined method of reporting
should be required in the State of Ilinois.

Plaintiffs (Caterpilar Tractor Co. and certain subsidiaries)
and Defendant (the Illinois Department of Revenue) have ex.
haustively briefed the legal arguments which support use of
the combined method of reporting under the Illinois Income
Tax Act. Amici Curiae should-not burden this Court with a
restatement of the arguments already ably presented in the
briefs of those parties. The duty of Amici Curiae as friends
of the Court is to provide advice and make suggestions with
respect to points which have significant bearing on the issue
at hand. See, Fiorito v. Jones, 72 IIl. 2d 73, 96 (1978). Amici
Curiae believe that policy considerations overwhelmingly sup-
port the position that combined reporting should be required

* Amici Curiae are Continental Illinois National Bank and Trust
Company of Chicago, Anchor Hocking Corporation, Clark Oil
& Refining Corporation, Marshall Field & Company, McDonald's
Corporation, Nalco Chemical Company, The Northern Trust Com-
pany, The Richardson Company, and Zenith Radio Corporation.
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in Illinois. It is these policy considerations that Amici Curiae
will seek to develop in this brief.

The importance of policy as an aid to statutory construction
has long been recognized by the United States Supreme Court.
See, e.g., American Fur Company v. United States, 27 U.S.
(2 Pet.) 358, 366 (1829); United States v. American Trucking
Associations, 310 U. S. 534, 542-44 (1940). Furthermore, thi
Court has acknowledged that proper interpretation of a statute
cannot be based solely on its language, but "must be grounded
on the 'nature, objects and the consequences which would
result from construing it one way or another."' Andrews v.
Foxworthy, 71 11. 2d 13, 21 (1978). If a statute leaves doubt
concerning the intent of the legislature (although we do not
believe it does in this case) a court should examine policy
considerations and construe the statute in the way best calcu-
lated to achieve sound policy objectives.

Throughout this brief terminology is used which carries with
it a specific meaning. The definition of such terms as "formulary
apportionment", "combined or unitary method of apportion-
ment", and "separate accounting" are important to an under-
standing of the arguments presented. Plaintiffs have done an
admirable job of defining and providing the background for such
teis in Appendix A. of their brief and Amici Curiae refer the
Cburt to that Appendix for definitional purposes.
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INTRODUCHON.

A state income tax can only reach the income of a multi-
state business which is properly apportionable to the state.
Two methods have been developed to determine the part of the
income .of a multistate business which the state* is entitled to
tax. One method is commonly referred to as the "formulary"-
method and the other method is commonly referred to as the
"separate accounting" method.

The question before this Court is not whether formulary ap-
portionment or separate accounting is the preferred method for
determining the amount of a corporation's business income which
is attributable to Illinois. The Illinois statute clearly provides
that formulary apportionment is preferred. The question, rather,
is whether the formulary approach must be artificially restricted
when a unitary business decides to operate its business via
separately incorporated subsidiaries rather than unincorporated
divisions.

The issue can be brought into sharp focus with a very simple
example. Assume that one Illinois corporation manufactures
a product and sells it through a division in Indiana, while
another Illinois corporation manufactures a product and sells
it through a subsidiary in Indiana. Formulary apportionment
clearly is applied to the total Illinois-Indiana income of the
Illinois corporation which sells in Indiana through a division.
Should it not also apply to the total Illinois-Indiana income of
the Illinois corporation which sells in Indiana through a sub-
sidiary?

Thus, the relevant question is whether combined reporting
can be used to enable the Department to treat a unitary business
in a consistent manner without regard to the corporate form
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in which the unitary enterprise conducts its business. Intervenors
confuse the issue by arguing that "the Department would in-
clude within the unitary group corporations from the far-flung
corners of the earth." However, Intervenors fail to point out
that the formulary method itself, not combined reporting, causes
that result and that the Department already includes divisions
"from the far-flung comers of the earth" if they are part of a
unitary group within a single corporation. Intervenors' argu-
ments are not relevant to the issue before this Court.

As stated by the United States Supreme Court in Mobil Oil
Corp. v. Commissioner of Taxes, 48 U. S. L. W. 4306, 4309
(March 19, 1980), "the linchpin of apportionability in the field
of state income taxation is the unitary business principle."
Amici Curiae believe that the arbitrary fragmentation of a uni-
tary business into separate corporate entities should not be per-
mitted to circumvent the Illinois legislature's intent to tax the
portion of a unitary business' income which is properly attribu-
table to Illinois.
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ARGUMENT j'" "

separate corporations, each corporation in the group will gen-
erally maintain separate accounting records. Opponents of the
combined method of apportionment argue that the existence of
such separate records solves the problem of allocating specific
items of income and expense to different'segments of the unitary
business. They conclude that' apportionment on a separate basis
(corporation by corporation) is the' appropriate method for
dividing the income of a mtilticorporate enterprise among the
states in which it operates.

There are at least two basic reasons why apportionment on
a separate basis is unsound for a truly unitary business. First,
apportionment on a separate basis would be extremely difficult,
and often impossible, to administer fairly. Second, apportion-
ment on a separate basis does not result in a fair distribution
of profits and losses of individual members of a unitary busi-
ness among all members of the group.

A. Apportionment on Separate Basis Cannot Be Foced,

Any failure to maintain arm's-length dealings in transactions
between members of a multicorporate unitary business will resu-
in distortion of -the income of the individual memrs With
combined reporting, the potential problem 'of distortion is
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eliminated by combining the income of each member of the
unitary group prior to apportionment. If apportionment is made
on a corporation by corporation basis, however, any distortion
is preserved. Thus, if apportionment on a separate basis is
permitted, the Department must closely police all transactions
between members of the unitary group to insure that the trans-
actions are conducted at arm's length.

If apportionment on a separate basis is permitted, some tax-
payers may be tempted to manipulate prices in order to reduce
tax liability in the taxing state. Although a taxpayer is entitled to
structure its transactions to reduce its tax liability, it -may not
do so by arbitrarily assigning non-arm's-length prices to its goods
or services. Without combined reporting, the Department might
be forced to sort through thousands of transactions to determine
the proper income of a single unitary business.

While the overwhelming majority of taxpayers make every
effort to comply with the tax laws, it is often very difficult to
determine proper pricing of intercorporate transactions and
there will inevitably be many good faith disagreements between
taxpayers and revenue collection agencies. Policing of trans-
actions between related companies to insure that they are
arm's-length is particularly difficult when there is_-a lack of
competitive pricing information. In some instances, a prod-
uct may be unique (e.g., a manuscript, motion picture, or
master recording) and information on property of a similar
type may not be very helpful in determining an arm's-length
price. In other instances, a product may be transferred at an
interim stage in the manufacturing process when no similar
sale would be made by unrelated parties, and thus no arm's-
length price would be available. Thus, even after the non-arm's-
length transactions are identified, the Department may still have
difficulty in determining a proper arm's-length price.
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• The scope of the problem of policing transactions between
related parties is shown by the myriad cases under Section 482'
of the Internal Revenue Code, which allows the Internal Revenue
Service to reallocate various items among separate corporations
in order to clearly reflect the income of the corporations for
Federal income tax purposes. One commentator has noted that
such policing at the state level "would require an army of agents
greater than the total number of agents employed by all the
states and the Federal Government combined."*

Accordingly, permitting a unitary group of corporations to
report income on a separate basis will create substantial ad-
ministrative burdens for the- Department and will prevent fair
enforcement of the law. The Court should require combined
reporting so that the Department will not be forced to rely on a
hit-or-miss method of determining the amount of income
attributable to Illinois.

B. Unitary Method Essential for Fair Allocation of
Profits and Losses

Even if the state could determine that all transactions among
members of a unitary group were conducted at arm's length,
reporting the income of each corporation on a separate basis
is still inappropriate for a unitary business. The cornerstone
of unitary apportionment is the assumption that the various
segments of a unitary business are interrelated and vital parts
of the whole business. Even though a portion of a unitary busi-
ness may only break even or even be unprofitable on a separate
basis, it may contribute to the profitability of the larger enter-
prise in numerous ways-which may not be recognized under
any separate accounting system. .

Keesling, A Current Look at the Combined Report and Uni-
formity in Allocation Practices, 42 J. Taxation 106 (1975).

66-690 0 - 80 - 34 (Pt.1)
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The courts of several states have recognized that a unitary
business is inseparable even where segments of the business are
separately incorporated. The Supreme Court of California con-
cluded in the leading case of Edison California Stores, Inc. v.
McColgan, 183 P. 2d 16 (Cal. 1947), that a California sub-
sidiary corporation, engaged i selling merchandise, contributed
to the profits of the whole unitary enterprise in the same way
that a California branch contributed to the profits of the unitary
business in Butler Brothers v. McColgan, 315 U. S. 501 (1942),
I.e., by enabling the enterprise to obtain more favorable prices
on its purchases. Thus, the court applied combined formulary
apportionment to the business despite a finding that the sub-
sidiary corporation's separate accounts were reasonable and
accurate.

Contributions to a unitary enterprise may even be Jess tangi-
ble: a member of the unitary group may be an excellent training
ground for management personnel who later work for another
member of the group; a member of the unitary group may serve
a role in attaining a "national" status for the unitary enterprise.

The impossibility of identifying, let alone quantifying, the
contributions of a segment of a unitary business to the enter-
prise as a whole makes reporting on a separate basis undesirable.
Thus, combined reporting provides a better means of achieving
the legislature's goal of an equitable method of apportionment.

I.

COMBINED REPORTING APPROPRIATELY
STRESSES SUBSTANCE OVER FORM

Intervenors concede that formulary apportionment is proper
under the Illinois Income Tax Act. However, they argue that
where a unitary group member is a separate corporate entity,
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formulary apportionment should apply to that corporation
separately. Amici Curiae contend that because of the inter.;
dependence of the entities which make up the unitary group
combined reporting is essential to achieve a fair apportionment
of income. This interdependence exists whether. the initary
group is made up of corporate or noncorporate entities. Accord-
ingly, formulary apportionment should apply on a combined
basis.

The application of formulary apportionment to each corpo.
rate member of a unitary group on a separate basis would elevate
form over substance. Assuming that the enterprise is unitary,
its tax liability should be the same whether it is structured (i).as
a single corporation consisting of separate divisions, or (fii) as a
multicorporate enterprise in the form of a parent corporation
with separate subsidiary corporations. In applying formulary
apportionment Intervenors would distinguish (i) from (ii);. In
situation (i), they would combine the separate divisions of the
single corporation and apportion the divisions' income as a unit.
Yet in situation (i i), Intervenors would treat the parent corpo-
ration and each of its subsidiaries separately. They would apply
formulary apportionment to the parent corporation on a separate
basis and to each subsidiary corporation on a separate basis.
The emphasis on structural form in Intervenors' argument is
apparent.

The Illinois Income Tax Act should be interpreted so that.
.the taxpayer's decision whether to operate his business as a
corporation with divisions or a corporation with subsidiaries 'Is
made on the basis of economic and not tax considerations.
Separate reporting might encourage some taxpayers to fracture
their business into subsidiaries solely because of the advantage
gained under the Illinois Income Tax Act. " .:
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.Th e following example illustrates the consequences of ignor-
ing the substance of the unitary enterprise and stressing ifs
structure form. " .

p.." ' EXAMMLE..• o .

Widget Corporation, Inc. is an Illinois corporation engaged
in the manufacture and sale of widgets. Widget Corporation,
Inc. has a separate unincorporated division, Western Widget
Division, which conducts all sales operations for Widget Corpo-
ratiOn, 'Inc. on the West Coast of the United States. Widget
Corporation, Inc. also has a wholly-owned subsidiary corpora.
tion, Eastern Widget Subsidiary, which Qnducts all sales opera-.
tions for its parent corporation on the East Coast of the.United
states. ...

- The operations of Eastern Widget Subsidiary are identical
to those of Western Widget Division. Neither Western Widget
Division nor Eastern Widget Subsidiary manufactures widgets.
Fidget Corporation, Inc. manufactures all of the widgets which
are sold by its division and corporate subsidiary. Widget Corpo.
ration, Inc. engages in no sales operations on its own. It is'
assumed that Widget Corporation, Inc., its division and its
corporate subsidiary constitute a unitary business. Western
Widget Division and Eastern Widget Subsidiary are completely
dependent on Widget Corporation, Inc. for the widgets which
they sell.

In a given year, Western Widget Division and Eastern Widget
Subsidiary each earn income of $100,000 on sales. Widget Cor-
poration, Inc. earns no income since it sells at cost. (It is recog.
nized that Widget Corporation, Inc. probably should not sell
at cost- since it normally would be entitled to a manufacturing
profit. However, see the discussion of administrative problems
in [A. of the argument at page 8 above). Western Widget
Division and Eastern Widget Subsidiary each have property,
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payroll, and sales of $200,000, al of which is the reult of
sales operations outside Ilinois. Widget Corporation, Inc. has
$200,000 of property, payroll, and sales inside Iflnois as a
result of the location of.its manufacturing facilities there. Table
I summarizes the amounts set forth above.*

TABLE 1-.-FACTS

Widget
Corporation, Inc.

Western
Widget Division $100,000

Eastem
Widget Subsidiary .... $100,000

I. l~i.DL

wI-- -
OuM4.HL.

$200,000

$200,000

$200,000

Under the combined method of reporting, formulafr-appor.
tionment would apply to the income of the unitary group as
presented in Table H.

"The apportionment formula under the Illini Incocie Tax Act
is a three factor formula based on property, payroll ad sales. For
purposes of simplification, this example treats the factors in the
a g e ,t-
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* TABLE. li-r-Cobined Reotg

... llinois
Pbperty-Payrol-Sales

of
Widget Corporation, Inc.
West n Widget Division
Eastern Widget Subsidiary
Illinois and Non-Illinois
Property-Payroll-Sales

of
Widget Corporation, Inc.
Western Widget Division
Eastern Widget Subsidiary

,$200,000 X $200,000
$600,000

Income of
X Widget Corporation, Inc.

Western Widget Division
Eastern Widget Subsidiary

= $66,667 subject to Illinois
Income Tax

Income of Unitary Group Subject to Illinois
Income Tax = $66,667.

Table III illustrates how formulary apportionment would
apply to the unitary group on a separate basis.
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TABLE M-&e ... - .p t
(1) Application of Formulary Apportionment. to Widget Cot-'
poration, Inc. and its unincorporated division, Western W~get
Division.

Illinois "
Propert-Payroll-Sales

*of
Widget Coiporation, Inc.
Western Widget Division
Illinois and Non-Illinois
Property-Payroll-Sales

of
Widget Corporation, Inc.
Western Widget Division

$200,000 X $100,000
$400,00

Income of
X Widget Corporation, Inc..

Western Widget Division

- $50,000 subject to liInos
Income Tax

(2) Application of
Widget Subsidiary.

Formulary Apportionment to Eastern

Illinois
Property-Payroll-Sales

of
Eastern Widget Subsidiary
illinois and Non-illinois
Property-Payroll-Sales

of
Eastern Widget Subsidiary

$0
$200,000

x $1o00o

X Income of
Eastern Widget Subsidiary

= $0 subject to Illinois
Income Tax

Income of Unitary Group Subject to Illinois
Income Tax = $50,000.
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As Table Il.-illustrates, apportionment of the income of
the unitary group -on. a separate basis results in -all of the in-
com. earned by. Eastern Widget Subsidiary. escaping apportion-
ment under the Illinois Income Tax Act, even though the manu.
factoring facilities upon which this income depends are located
within Illinois. On the other hand, all of the income earned by
Western Widget Division is subject to the Illinois apportion-
ment formula because it operates as a division of Widge Cor-
poration, Inc. rather than as a subsidiary corporation. Hence, if
the income of the unitary group is apportioned on a separate
basis, Widget Corporation, Inc. will have benefited under the
Illinois Income Tax Act simply by incorporating its East Coast
sales operations into a separate corporation.

If the example were altered so that either (i) Widget Cor-
poration, Inc. and Western Widget Division were located out-
side Ilinois while Eastern Widget Subsidiary was located in-
side Illinois or (fi) Widget Corporation, Inc. was located out-
side Illinois while Western Widget Division and Eastern Widget
Subsidiary were located inside Illinois, a greater Illinois tax
liability would result under separate reporting than under the
combined method.

The point of this example, however, is not to show that Illi-
nois exacts a greater or lesser tax depending on which method
is used. The respective parties would agree there is a difference.
Amici Curiae merely wish to illustrate that, given the fact that
formulary apportionment has been adopted in Illinois, basing
the tax liability of a group of interdependent and inseparable
business activities on whether a particular activity is structured.
as a separate corporation places a wholly unwarranted emphasis
on the structural form of the enterprise.

Courts in other states have recognized that the structural form
of the unitary enterprise should not affect the apportionment of
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Inome and, thea"oo, have required use of cmbinedl
See, Edlsn California Stores, Inc. V. McCorgan, 183 P.Z4 16,
21 (CaL 1947); Coca-Cola Company V. Department -of
Revenue, 533 P. 2d 788, 792-94 (Ore. 1974); Montana De-
parment of Revenue v. American Smelting & Refining Corn.
pany, 567 P. ld 901, 908-09 (Mont. 1977). Similar -
nition has been accorded in legal commentary. Frank M.
Keesling explains that the purpose of the combined report Is
to assure that where a business is conducted both inside aod
outside the taxing state, the business' income will be apportioned
in the same fashion whether the business consists of one corpo-
ration or multiple corporations. He notes that in both cases the
income of the business is computed as a unit, apportioned by
applying the appropriate formula, and the amount so appor-
tioned is added to any nonbusiness income which the taxpayer
derives from sources within the taxing state. Thus, in determine.
ing the amount of business income attributable to a particular
state, "no advantage is obtained, and no detriment suffered, as
the result of employing a number of corporations rather than
one to operate the business." Keesling, A Cutmnnt Look at thp
Combined Report and Uniformity In Allocation Practices, 42
3. Taxation 106 (1975).

Furthermore, the United States Supreme Courtes recent opin-
ion in Mobil Oil Corp. v. Commissioner of Taxes, 48 U. S.
L. W. 4306 (March 19, 1980), reflects unwillingness to permit
the structure: form of a unitary enterprise to affect issues of
taxation. In Mobil Oil, the taxpayer argued that the inclusion,
by a non-domicillary state, of dividends received from the tax-
payer's foreign subsidiaries and affiliates in the income tax base
subject to apportionment violated the Due Process and Coni-
merce Clauses of the United States Constitution. Ii the cou.
text of the taxpayer's due process challenge, the Court refused
to draw any distinction on the grounds that the income wa4
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received in the form of dividends from separately incorporated
entities rather than derived from intracorporate divisions.* The
Court stated:

"Superfcially, intercorporate division might appear to
be a more attractive basis for limiting apportionability.
But the form of business organition may have nothing
to do with the underlying unity or diversity of business
en r. Had appellant chosen to operate its foreign
subsidiaries as separate divisions of a legally as well as a
functionally integrated enterprise, there is little doubt that
the income derived from those divisions would meet due
process requirements for apportionability. Cf. General
Motors Corp. v. Washington, 377 U. S. 436, 441 (1964).
Transforming the same income into dividends from legally
separate entities works no change in the underlying eco-
nomic realities of a unitary business, and accordingly it
ought not to affect the apportionability of income the
parent receives." 48 U. S. L. W. at 4310.

The purpose of formulary apportionment under the Illinois
Income Tax Act is to fairly and equitably attribute the income
earned by a unitary enterprise to the business activities which
it conducts within the State. Amici Curiae submit that fairness
and equity cannot be achieved if a distinction is made merely
because a segment of the unitary enterprise operates as a
separate corporation.

* Amici Curiae acknowledge that the Court refused to decide
whether the Due Process Clause requires combined reporting. 48
U. S. L. W. 4306, n. 15. However, Amici Curiae believe that the
Courts distaste for arguments emphasizing form over substance
bears noting.
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CONCLUSION

In light of the fogg c cs AiCuri
ctfy request that this Court affirm that portion of the

deduon of the Appellate Court which would requiretbe com.
bined method of reporting in the State of illinois.
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IVD - 2

TERMINATING DEFERRAL

Present Law

Under present law U. S. citizens, residents, and corporations
are subject to U. S. taxation on their worldwide income. Foreign
corporations, including foreign corporations controlled by U. S.
taxpayers, are generally subject to U. S. taxation only on income
earned in the United States.

Although the income of a foreign corporation controlled by a
U. S. shareholder is usually consolidated with the income of the
U. S. shareholder for purposes of financial reporting, this is not
the case for tax purposes. The shareholder's income subject to
U. S. tax generally includes only dividends received from the
foreign corporation and not the earnings that the foreign
corporation retains. The U. S. tax on dividends from the foreign
corporation may be offset by a credit allowed for the foreign
taxes paid by the foreign corporation.

"DeferralO refers to the practice of not taxing the income of
a U. S.-controlled foreign corporation unt 1l that income is
distributed to the controlling U. S. shareholders. The term
"deferral" is employed because the net U. S. tax liability --
equal to the difference between the U. S. tax and the credit for
foreign taxes -- is *deferred* until such income is distributed as
a dividend.

Deferral does not apply when the nature of the controlled
foreign corporation and its income exhibit *tax haven' charac-
teristics. Tax haven income (so-called Osubpart F income") is
taxed currently to U. S. shareholders regardless of whether they
actually receive the income in the form of a dividend. Likewise,
U. S. shareholders are taxed on their pro rata share of the
retained earnings of a foreign personal holding company, and on
the earnings of any controlled foreign corporation which are in
effect repatriated to the United States through the purchase of
certain U. S. property.

Since the practice of deferral permits the income of
controlled foreign corporations to escape current U. S. taxation
until that income is repatriated as a dividend, it is important
that transfer prices for transactions between U. S. shareholders
and their controlled foreign corporations be properly determined.
It is also necessary to ensure that reorganizations involving
controlled foreign corporations are not undertaken for the purpose
of tax avoidance. The tax law presently contains complex pro-
visions designed to carry out these purposes.
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Reasons for Change ,

The fundamental..defect in the concept of deferral is that it
makes very substantial tax benefits turn upon an artificial •
factor: whether-a foreign corporate charter'has been interpoqed
between foreign income anO the U. S. taxpayer. In addition to
curing this defect, the termination of deferral will eliminate the
tax incentive that U. S. taxpayers nov have to locate new invest-
ment overseas rather than in the United States.

Terminate deferral will permit tke rationalization and!
simpifi-cartion of U. S. rules for the taxation of foreign incQme.
T*rination will help stimulate competition between large
multinational corporations and their smaller competitors, by
removing tax benefits which accrue principally to the large •
multinationals. Finally, terminating deferral will reduce tho
incentive inherent in present law for U. S. taxpayers to avoid
U. S. tax by undercharging foreign affiliates for goods, services,
research, &ad home office overhead.

(1) Term na Deferr iW i 1091044 Istantial Tax senetitsFrom %ufen on th ERC rqjgAeStturbe . .

When losses or large foreign tax credits are desired for
U. S. tax purp6lses, a U. S. taxpayer say obtain these benefits
currently by o~ecating overseas through a branch. When foreign
income does not generate sufficient foreign tax credits to offset
U. S. tax, a current U. 8. tax may be avoided by interposing a
foreign cooper te entity. A U. $. taxpayer Is thus permitted to
choose, through the form of itd overseas operations, between two
very different sets of substantive U. S. tax rules.

There Is no good reason for this state of affairs. A choice
of tax rules should not be accorded simply because business
operations are situated abroad rather than in the United Stites.
Such operations, in the case of a controlled foreign corporation,
are an integral part of the overall'activity of the U. S.-based
firm, and the profits from such operations should, for this reason
alune, be s6bJect to current taxation in the United States.

.In 1969 Congress dealt with a *IZ* situation involving the
availability of the $25,000,surtax option for each entity in a
group of related domestic cerpgtao. Congress took the Viey
that a commonly owned bosingwl enterprise should be entitled to
only one such exemptioni whether It was operated under a single
corporate charter or multiple charters and regardless of any
genuine business reason for having multiple charters. The issue
in the case of deferral is essentially the same: even if fully
jdstified by business considerations, the interposition of foreign
corporate charters should not affect the substance of U. S.
taxation.

This point is, in fact, already ktognized by some provisions
of the Ilnternal Revenue Code dealing with foreign income. U. So
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corporations are allowed a foreign tax credit (the so-called
*deemed paid" credit) for taxes paid by their foreign subsidi-
aries. This allowance, which in 1975 amounted to more than $3--
billion, reflects a recognition that the existence of a foreign
corporate charter should not determine tax substance.

(2) Terminating Deferral Will End a Present Tax Incentive To
Invest Overseas

Deferral gives U. S. taxpayers a substantial incentive to
invest overseas for purely tax reasons. This incentive arises
from a combination of the absence of current U. S. tax on the
retained earnings of controlled foreign corporations# and the
presence of tax inducements in many foreign countries. These
foreign inducements take the form of low tax rates, rapid
depreciation, tax holidays, and other special tax advantages not
available in the United States.

U. S. investors need not look very far for tax holidays, for
such benefits are heavily marketed in the United States. One
foreign country, for example, publishes a brochure urging American
business to "Get in on the . . . bonanza" The bonanza includes
*tax holidays, unlimited remittance of profits, repatriation of
capital, protection against risks and the assistance offered by a
friendly government from application to the start of production.*
Another recent advertisement in a business publication has a
banner headline: "Exceptional Return on Investment Continues .... '

As the advertisement explains, "export profits . . . . are
completely free of tax until 1990. So a U. S. subsidiary ....
grows faster, and at less cost to the U. S. parent. In spite of
the fact that profits can be freely repatriated, U. S. companies
ploughed back 65 percent of them and notched up an expansion of
U. S. investment of 30 percent.' With an exemption from foreign
tax and a deferral of U. S. tax, it is easy-to understand why
profit margins in this country are abnormally high.

Tax incentives to invest abroad stand in conflict with the
general policy of the United States to encourage investment of
U. S. capital where it will be most productive, whether in the
United States or overseas. The elimination of deferral will
advance this policy, since it will tend to ensure that foreign
investment will be motivated by genuine economic factors.*

(3) Ending Deferral Will Permit Simplification of the Rules
Relating tc Taxation of Foreign Income

The termination of deferral will permit the simplification of
U. S. rules relating to the taxation of foreign income. Subpart
F, the rules relating to foreign personal holding companies, the
rules governing the foreign tax credit, and the rules regarding
reorganizations of foreign corporations will all be affected.

The subpart F anti-tax haven provisions originated in a
proposal submitted to Congress in 1961 by President Kennedy. The
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purpose of that proposal, and of the provisions of subpart V," was
to prevent U. S. businesses from exploiting the multiplicity of
foreign tax systems and tax treaties so as to reduce or eliminate
both U. S. and foreign tax liabilities.

Subpart F as drafted was not, however, structured to
eliminate international tax avoidance by U. S. firms. It is
focused exclusively upon a narrow class of so-called "tax haven"
income. And its provisions are so complex that only a relative
handful of persons are capable of understanding all of their
implications. Although subpart F has doubtless discouraged many
companies from undert-king blatant tax haven operations, highly
sophisticated means of circumventing both the specific subpart F
rules and their general objectives are available. Moreover, the
Internal Revenue Service does not have the resources to mount an
effective administrative effort to combat such schemes.

Terminating deferral for all controlled foreign corporations,
as this proposal recommends, will permit the replacement of
subpart F witha simpler, more comprehensible set of rules for
U. S. taxation of foreign income. Terminating deferral will also
permit repeal of the Internal Revenue Code provisions relating to
taxation of foreign personal holding companies -- another series
of provisions aimed at tax haven abuses.

Furthermore, terminating deferral will reduce-the importance
of the complicated rules relating to both the "deemed paid -
foreign tax credit and multinational corporate reorganizations.
The rules relating to the credit art not limited to controlled
foreign corporations, and will have to remain in effect to cover
foreign corporations owned in part, but not controlled, by U. S.
persons. They will not, however, generally be required with
respect to controlled foreign corporations'if deferral is
terminated, because a foreign tax credit will be available without
regard to the "deemed paid" credit. The rules regarding corporate
reorganizations will become less important because the potential
for tax avoidance on the transfer of assets abroad will be
diminished.

Eliminating deferral will thus have the highly desirable
effect of making the U. S. system of taxing foreign income more
comprehensible. The present system, complex-and internally
inconsistent, understood in all its detail by only a very few
highly trained individuals, is simply not appropriate in the U. S.
tax system. The rationalization of U. S. rules in this area will
permit the Administration and Congress to see more clearly where
real problems exist and to structure appropriate solutions having
no unintended and unforeseen consequences for either taxpayers or
the government.

(4) Terminating Deferral Will Help Equity and-Competition

The present system of U. S. taxation of foreign income, with
deferral as its centerpiece, has produced increasingly
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sophisticated methods of tax planning by those involved in
multinational transactions. As the Internal Revenue Service has
issued new Regulations limiting opportunities for tax avoidance,
and as Congress has tightened various rules in the system,
taxpayers have become more and more ingenious in avoiding their
impact. Offshore financial subsidiaries, holding companies, and
captive insurance affiliates have proliferated. Computer programs
to guide tax planning efforts have been developed. The major
accounting and law firms have devised ever more refined planning
tec'triques.

For example, the "rhythm ethod" of distributing dividends
from foreign companies has become increasingly popular. Under
this method foreign corporations only pay dividends to their U. S.
parent companies in those years in which their effective foreign
tax rate is high, rather than paying smaller dividends on an
annual basis. Because of deferral and the *deemed paid" credit
for foreign taxes paid by the foreign corporation, U. S. companies
are able through this method to minimize U. S. tax on repatriated
earnings. The technique illustrates how the existence of
contradictory principles for taxing foreign income -- the *deemed
paid" foreign tax credit which effectively treats parent and
subsidiary as one enterprise, while deferral treats them as
separate -- inevitably gives rise to opportunities for tax
avoidance.

(5) Terminating Deferral Will Helo Stop Practices Used To Avoid
U. S. Tax_

U. S. taxpayers have many opportunities today to avoid U. S.
tax by engaging in various pricing -and other practices in
transactions with their controlled foreign corporations. A
multinational enterprise routinely engages in many transactions
with its foreign affiliates. It often sells machinery, parts,
components, and finished goods to these foreign corporations, or
imports the same from them. It lends them money, leases them
equipment, and provides a wide range of managerial services.
Basic research and development programs for the mutual benefit of
the domestic taxpayer and its foreign-affiliates are often
centralized in the United States.

In computing foreign and domestic tax liabilities, a company
must as-ign transfer prices to such inter-affiliate transactions.
To determine whether the assigned transfer prices are appropriate
for tax purposes, the United States and many other countries apply
an arm's-length standard -- i.e.' , they require terms that would
have been fixed in comparable transactions between an independent
buyer and seller. The arm's-length standard is a necessary and
valuable tax measure, but it is sometimes difficult to administer:
multinational firms often invest abroad because no well-
established market exists for the goods and services which are
transferred in inter-affiliate transactions. In this situation
U. S. taxpayers sometimes seek to reduce U. S. taxes by channeling
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income to low-tax subsidiaries and deductions to the controlling
U. S. company. Although many multinational companies follow
perfectly acceptable transfer pricing practices, the experience of
the Internal Revenue Service has been that some do not, and the
resultant loss of U. S. tax revenues can be substantial.

Of course# extensive Regulations setting forth procedures for
determining arm's-length transfer prices were published in 1968,
and have limited the range of discretion previously available to
-taxpayers. But no one familiar with international tax planning
believes that these Regulations have taken the tax incentive out
of transfer-pricing. The 1968 Regulations reduced, but by uio
means eliminated, the flexibility which companies have in setting
inter-affiliate prices.

Since the elimination of deferral will subject U. S.
shareholders to current tax on the income of controlled foreign
corporations, it may be expected to reduce if not eliminate the
incentive to use techniques which serve to transfer excessive
income to foreign corporations.

General Explanation

This proposal will phase out deferral over a three-year
period. Beginning in 1981 the income of a controlled foreign
corporation will be taxable as if it had been earned directly by
the U. S. shareholder. This is the rule that has always obtained
.under the U. S. tax system where foreign operations are conducted
by a U. S. taxpayer through a branch, rather than through a
foreign corporation. Thus, U. S. tax liability under the proposal
will closely approximate the amount that a U. S. shareholder would
incur if it operated through a foreign branch. For 1979 and 1980
the above rule will apply to one-third and two-thirds, respec-
tively, of the controlled foreign corporation's income.

The approach taken in this proposal will result in an .
accurate assessment of the U. S. shareholder's U. S. tax -
liability. Losses incurred by a controlled foreign corporation
will be allowed to offset the U. S. source income of the
shareholder. Similarly, foreign taxes imposed on the controlled
foreign corporation will be treated as if they had been imposed on
the U. S. shareholder and thus will be taken into account
currently for purposes of the foreign tax credit rather than when
the underlying income is actually repatriated.

The proposal allows the TLeasury to consider the negotiation
of tax treaties providing, in appropriate situations, that U. S.
shareholders will not be taxed currently on certain income of
their controlled foreign corporations operating in a treaty
country.
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Analysis of Impact

(1) Effect on Investment

Investment which is responding to real market forces will not
be affected by the termination of deferral. Such investment
represents a significant part -- but not all -- of U. S. overseas
investment.

Most developed countries impose, in addition to corporate
income taxes, withholding taxes on dividends, interest, and
royalties paid to U. S. investors. Although the total tax burden
in such countries is comparable to or higher than that in the
United States, U. S. investment still flows to these countries
because their markets are large and growing, consumer incomes are
high, the demand for U. S. products is substantial, and a U. S.
company can maintain its market position only by investing
locally. Likewise, petroleum and other natural resource
investments flow -to countries with abundant natural resource
deposits despite substantial tax and other payments to the
governments in those countries. Finally, many less-developed
countries attract labor-intensive production with low wage rates
rather than tax incentives. These investments are far more
typical of U. S. investment abroad than those motivated solely by
tax considerations, and they will continue without the added
benefits of deferral. Terminating deferral will thus operate to
restrict only tax-induced investments.

The United States does not have any general interest in
encouraging tax-induced investments. Foreign countries that offer
tax incentives are not usually interested only in the type of
investment that attracts exports from the United States and thus
promotes domestic employment. To the contrary, foreign tax
incentives are frequently aimed at the type of investment that
promotes exports to the United States and thus displaces U. S.
jobs. The United States has no reason to favor the latter
category of investments.

There is good reason to believe that eliminating deferral
will provide a moderate stimulus to total U. S. investment and
employment. For some companies production in the United States is
a direct and viable alternative to producing abroad. Some U. S.
compalaes nay have been induced by the combination of deferral and
foreign tax incentives to stop exporting and start producing
overseas. Alternatively, some companies may have stopped
supplying the domestic U. S. market with goods made in the United -
States, electing instead to rely on imports from their own foreign
affiliates. Moreover, even when domestic investment is not a
direct substitute for foreign investment, doMestic production can
still benefit indirectly from the repeal of deferral. The capital
that would have been used to finance a tax-induced foreign
investment can he retained in the United States and used to
finance an unrelated, but job-producing, domestic investment. The
gains may be substantial in specific industries where foreign tax
practices have hastened the export of jobs and capital.
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(2) Competftiveness of U. S. Corporations Overseas

Some U. S. companies maintain that they cannot remain
competitive in world markets without deferral. Any change which
alters corporate tax burdens tends to alter the funds available
for new investment, new research and development, and other
programs aimed at expansion. But if this is true of deferral, it
is equally true of other tax measures such as changes in the
corporate tax rate or the investment tax credit.

These other methods of promoting competitiveness are better
and fairer than deferral. In order to benefit from deferral, a
corporation must invest abroad, not in the United States. As
noted above, deferral may encourage companies to invest abroad for
export back to the United Statesj thereby undermining the
competitiveness of U. S. companies that choose to stay at home.
Zenith Corporation, for example, was forced to go overseas not
only by its Japanese competitors (Sony, Panasonic, etc.) but also
by its American rivals (RCA, Motorola, etc.) that went abroad to
carry out assembly operations. Finally, deferral promotes
continued investment overseas; repatriation of profits, which
would help domestic investment, is actually discouraged by
deferral. None of these perverse side effects of deferral
characterizes reduction of the corporate tax rate and expansion of
the investment tax credit, measures which the Administration has
proposed.

It should be noted, finally, that the competitiveness of a
corporation depends on its overall tax burden, not on any single
tax provision. Terminating deferral represents only a small
offset to-the benefits envisioned for companies in the
Administration's tax package.

(3) Reactions of Foreign Governments

Itis often argued that if the United States terminates
deferral, foreign countries will retaliateby discriminating
against U. S. investors so that U. S. companies will pay higher
taxes to foreign governments rather than the United States.
Foreign countries, it is said, may revoke the eligibility of U. S.
subsidiaries for tax holidays or accelerated depreciation, or they
may deem all earnings distributed and thereby subject to high
withholding taxes.

Such developments are, however, unlikely in the case of
developed countries. The tax rates in most of these countries
match those of the United States. Furthermore, most developed
countries have tax treaties with the United States that require
nondiscriminatory treatment of U. S. investors. Since residents
of developed countries often have substantial investments in the
United States, it is doubtful that these countries would risk
abrogation of their treaties with the United States.
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The United States has tax treaties with only a few less-
developed countries, and the tax burden in some of these countries
is lower than that in the United States. However, in many cases
there will be no reason for these count-ries to retaliate against
U. S. investment, because the termination of deferral will not
produce higher U. S. taxes for many of the multinational companies
operating within their borders.

Numerous U. S. companies already have an overall excess of
foreign tax credits, and more will fall into this category if the
U. S. corporate tax rate is reduced to 44 percent, as the
Administration proposes. Under the "overall" foreign tax credit
limitation -- the only limitation now in effect -- operations in
low and high tax countries are combined. In the case of taxpayers
with excess foreign tax credits, the United States will not, upon
the elimination of deferral, impose any tax on profits from
low-tax countries which are "sheltered" by excess credits from
high-tax countries. Thus, many U. S. companies operating in
foreign countries with a low rate of tax will not bear any more
U. S. tax upon the elimination of deferral, and therefore those
foreign countries will not have an incentive to raise taxes in
retaliation to this proposal.

Furthermore, it is by no means clear that even a low-tax
country believing that the end of deferral will subject U. S.
investors to a higher U. S. tax burden will choose to retaliate.
In the first place, it will be made clear that discriminatory
taxes aimed at "soaking up" the-difference between a foreign
country's rate and that of the United States are not creditable
under U. S. law. Low-tax countries desirous of promoting U. S.
investments may not wish to take actions that could have the
effect of actually penalizing such investments. More likely, Such
countries may wish to "validate" some of the tax incentives that
they offer by seeking treaty provisions under which U. S.
investors within their borders would continue to be entitled to
deferral.

In some cases the United States may wish to validate the tax
incentives that a developing country offers to U. S. investors.
For example, investments that promote genuine economic-
development, have a minimal impact on U. S. employment, or
increase U. S. access to critical raw materials may serve the
national interest. But rather than giving a blanket incentive to
foreign investment of all types and in all countries, the United
States should focus the benefits of deferral through its tax
treaty program. If deferral is terminated subject to exceptions
by tax treaties, less-developed countries will be far more eager
to conclude treaties with the United States than they have been in
the past and developed countries that have treaties with the
United States or are engaged in treaty discussions may be
persuaded to offer favorable concessions.
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(4) Administrative Impact-Upon Taxpayers

It is sometimes argued that terminating deferral will involve
serious administrative problems for U. S. companies. U. S.
taxpayers, it is said, will not be able to maintain or obtain
adequate records reflecting the income and deductions of
controlled foreign corporations, particularly when there is no
majority U. S. shareholder. It ih also argued that the difficulty
of translating books and records kept in foreign currency and
under foreign standards into U. S. currency and standards
justifies the retention of deferral.

The Administration is aware that there may be some
administrative difficulties in some situations. However# U. S.
companies with overseas branches, which have always been required
to report foreign operations currently, have been able to solve
these problems. U. S. parent corporations have long reported the
earnings of controlled foreign corporations for SEC and general
accounting purposes. And since 1962, controlled foreign
corporations of U. S. shareholders have translated their books and
records into U. S. standards for the purposes of subpart F.
Finally, the provisions allowing for a *deemed paidO foreign tax
credit, which have been in the law since 1918, require every U. S.
corporation owning 10 percent of any foreign corporation (whether
or not controlled by U. S. interests) to translate foreign books
and records into U. S. standards in order to obtain the benefit of
the indirect foreign tax credit. Administrative problems that
have been surmountable in these cases will likewise be surmount-
able when deferral is terminated:.

Effective Date

The phase-out of deferral will apply to the first taxable
year of each controlled foreign corporation ending in 1979 and to
taxable years of U. S. shareholders with which or within which
such taxable years of such foreign corporations end.
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Revenue Estimates

Change in Tax Liability
(S-millions)

- Calendar Years

1978 1979 1980 1981 : 1982 1983

0 88 280 768 830 897

These estimates do not take into account the effect of the
proposed reductions in the corporate tax rate. The revenue gain
from terminating deferral depends on the spread between the U.S.
and average foreign tax rates. Therefore even a relatively small
decrease in the U.S. tax rate can substantially reduce the revenue
gain from terminating deferral.

Behavioral adjustments could also affect these estimates.
Some investors may, for example, increase their actual dividends
and thereby incur foreign dividend withholding taxes; this would
reduce net taxes paid to the United States.

Other behavioral adjustments could, however, increase U. S.
tax revenues beyond the above estimates. U. S. investors may
invest more at home and less abroad than they would if deferral
were maintained.' The reduction of tax incentives to manipulate
intrafirm transfer prices in order to shift taxable income away
from the United States could produce substantial revenues not
taken into account in the estimates. Although the potential
revenue gains from these location-of-investment and transfer-
pricing adjustments are impossible to estimate, they could easily
outweigh any adverse revenue consequences of other behavioral
adjustments attributable to the elimination of deferral.

Technical Explanation

(1) Current Inclusion of Income Earned by Controlled Foreign
Corporations

The proposal will currently include in the income of U. S.
shareholders their pro-rata share of the gross income and
deductions of controlled foreign corporations. Income and
deductions of each controlled foreign corporation will be treated
as having been earned and incurred by the U. S. shareholder. The
character of the income or deduction will be the same in the hands
of the U. S. shareholder as it would have been if the activity had
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been carried out abroad directly, !ther than through a foreign
corporation. Controlled foreign crporations will, however,
continue to be treated as corporations for the purposes of rules
affecting transfer prices, corporate reorganizations, and-other
provisions of current law.

(2) Controlled Foreign Corporation

A controlled foreign corporation will be any foreign
corporation of which either: (a) more than 50 percent of the
total combined voting power of all classes of stock is owned, or
is considered owned, by U. S. shareholders; or (b) more than 50
percent in the value of the outstanding stock is owned, or is
considered owned, by U. S. shareholders. The use of a voting
power test is consistent with present subpart F provisions. The
use of a value test is consistent with the foreign personal
holding company provisions.

(3) U. S. Shareholder

A U. S. shareholder is a U. S. person who owns, or is
considered as owning, either: (a) 10 percent or more of the total
combined voting power of all classes of stock entitled to vote of
a foreign corporation; or (b) 10 percent or more in the value of
the outstanding stock of a foreign corporation. For purposes of
determining whether a company is a controlled foreign corporation
and whether a person is a U. S. shareholder, the meaning of "U. S.
person' as well as the constructive stock ownership rules will be
substantially the same as those now contained in subpart F.

(4) Percentage Inclusion

The amount of a controlled foreign corporation's gross income
and deductions attributable to a U. S. shareholder will be
determined in proportion to that shareholder's rights to the net
.earnings of the corporation. This approach is substantially the
same as that set forth in the current Regulations under section
1248.

(5) Treatment of Noncorporate Shareholders

. Noncorporate shareholders required to include income and
deductions currently will be treated as though such amounts were
initially received by a domestic corporation. This rule# the
mechanics of which have been developed under subpart F, will-
ensure equality of treatment between noncorporate and corporate
shareholders.

(6) Losses

The excess of-deductions over the gross income of a
controlled foreign corporation will be treated as if realized
directly by a U. S. shareholder, regardless of whether a corporate
shareholder meets the stock ownership requirements for filing a
consolidated return domestically.

- 293 -
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If a U. S. shareholder has an overall foreign source loss
attributable in whole or in part to the shareholder's prq-rata
share of the losses of one or more controlled foreign corpora-
tions, the loss may offset his U. S. source income but will be
subject to the recapture rules currently in section 904.

(7) U. S. Branch Rule

Gross income, deductions, and U. S. taxes of a U. S. branch
of a controlled foreign corporation will be attributed to the
U. S. shareholders of that corporation. This income will not,
accordingly, be twice subjected to U. S. tax.

(8) Blocked Income

For the purpos of exchange control, certain foreign
countries do not allow the expatriation of earnings derived withih
their borders. The proposal recognizes that it is inappropriate

, to tax currently all the earnings of a controlled foreign
corporation in cases where distributions to U. S. shareholders
have been "blocked" by currency or other restrictions imposed by a
foreign country. - V

The Administration recognizes that the current rules with
respect to blocked income may not be appropriate when deferral is
terminated. It is anticipated that Regulations will be promul-
gated to describe those situations that prevailed prior to 1978
that will be treated as creating blocked income. However, any
currency or other restrictions that are imposed solely against
U. S. shareholders or imposed solely on a shareholder-by-
shareholder basis will not be recognized as blocking income.

(9) Repatriation of Previously Taxed Income

Previously taxed income will be excluded from gross income of
a U. S. shareholder when such income is distributed to the
shareholder or any other U. S. person who acquires any portion of
the U. S. shareholder's interest in the controlled foreign
corporation.

(1.0) Basis Adjustments

As gross income and deductions of a controlled foreign
corporation are recognized by the U. S. shareholder, an adjustment
will be made to the basis of the shareholder's stock-in the
controlled foreign corporation. Actual distributions from the
corporation that are excluded from gross income because they are
attributable to previously taxed income will decrease such basis.

(11) Foreign Tax Credit

Since income and deductions will be treated as if realized
directly by U. S. shareholders, foreign taxes paid by controlled
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foreign corporations, regardless of tier, will be treated as if
paid directly by U. S. shareholders. This rule simplifies the
foreign tax credit by making unnecessary the *deemed paid" foreign
tax credit calculation In the case of U. .-shareholders of
controlled foreign corporations. Further, the rule removes an
inequity in current law, under which a foreign tax credit is
denied for any year in which a foreign corporation has a deficit
calculated under U. S. principles, even though taxes were paid to
a foreign country.

Eliminating deferral reduces both a corporation's ability to
control the effective rate of foreign tax by controlling the
source and rate of dividend distributions and the corporation's
ability to minimize timing differences in deductions between the
United States and foreign countries. To allow for such timing
differences, it is proposed that the foreign tax credit carryback
be lengthened from 2 to 3 years and that the foreign tax credit
carryforward be lengthened from 5 to 7 years. It will be made
clear that a foreign tax credit will not be allowed for
withholding taxes applied only to U. S. investors, or on a
shareholder-by-shareholder basis, or to deemed distributions.

(12) Exchange Gains and Losses

The proposal provides that unrealized exchange gains and
losses will be taken into account by a U. S. shareholder. This is
the rule for financial accounting purposes and it is similar to a
tax rule available to U. S. branches overseas and to the rule used
to determine earnings and profits under subpart F. The proposal
provides, however, that a U. S. shareholder may elect, with
respect to all of its foreign operations, not to take into account
unrealized exchange gains and losses. This election is revocable,
on a prospective basis, ten years after it has been made.

(13) Accounting, Record Keeping, and Reporting Requirements

Rules will be provided for making elections with respect to
controlled foreign corporations, translating amounts from foreign
currency, the computation of taxable income and earnings and
profits, the keeping of records and accounts, and the reporting
requirements of U. S. shareholders.

In general, taxable income and earnings and profits will be
computed under U. S. standards. The Administration recognizes,
however, that there are differences between U. S. and foreign
standards, and will prescribe Regulations describing the extent to
which deviations from U. S. standards will be allowed.

(14) Tax Treaties

The proposal allows the Treasury to consider the negotiation
of income tax treaties allowing deferral to continue, in appro-
priate situations, in treaty countries.
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(15) Corporations Organized in Puerto Rico and U. S. Possessions

A current provision of subpart F allows a controlled foreign
corporation organized in Puerto Rico or a possession of the United
States to be excluded from subpart F if it meets certain tests-
with regard to the source and nature of its income and business.
This provision parallels slightly broader statutory protection
from U. S. tax granted by way of a special *possessions" tax
credit available to electing domestic corporations doing business
in Puerto Rico and the possessions (except the Virgin Islands).

This proposal allows U. S. shareholders to continue deferral
with respect to income of corporations organized under the laws of
the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico or a possession of the United
States (including the Virgin Islands). Income that would have
been eligible for the possessions tax credit currently provided by
the Internal Revenue Code if the controlled foreign corporation
had been a domestic corporation will not be taxed currently to
U. S. shareholders. Instead, such income will be treated in the
same manner as "blocked income."

(16) Transition Provisions

In 1979 and 1980, U. S. shareholders will be required to take
into income 1/3 and 2/3, respectively, of the gross income and
deductions of controlled foreign corporations. The provisions of
subpafrt F will also apply during these two years, although most of
subpart F will be repealed for years after 1980. The 1/3 and 2/3
inclusion in 1979 and 1980 will apply to the income and deductions
of a controlled foreign corporation after adjustment for amounts
included in income by a U. S. shareholder under the subpart F
provisions. Thus, if in 1979 a U. S. shareholder's controlled
foreign corporation has $150 of taxable income of which $30 is
foreign base company income under subpart F, the inclusion under
this proposal for the U. S. shareholder will be $40 (1/3 x ($150
- $30) - $40) and the U. S. shareholder's total taxable income
attributable to the controlled foreign corporation will be $70.

The rules of subpart F will apply for purposes of calculating
the foreign tax credit attributable to income included under
subpart F, and the rules under this proposal will apply for
purposes of calculating the foreign tax credit attributable to the
additional amounts included in the U. S. shareholder's income
under the proposal.

(17) Other Provisions

Various provisions of- the Internal Revenue Code are modified
or repealed under this proposal. The foreign personal holding
company provisions are repealed after 1980. Subpart F is repealed
for future operations, although it will be necessary to maintain
certain historical aspects. For example, the rules relating to
taxation of investments in U. S. property will continue to apply
to previously accumulated earnings. Also, it will be necessary to.
determine whether actual distributions had been previously taxed
under subpart F, and to determine the tax on certain amounts
previously excluded from a U. S. shareholder's gross income under
subpart F because they were reinvested in qualified shipping
assets or in less-developed countries; any amounts thus excluded
will be taxable when they are withdrawn from such investment.
Section 1248 is also kept in force to handle accumulated earnings.
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S-983 and S-1688
Statement of Kenneth Cory

Controller and Chairman oi the Franchise Tax Board,
State of'California

Thank you for the opportunity to testify before this Committee.

I am Kenneth Cory, the elected Controller for the State of

California and Chairman of the California State Franchise Tax

Board which administers California's income tax laws. I must

object to S-1688 and S-983, each of which would hamstring

the states' use of the unitary method of tax accounting.

These bills represent another unwarranted intrusion into states'

rights by multinational corporations who are shedding crocodile

tears over alleged burdens. The opponents of the unitary tax

have not produced a shred of evidence of inequity or inefficiency

in the operation of the unitary method because they cannot --

there is no such evidence.

All states asserting an income tax employ the unitary approach.

Passage of these bills would work to the detriment of these

states and their citizens. The popular interest in preserving

the unitary method was amply demonstrated just last year by the

successful grassroots effort to reserve Article 9 (4) of the United

States/United Kingdom Treaty. The unitary method is important to

the states because it is the only-efficient and accurate method of

tax calculation that the states can effectively utilize with their

limited audit resources. The so-called "arm's-length" method is

recognized by all as nearly impossible for the states to use.

Without the unitary method, states would be forced to depend on

the Internal Revenue Service for its tax computations. The Internal

Revenue Service, however, is also unsuccessful in using the arm's-
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length standard, even with its vIst resources. When adjustments are

made under the guise of the arm's-length standard, the methodology

most frequently used is the unitary approach.

Critics of the unitary method claim that it results in double

taxation. However, these critics have never supplied any tangible

examples of such a result. In a recent Supreme Court case,

Mobil Oil v. Conmmissioner of Taxes of Vermont, the Court cited

this lack of evidence in its decision upholding the constitutionally

and propriety of the states' use of the unitary method. In fact,

Justice Blackmun criticized the separate accounting method, saying

that "while it purports to isolate portions of income received in

various States, (it) may fail to account for contributions to

income resulting from functional integration, centralization of

management, and economies of scale." 48 U.S.L.W. 4306, at 4309.

In an even more recent case, Exxon v. Wisconsin, 48 U.S.L.W. 4687i

released June 10, 1980, the Supreme Court unanimously reiterated its

criticism of the multinationals' unsubstantiated complaints about

the unitary method, and upheld the states' use of the method-as a

valid and necessary exercise of their taxing powers.

These bills are not small business relief acts. Only multinational

corporations (and large multistate corporations) have the opportunity

to manipulate income so that it is not tagged to a specific state.

Since small businesses are unable to manipulate income to achieve

favorable tax results by transferring profits among various sub-

sidiaries they would be placed at a competitive disadvantage by the

elimination of the states' unitary method. In other words, the

unitary method does not burden small business nor result in double
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taxation, but rather it allows the states to collect the same

proportion of taxes from multinational corporations as they do

from any other business. By our estimates, California stands to

lose approximately $485 million a year if this legislation is passed.

This $485 million does not represent excess taxes4_but rather the

justifiable tax revenue that results from the closing of loopholes

through which the income of multinationals would otherwise slip.

Another claim rade by opponents of the unitary method is that it

discourages foreign investment. Again, they have-produced no

evidence. In fact, an observer of the economic scene can readily

see that foreign investment has been steadily increasing, in spite

of the prevailing use of the unitary method by the states. California,

perhaps the foremost exponent of the unitary method, is, year after

year, the leading state in attracting foreign investment.

Corporate taxpayers have also criticized the rigidity of the three-

factor formula, especially in cases where there are fluctuations in

currency values, or where the apparent disparity between wages and

real estate values in different locations are significant. The

California State Franchise Tax Board has attempted to meet the

need for flexibility by establishing a procedure for hearing the

requests for relief on an individual basis. Very few corporate tax-

payers have taken advantage of this procedure by presenting their

grievances. Surely the multinationals must be exaggerating the

dangers of the unitary method if they have not experienced substantial

enough difficulties in California to request this personalized review.
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SUMMARY OF POINTS

1. These bills would virtually exempt multinational oil .
companies and other multinational corporations from the
income taxes of many states.

2. Such an exemption would cost the states hundreds of
millions of dollars and would force more of the tax
burden onto working people, farmers and small businesses.

3. Many of the benefitted companies already are paying
minimal rates of state income tax.

4. The bills would reward oil companies and manufacturers
which produce abroad instead of in the US.

5. The bills would force the states to use an ineffective
bureaucratic tax enforcement method which even the
Federal government has not been able to use successfully
and which often results in double taxation of corporate
income.

66-690 0 - 80 - 36 (Pt.1) -
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Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee:

Our organization, Citizens for Tax Justice, represents the
people who would pay more so that the corporations benefitted
by these bills could pay less. We represent the people who
would suffer from the perverse economic incentives these bills
would establish

Let's get right down to what these mandatory state tax cut
bills would do.

I Mandatory State Tax Exemption for Dividends from Foreign
Investment

One major provision of both bills would bar the states from
taxing any portion of the dividends which a multinational oil
company or other multinational corporation received from its
foreign investments. This ban would apply even if the so-called
"foreign dividends" were really US profits which the company had
juggled into overseas tax havens by accounting maneuvers.

The Federal government would continue to tax its portion of
these dividends. Only the state tax base would-be eroded. In
fact, the Federal governmenEts take would increase because the

-corporations would have less state tax to deduct.

A recent Supreme Court case gives us a rare glimpse at what
this foreign investment tax handout would do in practice.

The case* involved Mobil and the "tate of Vermont. From 1970
to 1972, Mobil made $27 million dollars in sales in the State, on
which Vermont levied an income tax of $76,000. This was hardly
an unreasonable tax. The $76,000 came to roughly one one- hundredth
on one-percent of the company's Federal taxable income for these
years. It was .3% of the company's sales in the state.

TABLE I EXAMPLE OF LIKELY IMPACT OF S.983 and S.1688 ON ONE STATE
(VERMONT)

Sales State Likely Tax Under1
Company Years in State Income Tax S.983 or S.1688

MOBIL 1970-1972 $27,000,000 $76,000 $1,871.90

Source: Mobil v. Vermont 445 US ,(1980)

*Mobil Oil Corporation v. Commissioner of Taxes cf Vermont, 445 US ,(1980)
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Mobil wasn't satisfied, however. It said Vermont was taxing
'foreign income" because it included in the company's income a
portion of the dividends Mobil received from its Saudi Arabian
consortium, ARAMCO, and three foreign subsidiaries.

Mobil wanted to pay Vermont the grand total of $1,871.90 on
the $27 million worth of oil products it sold in the state during
these three years.

Mobil took this case all the way-to the Supreme Court. The
Justices listened to Mobil's lawyer make the arguments about the
state taxing "foreign income" and said, in effect, Vothing doing".

These bills, however, give Mobil exactly what it wanted. They
would reduce Mobil's income tax bill in Vermont from peanuts to pin-
points. Mobil's tax bill for those three years would have come
to one-eighth of the current price of a single full page advertise-
ment in the Washington Post.

The likely effect on revenues in other states, oil consuming
states in particular, would be similar. Generally, oil companies
arrange their accounting to show profits from their foreign
operations and losses from marketing.* They do this to take
advantage of Federal tax provisions such as the foreign tax credit -

and deferral of taxes on "foreign" income. Such accounting con-
trivances are one of the reasons that a Mobil reports minimal
profits in a state like Vermont, but instead shows over three-
quarters of its profits in the form of dividends from "foreign"
affiliates such as ARAXCO.

TO TOTALLY EXEMPT THESE DIVIDENDS FROM STATE TAXES, AS THESE
BILLS WOULD DO IN EFFECT, WOULD BE VIRTUALLY TO EXEMPT COMPANIES
SUCH AS MOBIL FROM THE INCOME TAXES OF MANY STATES.

Do these companies need the largesse the present bills would
bestow upon them? Table 2, next page, gives an answer.

- This table shows seven major oil companies including Mobil,
which paid a lower rate of state income tax in 1978 than the
average person making $16,000 paid the year before.

Mobil, for example, paid 1.5% of its total profits in state
income taxes, compared to the 1.8% the $16,000-per-year individual
had to pay.

Mr. Chairman, if this committee cannot find more needy recipients
of state tax relief than the beneficiaries of this bill, then Citizens
for Tax Justice stands ready to help you in this endeavor.

*The recent Supreme Court case of Exxon v. Wisconsin, #79-509, decided June 10, 1980,
provides further evidence of these accounting contrivances. Exxon claimed that
it lost around one million dollars a year selling gasoline in Wisconsin for the
four years 1965-1968. In those four years, its total US profits were $1,275,000,000.
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TABLE 2 STATE/LOCAL INCOME TAXES: EFFECTIVE RATES

State/Local
Individuals: Income Tax Rate (1977)

Gross Income $32,000 .................... 2.9%16,000 .................... 1.8
State/Local

Income Tax Rate (1978)Oil Companies:

Phillips ................................ 1.6%
Shell ................................. 1.6
Texaco .................................. 1.5
Mobil ................................... 1.5
Exxon ................................... 0.7
Standard Indiana.......... ............. 0.6
Continental ............................. 0.3

Sources: Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental
Relations, and Tax Notes, August 27, 1979

The salad days of free-lunch state tax cuts are over. The
recession is taking its toll, cutting into state revenues, while
inflation drives up costs. Congress is cutting back on grants-in-
aid. There isn't any more slack. Tax handouts for multinational
corporations will be passed on to working people, farmers and small
businesses in the form of higher taxes or service cuts.

Much more is at stake than taxes, however. Equally important,
if not more so, are energy policy and jobs. This bill affects
each of these problems perversely.

Consider energy policy. We are supposed to be encouraging oil
production, energy production, in the US, to curb our reliance on
foreign sources. These bills would tilt the tax system in the
opposite direction. They favor foreign production. They discriminate
in favor of the large multinational oil companies and put domestic
independent producers at a tax disadvantage.

If an oil company found new oil in Louisiana and set up a sub-
sidiary to produce that oil, the dividends this domestic subsidiary
paid to the parent company would be taxable by the states.

On the other hand, if this same company decided to produce oil
abroad, under this bill, the dividends from this overseas production
would be exempt from state taxes.

Is this how we encourage domestic energy production?

In similar fashion, the bills would give a tax break to manu-
facturers that move their factories and jobs overseas. Is this how
we tackle unemployment here in the US?
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II Federal Restriction on State Corporate Tax Enforcement

The second major provision of these bills would cripple the
states in dealing with their most vexing corporate tax-enforcement
problem. This problem is how to apportion the income of a multi-
national corporation among the states and nations in which the
company operates.

The problem is incredibly complex. The corporate taxpayers
want to keep it that way. These bills would accomplish that aim
for them.

Billions of dollars are at stake. California alone would lose
over one-half billion dollars from these bills, and one half that
amount would go to multinational oil companies. Many states are
just beginning to realize how multinational accounting leger-
demain has been skirting their enforcement efforts, and so the
total impact of these bills is incalculable at present.

Advocates of these bills have been engaging in legislative
semantics. The issue,they say,is whether the states should be
stopped from reaching out their greedy hands and taxing a company's
"foreign income". The very caption on S.1688 implies that it is
a bill to curtail the ability of thd states to tax "income from
sources outside the United States."

In law school, they called such semantic tactics "putting
the rabbit in the hat". If you believe that the states are taxing
"foreign income" then the conclusion is obvious that they should
be stopped from doing so.

But taxing "foreign income" is not the issue.

Let me repeat. THE ISSUE IS NOT WHETHER THE STATES SHOULD BE
ABLE TO TAX "FOREIGN" INCOME.

That issue was decided almost two hundred years ago. The states
cannot tax "foreign source" income. Not one bit of it. The US Con-
stitution says they can't. The Supreme Court says they can't. I
challenge the proponents of this bill to find a single sentence in
the Exxon case, in the Mobil case, or in any other Supreme Court
case, or any other case, which suggests that the states presently
can tax "foreign source" income.

The only reason this legislation is before you today is that
the courts have held not only that the states cannot tax "foreign"
income, but also that the states in fact have not been doing so.

Then what is the real issue? It is whether the states will
have the tools they need to distinguish foreign income, which they
cannot tax, from domestic income, which they can tax.
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Why is distinguishing US from foreign income such a problem?
Can't tax officials just look at a company's books?

A company's books don't help much. Many arrange their accounting
to make as much income as possible appear to have arisen abroad,
preferably in foreign tax havens. Actual foreign income,and what
a company chooses to call foreign income, can be two different things.

Then how can tax enforcement officials deal with this accounting
mess? There are two basic approaches.

These approaches are called the "arms length" approach and the
Unitary" approach. Multinational taxpayers generally favor the
former and the IRS obliges this preference. Disinterested commen-
tators and the states increasingly favor the latter.

This bill would impose upon the states, whether they want it
or not, the preference of multinational taxpayers.

The arms length approach pretends that the 200-plus subsidiaries
of a Mobil are independent businesses, separate mom-and-pop stores
scattered throughout the globe. Under this approach, tax officials
must work their way through the spaghetti bowl of transactions
among these subsidiaries, second-guess the prices and terms, and
so adjust the company's accounting to what it theoretically would
hate been if its parts were really independent corporations.

It is understandable why many corporate taxpayers prefer this
method. It creates plently of complexity, plenty of accounting
underbrush in which they can bury their income.

It is understandable why many corporate tax lawyers prefer this
method. It creates plenty of work for tax lawyers, rearranging a
company's corporate structure and accounting procedures to keep a
step ahead of the IRS and state tax administrators. -

It is understandable why many bureaucrats prefer this method.
Disentangling the spaghetti bowl of transactions means lots of work
for them.

None of these, however, are reasons for the US Congress to
enshrine the antiquated arms length method into national policy,
nor to impose it upon thestates. Instead, Congress should be
asking the IRS why it persists in using this anachronism.

Consider the following:

0 The IRS's own study* on 1973 found that the arms
length method didn't work 40% of the time. In many of these
cases, the IRS had to resort to variations of the unitary
method.

*US Treasury Department, "Summary of International Cases Involving Section
482 of the Internal Revenue Code", January 8, 1973.
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0 A recent study* published in the Journal of Taxation found
that double taxation of corporate income resulted in 52% of
the cases in which the IRS employed the arms length method.

* This same study found that 59% of the corporations studied
admitted that they didn't treat their subsidiaries as separate
independent businesses, even though the arms length method
pretends that they do.

* Lealding corporate managers publicly proclaim that they
treat their foreign and US operations as part of a single, or
"unitary" business:

David Rockefeller wrote in the Christian Science Monitor (March 20,
1980) that the task of the corporate executive is to "view his company's
overseas and domestic interests as. integrated parts of an overall
management pattern."

"For business purposes the boundaries that separate one nation from
another are no more real than the equator", the President of the IBM World
Trade Corporation told the authors of the book Global Reach.

The alternative to the arms length method is the co-called
"unitary" method. This method treats the multinational corporation
as what David Rockefeller and other managers say it is, a unified
entity, an organism. Instead of picking through the viscera of this
corporate organism, as the arms length method requires, it uses a
formula to apportion the corporation's income among the states and
nations in which the company operates.

Thus, if one one-hundredth of a company's property, payroll
and sales are located in California, then California can tax one one-
hundredth of the company's income.

What is so terrible about that?

Nothing is so terrible about that. The Supreme Court continually
has upheld this unitary, or formula, method as a perfectly reasonable
way for the states to do a very difficult job, without enlisting
every third person in the state as a tax auditor. Legal commentators
increasingly are urging it upon the IRS.

The unitary approach "has sufficient theoretical appeal that it
deserves serious consideration as a formalized alternative to current
practice", the Harvard Law Review** concluded severa) years ago after
an exhaustive comparison of the two approaches.

For years and years, states have been using the formula, or
unitary, method to apportion corporate income among themselves.

*Burns, Jane 0., "How IRS Applies the Intercompany Pricing Rules of Section 482:
A Corporate Survey", The Journal of Taxatior, May 1980

*""Multinational Corporations and Income Allocations Under Section 482 of the
Internal Revenue Code", 89 Harvard Law Review 1202, at 1238 (1976)
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Hardly anyone argues any more that the states should not do so.

IF THE UNITARY METHOD IS THE BEST WAY TO DISTINGUIGH A COR-
PORATION'S OREGON INCOME FROM ITS MONTANA INCOME, THEN WHY SHOULD
IT NOT BE USED TO DISTINGUISH THE SAME CORPORATION'S OREGON INCOME
FROM ITS CANADIAN INCOME?

What do the proponents of the pending bills say?

0 They say that the unitary method taxes "foreign income".
But as stated earlier, that is just semantics. The unitary
method is a tool for distinguishing US from foreign income.

If the unitary method taxes "foreign income", then why
do many companies choose to use it on their own?

The Caterpillar Corporation currently is in the Illinois
Supreme Court trying to force the State of Illinois to let it
report its income on a unitary basis. A long list of corpo-
ration-gincluding Zenith, McDonalds, Marshall Field & Company
and Continental Illinois Bank, have filed an Amici Curiae
brief supporting Caterpillar. The summary of arguments from
this Amici Curiae brief appear on the following pages.

We couldn't have put it better ourselves.

And if the unitary method taxes "foreign income", why
did Exxon take out full page advertisements throughout the
state of Alaska applauding this method, when the Alaska
Legislature was considering changes in it?

& Proponents of the proposed bills say that the unitary
method is complex. But compared to what? The arms length
method involves probably the most Herculean accounting tasks
known on earth. Some taxpayers like this complexity because
it enablesthem to cover their tracks-This is why they don't
call it complexity.

The unitary method reduces complexity and bureaucracy,
both public and private, by substituting a simplified formula
approach for the prodigious accounting adjustments necessary
under the arms length method.

0 Proponents of these bills say the unitary method causes
"double taxation" of corporate income. Yet it is the arms
length method that gives rise to double taxation in 52% of
the cases in which it has been applied, according to the study
cited on page six.

We have yet to see an empirical study of corporate tax
returns that would document claims that the unitary method causes
"double taxation" any more than does the arms length method.
All we get are allegations and anecdotes.
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2

ARGUMENT

-" - I.

COMBINED REPORTING IS REQUIRED TO FAIRLY
APPORTION INCOME OF A UNITARY BUSINESS

A. Apportionment on Separate Basis Cannot De Policed

Internal Revenue Code Section 482, 26 U. S. C. § 482.

Keesling, A (Current Look at the Combined Report
and Uniformity in Allocation Practices, 42 J. Tax-
ation 106 (1975).

B. Unitary Method Essential for Fair Allocation of
Profits and Losses

Edison California Stores, Inc. v. McColgan, 183 P. 2d
16 (Cal. 1947).

Butler Brothers v. McColgaw, 315 U. S. 501 (1942).
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COMBINED REPORTING APPROPRIATELY
STRESSES SUBSTANCE OVER FORM

Edison California Stores, Inc. v. McColgan, 183 P. 2d
16 (Cal. 1947).

Coca-Cola-Company v. Department of Revenue, 533
P. 2d 788 (Ore. 1974).

Montana Department of Revenue v. American Smelt-
ing & Refining Company, 567 P. 2d 901 (Mont.
1977).

Keesling, A Current Look at the Combined Report
and Uniformity in Allocation Practices, 42 J. Tax-
ation 106 (1975).

Mobil Oil Corp. V. Commissioner of Taxes, 48 U. S.
L.W. 4306 (March 19, 1980).

I
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0 Proponents of these bills say the unitary method has
"flaws". But the method's critics compare it to a hypo-
thetical ideal, instead of to the actual-world alternative
which is the arms length method.

Measured against perfection, the unitary method indeed
does have flaws. Any formula is an approximation at best.
Currencies and accounting practices which vary from country
to country can be a problem. But the arms length method
suffers from these same defects and more besides.

The states will make progess on these points, if they
are allowed to. Measured against the actual-world alternative,
the arms length method,-the unitary method comes-off very
well indeed. •

* Propdnents of these bills say the states should depend
on the IRS for enforcement in this area. But the IRS is up
to its ears in work already. It has more than it can handle.
Audit coverage has been dropping. Some states have asked for
IRS help in the past. They have gotten little in return.

Besides, the virtue of the Federal system is that it
offers the Federal government the opportunity to observe and
learn from practices p oneered by the states. Justice Brandeis
called the states "the laboratories of democracy". Most of
the major policy innovations in this century have originated
in the states...

Is it really so unthinkable to the Federal government
that the states may have hit upon a better way of doing some-
thing?

Law- Professor- Richard -Pomp, -a tax consultant- to developing
and third world nations, has written that:

-(T)he arm's length method, though adequate to cope with business
practices of the past, is inadequate to deal with increasingly sophis-
ticated multinational corporate structures and business practices.
.... lt g bein-the mother of invention,- it is quite possible that the-
states, not having the manpower to implement an arms-length standard,
have developed a far more appropriate tool for dealing with the
multinationals."*

*Letter from Professor Richard D. Pomp to Senator Frank Church, June 22, 1978,
reprinted in Tax Notes Magazine, June 16, 1980, at 892.

f
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We see these additional advantages in the unitary method:

0 It makes tax liability depend on the substance of
business activity, rather than on the vagaries of the
legal forms and corporate shells which lawyers concoct.
It thus discourages the diversion of corporate resources
into expensive and nonproductive legal gymnastics. It
encourages putting these resources to work in productive
plant and equipment instead.

* It washes out transfer pricing, tax havens and other
avoidance techniques which tend to shift the state tax
burden onto working people, farmers and small business.
We do not believe that such people should be forced to pay
for more tax breaks for giant multinational corporations.

* It is simpler to administer. This eliminates waste-
ful bureaucracy, enables public employees to do the jobs
for which they are hired and frees up resources for other
pressing public business.

* It puts multinational corporations on more equal
footingat tax time, with in-state businesses with which
they compete.

Mr. Chairman, the underlying issue is whether multinational
corporations will be allowed to use arcane accounting devices to
put themselves beyond the law. It is whether they will be able
through such devices to shift the tax burden onto small businesses,
farmers and working people. It is whether they will be able to
tie up huge tax enforcement bureaucracies in accounting red tape,
when there is other pressing public business to attend to. It is
whether. our..tax-enforcement policies will contain a built-in
advantage for oil companies which drill abroad instead of here at
home a)t for companies which build their factories abroad, instead
of here in the United States.

The-present bills, S.983 and S.1688, would be steps backwards
on all of thaw. points.

III A Solution

The problem with these bills is that they do not address the
problem. Instead, they use the problem as an opportunity to enact
sweeping tax advantages for foreign-investing multinational corpo-
rations.

The problem is that the tax systems of different jurisdictions --
states and nations -- often do not mesh. Frequently, this means
that substantial corporate income falls through the cracks. of the

r
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underlaps and is reported and taxed nowhere. Sometimes it means
that overlapping tax systems can subject what is arguably the same
income to more than one tax.

This bill purports to address the overlaps. But it does not
do so. Instead, it bars the states from using what could become
the most effective tool for preventing overlaps (and underlaps as
well). And it bars the states from taxing certain dividends
altogether.

The bills, in effect, purport to eliminate traffic accidents
at crosswalks by prohibiting pedestrians from crossing the street.

The bills would not-prevent ta. overlaps. As mentioned above,
a recent study shows that overlaps occur more often than not
under the arms length method, upon which these bills would force
the states to rely.

Overlaps can occur under any enforcement method. Thus, it is
not methods, but overlaps, whi-cWCongress should address. At the
same time, it should address the underlaps as well.

As for the latter, major corporations should be required to
provide, on their Federal income tax returns, a fifty-state break-
down of thqir property, payroll and sales. They already provide
such a breakdwon for the forty-odd states which levy a corporate
income tax, so little extra paperwork would be involved. Gathering
this data in one central place wduld enable enforcement officials
to determine when corporate taxpayers were playing shell games with
their income. It would also provide a basis from which allegations
of overlapping taxes could be reconciled.

As for overlaps, the need is for a dispute-solving mechanism
to investigate claims of multiple taxation and arbitrate the claims
of the parties involved. Such a mechanism would provide a remedy
for multiple taxations when it actual occurs without requiring
the states to grant wholesale tax giveaways which shift more of the
tax burden onto people who are pressed to the wall already.

I,
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STATEMENT OF THEODORE W. de LOOZE
Chief Tax Counsel

Oregon Department of Justice

My name is Theodore W. do Looze, and I serve as Chief Counsel

for the Tax Division of the Oregon Department of Justice, which

represents the Oregon Department of Revenue in tax matters. I

appear today, as I appeared on December 20, 1978 at the time of

the hearing on the Interstate Taxation Bill of 1977 (S. 2173) in

opposition to S. 983. Oregon joins with the statement of the

Multistate Tax Commission, made by William D. Dexter, General

Counsel for the Multistate Tax Commission, in its opposition to

this bill.

Basically, Oregon's interest lies in Title III and Title IV

ofthe bills dealing with net income taxes and jurisdiction of

federal courts. The provisions of Title III appear to be the

same as Title III in S. 2173. For the record, I wish to refer

to my remarks, both in the form of a prepared statement and an

oral presentation made by me on December 20, 1978, which appear

beginning at page 438 of the printed hearings before the Committee

on the Judiciary on S. 2173. I request that those remarks be

incorporated into this record by my reference thereto.

SUMMARY

Oregon opposes S. 983 for at least the following reasons:

1. While S. 983 obstensibly sets up some guidelines, the

bill does so at the cost to the states/ of exempting large amounts

of income.

2. S. 983 takes a significant step backwards towards destroy-

ing the unitary or combination method of reporting.

3. S. 983 discriminates against intrastate and domestic busi-

nesses which fully account for their income.
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4. S. 983 will reduce state revenues, including that of Oregon.

5. S. 983 will create a hardship upon Oregon in allowing cases

to be heard in the United States Court of Claims, unless that court

is a traveling court.

FULL ACCOUNTABILITY VERSUS EXEMPTION OF TAXABLE INCOME

Oregon's position on this bill, as well as on S. 1688 is that

Oregon should be free to determine under federal and Oregon con-

stitutional standards that portion of a corporation's total net

income attributable to the corporation's activities in Oregon,

and then to give such preferential treatment ae Oregon determines

is proper under its tax policy.

To accomplish this, Oregon is firmly behind the use of the

unitary or combination method of reporting and opposes any gross

exemption of income such as is represented by this bill. What

this bill says to the states is-that the federal government has

a perfect right to determine state fiscal policy and to exempt

any amounts of otherwise constitutionally taxable income.

Oregon and other states consistently have asserted before

various congressional committees over the last several decades

that the business world should be fully accountable as to report-

ing their income. Simply stated, this means that state taxing

methods must provide for the determination of the total income of

the economic unit, whether domestic or international in scope.

Next, that the rules as to jurisdiction and assignment of income

must coincide. In other words, if under the United States Supreme

Court tests, there are not sufficient privileges, opportunities

I
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and benefits enjoyed by a taxpayer in a state or country to war-

rant the assertion of taxing jurisdiction, then the attribution

of income rules should provide no taxable income assignable to

that jurisdiction. If there is jurisdiction to tax, income is

assigned accordingly, as the apportionment formula dictates, re-

gardless of whether the jurisdiction determines to tax such in-

come. Where there are activities that take place in a state that

has.no jurisdiction to tax, the formula may either eliminate the

activity from both the denominator and numerator of the appropriate

apportionment factor, or use a throwback rule, such as is used in

the Uniform Division of Income for Tax Purposes Act.

To the extent that S. 983 does not meet the criteria set out

above, it fails to provide the kind of uniformity and account-

ability which Oregon will continue to insist upon in/ any federal

legislation that might be proposed or enacted.

Section 301.

Section 301 sets an upper limit on the amount of a corpo-

ration's income that may be taxable by a state, except for ex-

cluded corporations. It provides for the apportionment of a

corporation's "base", which is the net income subject to appor-

tionment under the laws of the taxing state, except as limited

by sections 301 or 302. To the apportionable income is added

allocable income. In effect, then, section 302 and the rest of

the title must be examined to see what the limitations are on the

amount of income that comes within the taxing authority of a

state.

S$-$n, ni - 80 - 37 (Pt.1)
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Section 302.

This section hits hard at Orbgon, especially When combined

with section 303. It first assigns to the commercial domicile

domestic dividends from payor corporations owned by less than 50

percent. Oregon believes that the general rule of law now sup-

ported by the United States Supreme Court decisions is that the

state of commercial domicile has no general, overall and ex-

olusive claim to tax dividends. If a corporation is engaged in

interstate commerce, whether commercially domiciled in Oregon or

elsewhere, and that dividend income is business income under the

Uniform Division of Income for Tax Purposes Act, Oregon includes

the dividends in the apportionable tax base and divides it with

the other states. Oregon is not a heavily "commercial domicile"

states Oregon would lose revenue under this provision. Further-

more, Oregon believes that this provision is not fair and-that

the commercial domicile rule should be abandoned. It does not

fairly reflect the business activities that give rise to the in-

come.

The second provision in section 302 is an outright exemption

of dividends received by corporations owning 50 percent or more

of the payor corporation. This-means for all practical purposes

the creation of subsidiaries in order to create dividend income.

Neither the dividends, whether domestic or foreign, would be tax-

able. In addition, section 302 provides that no foreign source

income of the dividend paying corporation is apportionable or

allocable to any state. This would preclude both a combination
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method of including foreign source income in the epportionable

tax base, and the apportionment method used by Vermont in the

recent Mobil Oil Company case, where apportionment was upheld by

the United States Supreme Court.

Section 303.

Section 303(a) uses *combination" and "consolidation" inter-

changeably. There are differences, and for the most part, states

are constitutionally required to use combination where they do not

have jurisdiction over all the affiliated corporations. in Con-

solidations all of the affiliated corporations are treated as one

taxpayer, Which is alright for federal jurisdiction, but not for

state jurisdictional rules.

Section 303(b) would knock out Oregon practice of including

in the combined group a corporation, Whether domestic or foreign,

where substantially all of the income of the affiliated corporation

is derived from sources without the United States. This would

include the so-called 080-200 corporations.

It would also preclude Oregon from combining "excluded cor-

porations" even though they might be very, very unitary in their

operations. For example, the telephone companies come within this

exclusion. Also, where a corporation is required to have a trans-

portation subsidiary which is basically a part of their overall

unitary operation, the subsidiary could not be combined. Like-

wise, where a retail sales corporation or corporations have created

a finance subsidiary for the purpose of making more favorable

borrowing of money, all of which is used in the unitary business,

IJ

/
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such a subsidiary could not be combined.

All of these provisions simply allow the corporations to set

up their business practices in such a way as to shelter large

amounts of income. Not to be forgotten is the bill's definition

of "foreign source income', which goes far beyond other bills in

including all types of "passive" income in addition to dividend

income.

Section 302 thus exempts from income taxation all income from

intangible properties which constitute dividends from corporations

in which the taxpayer owns 50 percent or more of the voting stock

and any dividends attributable to "foreign sources" under sections

861, 862 and 863 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954. Likewise,

it exempts interest derived from sources outside the United States

as determined under the Internal Revenue Code and other income

from intangible properties and the sale of tangible or intangible

properties located outside the United States.

Section 303 strikes what ultimately might be a death blow at

the combination method in excluding corporations whose income is

substantially derived from sources without the United States.

This will easily lead to the charge of discrimination by corpo-

rations otherwise fully combinable. It is doubtful that even

the United States Congress-sould make suci a distinction stick

in the face of a constitutional attack.

The provision in subsection (c) of section 303 allowing com-

bination or consolidation on a basis acceptable to both the'state

and the taxpaying corporation gives the corporation the best of
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all possible worlds. -The committee should be aware that in the

Illinois Supreme Court, Caterpillar Tractor Company is asserting

worldwide co bination as its statutory right under the Illinois

tax laws. This is another possible situation where discrimina-

tion could be claimed. Certainly it create another avenue of

nonuniformity.

EXAMPLES OF INCOME DIVERSION

In at least two cases, there are outstanding examples of how

a company computes taxable income in such a way as to preclude

attribution to a sta$e. In the Mobil Oil Corporation v. Commis-

*ton of Taxes of Vermonts decided March 19, 1980, and in ASARCO

v. Montana Dept. of Rev., 567 P2d 901 (1977) the technique was

the same. Both states required-the reporting of federal taxable

income. The extent to which this included foreign source dividends

is not shown, but presumably they would include dividends only to

the extent taxable under the United States Internal Revenue Code.

It certainly included the deduction of all expenses. From this,

the companies subtracted so-called "nonapportionable income"

which included dividends, interest and foreign taxes. Because

this figure, a gross figure, is subtracted from a not figure, for

some years the result was that there was no income attributable

to activities in the state. (See Appendix A) In the Montana

case, the subtracted income was added back and apportioned by an

apportionment formult which, in effect apportioned away from

Montana income attributable to other jurisdictions. (See Appendix

B) %In the Vermont case, the original calculations are shown in
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Appendix C. After the add-back, -the apportionment formula still

apportioned away from Vermont income attributable to other juris-

dictions. In each case the amount of income taxable changed sub-

stantially. Vermont and Montana activities were treated exactly

the same as out of state activities under the states' methods.

FEDERAL POLICY V. STATE POLICY
AND

THE CONSTITUTIONAL QUESTION

The fact that the federal government exempts income is not

sufficient reason to require that the states must follow suit.

If it is federal policy to encourage comnrce by exempting income,

let the federal tax laws provide the exemption. Congress should

not pay for implementation of federal policy by limiting state

taxing jurisdiction. If a state imposes an otherwise consti-

tutionally valid tax, one which complies with the Commerce Clause

and with the Fourteenth Amendment, to cite the most frequently

alleged grounds for invalidity, there is still no clear and con-

cise authority by any court, including the United States Supreme

Court, that a state may not impose that tax under the powers re-

served to it by the Tenth Amendment of the Constitution of the

United States. The United States Supreme Court itself has state

that, in the case of the corporation income tax, the tax is im-

posed after commerce has come to rest.

JURISDICTION OF FEDERAL COURTS

Section 401 gives the Court of Claims jurisdiction to review

de novo any issues relating to a dispute arising under the bill

or under Public Law 86-272 as amended. Petitions may be made
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within 90 days of the decision of a state administrative body

from which the only appeal is to a court. The findings of fact

by the state administrative body are to be considered with other

evidence of the facts.

In Oregon, the Department of Revenue holds administrative

hearings which do not create a formal record. The taxpayer appeals

from the Department of Revenue order to the Oregon Tax Court. Nore

he receives a de novo review with a full trial of all the facts

and argument of questions of law. A decision of the Department

of Revenue is not binding on the Tax Court. The Tax Court is

unique in that it tries solely tax questions. Nothing would be

gained by the provisions of Title IV giving jurisdiction to fed-

eral courts.

In addition, there is no indication that the court would be

a traveling court coming to Oregon or the Pacific Northwest to

hear cases. It would be a financial and time consuming burden

upon the State of Oregon to have to go to the Court of Claims to

try its cases concerned with apportionment and allocation of

multistate and multinational corporations.

CONCLUSION

S. 983 has no appeal to.Oregon. It virtually ignores the

testimony of the states previously hold on S. 2173. It serves

only to create exemption and reduce uniformity of taxation. It

throws the taxation of income on the state level into the Internal

Revenue Code with all of its varied and changing provisions as to

what constitutes foreign source income, what constitutes dividends,
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and what corporations may be consolidated. The bill can do nothing

but create arbitrary rules of taxation which discriminate against

those corporations and citizens who.are required to report their

full taxable income for attribution to states having taxing jur-

isdiction. It results in multistate and multinational corporations

not paying their fair share of state income taxes. It increases

state administrative costs and does not relieve multistate and

multinational corporations from compliance burdens. It will cost

Oregon tax revenues of at least 25 to 30 million dollara a year.

The bill should be tabled.
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APPE3DZX A
Apportionable income (or loss)was apportioned to ontana

by a three-factor formula to determine the percentage attributable

to Montana sources:

Federal Taxable Income
Nonbusiness Income .Deducted

Apportionable Income

1967

$60,527,768"
45,169,221

$15,358,547
Montana percentage (1.7674) x $15,3S8,547 = $
Income from Montana securities allocated
-to Montana

Net Income from Montana Sources

1968

Federal taxable income
Nonbusiness income deducted
Apportionable loss
Loss apportioned to Montana
Income from Montana securities
allocated to Montana

Net income from Montana sources

1969

Federal taxable income
Nonbusiness income deducted
Apportionable income
Income apportioned to Montana
Income from Montana securities
allocated to Montana

.Net income from Montana sources

1970

Federal- taxable income
Nonbusiness income deducted
Apportionable loss
Loss apportioned to Montana
Income from Montana securities
allocated to Montana

.Net loss. fro Montana sources

$ 62,531,929
62,548,620'(16,691)

(307)

..... . 7 ,288$ 6,931

$ 92,480,392
76,869,974
15,610408

302,982
_ 3,0.82

$ 3060054

$115,219,427
115,584,872

(365,445)
(7,324)

4v903

271,447

6,385

(1.8367%)

(1.94091)

(2.0042)
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APPENDIX D

The bulk of the tax effect of the Depattmnt'S

action is in adding back into apportionable income that income

determined by the Department to be business income and

apportionable under its 1967 regulat ions. Figures for each ofi

the years are as follows:

1967

Reported income.
Adding back business income.
Combined reporting only.
Adding back business income
and combining.

1968

Reported income.
Adding back business income.
Combined reporting only.
Adding back business income
and combining.

1969

Reported income.
Adding back business income.
Combined reporting only.
Adding back business income
and combining.

1970

Reported income,.
Adding back business income.
Combined reporting only.
Adding back business income
and combining.

$ 277,832
1,029,035

265,563

972,092

6,981
1,176,823

120,093

1,125,987

306,064
1,885,233

346,702

1,827,489

(2,421)
2,381,685
(125,322)

2,280,491

1.
2.
3.
4.

1.
2.
3.
4.

1.
2.
3.
4.

1.
2.
3.
4.
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AIIPNDZX C

Appellutas ord eslullou for tb yan In qua. wer as

Year 1970
Fedal Taxabl Inome

Noupportiomab4e Inca
DWrisuds $174,211903ADTI et 1oA2o,79J1

Foeip Tae 12,221,476A
Tota

Net Isom A&e" to Vermont
Total Vermont Tax

Year 1071
Fede" Txb Income

Nonapportionabie Iceo.
Dift&m 8=,817,oo"
itonesg 283MJT*8

Forsig Turn 34e60,5e7
Total \

Apportiosble
Not ime Moea to Vermout
Tota Vemot Tax (MM-M W)

YeIr 172
FedoW Tabe Tacm

Nocapportionab Income

Inmest
oragn Taxes

Total
Appotoal In,,me
Net Inwm Agocable to Vermont
Total V rmat Tax (minimum tax)
App. 37t 34; 51, 48; 66, 82.

$280M3,4003
3,,080

38M"024.40

SS08,9246SM,~U4

30,361.11
8$11.67

330,006,41033
(821,82,40.91)

0.00
2,5.00

SO3MU2,72827

SM.278WI.37
($89X03,13320)

0.00
$26.00
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Senator BYRD. We have one final panel, Mr. Robert L. McNeill,
executive vice chairman, Emergency Committee for American
Trade; Mr. Albert R. Doyle, chairman, Tax Committee of the Na-
tional Foreign Trade Council, Inc.; Mr. Sadami Wada, assistant
vice president, Sony Corp. of America; Mr. Roger Kirk, vice chair-
man of the board, Brown & Williamson Tobacco Co., and Mr.
Reuben L. Johnson, director of legislative services, National Farm-
ers Union.

Who are we missing?
Mr. Johnson is not here, but he has a statement which, without

objection, will be printed in the record.
Gentlemen, you may proceed as you desire.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT L. McNEILL, EXECUTIVE VICE
CHAIRMAN, EMERGENCY COMMITTEE FOR AMERICAN TRADE
Mr. MCNEILL. Mr. Chairman, I am Robert L. McNeill, executive

vice chairman of the Emergency Committee for American Trade.
I am pleased to be here today to testify in support of S. 1688.
ECAT is an organization of 64 U.S. companies with extensive

international business operations. In 1979, worldwide sales by the
companies that I represent totaled about $450 billion, and they
employed approximately 5 million people.

Mr. Chairman, all of the comments that I have today have been
made by earlier witnesses, and I will not take your time or the
time of the committee to repeat them. I would appreciate my
statement being incorporated in the record.

Senator BYRD. It will be received and incorporated.
Mr. MCNEILL. If I may, I would just like to read to you the final

paragraph of my formal statement. What it is is a quote from a
gentleman, Allen R. Short, who is director of the tax policy branch
of the Canadian Department of Finance. He made the following
remarks about the unitary tax system at a lecture at Fordham
University in 1976. I would simply like to read his quote:

I am going to play devil's advocate, a role that I enjoy, and start off with the
position that I feel badly that the unitary system has had such rough treatment.
Therefore, I would like to find some way to defend and support it. I would like to
give it a conditional blessing with several it's.

If the tax system of all countries in the world were identical, if the tax accounting
practices did not differ, if everybody could agree on the principles of amalgamation,
if everybody could agree as to what a unitary business was, if it was not necessary
to determine the nature or quality of the income for tax purposes, i.e., whether it
was a manufacturing resource profit, an export profit, or royalty, if countries could
agree on exactly the same formula for allocating income, if the price of labor and
the cost of capital were identical in all countries, if we had a single monetary unit
in the world, if there were no minority interests in any subsidiary companies within
a group, if the existing scheme did not work, and if the unitary system was not
inestimably arbitrary, I would support it.

I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BYRD. Thank you, Mr. McNeill.
You summed up your case in very few words and rather to the

point. Thank you.
Mr. Doyle?

STATEMENT OF ALBERT R. DOYLE, CHAIRMAN, TAX COM-
MITTEE OF THE NATIONAL FOREIGN TRADE COUNCIL, INC.
Mr. DOYLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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My name is Albert Doyle. I am chairman of the tax committee of
the National Foreign Trade Council, which is a nonprofit organiza-
tion whose membership comprises a broad cross-section of over 600
U.S. companies with highly diversified interests in all aspects of
international trade.

I am appearing here on behalf of the council, and I welcome this
opportunity to comment on S. 1688 and S. 983.

The two bills before the subcommittee, although different in
.scope, address an issue which has been before the Congress, and
which the U.S. Supreme CourtJhas on several occasions referred to
Congress for legislative consideration.

Although the National Foreign Trade Council recognizes the
need for Federal legislation in regard to many issues involved in
State taxation of interstate and foreign commerce, and supports
the enactment of S. 983, because of the specific interests of the
council in foreign trade and investment, our comments will focus
on the more narrow issue of State taxation of foreign source
income in S. 1688.

Mr. Chairman, in our view, some States have taken an unreason-
able position on taxing foreign source income of both foreign-owned
and U.S. businesses. Recent court decisions indicate that the courts
are reluctant to enter this area, and we believe that Congress must
act.

Some constitutional arguments have been rejected by the courts;
as has been mentioned by the previous speaker. We believe that
the issue here is the propriety and wisdom of the present system.

We support both parts of S. 1688, that is, the limitation of State
taxation of foreign income to that taxable under the U.S. Internal
Revenue Code, and second, the taxation of foreign source dividends
only to the extent that the dividends are taxed by the Federal
Government.

This legislation would not be removing a long standing or preva-
lent method of State taxation. Some of the comments I have heard
today would indicate that we are undermining the States' abilities
to collect revenues. We don't see it that way at all. This is a
comparatively recent phenomenon, and has been used in only a
few States, most notably, as you have heard, Mr. Chairman, in
California.

The enactment of this bill would not affect the unitary method of
taxation employed by States that include income from domestic
operations, but do not include income from operations of foreign
affiliates in the State combination. Many States do this.

Also, we don't see this as a States' rights issue. We don't believe
the enactment of this legislation would affect the legitimate rights
of the States to impose taxes. We are opposed to overreaching.

Also, I heard a comment earlier about companies who allegedly
take the position that they shouldn't pay any State taxes. I am not
aware of any such companies. It is possible that under some State
laws some companies in fact pay no taxes or are subject to relative-
ly low tax burdens, but I don't know of anybody who is advocating
that companies should not pay State taxes.

Mr. Chairman, we have offered a written comment for the
record, and with your permission I would like to submit it.

Senator BYRD. It will be received.
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Mr. DOYLE. If I might go on, I would just like to comment on
something that I heard earlier.

Secretary Lubick, to my surprise, in opposing the dividend por-
tion of this bill, described the difficulties of the Treasury in han-
dling it. He used terms like "horrendous complexity" and "mind-
boggling provisions."

Now, I have been involved in Federal taxation, and I well agree
that many provisions of our tax law are indeed mind-boggling, but
we do not see the dividend provisions of this bill in that category.
We think that they are relatively straightforward, and would look
forward with interest to seeing the Treasury's explanation of why
they have difficulty in handling this particular subject.

Senator BYRD. I have found that the Treasury has difficulty in
handling any matter to which they are opposed, but they have no
difficulty in handling matters as complicated as carryover basis,
which no one else can understand. [General laughter.]

Mr. DOYLE. I certainly agree with that, Mr. Chairman.
In conclusion, although it is obvious that a total resolution of the

many issues of State taxation of interstate and international busi-
ness will not be attained unless legislation similar to S. 983 is
enacted, the enactment of S. 1688 could provide a helpful first step
toward resolution of this overall problem.

Mr. Chairman, thank you for this opportunity to present the
views of the National Foreign Trade Council on this important
legislation.

Senator BYRD. Thank you, Mr. Doyle.
The next witness.

STATEMENT OF SADAMI (CHRIS) WADA, ASSISTANT VICE
PRESIDENT, SONY CORP. OF AMERICA

Mr. WADA. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, Sony
Corp. of America appreciates the opportunity to speak in support of
S. 1688. My name is Sadami Wada, assistant vice president of Sony
Corp. of America.

Sony finds it very difficult to understand why we have to be
penalized for having invested in manufacturing color televisions in
California. Sony has over 4,400 employees throughout the country;
1,600 are engaged in manufacturing color televisions in San Diego,
Calif., and 1,200 in manufacturing magnetic tape iflDothan, Ala.
We replaced imports with U.S.-made Sony products.

Further, we have planned to export in excess of $100 million in
U.S.-made Sony products in this fiscal year.

Contrary to some of the anticipations by friends, we proved
excellent productivity, and we have enjoyed reliable quality. Innu-
merable American companies came to visit San Diego, discussing
with us how to achieve this excellent productivity and reliable
quality in California.

Now, we believe we have encouraged many other Japanese to
invest in the United States, not to be afraid or concerned with U.S.
labor. With a Sony product, you don't have to worry whether they
were made on Monday or Friday. They are consistently reliable.
But Sony has been penalized in California for having contributed
to job opportunities, economic growth, and greater tax basis.
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The famous Jones report by the task force of the Ways and
Means Committee of the House reports Japan can invest in U.S.
production facilities, thus returning capital and jobs to America. It
further reports:

We repeat our belief that the need to find a solution to these trade problems is
urgent. We hope that Japan will take additional steps as soon as possible to reduce
its trade barriers and increase its investment in the United States.

This is a famous Jones' report, almost every Japanese bureaucrat
has read this, either in Japanese translation or the original Eng-
lish.

Your Ambassador, Mike Mansfield, also many times urged Japan
to invest in the United States. But currently, once we invest, like
in California, or as in California, we can be hit by worldwide
unitary tax. Your Congress urges the Japanese autos to invest in
the United States. There is no guarantee that they won't be hit by
worldwide unitary tax.

The California State Legislature has shown their wisdom by
introducing AB525, which would stop the unitary tax. This has
earned 93 ayes against only 17 noes. This legislature further finds
that,
the inclusion of foreign income in determining the tax liability of foreign economic
interests wishing to invest in California has frequently resulted in unfair taxation
of foreign based taxpayers, and consequently acted as an impairment to investment
and hindered the creation of new opportunities for employment and diversification
of the economic base of this state.

I would very much hope that S. 1688 will be passed so that we
would have no fear of being hit by worldwide unitary tax.

Thank you very much.
Senator BYRD. Thank you, Mr. Wada.
In how many States does Sony have plants?
Mr. WADA. Plants are only in California and the State of Ala-

bama. California,-.1972, and in order not to get burnt again, we
selected the State of Alabama, and we have been trying to balance,
until the Governor signs this bill.

Senator BYRD. Did you take a look at the State of Virginia?
[General laughter.]

Mr. WADA. I wish we had done that, sir. [General laughter.]
Governor Wallace was calling us from Alabama, and he said he

will send a jet and pick us up and so forth. We were almost going
to go into Tallahassee, Fla., and Congressman Gibbons from Flor-
ida, who was in the Ways and Means Committee hearing, he said,
why did you not come to Tallahassee? But Governor Wallace some-
how had a hand over the rest. But we would like to expand invest-
ing and encourage others as well.

Senator BYRD. Virginia has a color television plant at the city of
Suffolk.

Mr. WADA. Yes.
Senator BYRD. Thank you, sir.
Mr. WADA. Thank you.
Senator BYRD. The next witness is. Mr. Roger Kirk, vice chair-

man of the board, Brown & Williamson Tobacco Co., a company
which does have a plant in Virginia.

Mr. KIRK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Senator BYRD. A very fine plant, I might say, with very fine
employees, many of whom I know personally. We are glad to have
you, Mr. Kirk.

STATEMENT OF ROGER KIRK, VICE CHAIRMAN OF THE
BOARD, BROWN & WILLIAMSON TOBACCO CO.

Mr. KIRK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is a pleasure to be here
and to have been invited.

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I am Roger
Kirk, vice chairman of the board of Brown & Williamson Tobacco
Corp., which manufactures tobacco products. It is a subsidiary of
BATUS, Incorporated, which is owned by BAT Industries, Ltd., a
United Kingdom Corporation.

BAT is England's third largest industrial and employs more than
250,000 persons on six continents. It is involved in five separate
and unrelated lines of business, tobacco, paper, retailing, cosmetics,
and packaging.

BAT is joined in its support of S. 1688 by 58 of England's largest
corporations having U.S. affiliates and which have invested in this
country and employ its citizens. I have been asked to forward that
group's written statement for the record which I will deliver to the
Committee on Finance staff.

Senator BYRD. Without objection, it will be received.
[The material referred to, to be submitted, follows:]

LETTER To BE SENT TO SENATOR BYRD, TYPEWRITTEN, BY ROGER KIRK,
JUNE 25, 1980

Senator HARRY F. BYRD, Jr.,
Russell Senate Office Building,
Wash ington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR BYRD: Again, let me express my appreciation for your interest and
assistance in scheduling the hearings on this legislation before the Subcommittee on
Taxation and Debt Management on June 24, 1980. The opportunity to discuss this
legislation and the need for it is most important.

In reviewing the testimony given by the opponents of the bill it seems that two
major points were raised which need clarification: (1) Senator Church, among
others, stated that the legislation would prohibit the States from using the unitary
method of accounting which the majority of States do utilize; and (2) that the
legislation would be a violation of States Rights. Both contentions are mistaken.

The majority of States use some method of formula apportionment to determine
the tax liability of the unitary operations of a single, multistate corporation. A
substantial number of States extend the concept of formula apportionment to a
controlled group of corporations when the operations and management of the group
are "unitary" in character, i.e., integrated to accomplish a single business purpose
or related business purposes. It is commonly undersi.hod that those States that apply
formula apportionment to the unitary operations of related corporations are said to
employ the "unitary method" of taxation.

California, and as explained at the hearing, to some extent Alaska, Idaho, Mon-
tana, North Dakota, and Oregon, take the unitary method one step further, too far,
in fact. They extend the application of unitary apportionment to the international
operations of foreign affiliates of United States corporations, even though those
affiliated corporations may be involved in unrelated non-unitary lines of business
and do no business in the United States, let alone the taxing State. That system has
become known as the "worldwide combined reporting system."

The Federal Government does not tax the foreign source income of a foreign
affiliate of a United States corporation until that income is repatriated, or deemed
paid back to the United States by application of Subpart F of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1954. In contrast those States which use the worldwide combined reporting
system tax currently, as earned domestically, the income of a foreign affiliate even
though that foreign affiliate does not do any business in the United States and
derives all its income outside this country.

1\
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S. 1688 would conform the State rules to the Federal rules with the very narrow
area of the time at which States tax the foreign source income of foreign affiliates.
It obviously does not have the effect ofprohibiting the use of the unitary method.

The term States' Rights was also used by the opponents and much was made of
the fact that one proponent witness had referred to the States as "political subdivi-
sions." While you were absolutely correct in pointing out that the States are not
political subdivisions of the United States, it should be explained that the reference
was to the States as political subdivisions "within" the United States, not "of', the
former being how they were described in the United States-United Kingdom Tax
Treaty for example.

What is important here is the word "United." While the States are certainly
separate and sovereign, and certainly have, as Senator Church pointed out, certain
fundamental rights, the United States must have the fundamental right in the very
narrow and limited area of taxation of international commerce to speak in one
voice. If not this country would have fifty-one different tax policies regarding
international commerce, while its allies, such as England, would have only one.

Several opposing witnesses also claimed that the Supreme Court of the United
States has in recent decisions upheld the constitutionality of the worldwide com-
bined reporting system. That is not the case. The Court has recently decided two
cases involving the unitary method of tax assessment. In the decision in Mobil Oil
Corporation v. Commissioner of Taxes of Vermont, U.S. Supreme Court, No. 78-1201,
(March 19, 1980) the Court made it clear that: "The linchpin of apportionability in
the field of state income taxation is the unitary business principle." Slip Opinion 13.

Of course, the unitary business principle requires an underlying unitary and
related business. The Court clarified that its decision did not mean that: "All
dividend income received by corporations operating in interstate commerce is neces-
sarily taxable in each state were that corporation does business. Where the business
activities of the dividend payor have nothing to do with the activities of the
recipient in the taxing state, due process considerations might well preclude appor-
tionability, because there would be no underlying unitary business." Slip Opinion
15.

It is the application of the worldwide combined reporting system to non-unitary
unrelated lines of business engaged in by affiliated corporations, which produces the
perverse and adverse results which the legislation -would eliminate. The Supreme
Court in Mobil recognized the lack of uniformity between States as to taxation of
dividends and said: "Congress in the future may see fit to enact legislation requiring
a uniform method of state taxation of foreign dividends. To date, however, it has not
done so." Slip Opinion 22-23.

The more recent decision in Exxon Corp. v. Department of Revenue of Wisconsin,
U.S. Supreme Court No. 79-509 (June 10, 1980) did not even involve foreign source
income. The Court held that States were free to apply the unitary method if a
company is a unitary business. Slip Opinion 14. It did not discuss the worldwide
combined reporting system nor its use.

The record substantiating the need for the passage of S. 1688 is overwhelming. It
should be considered on its merits without confusion. We appreciate the continued
opportunity to provide information.

Sincerely yours,
ROGER KIRK.

66-690 0 - 80 - 38 (Pt.1)
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Statement of the Unitary Tax Campaign, LTD.

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Senate Committee on Finance,

Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management Generallye we are

pleased to be able to submit written comments in support of S.

1688 on behalf of the fifty-eight United Kingdom companies

listed on the attached wExhibit One" which have formed the

Unitary Tax Campaign, Vtd. Those corporations have invested

heavily in the United States. They have affiliates in the

United States participating in American trade and employing

American citizens.

These companies are all members of corporate groups with

affiliates operating worldwide in many diverse lines of

business. They became exposed to the vagaries of the method of

corporate tax assessment that has become known as the

*worldwide combined reporting system" by virtue of having

operations in the few individual States within the United

States that use such system.

As has been explained many times in the record of the

United States-United Kingdom Income Tax Treaty, and this

legislation and its House of Representatives counterpart, H.R.

5076, most of the individual States use some apportionment

formula to determine the tax liability of the unitarX

operations of a s ngle multistate corporation. A substantial
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number of States enlarge that formula to a controlled group of

corporations when the operations and management of the group are

unitary in nature, i.e., integrated to engage in one business

or have related business purposes. That application has become

known as the *unitary method" of taxation.

A few individual States, mainly California, and Alaska,

Idaho, Montana, North Dakota, and Oregon, somewhat, carry the

unitary method one additional step. They apply unitary

apportionment to the worldwide operations of foreign affiliates

of United States corporations, even when those corporations are

Involved in non-unitary and unrelated lines of business and are

not conducting business in the taxing State, or even in the

United States. It is this unwarranted extension of the unitary

method to worldwide operations of affiliated corporations that

has become known as the "worldwide combined reporting system."

The extent of the unwarranted intrusion into international

commerce can be illustrated by examining the ProI22ed Guideline

for the Preparation of Combined Reporlts Which Include Foreign

oun.uy.2 Lraons of the California Franchise Tax Board.

While the complete text was included in the record of the

hearing on H.R. 5076, before the House Of representatives

Committee on Ways and Means on March 31, 1980, in the statement

of Arthur Andersen & Company, the following provide good
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examples of the lengths to which the dictates of California

are imposed on corporations which it forces to combine, though

they are not doing business there and are engaged elsewhere in

unrelated lines of business&

3. Adjustments will be made to the profit
and loss statement to conform it to the tax
accounting standards 1eguired under the
California Revenue and Taxation Code.

5.Business and non business income as
determined under California law will be
identified and segregated.

6. Nonbusiness income will be allocated to a
jurisdiction on the basis of the rules
provided for in the Uniform Division of
Income for Tax Purposes Act as adopted by
California. (emphasis ours)

In addition, those Guidelines require conformance of accounting

methods, inventories, and depreciation to California

specifications, though they vary from established procedures

throughout the world.

The corporations which make up the Unitary Tax Campaign

bannded together to support the United States-United Kingdom

Income Tax Treaty because in Article 9(4) the United States and

the United Kingdom agreed not to use the worldwide combined

reporting system to assess the taxation of corporations of

either country. The original Treaty would have applied that

limitation to not only the Federal Government, but the

individual States of the United States, as well.
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The Unitary Tax Campaign supported Article 914) because it

would have prevented double taxation, would have removed

obstacles to investment in'the United States and would have

served to not only retain employment there, but to

increase the number of job opportunities. Of course, that is

precisely the purpose of a tax treaty to avoid double taxation

and prevent evasion of taxes without hindering international

trade and investment.

In consideration of the Treaty by the Senate Foreign

Relations Committee, Senator Church attempted to remove the

limitation of Article 9(4) by reservation. That amendment was

defeated by a vote of ten to five. When the Senate debated the

Treaty in June, 1978, Senator Church again proposed the

reservation regarding 9(4) and the reservation was again

defeated by forty-four votes to thirty-four. In the vote by

the Senate on the Treaty, the following day, forty-nine voted

in favor, thirty-two against five votes short of the required

two-thirds majority. After .,everal days of discussions the

Treaty was ratified by a vote of eighty-two to five, with the

Church reservation included, the Treasury Department having

capitulated to gain passage of the Treaty with no further

hindrance.
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Thus when the House of Commons considered thy Treaty with

the amended Article 9(4), it was forced to do so with a major

portion of the Treaty absent. In the unamended Treaty the

Federal Government had agreed with England that it would not

use the worldwide combined reporting system, which it does not

in fact use, and the same rule would apply to the States. In

the amended Treaty, the individual States were free to use the

worldwide combined reporting system, thereby creating a

potential for fifty-one different tax policies. The House of

Commons, did, however, approve the Treaty with the confidence

that the United States Congress fully intended to examine the

adverse effects of the application of the worldwide combined

reporting system by the few individual States.

Michael Geylls, Member of the House of Commons, made that

point quite clear in his speech on the Treaty located at pages

189-190 of the February 18, 1980, Hansard, which is the

official report of the House of Commons debates&

It is crucial for business relations
between two countries as close as Britain
and the 'nited States that this matter
should be resolved. Otherwise we risk
generating friction not only between our
business enterprises but between our
countries. We explained to people in
Congress, as fellow parliamentarians, the
real problem that existed and that the
change they had made in the treaty had
created a problem for us. We appealed for
their help to try to solve it.
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It is not right for individual states
to speak with different voices on matters of
international business. we are relying on
them. Britain has the biggest investments
of any foreign country in the United
States. We are the closest of friends. I
am sure that we want to go on investing and
expanding business there. I am sure that
this also benefits the United States.

Member of the House of Commons, Roger Moate, pointed out

that it was not only England that was concerned

It is a bad international precedent for
the British Government or any other nation
to have to look to perhaps 50 states in the
United States for an understanding of the
way in which we are to conduct our
international tax affairs. That cannot be
right. I am sure that the United States
understands that this is a grossly
unsatisfactory situation.

It is a bad international precedent,
because of the damage that it could do all
world trading nations. page 194, February
18, 1980, Hansard

Since approval of the Treaty the nine governments which

make up the European Economic Community have indicated their

strong arguments against the worldwide combined reporting

system and have in correspondence to the Department of State on

March 19, 1980, urgeds

...you to support this legislation in
so far as it relates to the unitary tax
issues raised above, with a view to early
enactment.

The members of the Organization for Economic Cooperation

and Development, which include the United States, have

recognized that limitation of the worldwide combined reporting
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system Is necessary. Its Model Income Tax Convention and the

1974 Guidelirns for Tax Treaties Between Developed and

Undeveloped Countrie!, prepared under the auspices of the

United Nations-adopt the arms length method as used by the

Federal Government as the standard.

During the Senate debates, opponents of Article 9(4) and

proponents of the Church reservation raised the point that

since that provision of the Treaty would limit the States in

their application of the worldwide combined reporting system,

that problem should be addressed legislatively by both Hoqses

of Congress.

In August, 1979, S. 1688 and H.R. 5076 were introduced.

The first section of those two- bills would conform the State

rules to the Federal rules regarding the taxation oi foreign

source income so as to have uniformity on the one issue of the

time at which the foreign source income of foreign affiliates

of United States corporations is taxed. The second section of

the legislation concerns the extent to which the States may tax

dividends paid to United States parent corporations from

overseas affiliates.

Though the record as to why this legislation should be

enacted is complete and contains extensive discussion of the
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reasons support for it is so widespread in the United States

and abroad, the members of the Unitary Tax Campaign feel that

there can be no reasonable justification for a tax system which

(a) apportions income on the basis of any one or more of a

number of factors not necessarily directly related to actual

income and the expenses of the business;

(b) taxes income outside of and not in any way related to

the taxed companies' operations;

(c) uses bases and factors which can be and are varied by

- the tax authorities from year to years

(d) calls for accounts and information on a basis totally

different from any other tax system and even beyond the kind of

information readily available to an international trading

company, except at unacceptably huge additional costs;

(e) with seperate tax authorities using the same basic

method, but with different factors and definitions in their

calculations, can lead to multiple-taxation - even of

extra-territorial income;

(f) could, for example, place a U. K. company in the

impossible position of being requested to disclose classified

information on the details of its operations when the group or

part of it is involved in the defence equipment industry;

(g) is difficult to administer and is an inaccurate method

of apportioning the income of multinational business among

taxing jurisdictions;
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(h) may result in the State taxing income of the

multinational enterprise that is not derived from or

substantially related to the operation of an affiliate of the

enterprise in the taxing States

(i) to produce equitable results requires equality of

factors combined, when cases of truly unitary entities with

equal rates of profit, property, and labor, occur seldom if

ever in the context of multinational business.

The members of the Unitary Tax Campaign have substantial

investments in the United States. They employ a large number

of Americans and purchase materials and use services provided

by other American corporations. We do not only consider the

worldwide combined reporting system unfair, but also feel that

it impedes industrial investment and decreases job

opportunities as a result.

We encourage the passage of S. 1688, not to be granted some

sort of preference, which does not exist, but to avoid being

penalized for our desire to increase our investment in the

United States. It should be pointed out that investment is of

an industrial and commerical nature, and not involved in the

purchase of American farmland as some opponents have contended.

Thank you.

E. John Symons
Deputy Chairman,
BAT Industries, LTd.
on behalf of the Unitary Tax
Campaign
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"Exhibit One*

UNITARY TAX CAMPAIGNLTD. MEMBERS

Albright & Wilson Limited
I Knightsbridge Green
London SWIX 7QD

Allied Breweries Limited
Allied House
156 St. John Street
London ECI P 1AR

Babcock & Wilcox Limited
Cleveland House
St. James's Square
London SWIY 4LN

J. Bibby & Sons Limited
Richmond House
I Rumford Place
Liverpool L3 9QQ

Blackwood Hodge Limited
Hunsbury Hill Avenue
Northampton NN4 IAR

BOC International Limited
Hammersmith House
London W6 gDX

Booker McConnell Limited
99 Bishopsgate
London EC2M 3XD

The Bowater Corporation Limited
Bowater House
Knightsbridge
London SWIX 7LR

BAT Industries Limited
P.O. Box 345
Windsor House
50 Victoria Street
London SWIH ONL

Bunzl Pulp & Paper Limited
Friendly House
21/24 Chiswell Street
London ECIY 4UD

Cadbury Schweppes Limited
1-10 Connaught Place
London W2 2EX

Cape Industries Limited
114 Park Street
London WlY 4AB

Carreras Rothmans Limited
Oxford Road
Aylesbury
Bucks HP21 8SZ

Cavenham Limited
Cavenham House
Millington Road
Hayes
Middx UB3 4AY

Charterhouse Group Limited
1 Paternoster Row
St. Paul's
London EC4M 7Dh

Chloride Group Limited
52-.-rosvenor Gardens
London SWIW OAU/

Coates Brothers & Company Limited
Easton Street
London WClX ODP

Richard Costain Limited
111 Westminster Bridge Road
London SEI 7UE
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Croda International Limited
Cowick Hall
Snalth
Goole
North Humberside DN14 9AA

Dalgety Limited
10 Upper Grosvenor Street
London WlX 9PA

Davy.Corporation Limited
15 Portland Place
London WIA 4DD

The Delta Metal Co. Limited
1 Kingaway
London WC2B 6XF

EMI Limited
30 Gloucester Place
London WlA IES

Ferranti Electronics Limited
Fields New Road
Chadderton
Oldham
OL9 SNP

Foseco Hinsep Limited
36 Queen Annes Gate
London SWI

Glaxo Holdings Limited
Clarges House
6-12 Clarges Street
London WlY BDH

Guest Keen & Nettlefolds Limited
Group Head Office
P.O. Box 55
Smethwick
Warley
West Midlands B66 2RZ

The Guthrie Corporation Limited
120 Fenchurch Street
London RC3H SAA

Hansen Trust Limited
180 Brompton Road
London SW3

Harrisons & Crosfield Limited
1-4 Great Tower Street
London XC3R SAO

Hawker Siddeley Group Limited
18 St. James's Square
London SWIY 4LJ

IMI Limited
P.O. Box 216
Birmingham 86 7BA

Inveresk Group Limited
Clan House
19 Tudor Street
London EC4Y OBA

Laporte Industries (Holdings) Limited
Hanover House '
14 Hanover Square
London WIR OdE

Lead Industries Group Limited
14 Gresham Street
London EC2V ?AT

London Chamber of Commerce and Industry
64 Cannon Street
London EC4

LRC International Limited
North Circular Road
London E4 8QA
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Lucas Industries Limited
Lucas House
46 Park Street
London WlY 4DJ

J. Lyons Group of Companies
Allied House
156 St. John Street
London ECI P IAR

Mallinson Denny Limited
130/iSO Hackney Road
London E2 7QR

Metal Box Limited
Queen's House
Forbury Road
Reading
Berks RGI 3JH

The Rank Organisation
38 South Street
London WIA 4QU

Ransome Hoffmann Pollard Limited
76 Jersyn Street
London SWIY 6NU

Reckitt & Colman
P.O. Box 26
Burlington Lane
London W4 2RW

Limited

Smiths Industries Limited
Cricklewood
London NW2 6JN

Stone-Platt Industries Limited
10 Grafton Street
London WIX 3LA

Morgan Grenfell and Co. Limited
23 Great Winchester Street
London EC2P 2AX

Mothercare Limited
Cherry Tree Road
Watford
Herts WD2 5SH

Pegler Hattersley Limited
St. Catherine's Avenue
Doncaster
South Yorkshire D4 SDF

The Plessey Company Limited
Millbank Tower
London SWIP 4QP

Racal Electronics Limited
Western Road
Bracknell
Berkshire RG12 1RG

Tube Investments Limited
TI House
Five Ways
Birmingham B16 SSQ

Tate and Lyle Limited
Sugar Quay
Lower Thames Street
London EC3R 6DQ

Thorn Electrical Industries Limited
Thorn House
Upper Saint Martins Lane
London WC2H 9ED

Tozer Kemsley & Milibourn (Holdings) Limited
28 Great Tower Street
London EC3R 5DE

Transport Development Group Limited
Kingsgate House
66 Victoria Street
London SWIg 6SR

Tricentrol Limited
Capel House
Mew Broad Street
London EC2N lJS

George Wimpey & Co., Limited

Hammersmith Grove
London W6 7EN
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Statement of Peter Welch

Group Finance Director

FOSECO NINSEP, Limited

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, Foseco-Minsep,

Limited, whote headquarters are in London, England is pleased

to be able to have our remarks in support of S. 1688 included

in the June 24, 1980, hearing record.

Foseco Minsep has manufacturing and marketing companies in

over 34 countries, supplying specialized products and technical

services in all parts of the world. The lirgest single

operating subsidiary within the group is Foseco Tnc. which is

located in the State of Ohio and has operations in California.

Poseco, Inc., has been manufacturing and marketing specialized

chemical products and technical services for the U. S. steel,

foundry and non-ferrous metal industries since 1953.

Contrary to the statements of several opposing witnesses

who presented oral statements at the hearing, S. 1688 would not

limit the use of the unitary method of tax apportionment as

used by a majority of States to assess taxes of an interstate

corporation involved in a unitary business. It would limit the

application by the States of the corporate tax assessment

method which is known as the worldwide combined reporting

system. This method computes the state income or franchise

taxes of a corporation, by combining its income with that of

it's affiliates worldwide, and then, for example, applying a

three factor formula to determine taxable income within that

State. This means that the taxable income within that State 'is
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determined oii the results of affiliated corporations engaged in

business in other states or countries which do not depend upon

or contribute to the business of the corporation within the

taxing State and which may be involved in unrelated,

non-unitary lines of business.

The State of California is the leading exponent of the

worldwide combined reporting system among the small number of

States that use it. Foseco, Inc. is the only member within the

Foseco Minsep, Ltd., gr~up, which has operations within

GPalifornia. Even though our California operation is small,

California's application of th6 worldwide combined reporting

system to it provide a good example of the system's ill effects.

Foseco, Inc. is involved in only one line of business, but

when combined with other group members abroad who may have

different lines of business, its franchise tax for the years

1971-1974, was $35,000.00. If not so combined, and had it been

assessed on its own operations its taxes would have b~en

$9,500.00, a resulting overpayment of $25,500.00. In addition,

it was impossible for-Poseco to comply with the information

demands of the California Franchise Tax Board, which resulted.

in the assessment of penalties of $6,400.00. Together, the

payments have been more than four times the taxes that Foseco

should have paid on its activities in California.

Not only is the extra tax burden objectionablej it is also

an~unfair practice to the taxpaying corporation to be judged,

not only on its own line of business, but on the combination of
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different unrelated lines of business of affiliated

corporations in other countries. Additionally, because no

allowance is made for affiliated corporations which are -

combined and are publicly held, minority stockholders are

adversely effected by this unfair taxing method since they must

bear a tax burden based upon profits in which they have no

share. The entire income of such publicly held corporations is

combined with the taxed corporation, thus causing it to be

taxed on income that is not il-s own.

An example of tehe administrative burden of attempting to

comply with the worldwide combined reporting system are the

outlandish requests which often result, for detailed

information concerning the activities of affiliated

corporations abroad, engaged in unrelated types of business. A

tax-paying corporation is often forced to accept penalties

because it is not possible to comply with those requests.

For the worldwide combined reporting system to produce

equitable results equality of the factors combined is

absolutely neccessary. Obviously, that is hardly ever the

case. The differing types of currency in which the

corporations forced to combine must deal produces inherent

confusion. Profit rates are not the same worldwide. Costs of

production, of-materials, their transport, and of labor vary

widely. Accounting principles are not uniform. Taxes which

affect income are varied in rate and application.

It is accepted internationally, and the United States has
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recognized in its treaties and conventions of friendship with

other countries, that a nation may only tax income earned

within its boundaries or income earned by entities within its

borders. It is a dangerous precedent to allow State taxing

authorities to not only tax profits of corporations operating

in their jurisdiction, but of affiliated corporations engaged

in unrelated businesses operating abroad and outside of their

jurisdiction as well. This is especially true given that the

Federal Goverment does not tax foreign source income until it

is returned to the United States, and relies on the arms length

standard instead of the worldwide combined reporting system.

With the establishment of such a precedent multiple taxation

will result.

The threat of being subjected to the use of the worldwide

combined reporting system and its resulting perverse and

penalizing effects serves as a disincentive to investment in

the United States. When appraising the desirability of

investing or expanding in a State where the threat of the

worldwide combined reporting system is present, prospective

ventures must offer returns well above the average to overcome

the tax disadvantages. The unprofitable nature of investments

in the early years due to start up cost compounds this. ,Taxes

assessed by the worldwide combined reporting system magnify the

financial commitment and increase the risk surrounding a new

venture. This of course, discourages new investment and new

jobs.

-66-690 0 - 80 - 39 (Pt.1)
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Employment is also discouraged in States using the

worldwide combined reporting system in a more direct fashion.

A primary step in the use of the system by the California

Franchise Tax Board, for example, is the apportionment of

worldwide profits based on the ratio of payroll, sales and

property in that State compared to payroll, sales and property

worldwide. Management of corporations subjected to the

system's abuses continually attempt to minimize their tax

burden by reducing, to an absolute minimum, the payroll in

jurisdictions which use it. For example, in North America,

Foseco employs 1500 employees while only 20 employees are in

,California. This is well below the average number of employees

Foseco normally has in a state with a manufacturing facility.

Foseco Minsep, Ltd. is not supporting S. 1688 to avoid

paying taxes. Our support comes from the firm belief that a

corporation should be subject to taxes on its income, but not

on a portion of combined income including its affiliated

corporations involved in unrelated lines of business in other

countries.

The United States Government has been instrumental in

establishing worldwide a method of taxation that does not allow

such methods. Therefore, the slight limitation that S. 1688

would place on the States to conform with policies and

procedures established by the Federal Government, in our

opinion, is warranted. Passage of S. 1688 would result in a

United States tax policy in this area of international commerce

rather than potentially as many tax policies as there are

States.

Thank you.

Peter Welch

Group Finance Director
Foseco Minsep, Ltd.
36 Queen Anne's Gate
London SWIH 9AR
England
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Mr. KIRK. Thank you.
Some opponents of S- 1688 have alleged that this legislation

creates a preference for foreign corporations. I would draw the
subcommittee's attention for an explanation that that is not the
case to the remarks of John S. Nolan at the March 31, 1980
hearing before the Committee on Ways and Means on this bill's
House counterpart, H.R. 5076.

In summary of my written statement, I would like to outline the
basis of our support for this legislation, which would not prohibit
the use of the unitary method, but would limit the use of the
worldwide combined reporting system method of corporate tax as-
sessment. I should point out that its application by California, the
leading exponent among the few individual States that do use it,
has resulted in substantial savings in BAT's case.

California requires that profits be assigned to California by use
of a three-factor formula utilizing sales, property, and payroll. The
sum of those factors in California over the worldwide factors result
in a percentage which when applied to worldwide income theoreti-
cally produces an amount of income calculated as earned in Cali-
fornia.

For that formula to produce equitable results, it is essential that
the factors be equal throughout the tax corporation's operations,
and including those with which it is combined, and that those
operations be related.

Though the California formula has combined operations of dis-
tinctly unrelated affiliated corporations, in our case no attempt has
been made to combine domestic or international nontobacco oper-
ations of BAT worldwide. Since 1968, when the California Fran-
chise Tax Board first required Brown & Williamson to submit
combined worldwide reports, the tax has amounted to about $2.8
million. If tax had been computed without regard to worldwide
activity of its foreign parent, it would have been $3.7 million, about
$1 million more, mainly because Brown & Williamson is relatively
more profitable using lower invested capital than is generally true
for the worldwide group.

In our case, the California Franchise Tax Board used an arbi-
trary basis because of our difficulty of rewriting reports from over
100 countries in which BAT's companies do business. This arbi-
trary basis did not produce the correct tax, but satisfied the fran-
chise tax board because it felt that in BAT's case, requiring a
greater administrative burden would have resulted in even lower
taxes.

This experience reinforces our view regarding the resultant tax
partiality. If the law requires full combination of worldwide activi-
ties, then the franchise tax board acts unfairly toward BAT or
other taxpayers, as the case may be, when it favors expediency
over legal requirements.

If the use of the worldwide combined reporting system has
worked to our financial benefit, why, then, do we support S. 1688,
which would return us to the threat of higher taxes in California?

Because the use of the worldwide combined reporting system is
so totally unjust that we prefer the old basis of assessment, not-
withstanding the additional tax burden. Combining worldwide and
often unrelated lines of business does not take into account often
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quite different factors. California wages are significantly higher
than the labor rates of most companies, which may vary widely,
and as long as this disparity is present, the payroll factor of the
three-factor formula will always report and will always produce
distortions to the State's benefit.

If I may continue, Mr. Chairman, the currency rates can also
cause distortion. California, for example, makes no allowance for
the fact that some currencies are not practically convertible into
U.S. equivalents, or that many countries, particularly those in the
Third World, restrict or even bar transfer of funds.

California has gone so far as to include profits earned in coun-
tries which BAT cannot repatriate, even though the Federal Inter-
nal Revenue Service would have excluded them.

Distortion can also result due to the wide international variance
of import duties and excise and sales taxes. Those taxes are includ-
ed in the cost of sales which, when combined, can cause distortion
due to their wide range.

Being part of a worldwide group of companies operating in differ-
ing and unrelated lines of business, we are concerned about prolif-
eration of worldwide combined reporting system. Countries whose
corporations are being abused by its use could develop retaliatory
measures. Unscrupulous foreign government authorities could use
the system to impose confiscatory taxation under the cloak of
respectability.

The Federal Government has recently agreed in a tax treaty
with the United Kingdom not to utilize the worldwide combined
reporting system. Given that recognition of the need to limit the
use of worldwide combined reporting system, S. 1688 should be
enacted. It-would -liminate the abuses of the current use of the
system by a few individual States and prevent its proliferation.

It would provide consistency and uniformity in the taxation of
international commerce, and spur investment and creation of em-
ployment opportunties in this country.

Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you again for having been invit-
ed, and I appreciate the opportunity.

Senator BYRD. Thank you, Mr. Kirk.
Does Brown & Williamson have a cigarette plant in California?
Mr. KIRK. No, sir, we do not,
Senator BYRD. What facility do you have there?
Mr. KIRK. We warehouse inventory there, and we have sales

offices, and we do conduct business there, yes, but we have limit-
ed-one of the things we have limited in California is our assets.
Yes, sir. But we do have warehouses and inventory and sales
offices-

Senator BYRD. I assume that from the point of view of each of
you that S. 1688 is as satisfactory as S. 983?

Mr. DOYLE. Mr. Chairman, they are not aimed exactly at the
same topics, as you pointed out a number of times. S. 1688 is a
narrower bill in scope.

Senator BYRD. Yes.
Mr. DOYLE. And the National Foreign Trade Council hasn't di-

rected its comments to the broader bill.
Senator BYRD. You would prefer the broader bill?
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Mr. DOYLE. We would support it, but I don't think it is a substi-
tute for 1688, nor is 1688 a substitute for the broader bill. We feel
1688 is a good step forward.

Senator BYRD. Thank you very much. Thank you, gentlemen.
[The prepared statements of the preceding panel follow:]
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Farmers Union NEWS RELEASE
Suit 600, 1012 14th Stret. N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006 - Phone (202) 628-9774

For Immediate Release

FARMERS UNION CHARGES BILL BARRING "UNITARY"

- STATE TAX POLICY WOULD HURT U.S. FARMERS AND

EXPORT JOBS AND IMPORT OTHERS' UNEMPLOYMENT

WASHINGTON, D.C., June 24, 1980 --- National Farmers Union

today urged the Senate Finance Committee to reject a bill, S. 1638,

which proposes to prohibit the states from using the "unitary

apportionment method" of determining the taxable income of out-of-

state or multinational corporations doing business within a state.

Reuben L. Johnson, director of legislative services for the

National Farmers Union, said such legislation would run counter to

recent Supreme Court decisions and be contradictory to recent

Congressional actions.

Johnson noted that Congress is about to adopt legislation

imposing capital gains taxes upon foreign investors when they re-

sell U.S. property.

"It would be ironic for the Congress to impose the capital

gains tax and then pass this bifl which would prevent the states

from taxing foreign source income of multinational firms," he said.

In March, the U.S. Supreme Court, in a case involving Mobil

Oil Corp., and in June, in a case involving EXXON, upheld the use

of the unitary apportionment method of determining corporate earn-

ings attributable within a state, Johnson said.

-MORE-
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The Farmers Union official estimated that adoption of the

bill- S. 1688, would affect tax systems in 30 states and potentially

cause a loss of revenue of about $1 billion.

"The revenue loss most likely would cause a shift of the state

tax burden to real estate, which in most areas is already heavily

over-taxed," Johnson continued.

The Farmers Union testimony contended that the proposed legis-

lation would have several harmful effects:

* It would subsidize foreign investment in U.S. farmland

by sheltering profits of foreign investors from effective state

taxation. "We don't need or want the foreign capital in our farm-

land," he said.

* It would encourage the restructuring of corporations so that

the bulk of their American profits could be ascribed on paper for

tax purposes to foreign subsidiaries or associates.

* It would further encourage investments by U.S. firms in

foreign operations, which already in 1980 are estimated at $48

billion. "This has a negative effect of exporting jobs and import-

ing unemployment," Johnson argued.

* It would be an unwarranted interference with the rights of

the states to design and run their own state tax systems.

Johnson said that foreign investment in U.S. farmland is at

alarming levels. "More than half of the farmland owned by aliens

has been acquired since 1975," he pointed out.

-30-
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e National
Farmers Union

STATEMENT OF

REUBEN L. JOHNSON
DIRECTOR OF LEGISLATIVE SERVICES

NATIONAL FARMERS UNION

Presented to the

U.S. SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
Washington, D.C.

June 24, 1980

At the 78th annual convention of National Farmers Union,
held March 2-6, 1980, at Denver, Colorado, our delegates adopted a
statement directly related to this pending legislation. The state-
ment, entitled "Taxation of Multinational Corporations," declared:

"We oppose legislation which would prohibit
states from using the 'unitary apportionment
method' of determining.,the taxable income of
multinational corporations doing business
within the state. Such legislation would
legalize tax breaks rejected by the United
States Senate in defeating Article 9(4) of
the United Kingdom Tax Treaty in 1978."

Farmers Union had vigorously opposed Article 9(4) in 1978 because
it constituted a new and significant incentive to foreign investment
in American farmland.

It will be recalled that Article 9(4) not only failed to win a
required two-thirds majority, but did not even get approval of a
majority of Senate members.

The 1978 United Kingdom Tax Treaty applied its ban on the use
of the "unitary apportionment method" only to U.S. and U.K. corpora-
tions.

Tragically, this legislation would enlarge the tax loophole to
make it available to multinational corporations of any origin or
control.

The principal provision of S. 1688 would have the effect of
prohibiting any state or locality from taxing foreign source income,
which is not taxable under U.S. federal laws and regulations.

Suits 600, 1012 14th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006 - Phone 1202) 628-9774

_4WISO
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This is undesirable on two grounds:

a. Current federal policy is very weak in rela-
tion to the definition and taxation of foreign
source income.

b. It is an unwarranted interference with the
rights of states to determine their income tax
policy.

We are convinced that this legislation poses serious problems
both for American agriculture and the national economy:

1. It would subsidize foreign investment in U.S.
farmland by sheltering the profits of foreign
investors from effective state taxation.

2. It would encourage the restructuring of corp-
orations so that the bulk of their American
profits could be attributed on paper to foreign
associates or subsidiaries.

3. It would spur the flight of U.S. capital into
foreign investments.

4. It would result in a substantial loss of
revenue to state governments, on the magnitude
of $1 billion a year, tending to shift the tax
burden to the real property tax base, already
heavily over-taxed.

The undesirable results would be the encouragement of the invasion
of foreign capital into American agriculture --- something which in
our view would be disruptive, undesirable and unneeded. In the
national economy as a whole, the negative results would be the export-
ing of jobs and the importing of unemployment.

At about the same time that National Farmers Union was opposing
ratification of the United Kingdom Tax Treaty with its Article 9(4)
provision, our organization was also strongly urging Congress to
approve and the President to sign the Agricultural Foreign Invest-
ment Disclosure Act of 1978 (AFIDA).

The first report under AFIDA was published in February, 1980,
and annual reports are required hereafter by that law.

The data made available under AFIDA so far has been preliminary
and partial. It does not closely correspond with other studies by
the Commerce Department and the General Accounting Office. Appar-
ently, because of concealment of ownership, we have only been able
for the moment to see the tip of the iceberg.

But, it is already clear, as can be seen from ATTACHMENT I,
that the recent foreign acquisitions have been on an alarming scale.
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Fifty-four percent of all farmland parcels owned or controlled
by aliens have been purchased in 1975 or since. More than three-
fourths of the value of farmland owned by aliens has been acquired
in 1975 or since.

We are not contending that all investment in foreign countries
by American companies or all investments in this country by foreign
countries should be stopped. But, U.S. policy must recognize the
economic self-interest of the United States.

U.S. policies over the past two decades have tended to be un-
balanced. They have tended to encourage investments in foreign
rather than domestic activities.

In energy, for example, too much was invested in the Middle
East and not enough in oil and gas exploration and development
domestically.

Corporate decisions have diverted investment capital to multi-
national activities abroad at the expense of modernizing domestic
plants. Thus, we now have aging plants and less competitive indus-
tries in steel, electronics and elsewhere.

At the worst, government policy should be neutral on foreign
investment. But, if it is going to lean one way or another, it
ought to lean in favor of domestic investment.

That the volume of investment by American firms in foreign sub-
sidiaries and associates is still substantial is shown in ATTACHMENT
II, a reprint of an article from the March, 1980, Survey of Current
Business, entitiled "Capital Expenditures by Majority-Owned Foreign
Affiliates of U.S. Companies."

This report indicates majority-owned foreign affiliates of
U.S. companies plan a 26% increase in capital expenditures in 1980
and that the total for the year will be about $48.4 billions. This
is a new record level, following upon a large increase in 1979.

Three-fourths of the capital expenditure will be in affiliates
in developed countries.

Petroleum affiliates plan to increase capital expe.iditure by
$15.4 billions, about two-thirds of it in developed countries.

Turning now to foreign investment in U.S. agriculture and
industry, the U.S. Treasury Department, in a report submitted to
the Congress under Section 553 of Public Law 95-500, acknowledged
that "foreign persons rarely incur capital gains on the disposition
of their U.S. property holdings." This is acknowledged in the
transmittal letter from Secretary Blumenthal, accompanying the
report, as shown in ATTACHMENT III.

The Treasury acknowledges that the "U.S. exemption for gain on
real property not effectively connected with a U.S. trade or busi-
ness is unusual by international standards."
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The Treasury report notes that the model income tax treaty
developed by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Develop-
ment (OECD) recognizes that gains derived by a resident of one
state from the alienation of immovable property in'another state
may be taxed in the other state.

The Treasury Department calculates that in 1979, the revenue
lost by failure to tax capital gains on property sold by foreign
investors amounted to about $276 million.

Congress, in its wisdom, is now well along with consideration
of legislation which would assure that foreign investors, who own
U.S. property, would be subject, when they resell it, to capital
gains taxation, the same as a domestic owner. Such a measure, in
fact, has cleared this Committee just last week. It would be con-
tradictory, in our view, for the Committee having voted to impose
capital gains taxation upon foreign investors in U.S. farmland
and other property, now to adopt S. 1688, limiting state powers
to tax foreign source income.

Finally, it is important to recognize that the principle of
the "unitary apportionment method" has been upheld by the highest
court in our land in two recent decisions.

On March 19, 1980, in the case of Mobil Oil Corp. vs. the
Commissioner of Taxes of Vermont, and on June 10, 1980, in the
case of EXXON Corp. vs the Department of Revenue of Wisconsin,
the U.S. Supreme Court has upheld the propriety of the unitary
system.

It is worth noting that in both decisions, the high court
rejected the contention that imposing taxes on foreign source
income through use of the unitary method violated the due process
clause or the commerce clause of the U.S. constitution, imposed a
burden on commerce or subjected the corporation to multiple taxa-
tion.

Considering the thrust of these decisions, we conclude that
it would be a step backwards for the Congress to approve S. 1688.

-4-



. DATE OF ACQUISITION OF U. S. AGRICULTURAL LAND HELD BY FOREIGN OWNERS, 1979

NUMBER
NUMBER RE-

NUMBER RE- PORTING NUMBER
OF PORTING NON- NON RE- NUMBERDATE OP PARCELS PUR- PURCHASE PUR- PURCHASE PORTING CURRENT RE-

ACquI- RE- CHASE PRICE CHASE PRICE CURRENT VALUE PORTING EQUITY
SITION PORTED ACRES PRICE* (THOU $) PRICE' (THOU $) VALUE* (Ti0U $) EQUITY* (THOU $)

1979 82 32,700 76 $ 37,659 6 $ 4,997 79 $ 4S,732 69 $ 25,184
1978 735 442,854 710 429,523 25 5,163 659 438,318 681 260,203
1977 429 444,529 416 274,300 13 1,830 377 226,978 385 191,691
1976 364 301,636 345 126,471 15 3,966 322 147,132 341 88,644
1975 233 153,626 221 74,327 12 2,221 206 68,986 222 44,9951974-70 640 335,724 592 211,546 43 7,563 559 246,439 600 155,685
1969-60 636 784,239 596 72,892 28 1,184 544 168,781 576 64,314Before 60 272 404,530 237 15,705 27 1,550 250 58,192 237 16,810No report 1 160 1 72 0 0 0 0 1 21

TOTAL 3,392 2,899,998 3,194. $1,242,495 169 $ 28,474 2,996 $1,400,SS8 3,112 $ 847,547

* Number of Parcels for which information was reported.

Report, FOREIGN OWNERSHIP OF U.S. AGRICULTURAL LAN
USDA-ESCS, 1979
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ATTACHMENT II

By WILLLM K. HUNG

Capital Expenditures by Majority-Owned
Foreign Affiliates of U.S. Companies, 1980

1VAJORITY-owned, foreign affiliates
of US. companies plan a 2-percent in-
crea in capital expenditures, to S48.4
billion, in 1980, about the ame increase
sin 1979 (chart 11 and table ).' The
increase onced the previous record in-
crease in actual expenditures of 1. per-
cent in 1974. Tb. 1980 inc res reflect
unusually large increases by affiliates
manufacturing transportation equip-
meat and by petroleum affiliates. It is
planned despite expectations of an eco-
nomic slowdown in major boost cota-
trim, and partly reacts continued high
rtn of inflation abroad. Capital ex.
penditures are reported to BEA in
current dollars; they ar not adjusted
for price changes in host countries, be-
eaum the data needed for such adjust.-
mente ae unavailable.

By am, afilte in developed coun-
trie plan to in spending 25 per-
cent, to 3 billion, about the same rate
of increase " in 197 (table 2). In
developing countries, affiliates plan a
30-percmt increase in spending, to
810.4 billion, following a 28-percent
increase. Affiliate in "international and
unallocated"-mainly thoee with ship-
pin operations spanning more tan, one
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cris in 1979. Petroleum affliate plan
to incree spending 29 percent, to
$18.4 billion, following s 19-percent in.
crease. In other industries, a 23-percent
increse, to So billion, is planned, fol-
lowing a 21-percent increase.

For all areas and industries combined,
latest plam for 1980, reported in De-
cember 1979, were revised upward from
plans reported last June, which showed
a 1- & mt in.ucree. The sharp upward
revision was widespread by are, but,
by industry, was concentrated in petro-
leum and transportation equipment
manufacturing. 7he revision in petro.
lum partly reflects the fact that in the
earlier survey, a number of Ilp U.S.
petroleum companies wsre unable, as
in the past, to provide reliable estimates
so far in advance.

Latest plans for 1979 were also revised
upward from earlier plas, but by a
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SURVEY OF CURRENT BUStTES

much smaller amount. The largest re-
visions were in petroleum did manu-
facturing, particularly noneletrical
machinery and chemicals and M id
products.

Man u, aeuring
Manufturiang aftes plan to tn-

creas spending 25 percent in 1980, to
S23.9 billion, following a 31-percent
increase in 1979. Two industries-
transportation equipment and paper
and allied products-sccount for mpre
than two-thirds of this year's increase.
Affiliates in transportation equipment
plan a 61-percent increase, only a few
percentage points Ieee than lass year's
increase (table 3). U current plan are
met, spending by these afilistes will
have nearly tripled since 1978, to $6.1
billion, In paper and ald products, a

near-doubling o( spending to $2 billion
is planned this yeau. Affiiates in aD
other manufacturing industries com.
bined plan a moderate incrtas-tl
percent. compared with 25 parent last
year (table 4). -

The masmive capital spending pro.
gram in the transportation equipment
industry is primary y for development of
an international network to produce
components for fuel-efficient auto.
mobiles, known s "world car." The
"world cars" sham a basio design and
have standardized components, which
can be manufactured in large volume
at several specialized plants and then
assembled into final products near
major consumer markets. Development
of thes fuel-efficient models is one
response of U.S. autoomakar to the
continued rise in petroleum prices. By
standardizing components, the auco-
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makers also expect to achieve economic
of scale that will enable them to coa-
peto more e4ectivly in international
markets.

As shown in table 3, the lrp spend-
ing increa e in truaportation equip-
mat manufacturing are in Europe.
Canada. and Mexico. Theme increases
anre motly for the construction of new
plants and the pensionn of existing
facilities to assemble Lad to produce
engines and other components for the
"world can." Affliates in Austria (in-
cluded in "other" Europe in table 3)
plan to build plants to manufacture
engines ad other components, while
those in Spain and France plan to build
several components plants. Major ex-
pansion and modernization of existing
production, lacilitites are underway in
Oermany,- the United Kingdom, and
CanadL. In Mexico, diates plan to
build an assembly plant and several
components plant& Mexican affiliates'
spending plans have been encouraged
by a government policy, announced in
1977 and to go into effect in 1982, that
will limit the value of imports by Max-
ican auto producers to no more than
the value of products they export. In
Mexico, as in several other developing
countries, aiate primarily assmble
automotive products -from imported
components. The new plants will man-
ufacturs engines and other components
to reduce such imports.
- In paper and lied products, a&Mliates
plan a 93-porcent increase this yoa, to
$2 billion, following a 22-percent in-
crese in 1979. The increase is centered
in Canada (tables 5A-C) and is for the
construction of new plants and expand.
sion of existing production facilities. It
is in response to strong demand for
paper and allied products in North
America, where production capacity has
not kept pace with the growth in con.
sumption in the lut few years.

Aliates in manufacturing industries
other than transportation equipment
and paper and allied products plan to
increase spending 11 percent, to 515.9
billion, following a 25-percte increase.
Smaller increases are expected in most
major ares, particularly in Canada and
the United Kingdom, and in most in-
dusties, particulady in chemicals. They
reject the anticipation of economic
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slowdowns in most major host
countries.

Petroleum
Petroleum affiliates plan to increase

spending 29 percent, to St54 billion,
following a 19-parct increase lat
year. The step-up mainly reflects in-
tensifed exploration for and production
of petroleum in the waks of a near-
doubling of crude od prices during 1979
by members of the Orp axdoo of
Petroleum Exporting Countries.

In developed countries, aliate plan
to increase spending 23 percent, to $9.6
billion, following a 15-percent increase
last year. The increase is concentrated
in the United Kingdom ad Canada.
Affilistes in the United Kingdom plan a
33-perfent increase, to $3.7 biion, after
a small increase last year. The increase

reflect the acceleration of explorstion
and production in the North Sea area
Lad modernization of refinery facilities
and gas stations. Canadian affliate
plan a 26-percent increase, to $3.4
billion, following a 34-percent increase.
The increase is largely for the continued
development of tar sands projects, ex-
ploration and development of new
fields, and expansion of - refinery
facilities.

In developing couAtries, affiliates
plan to increase spending 38 percent, to
$4.9 billion, following a 21-percent in-
crease last year. The increase is largely
accounted for by affiliates in "other
Middle East", thes affilistes plan an
88-percent increase, after a *-percent
increase in 1979. The sharp acceleration
reflects intensified exploration and
development activity, expansion of pro-
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duction and re6aery facilities, con-
struction of alditional port facilities,
and a saltwater injection system to
suist in more complete extraction of

petroleum.
In "intematioaL and unallocated,"

spending is expected to increase 48 per-
cent. to 80.9 bilicn, after doubling in
IM. The incree is for the expansion
of tanwke teets in response to a Strong
recovery in tanker rates.

TodW, mining and smelting, and
odeer Indual'res

Trade affifistee plan in 1."rent
incrae, to $2.9 billion, fol0lowig a

22-perceat increase last year. rncresses
are planned in both developed and
developing countries. Among developed
countries, the increase is widely dis.
perse, peaticuJary ,in Europe, and is
partly for office building modernmiation
ad expanion of warehouse capacity.

In developing countries, the increase is
centered in Brazil, where a&list" plan
to modernize warehouse facilities.

MIning and smelting afites plan to
increse spending to $1.3 billion, up 80
percent, following a 28-percent increase
last year. The inera e is concentrated
in Canda-mainly for the construction
of new copper smelting ftciluie-and

in Autrlia,-or the construction of
new bauxite smelting plants and mine
expansion. Indonesian affiliste also
plan a sizable increase, primarily for
the development of new copper mines.

A lies in 'other" industries.- ari.
culture, public utilities, transportation,
construction, and finance and other
services-plan a I 5-parcnt increase, to
S4.S billion, following a 19-percent in-
creas. Large icreses are planned for
the construction of a new power Station
in Hong Kong and for the construction
of bulk ore vessels by sliates in "inter.
national and unallocated."

Table 4.-Capital Expenditures by MaJeo4ty.Ownd F oein k.ltates in Maru(seturing
d4usutrlie Other Than Traaoarmtioa Equtpmu ut aad Papoe a"4 AllIed Prouduets.
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A1'TACUKENT II

Taxation of
Foreign Investment
in U.S. Real Estate

THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY

WASHINGTON

MAY 4 1979
Dear Mr. Chairman:

Section 553 of Public Law No. 95-500, the *Revenue Act
of 1978,' required the Treasury Department to conduct a
study and analysis of the appropriate tax treatment of
income from or gain on the sale of, interest in United
States property held by nonresident aliens and foreign
corporations. The Secretary Is required to transmit a
report of the results of this study, together with the
recommendations of the Department, within six months of the
date of enactment of the Act.

Pursuant to these provisions, I hereby submit a report
entitled "Taxation of Foreign Investment in U.S. Real
Estate.'

Under present law, capital gains realized by nonresident
aliens and foreign corporations are not subject to U.S. tax
unless they are "effectively connected" with a U.S. trade or
business. The Treasury Report finds that, while most real
property holdings of foreign persons is used in a U.S. trade
or business, foreign persons rarely incur capital gains tax
on the disposition of their U.S. property holdings. The
Report identifies various ways in which the capital gains on
real estate, which would ordinarily be taxable, can be
converted into capital gain on some other asset, which would
not. The principal means by which this is accomplished is
through a real property holding company, and converting gain
realized on disposition on the "effectively connected"
property into gain realized on dispositiQn of the shares,
which is not deemed *effectively connected.'
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The Treasury does not believe that taxing capital gain
on the sale of corporate shares is desirable or practical.
But to prevent unintended tax avoidance, the Treasury
recommends modifying certain specific statutory provisions
under which foreign taxpayers convert taxable gain on real
estate into nontaxable gain. The Report describes certain'
steps which may be taken in this regard. The Treasury plans
to work with the Congress and with other agencies-of the
Government in developing formal legislative proposals in
this area.

I am sending an identical letter to Senator Russell B.
Long, Chairman of the Committee on Finance.

Yours very truly,

W. Michael Blumenthal

The Honorable
Al Ullman, Chairman
Committee on Ways and Means
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Enclosure
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TESTIMONY

OF

MR. ROBERT L. McNEILL

EXECUTIVE VICE CHAIRMAN

EMERGENCY COMMITTEE FOR AMERICAN TRADE

SUMMARY

The Emergency Committee for American Trade strongly supports

S. 1688 which embodies a very simple but important principle

fundamental to the conduct of the international commerce of the

United States; namely, that the individual states of the United

States should not design their tax laws to impose undesirable

extra~territorial tax burdens on international business activities.

This principle should apply equally to U.S. or foreign based

enterprises. We further believe that individual states should

limit their income tax Jurisdiction to the Juisdictional reach

of the Federal income tax laws.

The underlying factors that can make a unitary system work

internally are nct present internationally. There are no agreed-

upon international standard for determining the relevant

apportionment factors and their relative weight.

The economic and accounting factors of wages, assets, and

income are too diverse internationally to permit accurate weighting

among foreign countries.

S. 1688 sensibly introduces a rule of conformity so that

to the extent states tax foreign source dividend income, they

may do so only insofar as such income is effectively taxed by

the United States under the Internal Revenue Code.
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TESTIMONY OF MR. ROBERT L. McNEILL, EXECUTIVE VICE
CHAIRMAN, EMERGENCY COMMITTEE FOR AMERICAN TRADE, BEFORE THE

SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND
DEBT MANAGEMENT ON S. 1688

June 24, 1980

I am Robert L. McNeill, Executive Vice Chairman of the

Emergency Committee for American Trade (ECAT), and am pleased

to be here today to testify in support of S. 1688. ECAT is an

organization of 64 U. S. companies with extensive international

business operations. In 1979, worldwide sales by these companies

totalled about $450 billion and they employed 5 million people.

We support S. 1688 because it embodies a very simple but

important principle fundamental to the conduct of the inter-

national commerce of the United States; namely, that the

individual states of the United States should not design their

tax laws to impose undesirable extraterritorial tax burdens

on international business activities. This principle should

apply equally to U.S. or foreign based enterprises. We further

believe that individual states should limit their income tax

jurisdiction to the jurisdictional reach of the Federal income

tax laws.

As contemplated by the framers of our Constitution, the

United States should act with one voice, the Federal voice, in

matters of international commerce.
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Let me be certain at the outset that there is an accurate

perspective concerning the scope of S.1688, which is designed

to conform the limits of state tax jurisdiction to the Federal

limits.

First, the proposed legislative limitation on worldwide

combination methods of taxation -- which take into account the in-

come of all foreign affiliates of corporations doing business within

a state, even though such income has no connection with the

state -- will not affect the ability of states to assess tax

allocations on a unitary basis for the income of those companies

actually doing business within the states. Further, the

proposed limitation does not represent an attack-upon allocation

formulas currently applied by the states to those entities.

Second, the proposed limitation upon worldwide combination

does not deal with any long-standing, traditional, or widespread

practice of state taxation. Indeed, it would affect only a

handful of states in any manner and then only as to practices

adopted very recently by them.

The proposed limitation does not necessarily hurt all

business or aid all tax administrators. The unitary rules

in some instances can benefit taxpayers.

We support the limitation on the use of worldwide com-

bination rules internationally, however, because in that

context it is an unsound rule and leads to increasingly

undesirable consequences.
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To be specific: --

* Whatever utility and justification there is for

the use of income allocation formulas applied to a single

corporate entity operating within two or more of the

separate states of the United States, the underlying factors

that can make such a system work internally are not present

internationally;

0 There are no agreed upon international standards for

such a system in determining the relevant apportionment

factors and their relative weight, or standards to define

the businesses to be included as unitary, or the income to

which such rules are to be applied;

* The economic and accounting factors of wages,

assets, and income are too diverse internationally to permit

accurate weighting among foreign countries. Wages, assets,

turnover, and the currency used, all have some comparability

when applied among and confined to the states of the United

States. They do not have such comparability as applied among

Botswana, the United States, Ireland, atnd more than 100 other

countries.

ECAT has a primary interest in encouraging maximum growth

of United States trade and in eliminating barriers to inter-

national investment and to the export of U. S. goods. We are

concerned that if the use of worldwide combination methods with
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respect to international income were to spread to developing

nations, it would create a serious threat to international

trade. Each country would develop its own weighting formulas

and would use administrative procedures designed to secure all

possible income from the worldwide operations of all related

companies.

In contrast to the worldwide combination method, progress

has been made in securing a degree of international conformity

in the taxation of foreign income. There has been widespread

acceptance of the principle that tax jurisdiction is exercised

only where there is actual physical presence or economic

activity by a foreign company within a country. There is

further agreement that where transactions occur between related

companies, including those that are outside the taxing juris-

diction, the rule to be uniformly applied is that all export

and other inter-company transactions must be conducted at

arm's length on a separate accounting basis. This is the

tax basis found in our Internal Revenue Code and in the laws

of Germany, Canada, Japan, France and all of the other

developed countries. It is the basis of taxation embodied

in the 1977 OECD Model Income Tax Convention. It is also

embodied in a recently completed Model Income Tax Convention

for Treaties between Developed and Developing Countries.

Those handful of states attempting to introduce a

different and inappropriate method of taxation -- the world-
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wide combination method which takes into account the income

of foreign corporations that are not engaged in business in

the United States -- are clearly out of step with United States

and international practice.

We believe that the worldwide combination practice of a

few American states presents an especially burdensome requirement

for foreign corporations that have no independent reason to

compile or maintain records conforming to U. S. tax accounting

standards. The administrative burden, coupled with the

demonstrated extraterritorial reach of the tax assessed, has

two important practical consequences. The first is that

because foreign governments resent the worldwide combination

method of apportionment, they are unwilling to provide

favorable tax treatment for American business. Department of

Treasury representatives have found that the worldwide combination

method as practiced in the few states is a significant adverse

burden in United States international tax treaty negotiations.

Another important related factor is that the worldwide

combination method is a deterrent to the type of foreign

investment the United States would presumably benefit from

the most; namely, manufacturing investment by major foreign

multinationals who today must weigh the consequences of their

entire worldwide structure when making investment decisions.

Their structure involves perhaps dozens or even hundreds

of foreign affiliates that conduct no business in

the United States. Thus, a decision to invest
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in the United States could, under the worldwide combination

method, create the risk of the income of those affiliates

being taxed by a single state of the United States. Obviously,

foreign companies have some freedom of choice in avoiding

states advocating such methods of taxation. Recognition

of this fact appears to have had some impact in California

where the California assembly with the Governor's support

has passed a bill that would exempt foreign based multi-

nationals operating in California from the burden of combined

reporting with their foreign affiliates.

Such piecemeal approaches to correcting a national issue

reinforces the argument for Federal legislation.

We think the worldwide combination system is wrong as

applied to foreign based companies and we think it is wrong as

applied to United States based companies. This issue was the

subject of considered review by the Foreign Income Task

Force of the Ways and Means Committee under Congressman

Rostenkowski, and we concur with the conclusions of the Task

Force which are now embodied in S. 1688.

S.1688 also addresses a second unjustified burden of

state taxation of foreign income that was described in the

Task Force Report, which observed that the lack of uniform

rules among the states leads to inappropriate state taxation

of dividends from foreign subsidiaries. Earlier this month

the Supreme Court observed that the Congress can act to

provide a rational system of state taxation of foreign source
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dividends. S. 1688 sensibly introduces a rule of conformity

so that to the extent states tax foreign source dividend

income, they may do so only to the extent such income is

effectively taxed by the United States under the Internal

Revenue Code.

When one cuts through all of their rhetoric, the best

case made by those state tax administrators who have sought

to export the worldwide combination method is the argument

that it is a better method. I know of no better reply to

this than the observations of Alan R. Short, Director of

the Tax Policy Branch of the Canadian Department of Finance

at Fordham University in 1976:

"I am going to play devil's advocate, a role
I enjoy, and start off with the position that I
feel badly that the unitary system has had such
rough treatment. Therefore, I would like to find
some way to defend and support it. I would like
to give it a conditional blessing with several
'ifs.' If the tax system of all countries in the
world were identical, if the tax accounting practices
did not differ, if everybody-could agree on the
principles of amalgamation, if everybody could agree
as to what a unitary business was, if it was not
necessary to determine the nature or quality of the
income for tax purposes (whether it was a manufacturing
resource profit, an export profit, a royalty), if
countries could agree on exactly the same formula
for allocating income, if the price of labor and
the cost of capital were identical in all countries,
if we had a single monetary unit in the world, if
there were no minority interests in any subsidiary
companies within a group, if the existing scheme did
not work, and if the unitary system was not inestimably
arbitrary, I would support it."
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STATEMENT OF THE

NATIONAL FOREIGN TRADE COUNCIL, INC.

ON S. 1688 AND S. 983

BEFORE THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

JUNE 24, 1980

National Foreign Trade Council Inc.
10 Rockefeller Plaza
New York, NY 10020

212-581-6420
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My name is Albert Doyle. I am Senior Tax Attorney

with Texaco Inc. and Chairman of the Tax Committee of the

National Foreign Trade Council, Inc., a non-profit organi-

zation whose membership ccnprises a broad cross-section of

over 600 U.S. companies with highly diversified interests

engaged in all aspects of international trade and investment.

I am appearing on behalf of the National Foreign Trade Council

today. I welcome this opportunity to comment on S. 1688 and

S. 983.

Introduction

The two bills before the Subcommittee, although

different in scope, address an issue which has been before

the Congress since the enactment of Public Law 86-272 in

1959 and which the Supreme Court of the United States has

on several occasions referred to the Congress for legis-

lative consideration.

S. 983, the Interstate Taxation Act, is an omnibus

bill which, if enacted, would solve many issues inherent in

state taxation of interstate and foreign commerce. In addi-

-tion to provisions concerning sales and use and gross receipts

taxes, major income tax provisions of S. 983 would establish

the circumstances in which a state could subject income to

taxation, a method of apportionment of such income among

several states,.the extent to which foreign source income

would be subject to state taxation and would provide for a

system of judicial review of state tax disputes by a federal

court. S. 983 is similar, but not identical, to many inter-
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state taxation bills which have been introduced continually

in every Congress since 1965.

The second bill, S. 1688, is a more narrow measure

which would clarify the extent to which a state, or political

subdivision, may tax certain income from sources outside the

United States.

State Taxation of Foreign Source Income

Although the NFTC recognizes the need for federal

legislation in regard to the many issues involved in state

.... -taxation of interstate and foreign commerce and supports the

enactment of S. 983, because of the specific interest of the

Council in foreign trade and investment, this statement will

focus upon the more narrow issue of state taxation of foreign

source income as covered in S. 1688.

In urging passage of S. 1688, we feel it would be

useful to define the parameters of the proposed legislation -

what it would do and what it would not do. The first part

of the bill would prohibit states from taking into account,

through the apRlication of the unitary method of taxation on

,-,-a worldwide combination basis, the foreign source income of

foreign affiliates of a parent corporation doing business

within the states unless and until the income is subject to

Federal income tax. The bill applies whether the parent is

a domestic or a foreign corporation. The states could include

in income of the parent corporation any income of the foreign

corporation which would be includible in the parent corpora-

tion's income for Federal income tax purposes. In effect,

the legislation would limit the jurisdictional reach of the
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states in income taxation to that of the Federal Government.

Similarly, the second part of the bill would conform state

taxation of dividends received by a domestic corporation from

a foreign corporation to dividend income that is effectively

taxed by the Federal Government.

The proposed legislation would not be removing a

long-standing or prevelant method of state taxation since use

of the unitary method on a worldwide combination basis is a

relatively recent phenomenon employed only by a few states,

most notably California. Furthermore, this would not affect

the unitary method of taxation employed by states that includes

the income from domestic operations, but does not include the

income from operations of foreign affiliates in the combination.

Worldwide Combined Reporting

First let's explore the nature and effect of one of

the inequities this legislation seeks to cure: The taxation

of foreign source income through worldwide combined reporting.

Negative effects from this system are experienced both by U.S.

corporations doing business abroad through foreign subsidiaries

and by foreign parent companies of affiliates doing business

in the U.S. It actually permits states that practice it to

tax income on a broader basis than does the Federal Government.

Income of foreign affiliates is taxed by the state immediately

when earned, whereas such income is not subject to Federal tax

until it is repatriated in the form of dividends.

An important consequence of the use of worldwide com-

bined reporting by the states is its impact on foreign trade.

and commerce; As currently practiced by some states, this

66-690 0 - 80 - 41 (Pt.1)
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combined reporting method may be a significant deterrent to

foreign investment in the U.S. Uncertainty as to how they

will be taxed by the states undoubtedly is a factor preventing

more foreign multinational corporations from doing business

in the U.S. Removing this barrier would encourage greater for-

eign investment in this country, thereby creating jobs and

improving our balance of payments. Furthermore, many United

States trading partners are most unhappy with the worldwide

combined system of reporting, to the point where trade between

the United States and certain of these countries (especially

the common market countries) may be adversely affected if no

corrective action is taken. This problem has never been more

clearly in focus than during the protracted negotiations in-

volving the U.S.-U.K. income tax treaty. Article 9(4) of that

treaty originally prohibited the application of the worldwide

combination method of reporting income to U.K. companies whose

subsidiaries were doing business in a state. However, a Senate

reservation to the Treaty limited this prohibition to Federal

taxes, leaving the document silent on the state taxation ques-

tion. The displeasure of U.K. corporations and the British

Government at this outcome could hardly be overstated. A press

release issued just after the exchange of the instruments of

ratification read in part, "Her Majesty's Government is.. .gravely

concerned that as a result of the amendment resulting from the

United States Senate reservation on Article 9(4) the Convention

does not comprehensively restrict the application of the unitary

basis of taxation... This is not only a setback for British

corporate investment in the United States, it may also be inter-
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Unfortunately, a reading of the March 31 testimony

indicates that the question of the need for federal legislation

to limit state taxation of foreign source dividends (the quan-

tity or portion of income which is taxed) was not as adequately

covered as was the need to prohibit the assertion of the uni-

tary business concept.

Taxation of Foreign Source Dividends

The second part of the bill would provide an exemp-

tion from state taxation for dividends received by U.S. corpo-

rations from their foreign subsidiaries to the extent that

the foreign taxes paid with respect to those dividends equal

or exceed the 46 percent, a proportionate amount of the divi-

dends would be exempt from state income tax. This mechanism

would eliminate the unfair double taxation of income earned

by foreign subsidies of U.S. corporations by permitting the

states to tax only that portion of the foreign source dividends

taxed by the Federal Government.

It has been said by critics of this portion of the

bill that exempting dividends received by U.S. corporations

from their foreign subsidiaries might unintentionally favor

foreign over U.S. investment by eliminating the state level

of taxation from these dividends and thus give tax preference

to foreign versus domestic investment. However, it is our

experience that in the hierarchy of reasons why U.S. companies

do business abroad, state income tax consequences usually rank

quite low, if they can be ranked at all. U.S. based corpora-

tions conduct business overseas in order to take advantage of

opportunities not available in domestic markets. We can hardly
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-envision our companies rushing to incorporate abroad simply

because some or all of the dividends they receive from their

foreign subsidiaries will be exempt from state taxation in

the U.S. Moreover, U.S. companies engaged in foreign commerce

generally pay some form of local taxes to the host country in

addition to national taxes. Thus, reducing or eliminating

state income tax on dividends from foreign subsidiaries may

only make the foreign operation a break-even proposition from

this perspective.

The fundamental fact is that foreign dividends are

actually subject to discriminatory taxation by the states.

The dividends received deduction applies to domestic dividends

includible in the Federal income base taxed by. the states but

does not apply to foreign dividends. The reason for this at

the Federal level is the allowance of a foreign tax credit for

taxes paid on the foreign source income from which the foreign

dividends are paid.

However, under worldwide combined reporting, no

credit is allowed by the states for foreign income taxes paid

and so the protection against double taxation afforded by the

foreign tax credit provisions of the U.S. tax law is not avail-

able for state tax purposes. This discrimination is exacer-

bated by the fact that the states do not adjust the factors

of the apportionment formula which is applied to the foreign

dividends to account for the property, payroll, and sales of

the foreign affiliates which produced the income from which

the dividehds were paid; nor is that a desirable alternative,

since the factors do not provide comparability when applied

to different economies.
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Enactment of limiting legislation in regard to the

time (ie, prohibition of unitary taxation) at which states

may tax the foreign source income of foreign affiliates will

do little, if anything, to remove the burden of state income

taxation of foreign commerce unless corollary legislation is

enacted to limit the extent (ie, taxation of foreign source

dividends) to which states can tax such income.

Fundamental to the question of the extent to which

a state may tax income from sources outside the United States

is an understanding of the basic difference between the power

of the Federal Government to tax the worldwide income of its

citizens and the much more narrowly-drawn power of the states.

Unlike the power of the U.S. government to tax the worldwide

income of its citizens, many U.S. Supreme Court cases have

posed the question of whether there is a definite link between

a state and the taxpayer's activity in the state. This link

results from the state having provided services in return for

which it can expect to receive remuneration under its taxing

authority. States, therefore, are not (or should not be) per-

mitted to tax true foreign source income simply on the basis

of citizenship or residence.

Since the U.S. Government has the power to tax the

worldwide income of its citizens, the foreign tax credit pro-

visions of the Internal Revenue Code are structured to:

1) Prevent any diminution of U.S. tax on U.S.

source income; and,

2) Permit the U.S. to tax foreign source income

which has not been taxed by the host country.
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Conversely, since the states are limited to-taxing

income only when there is a definite link between the state

and the activity to be taxed, true foreign source income is

not exposed to state taxation; and, therefore, foreign tax

credit provisions are not necessary for state income tax pur-

poses. In practice, with the exception of Alaska, foreign

tax credit provisions are not included in state income tax

laws.

Given these principles and absent any linkage between

a state and a dividend-paying foreign affiliate, if dividends

from such an affiliate are exposed to state income taxation

without the benefit of a foreign tax credit, the income is

taxed twice - first by the host country and again by the state.

The dividend provisions of H.R. 1688, then, provide

a mechanism which is a substitute for the foreign tax credit

provisions of the Internal Revenue Code. The result is to

permit the states, like the Federal Government, to tax only

that foreign source income which has not Deen taxed by the

hoot country.

We previously quoted from a document indicating that

the British Government was most anxious to have the U.S. give

legislative attention to the solution of the problem of unitary

worldwide taxation by the states and its negative impact on

international commerce. We believe that foreign governments

have the right to expect this. The Supreme Court of the United

States, in the case of Japan Lines Ltd. vs. Country of Los

Angeles, 60 L. Ed. 2nd 336 (1979), stated that the Federal

Government must speak with one voice when regulating commercial
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relations with foreign governments. The court stated, at 347s

... a state tax on the instrumentalities of

foreign commerce may impair federal uniformity

in an area where federal uniformity is essen-

tial. Foreign commerce is preeminently a

matter of national concern."

Tangible evidence of the difficulties encountered

when federal uniformity is not maintained was presented when

the U.S.-U.K. Treaty was significantly delayed as a result of

the Article 9(4) controversy. And even though that treaty has,

finally become effective, its survival and continued vitality

may depend upon whether Congress enacts legislation to correct

the inequities caused by the state use of the unitary worldwide

combination system of reporting. Clearly, too, a lack of ac-

tion would have ramifications far b9yond U.S.-U.K. economic

relations, impacting on trade between the U.S. and many of its

other trading partners.

Conclusion

Although it is obvious that a total resolution of the

many issues of state taxation of interstate and international

business will not be attained unless legislation similar to

S. 983 is enacted by Congress, enactment of S. 1688 could pro-

vide a helpful first step toward a resolution of the overall

problem.

Relief from the burden of double taxation of foreign

source income has been sought by contesting the issue in the

courts. Not only has no relief been forthcoming from the

judiciary, but the courts have consistently stated that it is

the responsibility of the Congress to provide a legislative

remedy under its constitutional powers.

Congress has the power to take action in this matter

and the need for the legislation is clear. We urge the Com-

mittee to report favorably on S. 1688 as an important first

step toward the ultimate resolution of the entire interstate

problem.
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Summary of Statement of Sadami (Chris) Wada, Ass't V.P.,
Sony Corporation of America, on S.1688 Before the
Senate Finance Committee, Subcommittee on Taxation
and Debt Management, June 24, 1980

Son has two major capital investments in the United States,

which are $50 million capital investment in California with 1,600

local employees and $75 million capital investment in Alabama

with 1,200 local employees. Economic contribution is significant

to local communities and to the trade balance of the United States

by minimizing import and maximizing U.S. exports.

In spite of our good efforts, California imposes upon us

international double taxation through its unitary tax on a world-

wide basis. S.ny is penalized for one of its major capital

investments in California. The unitary formula on a worldwide basis

has many fundamental difficulties when applied on a worldwide basis.

It creates distortions when its application is forced ignoring many

international differences in accounting methods, management

practices, national economics, risks, and flucturation of exchange

rates. The "arm's length" test is the only fair and workable

method, and is the one that is accepted not only by the Federal

Government of the United States but also by nations in the world.

Unitary tax on a worldwide basis is against the urging of

Japanese capital investment to manufacture in the United States.

It threatens such desired activities. Even the California State

Legislature acknowledges the problem and is in the process of

making the correction by AB-525.

Sony strongly supports the passage of S.1688.
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Statement of Sadami (ChrisL Wada, Ass't V.P.,
Sony Corporation of America, on S. 1688 Before the
Senate Finance Committee, Subcommittee on Taxation
and Debt Management, June 24, 1980

Mr. Chairman and members of the Finance Subcommittee, my name

is Sadami (Chris)- Wada, and I am Assistant Vice President of Sony

Corporation of America. Sony appreciates this opportunity to submit

our statement in support of Senate Bill S.1688.

Sony Corporation of America is today being penalized in a

unfair manner by the unitary tax on a worldwide basis in California.

When the United States is urging Japan to make capital investments

in the United States, the unitary tax on a worldwide basis works

against such urging, desire and the widsom of the United States by

penalizing Sony and others as well as by posing a threat to new or

additional investments. S.1688 will bring an end to this bad tax

system and will do the justice needed.

I. Sony Has Two Major Manufacturing operations in the U.S.

Sony Corporation of America has two major capital investments

in manufacturing in the United States. We manufacture color tele-

visions in San Diego, California with local employment of-over 1,600.

In Dothan, Alabama, we manufacture video and audio magnetic

recording tapes in cassettes. Investments are $50 million and

$75 million respectively.

We have no tax problem with Alabama, but California uses the

unitary tax on a worldwide basis and we are strongly opposing it.
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Particularly, in this regard, we would strongly support Senate

Bill S.1688 and earnestly wish for the passage of the bill.

2. Sony San.Diego Color Television Factory

Since 1972, Sony has been manufacturing color televisions in

San Diego; ond today, we employ 1,600 people, of which only about

three percent are Japanese. Our total capital investment in land,

buildings, and manufacturing machines amounts to $50 million. Our

current annual payroll alone is almost $20 million. If all

payrolls-to-date are added, the total will be several tens of millions

of dollars. Our employees use their income to pay taxes, to purchase

appliances, homes, automobiles, education, vacation and other daily

needs. Our plant purchases utilities, all kinds of services in

addition to parts, supplies, and other materials. All of these make

a significant economic contribution to California. This is also

certainly true with our magnetic tape plant in Alabama.

3. Sony San Diego Exports Color Televisions

Further economic contribution is being made by increased

production and export to overseas. I expect Sony San Diego will

export California-made color televisions almost $50 million this

year. The State of California needs job opportunities and the

United States needs greater export for her trade-balance. California-

made color televisions will bring back U.S. dollars from overseas

that we need to purchase oil. Our magnetic tape plant will also

export over $60 million of videocassettes.
0
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4. Why Penalize Sony San Diego?

Why does California penalize Sony for having selected this-

State for $50 million capital investment and for creating job

opportunities for 1,600 people? Why for our economic contribution

to the State and to the United States, do we have to pay $1.5 million

additional tax out of our global income outside the United States?

Sony should be complimented upon by California rathe-r than

penalized. We resent this unitary tax on a worldwide basis.

5. Three-Factor Formula Creates Distortions hen Applied on
a Worldwide Basis.

The unitary concept was formulated as a mechanism to enable

the states to equitably allocate income as between states in which

the enterprise operates, normally upon the basis of the three-factor

formula of property, payroll, and sales. These factors are deemed

to be rough approximations in equal weight of the income-generating

facets of the enterprise, and the societal burdens and benefits

involved in. connection therewith.

However, fundamental to the equitableness of the unitary

concept is the asssumption that all of the states have roughly

comparable factors utilized in the denominator, therefore, the

use of the three-factor formula arguably provides rough equity in

apportioning the total tax burden among the various states in which

the enterprise operates.
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When this unitary concept is translated into a worldwide

concept, however, the equitable underpinnings of the concept fall.

When applied on a worldwide basis, gross distortions are created

through wide ranges of wage rates and productivity of labor,

substantial differences in the cost of a plant, equipment, inventory,

and other porperty and, further, through differing risk factors and

rates of return, differing sales prices and practices, fluctuating

conversion rates of currency, and even currency restrictions.

Sony Corporation encompasses about 50 worldwide consolidated

companies in addition to about 70 non-consolidated subsidiaries and

affiliates, many of which transact business completely unrealted to

Sony Corporation of America and most in places with no connection

with the United States.

Different places in the world, different management styles,

different bookkeeping, different incentives, different tax systems,

different fringe benefit systems, different risks and different

risks and different pricing make the application of unitary tax on a

worldwide basis most unreasonable and, if forced upon, it simply-

creates distortions and very often injustices like the case with us

here.

6. Historic Book Values and Revenue Contributions

The historical cost of manufacturing equipment as between the

newer, higher priced equipment located in our plant in San Diego as

compared to worldwide costs of comparable equipment located else-

where in the world has no logical relationship to profits earned.
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Similar equipment made in Japan a few years prior to the one in

San Diego can have a better productivity due from complete debugging

and experiences the workers have had with the equipment, thereby,

making a greater revenue contribution. You cannot relate historical

book values and revenue contributions among equipments of different

age and locations in the world.

7. Life-time Employment

In Japan, employees enjoy lifetime tenure. -This lifetime

tenure system provides employees with security for building stable

family life. Such lifetime employment has a great value and for that

great value employees give special dedication to the company. The

result is their greater contribution to the profit. Revenue con-

tribution of lifetime employment is not expressed in payroll as such.

Money is not all the value people work for. All these make the use

of payroll factor misleading and highly dangerous.

8. Fringe Benefits Are Different

Japanese employees have fringe benefits different from other

countries. For example, housing benefits have a very important

value because of the shortage of houses and the extreme scarcity of

land for housing. Most workers commute by trains from far away

taking one and a half hours in the morning and in the evening in the

famous crowded trains. Probably not many other countries have as

difficult housing situation as Japan. This makes the housing

benefit highly valuable and an important factor for revenue contri-

bution., Dental coverage included in the usual health insurance in

Japan has also a very important meaning for employees, particularly
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when compared to the UniteO States. All these elements make

reliance on payroll factors foi revenue contribution unreasonable

and impracticable. Efforts to remove distortion by adjustments

would further complicate the method in vain. You cannot have com-

plete worldwide details on pension payments, transportation allow-

ances, severance payments, housing benefits, health insurance,

retirement benefits and other related elements, particularly when

all of these are changing year to year in so many countries where

worldwide business takes place.

Efforts to make adjustments will fail and will surely distort

the end result.

9. Start-up Costs at San Diego Plant

$1 million out of the over $1.5 million difference between

worldwide basis and domestic basis demanded of Sony to pay

additionally, comes from just those first three years of our start-

up period at San Diego plant in 1972, 1973, and 1974.

The worldwide unitary approach by California is singularly

inappropriate in view of this start-up situation that did exist at

our San Diego plant in those years. The effect of unitary approach

is to levy the heaviest tax burden just when start-up costs and

losses are at a peak resulting in abnormally high cost (and low

profits) in California just at the time when the numerator (and,

thus, the portion of Sony's worldwide income subject to California

tax) increases due to new investment and new employees. It must be
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remembered that the period, in which the San Diego plant and

equipment were purchased, was highly inflationary while the capital

assets in Japan and other part of the world by and large, were not

purchased during this highly inflationary period.

10. Currency Exchange Rate Fluctuated

The U.S. dollar-yen exchange rate has widely fluctuated since

the end of the fixed rate of 360 yen to $1 in August, 1971. The

yen kept growing stronger and the rate changed to 300 yen to $1 by

the end of 1971 and then further to 253 yen to $1 in July, 1973.

The exchange rate then gradually reversed its direction of change

and the yen fell to about 300 yen to $1 level and stayed thereabout

through 1974,1975, and 1976 till it began to rise again in

February, 1977.

The yen kept rising in its value through 1977 and 1978 till it

hit 176 yen to $1 and prompted the defense of the U.S. dollar by

the Carter Administration in October, 1978. Exchange rates of other

foreign currencies to the U.S. dollar or to the Japanese yen also

fluctuated widely at different speeds and ranges. These exchange

rates fluctuated widely year to year and certainly also within each

year.
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The exchange rate of the Japanese yen to the U.S. dollar in

Tokyo for 1972, 1973, and 1974 at the end of each month were:

At the end of 1972 1973 1974

January 310.20 301.10 299.10
February 304.00 266.50 285.80
March 303.90 265.90 273.80
April 304.40 265.50 280.00
May 304.60 264.80 281.40
June 301.20 265.30 284.00
July 301.10 263.50 297.60
August 301.10 265.30 302.70
September 301.10 265.50 297.50
October 301.10 266.80 299.85
November 301.10 279.90 300.00
December 301.50 280.00 300.60

California Franchise Tax Board needs our property, payroll,

and sales all expressed in the U.S. dollar and that means translation

of various foreign currencies into the yen and then to the U.S.

dollar. The question is what exchange rate to use. Should they be

those at the beginning, the middle or the end of the year? If we

are to convert Japanese property, payroll and sales of 1973 into

U.S. dollar amounts, you would have three different exchange rates

at those three different time points.

Should we use the exchange rate of the date of purchase of

each property for the accuracy sake of the value of the properties

rather than that of the last day of the year against the total

historic value in yen of all properties purchased over the years?

But such would be next to impossible in view of tremendous

involvement in computations. But, the other approach would give a

grossly wrong property factor. The same gross distortion creeps into
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payroll and sales factors-unless monthly or, even better but far

more difficult, daily rate is used to convert yen amounts to dollar

amounts. Some years had less fluctation than other years as listed

below.

Year Fluctuation

1972 3%
-1973 1-3%
1974 lit
1975 6%
1s716 6%
1977 17%
1978 27%
1919 - 24%

Fluctuations were as high as 27 percent, 24 percent, 17 percent,

13 percent and'll percent in the order of 1978, 1979, 1977, 1973,

and 1974. In those years, factors may be distorted over 10 percent

easily.

If an average exchange rate of the year is applied while a

certain major property was purchased when the yen was the strongest

against the U.S. dollar in the year, the U.S. dollar value of the

property would look smaller than it really was, thereby, distorting

the factor of property and, therefore, the income allocation

according to the worldwide unitary tax system.

The yen-U.S. dollar exchange rate alone creates such an

impossible problem in computing property, payroll, and sales factors

for all those years. How many more complications there would be

when one has to do fair and just treatment of those factors of
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international operations in U.K., Germany, France, Spain

Switzerland, Brazil, Panama, Venezuela, Hong Kong, and many other

countries of different currencies. When faced with such impossible

task inherent in the worldwide unitary tax systems, should one use a

convenient method, ignoring terrible distortions? The answer must

be found in another taxing method than the unitary tax on a

worldwide basis.

11. Our Capital Investments in Alabama and Other Areas Are
Helping Us.

Not to repeat our bitter experience in tax, we went to

Alabama for our second major capital investment in the U.S. It is

now -even larger than the one in California. In Alabama, we have over

1,200 employees with a $75 million investment in manufacturing video

recording tapes in cassettes. Since we began our investment in

Alabama, our exposure to California's unitary tax on a worldwide

basis has improved. But as long as California and other states stay

free to use the unitary tax on a worldwide basis and to subject to

this unjustifiable tax, the income of the parent company and the _

parent's subsidiaries outside of the United States unrelated to the

U.S. manufacturing, we feel very uncomfortable ir making capital

investment in these states. This is against the direction the

United States and Japan must move in order to move forward.

12. Stop International Double Tax By Use of IRS Code Sec. 482

Our income outside the U.S. is taxed in each country, but the

Californih Franchise Tax Board tries to subject such tax-paid income

to the unitary tax on a worldwide basis. We would suffer, then,

from such international double taxation. The Federal Government
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does not do this. According to the U.S.-Japan tax treaty, the

U.S. Treasury does not in any way tax the worldwide income of Sony.

The . Treasury, with far more at stake, has agreed that the

"ar 's length" test is the only fair and workable approach and they

have relied on the accepted and time-tested provisions of Section

482 of the IRS Code in dealing with Sony Corporation and Sony

Corporation of America.

Sony strongly hopes the United States will stop California and

other states from using the unitary tax on a worldwide basis.

13. Fair and Just Treatment of Tax Will Finally Prevail

On September 27, 1977, Governor Brown reversed his earlier

position and threw his support behind the proposed U.S.-U.K. tax

treaty which, had it been ratified in the original form with its

Article 9 (4) intact, would have exempted U.K. multinational corpor-

ations from the California's worldwide unitary tax. This reversal

came about when it became known that the cost of the U.S.-U.K. tax

treaty to California would not be as expensive as was considered

earlier, while its benefit in making California more attractive to

foreign capital investment was growing important and desireable.

Governor Brown coauthored with Senator Alan Cranston the

telegram to Senator John Sparkman, Chairman of the Senate Foreign

Relations Committee, and urged the ratification of the treaty for
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the best interest of the State and the Nation. Dynamics of

economics and politics are certainly important, but we can surely

expect the spirit of fairness and justice to perform their act.

Unfortunately, the critical Article 9 (4) was reserved and

the treaty was passed without it in the U.S. Senate. The efforts

by Governor Brown, Senator Cranston, and many others to stop the

worldwide unitary tax system through the U.S.-U.K. tax treaty failed

but there are bills in the U.S, Senate and the House that would stop

states from taxing on the worldwide unitary tax concept. The Senate

Bill S.1688 introduced by Senator Charles McC. Mathias, Jr., and

the House Bill H.R.5076 by Mr. Barber B. Conable, Jr., are signs

of strong and rising interest in holding states and other local

taxing authorities from taxing foreign income of foreign corporations

by such an arbitrary and unfair method as the worldwide unitary tax.

Sony is very pleased to be here in support of S.1688 and to see

growing interest and increasing understanding in this subject. We

believe fair and just treatment of tax will finally prevail by your

support and your legislative action.

14. Legislative Activities in California

Even in the State of California itself, there has been a very

active legislative process in prohibiting taxing foreign income of

foreign parents of their subsidiaries operating in California. The

bill is California State Assembly Bill No. 525 (copy attached) and

its SECTION 1 clearly acknowledges the problems that arise from their

unitary tax on a worldwide basis.
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SECTION 1 reads as follows:

"The Legislature finds that generally accepted

accounting methods in general use by foreign based

taxpayers are materially different from accounting

methods used by United States based taxpayers, and

income statements prepared under foreign accounting

standards are not readily converted to income state-

ments based on the California Bank and Corporation

Tax Law. The Legislature further finds that many

unresolved problems have arisen in accounting for

change in foreign exchange rates, both in determination

of income and in constructing apportionment data of

foreign based taxpayers, on a basis consistent with

that used to determine income earned in California by

'United States taxpayers. The Legislature further finds

that the cost burden of converting income statements of

foreign based taxpayers to income statements more

comparable to those of United States based taxpayers is

often substantially greater than any resulting tax on

income considered to be earned in California. The

Legislature further finds that the inclusion of foreign

income in determining the tax liability of foreign

economic interests wishing to invest in California has

frequently resulted in unfair taxation of foreign based

taxpayers and consequently acted as an impairment to

investment and hindered the creation of new opportunities

for employment and the diversification of the economic

base of this state."
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The California State Bill, AB-525, ha a good record in the

California State Assembly and the State Senate. It passed the

Assembly Revenue and Taxation Committee by l0to 2, the Assembly

Ways and Means Committee by 13 to 5, the Assembly Floor by 64 to 10,

and the Senate Revenue and Taxation Committee by 6 to 0. It

survived the test of California's Proposition 9 or so-called

Jarvis Ir, which,had it been passed by the June 3rd ballot in

California, would have killed the bill. Now, it is set for a

hearing before the California State Senate Finance Committee on

June 30th and the prospect is good.

15. Conclusion

The unitary tax on a worldwide basis forces upon subsidiaries

of foreign parents many technical difficulties almost iLapossible

to resolve because of different accounting systems, different

customs, different incentives, different laws, and widely fluctuating

values of different currencies. It imposes international double

taxes. It penalizes those who minimize import from Japan to the

United States by making major capital investments and by hiring

hundreds and thousands of American employees.

In the State of California, where this tax system is used,

the bill that acknowledges the fundamental problems and tries to

correct it has received an overwhelming support of 93 to 17 in the

combined votes to date. This is an encouraging sign.

Sony Corporation of America sincerely asks for your understanding

of the problems and for your decision of wisdom and justice by

supporting and passing the Senate Bill S. 1688. It will make the

United States much more reasonable and attractive for capital

investments. It will help create thousands and thousands more

jobs. It will help improve the balance of trade by minimizing

import.

Sony appreciates this opportunity to submit our statement.

Thank you very much.
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AMENDED IN SENATE MAY 22, 1.,80

AMEND§1 5FI) IN SENATE MAY I, 1.980

AMEN)E) IN SENATE MARCH 27, 1980-', "'

AMENDI I) IN ASSEMBLY JANUAIIY 28. 1980.

AMENDED IN ASSET, MBLY JANUARY 21, 1980 '

AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY SEPTEMBER 14,. 197,9.

AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY MAY 16;' 1979

CALIFORNIA LECISLATURE-1979-so PEGULAn SESSION

ASSEMBLY BILL No., 525

Introduced by Assembly'men IIughics, Kapiloff, Irbrecht,
Moore, Naylor, and Dcnnis Brown

(Principal coauthots: Asseliblyrnen Mori and Deddelh)

February 12, 1979

flEFEIIlED TO COMMI1TEE ON I1EVENUE AND TAXATION

An act to md Section 2.3101.9 to tile leveTlue an(! 'axatio1
Code, relating to taxationj, to takc elfcct immncdiatc~y, tax
levy... . ,

LFCISI.AlIVI COUNSFI,' DIGESI

AU 525, as -mnded, I fughes (]1ov. & I'ax.). Bank and
Corporation Tax ILaw: unitary busiiiess.

Under the existing B aik and Corporation Tax J.awv, tlo
inlcomfe of a ulit'Iry' busilics which is subject to taxation is
(ieterminud by means of an apportionment formula based on
incdinc derived From or attributable, to sources both withini
alld withLout the state.
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AB 525 -2-

This bill would provide that in determining the income
subject to tax of a bank, corporation, or other entity, there
shall not be taken into account the income and
apportionment factors of any other bank, corporation or other
entity, if such bank, corporation, or other entity is (1) created
or organized under the laws of a foreign country, and (2) not
owned and controlled by a United States corporation or
residents of the United States.

Corporations engaged in the e gy t~ ad e* steel
business and a business owning agricultural land in this state
are excepted from the provisions of the bill.

This bill would take effect immediately as a tax levy.
,This bill would provide that if any provision of this act is

held invalid, such invalidity shall not affect other provisions of
the act which can be given effect without the invalid
provision.

Vote: majority. Appropriation: no. Fiscal committee: yes.
State-mandated local program: no. -

The people of the State of California do enact as folloWss:

I. 'SECTION 1. The Legislature finds that generally
2 accepted accounting methods in general use by foreign
,3 based taxpayers are materially different from accounting
4 methods used by United States based taxpayers, and
5 'income statements prepared under foreign accounting
6 "standards are not readily converted to income statements
7 based.on the California Bank and Corporation Tax Law.
8 'The. Legislature further finds that many unresolved
.9 problenis. have risen in accounting for changes in
IQ 'oreign exchange rates, both in determination of income
I I "and in constructing apportionment data of foreign based
12 taxpayers, on .a .basis consistent with that used to
13 determinee Income earned in California by United States
14 taxpayers. The Legislature -further finds that the cost
15 bu:rdcn of converting Income statements of foreign based
16 tMjpayers to Income'l statements -more comparable to
17 thof, of united "States: based, taxpayers is often
18 substantitilly greater. thariany resulting tax on income
19 considered to be earned ii' California.:,The Legislature
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-3- M 52N

1 further finds that the inclusion of foreign income in
2 determining the tax liability of foreign' economic
3 interests wishing to invest in California has frequently
4 resulted in unfair taxation of foreign based taxpayers and

.5 consequently acted as an impairment to investment and
6 hindered the creation of new opportunities for
7 employment and the diversification of the economic base
8 of this state.
9 BEG. OT The Legi^i0.,o futtheP find a deel r

10. that the e ter-gy buginege is nt included under the
11 0 &~~i~ of this aet as- ti gPe.MeI.,1 the etiieg thatgtci
12 bui ane &e9 eetrol at'e established by geogt'ephe "ftd
13 A.. PA.1 bound..ar: ie, there than. finetie tel p :e-.et"
14 fet' purpoee tiet related toe bamie eeenemiea of the market.
15 8E G.
'16 SEC. 2. Section 25101.9 is added to the Revenue and
17 Taxation Code, to read: /

18 25101.9. (a) Notwithstanding any other provision of
19 this chapter (except as provided in subdivision (g)), in
20 determining the income subject to tax of. any bank,
21 corporation, or other entity liable to report under this
22 part, there shall not be taken into account the income or
23 pportionment factors of any other bank, corporation, or
24 other entity if such other bank, corporation, or other
25 entity:
26 (1) Is created or organized under the laws of a foreign
27 country; and
28 (2) Is not owned or controlled by a' United States
29 corporation or residents of tfe United States.
30 **-Fet pwpeeofes of; gekio, the eeNYe
31 PAendu within or diireeted Frerthe Uited Staes by
32 etay bor ...... ther g the
33 eoftdieH e fot4 h under pat'egtaph +1 and4 -* of
34 .t.bdiy.i., -* shad4 be deemd to 1'e endaete by a
35'.. epa.t.e ,,,, ee'p et'o otter etity whieb dee.
36 not mfeet stieh eenditient m at he iemeof mty gtteh
37 bk-eet'pert'ien; o other' toi4~ atbe~#lleeetiet
38 td epptiernet. under tdee e' its
39 #ef * he #e* *peft any ether' bl;e taion, or' ether'
40 to li re #eport under hipat shall be limited te

a 970
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AB 525 -4--

1 ,nd determinedd t in mder reg..ei.ns ..ese-bed by
2-the - e-e e T-aB d the beeks of eeount-
3 maitintained b etieh l eorperaien or ether entty

_ 4 with reepeet to eteh .etities eended. within oer
5 directed Frem the United St tes.
6 (b) For purposes of this section, the activities
7 conducted within or directed from the. United States by
8 any bank, corporation, or other entity meeting the
9 conditions set forth under paragraphs (1) and (2) of

10 subdivision (a) shall be deemed to be conducted by a
11 separate bank, corporation, or other entity which does
12 not meet such conditions, and, except as provided in
13 subdivision (g), the income and apportionment factors of
14; any such bank, corporation, or other entity shall be
15 determined upon the basis of the books of account
16 maintained by such bank or corporation or other entity-
17 with respect to the activities conducted within or
18 directed from the United States and the income, and

-- i9-apportionment factors with respect to such activities shall
20 be tkenointo account in the manner authorized by this
21 chapter.
22 (c) The Franchise Tax Board shall audit, at least once
23 every four years, the separate accounting and arm's
24 length transactions of any bank, corporation, jr other
25 entity determining income pursuant to this section...
26 (d) This section shall not apply in determining the
27 income allocable to this state from a unitary business
28 whQse principal activity is the energy bine, the steel
29 business-or a business owning agricultural land in this
30 state. For the purple oF " su'sien the terma
31 :enlmergy bine" means operties pertainng to the
32 e,....rmark-..g of eow'ee 6 energy
3 uedi emphering, diseeye, .pnin,,33 4% -mi~g 1 .- V .. .. %..- , ...- .

34 dvilng . .. "... . ... ... .... a uff e4t
35 tranpt rfnikg- prodeing, ccg g
36 arketiftg or resettrehg iffeenneete with any energy
37 seuree steh ae eih, .e^,.le... "M ... a g.. ;38 and b, n,,btt, dees not mean operations e-am-tgto

39 the fl.eW. g . .. ,-tera.t energy serees... .e..
40 get.heri". eoael ,OAiC..ttow,a
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1ABINS

1phe,, l'., For the purpose of this subdivision, the
2 term"'steel business" means the manufacture, or sale of
3 products rolled, formed, shaped, drawn, extruded
4. forged, cast, fabricated, or otherwise similarly processed,
5 or processed by a combination of two or more of such
6 operations, from steel made by the open hearth, basic

.7 oxygen, electric furnace, Bessemer, or other steelmaking
8 process. For purposes of this section, "agricultural land"
9 is land used for the production of.. ag iculturgl

10 commodities for commercial purposes. ': tI.
11 .(e) For purposes of this section, direct or indirect
12 ownership or control of more- than 50 percent of:i
13 voting stock shall constitute ownership or control. ..: i -.
14 (f) The following definitions shall apply. 'for -%
15 'purposes of this section: "
16 (1) The term "residents of the United States" means
17 residents of the United States, its territories, .. r

.18 possessions, or the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.-:,,
19 (2) The term -"United State~s corporation" means a

.20.: bank, corporation, or other.entity organized under the
21: laws of the United States, its political subdivisions, it
22 territories, or' possessions, or the Commonwealth/.of
23 Puerto Rico.

,24 (g) Nothing in this section shall preclude the
25.. Franchise Tax Board from distributing, apportioning,, or

:.26 allocating gross income, deductions, credits,.or
27. allowances between or among organizations, trades, or
28 businesses, if it determines that it is necessary to do so in
29 order to prevent evasion of taxes or clearly to reflect the
30 income of any of such organizations, trades, or businesses.
31 *h* It f4iew of spet"ii"g .i..g.. ee-ee - the
32. proper' tem of it;ee.mpa.y diyi..nd^., it is viet
33 int-ended by enaemetA of " fte-hae eny inerenee be
34 drawn ferm it i ligai .14i
35 (h) 'In view of pending litigation concerning the
36 question of whether a corporation liable to report under
37 the Bank and Coiporation Tax Law must take into
38 account the income and apportionment factors of other

'39 -corporations operating in a foreign 'country, it is not
40 intended that any.. inference be drawn .froni. 1.1
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'I etnactment of this act in any litigation concerning such
2 question.
3 SKG.
4.' SEC 3. This act slhall not be effective for incbme years
5 beginning on or after January, 1, 1980, if an initiative
6 constitutional amendinent to limit state income tax rates
7 to one-half, which is on the June 1980, ballot, is approved
8 by the voters.

r94 G.-
10 SEC 4. The Legislative Analyst shall report to the

'11 Legislature during the 1988 legislative session on the
12 impact of this act.
13 SEC. 5. This act provides for a tax levy within the
14 meaning of Article IV of the Constitution and shall go into
15 immediate effect. however, the provisions of this act
16 shall apply in the computation of taxes for incomeyears
17 beginning on orafter January 1, 1980.
18 &tG- 6. If4" yp iert 4O tis ae+ er the i5eti-t. t
19 flereef to wt per en et cireumtancci iq held iiwfid;

'20 sueh ii idit shall Reo affeet other pr-oisins Of'
21 ppli Jt :e. ef the atet whieh ean be gien effeet wicitetA
22 the inywd pr-i9ote ea pl, e"iett, aid to 04 end the
23 pr iins f tis aet we severabe
24 SEC. 6. If any provision of this ac or the application
25 thereof to an), person or circumstance is held in vah'd or

'g6 constitutional because it favors foreign-based
27 corporate entities over domestic-based corporate entities

'28 or for any other reason, then this act shall be invalid in its
29 entirety and shall be repealed

/

/
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Summary of Written

Statement of Roger Kirk

Vice-Chairman of the Board

Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corporation

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittee, I am Roger Kirk,

Vice-Chairman of the Board of Brown & Williamson Tobacco

Corporation which manufactures tobacco products. It is a

subsidiary of BATUS, Inc., which is owned by BAT Industries,

Ltd., a United Kingdom corporation. BAT is England's third

largest industrial, and employs more than 250,000 persons on

six continents. It is involved in five separate and unrelated

lines of business, tobacco, paper, retailing, cosmetics, and

packaging.

BAT is joined in its support of S. 1688 by the "Unitary Tax

Campaign" composed of the major English companies having U.S.

affiliates and which have invested in this country and employ

its citizens. I have been asked to forward its written

statement for the record, which I will deliver to the Committee

on Finance staff.

Some have alleged that this legislation creates a

preference for foreign corporations. I would draw the

Subcommittee's attention for an explanation that that is not

the case to the remarks of John S. Nolan, Counsel on behalf of

the Confederationi of British Industry at the March 31, 1980,

hearing before the Committee on Ways and Means on this bill's

House counterpart, H.R. 5076.

In summary of my written statement I would like to outline

the basis of our support for this legislation which-would limit

/
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the use of the worldwide combined reporting system method of

corporate tax assessment. I should point out that its use by

California, its leading exponent among the few individual

States that do use it, has resulted in substantial savings in

BAT's case.

California requires that profits be assiqned to It by use

of a three factor formula utilizing sales, property and

payroll. The sum of those factors in California over those

factors worldwide results in a percentage, which applied to

worldwide income theoretically produces the proper amount of

income "earned" in California. For that formula to produce

equitable results it is essential that the factors be equal

throughout the taxed corporation's operations and those with

which it is combined, and that those operations he related.

Thouqh California has combined operations of distinctly

unrelated affiliated corporations, in our case no attempt has

been made to combine domestic or international non-tobacco

operations of BAT worldwide. Since 1968, when the California

Franchise Tax Board first required Brown & Williamson to submit

combined worldwide reports, its tax has amounted to about

$2,800,000. If tax had been computed without regard to the

worldwide activity of its foreign parent, it would have been

$3,700,000, mainly because Brown & Williamson is relatively

more profitable using lower invested capital than is generally

true for the worldwide group.
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In our case, the California Franchise Tax Board used an

arbitrary basis because of the difficulty of rewriting reports

from the seventy countries in which BAT's companies do

business. This arbitrary basis did not produce the correct

tax, but satisfied the Franchise Tax Board because it felt it

was awarding the lowest possible tax refund.

This experience reinforces our view regarding the resulting

tax partiality. If the law requires full combination of

worldwide activities, then the Franchise Tax Board acts

unfairly towards BAT, or other tax payers as the case may be,

when it favors expediency over legal requirements.

If the use of the worldwide combined reporting system has

worked to our financial benefit, why do we support S. 1688,

which would return us to the threat of higher taxes in

California? Because the use of the worldwide combined

reporting system is so totally unjust that we refer t?,e old

basis of assessment notwithstanding the additional tax burden.

Combininq worldwide and often unrelated lines of business

does not take into account often quite different factors.

California wages are significantly higher than labor rates of

most countries, which vary widely. As long as this disparity

is present, the payroll factor of the three factor formula will

always produce distortions to the State's benefit.

I
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Currency rates can cause distortion. California, for

example, makes no allowance for the fact that some currencies

are not practically convertible into U.S. equivalents, or that

many countries, particularly those in the Third World, restrict

or even bar transfer of funds.

Distortion can also result due to the wide international

variance of import duties and excise and sales taxes. Those

taxes are included in the costs of sales which, when combined,

can cause distortion due to their wide range.

Being Part of a worldwide group of companies operatinq in

differing and unrelated lines of business, we are concerned

about nroliferation of the worldwide combined reporting

system. Countries whosp corporations are beinq abused bv its

use could develop retaliatory measures. Unscrupulous foreign

government authorities could use the system to impose

confiscatory taxation under the ctoak of respectability.

The Federal Government has recently agreed in a tax treaty

with the United Kingdom not to utilize the worldwide combined

reporting system. Given that recognition of the need to limit

the use of the worldwide combined reporting system, S. 1688

should be enacted. It would eliminate the abuses of the

current use of the system by a few individual States and

prevent its proliferation. It would provide consistency and

uniformity in the taxation of international commerce, and spur

investment and the creation of employment opportunities in this

country.

Thank you.
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Written Statement of

ROGER KIRK,

Vice-Chairman of the Board,

Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corporation,

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, I am Roger Kirk,

Vice-Chairman of the Board of Brown & Williamsor, Tobacco

Corporation, 2000 Citizens Plaza, Louisville, Kentucky, 40202.

Brovn and Williamson manufactures tobacco products. It is

owned by BATUS, Inc., which is owned by BAT Industries, Ltd., a

United Kingdom corporation. BAT is Britain's third largest

industrial, employing more than 250,000 persons on six

continents. It is involved in five separate and unrelated

lines of business: tobacco, paper, retailing, cosmetics, and

packaging.

I would like to outline the reasons why S. 1688, which

would limit the use of the worldwide combined reporting system

method of corporate tax assessment and establish a uniform

method of taxation by the States of foreign source dividends,

should be enacted. U.S. corporations with foreign parents are

not effected by the second portion of the bill.

S. 1688 would conform the State rules to those of the

Federal Government in two very specific areas: the time at

which states tax the foreign source income of foreign

affiliates, and the quantity of foreign source dividends which

are taxed. The legislation would accomplish those slight

limitations by establishing that a State may not take into

account or include in income subject to tax the income of any
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foreign corporation in any year prior to the year in such which

income is included in income subject to tax by the Federal

Government. In other words, the foreign source income of a

foreign subsidiary of a U.S. parent corporation would be taxed

only, if, and to the extent, paid back to the U.S. as a

dividend, or deemed paid back by application of Suboart F of

the Internal Revenue Code. Since the Federal Government does

not tax income of a foreign parent from a U.S. subsidiary, that

income would not be taxed. Of course, the U.S. subsidiary

would already have paid taxes on its income at both the State

and Federal levels. Some have depicted this situation as a

"preference for foreign corporations." That is not the case.

In the case of dividends received by a U.S. parent from a

foreiqn subsidiary, the bill would permit a State to tax no

greater portion of that dividend than the Federal Government

effectively taxes. This would not eliminate all state taxation

of foreign source dividends. It would eliminate double

taxation of those dividends by permitting the States to tax, at

whatever rate they apply to other income, only that portion of

foreign source dividends which the Federal Government

effectively taxes after taking into account the foreign tax

credit.
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All States having a corporate income tax use some form of

apportionment to determine the tax liability of the unitary,

related operations of a single, multi-state corporation. A

State typically uses its formula to apportion income

.,on the basis of a weighted or simple
average of the percentages that such factors
as payroll, property, and sales within the
state bear to the total amounts of these
factors [in all states.) Carlson, State
Taxation of Corporate Income from Foe
Sources, in TAX POLICY RESEARCH STUDY, NO 3,
ESSAYS IN INTERNATIONAL TAXATIONa 1976, 231,
242 (Department of the Treasury, Washington,
D.C.$ (1976)

A substantial number of States extend the concept of

formula apportionment to a controlled group of corporations

when the operations and management are "unitary" in character,

i.e., integrated to accomplish a single business purpose or

related business purposes. Those States which apply formula

apportionment to the unitary operations of related corporations

are said to employ the "unitary apportionment system" of tax

assessment.

A few States, and only California consistently, have

extended the application of unitary apportionment to the

international operations of foreign subsidiaries and foreign

parents of domestic corporations, regardless of whether the

activities of those affilated corporations were related or
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unitaryy" It is this method of tax assessment that has become

known as the worldwide combined reporting system.

The late Laurence N. Woodworth, then Assistant Secretary of

the Treasury, described that system as used by California- in A

prepared statement submitted to the Senate Committee on Foreign

Relations on July 19, 19778

(When) an enterprise doing business in
California controls other corporations, is
itself controlled by another corporation, or
is related to other corporations by virtue
of common ownership, and when the degree of
common ownership or control is over 50
percent, California requires the controlled
group to file a combined report of the
group's worldwide income.

California tax authorities appear to
construe the definition of a unitary
business very broadly, so that related
entities which appear to be independently
engaged in very different kinds Pf
activities are aggregated into a unitary
business and must be included in a combined
report to the tax authorities.

The combined report is, in effect, a
consolidated return of the controlled
group's worldwide income, although seperate
returns may be made for each member of the
group. Tax Treaties with the United
Kingdom, the Republic of Korea, and the
Republic of the Philippines, hearings before
the U.S. Senate Committee on Foreign
Relations, 1st Session, 95th Congress,
Statement of Laurence N. Woodworth,(1977),
pp. 32-33.
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As used by California, the worldwide combined reporting

system requires that profits be assigned to it by use of a

three factor formula utilizing sales, property and payroll.

The sum of those factors in California over those factors

worldwide results in a percentage, which applied to worldwide

income theoretically produces the proper amount of income

"earned' in California. For that formula to produce equitable

results it is necessary that the factors he equal throughout

the taxed corporation's operations, and a related line of

business which is beinq combined.

In administering the Federal tax laws, the Internal Revenue

Service has adopted the arm's length standard for apportioning

income between related domestic and foreign corporations. The

regulations implementing IRC section 482 could not he more

straightforward

(b) Scope and Purpose. The purpose of
section 482 is to place a controlled
taxpayer on a tax parity with an
uncontrolled taxpayer, by determining
according to the standard of an uncontrolled
taxpayer the true taxable income from the
property and business of a controlled
taxpayer.*** 26 C.F.R. section 1.482-1(b)

For the purpose of the Internal Revenue Codes

(61 the term "true taxable income
means, in the case of a controlled taxpayer,
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the taxable income which would have resulted
to the controlled taxpayer, had it in the
conduct of its affairs *** dealt with the
other member or members of the group at
arm's length. 26 C.F.R. Section 1.482-1(al (6)

Though California has combined operations of affiliated

corporations that are distinctly unrelated, no attempt has been

made to combine domestic or international non-tobacco

operations of BAT worldwide. In our case, this has produced

considerable savings. Since 1968, when the California

Franchise Tax Board first required Brown & Williamson to submit

combined worldwide reports, its tax has amounted to about

$2,800,000. If tax had been computed without regard to the

worldwide activity of its foreign parent, it would have been

$3,700,000. This is largely because Brown & Williamson is

relatively more profitable using lower invested capital than is

generally true for the worldwide group.

Also, our administrative burden has not been too great in

complying with California's demands. The Franchise Tax Board

does not, except in no more than a handful of cases, enforce

the usual requirement causing groups domiciled abroad to

rewrite financial reports to accord with California tax

principles. In our case, the Franchise Tax Board has utilized

an arbitrary basis because of the considerable difficulty in

rewriting reports from the seventy countries in which BAT's

subsidiaries do business. Though this arbitrary basis does not
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achieve the correct tax, the Franchise Board has been satisfied

because it knows it is awarding the lowest possible tax

refund. This experience reinforces oura view regarding the

resulting tax partiality. If the law requires full combination

of worldwide activities, then the Franchise Tax Board acts

unfairly towards BAT, or other taxpayers, as the case may be,

when it favors expediency over legal requirements.

Why do we support S. 1688, which would limit the use of

that method and return us to the threat of higher taxes in

California? Because we regard the use of the worldwide

combined reporting system to be so totally unjust that we

prefer the old basis of assessment notwithstanding the

additional tax burden.

The application of the worldwide combined reporting system

causes a number of problems. The United States Government and

virtually all other governments in the world determine taxable

income on the basis of what are arm's length transactions

between related companies. The use of a different method by

one jurisdiction often leads to double taxation. The

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development , of

which the U.S. is a member, has included the arm's length

standard in its Model Income Tax Convention. The 1974

Guidelines for Tax Treaties Between Developed and Undeveloped

66-690 0 - 80 - 43 (Pt.1)
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Countries, prepared under the auspices of the United Nations,

adopts the same principle.

Compliance with the system requires elaborate recordkeeping

by corporations. Being forced to combine worldwide does not

take into account the ill effects of attempting to combine

differing accounting principles. For example, California also

has its own system of determining depreciation. It would be an

extreme burden for corporations already complying with foreign

depreciation requirements to recast their entire depreciation

system to adopt California's.

Labor rates vary widely internationally. California wages

are significantly higher than most of the world. As long as

this disparity exists, the payroll factor of California's

formula will always produce distortions to its benefit.

-- The assumption that profit rates in different units of a

corporate family engaged in different activities in different

locations are always the same is implicit in the use of the

system. That this is seldom the case causes income to be

misallocated.

When attempting to combine different and often unrelated

lines of business in which the worldwide affiliates of
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corporations are engaged, distortion can be caused by different

currency exchange rates. Some currencies are not practically

convertible into U.S. equivalents. Many countries, particulary

those in the Third World, restrict or even bar transfer of

funds. California makes no allowance for this factor.

Having considered the abuses to which the use of the

worldwide combined reporting system subjects corporations which

have affiliates in more than one country, the International

Chamber of Commerce issued the following resolution on

September 26, 1979s

The ICC views with concern the inevitability
that an increase in cases in which profits
taxes are levied by political sub-divisions
unencumbered by treaty obligations, will
result in mounting double taxation of
profits (which tax treaties set out to
avoid). This is particulary so if the basis
of assessment in any such political
sub-division is not entirely consistent with
that of the country itself and extends to
operations carried on outside the country.
This problem has manifested itself in an
acute form in connection with the attempts
of the State of California to impose the
"global" or "unitary" form of assessment
based on income of companies involved in
international operations outside the U.S.

The dangers of double taxation and the
administrative problems arising from the
taxation policy of California, and other
political sub-divisions, have undoubtedly
deterred would-be investors from making
investments which would have been otherwise
undertaken. This approach, if it should
spread, could easily become a most important
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threat to international trade since
international operations would inevitably be
confronted with a real danger of multiple
taxation of the same profits and
unacceptable administrative burdens. The
dangers were also recognized by the Council
of the OECD in rejecting the so-callied
"global" method in its recent report on
Transfer Pricing (Transfer Pricing and
Multinational Enterprises (OECD, Paris,
July, 1979 pp 14-15.

The ICC reconfirms its view that, as a
general rule, tax should be based on a fair
measure of income as computed by reference
to the amount which could be expected to
arise between independent parties dealing at
arm's length. This rule has universal
application. The ICC recommends that, in
all casls where the taxation policies of
political sub-divisions extend to
non-domestic operations, all possible
measures should be taken to ensure that the
terms of an agreement or treaty dealing with
taxation on income should bind all
authorities having jurisdiction within the
boundaries of each contracting State. This
recommendation is in. accordance with the
CECD Model Taxation Convention, 1977 ( Art.
2.1 and a considerable numberd of
international friendship, trade and shipping
treaties.

The Supreme Court of the United States has recently

considered taxation of states which lead to multiple taxation

and taxation of foreign source income. In Japan Line, Ltd. v.

County of Los Angeles, 441 U.S. 434, (19791 the Court expressed

the need to avoid- multiple taxation and to insure that the

United States speaks with one voice in matters of foreign,

rather than interstate, commerce.
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On March 19, 1980, the United States Supreme Court decided

Mobil Oil Corporation v. Commissioner of Taxes of Vermont.,

U.S. Supreme Court No. 78-1201. That case involved

constitutional limits on a non-domiciliary State's taxation of

income received by a domestic corporation in the form of

dividends from subsidiaries and affiliates engaged in a related

business abroad. Vermont makes no effort to extend unitary

apportionment to business operations of foreign corporations

through worldwide combined reporting. Vermont simply applies

its formula -- based on property, payroll and sales -- to the

"taxable income of the taxpayer... under the laws of the United

States .... N Mobil Oil Corporation v. Commissioner of Taxes of

Vermont, U.S. Supreme Court, No. 78-1201, (March 19, 1980) at

Slip Opinion 3. Therefore, Vermont, as most States, has

incorporated by reference the arm's length standard for

apportioning income between related domestic and foreign

corporations.

In Mobil, the Court made it clear that:

the linchpin of apportionability in the
field of state income taxation is the
unitary business principle." Slip Opinion 13.

It also clarified that its decision did not mean that&

* * * all dividend income received by

corporations operating in interstate
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commerce is necessarily taxable in each
State where that corporation does business.
Where the business activities of the
dividend payor have nothing to do with the
activities of the recipient in the taxing
State, due process considerations might well
preclude apportionability, because there
would be no underlying unitary business.
Slip Opinion 15.

The Court after acknowledging- the lack of uniformity

between states as to taxation of foreign source dividends said.

Congress in the future may see fit to enact
legislation requiring a uniform method for
state taxation of foreign dividends. To
date, however, it has not done so." Slip
Opinion 22-23.

.The United States Congress has also recently considered the

problems caused by the use of the worldwide combined reporting

system. In the House of Representatives Committee on Ways and

Means, a Task Force on Foreign Source Income was formed to

study five areas involving the taxation of foreign source

income and to report to the Committee its recommendations. The

Recommendations of the Task Force regarding state taxation of

foreign source income were as follows:

1. Income of foreign affiliates not
subject to Federal income tax.- It is
recommended that the States be precluded from
taking into account, under the unitary or any
method, the income of foreign affiliates of
corporations doing business within the States
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until such time as that income is subject to
Federal income tax.

2. Income of foreign affiliates subject
to Federal income tax.- It is further
recommended that no limitation be placed on
the power of the States to apply the
three-factor formula on a domestic basis,
under the unitary method or otherwise, to
income of foreign affiliates which had been
excluded under paragraph (11 above if and
when such income becomes subject to Federal
income tax. Committee on Ways and Means,
U..S. House of Representatives,
Recommendations of the Task Force on Foreign
Source Income, Committee Print, 95th
Congress, lst Session. page 30.

In the United States Senate the Committee on Foreign

Relations has most recently considered the worldwide combined

reporting system. In its report on the Third Protocol to the

1975 Income Tax Convention with the United Kingdom of Great

Britain and Northern Ireland, as Amended, Executive 0, 96th

Congress, 1st Session, (June 15, 19791,, the Committee said:

During last year's debate both in the
Foreign Relations Committee and on the
Senate floor, opponents of Article 9(41
argued that any prohibition of the right of
the states to use worldwide combination
under the unitary tax system should be
addressed legislatively rather than through
the treaty process. Even some supporters of
Article 9(4), while not questioning the
propriety of the Article, indicated their
preference for Congressional consideration
through the legislative process of the
issue. Report of the Committee on Foreign
Relations, United States Senate, on
Executive Q lst Session, 96th Congress)j
June i 1979, p. 6.
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At that time# the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations was

aware of the existence of S. 983 which had been previously

introduced by Senator Charles McC. iathias. One provision in

that bill would impose a limitation on the use of the worldwide

combined reporting system. On August 2 and 3, 1979,

legislation specifically addressing the use of that system

(S. 16881, and an indentical bill (H. R. 50761, were introduced

in the Senate and House of Representatives respectively. In

speaking of S. 983 and its limitation on the use of the

worldwide combined reportinq system, the Senate Committee on

Foreign Relations report stated&

The Committee urges the tax-writing
Committees of the Congress--the Finance and
the Ways and Means Committees--to hold
hearings in the very near future on S. 983
in order to permit'all sides of the issue to
have their views known for the record. In
addition, such legislation will give the
Congress, which has the responsibility to
resolve on the federal level inconsistent
state taxation policies, the opportunity to
take a position on the merits of the issue.
Report of the Committee on Foreign
Relations, United States genate, on
Executive lst Session, 16th Congress,
(June 15, 19791, p. 6.

Thus, all three branches of the Federal Government have

recognized the need to impose limitations upon the use of the

worldwide combined reporting systems the Executive branch

through the Department of Treasury in its treaty negotiations
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and the Internal Revenue Service through its regulations the

Judicial branch through the decisions of the Supreme Court of

the United Statesp and the House of Representatives and the

Senate of the Legislative branch as lastly described.

The Federal Government having so recognized the need to

limit the use of the worlwide combined reporting system, S.

1688 should be enacted to comply with that need. Enactment of

the legislation will not only eliminate the current abuses of

the worldwide combined reporting system and prevent its

proliferation, but will also provide consistency and uniformity

in the taxation of international commerce.

Thank You.

The committee will stand in recess, it now being 12:55.
[Whereupon, at 12:55 p.m., the committee was adjourned, subject

to the call of the Chair.]
[By direction of the chairman the following communications were

made a part of the hearing record and will be found in part 2:]
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